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The celebrated ḥāfiz Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abī Nasr Fatūh Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Humaid Ibn Yasil al-Humaidi was a member of the tribe of Azd and a native of the island of Majorca; but his family originally belonged to ar-Rusâfa, a suburb of Cordova. He delivered traditional information on the authority of Ali Ibn Hazm az-Zâhiri (vol. II. p. 267), to whom he had been particularly attached, and from whose lips he had learned so much that he became generally known by the appellation of Ibn Hazm’s disciple. One of the other masters whose authority he cited was Abū Omar Yûsuf Ibn Abd al-Barr, the author of the Kitâb al-Istiqdāb (1). In the year 448 (A. D. 1056-7), he set out for the East and made the pilgrimage to Mekka. Having heard Traditions taught in that city and in Ifrikiya, Spain, Egypt, Syria, and Irāk, he finally took up his residence in Baghdad. He bore a high reputation for nobleness of character, learning, solid information, piety, and devotion; the progress which he made in studying the written texts of the Traditions was evidently a mark of divine grace. The emir Ibn Mâkûla (vol. II. p. 248), the author of the Ikmdl, speaks of him in these terms: “‘We have been informed by our friend Abū Abd Allah al-Humaidi, a man of great learning, talent, and intelligence;’” — he then adds: “‘And I never saw his like for virtue, austerity of life, piety, and application to study.’” Al-Humaidi is the author of a celebrated work, entitled: Al-Jamo
IBN KHALLIKAN'S

bain as-Sakhain (the united contents of the Sahâs) of al-Bukhârî and Muslim; this production he taught publicly. Another of his works is a history of the learned men of Spain, to which he gave the title of Judwa tal-Muktablîs (a brand for him who wishes to light his fire), and which forms one volume. In the preface, he mentions that he wrote it, from memory, at the request of some persons in Baghdad. He used to say: "There are three points connected with the study of the Traditions to which, "first of all, attention should be directed; namely, the (Ilal or) defects prejudicial "to their authenticity, and the best treatise thereon is that of ad-Dârakutni (vol. II. "p. 239); the Mâtâlîf wa Mukhtalîf (synonymy of proper names), and the best work "on the subject is that of the emir Abû Nasr Ibn Mâkûla; the third point is, to know "the precise date of each traditionist's death, but on this we possess no work. I un- "dertook to compile one on the subject, and the emir told me to draw it up in chrono- "nological order and, under each year, to arrange the names alphabetically."—

"But," says Abû Bakr Ibn Tarkhân [2], "his attention was so much engaged by the "two Sahâs, that he died without being able to execute that task." The same person relates as follows: "Abû Abd Allah al-Humaidi recited to us the following "verses composed by himself:

"Visiting (learned) men produces nothing useful; all we gain by it is (that we may after-
"words repeat their words under) the stupid form of an it is said, or such a one said. Visit
"them therefore but seldom; unless it be to acquire knowledge or amend thy conduct."

Al-Humaidi met the Khatib Abû Bakr (vol. I. p. 75) at Damascus, and has given some information on his authority; and his own authority is occasionally cited by the Khatib. He was born some time before the year 420 (A. D. 1029), and he died at Baghdad on the eve of Tuesday, the 17th of Zu 'l-Hijja, A. H. 488 (18th Dec., A. D. 1095). As-Samâni says, in his Anadba, under the word al-Mayârâki (belonging to Majorca), that al-Humaidi's death took place in the month of Safar, A. H. 491; so, at least, I found it written in the abridgment which Ali Ibn al-Athîr al-Jazari (vol. II. p. 288) made of that work. Suspecting this to be a fault of my own copy, I examined the passage in a number of other manuscripts, and found them all to agree; as-Samâni's original work, of which we possess Ibn al-Athîr's abridgment, I had no means of consulting, as it was not to be found in this country (Egypt). The great discordance of these two dates remained upon my mind, and having, at length, consulted as-Samâni's Supplement, I met with the following passage: "Al-Humaidi
died on the eve of Tuesday, the 17th of Zû 'l-Hijja, A. H. 488, and was interred the next morning in the cemetery at the Abrej gate, near the tomb of Abû Ishak as-Shirâzî. The funeral prayer was said over the corpse in the great mosque of the citadel (Jâmî 'l-Kasr), by the jurisconsult Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ahmad as-Shâshi (vol. II. p. 625); but, in the month of Safar, A. H. 491, it was removed to the cemetery at the Harb gate and buried near the tomb of Bishr Ibn al-Hârith al-Ilâfî (vol. I. p. 257)." By this I perceived that the fault originated with Ibn al-Athir whilst he was making his abridgment; the copy of the work which he was then condensing may have here offered a fault of the transcriber, and Ibn al-Athir copied it without searching for the date in other quarters; or perhaps the copyist may have omitted a line, a circumstance which sometimes happens.—*Al-Humaidî* was so called after his ancestor *Humaid*; I have been informed by an historical writer, that he found this surname mentioned, in a work on history, as being derived from the name of *Humaid*, the son of Abd ar-Rahmân, the son of Aûf (3); but this derivation is false, for Abû Abd Allah al-Humaidî belonged to the tribe of Azd, and Abd ar-Rahmân to the Zuhra family, a branch of the tribe of Koraish: how then could any relationship have subsisted between them?—*Mayûraka* (Majorca) is the name of an island in the Western Sea, near the land of Spain.

(1) The life of this *ḥāṣī* is given by our author.

(2) Abû Bakr Ibn Tarkhân was one of the masters under whom Ibn al-Arabi studied at Baghdad.—*(Sīlat.)*

(3) Abd ar-Rahmân Ibn Aûf az-Zuhrî, an eminent member of the tribe of Koraish, and one of the eight first converts to Islamism, was also one of the ten persons to whom Muhammad promised paradise. Before his conversion he bore the name of Abd al-Kaaba. During the persecution, he took refuge in Abyssinia. He fought at the combat of Badr and at all the other engagements in which Muhammad commanded; at the battle of Ohud, he received a severe wound in the leg, and halted ever after. In the lifetime of Muhammad, he acted as *muftî*. On the death of Omar, he was one of the six delegates (*āshâb as-Shara*) appointed to make choice of another khalif. His birth took place ten years after the year of the Elephant; he died at Medina A. H. 32 (A. D. 652-3), at the age of seventy-five, and was interred in the Bâhi cemetery. He had acquired great wealth in mercantile pursuits. On one occasion, he contributed half his property to the service of Islamism; another time, he sold lands to the value of forty thousand dinars, and bestowed the amount on the poor. He equipped also five hundred horse and fifteen hundred foot for the cause of religion. On his death, the eighth part of his estate, the share allotted by law to the widows of the deceased, amounted to three hundred and twenty thousand *(pieces of silver).* — *(Siar as-Salaf. — Al-Bahr as-Zâkhîr.)*
AL-MAZARI AL-MALIKI.

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Omar Ibn Muhammad at-Tamimi (member of the tribe of Tamim) al-Māzari was a doctor of the sect of Mālik and one of the most noted persons of the age for his knowledge of the Traditions and the manner in which he lectured on that subject. He composed a good commentary on Muslim's Sahīh, and entitled it Kitāb al-Molim bi sawādīd kitāb Muslim (the indicator of the instructive passages contained in the book of Muslim); this work served the kādi Iyād (vol. II. p. 417) as the basis of his Ikmal, which is, in fact, the complement of al-Māzari's treatise. He composed also a number of philological works and a book called Idāh al-Mahṣūl fi Burhān il-Osāl (1). This doctor, so highly distinguished for his talents and varied information, died at al-Mahdiya (in the province of Tunis) on the 18th of the first Rabī, A. H. 536 (22nd Oct., A. D. 1141), aged eighty-three years, and was buried at al-Monastir. Some place his death on Monday, the second day of that month.—Māzari means belonging to Māzar (Mazzara), a village in the island of Sicily.

(1) This work is not noticed by Hajji Khalīfa; its title seems to indicate that it was a commentary on a work of divinity or jurisprudence, entitled: Burhān al-Osāl (demonstration of principles).

ABU MUSA AL-ISPANAHANI.

Abū Mūsa Muhammad Ibn Abi Bakr Omar Ibn Abi Isa Ahmad Ibn Omar Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abi Isa al-Ispāhānī al-Madini, the first ḥāfiz of the age for his vast memory and learning, composed a number of useful works on the Traditions and their subsidiary sciences. His Kitāb al-Mughthīḥ (the assister), in one volume, forms
the complement of al-Harawi’s Kitāb al-Gharbāin (vol. i. p. 78); in it he corrects the faults of that author, and it is really a useful book. He left also a small volume, entitled Kitāb az-Ziddāt (book of additions), designed by him as a supplement to the Ansāb, a work composed by his master Abū 'l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn TāHIR al-Makdisi (1): in this treatise he indicates the errors and omissions of the Ansāb. After travelling abroad in search of Traditions, he returned to Ispahān and continued to reside in that city. He was born in the month of Zu’l-Kaanda, A. H. 501 (June-July, A. D. 1108), and he died on the eve of Wednesday, the 9th of the first Jumāda, A. H. 581 (August, A. D. 1185). His birth and death took place at Ispahān. Madīna means belonging to the city (madīna) of Ispahān; the ḥafiz Abū 's-Saad as-Samāni states, in his Ansāb, that this adjective may mean: 1. belonging to Medina; 2. belonging to Marw; 3. belonging to Naisīpār; 4. belonging to Ispahān; 5. belonging to the city (madīna) of al-Mubārak, near Kāzūn; 6. belonging to Bukhāra; 7. belonging to Samarkand; 8. belonging to Nasaf. He adds that, to express belonging to Medina, the relative adjective Madāni is generally used.

(1) See the next article.

ABU 'L-FADL IBN AL-KAISARANI AL-MAKDISI.

The ḥafiz Abū 'l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Tāhir Ibn Ali Ibn Ahmad al-Makdisi, generally called Ibn al-Kaisarānī, was one of those doctors who had undertaken long journeys in search of Traditions. He heard (traditional information delivered) in Hījāz, Syria, Egypt, Mesopotamia and its northern borders, Arabian and Persian Irāk, Fars, Khūzestān, and Khorāsān. He then took up his abode in Hamadān and obtained a high reputation for his knowledge of the Traditions and his learning in the sciences connected with them. A great number of works and compilations were drawn up by him on that subject, and they all serve to prove the extent of his learning and the correctness of his information. He composed an Aṭradf (or index) to the Six Books, that is to say, to the Sahīhs of al-Bukhāri, Muslim, Abū Dāwūd, at-Tirmidī, an-Nasāi, and Ibn Māja; he drew up also an Aṭradf to ad-Dārakutni’s Gharbāb
(obscure terms occurring in the Traditions), and to the Kitāb al-Ansāb (book of patronymics). This last work forms a small volume, and is the same for which the ḥāfiz Abū Mūsa al-Ispahānī (see the preceding article) composed a supplement. He was well versed in the science of Sāfīsm and its different branches; there even exists a work by him on the subject. He left also some good poetry. The ḥāfiz Abū Mūsa and some others wrote Traditions under his dictation. Abū 'l-Fadl al-Makdisi was born at Bait al-Makdis (the house of the holy place, Jerusalem) on the 6th of Shawwāl, A. H. 448 (18th Dec., A. D. 1056); he commenced learning Traditions in 460; he went to Baghdad in 467 (A. D. 1074-5); and afterwards returned to Jerusalem, where he assumed the pilgrim-dress and proceeded to Mekka. He died at Baghdad on Friday, the 28th of the first Rabī, A. H. 507 (14th Sept., A. D. 1113), on his return from the pilgrimage, which duty he had fulfilled more than once. His body was interred in the Old Cemetery (al-Makbara tal-Atkha), situated on the west bank of the Tigris. Some place his death on Thursday, the 20th of the month just named. — His son Abū Zara Takhir Ibn Muhammad al-Makdisi was renowned for the extent and high authority of his information it the Traditions; but he was unacquainted with the science (of jurisprudence), his father having merely sent him, when a boy, to hear the lessons of some (traditionists), such as Abū Muhammad Abūr-Rahmān Ibn Ahmad ad-Dūbī (?), who was then teaching at Rai, Abū 'l-Fath Abūs Ibn Abd-Allah, at Hamadān, Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Othmān al-Kāmikhi, and Abū 'l-Hasan Makki Ibn Mansūr as-Sallār. He then took him to Baghdad, where he heard the lessons of Abū 'l-Kāsim Ali Ibn Ahmad Ibn Raiyān and other masters. On the death of his father, he settled at Hamadān, whence he proceeded to Baghdad (every year) to join the pilgrim caravan and teach there the greater part of the Traditions which he had learned. Amongst those who received Traditions from him were the vizir Abū 'l-Muzaffar Yahya Ibn Hubaira (1) and others. He was born at Rai, A. H. 481 (A. D. 1088-9), and he died at Hamadān on Wednesday, the 7th of the latter Rabī, A. H. 566 (19th Dec., A. D. 1170).—Kaisarānī means belonging to Kaisariyya (Caesarea), a maritime village of Syria, which is now in the hands of the Franks (2), whom God confound!

(1) Ibn Khallikān gives a notice on this vizir.
(2) Caesarea was retaken by the sultan Bibars in the year 668 (A. D. 1268).
ABU ABD ALLAH IBN MANDA.

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Manda al-Abdi, a celebrated transmitter of traditional information and the author of a history of Ispahān, was a ḥāfiz of the highest authority. He belonged to a family of eminence which produced a number of learned men; he did not draw his origin from the tribe of Abd (as the surname Abdi would imply), but Barra, his mother, was connected with the tribe of Abd Yālil (1) through her father Muhammad, and Ibn Manda bore this surname after his maternal ancestors. The ḥāfiz Abū Mūsa al-Ispahāni mentions him in the Ziddāt (see p. 5 of this vol.) and traces up his genealogy, but this list I shall not insert on account of its length. Al-Hāzimi (see p. 11 of this vol.) speaks of him also in the Kitāb al-Ojāla, but omits the genealogy. The ḥāfiz Ibn Manda died A. H. 301 (A. D. 913-4).—In a subsequent part of this work, we shall give the life of his descendant, Yahya Ibn Abd al-Wahhāb.

(1) Abd Yālil, the son of Jurham, left his name to a Yemenite tribe established in Hijāz.

AL-FARABRI.

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yūsuf Ibn Matar Ibn Sālih Ibn Bishr al-Farabri is well known as the teacher, from memory, of al-Bukhāri’s Sahih, which work he had learned under the author. People came from all quarters to hear him repeat this work. He was born A. H. 231 (A. D. 845-6), and he died on the 3rd of Shawwāl, A. H. 320 (October, A. D. 932).—Farabri means belonging to Farabr, a town situa-
ted on the bank of the Jihûn (Oxus), and in the neighbourhood of Bukhâra.—Al-Fa-
râbri was one of al-Bukhâri’s pupils, and the last survivor of those who taught, from
memory, their master’s Sahîh.

AL-FURAWI.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn al-Fadl Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad
Ibn Abî 'l-Abbâs as-Sâïdi al-Furâwi an-Naisâpûri (native of Naisâpûr), surnamed
Kamâl ad-Din (perfect in religion) (1), was a distinguished jurisconsult and tra-
ditioner. He attended the sittings of the Imâm al-Haramain, author of the Nihâya
tal-Matlab (vol. II. p. 121), and took notes of his lessons on the fundamentals of
jurisprudence. Al-Furâwi passed his youth among the Sûfîs, and became a doctor
of the law, a traditionist, a mufti, a controvertist, and a preacher. Though ad-
vanced in age, he used to carry food to the travellers who came to see him, and even
served them at table. Having set out on the pilgrimage to Mekka, he preached before
crowded assemblies at Baghdad and the other towns through which he passed. In
the two Holy Cities (of Mekka and Medîna), he gave public lessons. On his return to
Naisâpûr, he took his seat as professor in the Ndsihiya college, and discharged also
the duties of imâm in the Mosque of al-Mutarriz. He learned Muslim’s Sahîh from
Abî al-Ghâfir al-Fârisi (vol. II. p. 170), and al-Bukhâri’s from Saîd Ibn Abî Saîd.
His other masters were Abû Ishâk as-Shârâzi (vol. I. p. 9), Abû Bakr Ahmad al-Bai-
haki (vol. I. p. 57), Abû 'l-Kâsim Abd al-Kârim Ibn Hawâzin al-Kushairi (vol. II.
p. 152), and the Imâm al-Haramain. He was the sole person authorised to repeat
and explain some of the hûfiz al-Baihaki’s works, such as the Dâlâil an-Nubûwa
(proofs of Muhammad’s prophetic mission), al-Asmâ wa 's-Sifât (the names and attri-
butes of the Divinity), al-Baath wa 'n-Nushûr (the resurrection and revivification of
mankind), and the two collections of prayers, the greater and the less. It was
(punningly) said of him: al-Furâwi alfu râwi (al-Furâwi is worth one thousand
transmitters of traditional information). He was born at Naisâpûr, A. H. 444 (A. D.
1049-50), some say, 442; at the age of six years he commenced learning Traditions, and he died on Thursday morning, the 21st—some say, the 22nd—of Shawwāl, A. H. 530 (24th July, A. D. 1136).—Furā'wi means belonging to Furāwa, a village on the frontiers of Khawārezm; it is called also Ribāt Furāwa, and was built in the khilafate of al-Māmūn, by Abū Allah Ibn Tāhir, the governor of Khorāsān.

(1) According to al-Yāfi, in his Mirdī, and al-Othmānī, in his Tabakht al-Fukūhā, al-Furā'wi bore also the surname of Fakhr al-Haram (the jurisconsult of the sacred territory of Mekka).

AL-AJURRI.

Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abū al-Husain Ibn Abū Allah al-Ajurri, a jurisconsult of the sect of as-Shāfī and a traditionist, is the author of that collection of forty Traditions which is called after him Arba'īn al-Ajurri. This doctor, who was noted for his piety and virtue, delivered Traditions on the authority of Abū Muslim al-Kajji, Abū Shoaiib al-Harrānī, Ahmad Ibn Yahya al-Huwlānī, al-Mufaddal Ibn Muhammad al-Jundi, and a great number of other masters contemporary with them. Muhammad Ibn Ishak an-Nadim mentions him in the work entitled al-Fihreṣ (1). Al-Ajurri composed many treatises on the law and the Traditions. In the History of Baghdad, the Khatib Abū Bakr al-Baghdādī (vol. 1, p. 75) speaks of him as conscientious, veracious, pious, and the author of numerous works. He taught Traditions at Baghdad previously to the year 330 (A. D. 941). He then proceeded to Mekka, and continued to reside there till his death. A number of the ḥāfīzes gave Traditions on his authority, and Abū Na‘īm al-Ispahānī (vol. 1, p. 74), the author of the Ḥilīya tal-Awsalīd, was one of them. A certain learned man informed me that when al-Ajurri entered Mekka, he exclaimed, in admiration: "I implore of thee, "O God! the favour to remain here one year;" and that he heard a voice reply: "Nay, thirty years." He survived thirty years, and died at Mekka in the month of Muharram, A. H. 360 (November, A. D. 970). The Khatib says that he found this date on his tombstone. — Ajurrī is derived from Ajurr (brick), but I know not why vol. iii.
he received this surname. — I since found the following marginal note in a copy of (Ibn Bashkuwd's) Silat: "The imâm Abû Bakr, surnamed al-Ajurri because he belonged to a village near Baghdad called al-Ajur, resided at Mekka, and died there on the 1st of Muharram, A. H. 360."

(4) See vol. I. p. 630.

AS·SALAMI THE HAFIZ.

Abû 'l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Násir Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Amr, a native of Baghdad, and generally known by the surname of as-Salâmi, was an accomplished scholar and the most eminent hâfiz in Baghdad at that epoch. He possessed great literary acquirements, having studied philology under Abû Zakariyâ al-Tibrizi (1). The copies which he made of books were very correct. He was indefatigable in the search of instructive observations, and these he carefully noted down. A great quantity of information has been given on his authority by the very first masters. The learned men of that age were his pupils, and the hâfiz Abû 'l-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96), who was one of the number, cites his authority very frequently. The hâfiz Abû Saad as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156) mentions him in his different works. As-Salâmi's birth occurred on the eve of Saturday, the 15th of Shaabân, A. H. 467 (April, A. D. 1075), and he died at Baghdad on the eve of Tuesday, the 18th of Shaabân, A. H. 550 (16th Oct., A. D. 1155). The next morning, his body was carried forth, and funeral prayers were said over it thrice, near the mosque of the Sultan (Jâmî's-Sultân); it was then taken across the river to the mosque (Jâmî) of al-Mansûr, where the funeral service was again performed, after which they bore it to the Harbiya cemetery, at the Harb gate, and interred it under the sidra (2), at the side of Abû Mansûr Ibn al-Anbâri the preacher's tomb. — "Salâmi means native of Madâna tas-Salâm (the city of welfare), that is, Baghdad. Such," says as-Samâni, "was the note written by himself on his own surname."

(1) His life is given by Ibn Khallikân.
(2) The word sidra means lotus-tree. It may perhaps designate here some religious edifice.
AL-HAZIMI THE HAFIZ.

Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abī Othmān Mūsā Ibn Othmān Ibn Mūsā Ibn Othmān Ibn Hážim al-Hazīmī al-Hamadānī (native of Hamadān), surnamed Zain ad-Din (ornament of religion), was distinguished by the exactitude of his information as a hāfiz and the eminent sanctity of his life. Having learned by heart the sacred Korān, he attended the lessons of Abū 'l-Wāqt Abdal-Auwal as-Sijazi (vol. II. p. 171) at Hamadān, and learned Traditions in the same city from Abū Mansūr Sheherdār Ibn Shīrūyāh the Dailemite, Abū Zarā Tāhir Ibn Muḥammad al-Makdisi (see p. 6 of this vol.), the hāfiz Abū 'l-Alā al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad (1), and a great number of other masters. He studied the law at Baghdad under the shaikh Jamāl ad-Din Wāthik Ibn Fadlān (2) and others; there also he heard Traditions delivered by Abū 'l-Husain Abd al-Hakk and Abū Nasr Abd ar-Rahim, the sons of Abū al-Khālik Ibn Ahmad Ibn Yūsuf, Abū 'l-Fath Obaid Allah Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Shāfī, and others. He then undertook to collect Traditions himself, and with that view he visited a number of the cities of Irāk, whence he proceeded to Syria, Mosul, Fars, Isphān, Hamadān, and most of the towns in the province of Adarbajjān. He wrote down Traditions under the dictation of nearly all the shaikhs at these places, and devoted his attention so specially to this branch of study, that he attained in it a great eminence and a high reputation. He composed on this and on other subjects a number of instructive works, such as the Nāṣih wa 'l-Mansūh on (the annulling and the annulled) Traditions; the Kitāb al-Faisāl (discriminator), treating of those patronymics the meaning of which might be mistaken (musttabih an-nisba); the Kitāb al-Ojāla (the ready as-sister) on patronymics; a work on geographical synonyms and the names of places which, when written, are liable to be mispronounced; the Silsila tad-Dahāb (golden chain), treating of the Traditions delivered by Ibn Hanbal (vol. I. p. 44) on the authority of as-Shāfi (vol. II. p. 569); the Shurāt al-Ayyimma (qualities required in an imām), etc. He resided at Baghdad, on the east side of the river, constantly engaged in study and the practice of virtue, till fate cut through the branch of his life whilst yet green. This event happened at Baghdad on the eve of Monday, the 28th of the first Jumāda, A. H. 584 (25th July, A. D. 1188). He was interred in the Shāntzi
cemetery (vol. I. p. 556), close to (the grave of) Samnûn Ibn Hamza (3), and opposite to the tomb of al-Junaid (vol. I. p. 338). Crowds of people attended the funeral service which was said over him in the court of the mosque of the Castle (Jâmî 'l-Kasr); the body was then taken to the west side of the river, and the prayer was there repeated. His books were distributed among the traditionists. Al-Ilâzîmi was born A. H. 548 (A. D. 1153-4), or 549, on the road leading to Hamadân. He was carried to that city, and in it he passed his youth. — He bore the surname of Hzâzîmi because one of his ancestors was called Hzâzîm.

(1) Abû 'l-Alâ al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad, a hâfiz and teacher of the Korân-readings, died A. H. 569 (A. D. 1173-4), aged eighty-one years. He was a native of Hamadân.—Nujum, Hujjâts.

(4) The learned îmâm Jamîl ad-Dîn Abû 'l-Kâsim Wâthîk Ibn Ali Ibn al-Fadîl Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Fadîlân, a doctor of the Shafîte sect, was born at Baghdad, A. H. 515 (A. D. 1121-2). He made his studies at Baghdad and Najâbâr, and became professor in the Nizâmiya college of the former city. His death occurred in Sha'âbân, A. H. 595 (June, A. D. 1199). The author of the Tabakht al-Fukahâ observes that some persons call this doctor Yahya not Wâthîk, and Ibn Kâdi Shobha gives him the name of Yahya in his Tabakht as-Shâbîyâ. The latter author says that Ibn Fadîlân held a high rank as a jurisconsult, a theologian, a controvertist, and a dialectician. The author of the Tabakht al-Fukahâ informs us that Abû Abd Allah Muhammad, the son of this Ibn Fadîlân, was professor at the Mustansiriya college in Baghdad, that he acted as Kâdi 'l-Kuddât (chief judge) for the khalif an-Nasir li-Din Illah, and died A. H. 631 (A. D. 1233-4).

(3) Abû 'l-Hasan Samnûn Ibn Hamza 'l-Khauwâs was a disciple of Sari as-Sakati (vol. I. p. 555) and other sîfs. He used to discourse with great eloquence on the love of God, and replied, when asked what was sîgâm: "to possess nothing and to let nothing possess you." This eminent shâikh died some time after al-Junaid.—Louvâh al-Anûr fi Tabakht al-Akhydr, by Abû al-Wâhâb as-Shârâni; MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, Supplement.)

ABU-BAKR IBN AL-ARABI.

Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-Arabi, was a celebrated hâfiz, a member of the tribe of Maâfir and a native of Seville in Spain. Ibn Bashkuwâl speaks of him in these terms, in his Silat: "That hâfiz filled with learning to overflowing; the last
"of the erudite, the last Ḣāfiz and the last Ḥādīm of Spain. I met him in the city of
Seville on Monday morning, the 2nd of the latter Jumādā, A. H. 516 (August, A. D.
1122). He informed me that it was on Sunday, the 1st of the first Rabī', A. H. 485
(April, A. D. 1092), that he set out with his father on their journey to the East (1),
and that he went to Syria, where he met Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Walīd at-
Tortūshi (vol. II. p. 665), under whom he studied jurisprudence. Having gone to
Baghdad, he heard Traditions from" — some of the most eminent masters — "and
then proceeded to Hijāz. He performed the pilgrimage in the year 489, and, on
his return to Baghdad, he became the pupil of Abū Bakr as-Shāshi (vol. II. p. 625),
Abū Ḥamīd al-Ghazzālī (vol. II. p. 621), and other doctors and philologers. He
then left Baghdad. In Mīr and Alexandria, he met a great number of tradi-
tionists, and wrote down Traditions under their dictation, communicating to them
the fruits of his own researches whilst he received theirs. In the year 493, he
returned to Spain, and entered Seville with a greater stock of information than any
person who had travelled to the East ever brought back before. He was deeply
versed in a variety of sciences, and had attained a high proficiency in all the bran-
ches of learning; on such subjects he discoursed with great ability, and, being
enabled by his penetrating genius to comprehend them all, he displayed the utmost
ardour in diffusing information, whilst he employed the acuteness of his mind in
distinguishing what was exact therein from what was not. We may add that he
was equally distinguished by the amenity of his character, the charm of his man-
ners, his affability, humility, nobleness of mind, obliging disposition, and con-
stancy in friendship. Having been appointed kādi in his native town, he rendered
the highest service to the inhabitants by the firmness with which he discharged his
duties and the severity which made him an object of terror for the wicked. On his
removal from office, he turned his mind to the task of diffusing learning. I asked
him the date of his birth, and he informed me that he was born on the eve of
Thursday, the 21st of Sha'bān, A. H. 468 (April, A. D. 1076). He died in North
Africa and was interred in the city of Fez, in the month of the latter Rabī', A. H.
543 (August-September, A. D. 1148).” To these words of Ibn Bashkuwāl I may
add that the Ḥāfiz Ibn al-Arabi left a number of works, and amongst others that enti-
titled al-Ādīdī tal-Ahwādīš Sharh it-Tirmīdī (the fluency of the expert, being a com-
mentary on the Traditions collected by at-Tirmīdī). He was born at Seville; some
say, in the year 469 (A. D. 1076-7). His death is stated to have taken place in the
month of the first Jumâda, whilst he was returning from Morocco to Fez, and at a day's journey from the latter city. His corpse was transported to Fez and interred in the cemetery of al-Jaïûni (2) — His father was born A. H. 435 (A. D. 1043-4), and he died in the month of Muharram, A. H. 493 (November-December, A. D. 1099), in Egypt, on his return from the journey which he and his son had made to the East; he was an accomplished scholar and an able kâtib. — The title of Ibn al-Arabi's work, al Adrîda tal-Ahwâdi, requires explanation; adrida means command of language; they say: Such a one has an extreme a'drida, to indicate that he has a great command of language; ahwâdi means one who gets through business lightly, owing to his skill; or, according to al-Asmai, one expert in business, completely master of it, and who lets no part of it escape his attention.

(1) Ibn al-Arabi wrote an account of this journey; Ibn Khaldûn mentions it, in his History of the Berbers, under the title of Rûhla (journey), and informs us that the author speaks in it of his shipwreck on the coast of Barka, where he and his father were hospitably treated by the nomadic Arabs of that region.

(2) This doctor must not be confounded with the malikite Ibn Arabi, the author of a large volume of mysticism in five hundred and sixty chapters, and entitled al-Futâhât tal-Makkiya (Mekkan revelations). The latter's names were Muhli ad-Din Muhammad Ibn Ali; he died A. H. 658 (A. D. 1240).

---

AN-NAKKASH AL-BAGHDADI.

Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ziad al-Mukri (teacher of the readings of the Korân, and) surnamed an-Nakkâsh, belonged to a family of Mosul, but was born and brought up at Baghdad. He possessed great learning in the Korân and its interpretation, on which last subject he composed a work entitled: Shafa as-Suddâr (medicine of the heart). Amongst his other productions we may notice the Ishāra (indication), on the obscure terms of the Korân; the Maudîh (elucidator), on the Korân and its style; the Didd el-Akl (contrary to reason); the Manâsîk (rites of devotion); the Fâhm al-Manâsîk (comprehension of the rites); the Akhâr al-Kussads (?).
(history of the story-tellers); the Dhamm al-Hasad (dispraise of envy); the Daläl an-
Nubâwat (proofs of Muhammad's prophetic mission); the Abwdb (doors, or chapters),
on the Korân; the Iram Dhât al-Imâd (the Iram of many columns) (1); the greater,
the less, and the medium dictionary of Korân-readers and their readings; the greater
Book of the Seven (readings), with the reasons (or defects?) of the readings; the lesser
Book of the Seven (readings); the medium Book of the Seven. He travelled very
much in the East and in the West. He heard Traditions delivered at Kûfâ, Basra,
and Mekka, in Egypt, Syria, and Mesopotamia, at Mosul, in Persian Irak, Khorâsân,
and Transoxiana, but some of those which he taught are merely rejected Traditions
headed with approved ismdâs (2). His name happening to be mentioned in the pre-
sence of Talha Ibn Muhammad Ibn Jaâfar, this person said: "He was false in his
Traditions, and addicted to story-telling." He delivered orally pieces of literature
on the authority of the most eminent among the learned, and his own authority was
cited by them for some which they delivered. Al-Barkânî (3) said: "All the Tradi-
tions taught by an-Nakkâsh are faulty, and, in his interpretation of the Korân,
"there is not a single genuine Tradition." An Nakkâsh was born A. H. 266 (A. D.
879-80); some say, 265; and he died on Tuesday the 2nd of Shawwâl, A. H. 351
(4th Nov., A. D. 962). The next day, he was interred. By other accounts his
death is placed a year sooner, or a year later. — Nakkâsh means a painter of walls
and ceilings, etc.; which profession this doctor had followed in the early part of his
life.

(1) See Lane's Thousand and one Nights, vol. II. p. 342, for the description of this fabulous place.
(2) See Introduction to vol. I. p. xxii.
(3) The âdâs Abû Bakr Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ghâlib al-Barkânî, born (at Barkân, a vil-
He had some acquaintance with Arabic philology (arabîyân), and composed a Mumad, or body of authentic
Traditions, in which he inserted the contents of al-Bukhârî's Sahîh and those of Muslim's. The Khatib, who,
as well as al-Baihaki and Abû Ishak as-Shîrâzî, gave some Traditions on his authority, says: "Amongst all
our masters, we did not find one possessing more solid information than he. His piety was conspicuous,
and he possessed deep learning in the law."—(Nujâm. Al-Yâfî. Tab. al-Huffârs.)
Abû 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Aiyûb Ibn as-Salt Ibn Shanabûd, an eminent master of the Korân-readings and a native of Baghdad, was a pious and well-intentioned, but weak-minded man. It is said that he uttered much nonsense and little real learning. Having become the sole depository of some rare and singular readings of the Korân, he introduced them into his recitations from that book whilst presiding at the public prayer (1). By this he incurred general reprehension, and the vizir Abû Ali Muhammad Ibn Mukla, the celebrated penman, having been informed that he had changed some passages of the Korân by substituting certain words for others which belonged to the primitive revealed text, had the delinquent brought before him, in the beginning of the month of the latter Rabi', A. H. 323 (March, A. D. 935), and kept him prisoner in his house for some days. On Sunday, the 7th of the same month, he convoked an assembly composed of the kâddî, Abû 'l-Husain Omar Ibn Muhammad, Abû Bakr Ahmad Ibn Mûsa Ibn al-Abbâs Ibn Mujâhid, teacher of the Korân-readings, and other persons of the same profession. Ibn Shanabûd was then brought in and examined in the presence of the vizir, but he replied with great insolence to him, the kâddî, and Ibn Mujâhid, calling them persons of little information, and reproaching them with not having travelled in the pursuit of learning as he had done; the kâddî was even treated by him as a mere dotard. On this, the vizir ordered him to be flogged, and the prisoner, whilst undergoing this punishment, which consisted in seven distinct beatings, invoked God's vengeance on Ibn Mukla, praying that his hand might be cut off and his prosperity ruined; and such was really the case, as will be seen in our account of that vizir's life. They then examined him relatively to the readings which he was accused of having employed, and he answered by denying those which gave scandal, and declaring that some readers did make use of the others. Being called on to recant, he consented and said: "I renounce my manner of reading, and in future I shall follow no other than that of the manuscript drawn up by (the Khalîf) Othmân Ibn Affân, and that which is publicly received." The vizir ordered this declaration to be taken down, and made him subscribe his name to it. This subscription contained evidently the expression
of Ibn Shanabûd's sincere repentance. The words of the document were: "Mu-
hammad Ibn Ahmad, generally known by the name of Ibn Shanabûd, being ques-
tioned as to the report of his having thus read (the verse of the Korân): When
you are called to prayer on the day of the assembly, go (2) to the commemoration of
God, he acknowledged it. And being questioned as to the reading: and (do) ye
make this your gratitude that ye declare (the Korân) to be false (3)? he acknow-
ledged it; and, as to the reading: may the hands of Abû Lahab perish, and he has
already perished (4), he acknowledged it; and, as to the reading: because there
was a king before them who took every ship by force (5), he acknowledged it; and,
as to the reading: like wool carded (6), he acknowledged it; and, as to: this day we
will save thee on account of thy invocation (7), he acknowledged it; and, as to: and,
when he fell down, the men plainly perceived that the Genii, had they known that
which is secret, had not continued a year in ignominious punishment (8), he acknow-
ledged it; and, as to: by the night when it spreads its shades / by thy day when it
shineth forth / by the male and the female (9) I he acknowledged it; and, as to: the
infidels have already charged (Muhammad) with imposture, but (the punishment,
shall be eternal (10), he acknowledged it; and, as to: and that there may be a band
of you inviting to the best (religion), and commanding that which is just, and for-
bidding that which is evil, and asking God's assistance against (the misfortunes)
which befall them; these shall be happy ones (11) I he acknowledged it; and, as to:
if you do it not, there will be trouble in the earth and wide spread corruption (12),
he acknowledged it. And the witnesses here present have written their testimonies
to this instrument, declaring it to accord with his own declaration, and Ibn Shan-
abûd has written with his own hand what follows: — I, Muhammad, the son of
Ahmad, the son of Aiyûb, generally known by the name of Ibn Shanabûd, acknow-
ledge the contents of this paper to be true, and to be my words and belief; and
I take to witness Almighty God and the persons here present. And if I act against
this declaration, or if any thing in my conduct denote other sentiments than those
here expressed, I declare that the Commander of the faithful may lawfully shed
my blood. Written on Sunday, the 7th of the first Rabi, of the year 323, at the
sitting held by the vizir Abû Ali Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Mukla; may he long
enjoy the favour of God!" Abû Aiyûb as-Simsâr then interceded with the vizir
in order to procure Ibn Shanabûd's liberation, but observed to him that if he allowed
his prisoner to return home, the unfortunate man would be murdered by the popu-
vol. iii.
lace. He, therefore, requested that he should be sent by night to al-Madāin, whence, after a few days' delay, he might privately return to his house in Baghdad, and not appear in public for some time. The vizir granted this request and sent Ibn Shana-
būd to al-Madāin. This reader died at Baghdad on Monday, the 3rd of Safar, A. H. 328 (20th Nov., A. D. 939); some say that he died a prisoner in the sultan's palace.
—Abū Bakr Ibn Mujāhid died on Wednesday, the 18th of Shaabān, A. H. 324 (13th July, A. D. 936), and was interred in a mausoleum erected for him in the Sūk al-Itr (the perfume market). His birth took place in the year 245 (A. D. 859-60).

(1) Literally: He read (the Korden) with them, in the Mihrāb.
(2) Go; in Arabic, famdū. The received text has fasād (hasten). See Korān, sūrat 62, verse 9.
(3) For gratitude (shukr), the Korān has rīk (sustenance). Sale renders the passage thus: "And do ye "make (this return for) your food (which ye receive from God), that ye deny (yourselves to be obliged to him "for the same." Sūrat 56, verse 81.
(4) Kud tabbā, for the received reading tabbā (and may he perish). Sūrat 111, verse 1.
(5) Before (dāmā), in place of behind (ward). Sūrat 18, verse 78.
(7) On account of thy invocation (by niddikā), in place of with thy body (bi-badanika). Sūrat 40, verse 92.
(8) The Korān has: "And when he fell down, the Gene'2 plainly perceived that, if they had known that "which is secret, they had not continued in ignominious punishment." Sūrat 34, verse 13.
(9) Korān, sūrat 93, verses 1 and 2. The last words are not to be found there.
(10) The Korān has: "Ye have already charged," etc. Sūrat 35, verse 77.
(11) Korān, sūrat 3, verse 100. Ibn Shana-būd read fīyāt (band) for ummat (people), and inserted the words: and asking God's assistance, etc.
(12) Korān, sūrat 8, verse 74. Ibn Shana-būd substituted arīd (wide) for kabīr (great). To judge from these specimens, his readings were generally plausible.

IBN AS-SAMMAK.

Abū 'l-Abbās Muhammad Ibn Sabith, surnamed Al-Mazkūr (1), and generally known by the appellation of Ibn as-Sammāk, was a mawla to the tribe of Ijl, a native of Kūfa, and a professional narrator of anecdotes. His devotion and self-mortifica-
tion, the elegance of his language, his pious exhortations and sayings, which were collected and learned by heart, acquired him great celebrity. He met some of the Muslims belonging to the class called as-Sadr al-Auwal (2), such as Hishâm Ibn Orwa (3) and Aamash (vol. I. p. 587), and received information from them; Traditions were given on his authority by Ahmad Ibn Hanbal and that imâm's contemporaries. It was in the time of Hârûn ar-Rashîd that he left Kûfa, his native place, and proceeded to Baghdad; after remaining in that city for some time, he returned to Kûfa and died there. One of his sayings was: "Fear God as if you had never obeyed him, and hope in him as if you had never disobeyed him." Hârûn ar-Rashîd, having one day declared, with an oath, that he himself was one of those who were to enter Paradise, consulted doctors of the law on the subject (4). None of them opined that he was one of those persons, and as Ibn as-Sammâk's name was then mentioned to him, he had him called in and asked his opinion. Ibn as-Sammâk proposed to him this question: "Had the Commander of the faithful ever the occasion of committing an act of disobedience towards God, and abstained from it through fear of offending him?"—"Yes," said ar-Rashîd; "in my youth, I fell in love with a slave-girl belonging to a person in my service, and, having once found a favourable opportunity, I resolved on committing with her the evil deed, but reflecting on the fire of hell and its terrors, and recollecting that fornication was one of the grievous sins, I abstained from the girl through fear of Almighty God."—Then let the Commander of the faithful rejoice! thou art one of those who shall enter Paradise," said Ibn as-Sammâk.—"How," said ar-Rashîd, "dost thou know that?"—"From the words of the Almighty himself," replied the other; "he has said: But whoever shall have dreaded the appearing before his Lord and shall have restrained his soul from lust; verily Paradise shall be his abode (5)." These words gave ar-Rashîd great joy. Ibn as-Sammâk went one day to intercede with a grandee in favour of a man for whom he felt interested, and he addressed him in these terms: "The beseecher and the besought will feel honoured if the request for which I come be granted, and disgraced if it be refused. Choose, therefore, for thyself the honour of giving, not the shame of refusing, and choose for me the honour of obtaining, not the shame of being refused." The request was granted. One of his sayings was: "He who, being inclined to the world, is sated with its sweetness, shall be drenched with the bitterness of the other world, though he abhor it." Having held a discourse one day in the hearing of his slave-girl, he
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"asked her what she thought of it. She replied that it would have been good, were it not for the repetitions. "But, said he," "I employ repetitions in order to make those understand who do not."—"Yes," she replied; "and to make those understand who do not, you weary those who do." The anecdotes told of him and the exhortations which he delivered are very numerous. He died at Kūfa, A. H. 183 (A. D. 799-80). — Sāmmak means a seller or a catcher of fish (samak).

(1) Al-Masʿūd signifies the mentioned, the well-remembered. It is here employed as a surname, for in the Nujum, under the year 183, there is an article on him in which he is called Muhammad Ibn Sālih abū ʿI-Abūds al-Masʿūd.

(2) This expression serves to designate the Tabīʿ of the first generation, the immediate disciples of the companions.

(3) His life is given by our author.

(4) Had his oath been declared false, he would have been obliged, in conscience, to expiate it according to the prescribed forms. See vol. I. p. 55, n. 1.

(5) Korān, sūrat 79, verse 40.

ABU TALIB AL-MAKKI.

Abū Tālib Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Atiya al-Hārithi al-Makki, a celebrated preacher and the author of the work entitled Kūt al-Kulub (food for the heart) (1), was noted for his piety and the austerity of his life. He pronounced discourses in the mosque, and composed some treatises on the Taḥthead (2). Al-Jabal (Persian Irak) was his native country, but, as he had resided at Mekka, he obtained the surname of al-Makki. He carried the practices of self-mortification to such a length that, it is said, he abstained from ordinary food during a considerable period and lived on nothing but wild herbs. In the use of this nutriment he persevered so long that his skin took a green tinge. In the Traditions and Sāfism he received the lessons of numerous masters. He went to Basra after the death of Abū ʿI-Hasan Ibn Sālim and represented himself as a follower of his doctrines (3). Having proceeded to Baghdad, he gave a public exhortation, but got so much embroiled in his discourse that the people
went away and left him. Muhammad Ibn Tāhir al-Makdisi (p. 5 of this vol.) relates, in his Ansāb, that, when Abū Tālib al-Makki went to Baghdad and preached to the crowded congregation which had assembled to hear him, he got embroiled in his discourse, and, in one passage, it is well recollected that he said: "Nothing is more hurtful to the creature than the creator." This made the people exclaim against him as a heretic, and, finding himself abandoned by them, he renounced preaching. Abū Tālib al-Makki died at Baghdad on the 6th of the latter Jumāda, A. H. 386 (7th June, A. D. 996), and was interred in the Mālikīya cemetery, on the eastern side (of the Tigris). His tomb is a well-known monument and attracts pious visitors. — Harithi means related to al-Hārith, or to al-Hāritha; a number of tribes are designated by these names, and I do not know to which Abū Tālib belonged.—Makki signifies native of Mekka.

(1) This work was designated as a guide to novices entering into the sāf, or contemplative life.
(2) Tauhīd signifies the profession of the divine unity, but, in the technical language of the Sūfis, it means the unification of the soul with the Divinity. This is the highest station to which the soul can be elevated by contemplation and the practices of the devout life.
(3) This Ibn Sālim appears to have been a sāfī.
(4) He probably meant to say than the world, but pronounced ḥalik instead of koalik.

IBN SAMOUN.

Abū ‘l-Husain Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ismail Ibn Anbas Ibn Ismail, surnamed Ibn Samūn, was a native of Baghdad and a celebrated preacher. For extemporaneous speaking he had not an equal, and, in the eloquence of his exhortations, the charm of his allusions, and the grace of his style, he remained without a rival. Amongst the eminent doctors whom he met with and on whose authority he delivered Traditions, we may mention Abū Bakr as-Shibli (vol. I. p. 511). The Sāhib Abū ‘l-Kāsīm Ismail Ibn Abbād (vol. I. p. 212) relates that he heard Ibn Samūn utter these words one day, when seated in the preacher’s chair: "Extolled be the Being
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"who hath enabled (man) to speak by (means of a piece of) flesh, and to see by
(means of a piece of) fat, and to hear by (means of) a bone!"—an ingenious allu-
sion to the tongue, the eye, and the ear. One of his sayings was: "Seeing sin to
be vile, I renounced it through a feeling of dignity, and it was replaced in me
by devotion." His discourses abounded in delicate turns of thought. The people
of Irâk had the highest opinion of his merit and were his enthusiastic admirers.
It is of him that al-Hariri speaks, in the beginning of his twenty-first makâma, entitled
ar-Râziya (1), where he says: "And I saw there, a certain morning, bands after
bands, swarming like locusts and running like race-horses, describing to each other
the preacher whom they were going to hear, and setting Ibn Samûn beneath him."
Never did such a preacher exist since that time. He died at Baghdad in the month
of Zû 'l-Hijja, A. H. 387 (December, A. D. 997); some say, on Friday, the 15th of
Zû 'l-Kaada of that year; and was buried at his residence, in the street called Shârî
's-l-Attâbiyân (2). On Thursday, the 11th of Rajab, A. H. 426, his corpse was removed
to the cemetery at the Harb gate and there interred; it is said that his shroud was
still in perfect preservation.—Samûn is stated to be an alteration of Ismâ'îl, the name
of his grand-father.—The primitive signification of Anbas (the name of his great-grand-
father) is lion; but the word was subsequently employed as a proper name for men.
The letter n of this word is not a radical; anbas being formed from abas (to frown)
as fânal is formed from fâl.

(1) See de Sacy's Hartri, page 119.
(2) Attâbiyân signifies makers of tabby, the silk stuff so called.

ABU ABD ALLAH AL-HASHIMI, THE ASCETIC.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ibrahim al-Kurashi al-Hâshimi (de-
sceded from Hâshim of the tribe of Koraish), a holy and pious ascetic and a native of
al-Jazîra tal-Khadrâ (Algeziras in Spain), was distinguished by the gift of miracles,
I heard the people of Egypt relate most extraordinary things of him, and I saw a number of his disciples, who had all participated in the divine favour shown to their master; from them I learned that he had promised to some of his followers an exaltation in God’s grace and that they really attained it. He ranked among the great saints of the first class. In his native country, the West, he frequented the society of the most eminent ascetics and profited by their instructions. On his arrival in Egypt, all those who became his disciples, or even saw him, derived advantage from the circumstance. Having gone to Syria on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, he continued there till his death. This event took place on the 6th of Zu ‘l-Hijja, A. H. 599 (17th August, A. D. 1203). The funeral prayer was said over him in the (great mosque called) al-Masjid al-Aksa. He died at the age of fifty-five years. His tomb is a remarkable object and attracts pious visitors, anxious to participate in the divine favour through his merits. — Al-Jazira tal-Khadra (the green island) is a city in Spain, opposite to Ceuta. — One of his counsels to his disciples was: “Journey towards God though you be lame or crippled (in soul); to wait for healing is to lose time.”

IBN AL-AARABI.

The philosopher Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ziad, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-Arabi, was a native of Kūfa and a mawla to the Hāshim family, being a client of al-Abbās Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbās Ibn Abd al-Muttalib (Ibn Hidden). His father Ziad was a slave brought from Sind; others say, a mawla to the Banū Shaibān, or to some other tribe; but the first statement is the truest. Ibn al-Arabi had a cast in his eyes (1). He was a genealogist, a philologist of the highest reputation, and one of those who transmitted orally the poems composed by the Arabic tribes. It is said that, of all the learned men of Kūfa, Ibn al-Arabi came nearest to those of Basra in respect to the readings of the poems taught by him (2). He was brought up by al-Mufaddal Ibn Muhammad al-Dabbi, the author of the Mufaddaliyydt (3), who had married his mother. He obtained his knowledge
of literature from him, Abū Moawīa ad-Darīr (vol. I. p. 187), al-Kāsim Ibn Maan Ibn Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Masūd, the same whom the khalif al-Mahdi appointed kādi (4), and al-Kisāi (vol. II. p. 237). Amongst his own disciples were Ibrahim al-Harbi (vol. I. p. 46), Abū 'l-Abbās Thālab (vol. I. p. 83), and Ibn as-Sikkit (5). He examined closely the productions of the learned, and pointed out a great number of faults committed by those who transmitted down philological information. He held the first rank by his knowledge of the rare and exalted expressions of the language (al-kalām al-gharbī), and he pretended that Abū Obaida and al-Asmāi never produced anything good. He said that it was allowable in Arabic to substitute the letter dād (ص) for the letter zā (ز), and vice versa, and that no one should be censured for so doing; he then recited this verse:

To God I complain of a friend whom I love, and who, in three things, has excited my anger (ghāid);

—Pronouncing ghāid instead of ghāiz; “and thus,” said he, “did I hear it pronounced by the most correct speakers among the desert Arabs.” His sittings were attended by crowds of people, anxious for instruction, and to them he addressed his dictations (6). Abū ‘l-Abbās Thālab said: “I attended the sittings held by Ibn al-Aārābi, and saw there upwards of one hundred persons, some asking him questions and others reading to him; and he answered every question without consulting a book. I followed his lessons upwards of ten years, and I never saw him with a book in his hand; and yet he dictated to his pupils camel-loads of (philological) information.” Never was a man seen who knew by heart a greater quantity of poetry. Observing one day at his sitting two persons engaged in conversation, he learned with surprise, on asking them whence they came, that one belonged to Isfījāb (in Transoxiana) and the other to Spain. He then recited this verse:

(We are) two companions, widely separated till time joined us; the separated sometimes meet and unite together.

After which he dictated to the assembly the rest of the piece, which ran as follows:

We halted at the tent of a female, allied both to the tribe of Kais and to the Arabs of Yemen, nobly descended from pious forefathers; and she said, whilst letting down the curtain of the tent between us (and her): “What is your country? who are you two men?” I replied: “My companion and his people are of the tribe of Tamīm; I and my relatives are from Yemen.
BIографическая словарь.

"(We are) two companions, widely separated till time joined us; the separated sometimes
meet and unite together."

Abū 'l-Abbās Thālab gives the following lines as having been dictated to him and
his fellow-students by Ibn al-Aārābī:

May God shed his favour on a tribe whose dwelling-place is near Butnān! may blessings
attend the youths therein and the men gray with years! Though they reside far away, I and
they are (united) like wine mingled with water in the glass.

Amongst the works composed by Ibn al-Aārābī were: the Kitāb an-Nawādir (book
of anecdotes), a large work; the Kitāb al-Anwa (7); the Sīfat al-Khail (description of
the horse); the Sīfat az-Zarē (description of corn in the blade); the Kitāb an-Nabāt
(book of plants); the Kitāb al-Khail (book of horses); the Tārīkh al-Kabīl (history [or
epochs] of the tribes); the Madni az-Shīr (fine ideas occurring in poetry); the Tafsīr al-
Amthal (explanation of proverbs); the Kitāb al-Alfāz (vocabulary); the Nisāb al-Khail
(pedigrees of [famous] horses); the Nawādir az-Zubairiyīn (anecdotes respecting the
family of Zubair); the Nawādir bani Fākās (anecdotes of the sons of Fākās); the Kitāb
ad-Dabāb (book on flies), etc. (8). The anecdotes told of him, and the philological
observations which he dictated, are very numerous. Thālab said: "I heard Ibn al-
"Aārābī mention that he was born on the night of the imām Abū Hanifa's death;"
and this, according to the most authentic account, took place in the month of Rajab,
A. H. 150 (August, A. D. 767). Ibn al-Aārābī died at Sarra man rā on the 14th
of Sha'ābān, A. H. 231 (16th April, A. D. 846); at-Tabari says, in his History, on
Wednesday, the 13th of that month. Some place his death in the year 230, but the
former date is nearer the truth. The funeral prayer was said over the corpse by the
kādī Ahmad Ibn Abī Duwād al-Iyādī (vol. 1. p. 61). —The relative adjective Aadrābī
is derived from Aadrāb; Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ozair as-Sijistānī (9), generally
known by the appellation of al-Ozairi, says, in the work wherein he explains the un-
common words occurring in the Korān: "They call a man Adjam or Adjami, if there
"be an Ajima (impediment) in his tongue (or language), even though he belong to the
"Arabian race; and they call a Persian Ajami, even though he speak (Arābic) with
"correctness. A man is Aadrābī, if he be an inhabitant of the desert, though not
"an Arab; and he is Arābī, if he belong to the Arabian race, even though not an
"inhabitant of the desert."—Isfījāb is a city in the farthest part of the East; I ima-
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gine it to belong to the climate (kingdom) of China, or to be near it (10). — Butnán is a plural of batn, which word signifies a low ground.

(1) Obliquity of vision was considered by the Arabs as a mark of beauty.

(2) See vol. I. page 879.

(3) Abū ʾI-Abbas (or Abū Abd ar-Rahmān) al-Mufaddal Ibn Muhammad Ibn Yala Ibn AʿAmir Ibn Sālim, a member of the tribe of Dabba, a branch of that of Thalaba Ibn as-Sind, was a native of Kūfā. Having sided with Ibrahīm Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Hasan, surnamed an-Nafs az-Zakiyya, who revolted against al-Mansūr in the year 145 (A. D. 763-4), he was taken prisoner, but received his pardon from that khalif, who attached him to the service of his son al-Mahdi. It was for this young prince that he compiled his Mufaddaliyya, a selection of one hundred and twenty-eight kashfūs composed by the Arabs. He died A. H. 168 (A. D. 784-5). In the manuscripts of the Mufaddaliyya, the number and the order of these poems vary, having been taught traditionally by different persons. They were commented by Ibn al-ʿAbrābī and Abū Zakariyaʿ at-Tibrizī. The collection commences with the poems of Thābba Sharrān. The other works of al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi were, a book of proverbs, a treatise on proverbs, another on the ideas usually expressed in poetry, and a vocabulary. Al-Mufaddal was held to be of the first authority as a philologist, a genealogist, and a relator of the poems and battle-days of the desert Arabs. Jawza (vol. I. p. 118) tells the following anecdote of him: 'We were together at ar-Rashīd's, and he said to al-Mufaddal: 'Let us know the best thing the Arabs have said of the wolf, and you shall have this ring, which cost one thousand six hundred dinars (gold pieces). The other replied: 'The best thing said of him is this:

"He sleeps with one eye and guards against danger with the other; thus at once waking and sleeping.'

"Ar-Rashīd here said: 'God brought that passage to your lips for the sole purpose of taking away my ring.' He then handed it to him. When Zubaida, ar-Rashīd's cousin and favorite wife, was told of the circumstance, she sent al-Mufaddal one thousand six hundred pieces of gold for the ring, which she offered to ar-Rashīd, observing that she had remarked how much he liked it. The khalif immediately gave it to al-Mufaddal a second time, saying: Keep it and keep the money, for I am not a person to take back what I give away.'" — (Fihrest, vol. 95. Nuṣām. See also my Diwan d'Amro l-Kais, p. 417.)—It was probably an edition of the Mufaddaliyya which Ibn al-ʿAbrābī gave under the title of the Ḭilijīyya. See his life in this volume.

(4) Al-Ḵāṣim Ibn Maan Ibn Abd ar-Rahmān Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Mansūd al-Masūdī, a native of Kūfā, surpassed all his contemporaries by the variety of his information; the Traditions and traditionists, poetry and poets, history and historians, scholastic theology and theologians, genealogy and genealogists, being the subjects on which he displayed the extent of his acquirements. He died A. H. 175 (A. D. 791-2). — (Fihrest, fol. 77. Nuṣām.)

(5) The life of Ḥakāb Ibn as-Sikkīṭ will be found in this work.

(6) See vol. II. page 189.

(7) Like many other works bearing the same title, this one doubtless contains observations, in prose and verse, relative to the supposed influence of the amud, or mansions of the moon, on the weather.

(8) The nature of these and similar works is explained in the Introduction to the first volume, page xxiii
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(9) Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ozair (عزير) as-Sijistān, the author of the Ghadīr al-Kurān (rare expressions occurring in the Korān), a work on the composition of which he spent fifteen years, was a man of great piety and virtue. He resided at Baghdad and was still living towards A. H. 380 (A. D. 941-9). His father's name is often mistaken for Aṭis (عصیر) (Ad-Duhābi's Tuhrikh al-Islām, N. 646.)

(10) This place lay in Transoxiana.

MUHAMMAD IBN AL-KALBI.

Abū 'n-Nadr Muhammad Ibn as-Sāib Ibn Bishr, or Mubashshīr, Ibn Āmr al-Kalbi, a native of Kūfa, the author of a commentary on the Korān and a genealogist, was a master of the highest authority in these two branches of science. Muhammad Ibn Saad (1) sets forth his genealogy thus: Muhammad Ibn as-Sāib al-Kalbi Ibn Bishr Ibn Amr Ibn al-Hārith Ibn Abd al-Hārith Ibn Abd al-Ozza Ibn Amr al-Kais Ibn Aāmir Ibn an-Nomān Ibn Aāmir Ibn Abdūn Ibn Kināna Ibn Aūf Ibn Osra Ibn Zaid Ibn Abd al-Latī Ibn Rufaida Ibn Thaur Ibn Kalb. I then consulted Hishām Ibn al-Kalbi's Book of Genealogies, and found their descent given as here indicated, with the exception of the link Abd al-Hārith, which is omitted.—The following anecdote was related by him and has been transmitted down by his son Hishām: “I went into the house of Dirār Ibn Oṭārid Ibn Ḥājib Ibn Zurāra at-Tamīmi, at Kūfa, and found with him a man like a mouse wriggling in a hole (2); and this was al-Farazdak the poet. Dirār winked at me and told me to ask him who he was. I put the question, and the other replied: ‘If thou art genealogist, trace down my descent; I am sprung from Tamīm.’—I immediately repeated the list of Tamīm’s descendants, till I came to Ghālib, the father of al-Farazdak, of whom I said: ‘And Ghālib begot Hammām’—this was al-Farazdak’s real name.—‘ On this al-Farazdak sat up and exclaimed: ‘By Allah! my parents never called me by that name but for a single hour of my life.’—‘And, by Allah!’ replied I, ‘I know the day on which thy father called thee al-Farazdak.’—‘What day was it?’—‘He sent thee out on some business, and, as thou went walking forth with a mustuka (or furred cloak) on thy shoulders, he said: By Allah! one would take thee for a farazdak (a loaf)
made by the farmer of such and such a village, in the mountain (3).—That is quite true,' replied the poet. He then asked me if I could repeat any of his poems. 'No,' said I, 'but can repeat one hundred of Jarir's (vol. I. p. 294) kastdas.'—'Ah,' said he, 'thou canst repeat Ibn al-Marâgha's (vol. I. p. 297) verses, and canst not repeat mine! By Allah! I shall satirize the tribe of Kalb for a whole year, unless thou do as much for me as for Jarir.' This threat induced me to visit him repeatedly and read over his Nakdis (4) under his tuition, although I had not the least use for them.—Mustuka means a fur cloak with long sleeves: its plural is masâtık. Some persons pronounce mustaka, not mustuka. A tradition informs us that Omar prayed in a mustuka, and we learn from another tradition delivered by Anas Ibn Mâlik, that the king of the Greeks sent a mustuka of flowered silk to the blessed Prophet, who put it on: 'And I think,' said he, 'I still see his hands as they appeared (at the extremity of the sleeves).' He then sent it to Jaafar, the son of Ali Ibn Tâlib, who said to the Prophet: 'Send it to thy brother the Najâši (king of Abyssinia). An-Nadr Ibn Shumail (5) says that the mustuka is a sort of wide robe.—Muhammad Ibn al-Kalbi was a follower of Abd Allah Ibn Saba (6), him who taught that Ali Ibn Abi Tâlib was not dead, and that he would return into the world. — Sofyân ath-Thauri (vol. I. p. 576) and Muhammad Ibn Ishak (vol. II. p. 677) cited his authority for some of their Traditions, but, lest it should be known who he was, they gave them under this form: 'We were told by Abû 'n-Nadr that,' etc. (7). This al-Kalbi fought at the battle of Dair at-Jamâ'îm (8), on the side of Abd-ar-Rahmân Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Ashâtãh Ibn Kais al-Kindi; his grand-father Bishr, his fathers-Âsabit, and his uncles Obâid and Abd-ar-Rahmân fought under the khalif Ali at the battles of the Camel (A. H. 36) and Siffin (A. H. 37). As-Sâib was slain with Musâb Ibn az-Zubâir, and the following verses were pronounced on his death by Ibn Wârkat an-Nakhâi:

Who will tell Obâid (9), for me, that I struck off his brother's head with the sharp sword. If he wish to know where he is, tell him that he reposes near ad-DA'rân, without a pillow. I struck off his head with my sword intentionally, and thus rendered orphans Sofyân and Muhammad.

Sofyân and Muhammad were the sons of as-Sâib.—Muhammad Ibn al-Kalbi died at Kûfâ in the year 146 (A. D. 763-4). Under the letter H we shall give the life of his son Abû 'l-Mundir Hishâm, the celebrated genealogist. — Kalbi means descended from Kalb, the son of Wâbara; the tribe of Kalb forms a large branch of that of Ku-
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...al, and a great number of persons have derived their patronymic from it. — Mustuka is a Persian word admitted into the Arabic language (10).

(1) His life will be found in this volume.
(2) Or, according to another reading: similem mentule molienti in vulva. The comparisons are not clear.
(3) Or, "like Farazdak, the dikhdn of such and such a village," etc. In the life of al-Farazdak, we shall find mentioned that he received the nickname of Farazdak (dough) because his face was marked with the small-pox. The similitude appears to lie here in the porous appearance of leavened bread.
(4) Nakdis is the plural of nakira; this word means: Carmen alteri carmini contradicens et argumentum eius quasi dissolvens. There poems were probably al-Farazdak’s answers to those of Jarir.
(5) His life will be found in this work.
(6) See Sale’s Preliminary Discourse, section VIII, and Dr. Cureton’s Sharastdni, Arabic text, p. 465 et seq.
(7) From this it appears that the authority of Ibn al-Kalbi as a traditionalist was not much esteemed.
(8) The battle of Dair al-Jamajim was fought A. H. 82. The fullest account we possess of Ibn al-Ashath’s revolt is that given by Price in his Retrospect, vol. I, p. 465 et seq.
(9) The word Ohaid (little Abd Allah) is employed here as a term of contempt, to designate the antikhalif Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair.
(10) The Persian word to which our author alludes is probably mushteh (مفسط).}

KUTRUB.

Abu Ali Muhammad Ibn al-Mustanir Ibn Ahmad, the grammarian and philologer, generally known by the name of Kutrub, was a native of Basra and a mauwa of Salim Ibn Zia’d. He acquired his philological information from Sibawaih (vol. II, p. 396) and some of the learned men of Basra. Ardent for the acquisition of knowledge and devoted to study, he always went to Sibawaih’s lessons much earlier than the other pupils, and this induced his master to say to him one day: "Thou art nothing else but a night-kutrub," and this surname stuck to him. The kutrub is a little animal always running about (1). Ibn al-Mustanir was one of the chief philologers of the age; his works are: the Madni ‘l-Kurdan (rhetorical figures of the Koran), the Kitab al-Ishithak (treatise on etymology), the Kitab al-Kawds (treatise on rhymes), the Kitab an-Nawddir (book of anecdotes), the Kitab al-Azmina (book of the times
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[seasons?] the Kitāb al-Fārk (on the difference between the names given to the members of the human body and those given to the same members in animals), the Kitāb al-Aswāt (book of cries [or interjections]), the Kitāb as-Sifāt (book of epithets), the Kitāb al-Ilal fi 'n-Nahwi (on the examples generally used in grammar) (2), the Kitāb al-Adhđd (on the words bearing each two different significations), the Kitāb Khulk al-Faras (on the frame of the horse), the Kitāb Khulk al-Insān (on the human frame), the Kitāb Gharb al-Hadīth (on the unusual expressions occurring in the Traditions), the Kitāb al-Hamza (on the letter hamza), the Kitāb faala wa asala (on the change of signification undergone by certain verbs in passing from the first to the fourth form), the Kitāb ar-Radd ala 'l-Mulhidīn fi Tashbīh al-Kurān (reButation of the impious, with respect to the passages of the Korān which, if taken literally, would lead to anthropomorphism), etc. He was the first author who composed one of those philological treatises called Ternaries (see vol. II. p. 63); his work, though small, has the merit of priority, and served for model to Ibn as-Sid al-Batayausi (vol. II. p. 61) in his; the latter forms a large book. I have seen a third Ternary composed by a native of Tauris (tibrīzi), who was, however, a different person from the Abū Zakarīyā al-Tibrīzi, whose life is given in this work. I do not at present recollect the author's name, but the work itself is of considerable extent and merit. After all, it was Kutrub who marked out the way. Kutrub was preceptor to Abū Dulaf's sons (vol. II. p. 502). The following verses are attributed to him by (Ḥārūn) Ibn al-Munajjim in his Kitāb al-Bārī (3):

Though thou art not with me, thy remembrance is; my heart sees thee, though thou art absent from my sight. The eye can see the beloved and perceive her absence; but the interior of the heart is never deprived of her presence.

These verses are very well known, but it is only from this work that I learned who was their author. Kutrub died A. H. 206 (A. D. 821-2). Some say that his real name was Ahmed Ibn Muhammad, and others, al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad; but that given at the head of this article comes probably nearest to the truth.

(1) According to our dictionaries, the word kutrūb may signify a field-mouse, or an owl, or an insect that plays about on the surface of the water. It means also an elf or goblin.
(2) This title may signify also: on faults of grammar.
(3) The life of this Ibn al-Munajjim will be given later.
AL-MUBARRAD.

Abū 'l-Abbas Muhammad, generally known by the name of al-Mubarrad, was the son of Yazid Ibn Abd al-Akbar Ibn Omair Ibn Hasan Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Saad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Zaid Ibn Malik Ibn al-Harith Ibn A'amir Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Bilal Ibn Aulf Ibn Aslam Ibn Ahjan Ibn Kaab Ibn al-Harith Ibn Kaab Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Malik Ibn an-Nadr Ibn al-Asad Ibn al-Ghauth. The Aulf of this list was called also Thumala; and Ibn al-Kalbi, who makes the same observation, adds that al-Asad is the same person as al-Azd (the progenitor of the tribe of that name). The grammarian al-Mubarrad, surnamed ath-Thumali al Azdi (descended from Thumâla of the tribe of Azd), was a native of Basra, but resided at Baghdad. This eminent philologist and grammarian composed a number of works on literary subjects, such as the Kemil (perfect), the Rauda (meadow), the Mukaddab (rough draught), etc. He studied under Abû Othman al-Mazini (vol. I. p. 264) and Abû Hâtim as-Sijistâni (vol. I. p. 603); amongst the many eminent masters who had received lessons from him, Niftawaih (vol. I. p. 26) was one of the most distinguished. Al-Mubarrad was a contemporary of Abû 'l-Abbâs Ahmad Ibn Yahya, surnamed Thalab (vol. I. p. 83), the author of the Fadth; they were both deeply learned, and with them terminated the series of the great philologers. It was of them that a contemporary, Abû Bakr Ibn Abi 'l-Azhar, said, in one of his poems:

Searcher of knowledge! act not foolishly, but have recourse to al-Mubarrad or to Thalab. In them you shall find united the learning of all other men; remain not then (in ignorance, lest you be shunned) like a mangy camel. All the knowledge in the world, from East to West, is concentrated in these two.

Al-Mubarrad liked to meet with Thalab, because he had then an opportunity of discussing questions with him and acquiring information; but this was highly disagreeable to Thalab, who, therefore, avoided him. Abû 'l-Kâsim Jaafar Ibn Muhammad Ibn Hamdân, a jurisconsult of Mosul and a friend to both, related as follows:

"I asked Abû Abd Allah ad-Dainawari, Thalab's son-in-law, why his relative had such a dislike to meeting with al-Mubarrad, and he replied, because al-Mubarrad
expressed himself with elegance and charmed the hearer by his ingenious allusions, purity of language, and clearness of expression; whereas Thâlab’s mode of speaking was that usual with persons accustomed to teach. It, therefore, happened that, when they met, the assembly were seduced by al-Mubarrad’s outward show before they could appreciate (Thâlab’s real) worth.” Al-Mubarrad dictated a great quantity of information and abounded in anecdote. One of the relations dictated by him was the following: ‘Abî Jaafar al-Mansûr appointed a person to act as guardian of the blind, the orphans, and distressed house-keepers who were widows. A man reduced to great misery went one day with his son to this officer and said: ‘Would you have the kindness to inscribe my name on the list of distressed house-keepers?’—‘Those house-keepers are females,’ observed the guardian, ‘how then can I inscribe you among them?’—‘Well,’ said the man, ‘put me on the blind list.’—‘That I will,’ answered the other, ‘for God hath said: It is not the eyes which are blind, but the hearts contained in men’s bosoms (1).’—‘And inscribe my boy on the list of orphans.’—‘That also I shall do, for he who has a father like you is really an orphan.’ The man then withdrew, after obtaining his inscription on the blind list and that of his son on the list of orphans.” A certain grandee having asked al-Mubarrad to procure him a preceptor for his son, he sent him one with a letter to this effect: ‘I here send what you wished for, and I may say this much for him and in his name:

‘When I visit princes, all the protection I require is, that they put my talents to the test.’

The idea of this verse is borrowed from a note addressed to al-Mâmûn by Ahmad Ibn Yusuf (vol. 1. p. 271) the kâthib, on the day of Newrûz (2), with the present of an embroidered robe: ‘I have sent to the Commander of the faithful an embroidered robe which will speak for itself. Adieu.’ I once saw al-Mubarrad in a dream, and the singularity of our conversation was such that I am induced to relate it: In the year 636 (A. D. 1238-9), I passed five months in Alexandria, and happening to have with me al-Mubarrad’s Kâmîl and Ibn Abd Rabbih’s Ikd (vol. 1. p. 92), I perused them occasionally. In the latter work I remarked a chapter entitled: Mistakes of which poets have been accused, and containing verses in which it had been pretended that the authors were mistaken, whereas the were really in the right; the blunders having been made by critics not sufficiently acquainted with the subjects they were
examining. Amongst the persons mentioned in this chapter is al-Mubarrad, of whom the author says: "And similar to this is a mistake committed by Muhammad Ibn Yazid (al-Mubarrad) the grammarian, in his Rauda, where he blames al-Hasan Ibn Hāni—meaning Abū Nuvās—for having said:

"(The tribe of) Bakr Ibn Wāil has left no recollections but that of its foolish woman (hamkā) and its lying man."

"Because," says al-Mubarrad, "by the word hamkā the poet meant the man called Habannaka al-Kaisi, and he should not, therefore, have designated him as hamkā (stulta)." Now the fact is that Abū Nuvās meant the female of the tribe of Ijl called Dughha, whose silliness was proverbial, and Ijl is a branch of the tribe of Bakr." By this, the author of the Ikd meant to say that al-Mubarrad, in blaming Abū Nuvās for having here made use of the word hamkā (stulta), imagined that the poet had in view Habannaka, and, as Habannaka was a man, that he should have said ahmak (stultus), not hamkā; whereas, according to Ibn Abd Rabbih, the poet really meant the woman called Dughha. Therefore, concludes the author of the Ikd, it is al-Mubarrad who is in the wrong, not Abū Nuvās. A few nights after reading this passage, I dreamt that I was in Aleppo, in the college of the kādi Bahā ad-Din Ibn Shaddād, where I had formerly pursued my studies. And it seemed as if we were saying the afternoon prayer in the place appropriated to that purpose, and that a number of people were there assembled. When the prayer was ended, I stood up to retire and then saw, at the lower end of the room, a man standing and praying. Being informed by one of the persons present that it was Abū 'I-Abbās al-Mubarrad, I went over and sat down beside him, waiting till he had done. I then saluted him and said: "I am now reading your work, the Kāmil;" on which he asked me if I had seen his Rauda. I replied that I had not, and this was in fact the truth, as I had never seen the work. "Well," said he, "come with me, and I will show it to you." On this, I arose and went up with him to his chamber, wherein I perceived a great quantity of books. He then sat down before them, looking for his Rauda, and I took my seat at some distance. Having drawn out a volume, he handed it to me. I opened it and, placing it on my knees, I said to him: "They have remarked a mistake of yours in this book." — "What mistake can they have remarked in it?" — "They say that you found fault with Abū Nuvās for having said so and so in such a verse." — "He was certainly wrong there." — "Nay," said I, "he
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"... was in the right, and they say that you were in the wrong when you accused him of making a mistake."—"How can that be?" I then told him what the author of the *Ild* had said, on which he bit the end of his finger and stared at me in amazement, looking quite abashed and unable to utter a word. He remained in the same posture till I awoke. My only motive for mentioning this dream is its singularity. Al-Mubarrad was born on Monday, the festival of the Sacrifice, A. H. 210 (25th March, A. D. 826), some say in A. H. 207 (A. D. 822-3). He died at Baghdad on Monday, the 27th of Zū 'l-Hijja—some say, of Zū 'l-Kaada, A. H. 286 (5th Dec., A. D. 899); but others place his death in A. H. 285. He was interred in a house bought for the purpose, and situated in the cemetery at the Kūfa gate. The funeral service was said over him by the *kādi* Abū Muhammad Yūsuf Ibn Yākūb (vol. II. p. 664). The following lines, written after his death by Abū Bakr al-Hasan Ibn al-Allāf (vol. I. p. 398), are currently known, and were frequently recited by Ibn al-Jawālīki (3):

Al-Mubarrad is gone! his days are past! and Thālab must follow Al-Mubarrad. Behold the mansion of literature half demolished, and destruction awaiting the remainder. Lament what time has snatched away, and prepare your minds for another privation. Lay in a provision out of Thālab's learning, for he shall soon drink of the same cup as Al-Mubarrad. I should tell you even to take note of his sighs, if it were possible to write them down.

A similar idea is thus expressed by Abū Abd Allah al-Husain Ibn Ali an-Namari (4), a philologer of Basra, in a piece of verse recited by him on learning the death of his rival Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn al-Mualla al-Azdi:

Al-Azdi is gone and an-Namari is going; the parts of one whole are always closely united. He was my brother, the partaker of my love, although he never repaid me that debt nor acknowledged that obligation. A coolness always reigned between us, but it redounded to his honour and my own. For I never despised the men of Azd, although their country was far apart from mine.

—*Thumālī* means descended from *Thumālī*, a person whose real name was Aūf Ibn Aslam and from whom a branch of the tribe of Azd drew its origin. Al-Mubarrad says, in his *Kitāb al-Ishtikāk* : "This tribe was called *Thumālī*, because it lost most of its members in a battle, and the people said: There is only a *thumālī* of them remaining. *Thumālī* means a feeble remnant."—The following satirical lines were composed on al-Mubarrad and his tribe by a contemporary poet; Abū Ali al-
'Kāli (vol. I. p. 210) attributes them, in his Amāli, to Abd as-Samad Ibn al-Muaddal:

We asked every tribe where was (the tribe of) Thumāla, and they asked us what was Thumāla. I told them that to it belonged Muhammad Ibn Yazid, and they said: "You make it less know to us than ever." Then al-Mubarrad spoke to me and said: "Spare my feelings; that tribe of mine is a vile race."

It is even stated that these verses were composed by al-Mubarrad himself, from a desire of being known as member of this tribe: his verses got into circulation, and he thus obtained his wish. He used frequently to recite these lines at his assemblies:

O you who, in sumptuous array, strut about like princes and scorn the hatred of the poor; know that the saddle-cloth changeth not the nature of the ass, neither do splendid trappings change the nature of the pack-horse.

The learned explain diversely the origin of his surname al-Mubarrad, and here is what the ḥadīz Abū 'l-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96) says, in his treatise on patronymics: "Al-Mubarrad, being asked how he came by this surname, related as follows: The chief of the shurta (police-guards) wanted me to pass the evening with him in conviviality and conversation, but not wishing to go, I went to Abū Hātim as-Sijistāni's. Soon after, a messenger of that officer (udlā) came in search of me, and Abū Hātim bid me hide in the wicker-case of a large earthen water-jar. Having followed his advice, he put on the lid, and went to the messenger, saying: 'He is not in my house.'—'Nay,' said the other, 'I am told that he is in it.'—'Well,' replied Abū Hātim, 'come in and look for him.' The man went in, and searched every corner of the house, without noticing the wicker-case. When he went away, Abū Hātim clapped his hands, calling at the same time towards the case: 'Al-Mubarrad! al-Mubarrad! (who wants cool water!)' When the public heard of this, they kept it up against me." Some say that this surname was given to him by his master Abū Othmān al-Māzini, and others again explain it in a different manner.—Habannaka was the surname given to Abū 'l-Wadaṭ—or Abū Nāfi—Yazid Ibn Thaurān al-Kaisi, whose stupidity had become so notorious that it was proverbially said: (Such a one is) more stupid than Habannaka al-Kaisi. One of his camels having gone astray, he offered two camels to whoever would bring it back. They said to him: "How
"can you offer two camels for one?" and he replied: "You do not know the pleasure; sure it is to find what one has lost." This gave rise to the proverb. Verses were also made on him which got current (among the tribes), and the following piece, composed by Yahya Ibn al-Mubarak al-Yazidi, a person whose life we shall give, and directed against Shaiba Ibn al-Walid al-Absei, the uncle of Dakâka, contains an allusion to the same subject:

Live protected by fortune, and thy (natural) stupidity will harm thee not; those whom we see living in prosperity are merely the favorites of fortune. The man of talent is often poor, and the fool enjoys opulence. Live protected by fortune, and you may be like Habansaka al-Ka'i or Shaiba Ibn al-Walid.

The circumstance which induced al-Yazidi to compose these lines was, that, being in a discussion with al-Kisâi at the court of al-Mahdi and in the presence of that khalif, he remarked that Shaiba Ibn al-Walid, who happened to be there, displayed great partiality against him and favoured his adversary. He, in consequence, lashed him in a number of pieces, one of which was that here given.—Dughâ was the surname of Mariya, the daughter of Rabia Ibn Saad Ibn Ijl Ibn Lujaim. This Rabia bore the surname of Maghnaj or Mighnaj. Dughâ’s silliness became so notorious that it was currently said: (Such a one is) a greater fool than Dughâ. Ibn al-Kalbi assigns her a different origin in his Jamhara tan-Nisab; in speaking of the descendants of al-Anbar, he says: “And Jundul, the son of al-Anbar, engendered ‘Adi, Kaab, and Owaïj; their mother was Mariya, the daughter of Rabia Ibn Saad ‘Ibn Ijl, or, according to another statement, she was Dughâ, the daughter of Maghnaj ‘Ibn Iyâd.” He, therefore, considers Mariya and Dughâ as different persons; whether he be in the right or not, God only knows! What established her character for silliness was that, having brought forth a child and hearing it cry, she said to her mother: “Is it the jaar which opens its mouth (yafaṭah fāḥa)?” to which the mother replied: “Yes; and it reviles its father (yasubb aḥḫād).” The word jaar, in its primitive acceptation, signifies the dung of any wild animal armed with claws, but it was then applied, by a species of licence, to the excrements of other animals. Dughâ, on bringing forth her child, imagined that it was an excrementitious discharge, and on hearing the child cry, she was filled with wonder and asked whence the noise proceeded. She had married a member of the family of al-Anbar Ibn Amr Ibn Tamîm, and, on her account, the Banû ‘l-Anbar were called the Banû ‘l-Jaarā (filiī
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Podicia).—These notes, though foreign to our subject, furnish some curious particulars, and that induces me to insert them.

(1) Korân, sûrat 25, verse 43.
(2) See vol. 1, page 340.
(3) The life of Ibn al-Jawâlî is given by Ibn Khallikân.
(4) The author of the Fihrist notices two persons of the name of Abû Abd Allah an-Namari; the first as author of a treatise on colours, entitled Kitâb al-Lumâ'a al-Duwân, of a work entitled Madni 'I-Hamdât, perhaps a commentary on the Hamdât of Abû Tammâm, and of a treatise having for title كتاب الجلي. The other Abû Abd Allah an-Namari spoke with facility the language of good society and that of the people بين الكلام الخامس والعام, but, says the author of the Fihrist, no works are mentioned as having been composed by him.—Fihrist, fol. 112, 121.

IBN DURAIM.


Al-Masûdi speaks of him in these terms, in his Murûj ad-Dahab: "And, at Baghdad, Ibn Duraid was one of those who, in our times, excelled as a poet and attained eminence as a philologer. In this science he held the rank of al-Khalîl Ibn Ahmad (vol. 1, p. 493), and made known peculiarities of the (Arabic) language which had not been noticed in the works of his predecessors. In poetry he could assume every tone, from grave to gay; and his poetical productions are too numerous to be reckoned; otherwise, we should indicate the greater part of them in this book. One of his best pieces is the kasîda, so well known under the title of al-Maksûra, in
which he celebrates the praises of al-Shâh Ibn Mikâl and his son; the former, named Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mikâl, and the latter, Abû 'l-Abbâs Isma'il Ibn Abd Allah (1). It is said that, in this poem, he has inserted most of the words terminated by a short alif (maksât). It begins thus:

"Seest thou not that my head resembles by its colour the rays of morning (appearing) underneath the training robe of darkness, and that its white (hairs) shine through the black, as shineth the fire in a log of Ghada wood? (2)."

He then adds: "In this well-known kastāda, he has had a number of imitators, such as Abû 'l-Kâsim Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abî 'l-Fahm al-Antâkî at-Tanûkhî " (col. II. p. 304), etc.—This poem has occupied the attention of many writers, in ancient and modern times; they explained its meaning and elucidated the signification of its words, but the fullest and best of these commentaries is that composed by the jurisconsult Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Hishâm Ibn Ibrahim al-Lâkîmî as-Sîbî (3), a modern author who died towards A. H. 570 (A. D. 1174).

It was commented also by the imâm Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Jaafar al-Kazzâz, the author of the philological treatise, the Kitâb al-Jâmî : we shall give this writer's life. Amongst Ibn Duraîd's most celebrated works are: the Kitâb al-Jamhara (the collection), a highly-esteemèd philological treatise (4); the Kitâb al-Ishtiâd (on the etymology of proper names) (5); the Kitâb as-Sarîr wa 'l-Liôtâm (on the saddle and bridle) (6); a large and a small book on horses; a treatise on the Amid (influence of the stars on the weather); the Kitâb al-Muktabis (book for him who seeks information); the Kitâb al-Mulâdhîn (the elucidator (?)); the Kitâb Zawâdr il-Arâb (the Arabs noted for visiting their friends); the Kitâb al-Lughât (on the dialects or idiomatic expressions of the Arabs); the Kitâb as-Sîlîh (on weapons); the Kitâb Gharîb al-Kurân (on the obscure expressions of the Koran); this work he left unfinished; the Kitâb al-Mujtāna (chosen selection), a small book, but full of information; the Wîshdîh (embroidered belt), a short but instructive treatise. He composed also some beautiful poetry, and the men of learning in former times used to say: "Ibn Duraïd is the most learned amongst the poets, and the ablest poet amongst the learned." One of his pieces offers the following fine passage:

A brilliant (maiden); did her cheeks display their brightness to the rising sun, he could not shine; (her waist) is a pliant branch waving on a round sand-hill (the haunches); and over it is seen a moon (her face) shining through the cover of the night (her dark hair). Were beauty
told to choose its representative, it would not pass her by; and were it told to address any other female, it would not speak. The darkness of her hair (shades the world and) makes us think the sun is set; the brightness of her face (enlightens it and) makes us think him rising. She appears, and her lustre dazzles every eye; woe befall the eyes that close not then!

Were I not apprehensive of lengthening this article too much, I would give numerous passages from his poetry. He was born at Basra in the street (sikka) of Sâlih, A. H. 223 (A. D. 837-8); he passed his youth in that city, and there he made his studies. His masters were Abû Hâtîm as-Sijistâni (vol. I. p. 603), ar-Riâshî (vol. II. p. 10), Abî ar-Rahmân Ibn Abd Allah, surnamed the nephew of al-Asmâi (Ibn Aghâ 'l-Asmâi) (7), Abû Othmân Said Ibn Hârûn al-Ushnândâni (8), author of the Kitâb al-Maâni, and others. He left Basra in company with his paternal uncle al-Husain, when the Zenj stormed that city and murdered ar-Riâshî (vol. II. p. 11). He then dwelt at Omân (9) twelve years. Having returned to Basra, where he again resided for a time, he set out for Persia and there became the companion of the sons of Mîkâl, who were at that epoch the administrators of the province of Fars. It was for them that he composed his Jamhâra. They appointed him director of the government office of Fars, and no official papers were published without his approval, neither was any order executory without his signature. He gained large sums in their service, but, being prodigal of his money and always ready to oblige, he never kept a dirhem in his possession, and indulged his generous inclinations to their full extent. In his kasîda, the Mâkâbâna, he introduced the eulogium of his patrons and received from them a present of ten thousand pieces of gold. In the year 308 (A. D. 920-1), subsequently to the deposition of the sons of Mîkâl and their removal to Khosrâsân, he proceeded to Baghdad, where he found a generous protector in Ali Ibn Muhammad al-Khuwâri. The imam al-Muktadir having been informed by al-Khuwâri of the history and high literary attainments of his guest, settled on him a monthly pension of fifty dinars, and this allowance was regularly continued to him as long as he lived. Ibn Duraid could repeat from memory a vast number of poems and other pieces; in the quantity of productions which he had learned by heart, he surpassed all his predecessors, and, when students were reading, under his tuition, the poetical compositions of the Arabs of the desert, he would repeat, from memory, the remainder of the piece which his pupil had commenced. Ad-Dârâkutni (vol. II. p. 239) having been asked if Ibn Duraid was to be considered as a true transmitter of pieces preserved by tradition, replied that some doubts had been
expressed on the subject; indeed, it is said that he was careless in his delivery of these pieces, attributing them to the first author whose name came uppermost. The philologer Abû Mansûr al-Azhari (page 48 of this vol.) relates that, having gone to see Ibn Duraid, he found him drunk, "and therefore," said he, "I never returned to his house again." "When we went to see him," said Ibn Shâhin (vol. I. p. 324), "we were shocked at the sight of lutes hung up on the wall and of wine unmixed with water." It is related that a beggar having asked him for something, he bestowed on him a keg of wine, having nothing else to give at the time. One of his boys disapproved of this act and said to him: "How can you possibly give wine in charity (10)?"—"Why," replied Ibn Duraid, "that was the only thing I had." Some time afterwards, he received ten kegs of wine as a present, on which he observed to the same boy: "We bestowed one keg and receive it back tenfold." A great number of similar stories are told of him. Towards the ninetieth year of his age, he lost the use of his side by a paralytic stroke, but recovered by drinking theriac. He then relapsed deeper than ever into his old habits and denied himself no indulgence. He resumed also his lessons, reciting and dictating to his scholars; but, a year afterwards, having eaten something which disagreed with him, the palsy returned. All his body, from head to foot, was completely paralysed, but he could still move his hands in a slight degree. When in this state, he uttered cries of pain if any person happened to enter the room, even without going near him. Alluding to this, his disciple Abû Ali Ismail al-Kâli al-Baghdâdi (vol. I. p. 210) made the following remark: "I said to myself: The Almighty has punished him thus, for having said, in his "Makâṣâra, when speaking of time and its effects:

"(O Time!) thou hast engaged with one who, if the spheres fell on him from every point of heaven, would not utter a complaint (14)."

"And his sufferings were such that he would cry out like one trod under foot or pricked with needles, although the person who went in did not approach him." Though reduced to this miserable state, he retained all his mental faculties, and answered with perfect justness every question which was proposed to him. "He survived this attack two years," says Abû Ali, "and, whilst he was in that state, I consulted him on the points of philology respecting which I had doubts, and, as quick as thought, he returned me satisfactory answers. I asked him, one day, a question relative to a certain verse, and he replied: 'Had the light of my eyeballs
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"... been extinguished, you would not have found a person capable of satisfying your thirst for knowledge. And these very words, my son, were addressed to me by Abû Hátim when I once happened to ask him a question; and he told me that al-Asmâ'i had spoken them to him under the same circumstances."—

"To the last question I ever addressed to him," said Abû Ali, "he made this reply: 'Hâl al-jarîd dân al-karîd (chooking has put a stop to verses);' and these were the last words I heard him utter. Before that time, he used frequently to recite this verse, applying it to himself:

"Wretch that I am! a life of pleasure was not mine, neither have I wrought a good deed whereby I might please God."

"The following anecdote," says al-Marrâbâni (12), "was related to me by Ibn Duraid: I fell from (the top of) my house in Fars, and broke my collar-bone. I passed a sleepless night, and towards morning, having just closed my eyes, I dreamt that a tall pale man with a thin face came to my room, and, having taken hold of the door posts, one in each hand, he said: 'Repeat to me the best verses you ever composed on wine.' I replied that Abû Nuwâs (vol. I. p. 391) had left nothing for me or any one else to say on the subject. 'Well,' said he, 'I am a better poet than Abû Nuwâs.' This induced me to ask him who he was, and he answered: 'Abû Nâjiya, a native of Syria.' He then recited to me these lines:

"Red before it is mixed and pale after, (this wine) comes forth arrayed in a double robe of narcissus (yellow) and of anemone (red); pure, it resembles the checks of the beloved; mixed, it assumes the (pallid) hue of the lover."

"When he had done, I declared the verses bad, and, on his asking my reason, I replied: 'You begin by calling it red, and then you say arrayed in narcissus and in anemone, thus putting the yellow colour first; why did you so?'—Such hypocrisy is most untimely, you reprobate!' was his answer." In another version of this anecdote, it is stated that Abû Ali 'l-Fârisi said: 'Ibn Duraid recited me these two lines, composed by himself, and told me that Satan appeared to him in a dream, and asked him if he had not essayed to rival Abû Nuwâs? Ibn Duraid answered that he had. 'Well,' said Satan, 'your verses are not bad, but you have committed one fault.'" The rest of the narration agrees with what precedes.—Ibn Duraid died at Baghdad on Wednesday, the 17th of Shaabân,
A. H. 321 (12th August, A. D. 933), and was buried on the east side of the river, in
the Abbasiya cemetery. His tomb is situated behind the bazar where arms are sold,

near the main street (as-Shdr ʿl-Aazam). The celebrated Mutazelite divine Abū Hāshim Abd as-Salâm al-Jubbâi (vol. II. p. 132) died the same day, and this caused the people to say: "To-day, philology and dogmatic theology have ceased to exist!" It is stated that he lived precisely ninety-three years. Jabza tal-Barmaki (vol. I. p. 118) lamented his death in the following lines:

When Ibn Duraid made the third with the grave-stone and the earth (torab), I lost all in losing him. I, at first, lamented the departure of generosity, but I now lament the departure of generosity and erudition.

Torab (an unusual word) is the plural of torba, (a heap of earth.)—Duraid is the sarkhim diminutive of Adrad (toothless). This species of diminutive is called tarkhim (softening), because the letter a, the initial of the primitive word, is suppressed; it is thus that of astwad and azhar they form suwaad and zuhair.—Hantam, the name of one of his ancestors (mentioned at the commencement of this article), means an earthen jar coated with green varnish; it is used also as a proper name for men.—Hamdmi, another of his ancestors, was, according to the emir Abū Nasr Ibn Mākūla (vol. II. p. 248), the first of the family who became a convert to Islamism. He was one of the seventy horsemen who accompanied Amr Ibn al-Âsî from Omân to Medina, on learning that the Prophet was dead; the circumstance is well-known (13).—Hd al-jarṭ dān al-kartd is a well-known proverb; it originated with Abid Ibn al-Abras, an ante-islamic poet, who pronounced these words on meeting an-Nomân Ibn al-Mundir al-Lakhmi, the last king of Hira, in one of his bad days (14). An-Nomân resolved to put him to death according to the custom he had adopted, but first asked him to repeat some verses of his own composing; Abid, who had discovered his intentions, replied: Hd al-jarṭ dān al-kartd (chooking has put a stop to verses). It was as if the poet had said: Strangulation has put a stop to the reciting of verses. It is a well known story, and I merely give its outline here.—AbTd, for so his name must be pronounced, was a celebrated poet; he was born about the same time as Abd al-Muttalib Ibn Hāshim, the grand-father of the Prophet.

(1) According to ad-Dahabi, in his Annals, life of Ibn Duraid, that philologer was employed by Abd Allah Ibn Miḳâli, who was then governor of al-Ahwâz for the khalif al-Muktaḍir, as preceptor to his son Ismail. —

Ms. No. 646, fol. 115 v.
ABU OMAR AZ-ZAHID AL-MUTARRIZ.

Abū Omar Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wāhid Ibn Abi Hāshim al-Bāwardi, generally known by the appellation of al-Mutarriz and surnamed Ghulām Thalab (Thalab's boy), received also the denomination of az-Zāhid (the ascetic) for his mortified life, and ranked among the most eminent and the most learned of the philologers. For a considerable time, he had been an assiduous disciple of Abū 'l-Abbās Thalab (vol. I. p. 83), and to this circumstance he was indebted for his surname. He acquired a great stock of information under the tuition of that master, on whose work, the Fasth,
he composed two treatises: the first, a small volume of corrections, and entitled Fadat al-Fastik (omissions in the Fastik); the second, a commentary, forming also one volume. His other works were the Kitab al-Ya'budt (book of jewels); the Kitab al-Jurjani; the Kitab al-Madih (the elucidator); the Kitab as-Saat (book of hours); the Kitab Yaum wa Laila (book of the day and the night); the Kitab al-Mustahsan (the approved); the Kitab al-Ashardi (book of decennaries); the Kitab as- Shaara (treatise on counsel); the Kitab al-Buyut (treatise on sales); a treatise on the meaning of the names of the poets; a work on the Arabian tribes; the Kitab al-Maknun wa 'l-Makhtum (the concealed and the hidden); the Kitab al-Tuffaha (on the apple); the Kitab al-Madakkil; the Ilt al-Mudakhil; the Kitab an-Nawadir (book of anecdotes); the Kitab Fait al-Atn (omissions of [al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad (vol. I. p. 493) in his work] the Atn), the Kitab Fait al-Jamhara (omissions of [Ibn Durai (p. 38 of this vol.) in his work] the Jamhara), and a notice on the expressions which the Arabs of the desert reprehended as inaccurate in the lessons and writings of Abû Obaid (vol. II. p. 486).

Many rare and obsolete terms of the language were made known by Abû Omar, and the greater part of the words indicated by Ibn as-Sid al-Batalausi (vol. II. p. 61), in his Ternary, is taken from his indications. Many curious anecdotes are told of this philologer. The information which he communicated to his scholars was then transmitted down by Abû 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Zarkuya, Abû Ali Ibn Shâdân, and others. His birth took place in the year 261 (A. D. 874-5), and he died at Baghdad, on Sunday, the 13th of Zu'l-Kaada, A. H. 345 (16th February, A. D. 957), or 344. He was interred the next day in the cloister (sufla) situated near the tomb of Maruf al-Karkhi (1), from which it is only separated by the road. Abû Omar's application to study and his zeal for the acquisition of knowledge hindered him from employing means to gain wealth and retained him constantly in a state of poverty. The quantity of information which he communicated to his disciples and of the pieces which he knew by heart was so great that the learned men of that time impugned as false the greater part of his philological observations, and they used to say that if a bird flew by, Abû Omar would bring forward something on the subject, heading it with these words: "Thalab told us, on the authority of "Ibn al-Ararabi, that," etc. Some anecdotes of that kind are effectively related of him. He is considered, however, as a correct and trustworthy Traditioinist by all competent masters in that branch of knowledge. The greater portion of the works and pieces which he was dictated by him, from memory, without his having
recourse to a book; it is said that the philological matter which he thus made known filled thirty thousand leaves of paper. It was this copiousness which exposed him to the imputation of falsehood. A number of persons concerted together and imagined a question which they might propose to him; when they obtained his answer, they let a year pass over, and then submitted to him the same question, but his answer corresponded exactly with that which he had previously given. A similar attempt to ensnare him was made by some persons who were going to hear his lessons: they happened to be conversing on the vast quantity of information which he was ever ready to communicate, and observed that, by this very talent, he had incurred the imputation of falsehood. On their way, they passed by a bridge, and one of them said: "Let us write down the name of this bridge and ask him about it; we shall see what answer he makes." When they entered the place where Abû Omar was, that person addressed him, saying: O shaikh! what does the word "bridge (kantara) mean with the Arabs?" The professor answered that it meant so and so (stating its different significations), and his auditors received this answer with a secret smile. A month afterwards, they put forward a person to question him about that same word, on which he replied: "Did you not ask me the same question a month ago, and did I not answer it so and so?" On hearing these words, the assembly was filled with admiration at his quick apprehension, acuteness, and promptitude in calling to mind the question and the time at which it had been proposed; but whether his answer was exact or not, they had no means of verifying.—Moizz ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwail (vol. 1. p. 155) had given the command of the Baghdad police-guards (shurta) to one of his young attendants whose name was Khuwâja. When Abû Omar heard of this appointment, he was dictating to his scholars the contents of his Kitâb al-Yawâdît, and at his next lesson he said, on taking his seat: "Write: Yâkût khuwâja (a merchant's jewel); the primitive signification of the word khuwâdî, in the dialect of the Arabs, is hunger." He then discussed this subject in its various ramifications and made his scholars write down his remarks. The persons present were struck with amazement at his boldness in advancing (what they thought were) falsehoods, and began to look out for the word in the treatises of philology. Abû Ali-al-Hâtimi (p. 74 of this vol.), the kâtib and philologer, said: "We extracted from a dictation made by al-Hâmîd (vol. 1. p. 591) on the authority of Thalab who said, on the authority of al-Asmâ'î who cites Ibn al-'Aârâbi, that the word khuwâdî means hunger."—Abû Omar al-Mutarriz was giving lessons to the
son of the kādi Abū Omar Muhammad Ibn Yusuf, and one day he dictated to him nearly one hundred philological questions, indicating their niceties and concluding with two lines of poetry. (Some time after), Abū Bakr Ibn Duraid (p. 37 of this vol.) came into the kādi Abū Omar's, with Abū Bakr Ibn al-Anbārī (p. 53 of this vol.) and Abū Bakr Ibn Muṣsim (2). The kādi submitted to them these questions, but they had no idea of them and knew nothing of the verses. "Well," said the kādi, "what say you to that?"—"For my part," said Ibn al-Anbārī, "I am so much engaged in composing a treatise on the obscurities of the Korān (Mushkil al-Kurān), that I can say nothing on the subject." Ibn Muṣsim answered in similar terms, stating that he was taken up with the readings of the Korān, but Ibn Duraid declared positively that the questions were all of (the philologer) Abū Omar's invention and had no foundation whatever in the language: after this, they withdrew. When Abū Omar heard of what had passed, he went to the kādi and told him to bring in the collected poetical works (diwāns) of some ancient poets whom he named. The kādi opened his library and took out the books. Abū Omar then began to discuss each question successively, adduced from these diwāns certain passages in proof of all his statements and pointed out those passages to the kādi. On concluding, he said: "As for the two verses, they were recited by Thalab in your own presence, and you yourself wrote them down on the cover of such a work," naming it. The kādi brought in the book and found the verses written on the cover and in his own hand-writing. —"I found," said the Rais ar-Ruṣār, "in the works of the philologers, and particularly in Abū Obaid's Gharb al-Musannaf, many of the expressions which had been considered as the mere fabrications of Abū Omar."—Abū 'l-Kāsim Abū al-Wāhid Ibn Ali Ibn Barhān al-Asadi said: "None of the ancients or of the moderns ever treated philological points so well as Abū Omar az-Zāhid."—Abū Omar composed a Gharb al-Hadith (obscure terms occurring in the Traditions), founded on Ahmad Ibn Hanbal's work, the Musnad, and on this production he set the highest value.—Abū Ali Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan al-Ḥātimi said: "An indisposition having prevented me from attending the sittings of Abū Omar az-Zāhid, some days passed over and he, at length, asked for me. Being informed that I was unwell, he came the next morning to see me, and, as I happened to have gone out to take a bath, he wrote the following line on my door with a piece of chalk:

"The strangest thing we ever heard of is, that people should visit a sick man and not find him."
"The verse was his own." Abū Omar professed an excessive admiration of Moawia, and, having composed a treatise on the merits of that khalif, he obliged every person who came to study under him to read that book. He was a man of great merit and extensive information, but what we have said in this article must suffice.—Mutarriz signifies an embroiderer; as Abū Omar practised that art, he derived from it a surname which has been borne also by other learned men.—I looked out for the name of Abū Omar in as-Samānī's Kitāb al-Ansāb, under the word al-Mutarriz; he does not mention him, but he 'speaks of a poet called Abū 'l-Kāsim Abd al-Wāhid Ibn Muhammad Ibn Yakhā Ibn Aiyūb al-Mutarriz, a native of Baghdad; this may perhaps be the father of Abū Omar, if we are to judge from his name; if not, he is a person unknown to me. As-Samānī adds that his poetry bore a high reputation and obtained great publicity. He then cites the following passage of his composition:

Overcome with grief, we stopped at as-Sarât (4) one evening, to exchange adieus; and, despite of envious foes, we stood unslanding (the packets of) every passionate desire. On saying farewell, she saw me borne down by the pains of love and consented to grant me a kiss; but, impelled by startled modesty, she drew her veil across her face. On this I said: "The full-moon has now become a crescent." I then kissed her through the veil and she observed: "My kisses are wine: to be tasted they must be passed through the strainer."

Although as Samānī says nothing of Abū Omar in that article, he mentions him under the head of Ghulām Thalāb, adding the remarks which we have already made at the commencement of this notice.—Since writing the above, a number of years had elapsed when I found at Baghdad the Divān of Abū Kāsim Abd al-Wāhid, sur-named al-Mutarriz. He was a native of that city, and the greater part of his poetry is very good. His birth took place in the year 354 (A.D. 965), and his death in 439, on Sunday, the first of the latter Jumādā (23rd November, A.D. 1047). It is therefore evident that he was not the father of Abū Omar, but another person of the same trade.—Bawardi means belonging to Edward or Abtward, a village in Khorāsān and the native place of Abū 'l-Muzaffar Muhammad al-Abtardi, a poet whose life we shall give.

(4) The life of Mārah will be found in this work.

(9) The ištām Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Yakūb Ibn Muxsim al-Attār, a learned Korān-reader and grammarian of Baghdad, composed some works on the koranic sciences, one of which, the Kitāb al-
Abū Mansūr Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Azhari Ibn Talha Ibn Nūh Ibn Azhar al-Azhari al-Harawi (native of Herat), a philologist of the highest rank and celebrity, was a doctor of the Shafite sect, but addicted himself so exclusively to the study of the language that his reputation is founded on his acquirements in that branch of knowledge. His piety, his talents, and his exactitude as a transmitter of philological information were universally acknowledged. The matter of his lessons was derived by him from the philologer Abū 'l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Abī Ja'far al-Mundiri, who had received it from Abū 'l-Abbās Thalab and other masters. Having proceeded to Baghdad, he met Ibn Duraid, but never taught anything on his authority. He received also a part of his information from Abū 'Abd Allah Ibrahim Ibn Arafa, surnamed Nīfāwaih (vol. I. p. 26), and from Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn as-Sari, a grammarian more generally known by the name of Ibn as Sarrāj (see page 52 of this vol.). Some say, however, that he obtained no part of his information from the latter person. To acquire a more complete knowledge of the Arabic language, al-Azhari travelled over Arabia; and a person of merit has stated that he read a note, to the following effect, in Abū Mansūr’s hand-writing: "I had the misfortune to be made a prisoner, the year in which the Karmats intercepted the pilgrim-caravan at al-
"Habîr. The people to whose share I fell were Arabs, bred in the desert; they passed the grazing-time in visiting with their flocks the regions in which rain had fallen, and, in the hot season, they returned to a number of watering-places situated at the spots where they usually stationed; they kept camels and lived on the milk of these animals; they spoke an idiom suited to their Bedwin habits, and very rarely indeed, did they mispronounce a word or commit a gross fault of language. I remained in bondage amongst them for a long time; our winters we passed at ad-Dalhâb, our springs at as-Sammân, and our summers at as-Sîtrân. From dis-coursing with them and from their conversation one with the other, I learned a great quantity of words and singular expressions; and most of these I inserted in my book,"—by his book he means the Tahdîb—"where you will find them classed under their proper heads." He again resumes the subject in this discourse, and mentions that he passed two winters at as-Sammân. Abû Mansûr al-Azhari had a passion for collecting loose scraps of philology and possessed a perfect acquaintance with all the secrets and niceties of the language. His philological treatise, the Tahdîb (arrangement), fills upwards of ten volumes and is a highly esteemed work. His Gharîb al-Âlîaz (rare words), a work in one volume, is held by jurisconsults as their main authority for the signification of every obscure and doubtful word in the law language. The Kitâb-at-Tafṣîl (explanation of difficult words (?)) is another of his productions. At Baghdad he met Abû Ishāk az-Zajjâj (vol. I. p. 28) and Abû Bakr Ibn al-Anbâri, but has given nothing on the authority of either. He was born A. H. 282 (A. D. 895-6), and he died at Herât towards the close of the year 370 (ends in July, A. D. 981). Some place his death a year later.—The patronymic al-Azhāri he derived from the circumstance of his having an ancestor who bore the neme of Azhâr.—Of Harâwî we have already spoken (vol. II. p. 288).—The Karmats (Kardmata) were so called after a man named Kirmit, who belonged to the Sawâd (1) of Kûfâ. They held a most reprehensible doctrine, and they made their appearance in the year 281 (A. D. 894-5), under the Khalifate of al-Motadid billah. This sect subsisted for a long period and acquired such strength that it not only rendered the roads dangerous for travellers, but conquered a great number of provinces. Of these events a full account will be found in the works of historians (2). The combat of al-Hâbîr to which al-Azhâri alludes, took place A. H. 311 (A. D. 923-4), the Karmats, who had then for chief Abû Tâhir al-Jannâbi al-Kirmiti, attacked the pilgrim-caravan, slew some of the travellers, reduced others to slavery, and seized...
on all their property. This occurred in the khilafate of al-Muktaḍir, son of al-Motadid. It is said that the Karmats made their first appearance in the year 278 (A. D. 891-2), and that their first chief was Abū Said al-Jannabi, who resided in the province of Bahrain and Hajar. He was murdered in the year 301 (A. D. 913-4) by one of his slaves. Abū Tāhir lost his life in A. H. 332 (A. D. 943-4).—Jannabi means belonging to Jannaba, a town in the province of Bahrain, and situated on the sea-coast, near Siraf.—Habir (as an appellative noun) signifies a low ground.—Ad-Dahna, or ad-Dahna with a short final a, is the name of a large tract of country in the Arabian desert, forming part of the territory belonging to the tribe of Tamim. It is said to consist of seven mountains of sand; according to some, it is situated in the desert of Basra and in the territory of the tribe of Saad.—As-Samla is a red mountain in the neighbourhood of ad-Dahna; to cross it requires three days, but its height is not great. Some say that it is situated near the sandy desert of Añil, at nine day’s journey from Basra.—As-Sitār, the dual of Sitār, is a name serving to designate two valleys which lie in the territory of the tribe of Saad; one of them is called as-Sitār al-Aghbar (the dusty Sitār), the other the as-Sitār al-Hāri (3), and both bear the denomination of Saud. They contain some springs of running water which serve to irrigate date-trees. The preceding remarks have no direct connexion with our subject, but, as they serve to explain some words which might embarrass the reader of this compilation, we have judged it useful to insert them.

(1) See vol. II. page 447.
(2) Ibn Khallikàn has already given some account of them. See vol. I. p. 437 et seq.
philologer of the highest rank, a relator of anecdotes and a transmitter of the phraseology current among the Arabs of the desert. We shall give the life of his ancestor Abû Muhammad Yahya Ibn al-Mubâarak. One of the anecdotes told by him was the following: An Arab of the desert loved a female of the same region and sent her, by a negro slave, a present of thirty sheep and a skin filled with wine. On the way, the slave killed one of the sheep and ate a portion of it, and drank part of the contents of the wine-skin. When he brought the rest to her, she perceived the trick, and on the slave’s asking her, when about to return, if she had any message to send back, she resolved on acquainting the master with the fellow’s conduct, and answered: “Give him my salutation, and tell him that our month was mahâk, and that Suhaïm, the keeper of our sheep, came here with a bloody nose (marthâm).” The slave, not knowing what she intended by these expressions, bore them back to his master, who immediately perceived their drift, and calling for a cudgel, said to the messenger: “Tell me the truth, or I shall give you a sound drubbing.” The slave confessed his fault and obtained pardon. This message contained a most subtle and elegant allusion to what the slave had done: the word marthâm means one whose nose is broken and bleeds; ratham, another derivative of the same root, means a white spot on the upper-lip of a horse. Marthâm is employed metaphorically to designate a wine or water-skin (1). — He left some works, such as the Kitâb al-Khail (book of horses), the Manâkîb Bani ‘l-Abbâs (merits of the Abbasides), the Akhbaâr al-Yazîdîyin (history of the Yazîd family), and a compendious treatise on grammar. Having been employed, towards the close of his life, as preceptor to the children of al-Muktadir billah, he filled that office for some time. Soon after his entrance into the khalîf’s service, one of his friends met him and asked his protection, but he replied: “I am too busy for that (2).” Abû Abd Allah al-Yazîdi died on the eve of Monday, the 17th of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 310 (October, A. D. 922), at the age of eighty-two years and three months. — Yazîdi here means related to Yazîd Ibn Mansûr; of this we shall again speak, in the life of his ancestor Abû Muhammad Yahya Ibn al-Mubâarak.

(1) Our author has here imitated the manner of many Arabian commentators, who explain what is clear enough and pass over what is obscure. He might have added that a mahâk month is one, on the last night of which there is no moonshine. So that it contains only twenty-nine moonlight nights in place of thirty. The expression: the month was mahâk is, therefore, equivalent to one of the thirty was wanting. This, of course,
referred to the thirty sheep. Our author might also have observed that Suḥaim, a very common Beduin name, means the little black, an epithet designating perfectly well a wine-skin rubbed over with pitch to preserve it.

(9) It was perhaps the idiomatic form of this expression in Arabic which caused it to be remarked.

**IBN AS-SARRAJ THE GRAMMARIAN.**

Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn as-Sari Ibn Sahl the grammatian, generally known by the name of Ibn as-Sarrāj, was one of the most distinguished masters in that science, and his high abilities in it and in philology are universally acknowledged. Amongst the persons from whom he acquired his philological information was Abū 'l-Abbās al-Mubarrad (see p. 3 of this vol.); and some eminent masters, such as Abū Sa'id as-Strāfi (vol. I. p. 377), and Ali Ibn Isa ar-Rummâni (vol. II. p. 242), studied it under his tuition. Al-Jauhari, in his Sahâdh, cites his authority in a number of articles. Ibn as-Sarrāj composed some grammatical works of great repute, and his Kitâb al-Osûl (principles), one of the best treatises on the subject, is always referred to when the traditional information on any grammatical point is uncertain or contradictory. His other works are the Jumal al-Osûl (the collected principles), a short treatise called the Mūjaz (compendium); the Kitâb al-Ishitikd (on etymology), a commentary on St-bawâlah's Kitâb (vol. II. p. 396), the Ihtijâd al-Kurâ (appreciation of the motives which influenced Korâni-readers in their readings), the Book of the Poets and of Poetry, the Book of the Winds, the Air, and Fire; the Book of the Camel, and the Kitâb al-Muwâdíðât (book of loving unions, or book of gifts). He pronounced the letter r incorrectly, giving it the sound of gh, and happening, one day, to dictate a word in which this letter occurred, and perceiving that his disciple wrote it with a ghain, he exclaimed: "No, no! with a ḡha, with a ghâl" (1). I found in an anthology some verses attributed to him, but am unable to ascertain whether they are really his or not. They relate to a girl whom the poet loved and are familiar to most persons. The lines to which I allude are these:
I compared her beauty with her conduct, and found that her charms did not counterbalance her perfidy. She swore to me never to be false, but 'twas as if she had sworn never to be true. By Allah! I shall never speak to her again, even though she resembled in beauty the full moon, or the sun, or al-Muktafi!

This article was already terminated when I discovered that these verses are certainly his, and a curious anecdote is connected with them. The author, Abū Bakr, loved a young girl, but she treated him with marked disdain: it happened at that time that the imām (khalif) al-Muktafi returned from ar-Rakka, and, when the people assembled to witness his entry into the city, Abū Bakr was so much struck with his beauty that he recited these verses to his companions. Some time after, the kdtib Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ismail Ibn Zenji (2) repeated them to Abū 'l-Abbās Ibn al-Furāt (vol. II. p. 358), saying that they were composed by Ibn al-Motazz (vol. II. p. 41), and Abū 'l-Abbās communicated them to the vizir al-Kāsim Ibn Obaid Allah (vol. II. p. 299). The latter then went to the khalif and recited the verses to him, adding that they were by Obaid Allah Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Tāhir (vol. II. p. 79), to whom al-Muktadir immediately ordered a present of one thousand dinars. "How very strange," said Ibn Zenji, "that Abū Bakr Ibn as-Sarrāj should compose verses which were to procure a donation to Obaid Allah Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Tāhir!" Abū Bakr died on Sunday, the 26th of Zū 'l-Hijja, A. H. 316 (11th February, A. D. 929). — Sarrāj means a saddler.

(1) He meant to say: with a rā.
(2) "Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ismail Ibn Zenji, a kdtib celebrated for the beauty of his penmanship; left a collection of epistles composed by himself and a treatise on his art." — (Führst, fol. 176.)

IBN AL-ANBARI THE GRAMMARIAN.

grammarians and author of several well-known treatises on grammar and philology, was the most learned man of his time in the different branches of general literature, and their superior also by the quantity of literary matter which he knew by heart. He was veracious and trust-worthy, pious, virtuous, and a strict follower of the sunna. Amongst his numerous works were treatises on the different koranic sciences, on the rare and the obscure expressions occurring in the Koran and the Traditions, on the pause, on the commencement of phrases, a refutation of those who impugn the edition of the Koran in general use, and a book called az-Zahir (the blooming). High praise is bestowed on him by the Khatib (vol. I. p. 75) in his History of Baghdad; this author says: 'I have been informed that Abū Bakr made dictations even in his father's life-time, each of them teaching in a different part of the same mosque. His father was learned in philology, and an exact, veracious, and trust-worthy transmitter of pieces preserved by tradition. He inhabited Baghdad. A number of learned men and his own son delivered pieces on his authority. He composed a treatise on the (names of the parts of the) human frame, a treatise on the frame of the horse, a book of proverbs, a treatise on the long and the short final alif, a treatise on the genders, a treatise on the uncommon expressions occurring in the Traditions and other works.' Abū 'Ali al-Kāli (vol. I. p. 210) says: 'It is stated that Abū Bakr Ibn al-Anbāri knew by heart three hundred thousand verses illustrative of expressions occurring in the Koran, and that a person having said to him: 'The great quantity of pieces which you know by heart is often spoken of; how much do you really know?' he answered: 'I have in my memory (as much as would fill) thirteen chests.' It is mentioned that he knew by heart one hundred and twenty commentaries of the Koran with their isndds (1). Abū 'l-Hasan ad-Durakutni (vol. II. p. 239) relates that, on a certain Friday, he happened to be present at one of the sittings held by Ibn al-Anbāri for the purpose of making dictations, and that he gave a wrong pronunciation to a name occurring in the isnad of a Tradition. 'He said Haiyān (حیان),' relates ad-Durakutni, 'instead of Habbān (حبان), or Habbān instead of Haiyān. I thought it would be a pity that an error of this kind should be adopted and propagated on the authority of so able and so eminent a man as Ibn al-Anbāri, but, not daring to acquaint him with his mistake, I waited till the lesson was over, and approached the disciple to whom the dictations were directly addressed, pointing out the error of the master and informing him of the true reading. I then retired. The following Friday, I attended the
next sitting, and Abû Bakr said: 'Let it be known to all here present, that, last
Friday, in dictating a certain Tradition, I gave a wrong pronunciation to a name,
and that youth indicated the true one; and let that youth know that I referred
to the source whence I derived the Tradition and found the word written as he
said.' Amongst Ibn al-Anbâri's works may be noticed his Gharib al-Hadîth
(unusual terms occurring in the Traditions), filling, it is said, forty-five thousand leaves;
a commentary on the grammatical treatise the Kdîf (2), filling about one thousand leaves;
a treatise on the final h, in about one thousand leaves; a list of words each of
which bears two contrary significations, the Kitâb al-Jâhiliyydt (3), filling seven hundred
leaves, a treatise on the genders, the most complete over composed; the Risâla tal-
Mushkil (epistola dubii (?)), in which he refutes Ibn Kutaiba (vol. II. p. 22) and Abû
Hâtîm (vol. I. p. 603). He was born on Sunday, the 11th of Rajab, A. H. 271
(4th January, A. D. 885), and he died on the eve of the Festival of the Sacrifice, A. H.
328 (16th September, A. D. 940); some say, A. H. 327.—His father al-Kâsim died
at Baghdad, A. H. 304 (A. D. 916–7); some say, in the month of Safar, A. H. 305.
—We have explained the meaning of the word Anbâri (vol. II. p. 58).—At one of
his dictations he quoted the following verses by a Bedwin Arab:

When you hindered her from speaking to me, why did you not hinder her image from lea-
ving the distant region where she now resides and visiting my slumbers in its unerring course?
May God shed his favour on a certain dwelling, in the sands of the tribe's reserved grounds,
although the aspect of its ruins made me betray the passion I concealed. Were my corpse
borne on its bier past these abodes, the very owl which dwells therein would say: "O my friend!
"come and stay with me."

At another sitting, he dictated these lines:

In the white regions of al-Orba, if you visit its people, you will see fair gazelles roaming at
liberty without a keeper. They go forth for the pleasure of encountering danger, and incur no
jealous suspicions; chaste they are, and he who wishes to sport with them may despair.

(1) See vol. I, page xxii.
(2) Hajji Khalifa notices a treatise on grammar entitled the Kdîf, and composed by Abû Ja'far Ahmad
an-Nâhâs. As this grammarian was a pupil of Ibn al-Anbâri's (see vol. I, p. 81), it is possible that the
commentary here mentioned by Ibn Khalikân referred to the work of an-Nâhâs. The author of the Fihrist
mentions the grammatical treatise the Kdîf, as the work of Ibn al-Anbâri himself, and takes no notice of the
commentary.
ABU 'L-AINA.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn al-Kâsim Ibn Khallâd Ibn Yâsir Ibn Sulaimân al-Hâshimi (a member, by enfranchisement, of the Hâshim family), surnamed Abû 'l-Ainâ, was a mawla to (the khalif) Abû Ja'far al-Mansûr. The family of Abû 'l-Ainâ, who was a blind man, remarkable for his repartees, verses, and literary knowledge, belonged to (the province of) al-Yamâma (in Arabia), but he himself was born at al-Ahwâz and bred at Basra. He there learned Traditions and cultivated literature, having taken lessons from Abû Obâïda (1), al-Asmâî (vol. II. p. 123), Abû Zaid al-Ansârî (vol. I. p. 570), al-Otbi, and other masters. He was an excellent hâfiz and spoke with great elegance; fluent in his discourse, prompt in his repartees, and surpassing in penetration and sharpness all his contemporaries, he ranked among the most brilliant wits of the age. Numerous amusing anecdotes are related of what passed between him and Abû Ali ad-Darîr (2), and of the charming pieces of verse which he composed on those occasions. Being one day in the society of a certain vizir, the conversation turned on the history of the Barmakides and their generosity; on which the vizir said to Abû 'l-Ainâ, who had just made a high eulogium of that family for their liberality and bounty: "You have praised them and their qualities too much; all this is a mere fabrication of book-makers and a fable imagined by authors." Abû 'l-Ainâ immediately replied: "And why then do book-makers not relate such fables of you, O vizir?" The vizir remained silent, and the company were struck with astonishment at Abû 'l-Ainâ's boldness.—Having one day complained of his distressed circumstances to Obaid Allah Ibn Sulaimân Ibn Wahb (vol. I. p. 29), the latter replied: "Did I not write in your favour to Ibrahim Ibn al-Mudabbbar (3)?"—"It is true," said Abû 'l-Ainâ; "but you wrote to a man
"prevented from satisfying his generous inclinations by the protraction of poverty, "the humiliation of captivity, and the cruelty of fortune; so my efforts were frustrat ed and my hopes disappointed." — "But," said the vizir, "it was you yourself "who made choice of him." — "O vizir!" replied Abû 'l-Ainâ, "I am not to be "blamed for that; Moses chose (out of) his people seventy men (4), and there was not a "prudent man among them; the blessed Prophet chose for secretary Abd Allah Ibn "Saad Ibn Abi Sarh, and he fell into apostacy and joined the infidels; and Ali, the "son of Abû Tâlib, chose for arbitrator Abû Mûsa 'l-Ashari, and he decided against "him." — By the words humiliation of captivity, Abû 'l-Ainâ alluded to the circumstance of Ibrahim Ibn al-Mudabbar's having been imprisoned at Basra by Ali Ibn Muhammad, chief of the Zejj (vol. II. p. 11). Ibrahim effected his escape by breaking through the prison wall. — Abû 'l-Ainâ having one day gone to visit Abû 's-Sakr Ismaîl Ibn Bulbul (vol. II. p. 642), that vizir said to him: "What has kept you away "from us so long, Abû 'l-Ainâ!" — "My ass was stolen from me." — "How was "it stolen?" — "I was not with the thief, so I cannot say." — "Why then not ride to "visit us on another?" — "My poverty prevented me from buying; my pride, from "hiring; and my independence, from borrowing." — He one day had a dispute with a descendant of Ali, and his adversary said to him: "You attack me, and yet you say "in your prayers: Almighty God! bless Muhammad and the family of Muhammad." — "Yes," replied Abû 'l-Ainâ, "but I add: who are virtuous and pure." — A common fellow having stood in his way, he perceived it and said: "What is that?" — "A "man of the sons of Adam," was the reply. "Welcome, welcome!" exclaimed Abû 'l-Ainâ, "God grant you long life! I thought that all his sons were dead." — Having gone one day to the door Sâ'id Ibn Makhlad and asked permission to enter, he was told that the vizir was engaged in prayer. "Ahl!" exclaimed Abû 'l-Ainâ, "there is a pleasure in novelty." — It must be here observed that Sâ'id had been a Christian before his appointment to the vizirat (5). — Happening to pass by the door of Abd Allah Ibn Mansûr, who was then recovering from an attack of sickness, he asked the servant how he was. "Just as you could wish," was the answer. "Why "then," replied Abû 'l-Ainâ, "do I not hear the funeral cry?" — A mendicant whom he invited to partake of his supper having eaten it all up, he said to him: "I "asked you through charity, and it will be a charity in you to leave me." — One of his friends met him at an early hour of the morning and expressed his astonishment at his being out so soon; "You do as I do," replied Abû 'l-Ainâ, "and yet you wonder vol. iii.
"at me." Having been informed that al-Mutawakkil had said of him: "Were he not blind, I should take him for a boon companion;" he said: "Provided the khalif dispense me from watching for the new moon"—(which is the duty of a muwazzin)—"and from reading the inscriptions on seals"—(which is the duty of a kâtib)—"I should make a good boon companion."—Being asked how long he would continue to praise some and satirize others, he replied: "As long as the virtuous do good and the wicked do evil; but God forbid that I should be as the scorpion which stingeth equally the Prophet and the infidel." Ibn al-Mukarram (6), with whom he frequently engaged in playful dispute, having heard a man observe that he who loses his sight loses his shrewdness, he said: "What makes you forget Abû 'l-Ainâ? he has lost his sight and gained immensely in shrewdness." The same Ibn al-Mukarram heard him say one day, in his prayers: "O Lord, hearken to thy petitioner!" on which he exclaimed: "You son of a prostitute! whom have you not petitioned?" The same person once asked Abû 'l-Ainâ maliciously, how many liars there were at Basra, and obtained for answer: "As many as there are reprobates "at Baghdad (7)."—Having gone to see Ibn Thawâba (8), who had got the better of Abû 's-Sakr (9) in a dispute, he said to him: "I have learned what passed between you and Abû 's-Sakr, and if he did not make you a full reply, it was because he could find no pride in you to humble, and no honour to blast; and moreover he detested your flesh too much to devour it, and despised your blood too much to think it worth spilling."—"And what business have you," exclaimed Ibn Thawâba, "to thrust yourself into my affairs and those of people in his station? beggar that you are!"—"Blame not a man of fourscore," replied Abû 'l-Ainâ, "a man who has lost his sight and who is ill-treated by his prince, if he has recourse to the charity of his brethren; that is a better occupation than the trade of a catamite, him-dering men to have progeny and increasing the burden of their crimes."—"When two persons rail at each other," said Ibn Thawâba, "it is the vilest who gains the day."—"Right!" retorted Abû 'l-Ainâ, "and you gained the day over Abû 's-Sakr, and silenced him yesterday."—Happening, in the year 246 (A. D. 860-1), to enter into the presence of al-Mutawakkil, who was then in his palace called al-Jaafari, that khalif said to him: "What thinkest thou of this our dwelling-house?" to which he made this reply: "Others have built houses in the world, but you have built a world in your house." Al-Mutawakkil expressed his satisfaction at the answer, and then asked him how he stood wine. The other replied: "I cannot
"resist a small quantity, and I disgrace myself if I take much."—"Come!" said the khalif, "do not say so, but be our boon companion."—"I am a sightless man," replied Abû 'l-Ainâ; "all who sit in your company are ready to serve you, and I require a person to serve me; neither am I free from the apprehension that you may look at me with the eye of one who is well pleased whilst your heart is wroth, or that your eye may express wrath whilst your heart is well-pleased; and if I cannot distinguish these two signs, it may cost me my life. So I shall prefer safety to risk."—"I am told," said the khalif, "that thou hast an evil tongue."—"Commander of the faithful!" replied Abû 'l-Ainâ, "the Almighty himself has uttered praise and satire; he has said: How excellent a servant! for he frequently turned himself unto God (10), and: a defamer, going about with slander, a preventer of good, a transgressor, a wicked wretch (11). And a poet hath said:

"If I praise not the honest man and revile not the sordid, the despicable, and base, why should I have the power of saying, That is good, and this is bad? and why should God have opened (men's) ears and my mouth?"

"What place are you from?" said the khalif.—"From Basra."—"What hast thou to say of it?"—"Its water is bitter; its heat is a torment, and it is pleasant when hell is pleasant." When Najâh Ibn Salama was delivered over to Mûsa Ibn Abd Allah al-Ispalâni, who had been commissioned to exact from him the sums which he owed (to government), the cruel tortures to which the prisoner was subjected caused his death (12). This happened on Monday, the 22nd of Zû 'l-Kaada, A. H. 245 (19th. Feb., A. D. 860). The same evening, al-Mutazz billah, the son of al-Mutawakkil, attained the age of puberty, and some persons of high rank were assembled at Abû 'l-Ainâ's. One of them having asked him if he had any news of Najâh Ibn Salama, he answered (in the words of the Korân, sûrat 23, verse 14): "Moses (Mûsâ) struck him and killed him." Those words came to the ears of Mûsa, who, soon after, met Abû 'l-Ainâ in the street and threatened him, on which the latter said (in the words of the same chapter, verse 18): "Dost thou intend to kill me, as thou killedst a man yesterday?"—A certain great man having made him a promise which he did not fulfill, Abû 'l-Ainâ wrote to him in these terms: "The confidence I have in your word prevents me from complaining of your delay; and the knowledge I have of your constant occupations induces me to awaken your recollection. Yet, persuaded as I am of your magnanimity, and convinced of your generous spirit,
Ibn Khallikan's

"I dread lest death overtake me, and death is the destroyer of hope. May God in-
crease your days and make you attain the term of your wishes. Adieu." — The
anecdotes told of Abū 'l-Ainâ are very numerous; the following one is stated to have
been related by himself: 'I was one day sitting with Abū 'l-Jahm (13), when a man
came in and said to him: 'You made a promise, and it depends on your kind-
ness to fulfil it.' — Abū 'l-Jahm answered that he did not recollect it, and the other
replied: 'If you do not recollect it, 'tis because the persons like me to whom
you make promises are numerous; and if I remember it, 'tis because the persons
like you to whom I may confidently address a request are few.' — 'Well said!
'blessings on your father!' exclaimed Abū 'l-Jahm, and the promise was imme-
diately fulfilled.' — Abū 'l-Ainâ was born A. H. 191 (A. D. 806-7) at al-Abwâz,
as we have already said; he passed his early youth at Basra; on attaining his fortieth
year, he lost his sight; and having resided for a time at Baghdad, he returned to
Basra, and died there in the month of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 283 (July-August,
A. D. 896); some say, 282. His son Jaafar says that his death took place on the
10th of the first Jumâda, and his birth in A. H. 190; God best knows which of
these statements is the more correct. — He received the surname of Abû 'l-Aînâ
(father large-eye) from the circumstance of his having asked Abû Zaid al-Ansârî how
he formed the diminutive of the word ainâ (a large-eyed female), to which he received
this answer: "Oyainâ, O Abû 'lainâl!" which nick-name stuck to him ever after.—
The name Khalld takes a double l.—We have already spoken of al-Yamâma (vol. II,
p. 10) and al-Âhdz.

(1) His life will be found in this work.
(2) Abû Ali ad-Darrî (the blind), called also (perhaps by antiphrasis) Abû Ali al-Basîr (ال بصري) (th
clear sighted), was an eminent poet and epistolary writer; the author of the Fihrest informs us under the
heads of Abû Ali al-Basîr and Abû 'l-Aînâ, that the former corresponded with and satirized the latter.—
(Fihrest, fol. 169, 171.)
(3) Ibrahim Ibn al-Madâbbar and his brothers, Ahmad and Muhammed, were eminent poets and prose-
writers. — (Fihrest, fol. 169.) — The word مترسل seems to indicate that they
were employed in the Board of Correspondence.
(4) Korân, sârat 7, verse 154.
(5) Sâdî Ibn Makhâlid was one of al-Motamid's vizirs. Ibn al-Athir informs us in his Kâmîl, under the
year 576, that Sâdî Ibn Makhâlid went that year to Wâsiti, where al-Muwaffik, the khâlit's brother and lieute-
nant, received him with the highest marks of honour. On this occasion, Sâdî conducted himself with much
haughtiness, and, soon after, al-Muwaffik imprisoned him and his family.
(6) According to the author of the Fihrest, fol. 170, Muhammad Ibn Mukarrâm was an eloquent kâtîb and
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epistolary writer. In the Khatib's great History of Baghdad, we find mention made of an Abû Ja'far Muhammad Ibn Mukarram as-Saffar who died, as it would appear, in the year 231 (A.D. 845-6).

(7) Baghdad appears to have been the native place of Ibn al-Mukarram, as Basra was that of Abû 'l-Ainâ.

(8) The author of the Fihrist indicates two persons bearing the surname of Ibn Thawâba, one called Abû 'l-Hasan Ibn Thawâba, a man of learning and talent; and the other Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Thawâba, an accomplished epistolary writer and secretary of the khalif al-Mutadid.—(Fihrist, f. 176 v.)

(9) He means the vizir; see vol. II. p. 614.

(10) Korân, sûrat 38, verse 29.

(11) Korân, sûrat 68, verses 11 and 12.

(12) Najâh Ibn Salama was president of the Board of Requests (diwâna al-taukla), an office in which were drawn up the answers to the memorials presented to the sovereign. He was charged also with the control of the agents who administered the estates belonging to government. Having discovered some extensive peculations committed by Mûsa Ibn Abd al-Malik, chief of the Revenue-Office (al-kârîdâ), and al-Hasan Ibn Makhbâd, president of the Board of Estates, he sent in a memorial to the khalif al-Mutawakkil, representing to him that these two officers had retained in their possession forty millions of dirhems. The khalif replied that, the next day, Mûsa and al-Hasan should be delivered over to him, that he might proceed against them. But that night, the vizir Obaid Allah Ibn Yahya, who favoured those two officers, induced Najâh to withdraw his accusation and promised that he would arrange the affair. The next morning, Najâh's retraction was presented to the khalif with a declaration signed by Mûsa and al-Hasan, wherein they stated that they had already paid into the hands of Najâh upwards of two millions of dinars, for which he had not accounted to the state. Al-Mutawakkil immediately delivered over Najâh and his sons to Mûsa, who obliged them to confess that they had in their possession about forty millions of dinars, without counting their magazines of corn, their horses, and landed property. Mûsa took all this wealth from his prisoners and, after inflicting a severe flogging on Najâh, he put him to death by the compressing of his testicles. The sons of the victim were then beaten till they acknowledged having in their possession seventy thousand dinars and other property. Mûsa took all from them, and extorted also large sums from the agents employed by Najâh in the different cities of the empire.—(Ibn al-Athîr's Kâmîl, year 248).

(13) Abû-Dahabi states in his Obituary that Abû 'l-Jâhm Ahmad Ibn al-Husain, a poet remarkable for his moral exhortations خليط المعرفة, died A.H. 319 (A.D. 931).

MUHAMMAD IBN OMAR AL-WÂKIDI.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn Wâkid al-Wâkidi, a native of Medina (al-Madani) and a mawla to the Hâshim family—or, according to some, to that of Aslam, a descendant of Sahm,—was a man eminent for learning, and the author
of some well-known works on the conquests of the Moslems and other subjects. His Kitâb ar-Ridda (history of the apostacy), a work of no inferior merit, contains an account of the apostacy of the Arabs on the death of the Prophet, and of the wars between the Companions and Tulaiha Ibn Khuwailid al-Azdi, al-Aswad al-Ansi and Musailama al-Kazzâb (the liar) (1). He received traditional information from Ibn Abi Dib (vol. II. p. 589), Māmâr Ibn Râshid (vol. I. p. xxiv), Malik Ibn Anas (vol. II. p. 545), ath-Thauri (vol. I. p. 576), and others; his secretary Muhammad Ibn Saad, whose life comes immediately after this, and a number of other distinguished men delivered traditional information on his authority. He held the post of kâdî in the eastern quarter of Baghdad, and was appointed by al-Mâmûn to fill the same office at Askar al-Mahdi. The Traditions received from him are considered of feeble authority, and doubts have been expressed on the subject of his (veracity). Al-Mâmûn testified a high respect for him and treated him with marked honour. Al-Wâkidi once wrote to him, complaining that straitened circumstances had burdened him with debts, and specified the amount of what he owed. On this memorial al-Mâmûn inscribed the following answer: "You possess the qualities of liberality and modesty: "liberality allows your hand to disperse freely what you possess, and modesty induces "you to mention only a part of your debts. We have, therefore, ordered you the "double of what you ask; if this be not sufficient, the fault is your own; and if it "answer your expectations, be yet more liberal than before, for the treasures of God "are open, and his hand is stretched forth to do good. When you acted as kâdî to "ar-Râshid, you told me that the blessed Prophet said to az-Zubair (2): 'O Zubair! "' the keys of the provision which God grants to his creatures are placed before his "' throne; He bestoweth on them in proportion to their expenditure; if they spend "' much, He gives much, and if they spend little, He gives little.'"—"I had com-
pletely forgotten this Tradition," observed al-Wâkidi, "and I derived more plea-
sure from his reminding me of it than from the present he made me." Bishr al-
Hâfi (vol. I. p. 257) related one single fact relative to al-Wâkidi, which was that he 
heard him say: "How to write a charm to cure fevers. Take some olive leaves, "and, on a Saturday, being yourself in a state of purity, write on one of these leaves: "'Hell is hungry, on another, Hell is thirsty, and on the third, Hell is refreshed. "Put them into a rag and bind them on the left arm of the person suffering from "fever. I made the experiment myself, said al-Wâkidi, and found it successful." Such is the relation given by Abû 'l-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96) in the book
which he composed on the Life of Bishr al-Hâfi.—Al-Masûdi mentions, in his Murûj ad-Dahab, that al-Wâkidi related the following anecdote: "I had two friends, one of whom belonged to the family of Hâshim, and we were all as if animated by one soul. Poverty then came upon me, and I was reduced to deep distress, when my wife said to me, as the great Festival was drawing near: 'As for ourselves, we can support in patience our misery and affliction; but there are our children, and it cuts me to the heart to think that they will see the neighbours' children dressed out and adorned for the Festival, whilst ours must continue as they now are, in their worn-out clothes. Could you contrive to procure the means of clothing them?' I immediately wrote to my friend, the Hâshimide, requesting him to let me have whatever sum he could dispose of, and he sent me a purse sealed up, and containing, he said, one thousand dirhems. I had hardly recovered from the joy I experienced, when I received a note from my other friend, wherein he made a complaint similar to that which I had addressed to the Hâshimide; I immediately sent him the purse without even breaking the seal, and, being then ashamed of appearing before my wife, I went to the mosque and remained there till morning. When I returned home, instead of being reproached for what I had done, I had the satisfaction of receiving her full approbation and, just at that moment, the Hâshimide came in, with the purse sealed up as before. 'Tell me sincerely,' said he, 'how you disposed of what I sent you.' I told him the plain fact. 'Well,' said he, 'when you applied to me, I sent you all I possessed on earth, and having then written to my friend requesting him to share with me what he had, I received from him my own purse, sealed with my signet.'—We then decided on making an equal partition of the thousand dirhems, having first taken out one hundred for my wife (3). Al-Mâmûn having heard of the circumstance, sent for me and made me relate what had passed; he then ordered us a present of seven thousand dinars, two thousand dinars for each of us, and one thousand for my wife.' The Khatib relates this anecdote, with some slight difference, in his History of Baghdad. Al-Wâkidi was born in the beginning of A. H. 130 (Sept., A. D. 747); he died on the eve of Monday, the 11th of Zâ 'l-Hijja, A. H. 207 (27th April, A. D. 823), being then kâdi of the quarter of Baghdad situated on the western side of the Tigris. Such is the statement made by Ibn Kutaiba, but as-Samâni says that he was kâdi of the eastern quarter of Baghdad, as we have already mentioned. The funeral service was said over him by Muhammad Ibn Samâa at-Tamîmi, and he was interred
in the Khaizurān cemetery. Some place his death in 209 or 206, but the date we have given is the true one. The Khatib says, in his History of Baghdad, towards the beginning of his notice on al-Wākidī, that he died in the month of Zū 'l-Kaada, but towards the end of the article, he places his death in Zū 'l-Hijja. I found among my rough notes, and in my own hand-writing, that al-Wākidī died at the age of seventy-eight years. Wākidī means descended from Wākid; one of his ancestors bore this name. — Of al-Madani we have already spoken (p. 5 of this vol.). — Askar al-Mahdi (al-Mahdi's camp), a place now known by the name of ar-Rusafa, is situated in the eastern quarter of Baghdad. It was built by Abū Ja'far al-Mansūr for his son al-Mahdi, after whom it was called. This confirms the statement that al-Wākidī was kādi of the eastern quarter of the city, not of the western.

(1) See Abū 'l-Fida, reign of Abū Bakr; Price in his Retrospect, vol. I; Rosegarten's Annals of al-Tabari; part II, and Mr. Cousin de Perceval's Essai sur l'histoire des Arabes, tome III.

(2) Abū Abd Allah az-Zubair Ibn al-Auwâm Ibn Khuwairit Ibn Asad Ibn Abū al-Ozza Ibn Kossal, a member of the tribe of Koraish and of the family of Asad, was a cousin of Muhammad by the mother's side, and one of the ten proselytes to whom the founder of Islamism announced their certain entry into paradise. Persecuted, like the other Muslims, by the Pagan Arabs, he took refuge in Abyssinia, but returned in time to accompany Muhammad in his emigration to Medina. He fought in all Muhammad's battles, and, at the combat of Badr, he was the only warrior among the true believers who took the field on horseback. At the conquest of Mecca, he bore Muhammad's standard, and upwards of thirty wounds received in various combats against the infidels attested his bravery and his attachment to that faith in the cause of which his sword was the first ever drawn. Jealous of Ali, he espoused the quarrel of Aâisha, and fell by the hand of Amr Ibn Jar-muz the 10th of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 36 (December, A. D. 656), soon after the battle of the Camel. He met with his death in a valley near Basra, called Wâdi 's-Sabba (the valley of the lions.) — (Abū 'l-Fida. Tabakht al-Muhadditha. Sirr as-Salaf.)

(3) One thousand pieces could not be equally divided between three persons; the difficulty was obviated by reducing the sum to nine hundred.

MUMAMMAD IBN SAAD.

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Saad Ibn Manî az-Zuhri, was a man of the highest talents, merit, and eminence. He lived for some time with al-Wākidī (see the pre-
ceding article) in the character of a secretary, and for this reason he became known by the appellation of Kātib al-Wākidi. Amongst the masters under whom he studied was Sofyan Ibn Oyaina (vol. I. p. 578); traditional information was delivered on his own authority by Abû Bakr Ibn Abī 'd-Dunyâ (vol. I. p. 531) and Abû Muhammadd al-Hârith Ibn Abî Osâma al-Tamimi. He composed an excellent work, in fifteen volumes, on the different classes (tabakât) of Muhammad's companions and of the Tâbi'îs; it contains also an history of the khalîfs brought down to his own time. He left also a smaller Tabakât. His character as a veracious and trust-worthy historian is universally admitted. It is said that the complete collection of al-Wâkidi's works remained in the possession of four persons, the first of whom was his secretary, Muhammadd Ibn Saad. This distinguished writer displayed great acquirements in the sciences, the Traditions, and traditional literature; most of his books treat of the Traditions and law. The Khatib Abû Bakr (vol. I. p. 75), author of the History of Baghdad, speaks of him in these terms: "We consider Muhammadd Ibn Saad as a "man of unimpeached integrity, and the Traditions which he delivered are a proof "of his veracity, for in the greater part of the information handed down by him, we "find him discussing it, passage by passage." He was a mawla to al-Husain Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn al-Abbâs Ibn Abd al-Muttalib. He died at Baghdad, on Sunday the 4th of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 203 (December, A. D. 818), at the age of sixty-two years, and was interred in the cemetery outside the Damascus gate (Bâb as-Shâm).

ABU BISHR AD-DULABI.

Abû Bishr Muhammadd Ibn Ahmad Ibn Hammâd Ibn Saad al-Ansâri ad-Dulâbi (a native of Duldâb) was allied, by adoption, to the Ansârs. The surname of al-Warrâk ar-Râzi (the scribe of Rai) was borne by him (because he was originally from the province of Rai and copied or sold books). Ad-Dulâbi displayed great learning in the Traditions, historical narrations, and general history; he learned the Traditions in Syria and Irâk from Muhammadd Ibn Bashshâr (1), Ahmad Ibn Abd al-Jabbâr al-Otâ-

vol. III.
rishi, and a great number of other teachers. His own authority was cited for Traditions by at-Tabarâni (vol. I. p. 592) and Abû Hâtim Ibn Habbân al-Busti (2). He left some useful works on history and on the dates of the births and deaths of the learned; these productions are so correct that persons who cultivate such branches of knowledge place full reliance on the information they derive from them, and his statements may be found quoted in works of the highest repute. In a word, he was one of the first masters on these subjects, and an authority to whom constant reference is made. His productions are drawn up with great care. He died at al-Arj, A. H. 320 (A. D. 932). It is related that he gave the following lines as the production of Orwa Ibn Hizâm al-Ozri (vol. I. p. 671) and used to repeat them very often:

When my heart designed to abandon her, it found its project opposed by two strenuous intercessors (love and remembrance (1) established) in my bosom. When it said No, they said Yes; but all were soon unanimous, for they prevailed.

— Dâlîbî, or Daulâbî, which last is considered by as-Samâni as the correct pronunciation, means belonging to ad-Dâlâb, a village in the province of Rai. Another village of the same name lies in the province of al-Ahwâz, and near it was fought the celebrated battle against the Azârika (vol. II. p. 514). Another Dûlâb is situated to the east of Baghdad, and a fourth place of this name is Dûlâb al-Jâr (3). Dûlâb, pronounced also Daulâb, means any thing which turns round (a water-wheel, for instance).—Al-Arj is a steep mountain pass on the pilgrim road from Mekka to Medina. In the territory of Tâif is a populous village called al-Arj, the native place of al-Arji the poet (vol. I. p. 267), whose real names were: Abd Allah Ibn Omar Ibn Amr Ibn Othmân Ibn Affân.—I do not know in which of these two places ad-Dûlâbî died. There is also a place in Yemen called Sâk al-Arj.

(1) Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Bashshâr Ibn Othmân Ibn Dâwûd Ibn Kaišân al-Abdi, called also Bendâr, was a traditionist and a native of Baâra. Al-Bukhâri cited his authority for some Traditions. He died A. H. 253 (A. D. 866).—(Tab. al-Muhaddithin.)

(2) Abû Hâtim Muhammad Ibn Habbân, a native of the town of Bust, in Sîjistân, was a traditionist of the highest authority and the author of some esteemed works on the traditionists, medicine, astronomy, and other subjects. He died A. H. 324 (A. D. 935).—(Huffâdz, Ibn Khaldûn's Prolegomena.)

(3) We should perhaps read Hâsin (حاسين) with the Mardâid.
ABU ABD ALLAH AL-MARZUBANI.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Imrân Ibn Mûsa Ibn Said Ibn Obaid Allah al-Kâtib al-Marzubâni was born at Baghdad, but his family belonged to Khorâsân. Besides drawing up numerous works and curious compilations (1), which are well known, he delivered orally a great deal of literary and historical information. As a transmitter of Traditions, he bore the character of a sure authority, but in his religious belief he leant towards the Shiite doctrines. He gave his Traditions on the authority of Abû Allah Ibn Muhammad al-Baghawi (vol. I. p. 323), Abû Bakr Ibn Abi Dâwûd as-Sijistâni (vol. I. p. 590), and other masters. It was he who first collected and preserved the poetical works of the Omaiyyâde (khalîf), Yâzid the son of Moawîa, the son of Abû Sofyân; they form a small volume of about sixty pages (2). After him, other persons undertook the same task, but they inserted in the collection a great number of pieces which were not Yazid’s. The poems of this prince, though not numerous, are highly beautiful; one of his sweetest passages is that contained in the piece rhyming in âta, where he says:

Separated from Laila, I longed for a glimpse of her figure, thinking that the flame which raged within my bosom would be calmed at her aspect; but the females of the tribe said: “You hope to see the charms of Laila! die of the (lingering) malady of hope! How couldst thou look on Laila, whilst the eyes which you cast on other women are not yet purified by tears? How can you hope to enjoy her discourse, since your ears have hearkened to the voice of strangers? O Laila! thou art too noble to be seen! he only can see thee whose heart is humble and submissive (3).”

I conceived so great an admiration for Yazid’s poetry, that, in the year 633 (A. D. 1235-6), being then at Damascus, I learned it all by heart, and succeeded in distinguishing the genuine pieces from those which were falsely ascribed to him. I examined also the latter with attention, and was enabled, by my researches, to discover by whom each of them was composed; these results I should set forth here were I not apprehensive of lengthening this article too much.—Al-Marzubâni was born in the month of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 297 (Feb.-March, A. D. 940); — some say, 296 — and he died on Friday, the 2nd of Shawwâl, A. H. 384 (9th November, A. D.
994). His death has been placed erroneously in the year 378. The funeral service was said over him by the doctor Abū Bakr al-Khowārezmi. He was interred in his house, situated in the shārt of Amr the Greek (Amr ar-Rāmi), a street in that quarter of Baghdad which lies on the east side of the river. He delivered traditional information on the authority of Abū 'l-Kāsim al-Baghdādi (4), Abū Bakr Ibn Duraid (page 37 of this vol.), and Abū Bakr Ibn al-Anbārī (page 53 of this vol.); his own authority was cited by Abū Abd Allah as-Saimari, Abū 'l-Kāsim at-Tanūkhī (vol. II. p. 567), Abū Muhammad al-Jauhari, and others. — He received the surname of al-Marzubānī because one of his ancestors bore the name of al-Marzubān, a designation applied by the Persians to great and powerful men only. This word signifies guardian of the frontier, as we learn from Ibn al-Jawālīki's (5) work, entitled al-Muarrab.

(1) Ibn Khallikān mentions, in the life of the poet Abū Bakr al-Khwarārezmi, that al-Marzubānī was the author of a Mijam as-Shu'ār, or dictionary of notices on the poets.
(2) The original has: Of about three kūrdeas. A kūrde, or quire, generally contains twenty pages.
(3) These verses seem to have a mystic import; the Beloved signifying the Divinity.
(4) This I believe to be the same person as the Abd Allah al-Baghawi already mentioned in this article.
(5) His life will be found in this work.

ABU BAKR AS-SULI.

The kātib Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbās Ibn Muhammad Ibn Sūl Tikīn, generally known by the appellation of as-Sūlī as-Shatranji (as-Sūlī the chess-player), bore a high reputation as a man of talent and an accomplished scholar. He delivered traditional information on the authority of Abū Dâwūd as-Sijistānī (vol. I. p. 589), Abū 'l-Abbās Thalab (vol. I. p. 83), Abū 'l-Abbās al-Mubarrad (page 31 of this vol.), and other great masters; Abū 'l-Hasan ad-Dārakutnī (vol. II. p. 239), Abū Abd Allah al-Marzubānī, see the preceding article, and others have transmitted down the information which he imparted. He became one of (the khalīf) ar-Rādi's boon companions, after having been his preceptor; the khalīf al-
Muktafi and his successor al-Muktidir received him also into their intimacy on account of his convivial talents. He composed a number of celebrated works, such as the Kitāb al-Wuzārd (book of vizirs), the Kitāb al-Waraka (book of the leaf (?)), the Adab al-Kātim (the knowledge requisite for a kātim), the Kitāb al-Anwār (book of species), the History of Abū Tammām (vol. I. p. 348), the History of the Karmats, the Kitāb al-Ghurar (book of brilliances (?)), the History of Abū Amr Ibn al-Ālā (vol. II. p. 399), the Kitāb al-Iḥyāʾ (book of devotion), the History of Ibn Ḥarīm (1), the History of as-Sayyid al-Himyarī (vol. II. p. 241), the History of Ishak Ibn Ibrahim an-Nadīm (vol. I. p. 183), a biographical dictionary of modern poets, etc. The science which he chiefly cultivated was biography, but he knew by heart and transmitted down a great number of literary productions. Sincere in his religious belief and virtuous in his conduct, he merited the confidence which was always placed in his word. As a chess-player he remained without an equal, and, even to the present day, it is said proverbially of a player whose abilities are intended to be extolled, that such a one plays at chess like as-Sūli. I have met a great number of persons who believed that as-Sūli was the inventor of chess, but this is an erroneous opinion, that game having been imagined by Sissah Ibn Dāhir the Indian, for the amusement of king Shihrām. Ardashir Ibn Bābek, the founder of the last Persian dynasty, invented the game of nerm (tables) (2), which was, therefore, called nermshtr (3). He designed it as an image of the world and its inhabitants, and, therefore, divided the board into twelve squares to represent the months of the year; the thirty pieces (or men) represented the days of the month, and the dice were the emblems of fate and the vicissitudes through which it conducts the people of the world. But, to expatiate on these points would lead us too far, and make us digress from the subject in which we are now engaged. The Persians count the game of nerm as one of the inventions which did honour to their nation. [Balhait was at that time king of India, and for him Sissah invented the game of chess. The sages of the time declared it superior to the game of nerm, and that for reasons too long to be explained] (4). It is said that, when Sissah invented the game of chess and presented it to Shihrām, the latter was struck with admiration and filled with joy; he ordered chess-boards to be placed in the temples, and considered that game as the best thing that could be learned, in as much as it served (as an introduction) to (the art of) war, as an honour to religion and the world, and as the foundation of all justice. He manifested also his gratitude and satisfaction for the favour which heaven had granted him in illustrating his reign by
such an invention, and he said to Sissah. "Ask me for whatever you desire." — "I then demand," replied Sissah, "that a grain of wheat be placed in the first square of the chess-board, two in the second, and that the number of grains be progressively doubled till the last square is attained: whatever this quantity may be, I ask you to bestow it on me." The king, who meant to make him a present of something considerable, exclaimed that such a recompense would be too little, and reproached Sissah for asking so inadequate a reward. Sissah declared that he desired nothing but what he had mentioned, and, heedless of the king's remonstrances, he persisted in his demand. The king, at length, consented, and ordered that quantity of wheat to be given him. When the chiefs of the government office received orders to that effect, they calculated the amount, and answered that they did not possess near so much wheat as was required. These words were reported to the king, and he, being unable to credit them, ordered the chiefs to be brought before him. Having questioned them on the subject, they replied that all the wheat in the world would be insufficient to make up the quantity. He ordered them to prove what they said, and, by a series of multiplications and reckonings, they demonstrated to him that such was the fact. On this, the king said to Sissah: "Your ingenuity in imagining such a request is yet more admirable than your talent in inventing the game of chess." — The way in which this doubling of the grains is to be done consists in the calculator's placing one grain in the first square, two in the second, four in the third, eight in the fourth, and so on, till he comes to the last square; placing in each square the double of what is contained in the preceding one. I was doubtful that the amount could be so great as what is said, but having met one of the accountants employed at Alexandria, I received from him a demonstration which convinced me that their declaration was true: he placed before me a sheet of paper in which he had doubled the numbers up to the sixteenth square, and obtained thirty-two thousand seven hundred and sixty-eight grains (5). "Now," said he, "let us consider this quantity to be the contents of a pint measure, and this I know by experiment to be true;" — these are the accountant's words, so let him bear the responsibility — "then let the pint be doubled in the seventeenth square, and so on progressively. In the twentieth square it will become a waiba (peck), the waibas will then become an irdabb (bushel), and in the fortieth square we shall have one hundred and seventy-four thousand seven hundred and sixty-two irdabbs. Let us suppose this to be the contents of a corn store, and no corn store contains..."
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more than that; then, in the fiftieth square we shall have the contents of one thousand and twenty-four stores; suppose these to be (situated in) one city — and no city can have more than that number of stores or even so many—we shall then find that the sixty-fourth and last square gives sixteen thousand three hundred and eighty-four cities (6). Now, you know that there is not in the world a greater number of cities than that, for geometry informs us that the circumference of the globe is eight thousand (7); parasangs so that, if the end of a cord were laid on any part of the earth, and the cord passed round it till both ends met, we should find the length of the cord to be twenty-four thousand miles, which is equal to eight thousand parasangs. This (demonstration) is decisive and indubitable.”—Were I not apprehensive of extending this article too much and being led away from my subject, I should render this evident, but, in my notice on the sons of Mūsa, I shall touch again on the subject (8). You know also that the inhabited portion of the earth forms about one quarter of its surface.—These observations have caused us to digress, but as they convey some useful information and a curious piece of reckoning, I decided on inserting them so that they might come under the notice of such persons as treat with incredulity the result obtained by doubling the squares of the chess-board, and oblige them to acknowledge its exactitude; the demonstration here given clearly proves the truth of what has been said on the subject. — Let us return to as-Sūli. Al-Masūdi relates, in his Mūraj ad-Dahab, that the imām (or khalif) ar-Râdi billah went to a delightful garden filled with flowers, at one of his country seats, and asked the boon companions who accompanied him if they ever saw a finer sight. They all began to extol it and describe its beauties, declaring that nothing in the world could surpass it; on which ar-Râdi said: “As-Sūli’s manner of playing chess is yet a finer sight and surpasses all you could describe.” It is related, says the same author, that when (the khalif) al-Muktāfi (billah) first heard of as-Sūli’s extraordinary talent in that game, he had already taken into his favour a chess-player named al-Māwardi, whose manner of playing had excited his admiration. When as-Sūli and al-Māwardi were set to play in the presence of al-Muktāfi, the khalif yielded to his partiality for the latter, and, led away by the friendly feelings which a long acquaintance had established between them, he prompted him and encouraged him so openly that as-Sūli felt at first embarrassed and confused. However, as the game went on, he recovered his self-possession and vanquished his adversary so completely that no one could gainsay it. Al-Muktāfi being thus convinced of his
talent, lost all his partiality for al-Māwardi and said to him: "Your madward (rose "water) is turned into urine." — Innumerable anecdotes are told of as-Sūli and his adventures; yet, with all his talent, his acknowledged learning, humour, and elegant taste, he met with a depreciator in Abū Saïd al-Okaïli, who attacked him, but not severely, in a satire: as-Sūli had a room filled with works composed by himself and all in differently coloured bindings; these he used to call the fruits of his studies (9), and, when he had occasion to refer to any of them, he would tell his boy to bring him such and such a book. This led Abū Saïd to compose the following lines:

Of all men, as-Sūli possesses the most learning — in his library. If we ask him for an explanation on a point of science, he answers: "Boys! bring here such and such a packet of "science (10)."

As-Sūli died at Basra, A. H. 335 (A. D. 946-7), or 336; he had sought concealment there to avoid the active search which people of all ranks were making after him with the intention of putting him to death. The crime imputed to him was his publishing a certain Tradition relative to (the rights of) Ali, the son of Abū Tālib. Some time previously, he had been obliged, by straitened circumstances, to leave Baghdad. — We have already spoken of the word Sūli in the life of Ibrahim Ibn al-Abbâs as Sūli (vol. I. p. 22), the uncle of Abū Bakr's father. — Sisâh is to be pronounced with an i followed by a double s and then an h. — Dâhir is pronounced with an i in the second syllable. — Ardasâhi is thus spelled by ad-Dârikutni; another author says that it is a Persian word signifying flour and milk; ard means flour, and shîr, milk. Some say that Ardasâhi means flour and sweetness (11), and others state that it should be written Azdashîr. It was this prince who overthrew the provincial kings (Mulâk al-Tawâf) and formed, out of their empires, a kingdom for himself. He was the ancestor of that Persian dynasty which ended in Yazdajîrd (Zeisdegîrî) and was overthrown in the thirty-second year of the Hijra, in the khalifate of Othmân Ibn Affân. Their history is well known. This dynasty must not be confounded with the first series of the Persian kings which terminated in Dârâ (Darius), the son of Dârâ, him who was slain by Alexander. This conqueror established provincial kings throughout the country, and he gave them this name because each of them had a different people under his rule; these states had previously belonged to a single man. Ardasâhi was one of the provincial kings, but he succeeded in subduing the
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others and establishing the empire in its primitive unity. The country had remained under the provincial kings during four hundred years. The last Persian dynasty subsisted for the same period.—I am unable to fix with certainty the orthography of Balhait, the name of the king of India, but I found it thus written, with the vowels, by the copyist of the book which I consulted. It may or it may not be correct.

(4) "In A. H. 176 (A. D. 798-9) died Abû Ishak Ibrâhîm Ibn Ali Ibn Mâsîma Ibn Aâmir Ibn Hârma "( ) al-Fihri, a celebrated poet of whom al-Asmâi said: 'Ibn Hârma was the last of the poets.' No "testimony can be stronger than this in favour of his talents." — (Nujâm.)

(6) Hyde has treated of these games in his treatise De Lusia Orientalium.

(3) Ibn Khâlikân, or the author whom he copies, seems, therefore, to have considered the word nerdâshir as the equivalent of nerd Ardâshir (Ardâshir's nerd).

(4) If the passage here placed between crotchets be not an interpolation, the author has been led into a contradiction by his forgetting to compare the additional notes which he inserted in the margin of his work with what he had already written. It may be here mentioned that nothing positive is known of Sisâh, Shihârâm, and Balhait.

(5) This is perfectly exact.

(6) These sums are exact.

(7) The reasoning which follows is so inconclusive, that we must suppose our author to have misunderstood what was said.

(8) The life of Muhammad Ibn Mûsa Ibn Shâkir will be found in this volume; but it does not contain the slightest allusion to the arithmetical problem of the chess-board.

(9) Literally: his hearing; that is, what he learned at his master's lectures.

(10) The grammatical construction of this last verse is incorrect: for اَلْمَلَأَمَنَ لَهُ we should read اَللَّمَلأَمَنَ لَهُ.

(11) These derivations, which have been already given (vol. I. p. 555), are too futile to merit attention.

AL-HÂTIMI.

Abû Ali Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn al-Muzaffar, surnamed al-Hâtimi, a native of Baghdad, a kdtîb and a philologer, was one of the most eminent among those learned men who had attained celebrity by their extensive information and numerous productions. He studied the belles-lettres under Abû Omar-az-Zâhid (page 43 of this vol.), vol. III.
and dictated historical information on his authority at literary assemblies. He gave also some pieces on the authority of other masters. The kaddi Abu 'l-Kasim at-Tanukhi (vol. II. p. 567) and a number of other eminent men transmitted down information received from him. Al-Hattimi composed an epistle called ar-Risala al-Hadimiya (the Hadimian epistle), in which he related his interview with al-Mutanabbi (vol. I. p. 102), and the manner in which he exposed, on that occasion, the plagiarisms and defects which occur in that poet's compositions. This treatise is a proof of the extensive acquirements and vast information possessed by its author. In commencing, he explains the motive which led him to (praise it), and he then says: "When Ahmad Ibn al-Husain al-Mutanabbi arrived at Madina tas-Salam (Baghdad), on his return from Egypt, with the project of fixing his abode at the court of the vizir Abu Muhammad al-Muhallabi (vol. I. p. 410), he folded himself up in the cloak of pride and swept along with the train of his ostentation, whilst his haughty mien and lofty gait displayed his arrogance and vain presumption (1); from every person whom he met he turned away in disdain, and spoke of none but with insidious calumnies. Deluded by self-admiration, he imagined that all literary talent pertained to him alone; he thought that poetry was an ocean to whose pure waters none but himself had a right to approach, and a garden whose blooming flowers he alone was entitled to gather and whose nosegays were to be culled by him alone, to the exclusion of all others. It is easy for any man to strut about when in solitude (2), but every reputation requires a basis to support it. For a length of time, he continued to run in this path, and I allowed his insolence to roam even to the full extent of its tether; he strode about in his vanity, thinking that he was the unrivalled courser of the hippodrome, the steed which never yet had found another to run with it neck and neck, the sole master of the language, the only deflowerer of virgin phrases, the sovereign lord of eloquence in prose and verse, the unequalled hero of the age in talent and in learning! His heavy tread bore down many of those who had distinguished themselves by the insignia of the belles-lettres and had forced out from the soil of literature springs of the sweetest water. Some hung down their heads before him, others drooped the wing, testifying by their looks humble submission. But "Moizz ad-Dawlat Ahmad Ibn Buwaih"—I have already traced his history (vol. I. p. 155)—"saw with displeasure that his capital, the abode of the Khalifate, the seat of glory, the pearl of the empire, should be visited by a man who had just left
the court of Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Hamdân"—I have also spoken of this prince (vol. II. p 334)—"the open enemy of Moizz ad-Dawlat, and that he should not find in his kingdom a person able to compete with the new comers in his art. For that monarch had a lofty soul, an imperial resolution, and a will which, if directed towards the conduct held by fortune, would have prevented her vicissitudes from sporting with worthy men and her changes from revolving over them. As for the vizir al-Muhallabi, he was led by mere supposition to imagine that none could cope with al-Mutanabbi, that he himself could not equal him nor attain to the height of any of his thoughts, much less lift the burden of talent which the poet bore so lightly. Great men have various ways of exalting, extolling and honouring those whom they think fit; but their sentiments sometimes alter, and then they promptly abandon their former line of conduct. This was the case with the vizir al-Muhallabi in the change which his opinion underwent respecting the man whom he patronised; for, in reality, Abû 't-Taiyib had no other merit to distinguish him from the vulgar herd of literary men (not to speak of the noble leaders of the flock), but a talent for poetry. Herein, I avow, his various productions were brilliant, and the flowers he culled were full of sweetness. I, therefore, undertook to seek out his faults, pare his nails, publish his secrets, disclose to view what he kept folded up, and put to the test the negligences of his compositions, till such time as the palace of some distinguished man should unite us, so that I and he might race in the same hippodrome and make known who was the vanquisher, who the vanquished, who reached the goal, and who was distanced. I then possessed a talent copious as the rain-cloud, a mind which, in all accomplishments, flashed forth a sparkling radiance, and a genius like the pure wine which is crowned with bubbles and betrays the secret confided to the wine-jar. Besides this, the lake of my youth was translucent and its raiment ample, the stuff of my life was glossy, its zephyrs mild, and its clouds dropping genial rain. But my youth, ardent though it was, had to await the harbinger of a fitting time; for horses run not on the day of trial by means of their nerves and vigour, but by the impulse of their riders. However, each man obtains in his day a moment wherein he may accomplish his wishes, satisfy his desires, and, though great his expectations, the path to their fulfilment opens wide. But, at length, I had the pleasure of passing over the days which intervened between our meeting, and I set out for his dwelling-place, having underneath me a quick-paced, hawk-eyed mule, its head towering as if borne on the wings.
of an eagle. It was really a magnificent conveyance, and I seemed like a blazing star mounted on a cloud conducted by the south wind; whilst before me a number of handsome pages, some free-born, some slaves, ran in succession, as pearls run off the string. I mention this, not through ostentation and boasting, but because Abū 't-Ta'iyib himself saw it all; its beauty did not, however, excite his admiration, neither did its splendour attract his attention; that brilliant troop, which, as I suspect, filled his eyes and heart (with wonder), served only to increase his self-love and make him turn his face away from me. He had opened a shop (school), in that place and uttered his literary wares to some youths who had never received a learned education, nor whetted their talents in debate (3), nor trained their minds in the study of literature; unable to distinguish between the beauties of language and its faults, between its facilities and its difficulties; their utmost desire being to read the poems of Abū Tammām, to discourse on some of his original ideas, and to cite some of the readings which the editors of his works had written down as authorised. I found there a company of young men, learning from al-Mutanabbi passages of his poetry; but, when my arrival was announced and permission asked for me to enter, he sprang up from his seat and hastened to hide from my sight. I had however anticipated his departure by dismounting from my mule, and he saw me full well, for I had ridden up to a spot where his eyes could not fail to light upon me. On entering the assembly, I was received with profound respect by all, and seated in al-Mutanabbi's own place. I then perceived that his seat was covered with an old cloak which, through the persistence of time, had become a tattered remnant, a collection of loose shreds. I had scarcely time to sit down, when he entered; I rose and saluted him politely, though he deserved it not, for he had left his place to avoid rising up on my entrance; but I, in going to see him, had another object in view. When I met him, I applied to myself the words of the poet:

"It was a disgrace for me to visit thee, but my desire to see thee prevented my retreat.

And he (might well have) applied to his own case these words of another poet:

"Some men render others as wretched as themselves; and God permits that some make others happy. Man obtains not his subsistence by superior cunning; wealth and subsistence are portions (distributed by fate). 'Tis thus the skillful archer sometimes misses the deer, and one who is no archer strikes it."
"And behold! he had put on seven vests, each of a different colour; and yet we were in the burning heat of summer, and the day was warm enough to melt the contents of the skull. I sat down, ready to rise up if necessary; he sat down in a kneeling posture and averted his head, as if he saw me not. I then turned from him negligently, reproaching myself with my folly in coming to see him, and the trouble I had taken in setting out to meet him. He remained for some time, his face averted and not deigning to lend me a glance of his eye, whilst every one of the band assembled before him was making signs to him and pointing towards me, endeavouring to arouse him from his torpor and rudeness. Their efforts served only to augment his indifference, insolence, and pride; but he, at length, thought proper to turn towards me and show me a certain degree of politeness; and I declare upon my honour, and that is the best of oaths, that the only words he said were: 'How are you?' (4). I replied: 'Well; were it not for the wrong I did myself in coming to see you, the degradation which my dignity has incurred in making you this visit, and the determination which led me reluctantly to one who, like you, has never profited by the lessons of experience and prudence.' I then fell upon him as the torrent falls upon the depths of the valley: 'Tell me, said I, 'whence come your pride and presumption, your self-conceit and haughtiness? What motive have you to aspire to a height which you can never attain, to aim at a butt which you cannot reach? Have you ancestry to ennoble you, honour to exalt you, a sultan to patronise you, or learning to distinguish you? Had you judged rightly of your own worth, had you weighed your merits in a just balance, vanity would never have seduced you, and you would have remained what you always were, a mere poet, rhyming for a livelihood.' At this invective, his colour changed, his respiration became embarrassed, and he commenced making humble excuses, and asked for pardon and indulgence, swearing repeatedly that he had not recognised me, and that it was not his intention to insult me. I replied: 'Nay, sir! if your visitor be a man nobly born, you appear ignorant of his descent; if an accomplished scholar, you seem not to perceive his learning; and if a favourite of the sultan, you refuse him the place of honour! Are you then the sole heir of every glory? No, by Allah! but you have taken pride as a veil to hide your inferiority, and have made it an antechamber, that you may avoid being questioned!' He again uttered excuses, but I only made answer: 'There is no excuse for you; entreaties are useless!' The assembly then began
to request me to spare him and accept his excuses, and to show that moderation
which offended dignity employs in its own defence; but I still continued to reprimand
him in the same strain and to reproach him with his despicable character, whilst he persisted in declaring that he had not recognised me in time to do me fitting honour. 'Did I not send in to you,' said I, 'my name and surname when I applied for permission to enter? If you recognised me not, were there not persons in this assembly who did? and even were the case as you say,
'did you not remark my aspect? did you not scent the odour of my superiority?
did you not feel that I was a man apart?' Whilst I was thus filling his ears with
raiment and invective, he continued to exclaim: 'Be calm! moderate your passion!
restrain your impetuosity! have patience! patience is the characteristic of per-
sons so respectable as you.' I, at length, resumed my affability and softened
him, regretting to have passed the bounds in reproving him; but I had already broken him in as you would tame a young and restive camel. He then began to extol my merits and praise me, swearing that, since his arrival in Irāk, he had ardently longed to see me, and was always promising to himself the satisfaction of meeting me and gaining my friendship. He had just ended his declarations, when a young student from Kūfa, a descendant of Ali Ibn Abi Tālib, requested permission to enter: he ordered him to be introduced, and in came a
boy of an active form, moving with all the grace and vivacity of youth, who exclaimed the object of his visit with a gentle voice, a sweet tongue, a gay humour,
'a ready answer, a smiling mouth, the gravity and dignity of old age. I was struck at the aspect of such endowments and captivated by the talents he displayed.
Al-Mutanabbi then made him repeat some verses.' Here the author commences the relation of his discourse with al-Mutanabbi relative to the plagiarisms and faults in that poet's compositions. The preceding extract is very long, but the passages were so closely connected that it was impossible to make suppressions. The epistle itself contains a mass of information, and if, as the author states, he pointed out to the poet, in one sitting, all the faults he there mentions, such a feat must be considered as a proof of prodigious information. He entitled this work al-Mudīha (the expositor); it is of a considerable size, filling, as it does, thirteen quires (two hundred and sixty pages), and it serves as a testimony of the eminent talent possessed by the author, of his presence of mind, and of the readiness with which he adduced his numerous proofs. The Hilya tal-Muhādara (ornaments of conversation), another
work of his, forms two volumes and contains a great quantity of literary matter. Al-Hàtimì died on Wednesday, the 26th of the latter Rabì, A. D. 388 (27th April, A. H. 998).—He received the surname of al-Hàtimì because one of his ancestors bore the name of Hàtim (5).

(1) The arrogance and extravagant vanity of al-Hàtimì are fully displayed in the long declamation which follows.

(2) The writer means to say that, if the man who presumes on his talents mingles with the world, he will quickly find a rival or a superior.

(3) Literally: He had established a market with some youths, whom learned men had not educated and who had not been ground down on the mill-stone of adversities.

(4) In Arabic Aïsh àabàrak. It is remarkable that the vulgar form aïsh, for aïyu shaiyín, was in use at that early period. Al-Hàtimì seems to have been struck with the singularity of such an expression coming from the mouth of al-Mutanabbi.

(5) The author repeats here, and I suppress the same anecdote which he has already given in the life of Abû Omar az-Zâhid. See page 46 of this volume.

IBN AL-KUTIYA (OR AL-GOUTIYA).

Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Isa Ibn Muzá-him, generally known by the name of Ibn al-Kùtiya (son of the Gothic woman), was born in Cordova and resided in that city, but his family belonged to Seville. In the latter place he received lessons from Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Kùk (1), Hasan Ibn Abd Allah az-Zubaidi (2), Sâld Ibn Jâbir (3), and other masters; in Cordova he studied under Tâhir Ibn Abd al-Aziz (4), Ibn Abî 'l-Walid al-Aaraj, Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhâb Ibn Mughith, and others. He was one of the ablest philologers and grammarians of the age, and possessed extensive information in the Traditions, jurisprudence, and history; he also knew by heart a fund of curious anecdotes, and, by the quantity of poetical pieces which he transmitted down and of historical facts which he discovered, he outstripped every competitor. In the history of Spain he displayed the highest acquirements, and was so fully acquainted with the biography of the emirs, jurisconsults, and poets who flourished in that country, that he used to
dictate, from memory, all the facts concerning them. The works which treat on philology formed the principal subject of his lessons, and their contents were taken down under his dictation; but, in transmitting Traditions and maxims of jurisprudence, he was by no means correct, not having the original works to refer to. It, therefore, resulted that the texts delivered by him on these subjects were appreciated for their meaning only, not for their literal accuracy, and it frequently happened that, under his tuition, students read over works the contents of which, as far as implies correctness, he could not repeat from memory (5). He lived to an advanced age and gave lessons to successive generations; shahks and old men cited passages which they had learned from him, and, as he himself had met with and studied under all the eminent masters who then lived in Spain, he transmitted down a great quantity of instructive observations which they had communicated to him. Amongst the useful works composed by him on the Arabic language may be noticed the Kitâb Tâsârîf il-Azdâl (on the conjugations of verbs); this was the first treatise ever composed on the subject, that of Ibn al-Kâtâa (vol. II. p. 265) having been drawn up in imitation of it. His treatise on the words which terminate in a long or in a short alif, contains an immense quantity of information not to be found elsewhere, and surpasses all the imitations made by later writers as much as it surpassed all the former productions on the same subject (6). When Abû Ali 'l-Kâli (vol. I. p. 210) went to Spain, he frequented the society of Ibn al-Kâtiya and always spoke of his talents in the highest terms: being asked by the reigning sovereign of Spain, al-Hakam, the son of an-Nâsir 'd-Din illah Abî ad Rahmân, who was the ablest philologist whom he had met in that country? he replied: "Muhammad Ibn al-Kâtiya." The eminent abilities of Ibn al-Kâtiya were accompanied by a spirit of profound piety and an assiduous attachment to the practices of devotion; he displayed also considerable talent as a poet, but he afterwards renounced that occupation, although his poetical compositions were remarkable for correctness of style, perspicuity of thought, the beauty of the exordiums and the grace of the transitions. The accomplished scholar and poet Abî Bakr Yahya Ibn Hudail at-Tamîmi (7) relates that as he was going, one day, to a country-house which he had at the foot of the Cordova mountain, in one of the most delightful spots on earth, he met Ibn al-Kâtiya returning from a country-seat which he possessed in the same neighbourhood. "On seeing me," said Ibn Hudail, "he reined (his mule) over to me and expressed great pleasure at our meeting. I then, in a sporting mood, recited extempore this verse:
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"Whence comest thou, incomparable man? thou who art the sun and whose sphere is the world!"

"On hearing these words, he smiled and answered with great promptitude:

"I come from a hermitage where the devotee can enjoy solitude, and where sinners may transgress in secret.

"I was so highly delighted with his reply, that I could not forbear kissing his hand and praising him, and invoking God's blessing on him; he was moreover my old master, and, therefore, deserved these marks of respect."—Abû Bakr Ibn al-Kûtiya died at Cordova on Tuesday, the 23rd of the first Râbî, A. H. 367 (8th November, A. D. 977); he was interred the following day in the Koraish cemetery, at the hour of the evening prayer. Some persons place his death in the month of Rajab of the year just mentioned, but the former date is more correct.—Kûtiya (the Gothic woman) is derived from Kût (Goth); who was the son of Ham, the son of Noah, and from him the Sûdân (the negroes), the Indians, and the natives of Sind draw their origin. Al-Kûtiya was the mother of Ibrahim, the son of Isa Ibn Muzâhim, from whom this Abû Bakr was descended, and the daughter of Obba (Oppas), the son of Guitisha (Utiza). Her father was king of Spain, and from him it was and from his brothers, Artabâs (Aradabast), count of Spain, and Sûda (Sisebert), that Târik Ibn Nusair (8), at the head of the Musulms, took the cities of Spain.

Al-Kûtiya went to (the khalif) Hishâm Ibn Abd al-Malik to complain of the injustice with which she had been treated by her uncle Artabâs, and, when in Syria, she married Isa Ibn Muzâhim, a mawla of the Omaiyide (khalif) Omar Ibn Abd al-Azîz. This induced her husband, Ibn Muzâhim, to accompany her back to Spain, in which country his descendants continued to reside. She returned with a letter of recommendation addressed by Hishâm to (Abû) 'l-Khattâr (9) as-Shôbi al-Kalbi, the chief to whom he had entrusted the government of Spain. (Abû) 'l-Khattâr put a stop to the persecutions which she suffered from her uncle, rendered full justice to all her claims against him, and treated her with marked respect. She lived to an advanced age and saw the vicissitudes of fortune establish the Omaiyide prince, the emir Abd ar-Rahmân Ibn Moawla Ibn Hishâm Ibn Abd al-Malik, surnamed ad-Dâkhil (the enterer, the new comer), on the throne of Spain. She sometimes went to see him, and he granted whatever requests she had to make (10). Her posterity have continued to bear the name of the Sons of the Gothic woman, even to the present day. Such is vol. III.
the statement made (by Abū Bakr al-Kubbashi) in the enlarged and embellished extract from the jurisconsult Abū Omar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Affīt at-Tāri- khī’s (11) work, entitled Kitāb al-Iḥtīfāl fi Al-dīm ir-Rajd (the careful remembrancer of eminent men), which is a compilation of notices on the jurisconsults and learned men of Cordova who flourished in later times. Abū Bakr al-Kubbashi, whose full names were Abū Bakr al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mufarrij Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Mufarrij, a member of the tribe of al-Ma‘āfīr and a native of Cordova, transmitted down at-Tārikhī’s work from memory (12). Abū Muhammad Ibn ar-Rushātī (vol. II. p. 69) says, in his Ansāb, that Aṭīn Kubbash, a spring of water in the western suburb of Cordova, gave the title of al-Kubbashi to Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Mufarrij al-Ma‘āfīrī al-Kubbashi, who died on the eve of Friday, the 5th of Ramadān, A. H. 371 (4th March, A. D. 982). I may here observe that this person was the father of the Abū Bakr al-Hasan just mentioned.

(1) Al-Makkari, MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, ancien fonds, No. 704, fol. 205, notices an Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Hakk al-Khalilī, surnamed Ibn al-Kūk, who died A. H. 318 (A. D. 930). This may perhaps be the person whom Ibn Khallikān meant. According to al-Makkari, Ibn al-Kūk was a native of Seville; he studied at Cordova and proceeded to Mecca in A. H. 266 (A. D. 879-80). He took lessons in that city and became an eminent jurisconsult of the Hanīfī sect (faštī fiʾl-rād). He drew up bonds with great ability and bore the reputation of a pious Muslim and a trust-worthy traditionist.

(2) Al-Hasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Madhij az-Zubaidī died towards A. H. 320 (A. D. 932).—(Bughaya.)

(3) Said Ibn Jābir Ibn Mūsā al-Killā, a native of Seville, died A. H. 326 (A. D. 937-8).—(Bughaya.)

(4) Abū ‘l-Hasan Tāhir Ibn Abd al-Aslāz ar-Boainī, a native of Cordova, a traditionist, and a philologist of eminent abilities, died A. H. 304 (A. D. 916-7).—(Bughaya.)

(5) A good professor never taught a work the contents of which he had not already got by heart.

(6) The MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, ancien fonds, No. 706, contains two curious works on the conquest of Spain by the Muslims and the history of that country under the Arabian governors and the first Merwanide emirs. One of these works bears Ibn al-Kūṭīya’s name as the author; the other is anonymous. For the character of Ibn al-Kūṭīya’s work see Mr. Doxy’s Al-Ba‘yan al-Mogrib, Introduction, p. 28.

(7) Abū Bakr Yahya Ibn Hudail, an accomplished scholar and a poet of great reputation, died A. H. 385 (A. D. 995), or 386, aged eighty-six years. —(Bughaya.)

(8) Ibn Khallikān probably meant to write Tārikh, the mawla of Māsā Ibn Nusair, unless he followed here some ancient tradition.

(9) In place of al-Khattrī (الخطاب), the MSS. read al-Khattāb (الخطاب). This error seems to have originated with Ibn Khallikān or his copyist. Abū ‘l-Khattār al-Kalbi was the nineteenth governor of Spain.


(11) Abū Omar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Affīt, a native of Cordova, was distinguished for his learning, profound piety, and skill in drawing up bonds and contracts. He is the author of a work in five volumes.
destined as a guide to students (faddah al-muta'aliimah), and an history of jurisconsults, occasionally cited by Ibn Bashkuwal. Having removed from Cordova to Almeria, he was appointed addi of Lorca, and died there, A. H. 430 (A. D. 1039), in the month of the second Rabl. — (Ibn Bashkuwal’s Silat.) — The author of the Baghya mentions an Ahmad Ibn Muhammad at-Tarikh, probably the same person as the above, and informs us that he composed a number of works on the history of Magrib, and wrote a large volume in which he described the roads, harbours, and cities of Spain, the six jurds, or military divisions of that empire, etc.

(18) Abu Bakr al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mufarrig al-Madihir al-Kubbashi, a native of Cordova and a learned traditionist, the author of the Ihitaf, or history of the khalfifs, jurisconsults, and kads mentioned here by Ibn Khallikan, died somewhat later than A. H. 430 (A. D. 1039). — (Ibn Bashkuwal’s Silat.)

ABU BAKR AZ-ZUBAIDI.

Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Madhij Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Bishr az-Zubaidi, a native of Seville and a resident in Cordova, was the ablest grammarian and the most learned philologer of the age. He surpassed all his Spanish contemporaries by his knowledge of syntax, rhetoric, and curious anecdotes; besides which, he was well versed in biography and history. The works which he left us are a proof of his extensive learning, and, amongst them, we may notice his abridgment of the Atn (vol. I. p. 496), and his classified list (tabakdt) of grammarians and philologers who flourished either in the East or in Spain, from the time of Abu’l-Aswad ad-Duwalgi (vol. I. p. 662) to that of his own master, Abu Abd Allah ar-Rahi the grammarian. He composed also a refutation of the doctrines held by Ibn Masarra (1) and his followers; this work he entitled: Hatk Sutdr al-Mulhidin (the impious unmasked). His other works are: a treatise on the incorrect phraseology of the vulgar; the Wddih (plain treatise), a highly instructive work on grammar; and a treatise on the grammatical forms, which has never been surpassed. (The Omaiyyide prince) al-Hakam al-Mustansir billah, lord of Spain, confided his son and publicly declared successor, Hisham al-Muwayyad billah, to the tuition of az-Zubaidi; and the young prince not only learned arithmetic and grammar under this preceptor, but acquired a great stock of other information. To the favour of his pupil, az-Zubaidi was indebted for a large fortune, his appointment to the place of addi at
Seville and his nomination to the command of the police-guards (shurta). The ample wealth which he accumulated was long enjoyed by his descendants. He used to extol in terms of the highest praise the abilities and intelligence of his pupil, al-Muwaiyad, declaring that, amongst all the youths of the imperial family and the sons of the grandees, he never conversed with a boy of his age who was more acute, more quick of comprehension, more sagacious, or more prudent. He related of him also a number of curious anecdotes. Az-Zubaidi composed a great quantity of poetry, and, in one of his pieces, directed against Abû Muslim Ibn Fihr (2), he says:

Abû Muslim! a man must be judged from his intelligence and discourse, not from his equipage and dress. A man’s clothing is not worth a straw, if he possesses a narrow mind. It is not long sittings in the professor’s chair, my good Abû Muslim! which can procure learning, wisdom, and intelligence.

When employed in the service of al-Hakam al-Mustansir, he ardently longed to see a slave-girl whom he had left at Seville, and, being unable to obtain the permission of going to visit his beloved concubine, he wrote to her these lines:

Alas, my dear Salma! take it not to heart! separation must be endured with fortitude. Think not that I bear your absence with patience, unless it be with the patience of a man in the pangs of death. God hath not created a torture more excruciating than the moment of adieu. Death and separation appear to me the same, except that the former is accompanied by the wailing of the funeral mourners. Promptly severed as we were, though once closely united, reflect that every meeting leads to a departure, that the boughs divide into branches, that proximity tends to remoteness, and union to separation.

He frequently recited the following lines:

To be poor in one’s native country is like living in a foreign land; a foreign land with wealth is home; the earth is all the same; mankind are brothers and neighbours.

When Abû Ali al-Kâli (vol. I. p. 210) arrived in Spain, az-Zubaidi took notes at his literary and philological lectures; he studied also under Kâsim Ibn Asbagh (8), Said Ibn Fahlûn (4), and Ahmad Ibn Said Ibn Hazm (5). His family belonged to the military division of Syria called the Junud of Emessa. He died at Seville on Thursday, the 1st of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 379 (6th September, A. D. 989). He was interred the same day, after the celebration of the afternoon prayer, and the funeral service was said over him by his son Ahmad. He lived to the age of sixty-three years.—Madhîj, in its primitive acceptation, served to designate a red sand-hill
in Yemen. Mālik, the son of Odod, was born on it and received the name of Madhij for that reason. This word then got into such use among the Arabs as a proper name for men, that they ended by considering it as such and forgetting that it applied to this hill. — Zubaidi means descended from Zubaid; this was the surname of Munabbih, the son of Saab, the son of Saad al-Ashira (vol. I. p. 106), the son of Madhij, him who was called by the name of the hill. Zubaid is a large tribe established in Yemen, and has produced a great number of remarkable persons, some of them companions of Muhammad.

(1) Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Masarra al-Jabali was a native of Cordova. His application to the doctrines of the ṣūfīs and his studies in some philosophical works attributed to Empedocles, induced him to admit and to teach privately the doctrines of pantheism. His works were publicly burned in Seville under the reign of Abū ar-Rahmān II. He died in the month of Shawwāl, A. D. 319 (Oct.-Nov., A. D. 931), at the age of fifty years. — (Tabakht al-Hukamd. — Dory’s Histoire des musulmans d’Espagne, t. III. p. 39.)

(2) In the Bughya and in al-Makkari’s work this name is written Fahd.

(3) Abū Muhammad Kāsim Ibn Abashgh Ibn Muhammad al-Bayyāni, an eminent ḥadīs, traditionalist, and genealogist, travelled to the East and studied under the ablest masters at Mekka and at Baghdad. On his return to Spain he composed a great number of works, the titles of which, with the names of the persons under whom he studied, are given in the Bughya on the authority of Abū Muhammad Ibn Hazm. He bore a high reputation for learning and for his exactitude as a traditionist, and his Aṣbah, or patronymics, is a most copious and an excellent work. His family belonged to Baena (البيانة), but he himself resided in Cordova and died at an advanced age in that city, A. H. 341 (A. D. 951-2). — (Bughya al-Muṭamir. — Makkari.)

(4) Abū Othmān Sāld Ibn Fahlūn (or Fābī) Ibn Sāld, learned Traditions at Cordova in A. H. 274 (A. D. 887-8) from Muhammad Ibn Waddāh; he studied also under other masters, and was giving lessons himself in A. H. 341 (A. D. 953-4). — (Bughya.)

(5) Abū Omar Ahmad Ibn Sāld Ibn Hazm as-Sādāf al-Muntajjilī (المستجيلي), the author of a voluminous biographical work, died A. D. 558 (A. H. 961-2). — (Bughya.)

ABU ABD ALLAH AL-KAZZAZ.

The grammarian Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Jafar at-Tamīmi (member of the tribe of Tamīm), surnamed al-Kazzāz, was a native of Kairawān. His principal occupation was the study of grammar and philology, and the composition of works.
on various subjects. One of his productions, the Kitāb al-Jāmt (collector), treats of philology and is a work of great extent and high repute. Abū ʾl-Kāsim Ibn as-Sirafi (vol. II. p. 276), the Egyptian ʾādīb, says that Abū Abd Allah al-Kazzāz was employed in the service of al-Aziz Ibn al-Moizz al-Obaidi, the sovereign of Egypt, and that he composed some works at the desire of that prince. According to another statement, al-Aziz Ibn al-Moizz ordered him to compose and draw up in alphabetical order a work containing all the words of that third class which is indicated in the well-known grammatical definition: The parts of speech are: the noun, the verb, and the particle (1). And Ibn al-Jazzâr (2) observes that he does not know of any grammarian's having composed a work on a similar plan. In pursuance to the prince's commands, al-Kazzâz collected all the scattered information contained in the most esteemed treatises on this subject, and arranged it in a clear, simple, and easy order. He thus formed a volume of two thousand pages. The preceding indications are taken from the emir al-Mukhtar al-Musabbihi's (page 87 of this vol.) greater history. In a work called Kitāb al-Tārlid (book of allusions), he inserted the quibbles and allusions employed in common discourse. Abū Ali al-Hasan Ibn Rashik (vol. I. p. 384) says in his Anmādaj: 'Abū-Kazzâz brought the ancient writers to shame and reduced the modern authors to silence; respected by the princes, the men of learning and the men of rank, he was beloved by the people. He rarely engaged in conversation unless to speak of the religious or the profane sciences; he had a great command of language and composed equally well in the natural and the artificial styles of poetry. He sometimes pronounced his verses to enliven conversation, without seeming to care about them; and he attained with great ease, and in a gentle quiet way, the highest point to which persons having a talent for poetry can aspire; namely, novelty of thought and force of expression. Versed in all the forms of rhetoric, he was equally well skilled in the art of poetry. As specimens of the pieces to which we allude, we may here insert the following:

I swear by the place which thy beloved image holds in my heart, by the lasting sway of love over my bosom, that if my wish were granted to dispose of thy person at my will, I should treasure thee up in the pupil of my eye and shelter thee under the curtains of my eyelids! Then I should enjoy my utmost wishes, and fear no longer for thy character the danger of unjust suspicions; suspicions which daily force my soul to taste the goblet of death. When the hearts of other men are at peace, mine fears for thee the secret glances of the evil eye; and why should I not fear for thee who art my world: nay, God's vengeance alone prevents me saying: Who art my divinity!
"Love me in secret and let thy thoughts alone inform me of my happiness. Sure of thy affection, I care not for the lot which may await me.

"Who will console the travellers whom fortune has separated, and who now proceed, some to the far East and some to the distant West (3). Fate seemed to have dreaded meeting with its fate, had it kept them together; and it, therefore, dispersed them throughout the world.

"In Abû Rabla we find a meadow (rabla) where our hopes may roam unrestrained; he always remembers his promises, and he forgets the favours he bestows.

"Since you know that you are the light of my eye, and that I see nothing if I see not you, why have you withdrawn from my sight? Then indeed every object but thyself is hidden from my view."

After giving many other pieces by the same author, Ibn Rashik adds: "Some of the poems by Abû Abd Allah"—meaning al-Kazzâz—"are yet finer than those I have quoted; but I could not recall them to memory, and besides, I made it a rule, in composing this book, not to confine my choice to any particular class of poems. He died at al-Hadra, A. H. 412 (A. D. 1021-2), aged nearly seventy years."—By al-Hadra he means Kairawân, which was at that time the capital of the kingdom (4). Kazzâz means a worker, or a dealer in silk (kazz). A number of persons were known by this surname.

(1) In Arabic, the words particle and letter are called harf. To distinguish them, the former is called the harf employed to modify the sense (jda li mdna). Prepositions, conjunctions, etc., are harfs.

(3) It is possible that this may be the Ibn al-Jazzâr mentioned in vol. I. p. 672.

(4) Literally: to Najd and Tihama (منجد ومحموم); a frequent expression with the poets.

(4) Hadra signifies presence, and, therefore, the metropolis, because the sovereign is there present. Hadrakum (your presence) is the equivalent of your majesty, your excellence, and sir.

THE EMIR AL-MUKHTAR AL-MUSABBIHI.

The emir al-Mukhtar Izz al-Mulk (the chosen, the glory of the empire) Muhammad Ibn Abi 'l-Kâsim Obaid Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ismail Ibn Abd al-Aziz, generally
known by the appellation of al-Musabbihi the *kdīb*, drew his origin from a family of Harrān, but Egypt was the place of his birth. This highly accomplished and learned scholar was the author of a celebrated history (of Egypt) and other works, all of them attesting the eminent talents with which he was gifted. He always wore the military dress, and it was in the service of al-Hākim al-Obaidi, the son of al-Aziz, and the sovereign of Egypt, that he rose to fortune. He mentions in his history, that he entered into al-Hākim’s service in the year 398 (A. D. 1007-8), and that, after holding the governments of al-Kais and al-Bahnasa, in the province of as-Said, he was appointed head of the *Diuān at-Tartīb* (1). The interviews and conferences which he had with al-Hākim are attested by his greater history. He compiled about thirty works, and, in speaking of his history, he says: “This valuable work, the contents of which render all other treatises on the same subject unnecessary for the reader, offers him the history of Egypt, of its governors, emirs, imāms, and khālis, the description of its wonders, its edifices, its various productions which serve for food, a notice on the Nile, an history of the persons who settled in that country, brought down to the time in which the rough draught of this chapter was first made, the compositions of the poets, the biography of the *muftis*, and an account of the sittings held by the *kdīb*, the magistrates (*hākims*), the *muaddis* (2), the literary men, the amatory poets, etc.”—This work fills twenty-six thousand pages (3). Another of his works, containing two thousand pages, bears the title of *at-Tawwīt wa ‘l-Tasrīth* (indirect and direct indications), and treats of the ideas occurring in poetry, and the other species of composition. His *Kitāb ar-Rāh wa ‘l-Irtīd* (wine and cheerfulness) fills three thousand pages; his *Kitāb al-Ghark wa ‘s-Shark* (drowning and strangling), in which he mentions the persons who met with their death in either of these manners, four hundred pages; his *Kitāb at-Ta’dm wa ‘l-Adām* (book of meats and saucers), two thousand pages; his *Darak al-Bughia* (the attainment of wishes), treating of religions and religious practices, seven thousand pages; his *Kisas al-Anbiyā* (history of the prophets), three thousand pages; his *Kitāb al-Mufātahā wa ‘l-Mundkaha* (liber initiationis et congressūs), treating of variis congressūs modis, two thousand four hundred pages; his *Kitāb al-Amthila lid-Dual il-Mubīla* (book of emblems for the kingdoms which are to come), a work founded on the stars and calculations, one thousand pages; his *Kaddīyā ‘s-Sābiya* (Sabean judgments), on judicial astrology, six thousand pages; his *Jāna tal-Māshīla* (comb-case of the female hair-dresser), containing curious relations, pieces of poetry,
and anecdotes never before repeated, which miscellany fills three thousand pages; his *Kitāb as-Shajān wa-s'Sakan* (*sadness and alleviation*), containing the history of true lovers and their sufferings, five thousand pages; and his *Kitāb as-Suwādl wa-l-Jawād* (*book of questions and answers*), six hundred pages. He composed also the *Mukhtār al-Αghānī wa Maʻānīha* (*selections from the Kitāb al-Αghānī with an explanation of its verses*) (4), and other works. We possess some good poetry of his composition, and in one of his pieces, which is an elegy on the death of his concubine, he says:

> O let me take the path which leads to God! my heart is broken, and affliction has exhausted my tears. Can I bear my loss with patience, now that my love sojourns in the tomb? O how great, how poignant are my sorrows! O that I had died before her, or that death had taken us off together!

The celebrated philologer, scribe, and book copyist, Abū Muhammad Obaid Allah Ibn Abī 'l-Ja'ū, having accepted an invitation from al-Musabbīhi, and gone to visit him, was addressed by his host in these extempore lines:

> By lodging with me you have lodged joy in my heart, and it is ready to fly from excess of felicity. Thy science has showered (down on us, copious as) the rains of heaven; were it not for thee, no rain had fallen to-day. Your arrival has spread around a reviving perfume, and the darkness has been changed into light.

This Ibn Abī 'l-Ja'ū was a poet, an accomplished scholar, a pleasing companion and universally agreeable. He composed a great quantity of epistolary, expostulatory, and satirical pieces. He copied books at the rate of fifty leaves (or one hundred pages) for a dinar (about ten shillings), and his writing was so extremely beautiful, that the specimens of it still in the hands of the public are in the highest request. He died A. H. 395 (A. D. 1004-5). Al-Musabbīhi was born, as he himself informs us in his greater history, on Sunday the 10th of Rajab, A. H. 366 (4th March, A. D. 977). He died in the month of the latter Rabi', A. H. 420 (April–May, A. D. 1029). His father died on Monday morning, the 9th of Shaabān, A. H. 400 (28th March, A. D. 1010), at the age of ninety-three years, and the funeral prayer was said over him in the great mosque of Old Cairo. He was interred in the (court of the) house where he resided. Al-Musabbīhi lamented his death in the following lines:

> To deplore this misfortune, (our) tears are not sufficiently abundant; it repels resignation, and
betrays the feelings we suppressed. A misfortune which slays our hearts within our bosoms, which casts us into restless affliction. O fate! thou hast struck thy talons into my heart and covered it with wounds. O fate! thou hast clothed me in a robe of sadness, since a person so dear to us has been laid in the tomb. Hadst thou accepted a ransom, I should have redeemed him for whose sake my bones are broken (with grief) whilst his are mouldering into dust. O thou who seest me overcome by an event so unexpected, and blamest my weakness! why dost thou blame me? I have lost my father! no orphanage is more painful than the loss of parents in our youth (5). I used to grieve when death seemed to approach him, or when worldly cares took him by surprise.

A number of other poets, whose names are mentioned in the greater history, composed elegies on his father’s death. As-Samānī says, in his Ansāb: “Al-Musabbihi (6) means descended from an ancestor whose name was Musabbih. This surname was borne by the author of the History of the Maghribins (the Fātimīdes) and of Misr.” The writer means the emir of whom we have been just speaking.

---

(1) I am inclined to believe that the Diwān al-Tartib was the same establishment as the Diwān or-Rawdīb, office where all salaries were regulated and paid.

(2) The muaddid is the public officer who certifies the morality of such persons as appear before the kaddi to give evidence. He is also called the musakki (purifier).

(3) The author says: Thirteen thousand leaves (waraka).

(4) See vol. II. page 249.

(5) Al-Musabbihi was not then so very young; he had passed his thirty-third year, and probably did not feel so much as he pretends.

(6) The surname of this historian is often incorrectly written al-Mastāhī; أ.ي. السبيسي for السبيسي.
his brothers, Abû Nasr and Abû 'l-Muzaffar, occupied eminent posts in the service of the state. Having pursued his studies under Abû 'l-Kãsim Ismail Ibn al-Fadl al-Jurjãni and other masters, Abû 'l-Maâli composed his Tazkira (remembrance), an excellent compilation of historical notices, pieces of literature, anecdotes, and poems. Nothing like it has ever been produced by later writers, and, being a most useful work, it still retains its reputation and continues in the hands of the public. Imâd ad-Din al-Ispahâni mentions him in the Khatîda, and says: "He was army inspector under al-Muktafi (li amr illah), and intendant of the palace under al-Mustanjid. "Ardent for praise and eager for renown, he spread the shade of his protection over literary men and, gifted with talents and genius, he composed a work entitled the Tazkira, wherein he combined gaiety with seriousness, frivolity with knowledge. "But the khalif al-Mustanjid having remarked in it some anecdotes, extracted, according to the author's account, from historical works, but which seemed allusions to the fallen state of the empire, he imagined that Abû 'l-Maâli's object was to vilify the government, and he, therefore, took him from his seat of office and cast him into prison, where he remained in suffering till he died. This occurred at the beginning of the year 562 (November, A. D. 1166). He once recited to me the following piece of his composition, containing an enigmatical description of the linen fan (1):

"Fast and loose, it cannot touch what it tries to reach; though tied up, it moves swiftly, and though a prisoner, it is free. Fixed in its place, it drives before it the gentle breeze; though its path be closed up, it moves on in its nocturnal journey. It received from Solomon an inheritance (2). It remains dry when the star Simâk (Spica Virgònis) exerts its (cooling) influence (over the weather), but it sheds its moisture when the ardours of Orion return. Its salutation consists in one of the (four) elements, and for that reason every soul is its friend (3)."

Imâd ad-Din gives also the following passages as his:

May your glory never require augmentation! May thy gifts never require pressing to be granted! But yet I desire increase of fortune, though reason bids me to remain contented.

Little of head and of wit! heavy in breath and in body! you pretend to smell sweet like me; sweet you smell, but it is of perfumes (4).

Another writer says that he learned by heart a great quantity of Traditions. Ibn Hamdûn relates that he heard the imâm (khalîf) al-Mustanjid repeat the following
verses, composed by Abû Hāfs as-Shatranji on a girl who had a cast in her eyes:

When tormented with love, I praised God for the obliquity of vision which rendered sidelong glances unnecessary; I looked at her, and the spy who watched me thought that I looked at him (5); I thus felt secure from treachery (6).

This is certainly a novel and striking idea.—Ibn Hamdūn was born in the month of Rajab, A. H. 495 (April–May, A. D. 1102), and he died on Tuesday, the 11th of Zu ’l-Ka‘da, A. H. 562 (29th August, A. D. 1167). He was interred the next day, in the Koraish cemetery, at Baghdad. He died in prison. — His brother, Abû Nasr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan, surnamed Ghars ad-Dawlat (plant of the empire), an officer of the civil administration (admil), was looked upon as one of those virtuous and holy men whose society is much to be desired. He was born in the month of Safar, A. H. 488 (Feb.–March, A. D. 1095), and he died at Baghdad in the month of Zu ’l-Hijja, A. H. 545 (March–April, A. D. 1151). He was interred in the Koraish cemetery. Their father was a kātib of high rank, a skilful administrator, and a good accountant. He composed a work on the nature of the different posts in the civil service (f maarij f tal-Admil), and lived to an advanced age. He died on Saturday, the 10th of the first Jumāda, A. H. 546 (25th August, A. D. 1151).

(1) The linen fan (mirwaha tal-khaish) is a large piece of linen stretched on a frame and suspended from the ceiling of the room. It is moistened with rose-water and set in motion by a cord. They make use of it in Irak. — See de Sacy’s Harriri, page ٰٰٰ.

(2) This is an allusion to the 21st verse of the 21st sūrat of the Korān: “And unto Solomon (we subjected) a strong wind which ran at his command.” The next hemistich of Ibn Hamdūn’s verse presents a double difficulty: the verb عزيت may be read in various manners, and the allusion made by the poet is very obscure. From the opposition which exists between the ideas of Arāb and Nabatean, I am inclined to read this doubtful verb as if it were pointed thus: عزيت; the meaning of the hemistich would then be: and its materials, i.e. the substance of which it is formed, have received an Arabic appearance, as the Nabateans have received one. We should then have an allusion to the proverbial expression: (the Nabatean may become like en Arāb), and another allusion to the fact that one of the names of the material employed to make fans is kattāna (linen), an Arabic modification of the Persian word ketan. The text, however, is too uncertain to justify any attempt at translation, and I, therefore, pass to the next verse.

(3) Nafs, here translated soul, is the equivalent of the Latin anima. The author plays upon the double meaning of the word.

(4) The word بني لبان appears, in this verse, to bear the meaning of لبان or frankincense.

(5) It was, therefore, the poet who squinted, not the girl; Ibn Khallikan sometimes forgets himself.

(6) The MSS. read العذر, but the true reading appears to be العذر.
IBN KURAIA.

The kaddi Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-Rahmân, a native of Baghdad and generally known by the surname of Ibn Kuraia, filled the functions of his office in as-Sindiya and other places in the province of Baghdad, by the appointment of the kaddi Abû ’s-Sâib Othba Ibn Obaid Allah. Ibn Kuraia was one of the wonders of the world for the promptitude with which he replied to every question submitted to his opinion; and his answers were expressed in the purest style and in the most beautiful rhythmical prose. Having been received into the intimacy of Abû Muhammad al-Muhallabi (vol. I. p. 410), he attached himself exclusively to that vizir. There exists, in the hands of the public, a well known work containing a collection of questions proposed to Ibn Kuraia and the answers which he returned. The men of rank and the literary characters of that age took great pleasure in jesting with him and consulting him, by writing, on odd and laughable questions, to which he immediately replied by written answers in the same style. The vizir of whom we have just spoken encouraged some persons to invent a number of ridiculous questions on a variety of burlesque subjects, in order to obtain his answers, and the kâdî Abû ’l-Abbâs Ibn al-Mualla wrote to him as follows: “What does the kaddi, may God direct him! say of a Jew who committed fornication with a Christian, and she brought forth a child with a human body and the head of an ox? They are now both under arrest. What does the kaddi opinie respecting them?” On this paper he immediately inscribed an answer in these terms: “This evidence none can refuse — it bears hard upon the accursed Jews—and proves that they drank down the love of the calf into their hearts (1)— so that it now comes out from their lower parts—I opine that on the Jew’s neck the calf’s head you should tie—and on the Christian’s shoulder fix the leg and the thigh—and that they should be dragged on the ground whilst the words: Darkness upon darkness (2) are proclaimed around.—Receive my salutation.”—When the Sâhib Ibn Abbâd (vol. I. p. 212) visited Baghdad, he went to the vizir al-Muhallabi’s levees (3), and was there so greatly struck with the kaddi Ibn Kuraia’s wit and delicate repartees, that, in a letter addressed by him to Abû ’l-Fadl Ibn al-Amid (4), he said: “And there was at the levee a facetious shaikh,
called the kādi Ibn Kuraia, with whom I discussed some questions too indelicate to be mentioned here; and I must say that I found his conversation singularly witty." An elderly man who smelt strongly of perfumes having asked him, in the presence of the vizir Abū Muḥammad, the definition of the term kafa (5), he replied: "It is that part which is surrounded by thy skirts (jurubbdn); which draws on thee the railleries of thy friends; the part on which thy sultan corrects thee, and in which te familiariter utuntur ephebi tui (6). There are four definitions of it."

The jurubbdn of a coat is the broad piece of stuff which covers the os coecygis and hides the kafa. It is a Persian word Arabicized (7). All the questions proposed to him were of this sort, and I should mention some more of them here, did I not wish to avoid prolixity; but a good number of them, with the answers, have been inserted by the celebrated poet Abū Bakr Muḥammad Ibn Sharaf al-Kairawānī (8), in his work entitled Abkār al-Aṣkār (original thoughts). The kādi Abū Bakr Ibn Kuraia died at Baghdad on Saturday, the 19th of the latter Jumāda, A. H. 367 (1st Feb., A. D. 978), aged sixty-five years.—Kuraia was the surname of one of his ancestors, according to as-Samāni.—As-Sindiya is the name of a village situated on the (canal called) Nahr Isa, between Baghdad and al-Anbār. To indicate that a person is a native of this place, they say Sindawdini (not Sindi), lest he should be taken for a native of Sind, the country which lies on the borders of India.

(1) Korān, cūrat 2, verse 87.
(2) Korān, cūrat 24, verse 40.
(3) The word majis, here rendered by levee, signifies in general a sitting held to render justice, a tribunal; it also designates the levees of a vizir.
(4) The life of Ibn al-Arām will be found in this volume.
(5) Kafa signifies the back of the neck. It is also employed to designate the lower part of the back.
(6) By these words he alluded to the multiebris patientia, of which men who perfumed their person were often suspected.
(7) The Persian word is ghirbdn.
(8) Imād ad-Dīn, in his Kharīda (MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, Supplement), gives numerous extracts from the poems of Ibn Sharaf al-Kairawānī, and says that he was a contemporary of Ibn Rasīh (vol. I. p. 384). Hajji Khalīfa places his death in A. H. 460 (A. D. 1070-8), which agrees with Imād ad-Dīn’s statement.
IBN MUHRIZ AL-WAHRANI.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Muhriz Ibn Muhammad al-Wahrani, surnamed Rukn ad-Din (column of religion)—some say, Jamâl ad-Din (beauty of religion)—was a man of wit and talent. He left his country and came to Egypt in the reign of the sultan Salâh ad-Din, but, as the art to which he applied was the drawing up of official papers, and as he found there al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil (vol. II. p. 111), the khtib Imâd ad-Dîn al-Ispâhâni, and other distinguished individuals of the same class, he felt his inferiority, and perceived that his abilities, eminent as they were, could not be employed with profit to himself. He, therefore, abandoned the grave style of writing, and, having taken to light compositions, he wrote the collection of visions and epistles which bears his name. This work, copies of which are very common, is a proof of the buoyant humour, acute mind, and accomplished wit possessed by the author. The Great Vision alone would suffice for his reputation; it abounds in charming ideas, but its length precludes its insertion here. He afterwards visited different countries, and, having resided for some time at Damascus, he was nominated preacher (khtib) at Dâraîya (1), a village situated in the Ghûta (2) and at the gates of the city. He died at Dâraîya, A. H. 575 (A. D. 1179-80), and was interred at the entrance of the funeral chapel erected over the grave of the shaikh Abû Sulaimân ad-Dârânî (vol. II. p. 88). I found in the hand-writing of al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil that, on the 17th of the month of Rajab, the news of al-Wahrani's death came (to Egypt) from Damascus.—WAHRANI means native of WAHRAN (Oran), a large city in the land of Kairawân. It is situated on the Syrian Sea (the Mediterranean), at the distance of two days' journey from Tilimsen. Ar-Rushâti (vol. II. p. 69) says that it was founded, A. H. 290 (A. D. 903), by Muhammad Ibn Abi Aûn, Muhammad Ibn Abdûs, and a band of adventurers from Spain (3). It has produced many distinguished men, some of them remarkable for learning.

(1) In vol. II. p. 89, this name is incorrectly spelt Dâriya. Its orthography is here fixed by Ibn Khallikân.
(2) The cultivated country around Damascus is called the Ghûta.
IBN TAIMITA AL-HARRANI.

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abī 'l-Kāsim al-Khidr Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Khidr Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah, generally known by the appellation of Ibn Taimiya al-Harrāni and surnamed Fakhr ad-Dīn (glory of religion), was an eminent preacher and a jurisconsult of the Hanbalite sect. He held the first place in his native town by his learning, and was highly distinguished for his piety. Having cultivated the sciences under some men of great erudition, he proceeded to Baghdad, where he studied jurisprudence under Abū 'l-Fath Ibn al-Mannī (vol. I. p. 237), and learned Traditions from Shuhda Bint al-Ibarī (vol. I. p. 625), Ibn al-Mukrab, Ibn al-Batti (vol. II. p. 66), and others. He composed a very good compendium of the doctrines professed by Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (vol. I. p. 44), and an excellent collection of khotbas (sermons), which is a work of high repute. He left also a commentary on the Korān, and some good poetry. He occupied the post of preacher (khatāba) at Harrān, and this office was afterwards filled by other members of his family. His life was one uniform course of rectitude and virtue. He was born at Harrān towards the end of the month of Shaāban, A. H. 542 (January, A. D. 1148), and he died in that city on the 11th of Safar, A. H. 621 (4th March, A. D. 1224). Abū 'l-Muzaffar Sibī' Ibn al-Jauzī (vol. I. pp. 439, 674) says: "He incurred general odium in Harrān, and, when any person of that place commenced to display abilities, he never "ceased persecuting him till he drove him out of the city. He died on the 5th of "Safar, A. H. 621." This date differs from ours. He then adds: "I heard "him, one Friday, on the conclusion of the public prayer, recite the following "verses in the great mosque of Harrān:

"My beloved friends! I have warned my eyes that they and sleep are never to meet unless "we meet again. Spare a heart tortured with love, and pity an enfeebled body worn away. "How often have you adjourned the night of our promised meeting! life has passed away, and "yet we do not meet."

Abū Yūsuf Mahāsin Ibn Salāma Ibn Khalīfa al-Harrāni mentions Ibn Taimiya with commendation in his History of Harrān, and says that he died on Thursday, the 10th
of Safar, A. H. 622 (21st February, A. D. 1225), soon after the hour of the asr prayer (1). Abû 'l-Barakât Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. II. p. 556) speaks of him in his History of Arbeia, and states that he arrived in that city in the year 604, with the design of making the pilgrimage to Mekka. He then extols his merit and adds:

"He gave lessons every day on the interpretation of the Korân; he related anecdotes with great elegance; his discourse had a peculiar charm, and this, joined to an agreeable disposition, rendered his company most acceptable to people of all-ranks. His father was one of the abdâls (2) and holy ascetics. He (the son) acquired his knowledge of jurisprudence at Harrân and at Baghdad; in controversy he displayed singular acuteness. He composed some compendious treatises on jurisprudence, and left a collection of sermons in the style of Ibn Nubâta's (vol. II. p. 110). As an expounder of the Korân he stood pre-eminent, and in all the sciences his abilities were highly conspicuous. He learned Traditions from the first masters at Baghdad." Ibn al-Mustaufi then cites the following piece as the production of Ibn Tāimiya:

Receive my salutations and let the past be forgotten; my departure from you was much against my will. Ask the night if sleep has ever closed my eyelids since I left you. Friends beloved of my heart! I swear by Him who decreed our separation, that if the joyful day of our meeting return and the woes which afflict me be healed, I shall go forth to meet the camels which bear you hither, and lay my face as a carpet in their path; even should I apply my forehead to the ground—even should the (heat, ardent as) brands of ghada wood (3), scorch my cheeks! Then I should receive new life—then wrapt in joy, I should exclaim: Receive my salutations! the past is now forgotten!

He then adds: "I asked him the meaning of his name Tāimiya, and he replied:

"My father, or my grandfather, I am not sure which, made the pilgrimage, leaving his wife in a state of pregnancy. On arriving at Taimâ, a little girl who came out of a tent attracted his attention, and, on his return to Harrân, he found that his wife had lain in of a daughter. When the child was presented to him, he exclaimed: Ya Tāimiya! ya Tāimiya! (O the girl of Taimâ! the girl of Taimâ!)—being struck with its resemblance to the little girl he saw there. The child was, therefore, named Tāimiya.' Such was the purport of his words."—Taimâ is the name of a village in the desert of Tabûk, half-way between Khaibar and Syria. Tāimiya means a female belonging to Taimâ; but the more correct expression (in this case) is Taimâwîya, because the masculine form of the relative adjective derived from vol. III.
**IBN KHALLIKAN’S**

*Taimd is Taimawi.* The statement furnished by Ibn Taimiya himself has however been generally adopted.

(1) See vol. I. p. 284.

(2) The Musilm saints are supposed to form a corporation composed of a certain number of members and always subsisting. In this corporation the highest rank is held by the chief, or *Ghauth*; the next, by four *Auldd*; the third, by seven *Ahkdr*; the fourth, by forty *Abddl*; the fifth, by seventy *Nujab*; and the sixth, by three hundred *Nukab.* — See on this subject a passage of al-Ishâki, quoted by Lane in his translation of the *Thousand and One Nights*, vol. I. p. 233. — In the dictionary of technical terms employed by the *sifas*, MS. of the *Bibliothèque impériale*, Supplement, I find the following explanations of these terms: The *Kuth* (assistant) is the individual to whom has been delegated Almighty God’s inspection over the universe at all times. — The *Kuth*, at the moment in which recourse is had to him is the *Ghauth* (assistance). — The *Auldd* (pegs) are the four men who preside over the four regions of the world, the east, the west, the north, and the south. By them God preserves these regions, because they are charged to inspect (over their respective quarters). — The *Budald* (substitutes; the word *abdâl* has the same meaning;) are seven men; when one of them travels forth, he leaves behind him a body in his image, so that no one can perceive his absence. — The *Nujab* (excellent) are forty persons occupied in rectifying the affairs of men, in bearing their burdens, and in exercising the rights of the creature (not of the creator, like the kuth and the antâd). — The *Nukab* (administrators) are those who inspect and produce to view the secret of men’s bosoms. They are three hundred in number. — It would appear that, in the *sifâ* confraternity, these names served to designate the grand-master and the principal chiefs.

(3) According to the Arabic philologers, the wood of the *Ghada* tree gives out great heat and retains its fire very long.

---

**AL-ATTABI THE GRAMMARIAN.**

Abû Mansûr Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Zibîrj the ‘grammarian, sur-

tamed al-Attâbi, possessed a good knowledge of grammar, philology, and belles

lettres. His writing was so beautiful and correct, that specimens of it are much

sought after by literary men. He studied general literature under Abû ’s-Sââdût

Hibat Allah Ibn as-Shajari (a *shartf* whose life we shall give), Abû Mansûr Mauhûb

Ibn al-Jawâlîki (1), and others. He learned Traditions from the first masters of that

age, and wrote a great deal. Volumes in his handwriting are highly valued. His

birth took place in the month of the first Rabî, A. H. 484 (April-May, A. D. 1091),
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and his death occurred on the eve of Tuesday, the 25th of the first Jumâda, A. H. 556
(22nd May, A. D. 1161).—Attabi means belonging to al-Attâbiyân, a place in Baghdad
so called, and situated on the west side of the river. Abû Mansûr resided there, but
he afterwards removed to the east side. The surname of al-Attâbi was also borne
by a celebrated poet called Abû Amr Kulthûm Ibn Amr Ibn Aiyûb, but he derived it
from the circumstance of his being descended from Attab Ibn Saad Ibn Zuhair Ibn
Jusham. Kulthûm was an eloquent and able poet, who celebrated the praises of
Harûn ar-Rashîd and other great men. He belonged to Kinnisrin, an ancient city
of Syria, near Aleppo. I should have mentionned him in this work, but, as it was
designed to contain notices on those persons only the dates of whose decease were
known, and as I was unable to ascertain the year of his death, I felt constrained to
omit him (2).

(1) The life of Ibn al-Jawâlî will be found in this work.
(2) He died A. H. 308 (A. D. 823-4), according to the author of the Nujûm.

AL-MASUDI AL-BANDAHI.

Abû Saîd—some say Abû Abd Allah—Muhammad Ibn Abi 's-Saâdât Abd ar-Rah-
mân Ibn Muhammad Ibn Masûd Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Muhammad al-Ma-
sûdi, surnamed Tâj ad-Din (crown of religion) al-Bandahi, was a native of Marwarrûd
in Khorâsân, a doctor of the Shafite sect, and a sâî. He displayed great talents as
a philologer, and composed on al-Harîrî's Makâmas (vol. II. p. 490) the fullest and
most complete commentary ever written on that work. I saw a copy of it in five
large volumes, which is more than twice the size of any other commentary composed
to elucidate the Makâmas. This work bears a high character, and copies of it are
very common. He resided at Damascus, in the Sumaisât convent (Khângâdh), and
gave public lessons there. Previously to this, he had been preceptor to al-Malik al-
Afdal (vol. II. p. 353), the son of the sultan Salâh ad-Din, and, through his means,
he was enabled to procure the numerous rare and valuable books, by the assistance of which he composed his commentary on the *Makdis*mas*. Abū 'l-Barakāt al-Hāshimi, a native of Aleppo, relates as follows: "When the sultan Salāh ad-Dīn entered Aleppo in the year 579 (A. D. 1183), al-Masūdī (al-Bandāhi) went down to the great mosque of that city, and having installed himself in the library formed of the books given as *wakfs* (1) to that establishment, he selected a number of them (and took them away) without meeting the slightest opposition. I myself saw him pack them up in a pannier." I met some of al-Bandāhi's disciples and received from them lessons and certificates authorising me to teach what I had learned from them. I read, in the work of a modern historian, that al-Bandāhi's birth took place in the year 521, but one of our literary men states that he found the following note in al-Bandāhi's own hand-writing: "I was born at the hour of sunset, on the eve of Tuesday, the first of the latter Rābi of the year 522 (4th April, A. D. 1128)." This statement is evidently more correct than the former, because it is taken from the hand-writing of the person himself and indicates the day and the month. He died at Damascus on the eve of Saturday, the 29th of the first Rābi, A. H. 584 (28th May, A. D. 1188). Some place his death on the 1st of the latter Rābi. He was interred at the foot of Mount Kāsiyūn. He settled his books as *wakfs* on the convent of which we have spoken. The following verses were often in his mouth:

"I saw tears of blood flow from your eyes," said she, "through apprehension of our departure; why now hast thou replaced those tears of blood by tears of water?" I replied: "Not that I was solaced in thy absence or that I yielded to consolation; those tears have turned grey from the lengthened age of my weeping."

Similar to this are the words of another poet:

Soād said: "Dost thou shed tears of water after tears of blood?" I replied: "My tears have turned grey from the lengthened age of my weeping."

This doctor bore the surname of al-Masūdī because he had an ancestor called Masūd. —Of Marwarrūd we have already spoken (vol. I. p. 50). —Bandāhi means belonging to Penj Dīth, a district of Marwarrūd. Penj Dīth signifies five villages. To designate a native of this place, they employ also the words al-Fanjāthī and al-Banjāthī. It has produced many eminent and learned men. —Kāsiyūn is the name of a mountain overlooking Damascus from the north. It contains many beautiful country seats,
schools (maddris), convents (rubt), and gardens; the river Yazid (has its source) in it, and the Thaura flows at its foot. It possesses also a large mosque built by the sovereign of Arbela, Muzaffar ad-Din, the son of Zain ad-Din (vol. II. p. 535). Ibn Onain, a poet whose life we shall give, composed a kasda, rhyming in 1, in praise of the sovereign of Yemen, Saif al-Islam Ibn Aiyub (vol. I. p. 655), and, as he expresses in this piece his desire of seeing Damascus again, he enumerates the delightful spots in its vicinity, and says, when speaking of Mount Kasiyun:

The ardent love of my heart for Kasiyun will subsist even when the foundations of that mountain shall pass away.

It is a brilliant poem, full of originality and ornament.

(t) See vol. I. p. 49.

---

IBN-NUKTA.

Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Ghani Ibn Abi Bakr Ibn Shuja'a Ibn Abi Nasr Ibn Abd Alllah al-Hanbali (member of the Hanbalite sect), generally known by the appellation of Ibn Nukta, and surnamed Mo'in ad-Din (defender of the faith), was a eminent traditionist and a native of Baghdad. His ardour in search of Traditions, the quantity of them which he heard and committed to paper, and the frequent journeys which he undertook for the purpose of procuring them raised him to celebrity. He travelled to Khorasan, Persian Irak, Mesopotamia, Syria, and Egypt, visiting the principal traditionists, hearing their lessons, and obtaining information from their lips. He wrote a great deal and took down a quantity of useful notes. In the supplement which he composed to the emir Ibn Mâkula's Ikmdl (vol. II. p. 248), and which forms two volumes, he displayed no inferior talent. He wrote also a small work on patronyms (ansâb), which serves as a supplement to the treatise composed on that subject by Muhammad Ibn Tahir al-Makdisi (p. 5 of this vol.), and to that of Abu Musa al-Ispahâni (p. 4 of this vol.). Another work of his, the Kitâb at-
Ibn Khallikan's

Takhyîd (book of fixation), contains all the (requisite) information respecting the traditionists, (the unusual words occurring in) the different collections of Traditions and the isnâds (1). When I first heard of him, he was still living, but I never had an opportunity of meeting him. Ibn al-Mustaûfi (vol. II. p. 556) mentions him, in the History of Arbela, as one of the persons who visited that city and heard Traditions delivered there. He speaks of him with commendation and adds: "He recited to me the following verses, as having been composed by Abû Ali Muhammad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Abî 's-Shibl, a native of Baghdad and one of the best poets that Irâk has produced in modern times."—Ibn al-Hazîrî (vol. I. p. 563) speaks of him in his Zînâ tad-Dahr.—

"Discover not thy sufferings or thy joys to a censor or a false friend; for pretended sympathy is as bitter to the heart as the exultation of foes."

Ibn Nukta died at Baghdad on the 22nd of Safar, A. H. 629 (19th December, A. D. 1231), at an advanced age. I was then residing at Aleppo for the purpose of pursuing my studies, and it was there we received intelligence of his death.—His father Abd al-Ghani died at Baghdad on the 4th of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 583 (August, A. D. 1187), and was interred near the mosque of his (quarter). His frugality and disinterestedness rendered him celebrated. — Abû Ali Ibn Abî 's-Shibl died A. H. 473 (A. D. 1080-1). The kâtib Imad ad-Dîn speaks of him in the Khârîda.


Ibn Ad-Dubaithi.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abî 'l-Mââli Said Ibn Abî Tâlib Yahya Ibn Abî 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn al-Hadjâj Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hadjâj, generally known by the appellation of Ibn ad-Dubaithi, was a native of Wâsit, a historian, and a doctor of the sect of as-Shâfi'i. He received a great quantity of Traditions by oral transmission,
and made some collections of useful notes (tadjik). His memory was stocked with pieces of great beauty, and these he often cited in conversation. By his learning in the Traditions and his correct knowledge of the names of the traditionists and of history, he acquired the reputation of an able hadiz and a genius of the first order. He composed a work which he designed as a continuation to Abu Saad Abd al-Karim as-Samani's (vol. II. p. 156) supplement to the Khatib's (vol. I. p. 75) History of Baghdad, and in it he gives notices on the persons whom as-Samani had not mentioned and on those who lived subsequently to that writer. It fills three volumes and possesses considerable merit (1). He wrote also a history of Wasit and other works. Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. I. p. 556) mentions of him in the History of Arbela and says: 'He entered our city in the month of Zu'l-Kaada, A. H. 611 (March, A. D. 1215). He was a fine looking old man.’ He then adds that Ibn ad-Dubaithi recited to him the following piece as of his own composition:

I put mankind to the test, but found not a true friend, a helper in adversity. I showed them the sincerest friendship, but received a troubled and insincere attachment in return. Never, when I chose from among them a companion who pleased me, had I cause to praise his conduct in the end.

Ibn ad-Dubaithi continued to study and take notes up to the moment of his death. His birth took place at Wasit on Monday, the 26th of Rajab, A. D. 558 (June, A. D. 1163); he died at Baghdad on Monday, the 8th of the latter Rabî, 637 (7th November, A. D. 1239). The next day, he was interred in the Wardiya cemetery. Dubaithi means belonging to Dubaitha, a village in the neighbourhood of Wasit. His ancestors belonged to Kanjah (in the province of Arran), and his grand-father removed from Dubaitha to Wasit, where the family multiplied. — His father Abu 'l-Maâli Said died at Wasit on the eve of the Festival of the Sacrifice, A. H. 585 (19th January, A. D. 1190); he was born in that place on the 27th of Safar, A. H. 527 (7th January, A. D. 1133).

(1) The second volume of this work is in the Bibliothèque impériale, ancien fonds, No. 745. It begins with the Ahmads and finishes with the ha, the sixth letter of the Arabic alphabet.
IBN ZAFAR AS-SAKALLI.

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abi Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Zafar as-Sakalli (native of Sicily), surnamed Hujja tad-Din (proof of religion), was an accomplished scholar, versed in the belles lettres, and author of some instructive works. One of these, the Sulūk al-Mutāda fī Odwān al-Abbād (consolation for the master who suffers from the enmity of his servants), he composed in the year 554 (A. D. 1159), for one of the chiefs (who were) in Sicily (1). His other works are: the Khair al-Bashr bi-Khair il-Bashar (excellent news concerning the best of mankind) (2), a large commentary on the Korān, entitled al-Yanbūā (the source), the Kitāb Nujabā‘l-Abnā (history of clever children) (3), a Ḥāṣṭa, or appendix to al-Hariri’s Durra tal-Ghawwāds (vol. II. p. 492), and two commentaries on the same author’s Makāmas,—one ample, the other concise. He left also some other elegant productions. I read, towards the beginning of his commentary on the Makāmas, that he had been taught that work by the ḥāfiz Abū Tāhir as-Silafi (vol. I. p. 86), who declared that he had learned them from the author, al-Hariri: people say, however, that when as-Silafi saw al-Hariri in the mosque of Basra, teaching his Makāmas to a circle of students, he asked who he was, and receiving for answer: “That man has fabricated a set of lying stories, and is now dictating them to the public,” he turned away from him in disdain. God best knows which of these statements is true. The following anecdote has been handed down as a relation made by the shaikh Taj ad-Din al-Kindi (vol. I. p. 546): “Having obtained a draught on the government financial office (diwān) in Hamat for a gratuity, I went to receive the amount, and, after my arrival, I met with Ibn Zafar at an assembly. We then engaged in a grammatical and philological discussion, during which I proposed to him some questions on the former subject and brought him to a stand. His skill in philology appeared nearly as limited, and, when the assembly was about to break up, he said: ‘The shaikh Taj ad-Din surpasses me in grammar, but I excel him in philology;’ on which I answered: ‘Thy first assertion is granted and thy second denied.’ We then separated.” Ibn Zafar was of a short stature, and a puny figure, but his
countenance was handsome. Some poetry is ascribed to him, and I found the following verses in a compilation which goes under his name:

I hear thee in my heart; dost thou not then know that thou art borne about even when thou remainest at home? Is not that person highly prized by me whom I long to meet and who dwells within my bosom?

Imād ad-Dīn al-Ispahānī has inserted, in his Khartda, a number of pieces composed by Ibn Zafar, and, amongst others, the following:

A man's misfortunes correspond to his merit; and, by his patience in adversity, his share of merit may be known. He who has but little firmness in facing what he apprehends, will have but little chance of gaining what he hopes for.

Ibn Zafar was born in Sicily and brought up at Mekka; he kept removing from one country to another, and, at length, settled at Hamāt where he died, A. H. 565 (A. D. 1169-70). The whole period of his life was passed in struggling against poverty: it is even related that, in Hamāt, want and misery forced him to marry his daughter to a person much beneath her; the bridegroom then left the city with his wife, and sold her as a slave in another country (4). — Zafar is the noun of action belonging to a verb which, taking zafrā in the preterite and yazfārū in the aorist, means to obtain a thing. (It is here employed as a proper name.) Having already spoken of Sakallīya (Sicily) (vol. II. p. 161), we need not repeat our observations here.

---

1. Sicily was, at that time, under the domination of William the Bad, the second Norman king. This circumstance induced me to examine Ibn Zafar's work in the hopes of finding some information respecting the state of that country, but was unable to discover any thing of the kind. It is a collection of apologues and historical anecdotes. This work, of which three or four copies are preserved in the Bibliothèque impériale, is highly esteemed in the East, and has been translated into Persian and Turkish. An English translation of it, accompanied with a very instructive preface, was published in London, by Mr. M. Amari, in the year 1852.

2. A copy of this work is preserved in the Bibliothèque impériale. It is divided into four chapters: the first on the passages in the books of God (the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Gospel) which foretell the mission of Muhammad. The second contains the ancient popular traditions relative to this event; the third, the predictions on the same subject made by the Kākins (Arabian diviners); and the fourth, such information respecting the coming of Muhammad as was derived from the Jinn (genii).

3. A copy of this work is in the Bibliothèque impériale. As the title indicates, it contains anecdotes of
AL-OTBI THE POET.

Abū Abd ar-Rahmān Muhammad Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn Amr Ibn Muāwīa Ibn Amr Ibn Otba Ibn Abī Sofyān Sakhr Ibn Harb Ibn Omaiya Ibn Abī Shams, surnamed at-Otbi, was a member of the tribe of Koraish and of the family of Omaiya, a native of Basra and a poet of great celebrity. This accomplished scholar and clever poet delivered orally historical Traditions and the narrations of the combats which took place between the Arabs of the desert; he composed also some elegies on the death of his sons. The authorities which he cited for his information were Sofyān Ibn Oyaina (vol. I. p. 578), Lūt Ibn Mikhnaf, and his own father; amongst those who delivered traditional information on his authority were: Abū Hātim as-Sijjīstānī (vol. I. p. 603), Abū 'l-Fadl ar-Riāshi (vol. II. p. 10), and Ishak Ibn Muhammad an-Nakhāj. Having proceeded to Baghdad, he taught Traditions to the people of that city, but he was more generally noted for drinking wine and composing love-verses on Otba. He and his father held a high rank and bore the reputation of accomplished scholars and elegant speakers. Amongst the works which he compiled were: a Book of Horses, a collection of poems composed by the Arabs of the desert, a collection of poems composed by females whose love had turned to hatred, the Kitāb ad-Dabīḥ (victims for sacrifice), and the Kitāb al-Akhlāq (de moribus), etc. Ibn Kutaiba (vol. II. p. 22) mentions him in the Kitāb al-Madrīf, and Ibn al-Munajjim (1) in the Kitāb al-Bārt. He relates that he heard a wild Arab of the desert say to another man: "If such a fellow smile upon thee, his scorpions (the emblems of treachery) will glide towards thee; if thou dost not treat him openly as an enemy, do not (at least) treat him in private as a friend." The latter writer gives the following verses as al-OTBI's:

When the maidens remarked the tinge of grey appearing on my cheeks, they turned away
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from me their faces radiant with beauty. When they saw or heard me, they ran off to the tops of the sand-hills at al-Mahajir (2). But though they turn their eyes away from me, they cast (towards me) furtive glances like those of the fawn and the gazelle; for I belong to a family of high renown, whose feet were formed to tread the pulpit (3); khallifs in Islamic times; mighty chiefs in the times of idolatry; to them belonged every glory, and such an ancestry might form the boaster's proudest vaunt.

A collection of pieces in my own hand-writing contains some verses of the shartf ar-Rida's (4), in which a similar thought is expressed. — (Ibn al-Munajjim) quotes also these verses as his:

When Sulaima saw me turn my eyes away—and I turn my glances away from all who resemble her—she said: "I once saw thee mad (with love);" and I replied: "Youth is a madness of which old age is the cure."

This verse has now acquired the force of a proverb. Al-Mubarrad (page 31 of this vol.) cites, in his Kāmil, two verses in which al-Othbi deplores the death of one of his sons; they are as follows:

Tears have furrowed my cheeks through grief for thy loss, and wounds have covered my heart. Resignation meets with approval in every case, but in thine it merits blame.

This verse also has obtained great currency. The poetical pieces of al-Othbi are numerous and good; he was one of the best poets of Islamic times. He died A. H. 228 (A. D. 842-3).—The surname of al-Othbi was borne by him because he drew his descent from Othba, the son of Abū Sofyān. Othbi signifies also descended from Othba Ibn Ghazwān, one of the Prophet's companions. It is possible also that our poet may have received this surname on account of the poems which he composed in praise of his beloved Othba.

(1) His life will be found in this work.
(2) This is merely a conjectural translation of the verse.
(3) Literally: "For whose feet the tops of the pulpit were formed." In the first ages of Islamism, the khalif in person pronounced the khotta from the pulpit. The poet here alludes to his descent from the Omaiyjdes.
(4) His life will be found in this volume.
ABU BAKR AL-KHOWAREZMI.

Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Abbās al-Khowārezmi, surnamed also at-Tabarkhāzi, (because, says as-Samānī (vol. II. p. 156), his father belonged to Khowārezm and his mother to Tabaristān, and these two denominations combined into one, were given to the son,) was, as we have already said in the life of Ibn Jarīr at-Tabari (vol. II. p. 597), a sister’s son to that historian. Abū Bakr ranked among the greatest and the most renowned of the poets; he was considered a first-rate authority in philology and genealogy. He resided for some time in Syria, in the neighbourhood of Aleppo, and was highly distinguished by his contemporaries. It is related that having gone to see the Sāhib Ibn Abbād (vol. I. p. 212), who was then holding his court at Arrajān, he requested one of the chamberlains to announce to him that a literary man desired permission to enter. The chamberlain took in the message, and his master replied: "Tell him that I have bound myself not to receive any literary man unless he know by heart twenty thousand verses composed by the Arabs of the desert." The chamberlain returned back with this answer, and Abū Bakr said: "Go back and ask him if he means twenty thousand verses composed by men, or twenty thousand composed by women?" This question was repeated to the Sāhib, who immediately exclaimed: "That must be Abū Bakr al-Khowārezmī! let him come in." Abū Bakr then entered, and being recognised by the Sāhib, he met with a most favorable reception. Abū Bakr left a collection (diwān) of epistles and another of poetry. Abū-Taālibī (vol. II. p. 129) mentions him in the Yatīma and quotes a passage from his prose-writings, to which he subjoins some extracts from his poems. Amongst the pieces given there are the following:

I see that you, when wealthy, pitch your tent close to us, and that, when you are in want, you visit us seldom. 'Tis with you as with the moon: when her light is diminishing, she delays her visits, but when it increases, she remains with us long.

O thou who longest for draughts of pure wine, but who, occur what may, wilt never break the seal of the paper (in which thy money is rolled up); know that the purse and the goblet cannot be full at the same time; empty then thy purse, that thou mayest fill thy goblet.
Abū Said Ahmad Ibn Shuhaib, a native of Khowârezm, composed the following verses on Abū Bakr:

Abū Bakr possesses learning and talent, but he does not adhere to his engagements. The attachment which he shows for a friend lasts from morning to night (and no longer).

The anecdotes told of Abū Bakr are very numerous. On his return from Syria, he settled at Naisāpûr, and died in that city on the 15th of Ramadân, A. H. 383 (4th November, A. D. 993), but, in the historical work of our master Ibn al-Athîr (vol. II. p. 298), his death is placed ten years later. God best knows which is right. Abū Bakr, being dissatisfied with the Sâhib Ibn Abbâd, composed the following lines on leaving him:

Praise not Ibn Abbâd even when his hands shower forth beneficence so abundant as to shame the rain-cloud. Such acts are merely the suggestions of his fancy; he grants, but not from liberality, and he refuses, but not from avarice.

Ibn Abbâd was told of this, and, on receiving intelligence of the poet's death, he said:

I said to the caravan returning from Khôrsân: “Is your Khowârezmite dead?” and they answered: “Yes.” On this, I said: “Inscribe these words upon his tomb: May the curse of the Almighty light upon the ungrateful!”

I thought that the verses directed against the Sâhib Ibn Abbâd were composed by Abū Bakr al-Khowârezmi, a number of literary men having made that statement in their compilations and in conversation; but happening since to examine al-Marzubâni’s (page 67 of this vol.) Mojad as-Shuwarâ, I met the following lines in the life of Moawia Ibn Sofyân, surnamed Abû 'l-Kâsim al-Aama (the blind), a poet and one of the persons who, at Baghdad, repeated from memory the compositions of former authors; he had been a pupil of al-Kisâi’s (vol. II. p. 237), and was employed by al-Hasan Ibn Sahl (vol. I. p. 408) to instruct his children. Having incurred Ibn Sahl’s reprehension for something which he had done, he pronounced these satirical lines:

Praise not Hasan for generosity, though his hands shower gifts in abundance; blame him not, if he withhold his favours. It is not through parcimony that he refuses, neither is it in hopes of fame that he bestows. Such acts are merely the suggestion of his fancy; he grants, but not from liberality, and he refuses, but not from avarice.
God best knows the truth in this matter.—We have already spoken of the word Khoudreimi (1).

(1) This, I believe, is an error; in the part of his work which precedes, the author has said nothing on the subject. In Arabic, the word is pronounced Khoudreimi, and means native of Khoudreim. The Persian pronunciation of the word is Khadrism.

AS-SALAMI THE POET.

Abû 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah (1) Ibn Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Khulais Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Yahya Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Hārith Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Walīd Ibn al-Walīd Ibn al-Mughira Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Omar Ibn Makhzūm Ibn Yaqūz Ibn Murra Ibn Kaabb Ibn Luwai Ibn Ghālib Ibn Fihr Ibn Mālik Ibn an-Nadr Ibn Kinnāna Ibn Khuzaima Ibn Mudrika Ibn al-Yās Ibn Modar Ibn Nizār Ibn Maadd Ibn Adnān al-Makhzūmi as-Salāmi, a celebrated poet, drew his descent from al-Walīd, the son of al-Walīd Ibn al-Mughira al-Makhzūmi and the brother of Khalid Ibn al-Walīd (the first Moslem conqueror of Syria). Ath-Thaâlibi (vol. II. p. 129) speaks of him in these terms (2): "He was incontrovertibly the best poet of Irāk, and his right to that rank is sufficiently evinced by his merit. The opinion which we have expressed concerning him is supported by a sure testimony, that of his poems; and the beauties of his compositions which we have here inserted are a delight for the eye, a charm for the heart, and a satisfaction for the mind. He began to utter verses at the age of ten years, and the first piece he ever pronounced was the following, recited by him one day at school:

"The charms of beauty (which we remark) in him are various; the eyes of mankind are fixed on him with one accord. The arrow of his glances is sharp, and his glance never misses its aim. Beauty has inscribed upon his cheek: This is a beauteous being; as true as his creator exists"

"Hē passed his early youth at Baghdad, and removed to Mosul when yet a boy. He there met some poets of the highest eminence, such as Abû Othmān al-Khā-
"lidi (one of the two Khâlidîtes) (3), Abû 'l-Faraj al-Babbaghâ (vol. II. p. 147),
Abû 'l-Hasan at-Tallafâri, and others. When they saw him, they were astonished
that such talents could exist in a boy so young, and they suspected that the verses
which he repeated were not his own. Al-Khâlîdi then said that he would under-
take to put him to the test, and having prepared a banquet, he invited these poets
and as-Salâmi. When in the midst of their potations, they proceeded to make a
trial of his talents, and a heavy shower of hail having very soon after covered the
face of the earth, al-Khâlîdi took an orange and threw it upon the hail: 'Now,
said he to his companions, 'let us try and describe that object.' Upon this as-
Salâmi delivered extemporaneously the following lines:

"How admirable the talent of al-Khâlîdi, a genius unrivalled, noble and grand! To the
frozen water of the cloud he made a present of an ardent fire (4), and when the generous
hearts of (his companions) addressed reproaches to him, the hands of joys offered him this
excuse drawn from my mind: Blame him not; he has only given the cheeks as a present to
the mouth (5).

"When they saw him capable of producing such verses as these, they let him
alone; all praised his talents and acknowledged his merit and acuteness, with the
exception of at-Tallafâri, who persisted in his former opinion. In this he was so
obstinate, that as-Salâmi, at length, attacked him in these lines:

"At-Tallafâri aspired to my friendship, but the soul of a dog would despise such friendship
as his. His character is repugnant to mine, and my actions scorn to be joined with his.
Ars mea nobilis in lingüa sita est, ars ejus villis in tergo. Homo non est ille mihi versus fas-
cienti conveniens; homo non sum ad illum pertundendum aptus.

"He composed also many more satires on the same person. Having gone one
day to see Abû Taghlib,'—Abû Taghlib al-Hamdâni (6) I suppose is meant,—the
latter, who had a coat of mail lying before him, desired the poet to describe it in
verse. As-Salâmi immediately extemporised these lines:

"How often has an ample (coat of mail) rendered me service and I requited it with evil, yet
no one reproached me: from morn to night it preserved me from death, and yet I exposed
it to the strokes of every sword."

This idea is borrowed from a piece already quoted, in which Abd Allah Ibn al-
Motazz speaks of boiled wine (vol. II. p. 46. n. 9); he there says:
It has suffered in fire, to preserve me from the fires of hell, and that, we must allow, is a great service.

As-Salâmî proceeded to the court of as-Sâhib Ibn Abbâd (vol. I. p. 212) at Ispahan, and recited to him the poem rhyming in b, which contains this verse:

We abandoned ourselves to sin, when we found that forgiveness was the fruit of crime.

This verse, which is one of his finest, contains a allusion to the idea expressed by Abû Nuwâs al-Hasan Ibn Hâni (vol. I. p. 391) in a poem the subject of which is self-mortification; he says:

You shall gnaw your hands with regret, for the pleasures which you avoided through fear of hell.

It approaches also to the thought which (the khâlîf) al-Mâmûn thus expressed:

"If criminals knew what pleasure I take in pardoning, they would strive to gain my favour by committing crimes." — "(7) Whilst as-Salâmî remained with the Sâhib, he enjoyed favours in profusion, ample honours and untroubled pleasure. At length, he resolved on visiting the court of Adud ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih (vol. II. p. 481) at Shirâz, and the Sâhib not only provided him with a conveyance for his journey, but gave him a letter of recommendaion adressed to the kâtib Abû 'l-Kâsim Abî ad-Dawlat Ibn Yusuf, an eloquent writer and one of the persons employed by Adud ad-Dawlat in the capacity of vizir. Here is a copy of the letter: 'Your lordship knows that the traders in poetry (shâr) are more numerous than the hairs of the head (shâ'd), and that those persons are much less so whose jewels, when offered (as presents), can be confidently taken as the workmanship of their own genius, and whose embroidered tissues, when presented (to a patron), can be considered as wrought on the loom of their own imagination. Now, amongst the persons whom I have put to the test and approved, whom I have tried and chosen, is Abû 'l-Hasan Muhammad as-Salâmî, the originality of whose talent surpasses expectation and hastens on in the career of excellence, tempting the ear to hearken with attention to his compositions and the eye to peruse them. Mounted on the steed of hope, he is induced to visit Your Excellency, in the expectation of being admitted into the band of his fellow-poets and attracting notice by sharing their good fortune. I have, therefore, dispatched (to you),
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"... his person, the *emir of poets*, escorted by the train of his (*accomplishments*), and
"... I have adorned that vigorous courser of eloquence with the harness which
"... becomes him. This, my letter, serves him as a guide towards the (*regions
"... watered by the*) showers (*of liberality*), or rather as a conductor towards the
"... ocean (*of beneficence*); therefore, if your lordship judge proper to take into con-
"... sideration these words of mine in his favour, and to let them be the means of
"... procuring your consent to his wishes, you will, I hope, execute what you re-
"... solve.' When Abû 'l-Kâsim received the poet's visit, he took him under his
"... charge and treated him with special favour. He then presented him to Adud ad-
"... Dawlat, that he might recite to that prince the *kastâda* which contains this passage:

"To reach thee, a man who made the sight of thy palace the term of his camel's journey,
"... crossed the wide-extended desert. I and my courage in the depths of darkness, and my
"... sword, were three companions (*united*) like (*the stars of the constellation of*) the eagle.
"... I encouraged my hopes with the sight of a king who (*for me*) would replace mankind, of a
"... palace which (*for me*) would be the world, and of a day (*of meeting*) which (*for me*) would
"... be worth an eternity."

We have already mentioned these verses in the life of Adud ad-Dawlat (*vol. II.
"... p. 482*). 'Adud ad-Dawlat then took him under the wing of his favour, and handed
"... him the key which opened (*the door*) to the advantages he expected; sojourning
"... or journeying, he kept him attached to his person, and raised him to ample
"... fortune by his donations. 'When I see as-Salâmi,' said he, 'at my levees, it
"... seems to me as if the planet Mercury (8) had descended from its sphere to stand
"... before me.' On the death of this prince, as-Salâmi returned to his usual habits,
"... and his means underwent diminution; sometimes they rose, sometimes they fell,
"... and so they continued till the moment of his death.' He composed a number of
"... highly beautiful *kastâdas* on Adud ad-Dawlat, and it is in one of those pieces that we
"... find the following passage:

I roused my boon companions as the dog-star passed above us, and the moon in the expanse
"... of heaven seemed like a pond in the midst of a meadow. 'Awake!' (*said I*), 'hasten to
"... drink of generous wine, for this world is a mere illusion! the spy now sleeps from fatigue,
"... and pleasure has awakened!' Satan prompted us (*to sin*), and we all declared him an excellent
"... counsellor! (*We lay*) prostrate on that battle-field (*of pleasure*) which is shunned by vultures
"... and beasts of prey (9). The blooming flowers of our meadow were female cheeks, and female
"... waists were its piant shrubs. The enjoyments of life are always best hidden when the veils (*in
"... which false modesty shrouds us*) are rent away. The cup-bearers passed the goblet around, and
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offered it to the guests, as the falcon offers the game to the sportsman. The virgin liquor comes disguised by the admixture of water, concealed in it as the soul is concealed in the body. The red surface crowned with bubbles seems like a cheek receiving a kiss (10). We, at length, sunk in prostration, but we had then before us for imām (to direct our devotions) the cords of the lute (11).

In another piece of verse, he says of Adud ad-Dawlat:

Thy bounty visits the needy, thy sword the rebel, and are received, that by hands, and this by Enecks. Each day adds to the edifice of thy glory, whilst it diminishes the wealth of thy treasury.

He said also of the same prince:

For bravery and generosity his eulogists compared him to persons who, had they seen this prince, would have become the humblest of his servants. Why! in his army he has fifty thousand Ansars braver than Antar, and in his treasurers a thousand Hātim (12).

In one of his pieces, he says:

If (our) lips be pressed to thy cheek, they are entangled in the chains of thy ringlets (13).

And from this verse Ibn at-Tallafari took the idea expressed in the following line:

Suppose that a cheek be pressed to thine, how could thy ringlets, then imprisoned, roam freely (15).

As-Salāmi had in fact recited to Ibn at-Tallāfari the piece to which this verse belongs. The latter’s names were as-Shihāb (Shihāb ad-Dīn) Muhammad Ibn Yūsuf Ibn Masūd as-Shaibānī (15). We may sum up as-Salāmi’s merit by saying that the greater part of his poems are exquisite. He was born in Karkh, the suburb of Baghdad, on Friday evening, the 6th of Rajab, A. H. 336 (January, A. D. 948), and he died on Thursday, the 4th of the first Jumāda, A. H. 393 (March, A. D. 1003). — Salāmi means belonging to Dar as-Salām (the abode of welfare), that is, Baghdad. This remark we have already made in the life of the ḥāfiz Muhammad Ibn Nāsir (vol. III. p. 10).

(1) In the MS. of the Yatima, No. 1270, as-Salāmi’s names are written: Abū Hussain Muhammad Ibn Obaid Allah.

(2) See Yatima, MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, ancien fonds, No. 1270, fol. 194 v.

(3) See vol. II, page 968.
(4) The poet thus designates the orange on account of its colour.

(5) That is: He permitted the mouth to kiss the cheeks.—The teeth are often compared to hail-stones, and the red-skinned orange is compared to the cheek of the beloved.

(6) For the history of Abū Taghib al-Ghadanfer al-Hamdání, see vol. I. pages 408, 409, and Abū 'l-Fedā’s Annals, years 858, 859, 867, 869.

(7) Ibn Khallikān here resumes his extract from the Yatima. See MS. No. 1370, fol. 196 v.

(8) See vol. II. p. 562, note (8).

(9) The poet here imitates a verse of Amr 'l-Kais, where he says: Et pernoctavimus, feris à nobis retrocedentibus, humi jacentes ac et duo occisi essimus. — (Diwān d'Amro 'l-Kais, p. 78.)

(10) The mouth, or rather the teeth, are compared to white objects, such as flowers, hail-stones, bubbles on water, etc.

(11) Literally: There we had for imdīm the imdīm and the sūr. The treble cord of the lute is called the sūr; the base was designated by the term imdīm.

(12) The bravery of Antar and the generosity of Hātim are well known.


(14) The verb tā坍 here rendered by roam freely, bears also the significance of to smell sweetly. The poet plays upon this double meaning.

(15) Ibn Khallikān has committed an error here: The author of the Yatma informs us that at-Tallāfari's names were Abū 'l-Husain Ali Ibn Ahmad. As for the poet and philologer Shihāb ad-Dīn Muhammad Ibn Yūsuf Ibn Mansūr as-Shaibānī at-Tallāfari, we learn from the Nujām that he was born at Mo'in, A. H. 393 (A. D. 1196-7), and died at Hamāt in the month of Shawwāl, A. H. 675 (March-April, A. D. 1277).

IBN SUKKARA AL-HASHIMI.

Abū 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad, a celebrated poet of Baghdad and generally known by the appellation of Ibn Sukkara al-Hāshimi, drew his descent from Ali, the son of al-Mahdi, the son of Abū Ja'far al-Mansūr, the Abbāside khalif. Ath-Ṭa‘ālibi has an article on him, in which he says (1): "This poet had a "great command over all the beauties of composition; in the expression of novel and "witty allusions he surpassed the ablest poets, even those who took the lead, directing, "as he pleased, his course through the hippodrome of humour and licentiousness. "It was currently said at Baghdad that an epoch which bestowed upon the world such "men as Ibn Sukkara and Ibn Hajjāj (vol. I. p. 448) was extremely bountiful, and
that these two were for that age what Jarir (vol. I. p. 294) and al-Farazdak were for theirs.” It is said that the diwan of Ibn Sukkara’s works contains upwards of fifty thousand verses. A charming comparison of his is that expressed in the following lines, composed on a boy bearing in his hand a branch tipped with flowers:

A branch of willow (a slender-waisted youth) appeared, and in his hand a branch bearing a string of pearls. I stood irresolute between the two; one bore a rising moon (a handsome face), and the other, stars (flowers) (2).

In another of his pieces, he says:

By Allah! I perish! I despair of my life, unless I see that waist which laid waste my heart (3).

Abū 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Fath, a poet of Baghdad and generally known by the surname of Ibn Abi 'l-Asb—or Ibn al-Asb—al-Ushnâni al-Milhi (4) relates as follows: “Ibn Sukkara al-Hâshimi wrote to me these lines:

“O friend whom fortune has bestowed upon me! fortune so avaricious in bestowing true friends! We are now far asunder, and cannot meet except in dreams (5). One single cause has placed a distance between us: I am sukkar (sugar) and thou art mîth (salt).

To this I wrote in reply:

“Shall our brethren say to a friend the sincerity of whose attachment is tainted with sarcasm: ‘There is sugar between us, spoil it not!’ or shall they say: ‘Wretch that thou art! there is salt between us; (prove not a traitor to it) (6).’

In a satire directed against a man in power, Ibn Sukkara said:

You treat us with haughtiness, yet you are not a khalif or a khalîf’s heir. Be insolent, even more than you are (I care not)! I have neither pension nor place to lose. Say not: “I am faultless;” the chastest maiden is exposed to the strokes of slander. Poetry is fire without smoke, and rhymes possess a subtle magic. How many the powerful, the aspiring, whom a few words have hurled from their elevation. Musk, though worthy of all praise, is converted by satire into carrion (7).

Another of his pieces is the following:

I was asked what I had prepared against the cold which had just set in with intensity; and I replied: A waistcoat of nakedness, and underneath it a shirt of trembling.
He is also the author the two following verses, quoted by al-Hartrī in his *Makāma* entitled *al-Karajīya* (8):

The winter set in, and I provided myself with seven things necessary when the rain prevents us from pursuing our usual occupations. *(These things are:) A shelter, a purse, a stove, a cup of wine preceded by a bit of meat, a tender maid, and a cloak (9).

Ibn at-Ta‘wīzī, a poet whose life we shall give, composed the following lines on the same model:

> When seven things are collected together in the drinking-room, it is not reasonable to stay away. These are: Roast meat, a melon, honey, a young girl, wax-lights, a singer to delight us, and wine (10).

And Abū 'l-Thānā Mahmūd Ibn Nēma Ibn Arslān, the grammarian, composed these verses on the same subject:

> They say that the k's of winter are numerous, and yet none can doubt that there is only one: If you possess the k of kīs (purse), you possess all the rest; in the flesh of the onager is found the taste of every species of game (11).

Speaking of youth, Ibn Sukkara said:

> Youth has departed! that youth which once was full of sap, covered with fruit and shady foliage. It was a portion of thyself, but it has perished; known that when a portion of thyself has perished, all of thee has perished.

The poetical compositions of Ibn Sukkara abound in beauties. He died on Wednesday, the 11th of the latter Rabī‘, A. H. 385 (16th May, A. D. 995). — The birth of Ibn Abī ’l-Asb took place in the year 285 (A. D. 898), and, in the year 374 (A. D. 984–5), al-Hasan Ibn Ali al-Jauhari heard him repeat the verses quoted above. — Abū ’th-Thānā Mahmūd Ibn Nēma died at Damascus, A. H. 565 (A. D. 1169–70). The kātīb Imād ad-Dīn speaks of him in the *Khartā*, and mentions that, in the year 563, he met him at Damascus and heard him repeat numerous fragments of his poetical compositions.— *Sukkara (a grain of sugar)*: this word is so well-known that it requires no explanation.

---

(1) *Yattma*, MS. No. 1870, fol. 207.

(9) Here follow, in the original, two other pieces, each containing two verses. As they evidently refer to an unnatural passion, they have not been translated.
THE SHARIF AR-RIDA.

The Sharif ar-Rida (the favorably accepted descendant of Muhammad) (1) Abū 'l-Ḥasan Muhammad, surnamed al-Mūsawi (the descendant of Mūsa), was the son of al-Tāahir Zā'ī-Manākib, the son of Abū Ahmad al-Husain, the son of Mūsa, the son of Muhammad, the son of Mūsa, the son of Ḥabīb, the son of Mūsa al-Kāzim (2), the son of Jaafar as-Sādik (vol. I. p. 300), the son of Muhammad al-Bākīr (vol. II. p. 579), the son of Ali Zain al-Aābidin (vol. II. p. 209), the son of al-Husain, the son of Ali, the son of Abū Tālib; God’s blessing on them all! The Sharif ar-Rida is the author of a diwān of poems, and ath-Thaâlibi (vol. II. p. 129) has an article on him in the Yatatma. ‘‘He began,’’ says this writer (3), ‘‘to utter verses soon after he had passed his tenth year, and he is, at this day, the most remarkable person that the age has produced, and the most illustrious of the descendants of Muhammad who inhabit Irāk.’’ To his noble origin and exalted hereditary glory, he joins the
"ornaments of brilliant literary information, splendid talents, and a copious portion of every fair endowment. He is moreover the ablest poet of all the descendants of Ali Ibn Abi Talib, past or present, though many of them were eminent in that art; were I even to declare him the best poet ever produced by the tribe of Kuraish, I should not be far from the truth. My words will be fully confirmed by a fair testimony, that of his high-aiming verses which defy the severest criticism and combine ease with majesty, facility with the perfection of art, and contain thoughts easy of comprehension and profound in meaning. His father had, in former days, exercised the functions of chief president, established as judge over them all; he was also the chief-justice of the descendants of Ali (nikaba nukabâ it-Talibiyân), first magistrate of the empire (an-Nazar fi 'l-Mazdîm) and commander of the pilgrim caravan; these offices then devolved on his son ar-Rida, in the year 388 (A. D. 998), his father being still alive." One of his most brilliant kastdas is that which he addressed in the form of a letter to the imdâm (khalîf) al-Kâdir billah Abu 'l-Abbâs Ahmad, the son of Ishâk, the son of al-Muktadir, and in which we find the following passage:

I crave indulgence, Commander of the faithful! we are not borne on different branches of the tree of glory! On whatever day we may vaunt our honours, no difference shall appear between us: we are both firmly rooted in our illustrious rank. The khalifate alone makes a distinction between us; you wear that noble collar, I do not.

He is the author of these fine lines:

I aspired to honours, but they repelled my advances; the beloved always repelled the lover. I waited with patience till I attained them, and I never said, in dudgeon: For an untoward wife, repudiation is the cure.

In one of his pieces, he says:

O my two friends! stop and satisfy my wishes: give me news of the land of Najd (4). Is the enclosure of al-Wâsâ (the sandy grounds) covered with flowers? Have the rains refreshed Khâmila tal-Talh (the acacia groves), where flourish the willow and the laurel? Must a dwelling between this and Kâzima be my place of repose to-night? Shall I pass this evening in conversation with the people of that tribe? When they approach, the perfumes of Najd breathe from their garments, so lately was it that they departed from that home.

His poetical works fill a large diwan of four volumes. This collection is so frequently to be met with that it is needless to speak more of it. The grammarian
Abû 'l-Fath Ibn Jinni (vol. II. p. 191) relates, in one of his compilations, that the Shartefar-Rida, when a mere boy, under ten years of age, went to take lessons from the grammarian Ibn as-Sirāfi (vol. I. p. 377), and one day, as he was sitting in the circle of scholars, his master questioned him on some points of syntax, according to the usual mode of instruction: "When we say," said he, "rāitu Omara (I saw "Omar), by what mark is it known that Omara is in the accusative case (5)?" To this the Shartef made answer: "By his hatred for Ali." As-Sirāfi and all the other persons present were struck with his acuteness of mind. — It is said that he commenced learning by heart the Korān at an advanced age, and completed the task in a very short time. He composed a work on the rhetorical figures of the Korān (Mādīnī 'l-Kurān), to which it would be difficult to find one equal in merit; it indicates the author's vast information in grammar and philology. He drew up also a treatise on the metaphors of the Korān (Majdzdt al-Kurān), one of the most remarkable works on the subject. Different persons have essayed to collect the poetical works of the Shartef ar-Rida, but the best edition is that of Abû Hakim al-Khabri (6).

I was told by a literary man that he read the following anecdote in a certain compilation: "One of the literati happened to pass by the house of the Shartef ar-Rida at Sarr-man-rāa (Samarra); he was not aware of the circumstance, but, being struck by the ravages it had sustained from time, by its decayed magnificence, its moulder- ing walls, and the shattered ruins which still testified its former splendour and beauty, he stopped to contemplate it, and reflect upon the vicissitudes of fortune and the sudden strokes of adversity. He then recited the following lines, composed by the Shartef ar-Rida, applying them by an appropriate allusion to the objects before his eyes:

"I stopped at the vernal habitations of my friends, but the hand of ruin had devastated their walls. And I wept till my weary camel grew impatient and my fellow-travellers rebuked my delay. I then turned my eyes away from those mouldering remains: yet, when hidden from my sight, my heart still turned towards them.

"A person who passed by and heard him recite these verses, asked him if he knew to whom that house had belonged? He answered that he did not. "Well," said the man, "it belonged to the author of these verses—to the Shartef ar-Rida." The other was much surprised at this singular coincidence." This reminds me of an anecdote somewhat similar which is related by al-Hariri (vol. II. p. 492) in his
Durra tal-Ghawds. Abid Ibn Sharya al-Jurhumi lived three hundred years (7); he attained the epoch of the promulgation of Islamism and became a convert to that faith. Having entered into the presence of Moawla Ibn Abi Sofyân, who was then in Syria and established in the khilafate, that prince said to him: "Relate to me the strangest thing you ever saw." Abid replied: "I passed one day near some people who were committing to the tomb the body of a relative. Having gone up to them, my eyes overflowed with tears and I recited these verses of a poet as applicable to the spectacle which I there beheld:

"O my heart! thou hast been seduced by the charms of Asmâ; reflect upon thy state; but can admonition now be of avail? Thou hast revealed thy love; thou concealest it from none; nay, thy rapid tears flow unrestrained. Thou knewest not, neither dost thou know, whether the prompt fulfilment of thy wishes will be more favourable to thy welfare than their tardy accomplishment. Let God dispose for thy good, and be resigned to his will; in the depth of misfortune happiness may arrive. Whilst man yet enjoys the pleasures of existence, he is turned into dust, and the winds efface even the marks of his tomb. The stranger who knew him not then weepeth over him, whilst his relations in the tents of the tribe are rejoicing.

"One of these people then asked me if I knew who was the author of these verses. I replied that I did not, on which he said: 'Him who first uttered them we have just buried; thou art the stranger who weepeth over him without knowing him, and that person who now cometh out from the tomb is his nearest relation and the man who most rejoiced in his death.'" — "Truly," said Moawia, "you saw a thing to wonder at; who was the dead man?" Abid answered: "He bore the name of Ithyar Ibn Labid al-Ozri (8)." Let us return to the Sharîf. The Khatib (vol. I. p. 75) says, in his History of Baghdad, that, being in the presence of Abû 'l-Husain Ibn Mahfûz, who held a high rank in the service of the empire, he heard the kâtib Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah say that some literary men had declared, in his hearing, that the Sharîf was the best poet ever produced by the tribe of Koraish. On this Ibn Mahfûz said: "That is perfectly true; some poets there were among them who expressed themselves well, but their composition were not numerous; none of them shone by the excellence and the quantity of his works but ar-Rida." The Sharîf ar-Rida was born at Baghdad, A. H. 359 (A. D. 969-70); he died there on Sunday morning, the 6th of Muharram, A. H. 406 (27th June, A. D. 1015), — some say, of Safar — and was interred at his residence situated in that part of the suburb of al-Karkh which is
called the quarter of the Anbarite mosque (khutt masjid il-Anbāriyytn). The house in which he resided fell into ruin, and all traces of his tomb disappeared. When the burial was about to take place, his brother Abū 'l-Kāsim al-Murtada withdrew to the mausoleum of Mūsa Ibn Jaafar (9), feeling his inability to support the sight of the bier and the interment; it was, therefore, the vizir Fakhr al-Mulk who recited the funeral prayer in the house of the deceased, before a large assembly. — His father at-Tāhir Zū 'l-Manākib Abu Ahmad al-Husain was born A. H. 307 (A. D. 919-20); he died at Baghdad in the month of the first Jumāda, A. H. 400 (Dec.-Jan., A. D. 1009-10)— some say, 403 — and was interred in the funeral chapel of the Koraish cemetery, near the Fig gate (Bāb at-Tūn). His son ar-Rida composed an elegy on his death, and Abū 'l-Alā al-Maarri (vol. I. p. 94) deplored his loss in a kastda which begins thus:

O that misfortune would cease to afflict us! the man is dead whose wealth was for the impoverished and whose amber (bounty) for those who were desirous of perfumes (gifts).

It is a long poem and displays the highest excellence. — We have already spoken of his brother the Shartf al-Murtada Abū 'l-Kāsim Ali (vol. II. p. 256). — Pronounce عبيد and شريعة Sharya. — Jurhumī means descended from Jurhum, the son of Kahtān and the progenitor of a large and celebrated Yemenite tribe. — Ithyar, in its primitive acceptation, means dust, but it has been employed as a proper name for men.— Of al-Ozri we have already spoken (vol. I. p. 331).

(1) This person must not be confounded with Ali ar-Rida, another member of the same family. See vol. II. p. 212.
(2) His life is given by our author.
(3) See Yattma, MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, No. 1370, fol. 251.
(4) See vol. II. page 438, note (18).
(5) Omar is pronounced Omara, in the nominative, and Omara, in the dative and the accusative; there is nothing by which these two cases can be distinguished, except the part of speech by which one or the other is governed. The accusative case, in Arabic, is called nasta, and the same word signifies malevolence. The Shartf took it in the latter meaning, alluding to the manner in which his ancestor Ali was treated by Omar. One of the parties opposed to Ali was called Ahl an-Nasb (the malevolent).
(6) This name is pointed in different manners: it may be read Khabri, Khaire, and Khobri. I can find no information respecting the person who bore it.
(7) Arabic writers are singularly credulous respecting the longevity of certain Arabs who flourished towards the time of Muhammad. According to them, Labbd the poet lived one hundred and fifty years; Abīd al-Jur-
IBN HANI THE POET.

Abû 'l-Kâsim, surnamed also Abû 'l-Hasan, Muhammad Ibn Hâni, a member of the tribe of Azd, a native of Spain, and a celebrated poet, is said to have drawn his descent from Yazid Ibn Hâtîm Ibn Kâbîsa Ibn al-Muhâllab Ibn Abî Sufra al-Azdi, or from Rûh Ibn Hâtîm (vol. I. p. 529), Yazid's brother. His father Hâni belonged to a village in the territory of al-Mahdiya, a city in Idrîkiya, and displayed considerable talents as a poet and a philologist. Having passed into Spain, he there became the father of Muhammad, who was born at Seville and passed his early youth in that city. Muhammad Ibn Hâni acquired, in the course of his studies, an ample stock of literary information, and displayed a superior talent for poetry. He knew by heart (a great number of) poems composed by the Arabs of the desert and numerous facts relating to the history of that people. Having gained the favour of the prince who governed Seville, he plunged into dissipation and incurred the suspicion of holding the doctrines of the philosophers (materialism). This report acquired, at length, such consistence, that it drew on him the hatred of the people; they murmured also against his patron, whom they imagined to hold the same impious opinions. The prince recommended him to retire from the city and remain absent till his conduct was forgotten; and Ibn Hâni left the place, being then twenty-seven years of age (1). His subsequent adventures would afford matter for a long narration, but we shall only state, in a summary manner, that he crossed over to Maghrib, where he met and eulogized in verse the Kâid Jawhar (vol. I. p. 340), nawila to al-Mansûr (the Fatemide) and the same general who (afterwards) marched into Egypt and conquered that country for al-Moizz. He then went to visit Ja'far and Yahya, the
sons of Ali (vol. I. p. 326), who were at that time governors of al-Maslia, the capital of the province of ax-Zâb (2). They treated him with the utmost honour and kindness, but his reputation having reached al-Moizz Abû Tâmîm Maâdd al-Obaidi, the son of al-Mansûr, that prince, whose life we shall give under the letter M, sent for him, and received him, on his arrival, with the highest marks of favour. Al-Moizz having then set out for Egypt, as we shall relate in his life, Ibn Hâni accompanied him to some distance and then returned to Maghrib with the intention of taking his family and rejoining the prince. Having set out with them, he arrived at Barka, where he was hospitably received by one of the inhabitants, and passed some days with him in friendly intercourse. He there lost his life, in a drunken squabble, it is said. But some persons relate that he went out of his host’s dwelling in a state of intoxication, and, having fallen asleep on the road, he was found dead the next morning, but the cause of his death could not be ascertained. According to a third account, he was found strangled in the waistband of his trowsers in one of the gardens (3) of Barka. This event occurred on Wednesday morning, the 23rd of Rajab, A. H. 362 (30th April, A. D. 973). He had then attained his thirty-sixth year; some say, his forty-second. Such is the information furnished by the author of the History of Kairawân (4), but he gives us to understand that the poet was (travelling) with al-Moizz (when he lost his life), which is in contradiction with the statement we have just made, namely: that he accompanied al-Moizz to some distance and then returned to take his family. Al-Moizz had arrived in Egypt when he heard of Ibn Hâni’s death. He expressed great grief at his loss and said: “We hoped to have placed this man in competition with the poets of the East, but that pleasure was refused us.” Ibn Hâni composed some brilliant and exquisite poems on al-Moizz. In one of them, which is the kasîda rhyming in n, he begins thus (5):

Has Yâbrin then become one of the valleys of Aâlij? or, rather, do the large-eyed gazelles (maidens) whom the camels bear along in covered litters belong to both these regions (9). To whom were we indebted for the nights which, from the time we first enjoyed them, never excited our complaints? From the time (these fair ones) were sources of affliction (by their cruelty); (maidens,) brilliant as stars, graceful as the (pliant willow-) branch, whose clear complexion (spread radiance around) even before the first smiles of the dawn; and yet they were dark with the musk (blackness) of the fringe which adorns handsome females (the hair). For them the coral ensanguined the surface of its cheek, and (their teeth) made the pearls weep (with envy) in their shell. My lamentations for their departure aided the mournful cry of the turtle-dove, and served as an accompaniment to its monotonous melody. They departed rapidly and, as they saw (our grief), sighs proceeded from their litters, and plaintive cries were
uttered even by their camels. Their (red) tents seemed to have given a tint to the morning (?); or rather, (the evil influence of jealous) eyelids had cast a yellow hue over its cheek. Why should the robe of anemomy (the carnation complexion) with which these maidens clothed their cheeks be not revealed to sight? Now that they have departed, I let the meadows (where they sported) be parched with drought, and no copious tears of mine shall water (the thirsty soil). Shall I permit my eyes to borrow a stolen glance at the splendid aspect of their beauty, and thus deceive (their modest coyness)? No! I should then be disloyal. (For me) the land is no longer a brilliant land, even though arrayed in flowers! (For me) the water of the spring is no longer pure! Let (these fair ones) not depart! the soil of this land is amber, its woods are the (graceful) willows, and the sun its humble slave. (O for) the days when (our horses') trappings displayed in that land their alternate stripes, and the fine tissues (which formed our dress in times of peace) were folded up and laid by—when the lances were couched, the swords glittering, and the steeds ready to start! (If I dwell with pleasure on) the recollection of (my beloved) Zamyā, her people were not jealous, neither was (their) warfare stubborn (?). (Her) is the land which I regret, and yet it was (a land of) lances, and the coverts where its fawns took shelter were dens of lions. Can a sleek and rapid steed, well-girded and mettlesome, bear me thither? (My companion shall be) a sword, the watered blade of which shows on its surface traces like the paths of the emmet, and which waits in ambush behind the point of my spear; its sharp edge is without a defect, and the souls (of flies) dwell upon its point; death was the water in which its steel was tempered, and its blade was not forged by (human) workmen. Before it descends, the victim seems already struck by the might of al-Moizz or by (the terror of) his cherished name.

In the same piece, he gives the following description of horses:

And neighing (steeds), for whom, on the day of inroad, the hills were not hills, neither was the rugged ground rugged; they were recognised the instant they passed all rivals, but not by the fact that the eye could have followed them in their career on the day of trial. All that the lightning knows of them is, that they were borne along on its wings, and that their speed was equal to that of thought. The copious rains may serve (O prince!) as an emblem of thy liberality; thy right hand seems to have touched the constellations which shed their humid influence upon the earth (8).

Were this high-sounding poem not so long, I should insert it all here; but what we give suffices to prove how highly the author ranked as a poet and to exhibit the peculiar beauty of his manner. His poetical works form a large volume, and were it not that he carries his eulogiums to an excess bordering on impiety, the divān of his verses would be one of the finest which exists. The people of the Western countries never possessed his equal either in ancient or modern times; he is incontestibly their best poet, and they esteem him as highly as the people of the East prize al-Mutanabbi (vol. I. p. 102): both were contemporaries, but some difference of opinion subsists relative to the superiority of the latter to Abū Tammām
(vol. I. p. 348). To discover the date of Ibn Hâni’s death, I never ceased consulting historical works and other sources where that information might be expected to be found; I questioned a great number of masters in this branch of science, but all my pains were useless, till, meeting with a little volume composed by Abû ’l-Hasan Ibn Rashik al-Kairawâni (vol. I. p. 384), anentitled Kurâda tâd’Dahab, I discovered in it what I sought. From another quarter I learned the age at which he died. I found in a notice composed on the life of Ibn Hâni by an author of talent and prefixed to the dîwân of his poems, that he lived to the age here mentioned; but the date of his death is not given, the writer not having been able to meet with it. It is said that, when Abû ’l-Alâ al-Maarri (vol. I. p. 94) heard any of Ibn Hâni’s verses recited, he used to say: ‘‘I can only compare that to a mill grinding horns;’’ alluding to the harshness of the poet’s phraseology; he pretended also that, under these rugged terms no real meaning existed. This opinion I am obliged to declare unjust, but he was led into it by his partiality for al-Mutanabbi. To sum up in a word Ibn Hâni’s merits, we cannot but pronounce him to have been one of the great poets.

(1) Thâs must have taken place in A. H. 347 or in 953. The prince Omaiyide Abd ar-Rahmân an-Nâsir was at the former epoch sovereign of Spain and held his court at Cordova. It was probably his son al-Hakam al-Mustansir who then governed Seville and protected Ibn Hâni.


(3) The word saqûd, the plural of sdnîya, means irrigated gardens. In its primitive acceptation, it designates the camels and wheels employed to draw up water from wells for agricultural purposes.

(4) Seven or eight authors have composed works containing biographical notices on the eminent men of Kairawân. I know not of which one our author had in view here.

(5) This piece, which is extremely obscure and very incorrectly given in all the copies, does not admit of a literal translation. I have given, however, all the ideas, and followed, as closely as I could, the text which I found in Ibn Hâni’s Diwân, MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, Supplement ar., No. 1056, fol. 168, but it was necessary to paraphrase most of the verses.

(6) Yâbrûn and Aâlij are the names of two places in Arabia. The meaning of the verse appears to be this: ‘‘Has the territory of Yabrun been removed to the neighbourhood of Aâlij, so that the numerous gazelles (nympha) of both regions have been collected together? Or rather, do not these gazelles of Maghrib come ‘‘from Yabrûn and Aâlij?’’ The Diwân reads اَفَأَلَامْ خَلَقُ (the valleys of Khlîj).’’

(7) Red tents were used only by persons of the highest rank.

(8) In the Diwân of Ibn Hâni, MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, Supplement, this poem is preceded by the following short introduction: ‘‘It is said that this was the first haštûd which he recited at Kairawân, and that al-Moizz ordered him the present of a carpet (dast) valued at six thousand dinars, and the poet said: ‘‘‘‘Commander of the faithful! I have no place large enough to hold it, if it be spread out.’’ On this, the
"prince ordered a palace to be built for him at the expense of six thousand dinars and sent to it three thousand dinars' worth of furniture to match (the beauty of) the palace and the carpet." The *Diehun* of Ibn Hāni contains a great number of remarkable pieces; unfortunately the copy in the *Bibliothèque impériale* has neither gloss nor comment.

---

**IBN AMMAR ZU 'L-WIZARATAIN.**

Zū 'l-Wizāratain (1) Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ammār al-Mañri al-Andalusi as-Shilbi (native of Silves in Portugal) was a celebrated poet, the rival of Ibn Zaidūn al-Kortubi (vol. I. p. 123), and nurtured, like him, in the various branches of literary composition; they were, in fact, the two great poets of that age. The princes of Spain dreaded Ibn Ammār for the acrimony of his tongue and his talent (as a satirist), and more particularly when al-Motamid ala 'Ilah Ibn Abbâd, the sovereign of the west of Spain (2),—his life will be found (in this volume) under the letter M,—took him into favour, made him his intimate companion, and raised him to the rank of vizir and privy counsellor. Al-Motamid then confided to him the seal of the empire and dispatched him as emir (to lead his armies). And yet the time had been when Ibn Ammār was a person of no importance; but now, he marched in pomp, followed by tents, steeds, led-horses, troops and squadrons, drums beating behind him, banners and colours flying over his head. Having taken possession of the city of Todmir (3), he became one of those who mount the pulpit and the throne (4), notwithstanding his incapacity as a statesman and his inability as a ruler. He then rose against the sovereign who had every right to his gratitude, and hastened to disobey his orders and infringe his rights. But al-Motamid had recourse to stratagem and directed against him the arrows of wily artifice, till he deprived him of all means of escape and got him into his power. He then slew him, by night, in the palace, with his own hand, and ordered the corpse to be buried. This occurred at Seville in the year 477 (A. D. 1084-5). Ibn Ammār was born A. H. 422 (A. D. 1031 (5). His friend Abū Muhammad Abd al-Jalîl Ibn Wâlidân al-Mursi (vol. I. p. 108 n.) composed an elegy on his death, in which he said:

'Tis strange! I shed floods of tears for his loss, and yet I must exclaim: May the right hand of him who slew him be never blasted!

---
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IBN KHALLIKAN'S

Abū Nasr al-Fath Ibn Khākān (vol. II. p. 455) says, in his *Kaldād al-Iktiyan*:

"Some years later, I saw the bones of Ibn Ammār's legs taken out of an excavation which was making close to the palace; the *bracelets* were still closed around them, having never been taken off or undone. O that they were still closely filled! The people looked on at this moral lesson, and the most incredulous then believed the history of his death." — By *bracelets* (*aṣdwa'ir*) the writer means *fetters.* — One of Ibn Ammār's most celebrated *kaṣtdas* is that in which he says:

Pass round the glass! The zephyrs are come, and the Pleiades rein in (their steeds) and cease their nocturnal journey. The morning has bestowed upon us its camphor (*brightness*), now that the night has taken from us its amber (*darkness*).

In the eulogistic part of that poem, he says of al-Motamid Ibn Abbād:

When princes crowd towards the fountain (*of glory*) and he approaches, they advance not to it until he has quenched his thirst and retired. (*His presence is*) more soothing to the heart than the dew-drop, and more grateful to the eyes than balmy sleep. It is he who striketh sparks from (*the steel of*) glory; he never leaves the fire of war, but he lights the fire of hospitality.

It is a long and excellent poem (*7*). Another of his good pieces is that rhyming in *m*, and composed also in honour of al-Motamid Ibn Abbād. It begins thus:

If not for me, for whom do the clouds shed their tears? If not for me, for whom do the doves utter their plaintive cry?

He gives in it the following description of his native place:

May the rains clothe it in a mantle of youth, for there it was that puberty delivered me from the amulets of the childhood. (*Standing*) there, I recalled to mind the days of love, and that recollection awoke the flames of passion in my bosom. (*I thought of*) those nights when I heeded not the advice of reproving friends, and turned not away from the delusive path of the lover; when the eyes of slumbering maidens kept me awake, and their graceful figures kept me in torment. (*I thought of*) the night we passed at Suddatain, where the meandering river glided on like a serpent; (*where the breezes*) flitted to and fro, like envious tale-bearers passing between us. We remained that night, unseen by treacherous spies, in a spot as retired as that in which the secrets of the bosom lie concealed.

In the eulogistic part of the same poem, he says:

—Princes at whose abodes glory took its station,—palaces, the dwellings renown. Their
noble house, founded by the sword, is supported by the spear. When terror arrests the step (of the warriors), these (princes) lead them on, with long lances in the outstretched arm. Their hands scorn to return (from combat) till they succeed in cutting off (a prisoner’s) forelock or a foeman’s head. (Constant) guests (at the banquet) of war, they pass the death-cup around, as their swords, with redoubled strokes, cleave the skulls. With them we see the lance crouched in support of honour, and the spear brandished in execution of noble designs.

In the same piece, he says (of the prince):

See him, when they take to horse, the first to strike the foe; behold him, when they dismount, the last to partake of food.

This is also a long and magnificent piece.—One of the crimes imputed to him by al-Motamid Ibn Abbâd was his having composed two satirical lines on his father al-Motamid and himself. These lines, which we here give, were the principal cause of his death:

What makes me dislike conversing of Spain, is to hear of a Motadid’s being there and a Motamid; two royal names out of their places (8); it reminds me of the cat which strives, by swelling, to attain the size of the lion.

His poetry abounds in beauties.—Mahri means descended from Mahra Ibn Haidân Ibn al-Hâf Ibn Kudâa, (the progenitor of) a great tribe from which many persons derive their surname.—Shilbi means belonging to Shilb (Sitves), a maritime city in the Spanish peninsula.—Tadmîr is the same city as Murcia (9); al-Motamid Ibn Abbâd sent Abû Bakr Ibn Ammmâr to Tadmîr as his lieutenant; Ibn Ammmâr revolted there, and al-Motamid never discontinued his efforts to circumvent him till he got him into his power and put him to death, as we have already said. This event is so well known, that we need not enter into details.—The kâtib Imâd ad-Dîn al-Ispahanî says, in his Khartda, when giving a notice on Ibn Ammmâr and a account of his death: “One of the principal circumstances which conduced to his death was his composing a satirical poem on ar-Rumaikya, the concubine by whom al-Motamid had his children; in one passage he says:

"You chose her from among the daughters of an ignoble stock, that Rumaikya, a woman who (if slain) would not be worth the prince of her blood. She brought (into the world) a puuy race, doubly vile by their paternal and maternal descent."

I must here observe that ar-Rumaikya, the concubine of al-Motamid, was purchased by him, in his father’s lifetime, from (one) Rumaik Ibn Hajjâj, and that she
was surnamed after her former master. Al-Motamid displayed an extreme attachment to her and allowed her to acquire a great ascendency over him. Her real name was Itimâd (support), and this induced him to assume the corresponding surname of al-Motamid (the supported). She died at Aghmât (in Morocco) subsequently to al-Motamid. After his death, she neither shed a tear nor uttered a sigh, but expired of grief. It was she who excited al-Motamid’s anger against Ibn Ammâr, being incensed at the satire which that poet had directed against her. It is said, however, that he was not the author of the piece, but that his enemies passed it under his name with the intention of turning al-Motamid’s heart against him.

(1) Zâ ‘l-wudrâtân signifies holder of the two vizirships, namely, that of the sword and that of the pen; this officer was generalissimo and secretary of state. But, “(in Spain,) the title of vizir was common to all who “were admitted into the intimacy of the sovereign and were attached to his personal service. The vizir who “acted as his lieutenant bore the title of Zâ ‘l-wudrâtân.”—(See Mokkari, Arabic text, vol. 1, page 321.)

(2) The Abbadite dynasty, of which al-Motamid was the third sovereign, reigned at Seville.

(3) See note (9).

(4) That is, he pronounced the khutba from the pulpit as representative of the sovereign, and he sat on the throne as governor of the province.

(5) For a full account of Ibn Ammâr’s life and adventures, see the fourth volume of Doxy’s Histoire de l’Espagne musulmane.

(6) By this he expresses his wish to see Ibn Ammâr again among the living. A fetter is closely filled when the prisoner is alive, and holds loosely when the flesh has mouldered away in the tomb. I read مسنت‌ها وترح. 

(7) Ibn Khâtân gives it in the Kalâid.

(8) These names were first borne by Abbaside khalifs.

(9) The city and territory of Tadmîr were so called after Theodomir, a Gothic general who encountered the Arabs on their first invasion. He continued his resistance for some time after the defeat and death of king Roderic, but finally made peace with Abd al-Azîz, the son of Mûsâ Ibn Nasr, and obtained for himself a principality which included the provinces of Valencia and Murcia.

IBN AS-SAIGH IBN BAJJA (AVEMPACE).

Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Bajja al-Tujibi al-Andalusi as-Sarakosti (native of Saragossa in Spain) and generally known by the appellation of Ibn as-Sâigh (the son of
the goldsmith) the philosopher, was a poet of considerable celebrity. Al-Fath Ibn Khâkân (vol. II. p. 455) mentions him in the Kaldid al-Ilkiyân and represents him as an infidel and an atheist, professing the doctrines held by the (ancient) sages and philosophers. The same author says of him, in his Matmah al-Anfus (1) : "He studid these doctrines (2) and directed his mind towards the dimensions of the spheres and the boundaries of the climates; he rejected the book of God the all-wise, and haughtily cast it behind his back (3); he wished to prove false that revelation which falsehood never does nor can attain (4), and applied himself exclusively to astronomy. He denied that we should return unto God, and he declared his belief in the governing influence of the stars; boldly insulting the majesty of the intelligent and all-knowing God, he hearkened with audacious indifference to his threats and prohibitions, laughing to scorn these words of His: He who hath placed thee under the rule of the Korân will surely bring thee again before him (5); he believed time to be a revolution (of vicissitudes), and considered man as a plant or a flower for which death was the ripening, and for which the snatching out (of existence) was the gathering of the fruit. Faith disappeared from his heart and left not a trace behind; his tongue forgot (the praises of) the Merciful, neither did (the holy) name cross his lips." But I must say that Ibn Khâkân's statement is exaggerated, and that he passes all bounds in accusing him of doctrines so perverse (6). God, however, knows best what his principles were. The same writer quotes the following amongst other pieces of Ibn as-Sâigh's poetry:

Inhabitants of Namân al-Árâk (7), know that in my bosom also you possess an abode! Continue to preserve (for me) your friendship; alas! how long have I suffered from the perfidy of men in whom I placed my trust. Ask the nights which I have passed, if slumber ever imbued my eyelids since you pitched your tents in a distant land! Ask your skies if ever the swords of their lightnings were drawn without their finding sheaths in my eyes (8).

When I was in Aleppo, a learned Maghribin shaikh recited to me these lines as having been composed by Ibn as-Sâigh, but, some time after, I met with them in the diwân containing the works of Abû 'l-Fityân Muhammad Ibn Haiyûs, a poet whose life shall be given (in this volume). This led me to doubt the exactitude of the shaikh's statement, and I said (to myself) that he was probably mistaken, but I then found the piece in (Ibn Khâkân's) Matmah, where it is given as Ibn as-Sâigh's.
God best knows by which of the two it was composed. The following piece is also by Ibn as-Saigh:

(The travellers) encamped amidst the flowers of the meadow, where the fluttering zephyr breathed perfumes around. I sent my heart to accompany their heavy-laden camels, and, bleeding from its wounds, it followed in the path of the caravan. Why didst thou not ask their captive (lover) if they had not among them a prisoner to be set free (from the bonds of love)? thou mightst have asked him, jealous (though he was). I swear by Him who made their (slight and) graceful figures like the (slender) twigs (of the willow), and their teeth like the (white) anthemis flowers, that, when the zephyr fleeted by me after their departure, I never inhaled it without breathing it forth in an ardent flame.

When his death drew near, he would frequently repeat the lines:

I said to my soul when death stood before it, and when, impelled by terror, it fled to the right and to the left: "Stand and support the evil thou abhorrest; how long wert thou accus-

tomed to seek for death as a refuge (against affliction)?"

He died at Fez in the year 533 (A. D. 1138-9), from eating a poisoned ḍdīn-

dīn (9). By another account, his death is placed in 525. — Bājja is the name of silver in the language of the western Franks (10) — Tujibī, pronounced also Tujib, means descended from Tujib, the mother of Adi and Saad, the sons of Ashras Ibn as-Sukūn. She herself was the daughter of Thaubān Ibn Sulaim Ibn Madhīj, and her sons were surnamed after her.— Sarakosti means belonging to Sarakosta (Saragossa), a city of Spain which produced a number of learned men. It was taken by the Franks in the month of Ramadān, A. H. 512 (January, A. D. 1119 (11).

(1) This passage is also to be found in the Kalā'id. For an account of the Matmeh, see Dozy's Historia Abbasidarum, page 10.

(2) I suspect that the word tādīlm, here rendered by doctrines, means the mathematica.

(3) Korān, sūrat 3, verse 184.

(4) Korān, sūrat 41, verse 42.

(5) Korān, sūrat 26, verse 85.

(6) Through the diffuse and pretentious phraseology of Ibn Khākān, in his Kalā'id, we perceive that Ibn Bājja was vizir to the emir Abū Bakr Ibn Ibrahim (governor of Murcia), and that he removed to Valencia on perceiving the progress made by the Christians. He then proceeded to Saragossa, and, after the capture of that city by king Alphonso, he went to Xativa, where he was imprisoned by Abū Ishak Ibrahim, the emir of that place, and returned to Islamism that he might save his life. It appears also that, during his vizirate, he had offended Imād ad-Dawlat Ibn Hūd, sovereign of Saragossa, and, at a later period, that prince was on the point of putting him to death. Ibn Khākān informs us also that Ibn Bājja was a skilful musician.
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(7) Nomdn al-Ardk (Nomdn of the acacia trees) is the name of a valley near Mekka. It is frequently mentioned by the Arabic poets, because the manners of its inhabitants presented a perfect image of pastoral life.

(8) The poet's meaning is, that he kept his eyes always open and turned in the direction of their abodes. He plays also upon the words juf'an (sheaths of the eye, eyelids) and isbn (scabbards).

(9) The bidinisdn is the egg-plant, or solanum melongena of Linneus.

(10) I know of no European word bearing a resemblance to bdbja and signifying silver, except the Italian baiocco, the coin so called; the word pajoia existed in the old Italian, but, according to the cardinal Zurla (in a treatise cited by the viscount de Santarem, in his Recherches sur la découverte des pays situés sur la côte occidentale de l'Afrique), it signified gold. It is, perhaps, an alteration of the Spanish word plata.

(11) It was taken by Alphonso L., king of Arragon. — M. de Gayangos has given a translation of Ibn Abi Osaliba's life of Ibn Bâjja in the appendix to the first volume of his Muhammedan Dynasties in Spain.

IBN AR-RAFFA AR-RUSAFI.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ghâlib ar-Raffâ al-Andalusi ar-Rusâfi (a native of ar-Rusâf in Spain and) a well-known poet, is the author of some charming verses in which he displays an elegant talent for versification. His poems are widely circulated throughout all (Moslim) countries. One of his most celebrated pieces is that composed on a young girl who followed the trade of weaving:

(My friends) made me long reproaches for loving her, and they said: "Wert thou enamoured with any but a vile and worthless creature (we should excuse you)." I replied: "Had I power to control my passion, I should hearken to (your advice), but I have not that power. I love her for her pearly teeth, the perfume of her mouth, the sweetness of her lips, the magic of her eyes and glances; (I love) that gazelle (ghozaial) in whose fingers the thread (ghazl) ever revolves, like the mind (of the poet) when composing sonnets (ghazal) on his mistress. Gaily her hand drives the shuttle across the warp, playing it as fortune plays with the hopes of man; pulling with her hand, striking with her foot, she seems like the deer entangled in the toils of the hunter."

Another exquisite piece of his is that which he composed on a young girl, who pretended to weep and moistened her eyes with saliva:

Let me be excused for loving that wanton (maid) who weeps (as if') in sadness and yet whose bosom is free from the (sorrow) she affects. She moistens her eyes with saliva to imitate tears,
though she smiles like the (opening) flower. She would make us think that moisture to be the drops of her eyelids; but when was wine (saliva) extracted from the narcissus (the eye) (1)?

In another piece, he says:

A maid who resembled the willow-branch by her slender waist, but not by her aspect, for that troubled every heart, was sleeping during the noon-tide heats, her cheek crowned with perspiration; and I said; "Behold the rose moist with its own sap."

This poet died at Malaga in the month of Ramadân, A. H. 572 (March, A. D. 1177). — Rüsfî means belonging to ar-Rusîfa, a small town in Spain, near Valencia. There is another village of the same name near Cordova; this one was built by Abd ar-Rahmân Ibn Moawia Ibn Hishâm Ibn Abd al-Malik, the first Omaiyyide sovereign of Spain; he was called ad-Dâkîl (the enterer, the new comer), because he entered into Spain on leaving Syria, whence he had fled through fear of the Abbaside (khalîf), Abû Jaafar al-Mansûr. He adventures are well known. On entering Spain, he obtained possession of the country and was proclaimed sovereign at Cordova on the day of the Festival of the Sacrifice, A. H. 138 (May, A. D. 756), at the age of twenty-five years. He built this place and named it after the celebrated village in Syria, founded by his grandfather Hishâm Ibn Abd al-Malik. Such are Yâkût al-Hamawi's words, in his Muhitarîk (2); he indicates nine places bearing this name, but these I abstain from mentioning, to avoid lengthening the present article. He does not, however, notice the Rusîfa of Valencia; that would have made up ten places of the name.

(2) The life of this geographer is given by Ibn Khallikân.

---

**IBN ZUHR (AVENZOAR).**

Abû Bakr Muhammed al-Iyâdi, the son of Abû Marwân Abd al-Malik, the son of Abû 'l-Âlâ Zuhr, the son of Abû Marwân Abd al-Malik, the son of Abû Bakr Muham-
mad, the son of Marwân, the son of Zuhr, a native of Seville in Spain, belonged to a family of which all the members were (either) men of learning (in the law), chiefs (in the civil administration), physicians, or vizirs (1); they obtained the first offices in the state, enjoyed the favour of sovereigns and exercised great authority. The ḥāfiz Abû 'l-Khattâb Ibn Dihya (vol. II. p. 384) says, in his work entitled al-Mutrib min Ashâr Ahl il-Maghrib (the charming [portion] of the poems composed by people of the West): “Our shaikh Abû Bakr,” meaning Ibn Zuhr, “occupied a firm station in philology, and drew his knowledge of medicine from the purest sources; he knew by heart the poems of Zâ 'r-Rumma (vol. II. p. 447), (and they form the third part of the language spoken by the desert Arabs,) to which he joined a full acquaintance with all the doctrines held by the physicians; he enjoyed high favour under the sovereigns of the West; his family was ancient, his wealth great, and his possessions ample. I attended his lessons during a long period, and derived from him a copious share of literary information.” — He then gives the following verses as Ibn Zuhr's:

Whilst the fair ones lay reclining, their cheek pillow'd on the arm, a hostile inroad of the dawn took us by surprise. I had passed the night in filling up their cups and drinking what they left; till inebriation overcame me, and my lot was also theirs. The wine well knows how to avenge a wrong; I turned the goblet up, and that liquor turned me down.

After quoting this passage, he adds: "I asked him the year of his birth, and he replied, in 507 (A. D. 1113-4); towards the close of A. H. 595 (October, A. D. 1199) I received news of his death." — In these verses, Ibn Zuhr comes near the idea expressed by the râfit Abû Ghâlib Obaid Allah Ibn Hibat Allah al-Asbâghi (2) in the following lines:

I filled them out cool draughts of a liquor which, did it keep peace towards those who drink it, had not been named ṭâqdr (3). It called to mind the wrongs it suffered of old when it lay prostrate (in the vintage-vat) and the pressers trod it under foot. It then yielded to them, but when they drank to intoxication, it got them in its power and cried: “Now is the time for vengeance!”

It is said that he is the author of the following lines on one of the most esteemed and voluminous works studied by physicians, namely, Galen’s Hîla tal-Barî (4):

The Hîla tal-Barî was composed to keep the sick in hopes of life or to divert their fears, but, when death comes, it says: The Hîla tal-Barî is not a means of cure (5).
In one of his poems, Ibn Zuhr expressed the ardent desire which he felt for the sight of his child (from whom he happened to be separated); in this piece he says:

I have a little one, a tender nestling (6), with whom I have left my heart. I dwell far from him; how desolate I feel in the absence of that little person and that little face. He longs for me, and I long for him; for me he weeps, and I weep for him. (Our) affectionate wishes are weary with passing from him to me, from me to him.

When his hair turned grey with age, he composed these lines:

I looked into the polished mirror and my eyes know not the object they beheld. I saw a little old man whom I did not recognise, although I had formerly seen him a youth. "Where," I exclaimed, "is the person who was here yesterday? when, when did he depart?" The mirror smiled and answered with surprise: "He is here, but thy eyes recognise him not. "The fair Sulaima used to call thee brother, but now she calls thee papa."

This last verse is a reminiscence of the idea expressed by the celebrated poet al-Akhtal (7) in the following lines:

When the girls call thee uncle, that title serves only to increase thy vexation; but when they call thee dear brother, it indicates a feeling nearer to love and attachment.

He gave directions that when he died, the following lines should be inscribed upon his tomb; they contain an allusion to his medical occupations:

Stand and reflect! behold the place to which we are all impelled. The earth of the tomb covers my cheek, as if I had never trod upon its surface. I treated people to save them from death; yet here I am, brought to it myself.

These verses, which I received from the lips of some learned men, are attributed to Ibn Zuhr, but God best knows whether they are genuine or not; we have nothing in support of their authenticity but the word of those who transmitted them. Ibn Dibya speaks of him in these terms: "And a species of composition for which our master was specially distinguished and wherein his imagination swayed his genius, so that persons of the highest talent became his humble followers, was that of muwashshâhât (8), compositions which are the cream, the quintessence, the substance, the pure extract of poetry, and an art, by the practice of which the people of the West surpassed those of the East, and wherein they shone like the rising sun and the brightness which illuminates." He then gives a muwashshaha
of the poet's which is very fine. Speaking of Abû 'l-Alâ Zuhr, Ibn Zuhr's grandfather, the same writer says: "He was the vizir of that epoch and its grandee, the philosopher of that age and its physician. He died at Cordova, A. H. 525 (A. D. 1130-1), from the sufferings caused by an ulcer which broke out between his shoulders."—Of his great-grandfather, Abd al-Malik, he says: "He travelled to the East, where he long practised as a physician, and became head of the faculty in Baghdad; he then removed to Egypt and afterwards to Kairawan. At a later period, he took up his residence at Denia, whence his reputation spread over all the regions of Spain and Maghrib. His pre-eminence in the art of medicine was so conspicuously displayed that he outshone all his contemporaries. He died at Denia." Of Muhammad Ibn Marwan, the grandfather of Ibn Zuhr's grandfather, Ibn Dihya writes as follows: "He was learned in speculation (9), a hadîf in literature (10), and a jurisconsult singularly acute in his fatwas (opinions); he held a high rank in the general council (of his native place) (11), he was versed in various sciences, remarkable for his handsome mien and talents, a transmitter of traditional literature, and, moreover, a man of extensive information. He died at Talavera, A. H. 422 (A. D. 1031), aged eighty-six years. A great number of learned Spaniards delivered traditional information on his authority, and they spoke highly of his piety, merit, generosity, and beneficence."—We have already explained the words Iyâddî (vol. I, p. 72) and Talabrâ (12); this dispenses us from repeating our observations here.—Zuhr is to be pronounced with an u after the z, then an h, without a vowel, followed by an r.—The kâtib Imâd ad-Din says, in his Khâtâda, that the following lines were composed on a member of this family, called Abû Zaid Ibn Zuhr, by Abû 'l-Taâyib Ibn al-Bazzâr:

Tell the plague and Ibn Zuhr that they have passed all bounds in working deeds of woe.
Say to them: Spare mankind a little! one of you is quite enough.

I have since found these verses attributed to Abû Bakr Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Abbây, a person who is stated to have died in the year 544 (A. D. 1149-50) (13).

(1) The Avenzoars belonged to the Arabian tribe of Iyâd Ibn Nizân.
(2) Abû Ghâlib al-Ashbâghi, surnamed Tâj ar-Ruwasâ (crown of the raises, most probably because he held under the empire a high rank as a râdis, or chief in the civil administration,) was sub-director of the register and general account office (تائب عن ديوان الزمان) in the reign of the khalif al-Muktafi. Under
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the reign of al-Mustazhir, he acted for a time as secretary of state. He composed a work as a guide for secretaries (علم الكتابة), and the kadibs of Irak drew up the public accounts after the system introduced by him (الكتاب البص 담). He embraced Islamism in the month of Safar, A. H. 224 (March-April, A. D. 1035), one day before the conversion of Ibn al-Musāli hya (see vol. II. p. 445), in consequence of an edict emanating from the khilif himself (التوتيغ الشرعى), ordering the simmis, that is, the Christians, Jews, and Sabians, to wear certain marks by which they might be distinguished from the Muslims.—(Khartou, MS. No. 1447, fol. 7.)—This Abū Ghālib was probably the son of the Hibát Allah mentioned in the life of Ibn al-Musāli hya.

(8) The word signifying wine, is derived from a root which means to wound, to hamstring.

(4) Hila tal-Baré (the means of cure) is the title given to the Arabic translation of Galen's work De methodo medendi μέθοδοι.

(8) The last verse may also be translated thus: But when death comes, the Hila tal-Baré says: "There is no means of cure."

(6) Literally: Like a young kata. The kata is a species of grouse.

(7) The life of al-Akhtal, an antieiilamic poet, has been given by Caussin de Perceval in the Journal Asiatique for April, 1854.

(9) See Introduction to vol. I. p. xxxv.

(9) Speculation, in Arabic rdi. He perhaps means Hanifi jurisprudence. See vol. I. pages xxvi, 584.

(10) That is, he knew by heart a great number of literary pieces preserved by tradition.

(11) Seville became a republic towards the year 1029.

(12) The author has not yet spoken of Talabara.

(13) In the appendix to Makkari's Muhammedan Dynasties in Spain, by M. de Gayangos, will be found a translation of the lives of Abd al-Malik Ibn Zuhr and Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Zuhr, from the Arabic of Ibn Abi Usibja.

IBN HAIYUS:

Abū 'l-Fīyān Muhammad Ibn Sultán Ibn Muhammad Ibn Haiyûs Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Murtada Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Haitham Ibn Othmân al-Ghanawi (4), surnamed Mustafa 'd-Dawlat (the chosen of the empire), and styled al-Amir (the emir) because his father was emir over the Arabs of the desert, ranks amongs the ablest poets of Syria. The collection of his poetical works forms a large diwān. He met a number of princes and great men, by whom he was amply rewarded for the poems which he composed in their praise, but he attached himself more particularly
to the Banû Mirdâs, a family which then reigned at Aleppo. Al-Jauhari says, in (his lexicon) the Sâdhâ, under the root râdâs: "Miridâs signifies a stone which is "thrown into a well for the purpose of discovering if there be water in it or not. "It is used also as a proper name for men." Ibn Haiyâ composed in their honour some beautiful kastâdas, and his adventure with Jalâl ad-Dawlat Samsâm ad-Dawlat (2) Abû 'l-Muzaffar Nasr Ibn Mahmûd Ibn Shibli ad-Dawlat Nasr Ibn Sâlih Ibn Mirdâs al-Kilâbi, the sovereign of Aleppo, is well known. The circumstances of it were these: Having celebrated the praises of Mahmûd Ibn Nasr, that prince rewarded him with the gift of one thousand dinars. On the death of Mahmûd, he went to his son and successor (Jalâl ad-Dawlat) Nasr and recited to him his poem rhyming in r, in which he extolled the qualities of the new sovereign and consoled with him on the loss of his father. It began thus:

The rank which fortune has bestowed upon thee is a sufficient glory for religion; those who (like me) have made a vow (for thy accession) must now engage in its fulfilment.

In one passage of it, he says:

(In thee) eight (qualities) are combined, which never were nor never will be separated as long as the eyelash protects the eye: firm belief and piety, beneficence and wealth, eloquence and depth of thought, resolution and success.

Alluding to Nasr's accession on the death of his father, he says:

We bore with patience the sentence pronounced by tyrant time; but, without thee, patience had not been possible. (Time) overwhelmed us with a misfortune which surpassed (our deepest feelings of) affliction, and was equalled only by those favours (which thy father granted and) for which (our utmost) gratitude was insufficient.

In another passage, he says:

I left thee through constraint, not through self-mortification; I went to find thee, when evil fortune overtook me, and (with thee) I found a secure shelter to which no obstacle debarred access, and a door of glory to which no curtain impeded our approach. Long did I dwell in the bondage of thy beneficence; thy noble acts ceased not, neither did my bondage cease. Thus the Lord of the heavens fulfilled his generous promise, that adversity should be followed by prosperity. The son of Nasr bestowed upon me one thousand pieces taken from the stock (of his treasures), and I well know that his son Nasr will repeat the gift. I was told to expect as much; and why should I not, since command and prohibition depend upon thy will? I need not press and insist; the merchandise is known and the price is fixed. I have pitched near thee the tent.
of my hopes, and how many are the mortals who sojourn whilst their hopes range through the world! In thy hands is the object for which I express my wishes in polished phrase; the least of thy favours would enslave even a freeman's heart.

When he had finished the recitation of this piece, the emir Nasr exclaimed: "By Allah! had he said, Nasr will redouble the gift many fold, in place of Nasr "will repeat the gift, I should have done so." He then bestowed on him one thousand dinars in a silver tray. A number of poets had assembled at the court of the emir Nasr and celebrated his praises, but the recompense which they expected did not appear. They, therefore, proceeded to the house of Baulos (Paul) the Christian, where the emir used to drop in occasionally and make up a social party. Amongst these poets was Abū 'l-Husain Ahmad Ibn Muhammed Ibn ad-Duwaïdā al-Maarri (native of Maarra tan-Nomān) (3), who, having written on a sheet of paper the following verses, in the composition of which they all had a share, sent them in to the emir. Some say, however, that the lines here spoken of were composed by Ibn ad-Duwaïdā:

At your well-guarded door is a band of the indigent; turn your attention towards the state of the indigent. The whole troop would be satisfied with the tenth of what you gave to Ibn Haiyūs. Our talents do not differ from his in that proportion (4); but the lucky man cannot be placed in comparison with him who is unlucky.

When the emir Nasr read these verses, he ordered them one hundred dinars, declaring at the same time that, if they had said, with as much as you gave to Ibn Haiyūs, he would have given it to them. The kātib Imād ad-Dīn quotes these verses in the Khartīda and ascribes them to Abū Sālim Abd Allah Ibn Abī 'l-Husain Ahmad-Ibn Muhammand Ibn ad-Duwaïdā, the son of the poet named above, and who was generally known by the surname of al-Kāf; God knows best! — The emir Nasr, a prince distinguished for his generosity and liberality, became sovereign of Aleppo in A. H. 467 (A. D. 1074-5), on the death of his father Mahmūd. He had not been long on the throne when some of his own troops attacked and slew him on the 2nd of Shawwl, A. H. 468 (9th May, A. D. 1076). We have already spoken of his great-grandfather Sālik Ibn Mirdas (vol. I. p. 631). — Ibn Haiyūs arrived at Aleppo in the month of Shawwl, A. H. 464 (June-July, A. D. 1072), and the house in which he there resided is now known as the House of the emir Alam ad-Dīn Sulaimān Ibn Haidara. One of Ibn Haiyūs's finest pieces is the kādisā rhyming in
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(Ildmiya), wherein he praises Abû 'l-Fadâil Sâhib Ibn Mahmûd, the brother of the emir Nasr. In the eulogistic portion of that poem, he says:

Whenever I was asked about you, I replied, (my object always being to direct him who goes astray): "If you wish to know them well, meet them in the midst of their beneficence, or on the day of battle; you will find them white (brilliant) in honour, black with the dust of the combat, their shoulders green (stained with the friction of their armour), and red the points of their spears."

How beautiful this enumeration! it seems to have occurred to him quite naturally and bears some resemblance to a passage in a magnificent kasâda composed by the celebrated poet Abû Said Muhammad ar-Rustâmî (vol. I. p. 217), and containing the eulogium of the Sâhib Ibn Abbâd (vol. I. p. 212). The verses to which we allude are these:

A band illustrious in peace and war, a family crowned with noble deeds and formed to wield the spear. When they encamp, the soil turns green (receives fresh verdure); when they encounter the foe, their spears turn red.

There, by Allah! is poetry in all its purity, unmixed with superfluous words.—Ibn Haiyûs acquired great wealth by the favour of the Mirdâs family, and he built a house at Aleppo, on the door of which he inscribed the following lines of his own composing:

We built this abode and in it we resided, enjoying the bounty of the Mirdasides, a family which delivered us from adversity and the tyranny of fortune. Say to the sons of earth: "Let men act thus towards their fellow-men."

—Some persons ascribe these verses to the grand emir (al-Amtr al-Jâlit) Abû 'l-Fath al-Hasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Abd al-Jabbâr, a native of Aleppo and generally known by the name of Ibn Abî Hasîna. In this, they are quite right.—A splendid and well-known kasâda of Ibn Haiyûs's is that which commences thus:

Here was the vernal abode of the fair Malikian maid; let us halt and ask of the summer rains where lay the dwelling of which they have effaced the trace.Invoke the flashing clouds to water the neglected vestiges of her tribe's presence in these their reserved grounds, and excuse the insufficiency of my tears, now exhausted (in weeping) before one (a mistress) who, though near, repelled me, and after one (a friend) who resolutely journeyed to a distant land. If travellers speak of me, they tell of eyes that are in tears and of a heart in pain. Restore to us the days (we passed in loving converse) at the sand-hill, days which we may hope for whenever we dare hope that thou (dear maid!) mayest grant us thy affection. Hadst thou known even the slightest of my sufferings, thou hadst restored to us the possession of thyself, that utmost object:
of our wishes. Nay, did the external aspect of my passion offer thee sufficient proof of the ardent flame concealed within my bosom, thou hadst relented after thy reproaches, loved after thy hatred, and granted after thy refusal. Were I just to myself, I should save my heart from (the pain of) becoming like him who seeketh and findeth not.

This poem contains the following passage:

I invoked the favours of the generous, but succeeded not; yet now, I return thanks for favours granted though unasked. Strange it is, yet wonders are not rare, that speedy favours should find but tardy gratitude.

In one of his pieces, he says:

Stop in the midst of thy hatred and let thy reproaches go no farther; be not like him who, whom raised to power, plays the tyrant. I see you justify the falsest lovers, whilst near thee true love meets its death. If you followed justice in your decisions, why do you not still follow the same path? In former times, men bent the bow to gain a livelihood, and that spear of mine (my stature now bent) was once straight and erect. The greyness which approached my locks has wronged me not, if it permit that my lot be still (a mistress with) dark (hair) and rosy lips (5). A closely-guarded maiden of rare beauty and seldom rivalled, chaste and fair as a statue; for her I burned with a passion which no reproach (of the censorious) could control, and respecting whom I questioned the ruined dwellings in the desert, but obtained no reply. Ask what are the feelings of her lover; his tears will give thee the surest information! but ask not whither roams his heart. For a time, it enabled me to endure my pains with patience, but it departed from me on the day in which the tribe (of my beloved) departed from the plain in which they fed their flocks. (That was) a departure which deprived me of consolation; and ever since, my patience journeyed towards the province of Najd, whilst I myself advanced into that of Tihama (6). (Therein was) a torture of separation, dreadful as the strokes of Mālik (the angel who guards hell), but under which, to my disgrace, I did not perish. O my two friends! if you help me not to support my affliction, you are no longer mine and I am no longer yours. You counselled me to be indifferent and to forget (her), but you mentioned not the way to indifference and forgetfulness. May the (spot where I passed my) days of love be watered by gushing clouds, rising in the horizon each time the rain clears off. (And yet we enjoyed) a life of which we stole the pleasures in despite of the jealous spy who, fatigued with waking, sunk the head to slumber.

The poem to which this passage belongs is of a considerable length. The ḥāfs Ibn Asākir (vol. II. p. 252) states, in his History of Damaseus, that, in the year 507 (A. D. 1113-4), the following observation was repeated to him by Abū 'l-Kāsim Ali Ibn Ibrahim al-Alawi: "The emir Abū 'l-Fītyān Ibn Haiyūs took me "by the hand when we were at Aleppo and said: 'You may give this verse as mine "and say that it was composed on Sharaf ad-Dawlat Muslim Ibn Kuraish (7):

"'Thou art he for whom eulogium is always ready (8), and whose veins flowed with generosity before they flowed with blood!'"
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This verse is the acme of eulogium. In the life of Abū Bakr Ibn as-Sāigh (p. 130 of this vol.) we have given some verses rhyming in ۰, and mentioned that they are attributed to him, but they exist also in the collected poetical works of Ibn Haiyūs: God best knows the truth in this matter.—In the year ۴۷۲ (A.D. 1079-80), the poet Abū Abd Allah Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Khayyāt (vol. l. p. 128) arrived at Aleppo and wrote the following lines to Abū ۷-Fītān (Ibn Haiyūs) who was then in that city:

All I possess would not sell for a dirhem, and from my looks you may judge of my state. But I have still some honour left (۹); that I never offered for sale, and where, where could I have found a purchaser?

On this it was observed that, had he said, and thou art surely the purchaser, it had been better. Ibn Haiyūs was born at Damascus on Saturday, the 29th of Safar, A.H. ۳۹۴ (27th December, A.D. 1003), and he died at Aleppo in the month of Shaabān, A.H. ۴۷۳ (Jan.-Feb. A.D. 1081). He was the shaikh (preceptor) of the Ibn al-Khayyāt just mentioned. —The name must be pronounced Haiyūs; among the poets of the West is an Ibn Habbūs (حبوس) whose name is nearly similar, except that, instead of an ی (ی), it is written with a غ (غ). I mention this, because these names have been often confounded, and I have frequently met with persons who supposed that the western poet’s name was Ibn Haiyūs also, which is a mistake.

1. Ghanawī signifies descended from Ghant Ibn Asur, the progenitor of a family which formed a branch of the Kais Ayān Arabs.

2. This double title signifies: magnificence and sword of the empire. In Ibn al-Adim’s History of Aleppo, the titles of Nasr Ibn Mahmūd are not given.

3. Imād ad-Dīn quotes a few extracts from the poems composed by different members of the Duwaida family, but furnishes no information respecting them. — (See Kharīda, MS. 4414, fol. ۴۹۹.)

4. Literally: All that difference does not subsist between us.

5. I suspect that the text of this verse is corrupted.

6. That is: My patience went one way and I went another. The expressions متنبج and متنبج are frequently occur in poetry.

7. Abū ’l-Mukārim Muslim, the son of Koraij, the son of Badrān, the son of al-Mukallad, the son of al-Musayyab, hereditary chief of the Okail Arabs, lord of Meso, Naibbin, Anbār, Takrit, and other cities, had established his authority over the greater part of Syria, when he fell A.H. ۴۷۸ (A.D. 1085) in combating the troops of Sulaimān Ibn Kutalmish the Seljūkide. See Abū ’l-Fedā’s Annals, years ۴۵۳, ۴۵۸, ۴۷۸, ۴۷۷.—The kādī Imād ad-Dīn says, in his Kharīda, that Abū ’l-Mukārim Muslim Ibn Kuraish Ibn Adh (کریسم) Kirwāš, king of Syria, styled Sharaf ad-Dawlat (nobleness of the empire), Majd ad-Dīn (glory of religion), the sultan of emirs
and the sword of the commander of the faithful, was extremely generous and that he granted the city of Mosul in flight to Ibn Haiyās as a recompense for the eulogiums which that poet had bestowed upon him in his poems. Ibn Haiyās survived this favour only six months. Sharaf ad-Dawlat himself displayed great talents as a poet. — (MS. No. 1444, fol. 199.)

(8) Literally: In whose market eulogium stations.

(9) Literally: Except some water of the face. See vol. 1, page 180, note (9).

AL-ABIWARDI THE POET.

Abū 'l-Muzaffar Muhammad Ibn Abī 'l-Abbās Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abī 'l-Abbās Ahmad Ibn Ishak Ibn Abī 'l-Abbās al-imām Muhammad Ibn Abī 'l-Fītyān Ishak Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Abī Marfū'a Mansūr Ibn Moawīa al-Asghar Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abī 'l-Abbās Othmān Ibn Anbas al-Asghar Ibn Othba Ibn Abī Al-Sharaf Ibn Othmān Ibn Anbas Ibn Abī Sofyān Sakhr Ibn Harb Ibn Omaiyā Ibn Abd Shams Ibn Abd Manāf was a member of the Omaiyide family and of the tribe of Kuraish. This descendant of Moawīa (the less [al-Moāwī]) was a native of Abiward (al-Abīwardi), a poet of great celebrity, a distinguished scholar, a transmitter of traditional information and a genealogist. The collected works of this elegant poet are classified under various heads, such as the Irdākiyāt (pieces relative to Irdāk), the Najdiyāt (pieces relative to Najd, pastoral pieces), the Wujdiyāt (amatory pieces), etc. His learning as a genealogist was unsurpassed, and his authority is cited by the most exact and the most trustworthy hāfizs. The hāfiz Abū Fadl Muhammad Ibn Tahir al-Makdisi quotes his words more than once in his Ansāb (p. 6 of this vol.). In that work, he says of him, under the article Al-Moawi: "He was the paragon of the age in various sciences, and we have quoted, in different parts of this book, a number of observations made by him. He wrote himself down as a descendant of Moawīa, and this verse of Abū 'l-Alâ al-Maarri might be applied to him with the utmost propriety:

"Though I came the last in time, I am able to produce what the ancients could not furnish."

Before this line, al-Makdisi had just mentioned some verses in which the poet
vaunted his own renown, but these it is not necessary to insert. Abū Zakariyā Ibn Manda (3) mentions him in the history of Isphahān, and says: "He was an honour to the races, the most excellent of the empire (4), orthodox in his belief, exuberant in his conduct, and versed in a number of sciences; well acquainted with the genealogies of the Arabs, elegant in his language, skilled in the composition of books, filled with intelligence, perfect in talents, the pearl of the epoch, the paragon of the age; but elated with vanity, pride and arrogance: when he prayed, he used to say: 'Almighty God! make me king over the eastern countries of the earth and the western thereof.'" The ḥafiz Ibn as-Samānī (vol. II. p. 156) takes notice of him in the Ansāb, under the word al-Modwi, and mentions him also in the Zail (supplement); he says: "(Al-Abtwardi) was surnamed after Moawia al-Asghar (the less)—the same whose name is given in the genealogical list (at the head of this notice).—'He once addressed a memorial to the Commander of the faith-ful, al-Mustazhir billah, and headed it with these words: Al-Khādīm al-Modwi (your humble servant, the descendant of Moawia). The khālif, who disliked the use of a patronymic which indicated that the bearer of it drew his descent from Omaiyah, scratched out the m of al-Moawī and sent back the memorial with the superscription changed into al-Khādīm al-Adwi (your humble servant, the howler)." As specimens of the beauties with which his poetry abounds, we may indicate the following passages:

We ruled over the kingdoms of the earth, and to us their grandees submitted, some willingly, some through constraint (5). But, when the days of our prosperity reached their term, adversity seized us and seldom relaxed its hold. In our days of joy, (these kingdoms) smiled with pleasure at our happiness; in our days of sorrow, they wept with sympathy. We met our misfortunes with faces of ingenuous dignity, radiant with honour (6); and, when we thought of disclosing the wrongs which fortune made us suffer, our modesty withheld us.

Fortune knew not my worth and was not aware that I was proud of soul and despised the strokes of adversity; whilst it showed me how calamities could assault (their victim), I let her see what patience was.

That maiden with the slender waist! I hearken not to him who blames me for loving her, and, when he depreciates her, I only love her the more. When she appears, I turn one eye towards her, and, with the other, I watch her jealous guardian. The delator is thus deceived, and knows not that my sight has got its full share of (the far) Sulaīma.

He composed the following lines on Abū 'n-Najīb Abd ar-Rahmān Ibn Abd al-
Jabbâr al-Mârâghî, a person who, by his talents, was one of the most eminent men of the time. This Abû 'n-Najîb resided in the fortress of Hîra (7), and often employed, in his poetical compositions, the figure called luzûm ma la yazum (the submitting to unnecessary obligations) (8):

The verses of al-Mârâghî, may God preserve you from them! are like his mind: the best parts of them are bad. In composing, he submits to unnecessary obligations, but he neglects those which are necessary.

It was al-Abiwardi who composed the following piece:

O beloved Omaima! if thou refusest me thy visits, grant that thy image come at night and visit me in my dreams. By Allah! neither calumny (9) nor absence can efface from the soul of thy adorer the impress of thy love.

I may here observe that Sibt Ibn at-Taâwizi, a poet of whom notice shall be taken in this work, borrowed from the first of these verses the thought which he has thus expressed in one of his kastâsas:

If thou refusest, when awake, to grant me a salutation, order thy image to fleet by me and salute me in my slumbers. Promise to visit me in my dreams; then, perhaps, my eyes may yield to sleep, in the hopes of seeing thee.

In one of his Najdiyat, he says:

We halted at Nomân al-ârâk (10); the dew-drops moistened our garments, and I passed the night enduring the pains of love whilst my fellow-travellers were sunk in sleep; the fatigues of the night-journey and of the desert had overcome us all. I thought of that charming maiden now so far away; and my flowing tears answered to the summons of love. Her abode is still in the recesses of that valley; my heart knows it, though my eyes perceive it not; I stopped near that dwelling, and my tears were mostly blood; my eyelids seemed to flow with blood (nomdn) instead of my nose (11).

A novel thought of his is that contained in a piece of verse descriptive of wine; he says:

Joy is its essence, and, therefore, the bubbles dance (upon its surface).

In one of his kastâsas, he says:

The age is corrupt, and all whom I chose for friends were either hypocrites who hoped for
favours or flatters who feared to offend. When I put them to the test, I found in them a sullen heart and a smiling countenance.

This thought he took from a kasda of Ābū Tammâm's (vol. i. p. 348), in which that poet elegantly says:

If you wish to conceive the worst opinion of mankind, examine that multitude of human beings; he is not a friend who offers thee a smiling countenance and conceals a sullen heart.

These digressions have led us away from our subject. — Al-Abîwardî composed a great number of works, such as History of Abîward and Nasa, a mukhtalîf and mutdâlîf (dictionary of synonyms and homonyms), a tabakât, or synoptical view, of all the sciences, a treatise on the synonyms and homonyms occurring in the genealogies of the Arabs, and various philological works drawn up on an original plan. His life was virtuous and his conduct exemplary. He died from poison at Ispahan on the afternoon of Thursday, the 20th of the first Rabi', A. H. 507 (4th Sept., A. D. 1113), and the funeral prayer was said over him in the Jâmt 'l-Attâ (the old mosque) of that city. — Abîwardî means native of Abîward, called also Abîward and Beward, a village in Khorâsân, which had produced many learned and eminent men. As-Samâni says, in his Ansâb, under the word Al-Kûfâni: "This relative adjective signifies belonging to Kûfân, a small village of Khorâsân, at six parasangs from Abîward. It was built by Abû Abd Allah Ibn Tâhir (col. II. p. 49), and has produced a number of Traditionists and other eminent men, one of whom was the philologer Abû 'l-Muzaffar Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Kûfâni, better known by the appellation of al-Abîwardî the philologer."

(1) From this genealogy we learn that there were two Moawlas in the Omâiyide family; one of them was styled al-Asghar (the less), to distinguish him from the khalif of the same name. It has been already observed (vol. II. p. 572), that there were also two Omâiyâs in the same family.

(2) This Anbas must have been brother to the khalif Moawla.

(3) The life of Abû Zakariyâ Yahya Ibn Manda will be found in this work.

(4) This writer means to say that al-Abîwardî was one of the most distinguished amongst the persons employed in the civil service, (râward, plural of râr) and that he bore the title of Afdal ad-Dawla (the most excellent of the empire.)

(5) In these verses he speaks as a member of the Omâiyide family.

(6) Radiant with honour; literally the water of which (fâces) had nearly fallen in drops. See the meaning of the expression water of the face explained in vol. I. page 108. The same line offers another example of
the various significations which the expression رتبة التراث can assume; it is here rendered by inge- nuous dignity.

(7) The name of this place is written variously in the MSS. They give the following readings: حضره, حضره, حضره. It is perhaps the Hir of Naisāpur; see vol. II. page 674.

(8) See vol. I. page 97, note.

(9) Literally: calumniatores.

(10) Noman al-Arāk is the name of a valley or glen between Mekka and Tāif.

(11) This idea, so burlesque in the translation, does not present the same ludicrous image in the original text; the quibble on the word bi-nomdan (which signifies also at the place called Nomdan,) diverting the attention of the reader from its absurdity.

---

**IBN ABI 'S-SAKR.**

Abū 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Omar, surnamed Ibn Abī 's-Sakr, was a native of Wāsit and a doctor of the Shafite sect. He studied jurisprudence under the shaikh Abū Ishak as-Shirāzi (vol. I. p. 537), but, yielding to his predominant passion for the cultivation of literature and poetry, he became principally known as a amateur of the belles-lettres. I saw, at Damascus, in the Ashrafīya library, the diwān of his poetical works, which collection is preserved in the turba (or mausoleum) erected over the tomb of al-Malik al-Ashraf. It is situated to the north of the (edifice erected as an) addition to the Great Mosque (al-Jāmi 'l-Kabīr) and called al-Kallāsa. This diwān forms one volume. The author was extremely partial to the Shafite sect, and manifested this sentiment in a number of kāstdas generally known by the title of as-Shafīya (the Shafian); he composed also some elegies on the death of the shaikh Abū Ishak. In the elegant precision of his style, the beauty of his penmanship, and the excellence of his poetry, he displayed talents of the very highest order. Abū 'l-Maālī 'l-Haziri (vol. I. p. 563) mentions him in the Zīna tād-Dahr, and quotes the following piece of his amongst others:

Every favour which you may expect from men always encounters some obstacle; and I shall say, may God pardon me (for doing so)! but my words are figurative, not serious: "I approve of nothing in the conduct of Satan, except his refusing to worship a created being (1)."

1. Tād-Dahr, p. 563.
He gives also these verses, which are still currently known:

By the sacredness of love! no person can replace you (in my heart); never shall I turn my affections towards any other object! I long for your presence, and your image is sent to (visit my slumbers and thus) effect our meeting; but, alas! I cannot close my eyes. I proposed to my companions this condition — that you, not they, should have my heart, and they agreed (to it). I spoke of you so often, that they said: "He is unwell;" and I replied: "' May that malady never leave me!"

Having attained an advanced age and being obliged to sustain his feeble steps with a staff, he said:

In every thing which you examine, you will perceive something remarkable; when strong, I went on two legs, but now, being weak, I go on three.

To the idea expressed in the last verse, I have myself alluded in the following lines:

O thou who askest how I am, receive this summary answer: After possessing strength enough to split a rock, I now walk on three legs, and the best of them it the staff.

To excuse himself for not rising to receive his friends, he composed these verses:

An indisposition called eighty years hinders me from rising to receive my friends; but when they reach an advanced age, they will understand and accept my excuse.

The following piece also was written by him on his great age:

When I approached towards the unities of ninety, an age which none of my fathers ever reached, I knew full well that I should soon have other neighbours and another home (the dead and the tomb); so I turned towards God, repenting of my past life; God will never cast into the fire him who turns towards him.

Having gone to pay a visit of consolation to a family which were mourning the death of a little child, the persons present nodded to each other, as if to say: "' How strange that a man trembling with old age should survive, whilst this child could not escape death!" Perceiving their thoughts, he pronounced these lines:

An aged shaikh entered where the youths were met to mourn the death of a little child, and you saw an objection against God's justice, because the infant died and the old man lived. But you may say to him who has lived one month and to him who has lived one thousand or an intermediate number: We must all come to this!
The following piece is by him:

Meditatus est Ibn Abi 's-Sakr dixitque, extate jam provocata: "Per Deum, nisi me lotiam quotidiē mane exsereret, oblitus esse mihi mentulae inter femora esse."

His poems abound in fine passages. He was born on the eve of Monday, the 13th of Zû 'l-Kaada, A. H. 409 (23rd March, A. D. 1019), and he died at Wâsit on Thursday, the 14th of the first Jumâda, A. H. 498 (1st February, A. D. 1105).

(1) "And (remember) when we said unto the angels: Worship Adam; and they all worshipped him, except Satan (Iblîs), who said: Shall I worship him whom thou hast created of clay?"—(Kûrîa, surat 7, v. 62.)

---

**IBN AL-HABBARIYA.**

The shari'f Abû Yala Muhammad Ibn Sâlih Ibn Hamza Ibn Muhammad Ibn Isa Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Dâwûd Ibn Isa Ibn Mûsa Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbâs al-Hâshimi (a member of the Hâshim family), al-Abbâsî (descended from Ibn Abbâs [vol. I. p. 89]), generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Habbâriya and surnamed Nizâm ad-Din (the maintainer of religion), was a native ofBaghdad, and a poet of great talent and celebrity. Though animated with the best intentions, he had an evil tongue and so strong an inclination for satire that he hardly spared a single person. The kâtîb Imâd ad-Din mentions him in the Khârîda and says: "(He was one) of Nizâm al-Mulk's (vol. I. p. 413) poets, and his predominant styles of composition were the satirical, the humorous, and the obscene. Cast (as it were) in the same mould as Ibn Hajjâj (vol. I. p. 448), he trod in the same path and surpassed him in licentiousness, but those pieces of his in which decency is respected are highly beautiful (1)." Attached to the service of Nizâm al-Mulk Abû Ali al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Ishâk, the vizir of the sultan Alp Arslân and of Malak Shâh, that prince's son, he was treated by him with the utmost kindness and unceasing beneficence. A spirit
of hatred and jealousy having sprung up between Nizām al-Mulk and Tāj al-Mulk Abū 'l-Ghanām Ibn Dārest (2), a thing which frequently happens with men high in office, the latter told Ibn al-Habbāriya to compose a satire on Nizām al-Mulk, promising the poet his favour and an ample recompense in case he consented. "But how," said Ibn al-Habbāriya, "can I attack a man to whose kindness I am indebted for every object I see in my house?" — "I insist on your compliance," said Tāj al-Mulk; and the poet composed the following piece:

Wonder not that Ibn Ishak rules and that fate assists him; (wonder not that) prosperity flows pure for him and turbid for Abū 'l-Ghanām. Fortune is like the wheel for raising water, it cannot be turned but by oxen.

When these verses were communicated to Nizām al-Mulk, who was a native of Tūs, he merely observed that they contained an allusion to a common proverb: The people of Tūs are oxen (3), and not only abstained from punishing the poet, but overlooked his conduct and treated him with greater kindness than ever (4). This is cited as an instance of Nizām al-Mulk’s noble conduct and of his extreme indulgence. Notwithstanding the extraordinary degree of favour shown to him by this vizir, Ibn al-Habbāriya had much to suffer from the malice of his patron’s pages and followers, (who detested him) for what they knew of his evil tongue. Their petulance became, at length, so excessive that he wrote the following lines to Nizām al-Mulk (5):

Take refuge with Nizām al-Hadratain ar-Rida when people of this age detest thee. Let his aspect cleanse thy eyes from the dust which makes them smart when worthless people overcome thee. Bear with the wild humours of his pages; every rose must have its thorn.

Imād ad-Dīn al-Ispahānī says, in the Kharīda, that the poet sent his son with these verses to the Nakib an-Nukabā Ali Ibn Tirād az-Zainabi, surnamed Nizām al-Hadratain Abū 'l-Hasan (6). — By the same:

My contenance is too modest for asking favours, and my means are yet more modest. My real merits are but slight, and the emoluments they gain me are yet slighter.

An original idea of his is that of a piece in which he refutes those who pretend that a man can obtain the satisfaction of his wants by travelling abroad; he says:

They said: "You remain at home and cannot procure a livelihood, yet the man of prudence can always gain wealth by travelling." I replied: "It is not every journey which prospers;
"profit results from good fortune, not from the fatigues of travel. How often has one journey been productive, whilst another, under the same circumstances, has been injurious; thus the covetous man sometimes gains and sometimes loses. It is thus that the moon, in journeying, reaches to her full, and that, deprived of her prosperity, she wanes away."

By the same:

Leave off the details of (your) misery and sum them up (in these words): There is not in the world a man (worthy of the name). When the pawn on the chess-board becomes a queen, it seems just that the queen should become a pawn (7).

As a specimen of his humorous poetry, we may give the following passages:

When Abû Sâli'd perceived that, for a whole year, I abstained from wine, he said: "Tell me who was the shaikh by whom you were converted;" and I replied: "Thatt shaikh was poverty."

I dreamt that my wife held me by the ear, and that she wielded in her hand an object of leather, crooked in shape, black in colour, but marked with spots, and shaped beneath like a foot (8). I awoke with the fright, and the nape of my neck was already quite red; had my dream lasted, I, a learned shaikh, should have lost my eyes.

By the same:

The Tâ'jâ'n court (9) is a garden; may its beauty last for ever! In that garden, an humble poet is the ring-dove; its coolerings are eulogies, and its collar rewards.

By the same:

Let her do as she pleases; it is indifferent to me whether she shum (me) or accept (me). How often have we seen darker locks than her's turn grey (10).

Ibn al-Habbâriya's poetry abounds in beauties: he turned the work called Kaltîa wa Dimna into verse and gave it under the title of Natâîj al-Fitna (offspring of the intellect). In the life of al-Bârî ad-Dabbâs (vol. I. p. 459), we have mentioned a piece of Ibn al-Habbâriya's, rhyming in d, with al-Bârî's answer and an account of what passed between them; in our article on the vizir Fâkhî ad-Dawlat Muhammad Ibn Jahîr we shall mention an amusing adventure of the poet as-Sâbik al-Maarri (11) with Ibn al-Habbâriya. His poetical works are very numerous and their diwân (collection) forms from three to four volumes. One of his most original pieces of versification is a work drawn up on the plan of Kaltîa wa Dimna and entitled as-Sâdih wa 'l-Bâqhim (the loud speaker and the murmurer). The composition of this
book, which contains two thousand verses in the rajaz measure, occupied the author ten years. It is an excellent production (12). He sent his son with it to the emir Abû 'l-Hasan Sadaka Ibn Mansûr Ibn Dubais al-Asadi, lord of al-Hilla (vol. I. p. 634).

It concludes with the following lines:

Here is a fine book which astounds the intelligence; on it I spent ten years, from the time I first heard thy name. I composed it for thy sake; the number of its verses is two thousand, all of them replete with meaning. Were any poet, versifier, or prose-writer to pass a life as long as that of Noah's in composing a single verse like those contained in it, he would not be able to accomplish the task, for it is not every one who can make verses. I send it with my son, or rather with my heart's blood and liver; for, in my opinion, thou art worthy of every favour. Confiding in thy kindness, he hastens towards thee, encountering great fatigues and a long journey. Had I been permitted, I should have gone myself with speed and delayed not, for honour and glory are exclusively thy heritage.

Sadaka granted him an ample recompense in return for his work. According to Imâd ad-Din al-Ishpâhani, in his Khârîda, Ibn al-Habbariya died at Kirmân, A. H. 504 (A. D. 1110-1), where he had passed the latter days of his life, after having resided for a time at Ishpâhan. Ibn as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156) says that he died subsequently to the year 490. — Habbariya means a female descended from Habbar; this Habbar was Ibn al Habbariya's grandfather by the mother's side. — Kirmân, pronounced sometimes Karmân, is a large province (wâldya) containing a number of cities and towns. It has produced many eminent men. One side of it is bounded by the sea, and the other by Khorâsân.

(1) The extracts which Imâd ad-Din gives of his poetry justify, to a certain degree, this eulogium.

(2) Tâj al-Mulk Abû 'l-Ghanâm al-Kummi was secretary and privy counsellor to Türkân Khâtûn, the wife of Malak Shâh and the mother of the sultan Mahmûd. He succeeded to the vizirate on the death of Nizâm al-Mulk. In Mirkhond's History of the Seljukides (ed. Vullers, Giessen, 1838) will be found an account of Nizâm al-Mulk's fall and of the enmity which prevailed between him and Türkân Khâtûn (princess of the Turks), the daughter of the khan of Turkestan. — (See also Abû 'l-Fedâ's Annals, year 485, and vol. I. p. 415 of this work.)

(3) In English we should say: are asses.

(4) Imâd ad-Din says, in his Khârîda, that, on this occasion, Nizâm al-Mulk clothed the poet in a robe of honour and bestowed on him five hundred pieces of gold.

(5) It appears, by what follows, that it was not of the pages of Nizâm al-Mulk that the poet had to complain, but of those in the service of Nizâm al-Hadratain, a person noticed lower down.

(6) The title of Shartî was given not only to the descendants of All by Fátima, the daughter of Muhammad, and by al-Hanâifa, but to the descendants of Hâshim, Muhammad's great-grandfather. The shartîs of each.
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province were placed under the control of a naktb (ruler or magistrate), chosen by the government from among their own body. The Naktb an-Nukabā, or chief naktb, resided at Baghdad. Ali Ibn Tirād was appointed to this office A.H. 491 (A.D. 1097–8), on the death of his father. They drew their descent from Zainab, the daughter of Sulaiman Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas (vol. i. p. 287), and for that reason they bore the surname of as-Zainabī. It appears, from the verses given by Ibn Khallikān and the observation made by Imād ad-Dīn, that Ali Ibn Tirād bore the surname of ar-Rida and Nizām al-Hadratain. Sibt Ibn al-Jauzi informs us, in his Mīrād as-Zamān, that Tirād, the father of Ali, was surnamed Zāh al-Sharaṣah (possessor of the double nobility) Shiḥāb al-Hadratain (rambeau of the two courts), which latter title may have been given him on account of his diplomatic services when employed by the khālfī as his agent at the court of the Seljuq sultan. This conjecture receives some degree of probability from the statement of the author of the Mīrād, who says that Tirād was frequently sent by the khālfī as ambassador to different sovereigns, and that he distinguished himself by his talents and probity. The title of Nizām al-Hadratain (bond of union between the two residences) seems to have been given to his son for a similar reason. That of ar-Rida, by which Ali Ibn Tirād is designated in the verses mentioned by Ibn Khallikān, was borne by a number of sharīfs, and is the equivalent of Rāda ad-Dīn (accepted for piety). From the Kharida (MS. 1447, fol. 15), it would appear that Ali Ibn Tirād held at one time the post of vizier, as we find there some poems addressed to him in that quality by the poets Haṣ Bals (vol. 1. p. 559) and Abū Ali 'l-Faraj Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Ukhwa al-Muwaddib. In the same work, fol. 35, under the article Abū Abd Allah al-Bārī ad-Dabba, a grammarian whose life is given by Ibn Khallikān, vol. i. p. 459, we find a long extract from a poem addressed by al-Bārī to Sharaf ad-Dīn Ali Ibn Tirād.

After this note was written, I found a notice on Ali Ibn Tirād in the Dual al-Isilmiya, MS. No. 895, fol. 280. It is there stated that Abū 'l-Kāsim Ali Ibn Tirād al-Abdāsī was the first person to whom the khālfī al-Mustāfī (al amr iilah) confided the post of vizier. After some time, a coolness took place between them, and Ibn Tirād fled for protection to the court of the sultan (Masād the Seljuqide). By distributing the greater part of his fortune in presents to the sultan’s wives and principal officers, he succeeded in obtaining Masād’s mediation in his favour, and the khālfī allowed him to return to Baghdad. During the rest of his life, he remained unemployed, and being reduced to the utmost poverty, he died, recommending his children to the khālfī’s benevolence. Al-Mustāfī fulfilled his desire and raised them to wealth. Ibn Tirād spent large sums in presenting the officers of the state, the men of learning, the strangers who arrived at Baghdad, and the sharīfs descended from Ali Ibn Abī Tālib.—The text of the Dual al-Isilmiya has been published at Gotha, A.D. 1860, under the title of Elfazari, by Mr. Ahlwardt.

(7) The application of this last verse is by no means manifest. In the Kharida and one of the MSS. of Ibn Khallikān, it is placed before the other.

(8) He dreamt that his wife was striking him on the nape of the neck with an embroidered slipper; a mode of correction employed, it is said, by moslem ladies on their female servants and sometimes on their husbands.

(9) He means the court of Tāj al-Mulk Abū ‘l-Ghanāīn.

(10) In the original piece, of which a translation slightly disguised is here given, the affix in چیamb he might embarrass the Arabic scholar. It must be referred to the word چیamb understood. I may also observe that چیamb, as a comparative form, is not good Arabic; it should be چیamb سرائی.

(11) Of this poet, who was a native of Maarrā tan-Nomān, as his surname implies, Imād ad-Dīn says, in his Kharida (MS. No. 1444, fol. 144), that Abū ‘l-Yumn Sābik Ibn Abī Mahāzīl went to Irāk during the admi-
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Introduction of (the vizir) Ibn Jahr and there met Ibn al-Habbāriya. He then gives some short extracts from his poetry without furnishing any further information respecting him.

(12) There are several copies of this work in the Bibliothèque impériale, ancien fonds and Supplement. Like Kallīla and Dimna, it consists of apologues, fables, and moral maxims. In d'Herbelot's Bibliothèque orientale, under the word Hareba, will be found a passage in which that orientalist gives a description of the ar-Sādiq wa 'l-Bāghim, from which may be perceived that he knew nothing of it except the title, and even that imperfectly. Hareba is also a false reading of the Arabic حاربة Habbariya. He read it as if it had been written حاررة—In noticing this article of d'Herbelot's, I by no means wish to cast an imputation on his talents or deny the services he rendered to oriental literature; the Bibliothèque orientale is a useful book, yet truth obliges me to state that not one of the indications given in it merits entire confidence unless it can be verified from other sources. A part of these errors he would probably have corrected, had he lived to superintend the printing of his work.

Ibn Al-Kaisarani the Poet.

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Nasr Ibn Daghīr Ibn Nasr Ibn Daghīr Ibn Muhammad Ibn Khalīd Ibn Nasr Ibn Daghīr Ibn Abd ar-Rahmān Ibn al-Muhājir Ibn Khalīd Ibn al-Walīd al-Makhzūmi al-Khālidī al-Halabī (descended from Khalīd of the family of Makhzūm and native of Aleppo), surnamed Sharaf al-Maālī (glory of high deeds) Odda tad-Dīn (maintenance of religion), and generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Kaisarānī, was not only a poet of great talent and celebrity, but a philologer of extensive learning. His genealogy, as here given, was dictated to me by one of his descendants. In the belles-lettres, he had for masters Taufik Ibn Muhammad and Abū Abd Allah Ibn al-Khayyāt, the poet whose life we have already given (vol. I. p. 128). He displayed great acquirements in philology and astronomy. At Aleppo, he studied under the khattāb Abū Tāhir Ḥāshim Ibn Ahmad al-Halabī and other masters. He himself gave lessons to the hāfiz Abū 'l-Kāsim Ibn Asākir (vol. II. p. 252) and the hāfiz Abū Saad Ibn as-Samānī (vol. II. p. 156), both of whom mention him in their respective works. Abū 'l-Maālī 'l-Hazīri (vol. I. p. 563), who also received lessons from him, speaks of him in his work, the Mulah. Ibn al-Kaisarānī and Ibn Munīr (vol. I. p. 138) were the two principal poets of Syria at that epoch, and their encounters gave rise to many curious and amusing anecdotes.
The latter was accused of attacking the character of Muhammad's companions and of being inclined to the Shi'ite doctrines; this induced Ibn al-Kaisarâni, who was told that Ibn Munîr had directed his satirical talent against him, to write him the following lines:

Ibn Munîr! in reviling me, you have insulted a man of worth whose rectitude of judgment was beneficial to mankind. But my heart is not oppressed for that; I have before me an example in the Companions (1).

A fine passage of his poetry is the following:

How many nights did I pass sipping intoxicating draughts from the wine-cup and her lips; thus mingling one delicious liquor with another! She defended not her mouth from my kisses; it was like a fortress without a guard (2).

When in Aleppo, I found the diwân of his poetical works, all in his own handwriting; and I extracted from it some passages, one of which was the following in praise of a preacher:

The bosom of the pulpit expands with pleasure to receive you. Tell me; is it a preacher which it contains, or has it been anointed with some sweet perfume.

This alliteration is really excellent (3). I have since found these verses attributed to Abû 'l-Kâsim Zaid Ibn Abî 'l-Fath Ahmad Ibn Obaid Ibn Fassâl al-Mawâzînî, a native of Aleppo whose father was generally known by the appellation of al-Mâhir (the skilful). It is there said that Ibn al-Kaisarâni recited them to the khâtîb Ibn Hâshim on the latter's appointment to the office of preacher at Aleppo, and that they were attributed to him for this reason. Having met with a different reading of the first verse, I give it here:

The pulpit was proud of his honours, when you mounted it as a preacher.

The following is a piece of his in the amatory style (ghazal):

At the foot of mount Lebanon I possess a moon (a beauty) whose stations are (not in the zodiac but) in the hearts of men. The north wind bears me her salutation, and the south wind bears mine to her. Her qualities are unrivalled and rare; for beauty, in this world, is a rarity. I have not forgotten the night when she said, on seeing my body worn away: "I pray thee, tell me, youth, who caused thy sickness?" and I replied: "The person who can cure it(4)."
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A charming *kastda* of Ibn al-Kaisarâni's contains the following original idea:

Here is the person who ravished sleep from her lovers; dost thou not see her eyes filled with *(the stolen) languor* (5)?

In composing this verse, he had in mind the eulogium addressed by al-Mutaânabbi *(vol. I. p. 102)* to Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Hamdân; that poet said:

Thou hast taken the lives of so many *(enemies)* that, couldst thou add their days to thine, thou wouldst acquire immortality and rejoice the world.

Ibn al-Kaisarâni frequently expressed himself highly satisfied with the following verse from one of his own *kastdas*:

I love a person before whom the moon fell prostrate in adoration; seest thou not, on her face *(disk)* the marks left by the dust.

Being present at a concert of *(religious)* music where there was an excellent singer, he composed these lines on seeing the audience overcome with a thrill of ecstatic delight:

By Allah! if lovers knew the just value of their souls, they would sacrifice them for thine, though they were dear to them and preciously guarded. When thou singest in their assemblies, thou art really the breath of the zephyr and they are the branches *(which it agitates)*.

My friend al-Fâkr *(Fakhr ad-Dbn)* Ishak Ibn al-Mukhtar al-Irbili *(native of Arbela)* recited to me a stanza of four verses *(dubait)*, composed by himself, on seeing the cushions fall off the sofas at a concert of *(religious)* music, when the audience, some of whom were *(dâfis)* far advanced in the practices of mysticism (6), fell into an ecstasy of delight:

The herald of song entered unawares, at midnight, into the assembly (7) of lovers who longed for the sight of God, and he was answered by sobs and burning sighs. Had the rocks heard his strains, they had fallen prostrate with delight; why then should cotton and tattered *(cushions)* not do the same?

Ibn al-Kaisarâni was born at Akka *(Acre)* in the year 478 *(A. D. 1085-6)*, and he died at Damascus on the eve of Wednesday, the 21st of Shaâbân, A. H. 548 *(11th November, A. D. 1153)*. The next morning, he was interred in the cemetery at the Farâdis gate. — *Khâlidî* means descended from *Khâlid* Ibn al-Wâlîd al-Makh-
zāmi (8); so say the people of Ibn al-Kaisarānī's family, but the majority of historians and the learned in genealogy declare that the posterity of this Khālid is now extinct. God best knows the truth! — Kaisarānī means belonging to Kaisariya (Cæsarea), a village on the coast of Syria.

(1) These verses occur also in the life of Ibn Munṭr, but not recollecting the circumstance from which they took rise, I gave an erroneous explanation of the second line.

(9) In Arabic, thouḥr signifies both mouth and fortress; the poet quibbles on this double meaning.

(3) The alliteration to which our author alludes is the perfect consonance which exists between the last words of the two hemistichs of the last verse: dhamma khaṭṭan and dhammakha ṭban.

(4) I omit here a couplet not fit to be translated.

(5) The Arabic word wāsan, here rendered by languor, signifies also drowsiness.

(6) Literally: were owners of hearts.

(7) Literally: the circle of desire.

(8) He means the celebrated Khālid who commanded the Moslems on their first entrance into Syria.

IBN AL-KIZANI.

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Thābit Ibn Faraj al-Kīnānī, a professor of the Korān-readings, a philologer, a follower of the sect of as-Shāfī, a native of Egypt, surnamed also al-Khāmī (the dealer in raw hides) and generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Kīnānī, was a poet of considerable reputation and a pious devotee. There is an order (of dervishes) in Egypt called Kīnānites after him, and they place implicit faith in his sayings. He left a diwān of poems, most of which inculcate self-mortification; I have never seen the book, but I heard one verse of his which pleased me much; it is the following:

Since passion befits the lover, so should kindness befit the beloved.

His poetry contains some very fine passages. He died at Old-Cairo, on the eve of Tuesday, the 9th of the first Rabl—some say in the month of Muharram —A. H. 562 (3rd January, A. D. 1167), and he was interred in the Lesser Karāfa, near the
mausoleum of the imdám as-Sháfi'í (vol. II. p. 569). His body was afterwards removed to the declivity of mount Mukattám, and deposited near the cistern which bears the name of Omm Maudód. The monument erected over him is a well-known object of pilgrimage; I have visited it myself more than once. — Ktzání means a maker or seller of pitchers (ktzán); one of his ancestors followed that trade.

AL-ABLAH THE POET.

Abd Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Bakhtýár Ibn Abd Allah al-Muwallad, surnamed al-Ablah, was a native of Baghdad and a celebrated poet, one of the best who flourished in later times. In his compositions he united tenderness (of sentiment) to artifice (of style and expression), and the diwan of his poetical works is often to be found in the hands of readers. The kátib Ímád ad-Dín mentions him in the Khartáda and says: "He is an ingenious youth and wears the military dress. His poetry is written in a strain of tender sentiment; it delights by the artifice of its composition, ravishes by its excellence, and pleases by the sweetness of its style; in tenderness it surpasses the morning zephyr, and in beauty the flowered silks of Tustur (1). His poetical essays, though few in number, have got into wide circulation, and the musicians sing his charming verses set to old airs; they rush as eagerly to obtain his delightful poems as the bird, in its circling flight, rushes down to the pure fountain." He then adds that, in the year 555 (A. D. 1160), al-Ablah recited to him, at Baghdad, the following passage of a kasída as his own composition:

She whose visits give me life came to me when the evening had (assumed) the tint of her hair. When she turned her head (she seemed) a moon; and wrapped in the folds of her (green) mantle (she seemed) a willow branch. I passed the night unsealing (2) the wine (of her lips), whilst I deceived the vigilance of spies and took her unaware. O how sweet that visit! though short, it ended for ever (the pains I suffered from) her protracted cruelty. I sigh for that slender waist and for the refreshing coolness of those lips. I sigh for her who in beauty is a statue and who has us all in the pagan troop of her adorers.
A well-known verse of his is the following, taken from a brilliant *kasida*:

None know what amorous passion is except him who suffers its torments; none know what love is except him who feels its pains.

The following sentimental verses are taken from a passage of a *kasida* in which he praises his mistress:

Leave me to my sufferings; let me undergo the pains of love! O how wide the difference between him whose heart is free and him whom beauty has made its captive! I swear that I shall heed not the reproaches (of my friends); they have only excited my impatience from the time that passion first held my rein. (I swear that the counsels of) censorious females shall not amend me as long as I see gardens of beauty in the cheeks of the fair! In me (the feelings of) consolation are (vainly) sought; love always lives (within me), but consolation is dead. O thunder-cloud! if thou art unkind to the valley (where my beloved resides and refrares it thy refreshing showers), know, that often the clouds of my eyes have supplied it with the rains refused by thee. No! never shall I forget the hill where I met thee (my beloved!), nor the time I stationed at a spot which I envy to its jealous possessor. And that maid with the slender waist and languishing eyes; how long have I preserved my love for her, yet it was lost upon her! How long have I obeyed her, yet she never yielded to my wishes (3)? She wounds the hearts of lovers with glances (which pierce) like the point of the spear. Her movements are full of grace; I went astray in the darkness which her hair shed around, on the day of our separation, and was directed again by the brightness of her teeth (4). When she stands up, in her fair proportion, and gracefully bends her waist, the pliant branch of the willow blushes (to be vanquished). Dwellers in the valley of Nomân! it was after your checks, and not after the king an-Nomân, that the anemonies were called *shakâk an-Nomân* (5). Taper lances in skilful hands wound not the heart so deeply as the bitterness of (her) disdain.

This passage is taken from a long *kasida* of which the eulogistic part is excellent. All his poetry is of the same cast, and his transitions from the description of the mistress to the praises of the patron are beautifully managed and have been rarely equalled. As an example of this, we may cite the *kasida* which begins thus:

I gathered crops of roses off those cheeks, and in clasping that waist, I embraced a willow branch.

On coming to the transition, he says:

And if I ever permit the dispraise of (my beloved) Hind to ring in my ears, may I never resent the dispraise of Hind! may my eyes never find a way to shed tears of love! may I never pass the night in the bondage of love and passion! may I reveal the favours I have received, and may I return home manifesting ingratitude and coldness for the bounties of Majd ad-Dîn.
Again, in another kastda, he says:

There is no real love but mine for Laila; there is no glory but that of Ibn ad-Dawâmi (6).

And again, in another:

I swear that in love I stand alone, and that Kamâl ad-Din stands alone in beneficence!

To these might be added other examples. Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96) says, in his History, that al-Ablah died at Baghdad in the month of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 579 (Sept.-Oct. A. D. 1183). Others place his death a year later. He was interred at the Abzer gate, opposite to the edifice called at-Tâjiya. — Ablah (simpleton) is a word so well known that it is unnecessary to mark its pronunciation. He was called by this name because there was a shade of simplicity in his character, or, according to some, because he was extremely shrewd: ablah being one of those words which bear two opposite significations. It is thus that they call a negro Kadhir (camphor) (7). — Having conceived a friendship for a youth of Baghdad, he passed one day by his house, and taking advantage of a moment when no person was present, he wrote on the door the following lines (the katib Imâd ad-Din says that they were repeated to him by the author):

Thy dwelling, O full moon of the darkness! is a paradise which alone can give delight to my soul. And in a tradition it is said that the greater part of the people of Paradise are the simple.

Ibn at-Taâwizi, a poet whose life we shall give next, satirized al-Ablah in the grossest terms, but though the piece is well versified, I shall abstain from inserting it.

(1) "On fabrique à Tustar de belles étoffes de soie. C'était des ateliers de cette ville que sortait l'étoffe destinée à couvrir la Ka'aba." — (Géographie d'Édrisi, tome I. page 383.)

(2) Literally: Manifesting.

(3) Literally: I preserved her, and she destroyed me; I obeyed her, and she disobeyed me.

(4) In this verse, I have developed the poet's idea to render it intelligible. He employs a rhetorical figure which, in Arabic, is called ‘uff wa nasr (folding and unfolding). See de Sacy's Chrestomathie arabe, vol. III. page 143, 2nd ed.

(5) See vol. II. page 187.

(6) One of the manuscripts gives the reading ad-Dawâdi.

(7) With the Arabs camphor is synonymous with whiteness.
Abû 'l-Fath Muhammad Ibn Obaid Allah the kâtib, surnamed Ibn at-Taâwizi, was a celebrated poet. His father, who was a mawla to the al-Muzaffar family (1), bore the name of Nûshtikin, but the son changed it into Obaid Allah. The mother of Abû 'l-Fath Muhammad was daughter to the holy ascetic Abû Muhammad al-Mubârak Ibn al-Mubârak Ibn Ali Ibn Nasr as-Sarrâj al-Jauhari, generally known by the surname of Ibn at-Taâwizi and by the title of Jamâl ad-Dîn (beauty of religion) (2). Having been brought up from his childhood by his maternal grandfather, and having passed his youth under his care, he also was surnamed Ibn at-Taâwizi. As a poet, Abû 'l-Fath stood, in his days, without a rival; in his verses he combined correctness and sweetness of expression with tenderness and subtilty of thought. His pieces are charming and beautiful in the highest degree; I do not think that, for two hundred years before, any poet existed at all like him; and let not the reader of this article blame me when I say this, for opinions vary according to the inclinations of him who pronounces them, and it has been well said by a poet: Men's tastes differ as to what they love. Ibn at-Taâwizi was a kâtib (clerk) in the sief office (Dîwân al-Mâkdâtât) at Baghdad. In the year 579 (A. D. 1183-4), towards the close of his life, he lost his sight, and in many of his poems he laments that privation and regrets the days of his active youth. Before he became blind, he collected his own works into a dîwân, drawn up in four sections and preceded by an ingenious introduction (khotha).—The pieces which he composed afterwards, he entitled az-Za'tâdât (additions), and it therefore happens that these additions are wanting in some copies of his dîwân. When he lost his sight he was a pensioner of the Dîwân (the board of public service), and then obtained that his own name should be replaced on the register by those of his sons; but, when that was done, he wrote the following lines to the imâm (khalif) an-Nâsir li-Dîn Illah, requesting a new pension for himself, to be continued as long as he lived:

Khalif of God! you sustain the weight of religion, the world, and islamism; you follow closely the regulations prescribed by the ancient imâms, those landmarks of sure guidance. Under thy reign, poverty and injustice have disappeared; sedition and heresy are seen no longer, and
all the people tread in the paths of good policy, beneficence, and justice. Mighty prince! you at whose prohibition fortune ceases her tyranny—you who have bestowed on us favours double and fourfold! my land is struck with sterility, and you alone can restore the impoverished possessor to plenty. I have a family, alas too numerous! which have consumed my means, and their appetite is yet unsated; when they saw me in opulence, they assembled around me, and sat and hearkened to my wishes, but, long since, they broke every tie and turned away on finding me penniless (3). They roam about me on every side, and, like scorpions, wherever they pass they sting. Among them are children, boys, infants at the breast just able to creep, aged men, and youths full grown. From none of them, young or old, can I hope to derive advantage; they have throats leading to stomachs which receive a greater load than they can carry. Their paunches are wide and empty; their consuming appetite cannot be satisfied. With them, chewing is useless; the morsel which enters their mouth is swallowed without that ceremony. The story which I now relate concerns myself, and will amuse him who is well disposed and lends his ear. I foolishly made over my pension to sons, of whom, as long as I live, I shall get no good. I had in view their advantage, but I had not the talent of drawing any profit from them. I said to them: "When I die, this shall be yours;" but they obeyed me not, neither did they hearken to my wishes. They juggled me out of my money, before I could cast my eye upon it, or touch it with my hand. By Allah! I did wrong and harmed myself, and they also have done wrong. But, if you wish to end our contestations, grant me a new pension, wherewith to encounter and amplify my straitened means; and if you say that I have been made a dupe, know that the generous man is often duped. God forefend that my old pension should be erased from the registers of your office and cut off. Sign your consent to my demand, for my hopes are excited and those hopes are firm. Defer not your answer, for I am not to be put off, even though you pushed me away with your own hands; put it in my power to swear that, to transfer my pension to another, I shall never raise my hand nor put it (to paper).

With what ingenuity he adduces, in these verses, the motives which should tend to the fulfilment of his desire! were the piece recited to a rock, it would soften and bend it! So, the Commander of the faithful gave orders that he should receive the pension. Having then obtained (as an equivalent for his monthly pay) a quantity of bad unbolted flour, he addressed a versified complaint to the storekeeper Fakhr ad-Dtn; it begins thus:

My lord Fakhr ad-Dtn! thou art prompt to deeds of generosity, when other men are averse and slow. God forbid that you should consent to my receiving an allowance like that of common door-porters and torch-bearers (4). (They have given me) a substance black as night, worth from a farthing to a kiráf (four pence) a bushel, altered by age and spoiled to an excessive degree. My offended senses are troubled (by it), my health impaired, and the humours of my constitution corrupted. Take charge of my cure; I submit to an able Hippocrates the malady of which I complain.

Sharaf ad-Dtn Abú Jaafar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Saíd Ibn Ibrahim at-Tamím, generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Baladi (5), was vizir to the idim (khalif)
al-Mustanjid billah and president of the council of state (wazir ad-Diwân il-Azôt). He once removed the directors of all the government offices from their places and committed them to prison; having then examined their accounts, he inflicted on them heavy fines, personal chastisements, and tortures. This occurrence induced Sibt (6) Ibn at-Taâwzî to compose the following lines:

Traveller to Baghdad! avoid a city overflowed by the swollen waves of tyranny. If you go to request a favour, return, for all the doors are shut against him who hopes. That place is no longer what it lately was when its hotels (7) were filled with solicitors, and when the heads of noble families, eminent scholars, and distinguished kâtibs resided within its walls. Time was then in its newness, and fortune in the bloom of its youth; talent and learning were richly rewarded by generous protectors. (That city) is now ruined and so are its inhabitants; their mansions have been desolated by the existence of our lord the vizir. Baghdad offers nought to the living but the grave, with stones and earth to be cast upon their corpses. Some are condemned to perpetual imprisonment, where tortures ever renewed are heaped upon them. From thence no hopes of return; can we hope for the return of those who inhabit the tomb! The people are in desolation; ties of blood and ties of friendship hold no longer. The father betrays the son, the wife the husband; relations and friends betray. The mediation of intercessors avails not; offenders obtain no respite to repent of their faults. They all see the day of judgment arrived; and those who doubted of the resurrection have now become believers: the crowd is not wanting, nor the balance, nor the books of men’s acts presented to view, nor the volumes opened, nor the call to reckoning; the inexorable guards execute the sentence upon mankind; chains are there, clubs, and punishment, nay, all the threatened terrors of the day of judgment; but a merciful and beneficent being is not there.

He composed the following lines on the same vizir:

O Lord! hearken to our affliction, for thou canst remove it; (alas!) have we not come to a time in which Abû Jaafar is vizir.

Muhîb ad-Dîn Ibn an-Najjâr (vol. I. p. 11) states, in his History of Baghdad, that on Monday, the 8th of the latter Rabî, A. H. 566 (19th December, A. D. 1170), the imâm al-Mustanjid billah died and was succeeded by his son the imâm al-Mustâdi bi-amr illah. The next day, Tuesday, the new khalif held a sitting to receive the allegiance of his people. Immediately after, the mayor of the palace, (Ustâd ad-Dâr) Adud ad-Dîn Abû 'l-Faraj, a person of whom we shall again speak lower down, came forth with Ibn al-Basti (8), and said; ‘‘The khalif has given orders that “the law of talion shall have its course against this man;”’ pointing to the vizir. They instantly seized on Abû Jaafar and dragged him along the ground, after which they cut off his nose, one of his hands, one of his feet, and finally his head. The
trunk and the severed members were then placed in (the concavity of) a shield and
cast into the Tigris. This vizir, when in power, had cut off the nose of Ibn al-Bastî's
mother, and the hand and the foot of his brother, but that day Ibn al-Bastî took his
revenge: God preserve us from the evil consequences of our own deeds! — Sibt
Ibn al-Taâwîzi was the son of a mawla; his father being one of the clients of Adud
ad-Dîn Abû 'l-Faraj Muhammad Ibn al-Muzaffar, the same who treated the vizir
Ibn al-Baladî in this manner, and he once wrote to his patron the following piece,
requesting (an allowance of) barley for his horse:

O my patron! thou whose acts of kindness cannot be counted, and whose generosity is ample
and abundant when the gifts bestowed by other men are rare! thou to whom we have recourse,
and under whose shade we repose when fortune plays the tyrant! I have a long story to tell of
my old bay horse: I bought him without necessity, and behold the consequence of indulging in
superfluities: I thought he would have carried my travelling furniture, but all my fine hopes
were disappointed, and I never imagined, O misery! that I should myself have to carry his heavy
burden. A saddle is good to sit on, but it is a heavy object on my shoulders. His back is white
like the owl's (9); his worth is neither great nor little; his qualities are not of the best, and his
appearance far from handsome; he is a karâm (10) and slow in his movements; he is not a racer,
nor obedient to the bit; neither does his crupper nor his neck awaken admiration in the beholder;
when he steps out he steps short, but when they give him enough to eat, it is long before he
steps. Straw and clean barley delight him, as also clover and green fodder, but thou wilt see
his teeth water at the sight of ikrich (11); he has only one fair point—that of being a good
feeder. Then give him to-day whatever is at hand, and count that (slender present) in the num-
ber of your usual donations. Say not: "That is too little;" a single straw is precious in his eye.

I give these pieces because they are greatly admired (12), but his kastdas containing
the praises of his mistress and his patrons are of the utmost beauty. He composed
a book called Kitâb al-Hajaba wa 'l-Hijâb (on chamberlains and door-curtains) (13);
it fills about fifteen quires (three hundred pages) and is a scarce work. The author
treats the subject at great length. Imád ad-Dîn al-Ispahâni mentions, in his
Kharîda, that when he passed into Syria and was attached to the service of the sultan
Salâh ad-Dîn, Ibn al-Taâwîzi, with whom he had been acquainted when in Irâk,
addressed to him an epistle with a kastîda in which he requested from him a present
of a furred pelisse. He gives a copy of the epistle, which ran as follows: "Thy
" humble servant) imposes a task on your noble qualities which never felt bene-
" licence to be a task (14), and he here offers thee his expectations as a present, and
" such a present! They consist in the obtaining of a Damascus furred pelisse,
" magnificent, spotless, soft to the touch, an ornament to the wearer, made with.
"skeins carefully dressed, sewn with care, long as thy longanimity, ample as thy
beneficence, fair as thy reputation, handsome as thy deeds, large as thy heart,
spotless as thy honour, excellent as thy merit, embroidered like thy poetry and
prose; its exterior (pleasing) like thy aspect, its interior (sound) like thy heart,
adorning the wearer, and embellishing the assemblies; to serve as a cloak to thy
humble servant and as a luster to thy glory, which God protect! so that even he
who does not wear it may be grateful to thee, and he who does not put it on may
praise thee for it. The gloss of its fur may fade, but the impression of gratitude
which it produced will remain; the skins may wear out, but our thanks and
praises shall always be renewed. (Thy servant) has composed some verses in which
are combined every species of ornament, and, though the sending of them to
you is like the sending of dates to Hajar (15), yet he presents them in the some
manner as perfumes are offered to the perfumer and as clothes are placed in the
hands of the vender. (Thy servant) thus deposits his eulogy in its fitting
place, and he brings the merit (of his production) into conjunction with the
meritorious, by composing this (kastīda) in thy honour and confiding it to the
safeguard of thy generosity." Imād ad-Dīn then gives the kastīda, which begins
thus:

I should sacrifice my father to preserve that person for whom, in my love, I pine with desire
and passion.

This piece is to be found in his (Ibn at-Taawizi's) diwan. In reply to this kastīda,
Imād ad-Dīn wrote another, rhyming in the same syllable; they are both of great
length. Before mentioning the epistle and the kastīda, Imād ad-Dīn speaks in these
terms of the author: "A young man of talent, instruction, influence, discretion,
manliness, spirit, and honour, with whom I was united in the bonds of friendship
by the sincerity of our mutual sentiments, and who possessed in perfection all the
means (of pleasing) which wit, ingenuity, and intelligence can bestow." He then
inserts the epistle with the kastīda and its answer. I never saw any thing in the
style of this letter except one of which I shall speak in the life of Bahā ad-Dīn Ibn
Shaddād, to whom Ibn Kathīr al-Maghribi indited an epistle of great originality, in
which he asked him for a pelisse of marten-skins.—Ibn at-Taawizi was born on Fri-
day, the 10th of Rajab, A. H. 519 (12th August, A. D. 1125), and he died at
Baghdad on the 2nd of Shawwal, A. H. 584 (24th November, A. D. 1188); some
say, 583. He was interred at the Abrez gate. According to Ibn an-Najjâr, in his History, the birth of Ibn at-Taâwizi took place on a Friday, and his death on Saturday, the 18th of Shawwl.—Taâwizi means a writer of amulets; tadwiz signifying amulets. It was under this surname that Abû Muhammad al-Mubârak Ibn al-Mubârak Ibn as-Sarrâj al-Baghdâdi, the pious and holy ascetic already named towards the beginning of this article, was generally known. Ibn as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156), who mentions him in the Zail (supplement) and in the Ansâb, says: "Perhaps his father dealt in charms and wrote amulets." Ibn as-Samâni received from him some traditional information; this writer says also: "I asked him where and when he was born, to which he replied: 'At al-Karkh (the suburb of Baghdad), in the year 476 (A. D. 1083-4)." He died in the month of the first Jumâda, A. H. 553 (June, A. D. 1158), and was interred in the Shûnâizi cemetery. He recited to me the following lines as his own:

"Let one object only (God) engage your thoughts, and leave aside all other cares. You may thus happily obtain such knowledge as may render human learning useless."

"He then informed me that these were the only verses he ever composed (16).

—Nushitkîn is a foreign name borne by white slaves (mamlûks). We have already stated, in the beginning of this article, that Nushitkîn was a mamlûk belonging to a descendant of al-Muzaffar, the son of the Râls ar-Ruwasâ. Ibn at-Taâwizi being one of their mawâlas, and much indebted to their kindness, composed a number of brilliant poems in their praise, and these he assembled in one of the four chapters into which his diwân is divided.

(1) See page 165 of this volume.
(2) A short account of al-Mubârak Ibn at-Taâwizi will be found at the end of this article.
(3) The word kitâb, the plural of kitâb, signifies segments, pieces cut off a coin, to serve as small change.
(4) The word نفاط (naffât) means a preparer of combustibles with naphtha.
(5) An account of the rise and fall of the vizir Ibn al-Baladi is given in the Dual al-Isdmiya, by Ibn at-Tiktaka, page 365 of the edition published by Mr. Ahlwardt under the title of El-Fakhrî. Ibn al-Athîr gives an account of his death in the Kâmûl, year 565.
(6) Sibt (سف) signifies a daughter's son, a grandson by the female line.
(7) The significance of the word râba has been explained in vol. I, page 347.
(8) None of the historians whose works I have consulted speak of this person. One of the MSS. of Ibn Khallîkân reads as-Sibt (السبتي) instead of al Bastî (البستي).
(9) This whiteness of the back resulted probably from its having been exoriated by the saddle.
The word *ḥaram* has two meanings: when taken as a noun, it is the name of a famous race-horse (see vol. II. page 512, note 9); and, when employed as an adjective, it means *a horse that suddenly stops short*. It may be perceived that the poet meant to play upon this double signification.

(11) *Kārīb* is the Arabic name of four or five different plants. Here it may perhaps designate *triticum repens*. See Sontheimer’s *Heil-und Nahrungsmittel von Ibn Baitur*, p. II. s. 204.

(12) The easy graceful style in which this last piece is written has disappeared in the translation.

(13) The doorway leading into the saloon where a great man gives audience is closed by a curtain; a chamberlain (hājīb) posted there lifts up a corner of the curtain to let the visitor enter. — As the titles of Arabic books rarely indicate the subjects of which they treat, this work of Ibn at-Ta’awuzi’s may not perhaps have any reference to chamberlains: *Hajaka wa ‘l-Hajib* may signify *the keepers of secrets and the veils under which secrets are hidden*.

(14) In the Arabic text of this letter, the third person singular is employed in place of the second. This is customary form of respect.

(15) Hajar, a town of Arabia, in the province of Bahrain, was renowned for the abundance of its dates; whence the proverb: “Like him who carries dates to Hajar.” It is equivalent to the English one of carrying coals to Newcastle.

(16) Imād ad-Dīn, who met al-Mubarak Ibn at-Ta’awuzi at Damascus subsequently to the year 540 (A. D. 1146), says that he was a holy and virtuous shaykh, of an engaging aspect, agreeable in his manners, and pleasing in his discourse. — *Kharka*, MS. No. 4447, fol. 72 v.)

---

**IBN AL-MUALLIM THE POET.**

Abū ’l-Ghanā‘im Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Fāris Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Husain Ibn al-Kāsim al-Wasiti (native of Wāsit) al-Hurthi, surnamed Najm ad-Dīn (star of religion), and generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Muallim (the son of the preceptor), was a celebrated poet. His pieces are so replete with pathetic sentiment and natural delicacy of thought, that they seem to melt with tenderness. He was one of those whose poems got into wide circulation, whose name acquired popularity, and whose verses procured them public esteem, wealth, and influence. The composition of verses formed the occupation of his life, and the epoch in which he lived encouraged him to persevere. His poems are chiefly amatory, eulogistic, or miscellaneous: the style is easy and the thoughts are just. The greater part of his poetry is devoted to the description of love, desire, affection, and passion; his verses
seize the heart and possess a charm to which very few are insensible: people listen to them with pleasure and retain them in their mind; they communicate them one to another; preachers quote them in their exhortations, and the assemblies listen with delight. I heard some shaikhs of al-Batâih (1) say that Ibn al-Muallim’s poetry derived its touching effect from a single circumstance, namely: that every kastda which he composed was immediately committed to memory by the dervishes (fâkirs) belonging to the order which is called the Rifâîe, after its founder, the shaikh Ahmad Ibn ar-Rifâî (vol. i. p. 152), and, as they sung these poems at their (religious) concerts for the purpose of exciting their souls to a state of mystic rapture, the blessed influence of their sighs passed into and pervaded his poetry. I found them all convinced of this as of a fact which left no doubt on their minds. (Be this as it may, I shall only observe), in a summary manner, that his poems resemble elegies, and that no man with the least spark of love in his bosom can hear them without yielding to their charm and feeling his passion revive. A mutual jealousy subsisted between Ibn al-Muallim and Ibn al-Tââwîzi (p. 162 of this vol.); this led the latter to satirize our poet in a piece of verse rhyming in j, which, though very fine, we need not insert. Ibn al-Muallim composed a long kastda which opens thus:

Bring back the camels which have hastened off with their fair burdens; when the mansion is no longer inhabited, it ceases to be home. In that valley resided (a maid) from whose access you were debarred, and whose pliant waist laughed to scorn the willow-branch. She betrayed her inconstancy at (our) first assignation (by staying away); who now can engage that she will fulfil a second promise? How can we meet whilst (warriors) of her tribe, sons of combat and lions of battle, surround her? (warriors) who long have borne the spear, and whose hands, methinks, were only formed to wield the pliant lance. They have girded the bright swords, and nought is seen in the nomadic camp, but the Indian cimeter and the pike. If I turned away, ’twas to avoid the observation of foes and not from satiety or indifference. Inhabitants of Nomân (2) where are the days we passed at Tuwaila? (Tell me where!) inhabitants of Nomân!

In another poem, he says:

How often did I say: “Beware (the valley of) al-Akîk, for its gazelles (maidens) are wont (3) to make its lions (warriors) their prey.” Yet you chose to chase the tender fawns of Hijâz, and fortune being adverse, you became their prey.

He says again, in another kastda:

O neighbours! the tears which flowed (from my eyes were once plentiful and) worthless, but (separated as we now are) by the hands of absence, (they are exhausted and) precious. Let
us tarry at the valley (where my beloved resided); stop there for an instant short as that which is required to gird on a mantle or undo a camel's fetter. How often did I station there! Such moments I would cheaply purchase with my life; judge then if I would spare my wealth.

In another kasida, he says:

(I swore) an oath by the intoxicating moisture enclosed within the lips (of my beloved) and encircled with hidden pearls, that, when the camel-driver reached the hill from which al-Ozaib (4) could be seen, I should breathe my last. But who now will help me to expiate my oath? Had I not seen in that valley the traces of my beloved Laila and (objects to awaken my slumbering) passion, I should not have returned here like one possessed (by a demon).

The motive which induced Ibn al-Muallim to compose the kasida (from which this last passage is extracted) was, that he, al-Abh (p. 159 of this vol.) and Ibn at-Taâwizi (p. 162 of this vol.) having read the exquisite kasida of Surr-Durr's (vol. II. p. 321) which begins with this verse: Is it thus that the love of all (my) contemporaries is required? Is such the general character of large-eyed gazelles (maidens)? and of which we shall again speak in the life of Amid al-Mulk Muhammad, they were filled with admiration, and Ibn al-Muallim composed this poem in the same prosodical measure. Ibn at-Taâwizi wrote, on the same occasion, a brilliant kasida which he sent to the sultan Salâh ad-Dîn (Saladin), who was then in Syria. It contains the praises of this prince and begins thus:

If your habits, when in love, resemble mine, let us stop our camels at the two sand-bills of Yabrûn (5).

Al-Abh also composed a kasida, but Ibn at-Taâwizi's is the best of the three. A story is handed down that Ibn al-Muallim related as follows: "When in Baghdad, I passed one day by the place where the shaikh Abû l-Faraj Ibn al-" Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96) used to hold his sittings for the purpose of delivering pious " exhortations; and, seeing a dense crowd assembled, I asked a person there what " had brought them together? He replied: 'It is the preacher Ibn al-Jauzi who " ' is holding a sitting.' Not being aware that he did so, I forced my way forward " till I could see and hear him. He was then preaching, and, in the midst of his " exhortations, he exclaimed: 'And it has been well said by Ibn al-Muallim:

"'The repetition of Thy name gives fresch pleasure to my ear; and he who repeats it is "charming to my sight.'"
"I was greatly struck with the coincidence of my presence and this citation of a verse from one of my own poems, but neither Ibn al-Jauzi nor any person in the assembly knew that I was there." The verse of which he speaks belongs to one of his most celebrated kastdās. In another poem, Ibn al-Muallim says:

My fortitude has been overcome by a person whom I dare not make known, and my heart’s blood has been wantonly shed by one whom I dare not name. She was cruel, but my tongue had not power to reproach her; yet my heart had strength enough to suffer her tyranny.

On the day when the battle of the Camel was fought near Basra, the engagement had not yet begun, when (the khalīf) Ali sent his cousin Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbās with a letter to Talhā and az-Zubair, in which he endeavoured to dissuade them from commencing hostilities. In giving Ibn al-Abbās the letter, he said: "Do not have any interview with Talhā, for you will find him (headstrong) as the bull which twists up its nose; he will mount an unruly camel and say it is perfectly broken; but meet az-Zubair, for he is of a more tractable disposition, and say to him: Thy maternal cousin (7) sends thee this message: Thou hast known me in Hijāz and wilt not know me in Irāk; what has occurred to change thy former feelings (8)?" Ali was the first person who employed this expression, and Ibn al-Muallim inserted it in the following verse:

They offered him their salutations at al-Jazé (9), and they turned their backs on him at al-Ghaur (10); what has occurred to change their former feelings?

This verse is to be found in one of his long kastdās; I took Ali’s message from a work entitled Nahj al-Balgha (the highway of eloquence) (11). It is needless to expatiate on the beauties (12) of Ibn al-Muallim’s poetry, as his diwān is well known and in general circulation. He was born on the eve of the 17th of the latter Juμmāda, A. H. 501 (2nd February, A. D. 1108), and he died at al-Hurth on the 4th of Rajab, A. H. 592 (3rd June, A. D. 1196). — Hurthi means belonging to al-Hurth, which is a village in the district of Nahr Jaafar, at ten parasangs from Wāsīt. It was his native place, and he continued to reside in it till his death.

(1) See vol. I. page 153.
(2) See page 155 of this volume.
(3) I suppose that the copyists have written, by mistake, دروت for ضربت.
IBN KHALLIKAN'S

(4) Al-Ozaib is the name borne by a number of springs situated in different parts of the Arabian Desert.
(5) See page 126 of this volume.
(6) Or: "He will engage in difficulties and say that they are easily got over."
(7) Safiya, the mother of az-Zubair, and Abū Tālib, the father of Ali, were brother and sister.
(8) The Arabic words signify literally: What has passed away of that which has appeared? This proverbial expression is noticed by al-Malādī, tome II, page 637 of Freytag's edition.
(9) Al-Jazār (the valley); some valley in Arabia is here meant.
(10) Al-Ghaur is the name given to the valley of the Jordan.
(11) Nahj al-Balgha (the highway of eloquence). This work is stated by some writers to have been compiled by the shafi' Abū 'l-Kāsim Ali al-Murtada (vol. II, p. 356), and that it consists of maxims and discourses uttered by Ali Ibn Abī Tālib; but the general opinion is unfavorable to its authenticity. Some large commentaries have been composed to elucidate it.
(12) I read fardīd with the edition of Bouliac.

MUWAffAK AD-DIN AL-IRBILĪ.

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yusuf Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ka'id al-Irbili (native of Arbela), surnamed Muwaffak ad-Din (favoured in his religion), was brought up at Arbela, the native place of his family, but he was born at Bahrain, (whence his surname of al-Bahrdin). This celebrated poet, who bore also the highest reputation by his knowledge of the (pure) Arabic language, displayed great talents in all the various species of poetry; he ranked with the most learned of the age in the sciences of prosody and rhyme; in poetical criticism he was one of the most acute; in distinguishing faults from beauties, one of the most skilful, and in testing poetical compositions, one of the most expert. Having acquired some knowledge of the sciences of the ancients (the Greeks), he drew up an explanation of (the difficulties offered by) the Book of Euclid. At Bahrain, when yet a boy, and before he had commenced his literary studies, he composed verses in imitation of the example offered by the Arabs of the desert. He was the master under whose tuition Abū 'l-Barakāt Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. II, p. 556), the author of the History of Arbela, studied the sciences connected with the art of poetry and finished his education.
This writer speaks of him in his work and says, after enumerating his merits:
"Our shaikh Abu 'l-Haram Makki al-Makistnî the grammarian"—we shall give
his life—"had recourse to him for the solution of numerous grammatical diffi-
culties, and obtained answers to all the questions which he proposed to him."
Muwaffak ad-Dîn travelled to Shahrozâr and resided there for some time; he then
removed to Damascas and celebrated, in a long kastda, the praises of the sultan
Salâh ad-Dîn. He left a diwan of good poetry and of elegant epistles. As a poet,
he ranked with those of his contemporaries whom we have already noticed in this
work. One of his productions is a kastda composed in honour of Zain ad-Dîn Abu
' l-Muzaflar Yusuf Ibn Zain ad-Dîn, the prince of Arbela of whom some mention has
been made in the life of his brother Muzaflar ad-Dîn (vol. II. p. 536). This piece
opens with the following lines:

The mansion at al-Ghada has long suffered from decay, and travellers stop to shed tears over
its ruins. Its walls have mouldered away, and nought remains but the traces which time has
only spared to efface them hereafter. There I spent many (happy) days; but alas! they have
passed away; the blessings of God be on those days and on that dwelling! The dark clouds of
morning stopped over it and shed the contents of their bosom upon its naked soil; weeping over
these ruins in the absence of my tears! may God recompense that service! Say to those who
resided here (1) "The ties (of friendship) with which I bound you hold no longer (2); and
yet I loved you, for you (by your honorable renown) were a tree whose summit no bird could
reach. Every night that passed, a guard stood around it, their lances moist with gore (3);
and when a transgressor stretched his hand towards its branches, that hand was severed (from
the arm) before it touched the fruit. But the duty (of defending your honour) was at length
relaxed, so that it seemed to the spectator an unprotected and an easy prize. Your soil is
fruitful, but I approach not, in search of pasture, except to grounds of difficult access; God
created me not to feed my flocks in a meadow easy of approach, where he may lead his flocks
who will (4). When hope impelled me to court your favours, despair stood before me and
turned me away. (My feelings towards you are) now the last remains of that love which
commenced with desire. Think not that I shall return to you; experience has removed the
bandage from my eyes; know that Zain ad-Dîn has granted me a favour which precludes me
from desiring any other."

This poem is long and its eulogistic part is very fine.—His father was a native of
Arbela and followed the profession of a merchant; like other merchants, he used to
visit Bahrain and remain there for some time, procuring pearls from the diving-
beds; it therefore happened that his son al-Muwaffak Abu Abd Allah was born in
that place. The child was taken to Arbela, and, for the reason just given, the sur-
name of al-Bahrani was bestowed upon it. Muwaffak ad-Dîn al-Irbili died at Arbela-
on the eve of Sunday, the 3rd of the latter Rabi, A. H. 585 (21st May, A. D. 1189), and was interred in the family cemetery situated to the south of al-Bast. Al-Mutarrizi says, in his Kitāb al-Mughrib, that al-bast is a Persian word (best) which signifies the spreading out of the water at the mouth of a river. —Bahrāni means belonging to al-Bahrain, which is a small town near Hajar. Al-Azhari (p. 48 of this vol.) says that it received the name of al-Bahrain (the two seas) because (it lies near the sea, and because) a lake is situated near the villages of that place, at the entrance into (the region called) al-Ahsā. The villages of Hajar are ten parasangs distant from the Green Sea (the Persian Gulf). The lake is three miles in length and as many in breadth; its waters are brackish; they never dry up, but remain stagnant. Abu Obaid (vol. II. p. 486) states that Abu Muhammad (Yahya) al-Yazidi (7) related the following anecdote: "(The khalif) al-Mahdi asked me and al-Kisâi why a native of al-Bahrain should be called a Bahrāni, whereas a person belonging to al-Hisnain was designated as a Hismi (and not as a Hisnâni).

To this al-Kisâi replied that people disliked saying Hisnâni on account of (the disagreeable sound caused by) the proximity of the two n's; and I answered for Bah-râni, that they preferred it to Bahri, because the meaning of the latter term might be mistaken, bearing, as it does, another signification, namely: belonging to the sea. —Al-Bast is the bed of a broad river passing through Arbela; the winter torrents and those of spring flow through it. It contains a great quantity of small stones.

(1) Literally: to neighbours.
(2) Literally: are rotten in their strands. The strands of a rope are the smaller ropes of which it is composed. Ropes are generally made of three strands of twisted cords. The Arabic word is kīwa (کیو), the plural of kūwa (کو).
(3) Literally: The points of their spears sweated death.
(4) Throughout this piece the poet employs, with a figurative signification, the pastoral terms employed by the nomadic Arabs. Feeding flocks here signifies: obtaining riches or favours.
(5) At the end of the article the author informs us what the Bast of Arbela is.
(6) See page 168 of this volume.
(7) His life will be found in this work.
IBN AD-DAHHAN.

Abû Shujâa Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Shoaib, surnamed Fakhr ad-Dtn (glory of religion), and generally known by the appellation of Ibn ad-Daḥhān (the son of the oilman), was a native of Baghdad, a calculator of inheritance-shares (farāḍ) (1), an arithmetician, and a philologer. Having left Baghdad, he proceeded to Mosul and got attached to the vizir Jamāl ad-Dtn al-Ispahānī (2); but he afterwards passed into the service of the sultan Salāh ad-Dtn, and was nominated by him director of the government office (diwan) at Maiyāfārīkīn. Being unable, in this post, to come to a good understanding with the governor of the city, he removed to Damascus and obtained a very inadequate pension, so that he dragged on a miserable existence. In the year 586 (A. D. 1190), he went to Egypt, and subsequently returned to Damascus, where he settled. He drew up, on the partition of inheritances, a number of works, containing tables, and, amongst other treatises, he composed a Gharb al-Hadith (unusual expressions occurring in the Traditions), the contents of which fill sixteen small volumes. In this production he employed certain letters by means of which any word sought for could be found out. His pen was more eloquent than his tongue. He compiled also a history and other works. Abû ʿl-Barakāt Ibn al-Mustaʿuf (vol. II. p. 556) mentions him in the History of Arbela, and counts him among the strangers who visited that city: "He was," says he, "a man of learning " and varied information; he composed some good poetry." This historian then gives the verses composed by Ibn ad-Daḥhān in praise of the shaykh Taj ad-Dtn Abû ʿl-Yunn Zaid Ibn al-Ḥasan al-Kindi (vol. I. p. 546). The kātit Imād ad-Dtn also speaks of him with high commendation in the Kharīda, and gives some fine passages from his poetry. One of these pieces is the following, composed on the grammarian Abû Muhammad Saʿīd Ibn al-Mubarak Ibn ad-Daḥhān, generally known by the surname of an-Nāših (the monitor), who had lost one of his eyes; we have already spoken of this person (vol. I. p. 574):

Ad-Daḥhān is not far from having a son more deceitful (3) than himself in two ways. ("This is like) one of the wonders of the sea, you may well relate it: (the son has) a single eye and a double face (4).
Another of the passages cited in the same work is the following, addressed to a person of rank on his recovery from sickness:

The people made a vow that on the day of thy recovery they would hold a fast; I alone vowed not to hold one, but to break it. For I knew that the day of thy recovery would be a festival; and on such days I disapprove of fasting though obliged to do so by a vow.

He composed also some fine poems for recitation. He was well skilled in astronomy and in the use of astronomical tables. His death took place at al-Hilla tas-Saifya in the month of Safar, A. H. 590 (January-February, A. D. 1194). He had set out from Damascus to perform the pilgrimage, and, in returning, he took the road leading to Irāk; but, on arriving at al-Hilla, his camel fell under him, and a piece of the wooden saddle struck him in the face and killed him on the spot. His stature was low, his face smooth, his beard long, thin, and white, inclining to yellow.—Some say that he bore the surname of Burhān ad-Dīn (proof of religion).—Having already spoken of al-Hilla (vol. I. p. 634), we need not repeat our observations.

(1) See vol. I. page 421, where the word fardd must be replaced by fardid.
(2) The life of the vizir Jamāl ad-Dīn Abū Jaafar Muhammad al-Ispahāni will be found in this volume.
(3) Dahhān signifies not only an oitman but deceitful.
(4) A double face means duplicity; the influence of the evil-eye was particularly active in one-eyed men.

IBN-ONAIN.

Abū 'l-Mahāsin Muhammad Ibn Nasr Ibn al-Husain Ibn Onain al-Ansāri, surnamed Sharaf ad-Dīn (nobleness of religion), was born in Damascus, but his family belonged to Kūfa. With him closed the series of our great poets; his equal has never since appeared, and, towards the close of his life, he remained without a rival. In his poetical compositions, excellent as they are, he did not confine himself to one particular style; on the contrary, he displayed his talents in all the
various branches of that art. His literary information was most extensive; the
greater part of the poetry composed by the Arabs of the desert was familiar to him,
and, as I have been informed, he could repeat from memory the contents of Ibn
Duraid’s (p. 38 of this vol.) philological work, the Jamhara. He had a strong
passion for satire and took pleasure in attacking the reputation of others; a long
kastda of his, to which he gave the title of Mikrād al-Adrād (the scissors to cut up
reputations), is directed against some of the chief men at Damascus. The recurrence
of his invectives against individuals having obliged the sultan Salâh ad-Din to banish
him from that city, he composed, on leaving it, the following lines:

Why have you banished an honest man who never committed a crime, who never stole? Expel the muwazzin from your country, if all are to be expelled who speak the truth (1).

Ibn Onain travelled over various countries, such as Syria, Irâk, Mesopotamia,
Adarbaiyân, Khorâsân, Ghaţna, Khâvarizm, and Transoxiana; he next visited India
and Yemen, which latter country was then under the rule of Saif al-Islâm Toghtikîn
Ibn Aiyûb (vol. I. p. 655), the brother of the sultan Salâh ad-Din. After residing
there for some time, he proceeded to Damascus by way of Hijâz and Egypt. From
Damascus he made frequent excursions to other cities and returned home again.
In the year 623 (A. D. 1226) I saw him at Arbele, but did not obtain anything from
him (2); he had been sent there on a political mission by al-Malik al-Muazzam
Sharaf ad-Din Isa, the son of al-Malik al-Aâdil and sovereign of Damascus (vol. II.
p. 428). He made but a short stay, and set out again. When in India, he wrote
the following lines to his brother at Damascus: the second verse he borrowed from
Abû ’l-Alâ’ ’l-Maarri (vol. I. p. 94), but this he was well entitled to do (if we take into
consideration his own talents):

Separated as we are, I forgive thy silence, for I know that thy letters could not find a bearer;
and I pardon thy taif (3) its cruelty (in not visiting my slumbers), for, after travelling all night,
it was still separated from me by a journey of many days (4).

How well that is expressed, and with what elegance he introduces the verse of Abû
’l-Alâ’! The same thought recurs in different passages of his poetry; thus, in a long
kastda, he says:

O zephyr that comest from Tall Râhit and the meadows of al-Hima! how hast thou found thy
way to India?
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He said also, in a piece composed at Aden, a city in Yemen:

O my friends! I ask not your ta’if to visit (my slumbers); for, alas! how far is ad-Dailamiyat from Aden!

Ad-Dailamiydt, Tall Râhit, and al-Hima are places situated in the plain of Damascus. The verse in al-Maarri's poem, which precedes the one given above, runs as follows:

I asked how far it was from al-Aklk to al-Hima? and I marvelled at the wide interval and the journey's length.

Al-Maarri borrowed this thought from Dibil Ibn Ali 'l-Khuzâi, a poet of whom we have already spoken (col. I. p. 507). Dibil composed a satire on the khalif al-Motasim billah, the son of Hârûn ar-Rashld, and, search having been made for him, he fled from Irâk to Egypt and took up his residence at Uswân (Syene), in the farthest extremity of that country. On this occasion he composed the verses which follow:

A man driven by his apprehensions to Uswân has not preserved the least trace of fortitude. I have fixed my abode in a spot which the eye cannot reach, and which the ta'if itself would be unable to attain, were it to undertake so fatiguing a journey.

We have been here led away from our subject, but one word brings on another. —Subsequently to the death of the sultan Salâh ad-Dîn, when al-Malik al-Aâdil took possession of Damascus (5), Ibn Onain was absent on the journey which he undertook in consequence of his banishment; but (on learning the events which had taken place), he directed his steps towards Damascus and wrote to al-Malik al-Aâdil the kasîda rhyming in r, wherein he requests permission to enter the city. In this poem he describes Damascus, relates the sufferings which he underwent in foreign lands, and addresses a most touching appeal to that prince's commisération. This piece, which is of the highest beauty, begins thus:

Could it harm the ta'if of my friends, were it to undertake a nocturnal journey (and visit me)?
Could it harm (my foes), did they let me indulge in sleep (6)?

In the beginning of the poem he describes Damascus, its gardens, rivers, and the delightful spots in its vicinity; he then alludes to his banishment in these terms:

I left it, but not willingly; I abandoned it, but not through hatred; and I journeyed forth, but
not from choice. I seek to share in (the prince's) bounty which overspreads every land; how strange that (by me alone his favours) must be requested by urgent prayers! I (therefore) veil the face of my eulogiums, not to profane them; and, disguising (my talents), I tuck up the (proud) train of my expectations.

In the same piece, he says, complaining of his sufferings during his absence from home:

To thee I complain of the pains of absence; time passed so slowly, that each of those days seemed to me a month; my existence never brightens up, the traces of love are never effaced from my heart, and the hand of slumber never touches my eyelids. My days are spent in an abode far from the luxuriant vegetation (of Damascus), and I pass the nights, debarred from access to the pure water (of its streams). Strange that all mankind should repose under the tutelary shade of these (princes), and that I alone should be an outcast in the desert!

This is a most beautiful kasīda, and it surpasses, in my opinion, Abū Bakr Ibn Ammār al-Andalusi's (p. 127 of this vol.) kasīda in the same rhyme and measure, which commences thus and of which we have already spoken:

Pass round the glass, for the zephyr has come.

When al-Malik al-Aādil read Ibn 'Ōnain's poem, he authorised him to enter Damascus. On arriving there, the poet said:

I satirised the grandees in Jīlīk (7), and I appalled the lower ranks by my invectives against the higher. Driven from it I was, but I returned despite them all.

He displayed great acuteness in the composition and solution of enigmas, and, when any were sent to him in writing, he resolved them immediately and wrote back an answer in verse, much finer than the question was. As he had no inducement for collecting his poetical works into a diwān, he never undertook that task, so that now his pieces are only found dispersed and in different hands. A native of Damascus made a small collection of his poems, but this diwān does not contain the tenth part of what he composed, and we even perceive in it some things which are not his. Ibn 'Ōnain was a man of great wit, gaiety, and humour. One of his kasīdas, in which he speaks of his travels and mentions his journey towards the East, contains the following admirable verse:

I penetrate into (8) the heart of the East, as if I were searching in its recesses for the lustre of renown.
In a word, his poetry abounds with beauties. In one of the months of the year 649 (A. D. 1251-2), being then in Cairo, I had a dream (9) in which I saw Ibn Onain holding a broad, red-coloured sheet of paper, on which were inscribed about fifteen verses. "I composed these verses," said he, "for al-Malik al-Muzaffar (vol. II. "p. 391), the sovereign of Hamât." That prince was dead at the time of which I am speaking. The assembly where we were seemed to be numerous, and he read the verses to us. One of them struck me greatly and I repeated it over and over in my dream; when I awoke, it was impressed on my memory and I give it here:

To recite verses is not laudable, unless he whose praises they extol be deserving.

This verse is not to be found in his poems. In the life of Fakhr ad-Dîn ar-Râzi (vol. II. p. 654), we have spoken of him and his poem which rhymes in f; we have also mentioned him in the life of Saif al-Islâm (vol. I. p. 655). High favour was shown to him by different sovereigns, and he filled the post of vizir at Damascus, towards the end of al-Malik al-Muazzam's reign and during the reign of al-Malik an-Nâsir, that prince's son. On the accession of al-Malik al-Ashraf, he resigned his office, and, having retired to his house, he continued to reside there and never again occupied a situation under government. His birth took place at Damascus on Monday, the 9th of Shaabân, A. H. 549 (19th October, A. D. 1154), and he died in that city on Monday evening, the 20th of the first Rabî, A. H. 630 (4th January, A. D. 1233). The next morning, he was interred in the mosque founded by himself at Ard al-Mizza (the land of al-Mizza), which is a village at the gate of Damascus. Ibn ad-Dubaithi (p. 102 of this vol.) states that he heard him say: "We came originally "from a place in Kûfa called Masjid Bani 'n-Najjâr (the mosque of the Najjadîn), "and we drew our descent from the Ansârs." Subsequently to my copying this passage, I visited the tomb of Bilâl, Muhammad's muwazzin (10), which is situated in the cemetery lying outside that gate of Damascus which is called Bâb as-Saghîr. On coming out of the chapel erected over the grave, I observed a large tomb near the door (or near the gate), and, being informed that it was Ibn Onain's, I stopped and invoked on him the mercy of God.

(1) When the muwazzin calls the people to prayer, he proclaims that there is but one God and that Muhammad is the apostle of God. It is to this the poet alludes.

(9) The author means that he did not learn any of Ibn Onain's verses from that poet's own lips.

(10) See vol. I. page xxxvi.

(6) The poet means: Could it harm my jealous foes, were they to allow me to sleep, so that I might see the taif in my dreams.

(7) Jililk was one of the names given to Damascus. See vol. I. page 195.

(8) Literally: I split the heart.

(9) The belief of Muslims in dreams is well known.

(10) Bilâl ibn Rabâh, an Abyssinian mawla to Abû Bakr, embraced Islamism at an early period and fought in all Muhammad's battles. He was the only mawâzin whom Muhammad ever employed to call the people to prayer, and he accompanied him in all his expeditions and sojournings. Bilâl died at Damascus, towards A. H. 130 (A. D. 644), aged sixty-four years.

---

**AL-KAIM AL-OBÂIDI.**

Abû 'l-Kâsim Muhammad, called also Nizâr, was the son of Abû Muhammad Obâd Allah, surnamed al-Mahdi, the same who established an empire in Maghrib. Abû 'l-Kâsim bore the title of al-Kâim (the maintainer). We have already spoken of his father (vol. II. page 77), and of his son Al-Mansûr Ismail (vol. I. page 218). Having been solemnly proclaimed by his father as the next successor to the throne of Ifrîkiya and the adjoining country, his name was inscribed on all the official papers and the umbrella (of state) was borne over his head. On the death of his father (A. H. 322, A. D. 934), the people renewed to him their oath of allegiance. He had been twice sent by his father to conquer Egypt; the first time, he set out on the 18th of Zâ'î-Hijja, A. H. 301 (15th July, A. D. 914), and, having taken possession of Alexandria and al-Faiyûm, he levied the land-tax (kharâj) throughout the greater part of Egypt and oppressed the people (1). In the second expedition, he reached Alexandria in the month of the first Rabi', A. H. 307 (August, A. D. 919), with a numerous army. The officer who governed there in the name of the imdâm (khalîf) al-Mukhadir having retired at his approach, al-Kâim took possession of the city and marched to al-Jîza with an immense body of troops. Intelligence of these events having reached Baghdad, al-Mukhadir provided Mûnis al-Khâdim (the eunuch) with men and money, and sent him to repel the invader. Mûnis hastened by forced
marches to Old Cairo, and found, on his arrival, that al-Kāim had obtained possession of al-Jīza, al-Ushmūnain and the greater part of as-Safīd (Upper Egypt). The two armies then met, and a number of desperate conflicts ensued; but al-Kāim having lost a great part of his men and horses by pestilence and famine, departed for Ifrikiya, and was pursued to some distance by the Egyptian army. He entered al-Mahdiya on Tuesday, the 3rd of the month of Rajab, the same year (29th November, A. D. 919. It was under his reign that Abū Yazīd Makhbād Ibn Kaidād the Kharījite revolted (against the Shi'ite dynasty). To give the particulars of this insurrection would lead us too far; and, besides, we have already related, in the life of al-Mansūr (vol. I. page 219), what happened to this rebel and how he died a prisoner (2). Al-Kāim was born at Salamiya (vol. II. p. 79), in the month of Muḥarram, A. H. 280 (March-April, A. D. 893).—some say, in 282, and others again, in 277.—He was taken to Maghrib by his father, and he died on Sunday, the 13th of Shawwal, A. H. 334 (18th May, A. D. 946), at al-Mahdiya, where Abū Yazīd held him blockaded. Isma'il, al-Kāim's son, concealed his father's death lest the insurgent chief, who was then in the neighbourhood, under the walls of Sūsa, should learn the event and conceive fresh hopes of success. He, therefore, left all things as they were, and distributed donations and presents in abundance. He avoided also assuming the title of khalīf, and headed his letters with these words: From the emir Isma'il, the designated successor to the command of the Moslems (3).

(1) He was then obliged to evacuate Egypt by Mūnis the eunuch, who had been sent against him by the khalīf al-Muktadīr.—(Ibn al-Atbar.)

(2) Ibn Khaldūn gives a full account of Abū Yazīd's revolt in his History of the Berbers, tome II.

(3) Literally: The holder of the covenant of the Moslems. That is: the person to whom the Moslems had engaged their fealty as successor to the throne.

AL-MOTAMID IBN ABBAD.

Al-Motamid ala 'llah (the supported by God) Abū 'l-Kāsim Muḥammad, the son of al-Motadīd billah Abū Amr Abbād, the son of az-Zāfir al-Muwaṣṣid billah Abū
'I-Kásim Muhammad, kādi of Seville, the son of Abū 'I-Walîd Ismail, the son of Kuraish, the son of Abbâd, the son of Amr, the son of Aslam, the son of Amr, the son of Itâf, the son of Noaim, a member (by descent) of the tribe of Lakhm (al-Lākhmi) and a descendant of an-Nomân Ibn al-Mundir, the last king of al-Hira (1) was sovereign of Cordova, Seville, and the portion of the Spanish peninsula situated in the proximity of these two cities. It was of him and his father that a certain poet said:

The sons of Abbâd, the progeny of the Mundirs, (there is an original) have added fresh lustre to the renown of their ancestors. Glory has engendered no other offspring but these heroes; the children of glory are few.

The authority which this dynasty acquired in Spain originated in the following manner: —Noaim and his son Itâf were the first of the family who passed from the East into Spain; they were natives of al-Arish, an ancient city which marks the point of separation between Syria and Egypt, and is situated on the edge of the Syrian desert. (On their arrival in Spain) they settled at Tūmîn, a village in that district of the province of Seville which is called Tushâna (Tocina). Itâf left issue, and one of his descendants, the kādi az-Zâfîr Muhammad Ibn Ismail, was the first of the family who, in that country, emerged from obscurity. Having risen to the post of kādi at Seville, he acted towards the people with such justice and moderation as drew on him the attention of every eye and the love of every heart. When the sovereign of Cordova (2), Yahya Ibn Ali Ibn Hammûd al-Hasani, surnamed al-Motâli, who was a prince of a tyrannical disposition, laid siege to Seville, the chief men of that city went to the kādi Muhammad and said to him: "Seest thou not what this tyrant hath brought down upon us, and how he hath destroyed the property of the people? Arise then with us, and let us go forth against him; we will give thee the sovereignty over us and concede to thee the supreme authority." He accepted their proposal, and they sallied forth against Yahya. That prince, who was then intoxicated with wine, mounted on horseback to encounter them, and met with his death. The power of Muhammad Ibn Ismail being thus established, he obtained possession of Cordova and other places. The history of his proceedings with the pretended Hishâm Ibn al-Hakam is well known: Hishâm Ibn al-Hakam, the last Omayyide sovereign of Spain, had allowed al-Mansûr Ibn Abi Ââmîr not only to acquire an absolute authority over him, but to exclude him from all communication.
with the public; no orders issued from the palace but such as were dictated by that minister; the prince was debarred from the exercise of power and deprived of all the attributes of royalty, with the exception of the imperial title and the mention of his name in the khotba (public prayer) offered up from the pulpits. Nothing was then heard of him for upwards of twenty years, and various changes had taken place when the kādī Muhammad was informed, some time after his accession and the reduction of the (neighbouring) cities under his rule, that Hishām Ibn al-Hakam was in a mosque at Kalāt Rabāh (Calatrava). He immediately sent for him, and having placed the supreme authority in his hands, he constituted himself the vizir of this (mock sovereign). Alluding to this circumstance, the ḥāfiz Abū Muhammad Ibn Hazm az-Zāhirī (vol. II. p. 267) says, in his Nukat al-Ārūs: "An imposture the "like of which never occurred before: upwards of twenty years had elapsed "since the death of Hishām Ibn al-Hakam, surnamed al-Muwaitiyah, when there "appeared a man called Khalaf al-Hasri (the mat-maker), who gave himself "out for that prince, and, being proclaimed sovereign, the public prayer was "offered up in his name, at different periods, from all the pulpits of Spain. He "caused great bloodshed; armies encountered in battle on his account, and during "more than twenty years he persevered in his pretensions. The kādī Muhammad "Ibn Ismail held the rank of vizir under him and possessed all the authority. "Things continued in this state till the false Hishām's death, when the kādī as-"sumed the supreme power." (This kādī) was a man of great learning and skilled in literature; he possessed a perfect knowledge of the means by which empires are governed, and he continued to reign with absolute authority till his death. This event took place on Sunday, the 29th of the first Jumāda, A. H. 433 (24th January, A. D. 1042). He was interred in the citadel of Seville. Some say that he died towards the year 450; different dates also are assigned to his accession; Imād ad-Dīn mentioning, in his Kharīda, the year 414 (A. D. 1023-4), and others giving the year 424. God best knows the truth in all these statements! — On the death of Muhammad the kādī, his son Abū Amr Abbâd, surnamed al-Motadid billah, succeeded to the supreme command. Speaking of this prince, Abū 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn Bassâm says, in his Dakhira (3): "Then the authority passed to Abbâd, in the "year 433; he at first bore the surname of Fakhr ad-Dawlat (glory of the empire), "and afterwards that of al-Motadid (4). He was the axle of the mill-stone of "civil discord and the utmost limit of affliction: think of a man whom neither
strong nor weak could withstand (5), from whom neither the near nor the distant
could escape; a mighty prince who consolidated the power which had been shaken;
a lion who, whilst crouching, devoured the fawn; a precipitate (politician) against
whom even the astucious had to be on their guard, and a dastard of whom the
bravest warriors stood in awe; misguided, he followed the right path; consolidating
(the state), he cut away and spared not; he assaulted, and the people were hostile
(to him). Yet, he established his authority, agitated as he was (6), so that he ex-
tended his power, enlarged his kingdom, multiplied his troops, and increased his
means. Besides this, he was gifted with a handsome face, a body perfect in its
proportions, a colossal stature, a liberal hand (7), penetration of intellect, presence
of mind, and a just perception. By these qualities he surpassed all his contem-
poraries; and moreover, before ambition led him to aspire after power, he had
looked into literature with a close glance and an acute apprehension; so that by
his quick intelligence, he acquired an abundant stock of information, noted down
without serious study, without advancing far into its depths, without extensive
reading, and without indulging in the passion of collecting books of that kind.
With these accomplishments, he derived from his genius the talent of expressing
his thoughts in an ornate style. He composed also pieces of verse remarkable for
sweetness, containing thoughts which the natural turn of his disposition enabled
him to attain, expressing perfectly well what he wished to say, and displaying such
excellence as caused them to be copied by literary men. To these brilliant quali-
ties he united a liberal disposition, wherein he rivalled the (copious) rain-clouds.
The history of al-Motadid, in all his actions and his various projects, is singular and
striking. He was addicted to women, of whom he had great numbers and of va-
rious races; in this indulgence he reached a point to which none of his contempo-
raries ever went, and, by its frequency and his natural vigour, he begot a numer-
ous progeny. It is said that he had about twenty sons and as many daughters (8).”

This writer gives some pieces composed by him, of which this is one:

When the night was washing from its eyes the collyrium (of darkness) with the water of
morning, and the zephyr blew mildly, we drank an old (liqueur, in colour) like gold, in perfume
strong, and in body weak (9).

In the life of Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Aqmār (p. 127 of this vol), we have given
some extracts from the two kastdas composed by that vizir in honour of al-Motadid (10);
one of these poems rhymes in r and the other in m. Al-Motadid is thus described in a piece of verse composed by his son al-Motamid:

A generous prince, bestowing thousands before the request is made, and who offers excuses, thinking his gifts too small. His hand is kissed by every mighty man, and were it not for its moisture (its liberalit), we should say it is the sacred stone (of Mekka's temple).

He continued in the glory of power and the enjoyment of pleasure, till he was attacked by a quinsy which soon carried him off. On perceiving his death draw near, he ordered a singer to be brought in, with the intention of drawing an omen from the first words of the piece which might be sung, and the singer commenced with this verse:

We kill time, knowing that it will kill us; mix then the (wine), young girl! with the water of the cloud and give us to drink.

From these words he drew a bad omen, and effectively, he only survived five days. His death took place at Seville, on Monday, the 1st of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 461 (28th March, A. D. 1069), and he was interred there the next day. His son al-Motamid ala 'llah Abû 'l-Kâsim Muhammad succeeded to the throne. Speaking of al-Motamid, Abû 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn al-Kattâa (vol. II. p. 265) says, in his Luhah al-Mulah: "The most liberal, the most hospitable, the most munificent, and the most powerful of all the princes who ruled in Spain. His court was therefore the halting place of travellers (11), the rendezvous of poets, the point towards which all hopes were turned, and the haunt of men of talent; so much so, that, at the door of no other contemporary prince were to be found so many eminent poets and literary men as were assembled in his presence (12)." Ibn Bassâm says, in the Dakhtra: "Al-Motamid Ibn Abâd left some pieces of verse (beautiful) as the bud when it opens to disclose the flower; and, had the like been composed by persons who made of poetry a profession and a merchandise, they would still have been considered as charming, admirable, and singularly original." One of these pieces is the following:

Thou hast often shunned me, though sometimes events induced thee to treat me kindly. The time of our separation seemed (dismal) as night, and the moments of our meeting (bright) as the moon.
This idea bears some relation to that which a poet has expressed in the following verses of a poem:

The light of morning removed (the cover of darkness) off her face, and the mole of her cheek arose, imbued with moisture. The mole on her cheek seemed like a single moment of (a mistress') displeasure during the hours of love.

Having resolved to send his concubines from Cordova to Seville, he set out with them and escorted them from night-fall till morning. He then bade them farewell and returned back, reciting some verses, two of which ran as follows:

I travelled with them whilst the robe of night was of one uniform colour, but, when it appeared striped (by the rays of dawn), I stopped to say farewell, and the morning received from my hand those stars.

This idea is highly beautiful. He said also on the subject of his bidding them farewell:

Early in the morning, when I stopped to say farewell, standards were waving in the court of the castle, and we wept blood; so that, by the shedding of red tears, our eyes appeared like wounds.

This is an imitation of the thought which a poet has thus expressed:

I wept blood, so that a person said: "This youth is bleeding from the nose with the lids of his eyes."

A similar idea occurs also in a piece of al-Abiwardi's which we have already given (p. 146 of this vol.). The following verses are by al-Motamid:

Were the eyes of delators not fixed upon me, and did I not fear that the guards might tell, I should have made you a visit to retribute your cruelty, even were I to creep on my face or walk on my head (13).

He addressed the following lines from his palace at Cordova to his boon companions who had made a morning party at az-Zahrâ, inviting them to come and carouse with him that evening:

On your account, the palace envied az-Zahrâ, and I swear by my existence and yours that it was not in the wrong! At az-Zahrâ, you rose as suns to light the day; appear near us as moons to light the night.
This idea is novel and striking. — "Ax-Zahrd (14) is one of the most admirable edifices in the world; its erection was commenced in the beginning of the year 325 (November, A. D. 936) by Abû 'l-Mutarrif Abd ar-Rahmân, surnamed an-Nâsir, (the son of Muhammad, the son of Abd Allah), who was one of the Omayyad sovereigns of Spain. It lies at the distance of four miles and two-thirds from Cordova. Its length, from east to west, is two thousand seven hundred cubits, and its breadth, from north to south (15), one thousand five hundred cubits; the number of its pillars is four thousand three hundred, and it has upwards of fifteen thousand (?) doors. An-Nâsir divided the revenue of the state into three portions; one was given to the troops, another deposited in the treasury, and the third spent on the construction of the Zahrah. The taxes of Spain at that time amounted to five millions four hundred and eighty thousand dinars, besides seven hundred and sixty-five thousand dinars produced by the tolls and the demesnes of the sovereign. The Zahrah is one of the most colossal buildings erected by man, the most splendid and the most renowned (16)." The preceding indications are taken from Ibn Bashkuwâl's History of Spain (vol. I. p. 491). — The celebrated poet Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Isa Ibn Muhammad al-Lakhmi ad-Dâni felt a natural partiality for the Abbâd family in consequence of the patronage which he had received from al-Motamid (17); and he celebrated the praises of that prince in a number of beautiful pieces. In one of these poems, he mentions al-Motamid's four sons, namely: ar-Rashîd Obaid Allah, ar-Râdi Yazid, al-Mâmûn al-Fath, and al-Mûtamin. In this piece, he says, with the utmost elegance:

"(He is) a helper in want, an assister in adversity; in armour, he appals; in silks, he excites admiration. (His are) beauty, beneficence, rank, and power; (he is) like the noontide sun, the refreshing cloud, the lightning (which announces the genial rains) and the thunder (which threatens). With his blood he raised a monument of glory, and he enlarged that edifice by sons, mighty and resolute; four in number, like the temperaments, combined to maintain in health the body of renown and the nobleness of ancient descent.

Notwithstanding the illustrious deeds and the generosity of this family, it could not escape detraction: thus, Abû 'l-Hasan Jaafar Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Hâjj al-Lûrki (18) said of them:

Mourn for the world and for the death of beneficence, since beneficence subsists not in the family of Abbâd! I passed three months with them as a visitor, yet never obtained a dinner; I then left them and received no provisions for my journey.
At that time, Alphonso (VI), the son of Ferdinand, the sovereign of Castile and king of the Spanish Franks, had become so powerful that the petty Moslim kings of that country were obliged to make peace with him and pay him tribute. He then took Toledo on Tuesday, the 1st of Safar, A. H. 478 (29th May, A. D. 1085), after an arduous siege. That city belonged to al-Kâdir billah Ibn Zi 'n-Nūn. In allusion to this event, the following verses were pronounced by Abū Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Faraj Ibn Ghażlûn al-Yahsubî, generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Assdil (المسال) at-Tulaitilî, and of whom Ibn Bashkuwâl speaks in his Silat (19):

Hasten the speed of your horses, inhabitants of Spain I none can dwell in quiet there unless by chance. The beads (fortresses) drop off from the ends of its necklace, and soon, I think, the necklace of the peninsula will be broken in the middle. He who resides near evil should not think himself secure from its attacks; how could a man live in a basket of snakes?

Al-Motamid Ibn Abbâd surpassed all the other kings in greatness of power and extent of empire, yet he also paid tribute to Alphonso. After capturing Toledo, the latter conceived hopes of getting that prince's kingdom into his possession, and therefore refused to receive the tribute. At the same time, he sent him a threatening message, ordering him to deliver up his fortresses; on which condition, he might retain the open country as his own. These words provoked al-Motamid to such a degree, that he struck the ambassador and put to death all those who accompanied him. Alphonso had set out with the intention of besieging Cordova when he received intelligence of this event, and he immediately returned to Toledo in order to provide machines for the siege (of Seville). When the shaikhs of Islamism and its doctors were informed of his project, they assembled and said: "Behold how the Moslim cities fall into the hands of the Franks whilst our sovereigns are engaged in warring against each other! If things continue in this state, the Franks will subdue the entire country." They then went to the kâdi (of Cordova), Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Adham, and conferred with him on the disasters which had befallen the Moslims and on the means by which they might be remedied. Every person had something to say, but it was finally resolved that they should write to Abû Yakûb Yûsuf Ibn Tâshîfîn, the king of the al-Mulaththimân (20) and sovereign of Morocco, imploring his assistance. (We shall give the life of Yûsuf Ibn Tâshîfîn.) The kâdi then waited on al-Motamid and informed him of what had passed. Al-Motamid concurred with them on the expediency of such an application, and told the kâdi to
bear the message himself to Yusuf Ibn Tashifin. The kddi hesitated at first, but as the prince insisted, he retired, imploring of the Almighty that things might turn out well. Having then written to the sovereign of Morocco, acquainting him with what had taken place, he despatched the letter by one of his slaves. When Yusuf Ibn Tashifin received this communication, he set out in all haste for Ceuta; and the kddi, with a numerous company, proceeded to the same place for the purpose of meeting that monarch and representing to him the situation of the Moslems. Yusuf then gave orders that the army should be taken over to Algiers, which is a city in the territory of Spain, whilst he himself remained at Ceuta, a city in the territory of Morocco and lying opposite to Algiers. He recalled from (the city of) Morocco the troops which he had left there, and when all were assembled, he sent them across to Spain, and followed with a body of ten thousand men. Al-Motamid, who had also assembled an army, went to meet him; and the Moslems, on hearing the news, hastened from every country for the purpose of combating the infidels. On receiving intelligence of these events, Alphonso, who was then at Toledo, took the field with forty thousand horse, exclusive of the other troops which came to join him. He wrote also a long and threatening letter to Yusuf Ibn Tashifin, who inscribed on the back of it these words: What will happen thou shalt see! and returned it. On reading the answer, Alphonso was filled with apprehension, and observed that this was a man of resolution. The two armies then advanced and met at a place called az-Zallâka, near the town of Batalxaus (Badajoz), where they formed in line. The Moslems gained the victory, and Alphonso fled with a few others, after witnessing the extermination of his troops. Some state that this engagement took place on a Friday, in one of the first ten days of the month of Ramdân, A. H. 479, but the true date is the middle (the 12th) of Rajab of that year (23rd October, A. D. 1085). This year was adopted in Spain as the commencement of a new era, and was called the year of az-Zallâka. The battle of az-Zallâka is one of the most celebrated in history. Al-Motamid on that day made a most firm resistance, and numerous wounds in his face and body attested his un- daunted courage. The beasts of burden and the arms of the enemy fell into the hands of the Moslems. The emir Yusuf (Ibn Tashifin) then returned to Arica, and al-Motamid to his kingdom. The ensuing year, Yusuf passed into Spain, and al-Motamid having gone to meet him, he laid siege to a fortress (named Aledo and) belonging to the Franks, but was unable to take it. Having resumed his march, he went across to Granada, and Abd Allah Ibn Buluggin, the lord of that city, came out
to receive him. Abd Allah then re-entered Granada with the intention of sending the customary presents (to his powerful visitor), but Yusuf penetrated perniciously into the city, expelled Abd Allah, and proceeded to the palace, where he found an immense quantity of money and treasures. After this exploit he returned to Morocco, his mind deeply impressed with the beauty of Spain, its magnificence, its edifices, its gardens, its alimentary productions, and those various (sources of) riches which did not exist in Morocco, a country inhabited by ( rude) Berbers and wild uncivilised Arabs. The persons whom he admitted into his intimate society then began to extol Spain in his presence, to represent to him the facility with which he might obtain possession of so fine a country, and to irritate him against al-Motamid, by repeating things which, as they pretended, that prince had said. Yusuf's feelings towards al-Motamid thus underwent a complete change, and he, at length, marched against him. On arriving at Ceuta, he sent his army across to Spain and placed it under the orders of Sir Ibn Abi Bakr al-Andalusi (21). This general (after achieving various conquests) reached Seville and besieged it vigorously. Al-Motamid, who was then in the city, displayed the greatest firmness and bravery, encountering every danger with unheard of courage. The inhabitants, overcome with consternation and filled with terror, wandered (in despair) through the streets; some escaped by swimming across the river, and others let themselves down from the battlements of the walls. At length, on Sunday, the 20th of Rajab, A. H. 484 (7th Sept. A. D. 1091), the army of the emir Yusuf burst into the city, spread devastation through every quarter, and deprived the people of all they possessed. The inhabitants, concealing their nudity with their hands, fled from their houses, and al-Motamid, with his family, were taken prisoners. He had already lost two of his sons; one of them, al-Mamun, commanded at Cordova as his father's lieutenant, but being besieged there (by the Almoravides), he was taken and executed. Ar-Radi, the other son, met with a similar fate at Ronda, a strong fortress in which he also commanded as his father's lieutenant. Al-Motamid composed a number of elegies on their death. This prince was no sooner made prisoner than they bound him in chains and embarked him with his family on board a ship. Ibn Khakân (vol. II. p. 455) says, in his Kalâfâd al-Itiâyàn, on coming to this part (of al-Motamid's history): "Then he and his family were borne off in the lofty (masted) coursers (of the sea), enclosed therein as if they were dead; they for whom (but a short time before) a palace was not sufficiently ample, and whose presence had given lustre to the age. The people assembled on the banks of the river, shedding,
"tears as the clouds of morning (shed rain), and (the exiles) departed with lamentations to escort them, and the manifestation of general grief failed them not."

Alluding to this event, Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Isa ad-Dānī, generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Labbāna (22), expressed his feelings in a long kastda, which we need not insert, and which begins thus:

The heavens shed tears, evening and morning, over the noble princes, the sons of Abbād.

Describing the same event, the Sicilian poet, Abū Muhammad Abd al-Jabbār Ibn Ilamdis (vol. II. p. 160) composed a long piece of verse which contained these lines:

When you left us and bore off in your hands generosity itself, whilst the mountains of your power were shaken to their basis (23), I raised my voice and exclaimed: The day of judgment has come! behold the firm mountains pass away (24)!

The idea of this last verse is taken from the following lines composed by Abd Allah Ibn al-Motazz (vol. II. p. 41) on the death of Abū 'l-Abbās Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Furāt (vol. II. p. 358):

The human race are now all on a level; perfection is dead and the vicissitudes of time exclaim: Where are the (great) men (25)? Behold Abū 'l-Abbās on his bier! arise and see how mountains are removed from their places.

It has been said that Ibn al-Motazz recited these verses on the death of the vizir Abū 'l-Kāsim Obaid Allah Ibn Sulaimān Ibn Wahh, and this statement I have since found confirmed.—Al-Motamid pronounced the following verses one day, whilst suffering from the weight and tightness of his chains:

For the shade of my once triumphant banners I have received in exchange the ignominy of fetters and the weight of chains. The irons which I once used were the pointed lance and the sharp, thin, and polished sword; but both are now turned into rusty (chains), grasping my leg as lions grasp their prey.

They then bore him to Yūsuf Ibn Tāshīfīn, at Morocco, and that emir sent him to Aghmāt and imprisoned him there for life. Ibn Khākān says: "Torn from his country and stripped of his possessions, he was carried off in a ship and deposited on the (African) shore as a corpse is deposited in its place of burial; the pulpits of his (states) and the throne (26) deplored his absence; those who once visited his
"table or his bed of sickness went near him no more; he remained alone in his
grief, uttering deep-drawn sighs and pouring forth tears as a conduit pours forth
water; none were left to console him in his solitude, and, instead of the Lower
(which he once frequented), he now saw nought but strangers. Deprived of con-
solation, hopeless of the approach (of friends), debarred from the aspect of joy, he
called to mind his native abodes, and that thought made him long for home; he
saw in imagination the splendour of his (court), and that image raised his admira-
tion; his fancy showed him his dwelling laid desolate, the palace bewailing its
(former) inhabitants, its heavens (extant) darkened by the absence of its full moons
(beautiful women), and of its guards and of the companions of his evening hours."
—His imprisonment inspired Abū Bakr ad-Dānī (Ibn al-Labbānah) with the cele-
bibated kastādā which begins thus:

Each thing has its appointed hour; each wish, a time for its fulfilment. Fortune has been
immersed in the dye of the camelion, and the colours of its various states are always changing.
We are chessmen in the hands of fortune, and sometimes the pawn may check the king (27).
Cast off the world and its inhabitants; the earth is now tenantless; men (worthy of the name)
are dead. Tell the creatures who dwell here below that the secret plan of Providence above
is now concealed at Āghmāt.

This is a long poem, containing about fifty verses. In the year 486 (A.D.1093),
he (Ibn al-Labbānah) composed at Āghmāt the following piece on al-Motamid’s im-
prisonment (28):

Smell this nosegay of salutations; by it I break the seal of that musk (condolence) from which
thou hast been precluded. Let me know indirectly, if thou canst not do it openly, that thou
who gavest happiness (to others) canst yet taste of it thyself. When I think of those times
which for thee passed over so brightly, the light of morning becomes darkness for me. I
marvel how the milky way, on seeing thee, a sun, eclipsed, could ever rise again and shew its
stars. Though our affliction for thy loss was great, we found thee a still greater affliction (for
thy foes): a spear rushing to the charge till it was shivered, a sword dealing its blows till it was
indentured. The rain-cloud, pouring down its showers wept for the family of Ābbād, but
equalled not (in abundance the gifts once bestowed by) Muhammad and his sons. How dearly
I love Habīb (29) for these words: "Perhaps a (ship) appearing in the horizon may bring
them near (to us); perhaps it may! When their morning (their presence) dawned upon
us, we praised (our diligence in) travelling (even) by night (to reach their court); but since
we have lost them, we travel in darkness. We once browsed in the pasture-ground of
honour all around their park (empire); but now that pasture-ground is barren, and that park
is deserted. Time hath clothed their dwelling with a raiment, the warp and woof of which
are formed by the rains (30). Their palaces are no longer inhabited; nought is seen therein
"but the fallow (deer) walking around the statues (31) still erect. The echo answers the
screech-owl in those halls where the birds once sung responsive to the voice of the musician.
It is now as if no human being had ever resided there; as if ambassadors had never found
therein a crowded court; as if (hostile) troops had never met there an army (to repel them)."
On departing from thy kingdom, thou went like unto Malik, and I, through grief for thee, am
like Mutammim (32). (What) a misfortune (was yours)! it cast down the luminaries from their
exalted sphere, and left not a mark to distinguish the region of beneficence. Oppressed by
the narrowness of the earth, I think that I and it have been formed for each other as the
bracelet is formed for the arm (33). I have lamented thee so that grief hath left me neither
tears nor blood to weep thy loss withal. I shall persevere in that course, and, if I die,
I shall leave my conduct as an example for other mourners. For thee the rain wept, the
wind tore open its bosom, and the thunder uttered thy name in its moanings; the lightning
rent its robe, the day put on the raiment of mourning, and the stars of heaven formed an as-
sembly to deplore thee. Thy son, the light of day, was bewildered with sorrow and swerved
from its path; thy brother, the ocean, shrunk with indignation and swelled no more (34).
Since thy departure, the full moon hath never stationed within a halo, and the noontide sun
hath never been seen to smile. God ordained that thou shouldst be dismounted from a bay
and towering (steed) and be embarked in a black and unlucky (vessel).

In the following passage of the same poem, the poet alludes to the circumstance
of al-Motamid's chains having fallen off:

Thy chains melted away and thou wert loose; thy chains were then more compassionate
towards the generous than they. I marvelled that the iron should soften whilst their hearts
remained hard; the iron knew better the secret intentions of Providence than they. He will
deliver thee who delivered Joseph from the well; he will protect thee who protected Jesus, the
son of Mary.

Ibn al-Labbâna composed a number of detached pieces and long kastâdas, in which
he lamented the (glorious) days of that family and the ruin of their power. These
poems he collected in a small volume, to which he gave the title of Nazm as-Sulâk
fi Waaz il-Mulâk (the string of beads, being an admonition to kings). He visited
al-Motamid at Aghmât with the intention of fulfilling a duty, not with the hope of
obtaining a present, and it is stated that, when about to take leave, he received from
the prince a gift of twenty dinars and a piece of Baghdad cloth, accompanied with a
note containing these lines:

Receive these precious objects from the hand of a captive; if you accept them, you will be
truly grateful. Accept (a trifle) from one who melts with shame to (offer) it, although po-
verty is his excuse.

These verses are only a part of the piece. Abû Bakr Ibn al-Labbâna here says:
I sent this present back to him, being aware of his poverty and knowing that he had nothing left. I wrote to him at the same time the following answer to his note:

Thou hast met with a man who knoweth what is honour; leave me then in the ideas I have formed of thee. May I renounce the love I bear thee, and which forms half my soul, if the mantle which covers me ever discloses an impostor! May I never be delivered from misfortune if I wrong a captive. Thou art Jadhîma, az-Zâbbâ deceived thee, and I shall not be less than Kafr (35). I journey forth, but not with mercenary views; God preserve me from motives so disgraceful! I know thy merit better than thou dost thyself; I have often enjoyed its shade in the ardent heat (of affliction). Thou wheelst about squadrons of noble deeds in the field of generosity, and out of little thou bestowest much. I wonder how thou art left in the darkness (of despair), whilst thou settest up beacons of light to guide the needy traveller. Have patience! thou shalt hereafter overwhelm me with joy, when the time returns for thee to mount the throne; thou shalt place me in an honorable rank, the morning of thy arrival at yonder palace. There thou shalt surpass Ibn Marwân in liberality, and I shall surpass Jarir (in talent) (36). Prepare to rise again; the moon doth not remain eclipsed for ever.

One festival day, he received, in his prison, the visit of his daughters, who were then gaining a livelihood at Aghmât by spinning; one of them was even employed as a spinner by the daughter of a person who had been in the service of her father and commanded the police guards when he was on the throne. Seeing them dressed in old tattered clothes and so miserable, his heart was rent with grief (37) and he recited these verses (addressing them to himself):

In former times festivals made thee rejoice; but now, a prisoner in Aghmât, a festival afflicts thee. Thou seest thy daughters hungry and in rags, spinning for hire and penniless. They went forth to salute thee, with down-cast eyes and broken hearts; they walk barefoot in the mud, as if they had never trod (on floors strewn with) musk and camphor. Not a cheek (of theirs) but its surface complains of drought (misery), and is never watered but with sobs (and tears). Fortune was once obedient to thy command; now it has reduced thee to obey the commands of others. He who, after thee, lives rejoicing in the exercise of power, lives in the mere delusion of a dream.

Whilst in this (miserable) state, "with fetters enclosing his legs in a lion's grasp, "encircling them as with the coils of black serpents, unable to stir his limbs, shedding not a single tear unmixed with blood, he, who had seen himself mounted "on the pulpit and the throne, who (had lived) in the midst of silks and gardens, "with standards waving over him, whilst the assemblies were enlightened by his "presence" (38), he received the visit of his son Abû Hâshim, and on perceiving him, he wept and recited these lines:
O my chains! see you not that I am resigned, and yet you shew neither pity nor compassion? My blood hath been your drink; my flesh you have devoured; but do not break my bones. Abū Ħāshim sees me in your grasp, and broken-hearted, he turns away his face. Pity a boy light of heart, who never supposed that he should have to implore your mercy. Pity his little sisters, whom, like him, you obliged to swallow the poisonous and bitter draught (of misery). One of them can comprehend, in some degree (her situation), and I have sometimes feared that she would lose her sight from excessive weeping; the other comprehends nothing, and only opens her mouth to take the breast.

Whilst he was in this situation, a number of needy solicitors assembled in his room and assailed him with importunities. On this occasion, he pronounced the following lines:

They ask a trifle from a prisoner; yet strange enough, I have greater cause to ask than they. Were it not for a feeling of shame and that hereditary pride (39) which imbues the inmost folds of my bosom, I should follow their example in begging.

The poems composed by al-Motamid and those composed on him are very numerous.—We have now passed our usual limits, but we were induced to lengthen this article because the like of so extraordinary a fate as his was never seen; our notice contains besides an account of his father and grandfather, and this contributed to extend it. Al-Motamid was born in the month of the first Rabi, A. H. 431 (Nov.–Dec. A. D. 1030), in Bājja (Beja), a city of Spain. He succeeded to the throne on the death of his father, in the year already mentioned; he was deposed in the year which we have indicated (in page 191), and he died in prison at Aghmāt, on the 11th of Shawwāl (16th October)—some say, of Zū 'l–Hijja (11th December)—A. H. 488 (A. D. 1095). At his interment, the crier called on the people to come to the funeral prayer about to be said over a stranger; singular fate of a once mighty and powerful prince! glory be to the Being whose existence, power, and might endure for ever! A great number of the poets who had visited his court to celebrate his praises, and who had been generously rewarded by him, assembled round his grave, to weep and recite over it long kastidas in which they lamented his death. One of them was Abū Bahr Abd as-Samad, his favorite poet, who then deplored his loss in a long and excellent kastda beginning thus:

King of kings! canst thou still hear, so that I may call on thee? or doth a fatal misfortune prevent thee from hearing? On quitting thy palace, in which I saw thee no longer as once I did on days of rejoicing, I came, in humble respect, to kiss this grave and make thy tomb the place of my recitation.
On finishing, he kissed the grave, and rolled himself on the ground, and soiled his face with dust; at this sight all the assembly burst into tears.—It is related that, after (al-Motamid’s) overthrow, a person dreamt that he saw a man mount the pulpit in the mosque of Cordova, turn towards the people and recite the following lines:

How often have the caravans halted with the camels in the court of their glory, when it surpassed all rivalry! During a time, misfortune addressed them not, but, when it spoke, it caused them to shed tears of blood.

Al-Motamid had a grandson, who, in the days of their power, bore the surname of Fakhr ad-Dawlat (glory of the empire), which, with that dynasty, was an imperial title. This boy, who was remarkably well looking, took to the trade of a goldsmith, and Abú Bakr ad-Dâni (Ibn al-Labbâna) having seen him one day blowing the fire by means of a hollow reed, composed a kastâda in which he introduced the following passage:

Great is our affliction for thee, O Fakhr al-Ola (glory of exaltation), and great the misfortune for one whose rank was so high! Time has placed around thy neck the tight collar of its vicissitudes; yet how often didst thou place round ours the collar of thy beneficence! The collar given thee in return (thou didst receive) in the shop of adversity, and yet thou once dwelledst in a palace like that of Iram (40). Thou wielded goldsmith’s tools in that hand which only knew beneficence, the sword, and the pen; a hand which I have often seen thee hold out to be kissed, and then the Pliadies aspired to become a mouth (41). Artisan! thou for whom high rank formed a brilliant ornament and who once wast decked with sets of pearls! the blowing of the trumpet (on the day of judgment) will create a consternation equalled only by that which I felt on seeing thee blowing coals. When I saw thee thus employed, I wished that, before it, my eyes had been afflicted with blindness. When fortune degraded thee from thy rank, it did not degrade thee from honour, neither did it diminish thy noble qualities. Shine in honour! shine as a star, if thou canst not as a moon; rise in honour as a hill, if thou canst not as a mountain! By Allah! were the stars just towards thee, they would eclipse their light, and were men’s eyes faithful to thee, they would exhaust their tears. Thy story would make even the pearls weep, since they resemable thee in family, in words, and in smiles (42).

It is unnecessary to make further additions to this article.—Lûrki means belonging to Lûrka (Lorca), a city in Spain. The author of the Khârâda mentions the poet al-Lûrki in that work, and states that he survived al-Motamid many years; he gives also numerous specimens of his poetry.—Aghmât is a town situated at a day’s journey beyond Morocco; it has produced many men distinguished for learning.—As for Abû Bakr (Muhammad Ibn Isa ad-Dâni [native of Denia], surnamed) Ibn al-Labbâna, none of the works which I have consulted give the date of his death, and I never met
with any person who knew it. I saw, however, in the *Hamdāt* composed by Abū 'l-Hajjāj Yūsuf al-Baiyāsī, a person of whom we shall again speak, that Ibn al-Labbāna arrived at Majorca, towards the end of the month of Shabān, A. H. 489 (August, A. D. 1096), and that he celebrated the praises of Mubashshar Ibn Sulaimān (43), sovereign of that island, in a piece of verse commencing thus:

A king who, when arrayed in jewels, strikes thee with admiration by his splendour, and whose magnificence gives fresh lustre to the qualities of the age in which he lives.

Not finding any elegies of Ibn al-Labbâna on the death of al-Motamid, I imagined that he had died before that prince; I then found al-Baiyāsī's statement, which, if true, proves the contrary (44).

(1) For the history of the Lakhmides of al-Hira, see Poococke's *Specimen Hist. Ar.* page 67, ed. 1806 and Mr. Caussin de Perceval's *Essai sur l'Histoire des Arabes.*

(2) This Idriside sovereign reigned at Malaga. Cordova was, at that time, an independant republic.

(3) A better acquaintance with Ibn Bassam's work obliges me to acknowledge that it contains a mass of precious information borrowed mostly from other authors, but his own style is detestable. This author, according to al-Makkari, was a native of Santarem and died A. H. 542 (A. D. 1147-8). In the year 1861, I published an account of the Dakhira in the *Journal asiatique.* See also professor Doxy's *Historia Abbadi-darum,* tome III, page 38.

(4) *Al-Motadid,* or more correctly *al Motadid billah,* signifies: *one who recurs to the assistance of God.*

(5) Literally: The standing and the mowed down. A metaphor taken from corn.

(6) Literally: Between standing up and sitting down.

(7) Literally: Copiousness of fingers.

(8) The latter half of this extract consists of a passage which Ibn Bassam borrowed from Ibn Harm.

(9) I believe that, with the Arabian poets, a weak-bodied wine means a pure transparent wine.

(10) This is a mistake. The poems of which Ibn Khallikân speaks were composed in honour of al-Motamid.

(11) Literally: The place where the baggage is taken off.

(12) Literally: As were enclosed between the two ranks of servants in his hall.

(13) Read, in the text, *أو سبعب لآرتكم لاكافيكم* instead of *الجرب.*

(14) *Zahrâ* is the feminine singular of the adjective *azhar* (bright, splendid).

(15) Ibn Khallikân's copyists have here committed a blunder which it is impossible to render into English. The passage, if translated into French, would run thus: *Et sa largeur,* du *sud au midi,* est, etc. They have written *الجرب,* instead of *الجرب.*

(16) Not a trace of the Zahrâ can now be discovered.

(17) Literally: Because al-Motamid was the person who drew him by the arm. In English, we should say: Who took him by the hand.

(18) Zâ 'l-Wizâratâni Abû 'l-Hasan Jaafer Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Hajj al-Lurki (native of Lorco), a distinguished poet and prose-writer, belonged to an eminent family, some members of which rose to the rank of
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vizr. Addicted, in his youth, to wine and pleasure, he afterwards reformed his life and passed the remainder of his days in asceticism and self-mortification.—(Baghýn. Kalhîd al-Ikîyn.)—The date of his death is not given, but Ibn Khâkân, the author of the latter work, cites a piece of verse composed by him in the year 517 (A. D. 1123-4).

(19) Abû Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Faraj Ibn Ghazlûn al-Yahsubi, generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Ammdî (ألعماج), was a native of Toledo, a learned traditionist, a grammarian, a philologist, and a poet. He gave lectures on the interpretation of the Korân, and these assemblies were numerously attended. He led a retired life, and succeeded Abû 'l-Walld al-Wakshi as kaddî of Talavera. He died A. H. 487 (A.D. 1094), aged upwards of eighty years.—(Ibn Bashkwâl, in his Sîlat.)

(20) This word signifies the lîhâm wearers, and is frequently used to designate the Almoravides. The lîhâm is the piece of dark blue stuff worn by the inhabitants of the great African desert to protect their faces from the reflected heat of the sun. It covers the forehead, the cheeks, the extremity of the nose, and the chin. It is still in use among the Tuwaris.

(21) Sir Ibn Abî Bakr belonged to the Berber tribe of Lamûnâ. I do not know why Ibn Khalîkân calls him al-Andalusi (native of Spain).

(22) At the end of this article, Ibn Khalîkân gives a note on Ibn al-Labbâna. See also vol. II. page 162.

(23) This is an allusion to the third verse of the 81st sûrat of the Korân, where Muhammad mentions the signs which announce the approach of the day of judgment.

(24) See vol. II. page 161, where the same verses are given.

(25) These verses are incorrectly rendered in the same page of vol. II.

(26) The word عدو, and is elegantly employed, in Arabic, to designate the pulpit. To avoid tautology, I have employed the word throne. It signifies also a bier.

(27) The rhyme here obliges us to pronounce the word šdâ as if it was written šdt; this is a fault against the rules of versification. The observation is made by Ibn Khalîkân in the text, but, as it interrupts the piece, I have placed it here.

(28) In the Kharîda, MS. No. 1375, fol. 183, the verses of this poem are given in another order, and part of them suppressed. The piece itself is very obscure, and I am, by no means, certain of having rendered its meaning correctly in some parts.

(29) By Habîb the poet means Abû Tammâm (see vol. I. page 348).

(30) That is: The place and the grounds about it are furrowed and cross-furrowed by torrents.

(31) It is strange that a Moslem prince should have ornamented his gardens with statues in the human form.

(32) See the life of Wathîma Ibn Mûsâ, in the third vol. and the Essai sur l’Histoire des Arabes, tome III.

(33) The earth oppressing by its narrowness is a koranic expression to denote intense grief. As the poet takes this expression in its literal sense, it is impossible to render his meaning clearly in another language.

(34) The poet calls the daylight al-Motamid’s son on account of its splendour, and the ocean his brother because its waters were as copious as his beneficence.

(35) See Pococke’s Specimen Hist. Ar. page 68; Fleischer’s Historia anteislamica, page 128; Rasmussen’s Adilatama, page 2; and Freytag’s Meidani, tome I. page 424; especially the two last.

(36) He means Jarîr the poet, who was a favorite with the khâlîf Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwân. See vol. I. page 298.

(37) I translate thus, by conjecture, the words فصد عن قلد.

(38) The phrase is borrowed from the notice on al-Motamid by Ibn Khâkân.
(39) Literally: Lakhmite pride. The Abbad family drew its descent from the progenitor of the tribe of Lakhm.

(40) See an account of this fabulous city in Lane's translation of the Arabian Nights, vol. II. p. 342.

(41) The meaning of the last hemistich is doubtful.

(42) The poet here indicates the points in which the young prince resembled pearls; first, by his family, who were the pearls of the age; secondly, by the elegance of his discourse, the expressions he made use of being the pearls of the language; and thirdly, by his teeth, which appeared, when he smiled, like two rows of pearls.


(44) For a much more satisfactory account of these sovereigns see Mr. Dory's Histoire des Musulmans d'Espagne, vol. IV. Most of the pieces written by the Arabs on the Abbdide dynasty have been published by him in three volumes in-4°, under the title of Scriptorum Arabum loci de Abbasidis. I have profited by many of Mr. Dory's observations.

---

**AL-MOTASIM IBN SUMADIH.**

Abū Yahya Muhammad Ibn Maan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Sumādīh, surnamed al-Motasim at-Tujbi (1), was sovereign of al-Mariya (Almería), Bajjāna (Pechina), and as-Sumādīhiya (2), cities in Spain. His grandfather Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Sumādīh possessed the city and district of Huesca (Washka) in the days of al-Muwayyad Hishām Ibn al-Hakam, the Omaiyye prince of whom mention has been made in the life of al-Motamid Ibn Abbād (p. 184 of this vol.). Being attacked and defeated by his cousin Mundir Ibn Yahya at-Tujbi, and unable to resist the numerous troops of his adversary, he took to flight, and, having abandoned Huesca, he remained without the smallest tie to connect him with that city. (Muhammad Ibn Ahmad) was endowed with judgment, acuteness, and eloquence, qualities in which none of the military chiefs of that time were his equals. His son Maan, the father of al-Motasim, married the daughter of Abd al-Azin Ibn Abi Aâmir (al-Mansûr), the sovereign of Valencia, who subsequently, when Zuhair, his father's mawla who commanded at Almeria, lost his life, seized on that city, pretending that it belonged to a mawla of his family (3). This act excited the jealousy of Abū 'l-Jaish Mujāhid Ibn
Abd Allah al-Aâmiri (vol. I. p. 278), the sovereign of Denia, who immediately set out to invade the territory belonging to Abd al-Aziz whilst the latter was at Almeria, engaged in taking possession of the heritage which Zuhair had left. When Abd al-Aziz heard of Mujâhid's march, he departed from Almeria in all haste with the intention of suing for peace, and left his son-in-law and vizir, Maan Ibn Sumâdih, to govern that city as his lieutenant. Maan betrayed the confidence placed in him and, having declared himself independent, succeeded in establishing his authority, notwithstanding the universal reprobation which this act excited amongst the provincial kings who then ruled in Spain. On his death, the kingdom passed into the hands of his son al-Motasim. This prince, who had assumed one of the surnames special to khâlifs, was distinguished for hospitality, liberality, and aversion to bloodshed; the hopes of the needy were turned towards him, every mouth spoke his praise, visitors flocked to his court (4), and eminent poets, such as Abû Abd Allah Ibn al-Haddâd and others, devoted their talents to his praise. Al-Motasim himself composed some good poetry, such as the following verses addressed by him in a letter to Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ammâr al-Andalusi (p. 127 of this vol.), complaining of his conduct:

My knowledge of the world and long experience have estranged me from mankind. Never did fortune show me a friend who pleased me on a first acquaintance, but in the end he gave me motives of complaint; and never did I expect a friend's assistance against misfortune, but I found in him also another affliction.

To this Ibn Ammâr replied in a long piece of verse which it is unnecessary to reproduce. Another of al-Motasim's pieces is the following:

O thou whose absence hath afflicted my body with a sickness not to be cured but by thy return! My eyes and sleep are engaged in a warfare to which the battles of Siffin appear a trifle (5). Though vicissitudes of time keep us separated, the taif al-Khiât (6) may unite us.

It was from this passage that the kâdîb Bahâ ad-Dîn Zuhair Ibn Muhammad (vol.I. p. 542) took the idea expressed in the following verse of one of his poems:

Since thy absence, my eyelids and slumber are at war.

Al-Motamid left a great number of other pieces besides these. Some splendid kasâdas were composed in his praise by Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn
Khalaf Ibn Ahmad Ibn Othmân Ibn Ibrâhim, a native of Almeria, and generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Haddâd al-Kaisi. One of these poems begins thus:

Hast thou then walked on the bank of the blessed valley? for the soil on which I tread smells like Indian ambergris. In the perfume which thou hast left I recognise the sweet odour which floated around those (whom I loved), and the gales of passion again spring up within my bosom. In my nocturnal journey, their fire and their beacon were my guides and conductors, when the stars were extinguished. By some such cause, my camels were excited, my Arabian steeds neighed, and the quickest (in the caravan) seemed to move too slowly. Were they urged on by the same motive as I was? perhaps they took refuge in the ardour (which animated them) that they might escape from the fires of my heart. Slacken your speed, for this is the valley of (my beloved) Lubaina! this is the spot where I shall accomplish my wishes and quench the thirst which consumes me (7). Fair is the abode of Lubina’s people! fair the soil on which Lubina trod! In that land was the hippodrome of my passionate desires; there, the field in which I gave career to my imagination; there, my love took its beginning and reached its utmost height. Think not the maidens of that land (cruel and) ungrateful; those were hearts indeed which their bosoms contained; under their azure veils (was sheltered) well-protected honour, guarded by the azure points of watchful spears. Beauty, sent on her (divine) mission, abolished the creed of indifference and made all men convert to the religion of love.

The same piece contains the following passages:

The space which extends between his two ear-rings (i. e. his face) excites the love of the brunettes whose necks are so graceful, and the languor of his eyes charms the large-eyed gazelles (maidens). In the sporting-ground of (his) ringlets is a clear white (complexion), mixed with a bright red to complete its beauty.

Maiden, so prompt to wound with your treacherous glances! so insensible to love! you stood in fear of God, but the glance of your eyes was sinful. Your lovers are pierced with wounds, but their blood is floods of tears, and their eyes are the wounds. How can I endure your sharp glances striking me to the heart, when no magician can close the gash left by that fatal steel? How can I expect to be cured of love? it is not all who suffer from sickness that are cured.

From this the poet makes a transition to the praises of his patron. It is a long and high-sounding kastda. Abû ʾl-Kâsim al-Asaad Ibn Billita (8), another Spanish poet and one of the most eminent among them, celebrated al-Motasim’s praises in a kastda rhyming in t (5), which opened thus:

At Râma (9) I received the visits of a fawn (a maiden) which at first had avoided me; in my dream, I caught it on the bank of the river, but then it fled away. The fruits which love produced in the bosoms of men were its pasture, not the odoriferous and acid shrubs of the desert (10).
In this poem, he says:

The black collyrium of darkness was dissolved by the tears of the dawn, and the morning light appeared like greyness in black hair. The darkness seemed like a host of Negroes (Zenf) taking to flight and pursued by (tauney) Copts sent after them by the morn.

In the same poem, he introduces the following description of a cock:

We might think that Anushrewan had placed his crown on the animal's head, and that the hand of Māriya had suspended ear-rings to his ears (11). He has stolen the robe of the peacock, the handsomest part of his dress, and not content with that, he has stolen his mode of walking from the duck (12).

In the same poem, he says:

The curve of the ringlet on her cheek might be taken for a nān (نا), of which, when she appeared, the mole on that cheek represented the point (13). In mien like a young page, she approached, and darkness had inscribed a line of black (literally: of civet) on the perfumed seal of her mouth. She came moistening her toothpick in the coolness (humidity) of her mouth, after imbibing her comb with the musk of her hair. And I said, in taunting her with the languor of her eyes and the beauty bestowed upon her dark red lips: "O thou whose glances are unsteady, but not from intoxication! since when did the glances of thy eyes drink wine? I see the yellow toothpick (14) in thy red lips, and the green (dark) mustaches traced with musk (blackness). Methinks thou hast kissed a rainbow and its colours have been impressed upon thy dark lips."

This poem contains the following eulogistic passage:

(The rains fall in torrents) as if poured forth by (the beneficence of) Abū Yahya, the son of Maan, and as if his hand had taught the clouds to shower down abundance. His lineage is composed of pearls and beads of gold, and renown bears it as a collar round her neck. When he marches forth, glory marches under his standard, and glory takes its station only where he sojourns. At night, he rears a pillar of fire to guide nocturnal travellers, and the camel, arriving unexpectedly, stumbles no more through the shades of darkness. I say to the caravans which seek the spot where the rains (of liberality) are wont to fall, when its riders, on crossing the desert, turn aside from where he is: "Do you seek a rival to Ibn Maan in glory? He who lights a candle in sunshine is much mistaken!"

This is a long kustda containing about ninety verses; the poet has displayed great skill in its versification when we consider the difficulties attending the peculiar rhyme which he adopted. When the emir Yusuf Ibn Tāshīfīn passed into Spain, he treated al-Motāsim with more benevolence than he shewed towards the other provincial kings; he even received him into his intimacy; but, when al-Motāmid p. 182 of
Ibn Khallikan’s open revolt, whose mind had been turned against him, al-Motassim sided with the former and repudiated the authority of the African monarch. The emir Yūsuf, on his return to Spain, resolved to dethrone and imprison them both, a circumstance to which Ibn Bassām (p. 198 of this vol.) alludes in the following passage of his Dakhīra: “Some secret (agreement) must have existed between al-Motassim and God, or else some meritorious act must have preceded his death, for, a few days only before the great catastrophe happened, he died in the exercise of power, still possessing his native city and surrounded by his family and children. I have been informed, by a person whose statement I have no motive to reject, that Arwa, an aged concubine of al-Motassim’s father, made him the following relation: Truly, I was near him whilst he was giving his last injunctions, and he had almost lost the power of his hands and his tongue. The camp of the emir of the Muslims—she meant Yūsuf Ibn Tāshīfīn—was then so near that we might count his tents and hear the confused cries of the soldiers when any thing remarkable occurred. Al-Motassim then said: ‘There is no god but God! we have been troubled in all things and even in dying.’ On this, said Arwa, my tears began to flow, and I shall never forget the look he gave me, as he lifted up his eyes and repeated with a voice so feeble as hardly to be heard: ‘Spare thy tears! spend them not! a time of long weeping awaits thee!’”

Muhammad Ibn Aiyūb al-Ansārī composed a work in the year 568 (A.D. 1172-3), for the sultan al-Malik an-Nāṣir Salāḥ ad-Dīn (Saladin); it contains a notice on al-Motassim Ibn Sumādīh, in which he says, after giving a sketch of his history, some passages of his poetry, an account of the siege he had to sustain, and mentioning his words: We have been troubled in all things and even in dying: ‘He died soon after, at Almeria, on Thursday, the 22nd of the first Rabi, A. H. 484 (14th May, A. D. 1091), towards the hour of sunrise, and was interred near the Bāb al-Khaukha (the gate with the wicket), in a mausoleum erected to receive him.’—Sumādīh signifies strong.—Billtta, the name of Abū ‘l-Kāsim al-Asaad’s father, is a word of which I do not know the signification; it belongs to the language of the Spanish Christians (Addjim) (15).—Tujūbi we have mentioned (p. 132 of this vol.), Bajjana (Pechina) is the name of a (seaport) town in Spain (situated near Almeria).—Al-Mariya (Almeria) has been already mentioned (vol. I. p. 43).—As-Sumādīhiya...
was so named after the Sumâdîh of whom we have spoken.—*Waskha* (*Huesca*) is a town in Spain.

(1) *Al-Motamim at-Tujîb* signifies the *Motamim of the tribe of Tujîb*. It appears that he was descended, by that branch, from the Yemenite tribe of Kinda.

(8) It appears from al-Makkari, who relates some anecdotes of Ibn Sumâdîh’s generosity, that the Sumâdîhîya was a magnificent palace. For this portion of Spanish history see the fourth volume of Dozy’s *Musulmans d’Espagne*.

(8) See vol. II. Introduction, page ix.

(4) Literally: And the caravans (or *camels*) were impelled unto his court.

(5) The battle of *Siffin* was fought between Ali and Moawla in A. H. 37. The two parties remained in the field eleven months, and ninety conflicts or skirmishes took place between them.

(6) See vol. I. page xxxvi.

(7) Literally: *Certe (est) aquarium votorum meorum, et certe sum sitiens*. Al-Assaad Ibn Billita, a celebrated poet and a native of Cordova, died towards A. H. 440 (A. D. 1048-9).

—*(Bugha.*)

(9) See vol. I. page 200.

(10) Literally: Not the *ordr* nor the *khama*. In the preceding line, *li* seems to be a poetical licence for *

(11) Mariya, the wife of the Ghassanide prince, *Abû Shammir*, possessed a pair of ear-rings, each composed of a single pearl of immense value. See the proverbs on this subject in Freytag’s *Maiddîn*, tome i. page 423, and Rasmussen’s *Addittamenta*, page 52.

(12) I am unable to assign any other meaning to the Arabic words.

(13) In this piece he describes a youth who had the appearance of a young girl, and whom he pretended to take for one.

(14) Toothpicks in the south of Europe are made of olive wood, which is yellow.

(15) *Bellido*, in Spanish, signifies *handsome*: *billéte* means a *billet or note*.


THE MAHDI IBN TUMART.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Tûmart al-Harghi, styled al-Mahdi (1), the *chief of the call* (2) made in Maghrib in favour of Abd al-Mûmin Ibn Ali (vol. II. p. 182)—see some particulars respecting him in the life of the latter
was stated to be a descendant of al-Hasan, the son of Ali Ibn Abi Tālib. I here copy textually a note which I found inscribed on the cover of the treatise on patronymics (Kitāb an-Nisab) attributed to as-Sharif al-Aābid, which note is in the handwriting of some literary man of the present age: Muhammad (Ibn Tāmart was) the son of Abd Allah Ibn Abd ar-Rahmān Ibn Hūd Ibn Khalid Ibn Tamīm Ibn Adnān Ibn Safwān Ibn Sofyān Ibn Jābir Ibn Yahya Ibn Ata Ibn Rabāh Ibn Yasār Ibn al-Abbās Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Tālib. God best knows how far this statement may be true (3). He belonged to Jabal as-Sūs (the mountain of as-Sūs) in the farthest part of Maghrib, and there he passed his early years. When a youth, he travelled to the East for the purpose of acquiring learning, and, on his arrival in Irāk, he met Abū Hāmid al-Ghazzālī (vol. II. p. 621), al-Kiya al-Harrāsī (vol. II. p. 229), at-Tortūshi (vol. II. p. 665), and other masters. Having made the pilgrimage, he remained, for a time, at Mekka, and acquired a very fair knowledge of the law, the Traditions of Muhammad, and the fundamental principles of jurisprudence and religion (4). Pious and devout, he lived in squalid poverty, subsisting on the coarsest fare and attired in rags; he generally went with downcast eyes; smiling whenever he looked a person in the face, and ever manifesting his propensity for the practices of devotion. He carried with him no other worldly goods than a staff and a skin for holding water; his courage was great; he spoke correctly the Arabic and the Maghrib (Berber) languages; he blamed with extreme severity the conduct of those who transgressed the divine law, and not content with obeying God's commandments, he laboured to enforce their strict observance (5); an occupation in which he took such pleasure that he seemed to have been naturally formed for it, and he suffered with patience the vexations to which it exposed him. The ill usage which he incurred at Mekka by his zeal obliged him to pass into Egypt, and having expressed the highest disapprobation of the culpable proceedings which he witnessed there, the people treated him in the roughest manner, and the government drove him out of the country. When he saw himself in danger of personal violence and chastisement, his discourse became incoherent, and this circumstance was considered as a proof of his insanity. On quitting Cairo, he proceeded to Alexandria and embarked for his native country. When in the East, he dreamed that he had drunk up the sea at two different times (6). He was no sooner on board the vessel than he began to reform the profane conduct of the crew, obliging them to say their prayers at the regular
hours and to read (each time) a portion of the Korân. In this occupation he persevered till his arrival at al-Mahdiya, a city of Ifrikiya which was then, A. H. 505 (A. D. 1111-2), under the rule of the emir Yahya Ibn Tamim Ibn al-Moizz Ibn Badis as-Sanhaji. So I find it stated in the History of Kairawan; I have mentioned, however, in the life of Tamim, Yahya's father (vol. I. p. 282), that it was under Tamim's reign that Ibn Tumart passed through Ifrikiya on his return from the East, and so also have I found it written. God best knows which of these accounts is right; Ibn Tumart did not make two journeys to the East, so we cannot suppose that he returned twice, and if he came back in the year 505, as we have just mentioned, it must have been during the reign of the emir Yahya; for Tamim, Yahya's father, died in 501, as we have already stated in his life. I notice this contradiction, lest the reader should suppose that it escaped my attention. In the historical work drawn up in the form of annals by al-Kadi 'I-Akram Ibn al-Kifii, the vizir of Aleppo (vol. II. p. 494), we find the following passage: "In this year,"—that is, towards the close of 511—"Muhammad Ibn Tumart left Egypt in the dress of a jurisconsult, after having pursued his studies there and in other countries, and he arrived at Bijaïya (Bugaïa)." God knows who is in the right (T)! On arriving at al-Mahdiya, he took up his abode in a mosque built over vaults (8), and situated on the road-side; there he used to sit at a window, watching those who passed by, and, whenever he perceived any thing reprehensible, such as musical instruments or vessels containing wine, he never failed to go down and break them. When the people of the city heard of his conduct, they went to see him and read over treatises on the principles of religion under his tuition. The emir Yahya being informed of these proceedings, assembled a number of jurisconsults, and caused Ibn Tumart to be brought before him. Struck with his appearance and discourse, the prince showed him the highest respect and requested him to offer up a prayer in his favour. "May God direct thee," said Ibn Tumart, "for the welfare of thy subjects!" A few days after this, he departed from al-Mahdiya and proceeded to Bugia, where he passed some time in his usual occupation of reproving acts contrary to religion. Being expelled the city, he went to Mellâla, a village in the neighbourhood (9), and there met with Abd al-Màmin Ibn Ali 'I-Kaisi (vol. II. p. 182). I have read in the work entitled: Kitâb al-Mughrîb an Strat Muhâk il-Maghrib (10) that Muhammad Ibn Tumart had studied the Kitâb al-Jafr (11), a work containing one of those (occult) sciences with which the People of the House (the descendants of Ali) alone are acquaint-
ed, and that he found therein the description of a man descended from the Prophet, who was to appear in a country of al-Maghrib al-Aksa called as-Sūs, and invite the people to the service of God; that person was to dwell and be buried at a place the name of which was spelt with these letters, \( T, I, N, M, L \); his authority was to be supported and established by a man of his disciples, the letters of whose name were \( A, B, D, M, U, M, N \), and that this was to happen subsequently to the fifth century of the Hijra. God then put into his head that he was the person destined for this undertaking, and that the time of its accomplishment was at hand; therefore, wherever he passed, he made inquiries respecting the person who was to support his cause; asking the name of every individual whom he saw and examining his appearance, for he had with him Abd al-Mūmin’s description. Journeying on his way, he passed by a grown up boy answering the indications, and said: “What is thy name, my lad?” The other replied: “Abd al-Mūmin.” On hearing these words, he turned back to him and said: “God is great! thou art the person whom I seek!” He then examined his features, and, finding them to correspond with the description he had with him, he said: “To what people dost thou belong? Abd al-Mūmin answered: “To the Kūmiya.”—“Whither art thou going?”—“To the East.”—“With what intention?”—“To acquire knowledge.”—“Well!” said Ibn Tūmart, knowledge thou hast found, and glory moreover, and renown; be my disciple and thou shalt obtain them.” Abd al-Mūmin accepted his proposal, and Muhammad (Ibn Tūmart) then explained to him his project and confided to him his secret. He communicated also his design to a man called Abd Allah al-Wansheriṣi, who had become his disciple, and he obtained his full consent to the undertaking. Al-Wansheriṣi had studied jurisprudence and learned the substance of various works (12); he was handsome in person, and spoke with elegance the language of the Arabs and that of the natives of Maghrib. As he and Muhammad Ibn Tūmart were one day conversing on the means by which their project might be accomplished, the latter said to him: “My opinion is, that you conceal from the people your learning and eloquence, and that you manifest such incapacity, such incorrectness of language, such mean abilities, and such a want of talent as may render you notorious; we shall then represent as a miracle, when we require one, the suddenness with which you quit your assumed character and become possessed of learning and eloquence; then, every word you say will be believed.” Al-Wansheriṣi acted accordingly. Muhammad (Ibn Tūmart) then got about him some Maghrībins remarkable for bodily
strength, but grossly ignorant; preferring such persons to men of intelligence and penetration. They were six in number, and, being accompanied by them and by al-Wansherisi, he set out for the farthest extremity of Maghrīb. Abd al-Mūmin then joined him, and the whole party took the road to Morocco. Abū 'l-Hasan Ali, the sovereign of that city, was the son of Yūsuf Ibn Tāshīfīn, the same of whom we have spoken in the lives of al-Motamid Ibn Abbād (p. 189 of this vol.) and al-Motasim Ibn Sumādīh (p. 200 of this vol.). He was a powerful prince, mild, devout, just, and humble (before God), and he had then at his court a learned and pious native of Spain called Mālik Ibn Wuhaib (vol. II. p. 265). Muhammad began, as usual, to express his disapprobation of what he witnessed, and even dared to reprimand the daughter of the king. The particulars of this last adventure are too long to be related here (43). The king, being informed of his conduct, and learning that he talked of reforming the state, spoke to Mālik Ibn Wuhaib on the subject, and received this reply: "Let us be afraid of opening a door which we should find difficulty in shutting again; we had best cite this fellow and his companions before an assembly of jurisconsults belonging to the city, and hear what they have to say." The king approved of his counsel and sent for Muhammad and his disciples, who were then sojourning in a ruined mosque outside the city. When they entered the hall of audience, the king said to his jurisconsults: "Ask this man what he wants with us," and Muhammad Ibn Aswad, the kādi of Almeria, obeyed and said: "What are those discourses which thou art said to hold relative to the just and merciful king who is so submissive to the (doctrines of) truth and who prefers being obedient towards God to the following of his passions?" To this Muhammad replied: "The discourses spoken of I did hold, and I have yet more to make; as for thy words, that the king prefers being obedient towards God to the following of his passions, and that he is submissive to the truth, the moment is now come to put them to the test. It shall then be known, if he possess not the qualities you mention, that he is led astray by the discourses and flattery which you address to him, though you are well aware that their refutation is at hand. Hast thou been informed, O kādi! that wine is sold here publicly? that swine run about in the midst of the Muslims? that the property of the orphan is seized upon?" He proceeded in this manner with a long enumeration, and the king was so deeply affected that he shed tears and hung down his head with shame. The persons present perceived from the drift of this discourse that the speaker aspired to the possession of the kingdom,
but, remarking that the king remained silent and had evidently been imposed on by Ibn Tûmart’s words, they abstained from making any reply. At length Mâlik Ibn Wubaib, who could take great liberties with the king, addressed him in these terms: “O king! I have an advice to give, which, if you accept it, will have the most satisfactory results, whilst its rejection will expose you to great danger.”—“Let me hear it,” said the king.—“I am afraid,” said Ibn Wubaib, “that this man will do you harm, and my advice is that you imprison him and his companions and assign to them for their support the daily sum of one dinar. This will secure you from his evil intentions; and, if you refuse doing so, he will cost you all the money in your treasury, and your indulgence will have profited you nothing.”—The king approved the counsel, but his vizir said: “It would be shameful for you, after having wept at the exhortations of this man, to treat him ill in the same sitting, and disgraceful for you who possess so great a kingdom to shew your fear of a man who does not possess wherewithal to appease his hunger.”

The king, whose pride was excited by these words, declared Ibn Tûmart’s proceedings unworthy of attention, and dismissed him after asking his blessing. The author of the work entitled  Kitāb al-Mughrib fi Akhbâr Abi il-Maghrib, says: “Ibn Tûmart, whilst retiring from the king’s presence, kept his face turned towards him till he left the hall, and some persons having said to him: ‘We see that thou showest respect to the king in not turning thy back to him;’ he replied: ‘My intention was to watch vanity as long as I could, until the time come that I may change it.’”—On leaving the king’s presence, Muhammad said to his companions: “We cannot possibly remain at Morocco whilst Mâlik Ibn Wubaib is there; he is capable of bringing our business again before the king, and subjecting us to ill usage. But we have, in the city of Aghmât, a brother in God; let us go to him, and his good advice and prayers shall not fail us.” This man, whose name was Abd al-Hakk Ibn Ibrahim, was a jurisconsult to (one of) the Masmûd tribes. They set out to find him, and, having stopped at his house, Muhammad told him who they were, and informed him of their design and of what had passed between them and the king. Abd al-Hakk replied: “This place cannot protect you, but one of the strongest holds in the neighbourhood is the town of Tin-Mell; it lies in that mountain, at the distance of a day’s journey. You may remain there in retirement till all recollection of your proceedings has passed away.” The mention of this name recalled to Ibn Tûmart’s mind the name of the place which he had seen.
in the *Jafr*, and he immediately proceeded thither with his companions. When the inhabitants saw them arrive in that state and learned that they were students in pursuit of knowledge, they stood up to give them an honourable reception and a friendly welcome, lodging them in the best rooms of their dwellings. The king asked about them, after their departure from his audience-chamber, and learned with satisfaction that they had left the city: "We have escaped," said he, "of putting them into prison." When the mountaineers were told that Muhammad, of whom they had already heard so much, was arrived among them, they came unto him from every deep valley (14), thinking that, in going to see him, they should obtain the divine favour. Every person that came, he took apart, and discovered to him his intention of revolting against the king; if the visitor promised to assist him, he admitted him into the number of his partisans; if he refused, he turned away from him. He sought particularly to gain over the young and inexperienced; but, as the more prudent and intelligent advised them to avoid him, and warned them not to become his followers lest they should incur the vengeance of the king, his efforts were useless. Whilst thus engaged, time passed away; he began to fear that death might surprise him before the accomplishment of his purpose; he dreaded lest an order from the king might oblige the people to deliver him up and abandon him. These considerations induced him to have recourse to a stratagem in order to forward the affair in which he had engaged them, and he laid a plan for推送 they to rebellion. Having remarked that some of their children had rosy cheeks and blue eyes, although the fathers were of a tawny complexion and black-eyed, he asked them the reason. They at first refused to answer, but yielding at length to his urgent request, they said: "We are subjects of this king, and pay him a tax "[(ka'ada)](15); therefore, every year, his mamluks (15) come up to us (to receive it), "and they lodge in our houses after turning us out; there they remain alone with "our women, who, in consequence, bear children of that complexion. This treat- ment we have no means of resisting."—"By Allah!" exclaimed Muhammad, "death were preferable to a life such as that; how can you consent to such a dia- "grace, you who are the best swordsmen and spearmen that God ever created? "—"We do not consent to it," was the reply; "it is done against our will." —"Well," said Muhammad, "answer me; if a person offered to help you "against your enemies, what would you do?"—"We would march before him "even to our death; who his he?"—"Your guest," replied Muhammad, meaning
himself.—"We engage to hear and obey him," answered the people. From that moment, they treated him with extreme respect and bound themselves to him by pacts and engagements, so that his heart was tranquillised. He then said to them: "Prepare your arms for the coming of these fellows, and, on their arrival, let them pursue their usual course; leave them and the women together, serve them with wine, and when they are drunk, let me know." When the mamlûks came, the people of the mountain treated them as Muhammad advised, and, the night having set in, they informed him of what had been done. He immediately ordered them to slay them all, and the first hour of the night had not passed over when they were exterminated. Only one mamlûk escaped; he had gone out on some necessary occasion, and, hearing the cries of Allah akbar (God is great) and the noise of the attack, he fled, in avoiding the beaten path, and succeeded in getting out of the mountain and reaching Morocco. When the king was informed of what had happened, he repented of having suffered Muhammad to escape, and felt that the advice given him by Mâlik Ibn Wuhaib was the result of foresight and prudence. He immediately despatched a body of horse, large enough to fill up the valley leading to Tln-Mall; but Mohammad, convinced that troops would be sent against the insurgents, called some of the neighbouring tribes to his assistance and posted the people of the mountain in the defiles of the valley and on the heights by which it was commanded. As the cavalry advanced, showers of stones poured down upon them, like rain, from every side, and the defense was sustained in this manner from morning till night. The approach of darkness put an end to the combat, and the army returned to the king and acquainted him with what they had suffered. The king, perceiving his inability to subdue the rebels in their stronghold, turned his attention from them, and Muhammad, who had foreseen this result, won the devoted attachment of the mountaineers. He then called al-Wansherisi and said to him: "Now is the time to display thy talents all at once; that will serve us as a miraculous sign whereby we shall gain the hearts of those who have not acknowledged our authority." Having concerted together, it was agreed on that al-Wansherisi should say the morning prayer, and that, after having so long stammered out his ideas in a language full of barbarisms, he should say, in a clear and intelligible voice: "I dreamt yesterday that two angels came down from heaven and split open my heart and washed it, and filled it with science and wisdom and the Korân (16)." The next morning he did so; and we shall only state, without entering into parti-
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...ulars, that even the most stubborn yielded, and all were struck with amazement at his learning by heart the Korán in a dream. Muhammad then said to him: 'Tell us quickly the heavenly news, are we destined to eternal happiness or everlasting misery?' Al-Wansherisi replied: 'As for thee, thou art the mahdi, the main-tainer (kāim) of the cause of God; whosoever followeth thee shall be saved, and whosoever resisteth thee shall perish.' He then said: 'Present thy followers unto me, in order that I may separate those who are destined for paradise from those whose doom is hell.' He thus executed a stratagem by means of which all those who resisted Muhammad were to be put to death; but the narration of these proceedings would lead us too far (17). His object was, not to leave in the mountain a single adversary to Muhammad. When these people were slain, Muhammad perceived that those among the survivors who had thus lost relations or (a part of their) family were by no means satisfied; he therefore assembled them and announced that the kingdom of the sovereign of Morocco would pass into their hands and that the wealth of the enemy would become their prey. On hearing these words, they were much rejoiced and they ceased to regret the death of their relatives. The details of these events are abundant, but they do not enter into our subject. We shall only state, in a summary manner, that Muhammad never relaxed his efforts till he sent forth an army of ten thousand men, horse and foot, with Abd al-Mūmin, al-Wansherisi, and all his other disciples, whilst he remained in the mountain. These troops besieged Morocco for the space of a month, but they then met with a most disgraceful defeat, and Abd al-Mūmin took to flight with the survivors. In this engagement, al-Wansherisi lost his life. Muhammad was in the mountain when he received the news, and he died before his partisans returned (18); but, in his last moments, he enjoined the persons present to inform them that victory and complete success awaited them; wherefore they should not despond, but renew the fight; God would enable their hands to achieve a signal triumph; the vicissitudes of war were alternate; his followers would be now strong and now weak, now numerous and now few; their power was only commencing, whilst that of their enemies was drawing to a close. He continued a long series of injunctions in the same style, and then expired. This even took place A. H. 524 (A. D. 1130). He was buried in the mountain, and his tomb is still a well-known object of pilgrimage, His followers designate this year as the adīn al-Bahira (19). He was born on the festival of Aāshūrā (10th of Muharram), A. H. 485 (21st Feb. A. D. 1092). The first
time he made his appearance to call the people to his cause was in the year 514 (A. D. 1120). He was a man of middle size and slight form; his complexion was tawny, his head large, and his eye piercing. The author of the Kitāb al-Mughrib says respecting him: "The traces which he has left acquaint thee with his history as plainly as if thou sawest him with the eyes:

"His foot was on earth, but his mind towered to the Pleiades!"

"His soul preferred shedding the water of life (his own blood) to shedding the water of the face (doing a degrading act). The Almoravides saw him with indifference stop and settle (in their country), and they allowed him to steal forward as the dawn steals upon the darkness, and to leave the world filled with the sound (of his renown). He laid the basis of an empire which would have obliged Abū Muslim (vol. II. p. 100), had he seen it, to acknowledge the foresight of its founder. He subsisted on what his sister earned by spinning: a small flat cake of bread each day with a little butter or oil sufficed him, nor did he abandon this simple food when he abounded in worldly wealth. Remark[ing], one day, that the minds of his followers were turned towards the ample booty which they had obtained, he ordered all the spoil to be heaped together and burnt. 'Whoever follows me,' said he, 'for worldly goods shall have nothing from me but what he sees there, and whoever follows me for the recompense of the next world shall find his reward with God.' Though plain in his dress and affable in his manners, he inspired a profound respect; he was of difficult access except for persons who came to complain of oppression, and he had a man whose duty it was to wait on him and give admittance to visitors." Ibn Tūmart left some poetry of which we may notice the following passage:

When these people were far off, you lent them your assistance, and when they bade thee farewell, they left thee (with indifference). How often did you forbid them (to sin) and were not obeyed; how often did you give admonitions, yet you were not heeded. Whetstone (of others' wit)! how long will you sharpen steel, and never receive a cutting edge yourself?

He frequently repeated the following line:

Strip thyself of the world (and its passions); for naked thou camest into the world.
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And he often applied to himself these verses of al-Mutanabbi's:

"When you strive after glory much-desired, cease not to aspire until you reach the stars. In a mean and in a noble undertaking, the taste of death is quite the same."

The two following passages of the same poet were often repeated by him:

"He who knows the times and mankind as well as I do, should quench without remorse his lance's thirst for blood. He would meet no mercy from them if they got him into their power; to hurl destruction on them is not then a crime."

"I become not one of them by living among them; sandy earth is the gangue in which gold is found."

Muhammad Ibn Tûmart did not make any conquests; he laid the foundations of the enterprise, organised and established it, but the conquests were achieved by Abd al-Mûmin. — *Harghi* means belonging to Hargha, which is a large tribe of the Masmûda (Berbers), who occupy the mountain of as-Sûs in the farthest extremity of Maghrib (20). They are considered as being related to al-Hasan, the son of [the khalîf] Ali Ibn Abî Talîb (21); and it is said that they settled in that place when the country was subdued by Mûsa Ibn Nasir. — *Tûmart* is a Berber name (22). — *Wansherts* means belonging to Wansherts, a village of Ifrikiya in the province of Bugia (23) — Of Tîn-Mall mention has been already made (vol. II. p. 184) (24). — In the life of Abd al-Mûmin we have spoken of the Jafîr.

(1) The meaning of this title is explained in vol. II. p. 578. See also my translation of Ibn Khaldûn's *Prolegomena*, in the *Notices et Extraits*, t. XX, première partie, p. 53. My translation of the same author's *History of the Berbers*, t. II. p. 461 et seq. may also be consulted.


(3) Ibn Khaldûn admits as correct a genealogy by which Ibn Tûmart is made to descend from Ali Ibn Abî Talîb by Sulaimân, the brother of Idrîs, the progenitor of the Idrîsides. Though Ibn Tûmart belonged to the Berber tribe of Hargha, he was not a member of it by descent, but by a matrimonial alliance contracted by one of his ancestors. Ibn Khaldûn observes that this was also the case with some of the descendants of Idrîs.

(4) Having examined the collection of treatises composed by Ibn Tûmart, I can bear testimony to the correctness with which his talents are here appreciated. These treatises form a small but closely-written volume, transcribed, as the post-scriptum informs us, in the month of Sha'ban, A. H. 579 (Nov.-Dec. A. D. 1183), fifty-five years after the author's death. This MS. is in the *Bibliothèque impériale*, supplement. The doctrines taught by al-Mahbûb bore a great resemblance to those of al-Ashârî; like him, he had recourse to *idât*, or allegorical interpretation, in explaining certain verses of the Korân which, if taken in their literal sense, would have led to anthropomorphism, a belief which he accused the Almoravides of professing. His doctrines were
orthodox, one single point excepted and which he borrowed from the Shiites; namely, that the true īmdām, or spiritual and temporal chief, of the Moslems was impeccable (mansār). He particularly insisted on the belief in the unity of God (tawḥīd), and for this reason he gave his disciples the name of al-Muwahhidūn (professors of the unity). This denomination has given rise to the word Almohades of European writers.

(5) Every Moslem is obliged by his religion to maintain, by his example and exhortations, the strict observance of the law. He cannot employ constraint to effect his purpose, that faculty being reserved for the āddī, the governor, and the police magistrate.

(6) According to the most approved treatises on the onericotic science, a branch of knowledge still sedulously cultivated by the Moslems, drinking up the sea means, the acquisition of a great empire.

(7) Ibn Khaldūn says that al-Mahdi landed at Tripoli and proceeded to Bugia, which was then (A. H. 519) under the rule of al-Asz Ibn al-Mansūr, who expelled him from the city. It appears from the sequel of Ibn Khallikān's relation that he had previously visited al-Mahdiya. An-Nuwayrī says that Ibn Tūmart arrived at al-Mahdiya, from Tripoli, in the reign of Ali Ibn Yahya.

(8) The meaning of the word ma'lakā is thus explained by M. de Sacy in his Abā-Allatīf, p. 482.

(9) The village of Mellāla lies at the distance of three or four miles S. W. of Bugia.

(10) This title signifies: the relat of extraordinary things concerning the history of the kings of Maghrib. I suspect this to be the same work which is cited lower down under the title of Kīdib al-Mughrīb, etc. (the relator of extraordinary things concerning the honorable characteristics of the people of Maghrib), and in which the historian and geographer Abū 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn Mūsa al-Gharnatī (native of Granada), generally known by the appellation of Ibn Sād, gives a series of biographical notices on the eminent men of Spain and North Africa. Ibn Sād was born A. H. 610 (A. D. 1214), and he died at Tunis A. H. 688 (A. D. 1286-7). M. de Gayangos has inserted a note on Ibn Sād in the first volume of his Mohammedan Dynasties in Spain.

Hajji Khalīfa places Ibn Sād's death in the year 673 (A. D. 1274-5).


(12) The word نِذَر means: To extract the essential part of a thing. It seems employed here to denote that he had not attained that degree of proficiency which would enable him to repeat from memory the entire contents of the works which he had studied; in fact, that he was still a mere scholar.

(13) According to Ibn al-Athīr, the Almoravides, the rulers of Morocco at that period, differed from the other Moslems in one remarkable particular: the men wore a veil (īthām) and their women wore none. Al-Mahdi met the sister (not the daughter) of the king, taking a ride and accompanied by a numerous train of handsome female slaves, all mounted. The reformer was scandalised at this spectacle, and ordered them to cover their faces; he and his companions even dared to strike their horses, in consequence of which the princess was thrown off. She complained of this to her brother, who ordered al-Mahdi to be brought before him.

—The rest of the narration is given by Ibn Khallikān.

(14) Korān, sūrat 22, verse 28.

(15) These mambilks were natives of Spain. The Almoravides, the Almohades, and the Merinides always kept in their capital a troop of four or five thousand Christians.

(16) In the latter part of this passage, the author has passed from the first to the third person. This is a piece of negligence readily pardoned by Arabian critics, as frequent examples of it are found in the Korān. They observe that, in such cases, the hik̄yā passe into iht̄ādr, or, in other words, that the literal reproduction of a conversation or discourse passes into a mere account given of the same discourse. In the former case the speakers utter their sentiments in the first person, and, in the latter, they are made to speak in the third.
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(17) Ibn Tūmart having remarked that a number of profligate and wicked men inhabited the mountain, assembled the chiefs of the tribes and ordered them to exhort such persons to amend their lives, and to take down the names of those who refused. Having received these lists, Ibn Tūmart caused a second and a third warning to be given to the obstinate. He then selected out of the lists the names of the persons whom he disliked, and gave them to al-Wansherlī, directing him to pass the tribes in review and to place those people on his left hand. This operation being terminated, Ibn Tūmart said: "Behold a set of reprobates whom it is your duty to put to death." The people hastened to execute this sentence, each tribe slaying the individuals who belonged to it. That day was ever afterwards called: Yaum al-Tamyīlīs (the day of the discrimination.)—(Ibn al-Αthlr, Kāmil al-Tawdhīkh, year 514.)

(18) He died four months after their defeat.—(Ibn Khaldūn.)

(19) An-Nuwairi informs us that, at the siege of Morocco, the Almohades, on finding themselves attacked by superior numbers, retreated to the wall of a large garden called al-Bahra (the kitchen-garden), and, leaning their backs against it, they fought desperately till night put an end to the combat. "And this battle," adds the historian, "was called the battle of al-Bahra, and the year, that of al-Bahra."

(20) He means the chain of the Atlas which bounds the south and south-east frontiers of the kingdom of Morocco.

(21) This is a manifest error; the Hargha were a Berber race, and consequently they could not have sprung from an Arabic stock. Ibn Khaldūn observes that many of the indigenous tribes of North Africa sought, by means of false genealogies, to prove their descent from the Arabs.

(22) I am almost certain that Tūmart is the diminutive of the Arabic name Omar, and that it signifies little Omar. In Berber, the feminine and the diminutive are formed by the addition of a t at the commencement and of another t at the end of the masculine noun. I must add that the letter ain does not exist in Berber.

(23) Wansherlī is not a village, but a mountain; it lies, not in the province of Bugia, but in the province of Algiers, to the south of Mīlyāna.

(24) Tim-Mall is incorrect; the true name is Timmalel (villa quae alba est), that is to say: the white or moony mountain. Those words belong to the Berber language.

AL-IKHSHID.

Abū Bakr Muhammad, the son of Abū Muhammad Toghj, the son of Juff, the son of Yaltikin, the son of Fūrān, the son of Fūrī, the son of the Khākān (sovereign) of Farghāna, and lord of the throne of gold (1), was surnamed al-Ikshid. He drew his descent from the kings of Farghāna and became sovereign of Egypt, Syria, and Hijāz. The word Toghj is the equivalent of Abd ar-Rahmān (the servant of the vol. iii. 28
Merciful! (The khalif) al-Mutasim billah, the son of Hârûn ar-Rashîd, drew into his service, from Farghâna, a great number of warriors, and, being informed of the courage and intrepidity which Juff and some others displayed in war, he sent for them and received them with the highest honour. They obtained from him the concession of certain fiefs (katâya) at Sarra-man-râa (Samarra), and one of these grants is called the Katâya of Juff to the present day. Juff took up his residence there and became the father of a family. He died at Baghdad, the night in which (the khalif) al-Mutawakkil was murdered. This event occurred on the eve of Wednesday, the 3rd of Shawwâl, A. H. 247 (10th December, A. D. 861). The sons of Juff then went abroad to seek a livelihood for their family, and Toghj entered into the service of Lûlû, the page (ghulâm) of Ibn Tûlûn (vol. I. p. 153); (the latter) was at that time residing in Egypt, and had appointed (Lûlû) as his lieutenant in that country. Toghj afterwards passed into the service of Ishak Ibn Kundâj (2) and remained with him till the death of Ahmad Ibn Tûlûn. A peace having been effected between Abû 'T-Jaish Khumârawaîh, the son of Ahmad Ibn Tûlûn (vol. I. p. 498) and Ishak Ibn Kundâj, the former noticed Toghj who was then in Ishak's suite, and being struck by his appearance, he took him from Ishak and gave him the command of all his troops. He appointed him also governor of Damascus and Tiberias. On the death of Khumârawaîh, Toghj, who had always remained with him, went to join at-Muktâfî billâh, and this (mark of respect) gave the khalif such satisfaction that he bestowed on him a pelisse of honour. Al-Abbâs Ibn al-Hasan was then al-Muktâfî's vizir; accustomed to see all (the officers of the state) bend in humble submission to his will, he endeavoured to exact the same deference from Toghj; finding, however, that his spirit scorned to brook such humiliation, he excited the khalif's anger against him, and succeeded in having him and his son, Abû Bakr Muhammad, cast into prison. Toghj died in confinement, but his son at length recovered his liberty and received a pelisse of honour. Burning to avenge the death of their father, the brothers Abû Bakr and Obaid Allah watched with unremitting vigilance for an opportunity of killing the vizir, and they at length obtained the satisfaction of seeing him fall by the hand of al-Husain Ibn Hamdân (vol. II. p. 360). Obaid Allah then, A. H. 296, went to join Ibn Abî 's-Sâj, and Abû Bakr fled into Syria, where, during the space of a year, he remained a fugitive in the desert. Having then joined Abû Mansûr Tikîn al-Khazari (governor of Egypt and Syria) (3), he became one of his most efficient supporters, and, being invested by him with the government of Ammân and the mountains of
as-Sharāt (4), he gained a great name by the expedition which he made to an-
Nukaib (5). This was in the year 306 (A. D. 219); a large band had assembled to
intercept the pilgrim-caravan, but Abū Bakr marched against them, slew some, took
others prisoners, put the rest to flight, and delivered the caravan. A female attached
to the palace of the khalif al-Muktaḍir billah, and known by the name of Ajūz,
happened to make the pilgrimage that year, and, on her return, she related to al-
Muktaḍir what she had witnessed of Abū Bakr’s (intrepid conduct). This account
induced the khalif to send him a pelisse of honour and increase his pay. Abū Bakr
remained with Tikta till the year 316 (A. D. 928-9), when he left him for a reason
too long to be exposed here. He then proceeded to Ramla and received letters from
al-Muktaḍir, constituting him governor of that city. He remained in this post till
the year 318, when al-Muktaḍir sent him his nomination as governor of Damascus.
He continued at Damascus till the month of Ramadān, A. H. 321 (August-September,
A. D. 933), when (the khalif) al-Kāḥir billah appointed him governor of Egypt.
During thirty-two days, the prayer was offered up for him in Egypt (as governor), but
he had not yet entered it, when al-Kāḥir nominated Abū ’-Abbās Ahmad Ibn
Kaieghlīgh governor of that province for the second time. This appointment took
place on the 9th of Shawwāl, A. H. 321. Abū Bakr Muhammad al-Ikhshīd was
restored to the government of Egypt by ar-Rādi billah, the son of al-Muktaḍir, on
the deposition of his uncle al-Kāḥir; and he received from him besides, the command
of Syria, Mesopotamia, al-Haramain (Mekka and Medīna) and other places. He
entered Egypt on Wednesday, the 23rd of Ramadān, A. H. 323 (26th August,
A. D. 935). It is said, however, by some that, till the death of ar-Rādi, in 329,
he possessed only the government of Egypt; Syria, Hijāz, and the other provinces
having been then placed under his orders by al-Muttaki billah, the brother and
successor of ar-Rādi. In the month of Ramadān, 327 (June-July, A. D. 939),
ar-Rādi granted to him the title of al-Ikhshīd because he drew his descend from the
kings of Farghāna, a circumstance which we have already noticed towards the
commencement of this article. Ikhshīd was the title borne by these sovereigns; it
signifies king of kings (6). It was thus they gave to the king of Persia the title of Kisra
(Chosroes), to the king of the Turks that of Khākān, to the king of the Romans that
of Kaisar (Cæsar), to the king of Syria that of Heracl (Heraclius), to the king of
Yemen that of Tobba, to the king of Abyssinia that of an-Najashi, etc. (7). Kaisar is
a Frankish word, signifying: delivered by means of an incision (8). He was so
called because his mother died in childbirth, and he was extracted through an incision made in the womb. This was a circumstance in which he vaunted his preeminence over other kings, in as much as he had not been born of woman. His name was Oghustus (Augustus); he was the first king of the Romans, and it is said that, in the forty-third year of his reign, the blessed Messiah, Jesus the son of Mary (al-Masih Isa Ibn Maryam) was born. Others say that Jesus was born in the seventeenth year of his reign. The kings of the Romans all bore the title of Kaisar. In the prayers offered up from the pulpits for Muhammad Ibn Toghy, he was designated by the title of al-Ikhshid; he thus became known by it, as if it was his proper name. Al-Ikhshid was a resolute prince, displaying great foresight in war, and a close attention to the prosperity of his empire; he treated the military class with honour, and he governed with ability and justice. His bodily strength was so great that he made use of a bow which none but himself could draw. Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Hamadani (vol. I. p. 405) says, in his lesser historical work entitled: Oyun as-Siar (sources of history), that his army consisted of four hundred thousand men, that he was a coward, and had eight thousand mamluks. Two thousand of them guarded him every night, and, when travelling, his eunuchs were posted around his tent; yet, not trusting to these precautions, he would go to the tents occupied by the tent-pitchers (farrāshīn) and sleep there. He continued in his government and the enjoyment of good fortune till the year 334, when he died at Damascus, on the fourth hour of Friday, the 21st of Zū 'l-Hijja (24th July, A. D. 946). His corpse was born to Jerusalem, in a bier, and interred in that city. Abū 'l-Husain ar-Rāzi (vol. I. p. 100), says that he died A. H. 335; God knows best! His birth took place on Monday, the 15th of Rajab, A. H. 268 (8th February, A. D. 882), at Baghdad, in the street leading to the Kūfā gate (Shāri' bab il-Kūfā). Kāfūr al-Ikhshid and Fāṭik al-Majnūn were slaves of his: in the preceding part of this work (vol. II. pages 453 and 524) we have allotted a separate article to each of these two persons. On the death of al-Ikhshid, his sons Abū 'l-Kāsim Anūjūr and Abū 'l-Hasan were taken charge of by his servant Kāfūr, who conscientiously discharged that duty. We need not mention here the dates of their birth and death, nor the length of their reign, as we have already given a brief indication of these points in the life of Kāfūr; we have also related the history of the latter up to the time of his death, and, after stating that the military then placed Abū 'l-Fawāris Ahmad, the son of Ali, the son of al-Ikhshid, on the throne, we referred to the present article for the remainder of our observations. As Abū
'l-Fawâris Ahmad was only eleven years of age, they established as his lieutenant in the administration of the state his father's cousin, Abû Muḥammad al-Husain Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn Toghj Ibn Juff, the lord of Ramla in Syria and the same person whose praises were celebrated by al-Mutanabbi in the kastda which commences thus:

I should reproach myself were I conscious, when my companions blame (me for yielding to affliction), of all (the grief) I feel in the midst of these ruined dwellings (9).

In the same piece, he enters into his subject by means of the following transition:

When I attack the foe, I leave no resistance for (other) warriors to vanquish; when I utter (verses), I leave no maxim for (other) sages to adduce. If this be not the case, my poetic talent has deceived me, and want of resolution has hindered me from (doing fit honour to the merit of) Ibn Obaid Allah!

The following passage from the same poem is really beautiful:

I see at the foot of the region which extends from the Euphrates to Barka (10), a combat in which the steeds trample on warriors' heads; I see lances wielded by princes whose hands must have known the spear before they knew the bracelet (11). On every side, that troop is guarded against the foe by the swords of the sons of Toghj Ibn Juff, those gallant chieftains. 'Tis they who nobly return to the charge in the tumult of battle, and yet more nobly do they return to acts of beneficence! 'Tis they who grant a generous pardon to offenders; 'tis they who pay the fine (of blood) for him who is amerced. Modest in their deportment, yet, when they encounter an adversary, they face, but not with modesty, the edge of the sword. Were lions not too vile, I should compare these heroes to them, but lions are creatures of an inferior class.

In the same piece, he says:

On reaching that noble prince I shook off all other men, as the traveller, on arriving, shakes from his bag the old and dried remains of his provisions. Yet my joy could hardly compensate my sorrow for having kept away from him during my past life.

This is a long and brilliant kastda.—When this arrangement was effected, al-Husain Ibn Obaid Allah, who was then in Syria, married Fātimah, the daughter of his uncle al-Ikhshid, and his name was mentioned in the prayer offered up from the pulpit, immediately after the name of Abû 'l-Fawâris Ahmad Ibn Ali. Matters continued in this state till Friday the thirteenth of Sha‘bân, A. H. 358 (2nd July,
A.D. 969), when the Maghrībin army commanded by the kālid Jawhar (vol. I. page 340), the general (of al-Moizz), entered Old Cairo with flying colours and overthrew the Ikhshidite dynasty after it had subsisted thirty-four years, ten months, and twenty-four days. Some time previously, (al-Husain) Ibn Obaid Allah had arrived there from Syria, having fled before the Karmats who had taken possession of that country. He went to the palace of his wife and cousin, Fāṭima, and assuming the exercise of sovereign authority, he arrested the vizir Jaafar Ibn al-Furât (vol. I. p. 319), whom he put to the torture and amerced in a large sum. He then departed for Syria, on the 1st of the latter Rābi, A. H. 358 (February, A.D. 969). Jaafar Ibn Falāh (vol. I. p. 327) having occupied Syria, into which country he had been dispatched by the kālid Jawhar, as we have already related, took Abū Muḥammad (al-Husain) Ibn Obaid Allah prisoner and sent him with a number of Syrian ēmirs to Jawhar, who had remained in Egypt. They entered Old Cairo in the month of the first Jumāda, A. H. 359 (March-April, A.D. 970), and, as (al-Husain) Ibn Obaid Allah had tyrannised over the Egyptians during the time of his rule, (the guards) kept their prisoners standing and exposed to public gaze, for the space of five hours, much to the satisfaction of those who had to complain of their conduct. They were then brought into Jawhar’s tent and placed among the other captives kept there in chains. On the 17th of the first Jumāda, the kālid Jawhar dispatched his son Jaafar to al-Moizz, with a quantity of presents too precious to be described, and he sent off with him the prisoners brought from Syria. They were put into a boat on the Nile whilst Jawhar stood by and looked on; the boat upset, and (al-Husain) Ibn Obaid Allah cried out to him: ‘Do you mean to drown us?’ Jawhar offered some excuses and made a great show of pity for his prisoner. They were then removed into another boat, all of them bound in chains. This is the last information I could learn respecting al-Husain. I have since found, in the historical work composed by al-Otaki (vol. I. p. 280), that al-Husain died on the eve of Friday, the 20th of Rajab, A. H. 371 (19th January, A.D. 982), and that the funeral prayer was said over him in the citadel of Cairo by al-Azīz Nizār, the son of al-Moizz. Al-Farghānī states, in his history (12), that al-Husain was born in the year 312 (A. D. 924-5); he assigns also to his death the date which has been just given. According to the same author, Abū 'l-Fawāris Ahmad Ibn Ali died on the 13th of the first Rābi, A. H. 377 (13th July, A.D. 987). Al-Ikhshid, Toghī (13), Jaff or Jaff, Yaltikūn, Fīrān, Fāri; such is the pronunciation of the names.
The Tikîn mentioned in this article was thrice governor of Egypt; he died on Saturday, the 16th of the first Rabi, A. H. 321 (16th March, A. D. 933), whilst occupying that post for the third time. He was succeeded by Abû Bakr al-Ikhshid. The ḥāfiz Ibn Asākir (vol. II. p. 252) gives a separate article on Ahmad Ibn Kaieghligh, in his History of Damascus: speaking of his administration in Egypt, he says: "A warfare was carried on between him and Muhammad, the son of Tikîn al-Khâssa, but he finally remained in the full possession of his authority." Muhammad Ibn Toghj was then sent by the khalif ar-Radi as emir over Egypt, and Ibn Kaieghligh resigned the command to him. Ahmad possessed abilities as a scholar and a poet; in one of his poems he says:

"On rainy days, let not the goblet linger in thy hand (but pass it round); knowest thou not that rain is an urgent cupbearer (14)?"

His brother Ibrahim Ibn Kaieghligh died on the 1st of Zu 'l-Kaada, A. H. 303 (7th May, A. D. 916)." Ishak, the son of Ibrahim, was the governor of Tripoly who, when al-Mutanabbi visited that city on his journey from Ramlah to Antioch, endeavoured to extort from the poet a kastâda in his praise. Al-Mutanabbi not only refused to gratify his wish, but attacked him in a satire commencing thus:

Men's hearts love a secret known to none but them, etc.

He then left him, and having afterwards learned his death in Jabala, he said:

They told us Ishak was dead, and I said to them, etc.

These two kastâdas are to be found in his diwân, for which reason I omit them. He composed also other satires against the same person.

(1) The lord of the throne of gold, in Arabic: Sāhib sātr al-Dakhab. D'Herbelot says that the throne of gold was the name given to a country or province situated near Derbend, between the Black sea and the Caspian. It was so called because the Marzubân, or governor, enjoyed the privilege of sitting on a throne of gold. See also al-Mandji, t. II. page 41 of the French translation.

(2) Whilst the Zenj were attacking the dominions of the khalif on the southern side, Ibn Abî 's-Sâj, the governor of Kinnisrin in the north of Syria, and Ishak Ibn Kundâj, or Kundâjîk, the governor of Mosul, took possession, the former of Syria, and the latter of Mesopotamia. These two chiefs then waged war against each other, and Ibn Kundâj acknowledged Khumârawaîh for his sovereign. He subsequently turned his arms
against the Egyptians, and during some years a desperate struggle for power was maintained between four parties: Khumarrawah, the khallif, Ibn Kundaj, and Ibn Abi 's-Saj. The details of their proceedings are given by Ibn al-Atbar.

(8) Ibn Khallikân has a short notice on this person, towards the end of the present article. Abû 'l-Mahâsin gives an account of his government in the Nujâm.

(4) Amsân and as-Sharât lie between the Dead Sea and Aila.

(5) An-Nukalb lies in the north-west extremity of Arabia, between Maan and Tabûk, on the road of the pilgrims from Syria to Mekka.—(Marastîd).

(6) Abû Mahâsin adds: in the language of the Farghantans.

(7) To this list may be added, on the authority of Abû 'l-Mahâsin in the Nujâm, year 390: Al-Isbaâh (الصبه), the title of the king of Tabaristan; Sâl (صل) of the king of Jurjân; al-Ishâm, that of the king of Usurshna; Sâmân, that of the king of Samarkand, and Firaun (Pharaoh), that of the king of Egypt in ancient times.

(8) It is impossible to render exactly the terse conception of the Arabic words شق و حصان; their literal translation would be, it was split off from him, diffusum fuit ab eo, but these expressions are unintelligible. Pliny says: Primumque Caesarum a caso matris utero dictus.—Hist. Nat. VII. 7, 9.

(9) In translating these fragments I have followed the authority of the excellent commentary on al-Mutanabbi preserved in the Bibliothèque impériale. In the MSS. of Ibn Khallikân these verses are disfigured by errors resulting from the negligence or ignorance of copyists.

(10) The word Barka signifies a stony soil; a number of places bore this name, one of them in the neighbourhood of the Euphrates.

(11) The bracelets here spoken of are the amulets tied round the wrists of young children in order to protect them from the evil eye.

(12) See vol. I. pages 155, 290.

(13) This name should be pronounced Törj.

(14) This is a quibble; the verse signifies also: Knowest thou not that rain is an impetuous waterer?

Toghrulbek The Seljukide.

Abû Tâlib Muhammad Ibn Miya'il Ibn Saljûk Ibn Dukâk, surnamed Rukn ad-Din Toghrulbek (Toghrulbek, the column of the faith), was the first monarch of the Seljûk dynasty. This people, before it established its domination over so many provinces, dwell beyond the river (the Oxus) at a place twenty parasangs distant from Bokhara. They were Turks, and their numbers were immense; they lived in
complete independence, and, when armies too strong for them to resist were sent against them, they passed into the deserts and took refuge in the midst of the sands, where no one could approach them. Mahmūd Ibn Subuuktikīn, sultan of Khorāsān, Ghazna, and that country (we shall give his life), having crossed the river, entered into Transoxiana and found the leader of the Seljūkides to be a powerfull chief, maintaining a numerous people in obedience, (more) by wile and address (than by force); always moving from one region to another and making incursions into the neighbouring provinces. Having employed every means to gain his confidence and draw him (to the camp), he at length succeeded in circumventing him; and, on the chieftain's arrival, he seized upon him and sent him off to a castle, (where he remained in confinement.) Mahmūd's insidious policy was then directed against his prisoner's partisans, and he consulted the principal officers of his empire on the measures to be taken with regard to them. Some gave their opinion that they should be drowned in the Jaihūn (the Oxus), whilst others advised him to cut off the thumbs of every male among them, and thus preclude them from the possibility of drawing the bow and wielding arms; various plans were proposed, but they finally agreed on the propriety of transporting them across the Jaihūn and dispersing them throughout the province of Khorāsān, where they should be constrained to pay the tax (al-kharṣ) to government. This advice was adopted, and the Seljūks continued for some time to hold a submissive and peaceful line of conduct. This encouraged the agents of government to oppress them, to seize on their wealth and flocks, and to grind them down by their extortions and tyranny: the consequence was, that two thousand tents (or families) emigrated to Kirmān. The emir Abū 'l-Fawāris Bahā ad-Dawlat, the son of Adud ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwailh, who then ruled over that country, received them with kindness and arrayed their chiefs in robes of honour; he even resolved on taking them into his service, but ten days had scarcely elapsed when he died. The fugitives immediately departed through dread of the Dailamites, inhabitants that country, and, having hastened towards Ispahān, which was then under the rule of Alā ad-Dawlat Abū Jaafar Ibn Kākūyah, they encamped outside the city. This prince wished to employ them in his service, but, having received a letter from the sultan Mahmūd, ordering him to attack them and seize on their property, he proceeded to obey, and a combat ensued which cost many lives to both parties. The survivors set out for Adarbaidjān, and those who had remained in Khorāsān retired to a mountain near Khowārezm. The sultan Mahmūd sent an
army against them, which pursued them through these deserts during the space of nearly two years; he then took the field himself and followed them with unremitting activity till they were completely dispersed. On the death of Mahmûd, his son and successor Masûd found himself under the necessity of strengthening his army, and wrote to the Seljûkides in Adarbâjân, inviting them to come to his assistance. One thousand horsemen having joined him, he took them into his pay and led them towards Khorâsân. At the request of his new allies, he wrote to the remnant of the Seljûkides whom his father had dispersed, and, having obtained from them the promise of obedience, he granted them an amnesty, and reinstated them, on their arrival, in all the privileges which his father had conceded to them at first. Masûd then passed into India to appcase the troubles which had broken out there, and the Seljûkides took advantage of his absence to resume their disorderly conduct and ravage the country. During the course of these events, the history of which would lead us too far, the sultan Toghrulbek and his brother Dâwûd had remained in Transoxiana and encountered Malak Shâh, the sovereign of Bukhâra, where they lost a great number of their partisans in a desperate conflict. This defeat forced them to retire among their people in Khorâsân and to write to Masûd, imploring mercy and requesting to be taken into his service. To this prayer Masûd replied by imprisoning their messengers and sending an army against the Seljûks in Khorâsân. A bloody battle ensued, subsequently to which they obtained their pardon on giving full assurance of their complete submission to his authority and engaging to conquer the province of Khowârezm. Masûd then tranquillised their hearts and set at liberty the ambassadors sent from Transoxiana; on which they requested him to abate the rigour of the confinement in which their chief had lingered from the time of his arrestation by the sultan Mahmûd. In pursuance of their desire, Masûd caused the prisoner to be removed from the castle and taken, bound in chains, to Balkh. The captive prince then asked permission to write to his nephews, Toghrulbek and Dâwûd, and, having obtained Masûd's consent, he opened a correspondence with these chiefs. The consequence was that Toghrulbek and Dâwûd assembled all their people and marched with a large army into Khorâsân. They had then contests, too numerous to be related, with the officers who commanded in that country and with the lieutenants whom Masûd had established in its cities. The result of this expedition was a complete triumph for the Seljûkides. The first city of which they gained possession was Tûs,—or Rai, according to another statement,
—having effected its conquest in the year 429 (A. D. 1037-8), and, in the month of Ramadân of the same year (June-July, A. D. 1038), they took Naisápûr, one of the capitals of Khorásân. The sultan Toghrulbek was the chief of this people, and to him alone pertained the sovereign authority. His brother Dâwûd, the conqueror of Balkh, was the father of Alp Arslân, a prince whose life we shall give. At the commencement of their victorious career, (the two brothers) acknowledged the authority of Masûd, and offered up the prayer for him as their sovereign, but, when they had shared their widely extended conquests, (they withheld this homage) and Masûd retired into the province of Ghazna. Their power became so great that the imâm (khalif) al-Kâim biamr illah sent an embassy to them, and the person whom he selected for this mission was the kâdi Abû ’I-Hasan Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Habib al-Mâwardi, the author of the Hâdwi (vol. II. p. 224). (On this occasion, al-Mâwardi) exhorted them to fear God, to govern their subjects with justice and kindness, and to extend their beneficence to the people (1). Toghrulbek was mild and generous; every Friday, at the regular hours, he attended the five prayers (in the mosque); he fasted every Monday and Thursday, wrought numerous works of charity, founded mosques and used to say: "I should be ashamed to appear before "God, were I to build for myself a dwelling and not erect a mosque beside it."

The following is one of his honourable deeds, enregistered by history: He sent the sharîf Nâsir Ibn Ismall on an embassy to the queen of the Greeks (Theodora), who was an unbeliever; and the sharîf asked her for permission to preside the congre­gation, at the prayer of Friday, in the mosque at Constantinople. Having obtained this authorisation, he said the prayer and pronounced the khotba in the name of the imâm al-Kâim. This circumstance gave great offence to the ambassador of al-Mustansir, the Fatimide sovereign of Egypt, who happened to be present, and it was one of the principal causes which led to the rupture between the Egyptians and the Greeks.—When Toghrulbek had effected his conquests and obtained possession of Irâk and Bagdad, he sent to the imâm al-Kâim and asked his daughter in marriage. This demand caused the khalif great vexation; and, as he wished it to be withdrawn, frequent messages passed between him and the sultan. This fact is mentioned in the Shudr (2) under the year 453 (A. D. 1061). Finding it impossible to withhold his consent, al-Kâim yielded at last, and the marriage contract was ratified outside the city of Tabriz. Toghrulbek then proceeded to Bagdad, in the year 455 (A. D. 1063), and, on his arrival, he sent for his bride,
(to whom) he transmitted a present of one hundred thousand dinars under the designation of money for the removal of (the princess's) furniture. On the eve of Monday, the 15th of Safar, she was borne in state to the royal palace, where her husband awaited her, and, having taken her seat on a throne covered with cloth of gold, she received his visit. On appearing before her, he kissed the ground, but did not remove the veil from her face in that interview; having then offered her a quantity of presents magnificent beyond description, he kissed the ground again, remained for some time in a respectful posture, and retired, manifesting the utmost delight at his reception. The events which marked the course of the Seljuk dynasty are very numerous, and have occupied the attention of many historians (3); these writers have composed works on the subject, including every detail, and my sole motive in giving the preceding sketch was, to point out the origin of their power and expose the real circumstances of their early history, for the satisfaction of those who might desire such information.—Toghrulbek died at Rai on Friday, the 18th of Ramadân, A. H. 455 (14th September, A. D. 1063), aged seventy years. His body was carried to Marw and interred near the tomb of his brother Dâwûd. We shall have occasion to speak of Dâwûd in the life of his son Alp Arslân. Ibn al-Hamadâni (vol. I. p. 406, note (3)) says, in his history, that he was buried in a funeral chapel at Rai, and as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156) makes the same statement in that article of his Zâil (or supplement) which he has devoted to the life of the sultan Sinjar.—His vizir Muhammad Ibn Mansûr al-Kunduri states that Toghrulbek made the following relation:  ‘When in Khorâsân, I dreamed that I was raised up to heaven in a cloud which prevented me from seeing, but I smelt a sweet perfume and I heard a voice exclaim: ‘Thou art near unto the Creator, may his power be glorified! ask what thou needest; it shall be granted.’ On hearing these words, I said within myself: ‘I ask thee for length of life;’ and a voice answered: ‘Thou shalt have seventy years.’ I replied: ‘O Lord! that sufficeth me not;’ and it said: ‘For thee are seventy years.’’ This anecdote is mentioned by our shâikh Ibn al-Athîr (vol. II. p. 288), in his history. When Toghrulbek was at the point of death, he said: ‘I am like unto a sheep; its legs were tied that it might be shorn of its wool, and it thought that it was tied for slaughter; it therefore struggled, and, when let loose, it rejoiced; then, it was tied for slaughter, and thinking that it was for the shearing of its wool, it remained quiet and was killed. Now this sickness which hath come upon me is the binding of my legs for slaughter.’ The daughter of
al-Kā'im remained with him about six months; she died on the 6th of Muharram, A. H. 496 (20th Oct. A. D. 1102). As Toghrulbek left no male children, his kingdom devolved to his nephew Alp Arslân.—Toghrulbek is a Turkish compound name: the Turks employ the word toghrul to designate a species of bird (falcon) well known in that country, and it is used also as a proper name for men; bek signifies commander (amir). The words دقيق ساق and دقيق دقيق must be pronounced Saijāk and Dukāk.—Jaihūn is the name of the great river which separates Khuwārezm and Khorāsān from Bokhāra, Samarkand, and that country: all the region on the (Bo-khāra) side of the river is called the country beyond the river (ma warā 'n-nahr) (1). It is one of those rivers of Paradise which are mentioned in the Tradition, where it is said that four rivers flow out of it; two of them manifest, and two hidden; the manifest being the Nile and the Euphrates, and the hidden, the Jaihūn and the Saihūn.—The Saihūn is situated at a fifteen days' journey beyond the Jaihūn, near the country of the Turks. Though these rivers are very large and wide, they freeze over in winter, so that travellers can cross them with their beasts of burden; they remain frozen about three months. These observations, though foreign to our purpose, have some connection with the article in which we are here engaged, and discourse will run into digressions: besides, those readers who dwell in other countries and are ignorant of the position in which these localities lie, will find in the remarks here given the information which they are naturally led to expect.

(1) Imād ad-Dīn al-Ispahānī speaks of two envoys; one called Abū Bakr at-Tūsi, and the other Abū Muḥammad Hibat Allah Ibn Muḥammad Ibn al-Māmūn. He does not notice the mission of al-Māwardi.—In some of the manuscripts of Ibn Khallikān, the following passage is inserted before that which begins by the words: He exhorted them: Then he (Toghrulbek) got possession of Baghdad and Irāk, on the 6th of Ramadan 447 (29th November, A. D. 1055).

(2) The Studdor al-Okhd is an historical work composed by Abū 'l-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi. His life is given in vol. II. page 96 of this work.

(3) The Kitāb Imād ad-Dīn al-Ispahānī composed a work on the subject which was remodelled by al-Bundārī. These two works are in the Bibliothèque impériale. Ibn al-ʿAthīr gives copious information respecting them in his Kāmil, and Mirkhond in his Rauda tārīq-Saffāt. This section of Mirkhond's work was published, with a German translation, by professor Vullers, at Giessen, in 1888.

(4) Tranzoxiana, a word of modern invention, is well adapted to express the meaning of Ma-warā 'n-nahr.
Alp Arslân as-Saljuki.

Abû Shujâ‘a Muhammad, the son of Tchakirbek Dâwûd, the son of Mlkâyl, the son of Saljûk, the son of Dukâk, surnamed Adud ad-Dawlat Alp Arslân (the arm of the empire, the hero lion), was the nephew of Toghrulbek. In the life of that sultan (p. 224 of this volume), we have mentioned some facts connected with the history of Dâwûd, Alp Arslân’s father. When Toghrulbek was drawing near his end, he nominated as his successor Sulaimân, the son of Dâwûd and brother of Alp Arslân; having been led to make this choice by the influence of Sulaimân’s mother, who was then with him. Sulaimân assumed the supreme command, but, having to sustain a war with his brother Alp Arslân and his uncle Shîhâb ad-Dawlat Kutumlîmish, who revolted against him, he was unable to establish his authority. Alp Arslân, having gained the victory, took possession of the empire, became formidable by his power, and increased his possessions by conquests which his uncle Toghrulbek had never been able to achieve. In his expedition to Syria, he laid siege to Aleppo, which was at that time under the rule of Mahmûd Ibn Nasr Ibn Sâlih Ibn Mîrdâs al-Kilâbi; negotiations being then opened between the two parties, Alp Arslân declared that Mahmûd should come and tread on his carpet (do him homage), if he wished for peace. Mahmûd therefore went by night with his mother to the tent of Alp Arslân, who received them with great kindness, arrayed them in robes of honour, sent them back to their city, and then decamped. Al-Mâmûni (vol. II, p. 334) says in his History: “It is said that neither in ancient nor in ‘Islamic times, did any Turkish king, prior to Alp Arslân, cross the Euphrates.”

On his return, he resolved to march into the country of the Turks, and, having assembled an army of at least two hundred thousand horse, he threw a bridge across the Jaihûn (Oxus) and spent a month in getting his troops over the river. He then followed, and, on the 6th of the first Rabî‘, A. H. 465 (20th November, A. D. 1072), he prepared a grand feast in a village called Ferber, the citadel of which was situated on the bank of the Jaihûn, and commanded by an officer called Yûsuf al-Khuwârezmi. This person was led the same day, bound with cords, into Alp Arslân’s presence, and accused of some misconduct relative to the citadel. When
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he was brought near, the monarch ordered four stakes to be driven into the ground and that the prisoner, after having been attached to them by the arms and legs, should be tortured and put to death. On hearing this sentence, Yusuf exclaimed: "Is it for a man like me that such a punishment is reserved (1)?" Alp Arslân, being incensed at these words, seized his bow and, fitting an arrow to it, he ordered the prisoner to be unbound, meaning to display his skill in archery, an accomplishment in which he took great pride. Having missed his aim, he rose from the throne in which he was seated, but he stumbled on getting down and fell on his face; Yusuf instantly sprung forward and plunged a dagger into his side, but was immediately killed by an Armenian tent-pitcher, who struck him on the head with a mallet. Alp Arslân was carried to another tent, and, having sent for his vizir Nizâm al-Mulk (vol. I. p. 413), he gave him his dying injunctions and designated his son Malik Shâh as successor to the throne. He expired on Saturday, the 10th of the month above mentioned. He was born in the year 424 (A. D. 1032-3). His reign lasted nine years and some months. His body was transported to Marw and interred near the tombs of his father Dâwûd and his uncle Toghrulbek. Although Baghdad was included in his empire, he never entered nor saw that city. It was he who built the mausoleum which covers the tomb of Abû Hanifa. He erected also a college at Baghdad, on which he spent large sums. It is stated in the Zubda tat-Tawārîkh (2), that he received his mortal wound on Saturday, the 30th of the first Rabi, A. H. 465 (14th December, A. D. 1072), and that he survived three days; God knows best (whether this statement be truer than the other). We have already spoken of his father (Dâwûd) and mentioned that he was sovereign of Balkh; he died in that city in the month of Rajab, A. H. 451 (August-September, A. D. 1059). His body was carried to Marw and interred there. Some say that Dâwûd died at Marw. According to another statement, he died in the month of Safar, A. H. 452 (March-April, A. D. 1060), and was interred in the college which he had founded at Marw. We have already spoken of Tutush, Alp Arslân's son (vol. I. p. 273).—Alp Arslân is a Turkish word signifying the hero lion; alp means hero, and arslân, lion.—Shihâb ad-Dawlat Kutulmish, the son of Isrâyîl, the son of Saljûk, was the father of Sulaimân Ibn Kutulmish, the ancestor of the dynasty which governs Asia Minor (Rûm) to this day. He possessed a number of fortresses and castles, such as Gürîlkûh (in Zâbulistân), and others in Persian Irâk. He revolted against his nephew Alp Arslân and encountered him in battle near Rai.
When the conflict ended, Kutulmish was found dead, but the cause of his death remained unknown. This took place in the month of Muharram, A. H. 456 (December-January, A. D. 1063-4). It was said that he died of fright, and this circumstance gave great vexation to Alp Arslân.

(1) Or, according to Ibn al-Athîr and his epitomizer Abû 'l-Fadâ: "Infamous wretch (ya mukhannath) it is "it for a man like me," " etc.

(2) (The cream of histories). Hajji Khalîfa indicates three works bearing this title; but all of them were composed subsequently to the time of our author.

MUHAMMAD IBN MALAK SHAH AS-SALJUKI.

Abû Shujâa Muhammad, the son of Malak Shâh, the son of Alp Arslân (see the preceding article), was surnamed Ghiâth ad-Dîn (sucour of religion). We omit the remainder of his genealogy, as it has been already given in the article on his grand-father (page 230 of this volume). On the death of Malak Shâh, the empire was divided between his three sons, Barkyârûk (vol. I. p. 251), Sinjar (vol. I. p. 600), and Muhammad: the two latter were sons of the same mother, and little notice was taken of them whilst Barkyârûk reigned; the fact being that he was sultan and they were only his subordinates. Dissensions having sprung up between Muhammad and Barkyârûk, the former proceeded to Baghdad with his brother Sinjar, and the imâm al-Mustazhir billah arrayed them in robes of honour. Muhammad had previously requested that the Commander of the faithful would grant a solemn reception to his brother Sinjar and himself. The khalif consented to his desire, and, having held a sitting to receive them in the Saloon of the Crown (kubba tat-Tdj), in the presence of all his officers and their followers, he took his seat on the throne, with the Prophet's mantle on his shoulders, the turban on his head, the sceptre placed before him, and Saif ad-Dawlat Sadaka Ibn Maxyad (vol. I. p. 634), the lord of al-Hilla, standing on the right of the throne. He then arrayed Muhammad in seven pelisses, one over the
other, according to the custom followed with respect to sultans, and having put the collar round his neck, the crown on his head, and the bracelets on his arms, he knotted a standard for him with his own hand, suspended two swords from his shoulder, and presented him with five horses fully caparisoned. He clothed Sinjar in the same number of pelisses. The customary khotba was then said in the great mosque of Baghdad, and Muhammad was named in it as sultan: the khotba for Barkyaruk had been suppressed for motives too long to relate. Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Hamadani (vol. I. p. 405) states, in his History, that this took place in A. H. 495 (A. D. 1101-2). The author of the History of the Seljukides says that the khotba was said at Baghdad in Muhammad's name, for the first time, on the 17th of Zu 'l-Hijja, A. H. 492 (4th November, A. D. 1099), and other writers agree with him in this point. Al-Hamadani adds: A singular circumstance occurred (some time before): the preacher in the mosque of the palace (al-Kasr) at Baghdad, was saying the khotba, and having come to the place in which the prayer was to be made for the sultan Barkyaruk, he substituted unintentionally for this name the name of the sultan Muhammad. On this, the partisans of Barkyaruk came forward and blamed bitterly the line of conduct held by the court of Baghdad (ad-Diwana al-Aztz). The preacher was deprived of his place and his son nominated to succeed him. A very few days after, the khotba was authorised to be said for the sultan Muhammad; so, the occurrence itself proved to be an omen of the honour which he was about to receive. Barkyaruk was unwell at the time, and had gone down to Wasit; but, having afterwards strengthened his authority and augmented his army, he gave battle to his brother, near Rai, and routed his troops. The history of these events would lead us, however, too far (1). Muhammad was the bravest and boldest of the Seljuk sultans; he shone preeminent by his valiant deeds, his virtuous conduct, his universal justice, his charity to the indigent and the orphan, his wars with the Ismailians, and his close attention to the welfare of his subjects. Abu 'l-Barakat Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. II. p. 556) mentions, in his History of Arbela, that Muhammad arrived in that city on the 9th of the first Rabi, A. H. 498 (November, A. D. 1104), and that he left it for Mosul on the 12th of the same month. He then adds that he found in a book the following passage: "The imām Abū Hamid al-Ghazzāli (vol. II. p. 621) said, in an address to the sultan Muhammad, the son of Malik Shāh: "Sultan of the universe! the children of Adam form two classes; one of them heedless (of their salvation), who fix their eyes on the spectacle of worldly pros-
"...perity, who cling to the hope of a long life and who reflect not on the moment in which they shall breathe their last; the other is the class of the wise, who keep their eyes fixed on their dying hour, who reflect on what they shall become, on the manner in which they may quit the world in preserving their faith unaltered, on the worldly goods which they shall take with them to the tomb, and on those which they shall leave behind them as an affliction and a source of woe to their enemies."—On the death of Barkyârûk, the sultan Muhammad became sole master of the empire; no rival remained to resist him, and his reign was a course of uninterrupted prosperity. He died, after a long illness, on Thursday, the 24th of Zû 'l-Hijja, A. H. 511 (19th April, A. D. 1118), at Ispahan, aged thirty-seven years, four months, and six days. He was interred in the great college which he had founded in that city for the followers of the Hanifite sect. It surpasses every establishment of the same kind in Ispahan. When he lost all hopes of recovery, he sent for his son Mahmûd, and, having kissed him, they both wept together; he then told him to go out and take his seat on the imperial throne and look into public affairs. On this, Mahmûd observed that it was an unlucky day; meaning that the stars had declared it such. "True," replied Muhammad, "it is unlucky for thy father, but lucky for thee, since it makes thee a sultan." Mahmûd then went out and took his seat on the throne, with the crown on his head and the bracelets on his arms. None of the Seljuk kings left such a quantity of treasure, wealth, horses, and other valuable objects as he; it would be too long to make an enumeration of what he possessed. We shall give the life of his father.—The imdîm al-Muktafi li-amr illah married Fâtima, the sultan Muhammad's daughter, in the year 531 (A. D. 1136-7). The vizir Sharaf ad-Din Abû 'l-Kâsim Ali Ibn Tirât az-Zainabi (see p. 151 of this vol.) acted as his proxy on that occasion. Her brother Masûd was present at the ratification of the contract. Three years later, she was conducted in pomp to the palace of the khalif (for the consummation of the marriage). It is said that she could read and write. In political matters she displayed the justest views. She inhabited (the palace called) Dergâh Khâtûn (the hall of the princess), and she died under his (the khalif's) guardianship (2), on Saturday, the 22nd of the latter Rabî, A. H. 542 (21st September, A. D. 1147). She was interred at ar-Rusâfa.

(1) See Abû 'l-Fedâ, Price's Retrospect, and Vuller's Mirkhond.
(2) That is to say, she was still residing with the Khalif and had not been divorced.
AL-MALIK AL-AADIL, THE BROTHER OF SALAH AD-DIN.

Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abi 's-Shukr Aïyûb Ibn Shâdi Ibn Marwân, surnamed al-Malik al-Aâdil Saïf ad-Dîn (the just king, the sword of religion), was brother to the sultan Salâh ad-Dîn. We have already spoken of his father (vol. I. page 243), and shall mention his brother under the letter Y. Al-Malik al-Aâdil entered Egypt at the same time as his brother and his uncle Asâd ad-Dîn Shîrkûh (vol. I. page 626), and he used to relate that, when on the point of setting out, he wanted a wallet for the road and asked one from his father. "My father gave me one," said he, "and addressed me thus: 'O Abû Bakr! when you get possession of Egypt, return it to me filled with gold.' On his arrival in Egypt, he asked me for the wallet, on which I went and filled it with black dirhems (1), placing some pieces of gold on the top. I presented it to him, and he at first thought it was gold, but, on turning it down, the silver pieces dropped out: 'Ah, Abû Bakr!' said he, 'thou hast learned from the Egyptians how to pass off false money.'" The sultan Salâh ad-Dîn, having established his authority in Egypt, left al-Malik al-Aâdil as his lieutenant in that country on proceeding to Syria, and he then applied to him for money when he had to pay his troops or defray other expenses. I saw in one of al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil's (vol. II. p. 111) epistles that, on one occasion, a delay having occurred in forwarding a convoy (of specie), the sultan ordered Imâd ad-Dîn al-Ispahâni to write to al-Malik al-Aâdil, and insist on his sending it off immediately; he even went so far as to say: "Let him send us a convoy of our own money or else of his." When al-Malik al-Aâdil received the letter and read this passage, he was highly displeased and wrote to al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil, complaining of the sultan. On this, al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil drew up an answer in which he inserted the following passage: "As to his lordship's remarks respecting this phrase: *let him send us a convoy of our own money or else of his*, I answer that it cannot be considered as an order from the king to send him a necessary provision, but rather as an addition made by a secretary in order to give a cadence to the phrase: how many offensive expressions, how many rude words have been employed merely to dispel the languor of the pen and fill up the hiatus of discourse! It is on your humble servant that falls the
"responsability of this pointed expression, of which, O what a reticence escaped 
there from the tongue of the pen! Your humble servant was present when these 
strikes of incitation were heard, and, with respect to the audacity of Imâd ad-Din, 
the cry of the falcon gives audacity to the kites (2). Adieu." When the sultan 
Salâh ad-Din took possession of Aleppo, in the month of Safar, A. H. 579 (May-June, 
A. D. 1183), as we have already stated in our article on Imâd ad-Din Zinki (3), he 
gave (the government of) that city to his son al-Malik az-Zâhir Ghâzi (vol. II. p. 443), 
but he afterwards took it from him and bestowed it on al-Malik al-Aâdil, who pro-
ceeded thither the same year, and occupied the castle on Friday, the 22nd of Ramadân. By a subsequent arrangement made with his brother Salâh ad-Din, al-Malik 
al-Aâdil gave up the city to al-Malik az-Zâhir Ghâzi, and left the place on the eve of 
Saturday, the 24th of the first Rabî, A. H. 582 (June, A. D. 1186). He then recei-
ved from the sultan the fortress of al-Karak, and afterwards passed from the command 
of one province to that of another, not only during the lifetime of his brother, but 
after his death. The history of his proceedings with al-Malik al-Afdal, al-Malik al-
Aziz, and al-Malik az-Zâhir is so well known that we need not enter into details (4).
It may suffice to state that he finally obtained possession of Egypt, and that, having 
made his entry into Cairo the 16th of the latter Rabî, A. H. 596 (2nd February, 
A. D. 1200), he fully established his authority in that country. In the biographical 
otice on Diâ ad-Din Abû 'l-Fath Nasr Allah, generally known by the appellation 
of Ibn al-Athir al-Jazari (5), which Abû 'l-Barakât Ibn al-Mustaufi has inserted in 
his History of Arbela, we read as follows: "And I found in his (Diâ ad-Din's) 
handwriting that the khotha was said in Old and New Cairo for al-Malik al-Aâdil 
"Abû Bakr Ibn Aiyûb, on Friday, the 21st of Shawwâl, A. H. 596 (5th August, 
"A. D. 1200), and that it was said for him in Aleppo on Friday, the 11th of the 
"latter Jumâda, A. H. 598 (9th March, A. D. 1202)." Having obtained possession 
of Syria also and of as-Sharkiya (the East, Mesopotamia), success attended all his 
projects, and, in the year 612 (A. D. 1215-6), he became master of Yemen, to 
which country he dispatched (as governor) his grandson al-Malik al-Masûd (the for-
tunate prince) Salâh ad-Din Abû 'l-Muzaffar Yusuf, the son of al-Malik al-Kâmil, and 
generally known by the appellation of Astås. His son al-Malik al-Aubah Najm ad-
Din (the unequalled prince, the star of the religion) Aiyûb governed as his lieute-
nant the city and districts of Maiyâfârikîn, and, in the year 604 (A. D. 1207-8), 
he took possession of Khalât (6) and Armenia. His kingdom thus acquired great
extent. Al-Malik al-A‘dil having assured the tranquil exercise of his power in all these provinces, divided them between his sons: al-Malik al-Kâmil received Egypt for his share, al-Malik al-Moazzam obtained Syria, al-Malik al-Ashraf got al-Sharkiya, and al-Auhad retained the countries which we have already indicated. He (al-A‘dil) was a powerful monarch, displaying great foresight and information, having well profited by the lessons of experience; virtuous in his conduct, always animated with the best intentions and gifted with consummate prudence; he was resolute in his undertakings, holy in his life, attentive to fulfil the duty of prayer at the regular hours, careful in following the example of the pious men who directed their conduct by that of the Prophet, and remarkably partial to the learned (in the law). It is not therefore astonishing that Fakhr ad-Din ar-Râzi (vol. II. p. 652) should have composed and dedicated to this sovereign the (metaphysical) work entitled Tâstâs al-Takdîs (confirmatio sanctificationis), which he sent to him from Khorâsan. We may conclude his history by stating that he was highly fortunate in every way; no other monarch ever left sons so illustrious, so brave, so learned, and so high-minded as his; nations acknowledged their sway, and the finest kingdoms of the earth obeyed their rule. When the poet Ibn Onain celebrated the praises of al-Malik al-A‘dil in the kastda of which we have already given a fragment (p. 180 of this volume) and which rhymes in r, he introduced into it the following eulogium on that prince’s sons:

He has sons, one of whom, in every land, leads an army against the foe; each, by the brightness of his forehead, seems a moon, but, when in combat, a lion; he presses forward to the fight, but, when the bright swords dispel (the darkness of) the dust and disclose to view the captured (maidens) of the harem, he retreats. ‘Tis a family pure in origin, excellent in race, copious in liberality, pleasing to behold. Their steeds scorn to drink from a stream unless its waters be encrimsoned with the blood of battles. They hasten with delight to the fire of combat, but are incapable of hastening towards the fire of hospitality (7).

How many the exquisite kastdas which poets have composed on the members of this family! but I shall only notice the foregoing piece, because it applies to them all. The same poem contains the following passage in praise of al-Malik al-A‘dil; the author has displayed in it superior ability:

(He is) the just (al-‘âdil), the king (al-malik), whose titles, in every region, ennobles the pulpits (from which they are proclaimed). In every land, his unsullied justice has formed a paradise watered by the heavenly stream of his liberality. So just is he that the wolf passes the night in the torments of hunger, although the brown gazelle is before his eyes. No believer
in the direction (the true religion) can be troubled by a doubt respecting the excellence of Abū Bakr (8). He is a sword of which the surface has been polished by glory, and of which the metal denotes the excellent temper (9). His praise is not borrowed (metaphoric), neither are the wonders of his prowess a forged narration. He is as far above former kings in merit as the Pleiades are above the earth. In his good qualities we find written all that books relate of Persian and Grecian kings. When the sagest minds are troubled with terror, the firmness of this king is only augmented. Strong of heart, his attacks and his intrepidity, in the tumult of battle, would appal the lions of as-Shara (10). (His is) the tongue which can almost declare what shall come to pass to-morrow, and that with a promptitude which dispenses him from reflecting; (his) the prudence which surpasses and disconcerts the foresight of others; his, the judgment and resolution which shame those of Alexander. His generosity leads him to pardon the gravest offences, and his noble pride turns him from obscene discourse. You need not listen when the history of other kings is read; (hear him!) in the belly of the wild ass is every sort of game (11).

It is certainly an exquisite poem, to say the least of it.—When al-Malik al-Aādil had divided his states between his sons, he used to visit them, and kept thus removing from one kingdom to another. His general practice was, to spend the summer in Syria on account of the fruit, the snow and the cool water (which are readily procured in that country), and he passed the winter in Egypt on account of its mild temperature in that season, and the absence of cold. He lived in all the enjoyments of life, and his appetite for food was most extraordinary; it is said that he used to eat up a roast lamb at a meal, and, in the gratification of his passion for the sex, his indulgences were equally great. In a word, he was permitted to partake of all the pleasures this world can afford. His birth took place at Damascus, in the month of Muharram, A. H. 540 (June-July, A. D. 1145), or 538, by another account. He died on the 7th of the latter Jumāda, A. H. 615 (31st August, A. D. 1218), at Aālikin. The next day, his body was transported to Damascus and interred in the castle, whence it was afterwards removed to the college bearing his name, and deposited in the mausoleum by the road-side. His tomb is the edifice which passengers remark through the trellis-work (which is set up) there.—Aālikin is the name of a village outside Damascus. The death of al-Malik al-Aādil occurred at the epoch of the landing of the Franks (the crusaders) in Syria. Their first operation being to march against him, he set out to meet them and proceeded towards Damascus, that he might equip his troops and make the other necessary preparations, but, on reaching Aālikin, he expired. The whole body of the invaders then abandoned their project against Syria and passed into Egypt. This brought on the celebrated war of Damietta. The date of this war is given in the life of Yahya Ibn
Mansūr, surnamed Ibn al-Jarrāh (12).—Atšs (i.e. Adsız) is a Turkish compound word signifying nameless: it is related that, as none of al-Malik al-Kāmil’s children lived to grow up, one of the Turks who were present at his levee said, on the birth of al-Malik al-Masūd: ‘‘People in our country have the custom of naming a man ‘‘Atšs when none of his children survive.’’ Al-Kāmil then gave this name to his son. The people pronounce it Akšs, with a k (ɔ̄), but the former is the right pronunciation; so, at least, I have been informed. I have since found, in a written document, the date of the cession of Aleppo; Imād ad-Dīn Zinki evacuated its citadel on Thursday, the 22nd of Safar, and Salāh ad-Dīn occupied it on Monday, the 26th of the same month.

(1) Black dirhems mean silver pieces of base alloy; the moneta nigra of the middle ages. Gold pieces alloyed with silver are called white dinars.

(2) The original text of this last phrase is so very obscure and ambiguous, that I may probably have missed its real meaning. If the translation be correct, the idea meant to be conveyed is equivalent to the following: the haughty tone of the sovereign encouraged the secretary, Imād ad-Dīn, to employ insolent language.

—It must be acknowledged that the whole passage is singularly difficult, though not more so than most of the other official papers drawn up by al-Kādi ’l-Fādil and Imād ad-Dīn; they strove to outdo each other in what was then considered as fine writing, and, for the sake of far-fetched allusions, expressed in well-turned rhetorical phrases, they never hesitated to sacrifice sense to sound.

(3) See vol. I, page 548. In the fifth line of that page, correct the date 1182 and read 1188.

(4) See vol. II. page 284.

(5) His life will be given by our author.

(6) See Abū ’l-Fedā’is Annals, year 604.

(7) In the life of Ibn Amīr, page 197 of this volume, is a verse in which the same idea is expressed.

(8) This verse applies equally to al-Malik al Ādil, whose name was Abū Bakr, and to the first khalif.

(9) Literally: et cujus indicat proustans origo substantiam. The poet meant to say: et cujus indicat proustantem originem substantia. We find frequent examples of such inversions. See de Sacy’s Christomath e, tome II, page 399.

(10) See vol. II. page 849, note (44).

(11) That is: the flesh of the wild ass has the taste of every sort of game. It is a common proverb. See Freytag’s Maiden, tome II, page 816.

(12) His life will be found in this work. Damietta was taken in A. H. 616 (A. D. 1219).
Abū 'l-Maāli Muhammad, surnamed al-Malik al-Kāmil Nasir ad-Dīn (the perfect prince, champion of the faith), was the son of al-Malik al-Aādil. We have already mentioned something of his history in the life of his father; see the preceding article. When the Franks (the crusaders) arrived at Damietta (A. D. 1218), al-Malik al-Kāmil had just assumed the supreme authority. Imād ad-Dīn Ahmad Ibn al-Mashtūb (vol. I. p. 162) and a great number of other grandees were then with him; but they joined the party of al-Malik al-Fāiz Sābik ad-Dīn Ibrāhīm, the brother of al-Malik al-Kāmil, in consequence of a plan concerted with the former of these princes. Though al-Kāmil had discovered from some circumstances of their conduct that they meant to depose him and confide the sultanship to his brother, and though their intention had been divulged, he felt obliged to keep on good terms with them on account of the presence of an enemy in the country, and he acted towards them with great longanimity, it being then impossible to have recourse to expostulation and remonstrance. He continued to pursue this line of conduct till the arrival of his brother al-Malik al-Moazzam, the lord of Damascus (vol. II. p. 428). This was on Thursday, the 19th of Dū 'l-Kaada, A. H. 615 (6th February, A. D. 1219). In a secret conference with this prince, he disclosed matters to him and designated Ibn al-Mashtūb as the ringleader of the band. Some days afterwards, he (al-Moazzam) proceeded, unexpectedly, to Ibn al-Mashtūb’s tent and, having called him out, he expressed the desire of conversing with him in private. Ibn al-Mashtūb immediately mounted on horseback and rode off with him, unaccompanied. Al-Moazzam had previously selected some men on whom he could rely and ordered them to follow. He then entered into conversation with Ibn al-Mashtūb, passing from one subject to another, and continued to keep his attention engaged, whilst he gradually drew him off from the camp. He then said: ‘‘Imād ad-Dīn! this country ‘‘is yours but we wish you to give it up to us.’’ Having then furnished him with a sum for his necessary expenses, he told the detachment (which had now come up) to take charge of him and conduct him out of the desert. Ibn al-Mashtūb, being alone and unable to resist, was obliged to submit. Al-Moazzam then returned
to his brother and informed him of what had passed. Having then recourse to another stratagem in order to send al-Fāiz out of the country, he despatched him off to Mosul for the purpose of bringing up reinforcements from that city and Mesopotamia. Al-Fāiz died on reaching the city of Sinjār. These two individuals being thus removed out of the way, the generals who had conspired with them abandoned their projects and acknowledged, though much against their will, the authority of al-Malik al-Kāmil. The Damietta business then came on, but this is a subject on which we need not expatiate. The Franks, on obtaining possession of Damietta, marched out with the intention of reaching Old and New Cairo, and they encamped at the extremity of the isle on which Damietta is situated, the Muslims having already occupied the village of al-Mansūra, on the other side of the river. This river is the Ushmām (branch of the Nile). Almighty God, by his favour and generous bounty, granted the victory to the Muslims, and, on the eve of Friday, the 7th of Rajab, A. H. 618 (27th August, A. D. 1221), the Franks abandoned their position. A peace being concluded between the two parties, on the 11th of the same month, the enemy evacuated the country in the month of Shabaḥān (September-October) of that year. They had passed forty months and seventeen days in the land of Islamism, part of the time in Syria, and the rest in Egypt, but God averted their evil designs; praise be unto him for so doing! For the particulars of this event, we refer the reader to our notice on Yahya Ibn al-Jarrāh. When al-Malik al-Kāmil was delivered from the uneasiness which the presence of the Franks had given him, he found leisure to think of the emirs who had endeavoured to subvert his authority; and, having expelled them from Egypt, he broke up and dispersed their party. On entering Cairo, he took steps for restoring the prosperity of the country, and proceeded to the recovery of the taxes from all the quarters in which they were due. Al-Malik al-Kāmil was a powerful monarch, and left an honourable reputation; he loved men of learning (the doctors of the law), and, being a strict observer of the doctrines of the sunna (the authentic records of Muhammad's acts and sayings), he adhered with zeal to the orthodox belief: he liked the society of talented men; in all his undertakings he evinced great foresight, never taking an unseasonable measure, and avoiding equally the extremes of parsimony and prodigality. Every Thursday, a number of the learned went to pass the evening with him, and he took a share in their discussions, questioning them on the obscure points of the different sciences, and treating them...
as if he was one of themselves. He frequently quoted the following verses which he much admired:

Before you were mistress of my heart, you never turned away from the sad and afflicted, (but now you do so!) and, though you occupy a secure position (in my heart), I still hope to conquer (your disdain).

He founded at Cairo a school for Traditions (ddr hadith) and established a considerable wakf (1) for its support; he built also a large dome over the tomb of as-Shâfi’i, and, having interred his mother near that imâm’s grave, he went to an immense expense in leading to it the waters of the Nile by a canal of great length. When al-Malik an-Nâsir Salâh ad-Din Dâwûd succeeded to the government of Syria on the death of his father al-Malik al-Moazzam, (his uncle,) al-Malik al-Kâmil, who was brother to the deceased prince, set out from Egypt with the intention of taking Damascus from him. Being joined by his brother al-Malik al-Ashraf Muzaffar ad-Din Mûsa, a prince whose life we shall give, they occupied Damascus towards the beginning of Shaâbân, A. H. 626 (June-July, A. D. 1229), after some proceedings too long to be related. Al-Kâmil then gave Damascus up to his brother al-Ashraf, and received in return the cities of Harrân, Edessa, Sarûj, ar-Rakka, and Râs Aîn, in Mesopotamia. On the 9th of Ramadân, the same year, he set out to visit his new acquisitions, and, in the month of Shawwâl, A. H. 626 (Aug.-Sept. A.D. 1229), as I was passing through Harrân, I found him established there with the Egyptian army. Jalâl ad-Din Khowârezm Shâh was at that time besieging Khalât, which city belonged to al-Malik al-Ashraf. Al-Kâmil then returned to Egypt, and, in the year 629 (A. D. 1231–2), he set out at the head of a large army and took Aamid, Hisn Kaifa, and other cities in the same part (of Mesopotamia) from al-Malik al-Masûd Rukn ad-Din Maudûd, the son of al-Malik as-Sâlih Abû ‘l-Fath Mahmûd, the son of Nûr ad-Din Muhammad, the son of Fakhr ad-Din Kara Arslân, the son of Rukn ad-Dawlat Dâwûd, the son of Nûr ad-Dawlat Sokmân, the son of Ortok. We have already spoken of Ortok, the ancestor of this dynasty (vol. I. p. 171). I learned from a native of Aamid, a well informed man, that Aamid was surrendered to al-Malik al-Kâmil on the 19th of Zû ‘l-Hijja of that year (October, A. D. 1232). On the 20th of the same month, his son, al-Malik as-Sâlih Najm ad-Din Aïyûb, entered into that city and, on the first day of Muharram, in the following year, al-Kâmil entered also.—Al-Malik al-Ashraf having died (in A. H. 635, A. D. 1237), and
designated for successor his brother al-Malik as-Sâlih Ismail, the son of al-Malik al-Aâdil, (the other brother) al-Malik al-Kâmil took the field and occupied Damascus, after concluding a treaty of peace with as-Sâlih. He achieved this conquest on the 9th of the first Jumâda, A. H. 635 (28th December, A. D. 1237), and permitted his rival to retain possession of the town and district of Baalbek, Bosra, the Ard as-Sawâd (2), and other places in the same country. Having established his authority in as-Sharkiya (Mesopotamia), Aamid, and the neighbouring places, he left his son al-Malik as-Sâlih Najm ad-Dîn Abû 'l-Muzaffar Aiyûb to rule there as his lieutenant, and he appointed his youngest son, al-Malik al-Aâdil Saif ad-Dîn Abû Bakr, to govern Egypt in the same capacity.—We have already mentioned, in the life of al-Malik al-Aâdil, that that prince sent to Yemen al-Malik al-Masûd, the eldest son of al-Malik al-Kâmil. Al-Masûd then occupied Mekka and united under his sway the provinces of Yemen and Hijâz.—He left Egypt for Yemen on Monday, the 17th of Ramadân, A. H. 611 (20th January, A. D. 1215); he entered Mekka on the 3rd of Zu 'l-Kaada (6th March), the same year, and the khotba was then said there in his name; having performed the pilgrimage, he set out for Zabîd and took possession of that capital the 1st of Muharram, A. H. 612 (2nd May, A. D. 1215). In the month of the latter Rabî, A. H. 620 (May-June, A. D. 1223), he took Mekka from the sharif Hasan Ibn Katâda al-Hasani (3). Thus was extended the empire of al-Malik al-Kâmil. I was informed by a person who heard the khotba pronounced at Mekka, on Friday, that the orator, on coming to the prayer for al-Malik al-Kâmil, pronounced these words: “May the divine blessing be on him who is) lord of Mekka and its pious inhabit- " ants (4), of Yemen and Zabîd, of Egypt and Sâd, of Syria and its heroes, of " Mesopotamia and its sons, the sultan of the two kiblas (Mekka and Jerusalem), the " lord of the two adîmas (5), the servant of the two holy and noble cities (Mekka and " Medina), Abû 'l-Mâli Muhammad al-Malik al-Kâmil Nâsir ad-Dîn (the perfect king, " the defender of the faith), the friend of the Commander of the faithful!”—But these digressions are, leading us from our subject. In the year 633 (A. D. 1235-6), I saw him (al-Malik al-Kâmil) at Damascus on his return from the East, after having delivered the cities of that country from the hands of Ala ad-Dîn Kaikobâd Ibn Kaikhosrû Ibn Killîj Arsân Ibn Masûd Ibn Killîj Arsân Ibn Sulaimân Ibn Kutulmish Ibn Isrâyîl Ibn Saljûk Ibn Dukâk, the Seljûkide, lord of Asia Minor (Rûm). The history of this important event would lead us, however, too far. Al-Kâmil had then in his train upwards of ten kings, one of whom was his brother al-Malik al-Ashraf.
He continued in the height of power and authority till his death. Having fallen ill soon after he had taken possession of Damascus, he ceased riding out, and, during his indisposition, he frequently repeated the following lines:

Tell me, my dear friends! what may be the taste of sleep, for I am ill at ease (6).

His sickness continuing, he died on the afternoon of Wednesday, the 21st of Rajab, A. H. 635 (8th March, A. D. 1238), and his corpse was interred, the following day, in the citadel of Damascus. I was in that city at the time, and was present at the cry raised in the great mosque of Damascus on the Saturday following; his death having been kept secret till then and not announced (the day before) Friday, at the public prayer (7). When the hour of prayer drew near, a herald stood up on the throne which is before the pulpit, and, having implored God's mercy on al-Malik al-Kâmil, invoked the divine favour on his son al-Malik al-Aâdil, lord of Egypt. I was there present, and the people uttered one general exclamation: they suspected that the king had died, but they did not acquire the certitude of the fact till then. His brother's son, al-Malik al-Jawâd Muzaffar ad-Dîn (the generous prince, triumphant in religion) Yûnus Ibn Shams ad-Dîn Maudûd Ibn al-Malik al-Aâdil, was then installed at Damascus as vicegerent of the sultanship and lieutenant of al-Malik al-Aâdil Ibn al-Malik al-Kâmil, sovereign of Egypt. This nomination resulted from a unanimous decision taken by those emirs who happened to be present in Damascus. A turba (mausoleum) was erected for the reception of the corpse, and this edifice communicates, by a trellised window, with the great mosque. Al-Malik al-Kâmil was born on the 25th of the first Rabî', A. H. 576 (August, A. D. 1180); so at least I have found it written in the handwriting of a person who had been engaged in historical researches. Al-Malik al-Masûd, (the son of al-Malik al-Kâmil and) sovereign of Yemen, died at Mekka on the 13th of the first Jumâda, A. H. 626 (9th April, A. D. 1229); he was born A. H. 597 (A. D. 1200-1). There was then at Mekka a Kurd from the town of Arbela, a man of great holiness and called the shaikh Sadîk (or Siddîk) Ibn Badr Ibn Jânâh (8), who was making a devotional residence in the neighbourhood of the temple. When al-Malik al-Masûd was on the point of death, he gave directions that none of his own money should be employed for the expenses of his funeral, and that his body should be delivered to the shaikh Sadîk, to be buried by him as he thought proper. On Masûd's death, the shaikh shrouded the corpse in a cloak (izdr) which he himself had worn for many years in his repeated pilgri-
mages and visits to the Omra (9), and had it buried as well as he could afford, giving it a poor man’s funeral. Masûd had also directed that no edifice should be raised over his grave and that he should be interred by the side of the cemetery near Mekka called al-Mâla (10), in a tomb bearing the following inscription: “This is the tomb of one who stands in need of the mercy of Almighty God, Yûsuf, the son of Muhammed, the son of Abû Bakr, the son of Aiyûb.” A dome was afterwards erected over the grave by his freedman Sârim ad-Dîn Kâimâz al-Masûdî, who was afterwards governor of Cairo (11). When al-Malik al-Kâmîl was informed of what Sadîk had done, he sent him a letter of thanks, and the shaikh said, on receiving it: “I do not deserve thanks for what I have done; a poor man asked me to take charge of him, and I merely fulfilled a duty incumbent on every individual when I lent him my services and buried the dead.” It was then suggested to him, that he should write an answer to al-Malik al-Kâmîl, but he replied: “I have nothing to ask of him.”

Al-Kâmîl had told him to ask for whatever he required, but the shaikh did not return an answer. All these circumstances were related to me by an eye-witness, who knew well what he was saying; but God knows best!—Al-Malik al-Aâdîl, the son of al-Malik al-Kâmîl, continued to govern the empire till Friday, the 8th of Zu ’l-Kaada, A. H. 637 (31st May, A. D. 1240), when his own emirs arrested him outside of Bilbais, and sent for his brother al-Malik as-Sâlih Najm ad-Dîn Aiyûb. Previously to this, as-Sâlih had made an arrangement with al-Malik al-Jawâd, by which he was to receive Damascus in exchange for Sinjâr and Aâna, and, in the beginning of the month of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 636 (January, A. D. 1239), he went and took possession of Damascus.

Some time after, al-Malik as-Sâlih Imâd ad-Dîn Ismail, uncle to al-Malik as-Sâlih Najm ad-Dîn Aiyûb and lord of Baalbek, concerted a plan with al-Malik al-Mujâhid Asad ad-Dîn Shîrkûh, the son of Nâsir ad-Dîn Muhammad, the son of Asad ad-Dîn Shîrkûh (vol. I. p. 627), and lord of Emessa, for the purpose of seizing Damascus; and, when al-Malik as-Sâlih Najm ad-Dîn Aiyûb left that city for Egypt, with the intention of dethroning his brother al-Malik al-Aâdîl, these two princes burst into Damascus with their troops. This event, which caused a profound sensation, took place on Tuesday, the 27th of Safar, A. H. 637 (28th Sept. A. D. 1239), whilst Najm ad-Dîn was stopping at Nablus. The soldiers of as-Sâlih-Najm ad-Dîn Aiyûb then returned home to their families in Damascus and left their chief at Nablus with a few of his pages and followers. Al-Malik an-Nâsir, the son of al-Malik al-Muazzam, and lord of al-Karak, arrived there soon after, and having arrested as-
Sâlih on the eve of Saturday, the 22nd of the first Rabi, the same year, he sent him into confinement at al-Karak. On the eve of Saturday, however, the 27th of Ramadân following, he set his prisoner at liberty. The details of these events would be too long to relate (12). As-Sâlih Najm ad-Din and al-Malik an-Nâsir having then united their forces at Nâblus, al-Malik al-Aâdil was arrested, as has been already said. The emirs sent off immediately for al-Malik as-Sâlih Najm ad-Din Aiyûb, and that prince, accompanied by al-Malik an-Nâsir, lord of al-Karak, having joined them, they entered Cairo on the second hour of Sunday, the 27th of Zu 'l-Kaada, A.H.637 (19th June, A.D.1240). I was residing in Cairo at the time. His brother al-Malik al-Aâdil was placed in a litter, surrounded by a strong guard and taken, by the road outside the city, to the citadel, where he remained a prisoner in the imperial palace. Al-Malik al-Sâlih then extended the sway of justice over all his subjects; he treated the people with kindness, distributed alms, and repaired the mosques which had fallen into ruin. The history of his proceedings would form a long narration.

On Monday, the 8th of the first Jumâda, A.H.643 (1st October, A.D.1245), he took Damascus from his uncle al-Malik as-Sâlih, but left him in possession of Baalbek. In the year 644, he returned to Syria and entered Damascus on the 19th of Zu 'l-Kaada (28th March, A.D.1247). He then went back to Egypt, but, in the year 646, he set out again, and, having arrived at Damascus in the beginning of the month of Shaabân (November, A.D.1248), he sent an army to besiege Emessa, which city had been taken from its sovereign, al-Malik al-Ashraf, by al-Malik an-Nâsir, lord of Aleppo. He returned to Egypt in the beginning of the year 647 (April-May, A.D.1249), being unwell at the time, and he stopped at Ushâmûm to await the coming of the Franks. This people arrived on Friday, the 20th of Safar, the same year (4th June, A.D.1249), and, on Saturday, having occupied the island on which Damietta is situated, they took possession of that city and established themselves there, on Sunday, the third day. (This conquest they easily effected,) as the garrison and all the inhabitants had fled and abandoned it. Al-Malik as-Sâlih then left Ushâmûm for al-Mansûra, and his illness was at its height when he arrived. He remained there till his death, which occurred on the eve of Monday, the 15th of Shaabân (22nd November, A.D.1249). His corpse was borne to the New Castle, in the island (13), and deposited there in a mosque. During nearly three months, his death was kept secret, and the khotba continued to be said in his name till the arrival of his son al-Malik al-Muazzam Târân Shâh from Hisn Kaifa. This prince arrived at al-Mansûra by the road which passes
through the desert. It was only then that they published as-Sālih’s death and that
the khotba was said in the name of his son. A mausoleum was afterwards built close
to the college which he had founded at Cairo, and his body was transported thither in
the month of Rajab, A. H. 648. He was born on the 24th of the latter Jumāda, A.
H. 603 (26th January, A. D. 1207); so I saw it written in the handwriting of his
father, but I found stated elsewhere that his birth took place on the eve of Thursday,
the 5th of the latter Jumāda, and a third account says: On the 4th of Muharram, A.
H. 604.—Ward al-Muna (gratification of wishes), his mother, was a mulatto of a tawny
complexion.—Al-Malik al-Aâdîl was born in the month of Zū ’l-Hijja, A.H.617 (Jan.-
Feb. A.D.1221), at al-Mansūra, where his father had stationed to observe the enemy
in Damietta. He died in prison on Monday, the 12th of Shawwâl, A. H. 645 (9th
Feb. A.D.1248), in the castle of Cairo, and was interred in the mausoleum of Shams
ad-Dawlat, situated outside the gate of Succour (Bâb an-Nasr).—I indicate these
events in a summary manner; were I to enter into details, I should be led too far,
particularly as my object is concision; I may add, however, that I was present when
the greater part of them took place.—Al-Aâdîl left a child, a little boy, called al-Ma-
lık al-Mughith; he remained in the castle till his cousin al-Malik al-Muazzam Tûrân
Shâh sent from al-Mansûra where he had just arrived, and removed him to the for-
tress of as-Shaubek. On the catastrophe (14) which befell al-Muazzam, the guardian
of the fortress of al-Karak sent to as-Shaubek for al-Malik al-Mughith and remitted
to him the possession of these two places and the neighbouring country. He is still
reigning there (15). He continued in possession of that place till A. H. 661 (A. D.
1262–3), when al-Malik az-Zâhir Rukn ad-Din Bibars, having halted in al-Ghaour (the
valley of the Jordan), wrote to him to give up the fortress and promised to concede
him great advantages as an equivalent. Having bound himself by oath (to act hono-
rously), he induced al-Mughith to come to his camp at at-Tûr (Tabor) in the province
of al-Ghaour. It is said that Bibars purposely expressed the oath in equivocal terms,
as he had not the intention of fulfilling it. Immediately on al-Mughith’s arrival,
he arrested him and sent him a prisoner to the castle of the Mountain at Old Cairo.
From that moment, nothing more was heard of him (16). He left a son called
al-Azîz Fâhhr ad-Din Õt.hmân; this prince, who was then a mere boy, received an
appointment as emir from al-Malik az-Zâhir and continued in his service till the
conquest of Antioch, in Ramadân, A. H. 666 (May–June, A. D. 1268). He subse-
quently left Syria and proceeded to Egypt; but, on his arrival, az-Zâhir arrested
him and sent him to the castle of the Mountain, where he is still in confinement. Al-Malik al-Muazzam Turán Sháh died on Monday, the 27th of Muharram, A. H. 648 (1st May, A. D. 1250).

(1) See vol. I. page 49.

(2) This Sawdd must not be confounded with the Sawád of Irák. According to the author of the Mardús, it is situated in the Balká, the province to the south-east of the Jordan, and was called Sawdd (black) on account of the colour of its stones.

(3) Ibn Khaldún gives a notice on the Katđa family in his universal history; MS. No. 8409 C, fol. 46 v.

(4) This passage is in rhyming prose, and it is for that reason, probably, that Ibn Khallikán gives it.

(5) See vol. II. page 344. Al-Malik al-Kámil had probably two oldmas, one as sultan of Egypt and the other as sultan of Syria and the East.

(6) Abú 'l-Mahásin, who quotes this and other passages of Ibn Khallikán in his notice on al-Malik al-Kámil, (Nujum, year 615), reads the last words of this verse لاني نسيت فاني نسيت (for I have forgotten it). This is probably the true reading.

(7) The reading which I adopt is لاني اخفا موته يوم الجمعة وقت الصلاة. Some of the MSS. offer other readings which are manifestly false.

(8) The shákh Sadik belonged to the tribe of the Humaidi Kurds. He died at Mekka, A. H. 639 (A. D. 1241-2) and was interred in the Mala.—(See note (10)). Ar-Rází has inserted a short notice on Sadik in the Biographical History of Mekka. See MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, No. 721, fol. 30 v.

(9) The Omra is a small chapel at the distance of an hour and a half or two hours from Mekka. Every pilgrim is required to visit it.—See d'Ohsson's Tab. gen. de l'emp. Oth, tome III. p. 238, and Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. I. pages 176 and 322.

(10) In the Mardús al-Iltíld and al-Azrákí's description of Mekka, this name is written المُلْتَعَذه. See Burckhardt's description of it in his Travels in Arabia, vol. I. p. 226. It now forms a quarter of the city.

(11) Sálim ad-Dín Káímár al-Masúdí acted with great cruelty and tyranny when governor of Cairo. In the month of Zá 'l-Hijja, A. H. 664 (September, A. D. 1266), he was stabbed to the heart, in the court of justice, by a person who meant to assassinate the sultan's lieutenant, the emir Tāz ad-Dín al-Mújallí.—(Al-Mákrízí's Khidat, chapter entitled سويفةالسعودي.)

(12) See Abú 'l-Fédá's Annals, year 637.

(13) The author means the island of ar-Rau'da, near Cairo. Al-Mákárlí has a chapter on this island and its castle, in the Khidat. He agrees with Ibn Khallikán in stating that the corpse of al-Malik as-Sálih was deposited there. The castle of the island, called also Kalá tar-Rau'da, Kalá tal-Mikyás (castle of the Nilometer), and al-Kalá tas-Sálihiya, wasan immense fortified palace, embellished with colonnades, plantations, and all the ornaments which art could bestow. It was founded by as-Sálih and destroyed by the mamlúk sultans.

(14) This caustrophe was the assassination of al-Muazzam by his own officers. See Abú 'l-Fédá's Annals, year 648, tome IV, pages 511 and 517.

(15) What follows is evidently a subsequent addition, and is not to be found in most of the MSS. It was known, however, to al-Yádí, who gives an abridgment of it in his Mirdát, year 685.

(16) Abú 'l-Fédá gives a much more satisfactory account of al-Mugith's fall in his Annals, year 661.
IBN AZ-ZAIYAT THE VIZIR.

Abū Ja'far Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Abi Hamza Abban, generally known by the appellation of Ibn az-Zaiyāt (son of the oilman), was vizir to al-Motasim. His grandfather, Abban, was a native of ad-Daṣka (1), a village in the district of Jobbul, and carried oil from the environs of that place to Baghdad; but his own aspiring soul raised him, as we shall see, from the obscurity of a station so humble. His literary acquirements were of the most brilliant description, and his talents of the highest order; he was an able philologer, an eloquent (writer), and a learned grammarian. Maimün Ibn Harūn the kātib relates that, when Abū Othmān al-Māzini (vol. I. p. 264) arrived at Baghdad, in the reign of al-Motasim, his pupils and the persons who attended his lectures entered into the depths of grammatical disquisition, and, when any doubtful point set them at variance, Abū Othmān would tell them to send and consult the young kātib, meaning the Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik here mentioned. This they did, and Abū Othmān, to whom they communicated his answers, always acknowledged their correctness and coincided in opinion with him who made them. Dibil Ibn Ali 'l-Khuzái (vol. I. p. 507) mentions Ibn az-Zaiyāt in his classified list of the poets (Tabakāt as-Shuward), and Abū Abd Allah Hārūn Ibn al-Munajjim speaks of him also in the Kitāb al-Bārī. The latter writer, whose life will be found in this work, quotes numerous fragments of his poetry. In the beginning of his career, Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik was one of the common kātibs (or clerks in the service of the state), and it happened that al-Motasim, having received a letter from one of his governors, ordered his vizir Ahmad Ibn Ammār Ibn Shādi (2) to read it aloud. In this letter the writer spoke of al-kalā (fodder), and al-Motasim asked Ibn Ammār what the word al-kalā meant. The vizir replied that he did not know; for he possessed, in fact, but a very slight acquaintance with philology. On this, al-Motasim exclaimed: "An illiterate khalif (is well fitted) with a low-born vizir!" Al-Motasim himself possessed but little instruction in (reading and) writing. He then ordered the attendants to bring in the first kātib they could find in the antechamber, and Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik was introduced. "What is the meaning of al-kalā?" said the khalif. — "Al-kalā," replied Ibn az-Zaiyāt, "in its general acceptation, si-
gnifies "grass; if it is fresh, it is called al-kald, and if dry, al-hashṭsh." He then enumerated the different sorts of herbage, and al-Motasim having thus discovered his merit, raised him to the post of vizir, with juridical and executive authority. We have already mentioned, in the life of the ḫaddi Ahmad Ibn Abi Duwād al-Iyādī (vol.I. p. 69), what passed between him and Ibn az-Zaiyāt. Abu Abd Allah al-Bimāristānī relates that Abu Hafs al-Kirmānī, the kātib (or secretary) of Amr Ibn Masada (vol. II. p. 410), wrote the following note to Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik: "To come to "our subject: thou art one of those who water when they plant, and who edify the "structure when they lay its foundations; so that the building raised on these foun-"dations is completed, and the fruit produced by these plantations affords an ample "crop. But the edifice which thou hast erected in my love is now tottering and on "the brink of ruin; the plantation which thou hast formed in my heart suffers from "drought and is on the point of being parched up; hasten therefore to repair the "edifice which thou hast founded, and to water what thou hast planted." Al-Bimāristānī adds that, having spoken of this letter to Abu Abd ar-Rahmān al-Atawi, the latter immediately expressed the same thought in a verse which he designed as a eulogium on Muhammad, the son of Imrān, the son of Mūsa, the son of Yahya, the son of Khalīd, the son of Barmek; I must observe, however, that I have since found the (first) three verses in (Ali Ibn Hamza) al-Ispahānī's edition of Abu Nuwās's poetical works (vol. I. p. 392):

The generous Barmekides learned beneficence and taught it to the human race; when they planted, they watered, and they never destroyed the edifice which they founded; when they conferred favours on mankind, they clothed their bounties in a raiment which endured for ever. You once gave me to drink from the cup of your love; why do you now present to me the cup of your cruelty? You allayed my apprehensions by kindness; know you not that your estrangement will arouse them?

The same idea is also expressed in (two verses which we have inserted in) the life of Abd al-Muhsin as-Sāri (vol. II. p. 178).—Ibn az-Zaiyāt composed some pleasing poems, such as the following:

Hearken to me, O men! and abstain from casting glances at the fair. Although love begins by exciting joy, it has death for its end. My friends said to me: "Cease to watch the Pleiades! "sleep! for the wing of night is turned black." And I replied: "Has my heart then so far "recovered, that it can distinguish between night and morning?"
I found in the handwriting of (a person who was evidently) a man of instruction, the following piece which is there given as Ibn az-Zaiyat's:

(She was) a tyrant as long as I knew her; an oppressor, yet may I never be delivered from her! She makes (me) hope to gain her love, yet she refuses when I ask. When my tears betrayed the passion I concealed, she said: "Though he should weep all his life, with tears of blood, I should not have compassion on him." How often did I control my angry feelings and suppress my indignation! how often was I weary of life, and yet I never felt weary of love.

The Khatib (vol. I. p. 75) relates, in his History of Baghdad, that Ibn az-Zaiyat loved a slave-girl who was a professional musician, and his mind was so greatly troubled on learning that she had been sold to a native of Khorasan and taken away, that his friends feared for his reason. He then pronounced these lines:

How long the nights of the afflicted lover! how long his watching of the Pleiades in the darkness!

What now remains for my garments to cover, in me who am consumed with passion, and whose body has become as slender as the letter alif? When Jacob exclaimed: "Alas!" (<i>ya asa/a</i>) (3) in his affliction, he only did so from the length of the sorrow (<i>al-asat</i>) which he had undergone. Let him who wishes to see a man die of love, turn towards az-Zaiyat and observe.

In <i>Ibn al-Munajjim's</i> Kitab al-Bard we find an elegy composed by Ibn az-Zaiyat on his slave-girl, who died leaving a son eight years old. He thus expresses his sorrow for her loss and his pity for the child:

Who has seen the child deprived of his mother? sleep is far from him and his eyes pour forth their tears. He sees every mother, but his own, conversing with her child, under the shades of night; but he lies in his solitary bed, holding converse with the sorrows of a heart in constant agitation. Suppose me able, in my strength of mind, to bear her loss with patience; yet who can give patience to a boy but eight years old? his force is weak; he knows not that patience is a merit (<i>in the eyes of God</i>), and, in his misfortune, he cannot take example by the conduct of (grown-up) men.

Ibn az-Zaiyat left a <i>diwan</i> of elegantly written letters. Al-Bohtori has celebrated his praises in the <i>kasda</i> rhyming in <i>d</i>, wherein he extols his penmanship and eloquence. Towards the end of this poem he says:

I see all mankind, the commanders and the commanded, united in thy praise. The learned appreciate thy talents in the sciences, and, on their word, the ignorant acknowledge thy merit.

Abu Tammam (vol. I. p. 348) and many other contemporary poets praised him in
their verses. There exists a number of fragments by Ibrahîm Ibn al-Abbâs as-Sâli (vol. I. p. 22) in which that writer attacks him; such, for instance, are the following:

I had a friend near whom, when I reminded him (of my distress), I found such shelter as can be given by a chief, justly proud and lofty in his glory. But the vicissitudes of time passed between me and him, and they left us, one a tyrant and the other an imploiter of assistance. In counting on Muhammad as my reliever in adversity, I resembled him who sought to extinguish the fire by blowing on it.

Forced by the approach of affliction, I called on you to succour me; but in your hatred, you stirred up the fire of misfortune to consume me. In calling on you when danger threatens, I resemble the woman who begged assistance from the inhabitants of the tombs.

I said to her, when she multiplied reproaches: "Alas! what can I do? my honourable feelings injuring my success?" — "Where are then the noble princes?" said she. — "Ask me not," I replied, "they are dead." — "How did that happen?" — "Because the Khalif has taken an oilman for his vizir."

Abû Jaafar, now in the height of power! fear a reverse of fortune, and rein in, for a time, thy pride in its career. If you possess to-day the object of thy hopes, think that, to-morrow, my hopes may be crowned like thine.

If, in visiting Muhammad, I sometimes met with a repulse, yet I have always left him in retaining my self-esteem. Am I not placed under an obligation to a man like Muhammad when he spares me the necessity of being grateful for his favours.

Fortune hath procured thee wealth, and, once poor, thou art become rich. But wealth hath disclosed the vile qualities which lay concealed under the robe of thy poverty.

As-Sâli attacks him in other passages besides these, but illustrious men have always been the object of praise and vituperation. Ibn az-Zaiyât composed a satire of ninety verses against the âddî Ahmad Ibn Abi Duwâd, to which the latter replied by the two following lines:

A satire of ninety verses is less to the purpose than its meaning condensed into a single verse: *How much the state requires a shower of rain to wash away that filthy stain of oil*.

The author of the *Ikôl* (vol. I. p. 92) attributes these last verses to Ali Ibn al-Jahm (vol. II. p. 294), but the author of the *Kitâb al-Aghâni* gives them as Ibn Abi Duwâd's. When Ibn az-Zaiyât heard of this epigram, he replied:

You defiled the state with your pitch, and nothing could clean it till we rubbed it with our oil (5).
To make this allusion intelligible, it is necessary to observe that Abû Dawûd’s grandfather sold pitch at Basra. On the death of al-Motamim and the accession of his son al-Wâthik Hârûn, Ibn az-Zaiyât pronounced the following verses:

When they returned after depositing the best of the dead in the best of tombs, I said: ‘‘God can never repair the misfortune which a people suffer in losing one like thee, but by giving them (a prince like) Hârûn.”

Al-Wâthik, in his father’s lifetime, had conceived a violent hatred against Ibn az-Zaiyât, but, when he heard these verses, he confirmed him in the possession of all the authority which he had exercised during the reign of al-Motamim. He had even sworn by a most solemn oath (6) that, on his accession, he would cast the vizir down from the height of his power; but, having ordered the kâthib, after he had assumed the supreme command, to draw up a notice relative to the ceremonies to be observed at his inauguration, he was dissatisfied with the draughts which they submitted to his examination, and the only one which met his approval was that which Ibn az-Zaiyât wrote out subsequently to their failure. This document he ordered to be adopted for the model of all the copies of the notice, and he proceeded to expiate the breach of his vow according to the legal formalities. ‘‘Money,’’ said he, ‘‘can be replaced, and so can the sum given to redeem a broken vow, but we can have no equivalent for the empire or for such a man as Ibn az-Zaiyât.’’ Al-Mutawakkil, the successor of al-Wâthik, bore a violent rancour towards the vizir, and, on the fortieth day after his accession, he gratified his animosity by putting him under arrest and confiscating his property. The motive which led him to this act of vengeance was that, on the death of his brother, al-Wâthik, Muhammad Ibn az-Zaiyât had proposed to raise the deceased khalif’s son to the throne, whilst the kâthi Ibn Abi Duwâd recommended that al-Mutawakkil should be chosen. To accomplish his purpose, the kâthi displayed the utmost activity, and he carried his zeal so far that he placed, with his own hands, the turban on al-Mutawakkil’s head and the Prophet’s mantle on his shoulders, after which, he kissed him on the forehead. Under the reign of al-Wâthik, whenever al-Mutawakkil went to see the vizir, the latter received him with a frowning look, and accosted him in the rudest terms; hoping, by this line of conduct, to ingratiate himself yet more with his sovereign. Al-Mutawakkil’s hatred was excited by this treatment, and if, on his accession to power, he abstained for a time from venting his anger on Ibn az-Zaiyât, it was only to allay his apprehensions and
prevent him from concealing his money. In order, therefore, to inspire him with a false security, he chose him for vizir, whilst he complacently listened to the suggestions of the kādi Ibn Abi Duwād, who pushed him on to vengeance. When he at length arrested Ibn az-Zaiyāt and put him to death in the manner which we shall relate lower down, he could only discover, of all his vizir's possessions, farms, and treasures, property to the value of one hundred thousand dinars. He then repented of what he had done, and finding no one capable of replacing him, he said to Ibn Abi Duwād: "You inspired me with vain hopes, and incensed me against a person whom I shall never be able to replace." When Ibn az-Zaiyāt was vizir, he caused a large lantern (7) to be framed of iron and fastened with nails, the sharp points of which projected inwards, like needles. In this machine he used to torture officers of the civil administration and other delinquents from whom he meant to extort money: as often as the victim turned round or moved from the intensity of his sufferings, the nails entered into his body and put him to excruciating pain. Ibn az-Zaiyāt was the first who ever imagined such an instrument of torture. When the sufferer cried out to him: "O vizir! have compassion on me!" he used to answer: "Compassion is mere weakness of character." When he was himself imprisoned by al-Mutawakkil, that khalif ordered him to be chained in irons of fifteen pounds weight and put into the same lantern. To his cry of: "O Commander of the faithful! have compassion on me!" he answered in the words so often addressed by the vizir to other sufferers: "Compassion is mere weakness of character (8)." Whilst undergoing these torments, Ibn az-Zaiyāt asked for ink and paper, and wrote as follows:

Such is the way of earthly things; from day to day, they fleet on and pass away as visions seen in sleep. Cease repining! such events are the vicissitudes which fortune transmits from man to man.

These lines he sent to al-Mutawakkil, who was prevented by business from attending to them, but, the next morning, he read them and gave orders to deliver the vizir. When they came to take him out, they found him dead. This happened in A. H. 233. He had passed forty days in the lantern. His arrest took place on the 8th of Safar, of that year (September, A. D. 847). After his death, the following lines were found written with charcoal on the side of the lantern, in his own hand:

Let him who knows where sleep is to be found, direct towards it one who longs for it; may
God have mercy on the compassionate man who will lead sleep to my eyes! I wake, but he sleeps by whom I am despised.

Ahmad al-Ahwal (vol. I. p. 20) relates as follows: 'When Ibn az-Zaiyát was arrested, I contrived to gain admittance, and, finding him heavily ironed, I said: 'I am deeply grieved at what I see;' on which he pronounced these words:

'Ask the dwellings of the tribe what changed their aspect and destroyed the traces of their existence? 'Tis Fortune; when she favours most, her favours turn to afflictions. The world is like a fleeting shadow; let us praise God! 'twas thus He predestined it to be.'

When he was put into the lantern, his slave said to him: 'Thou art come, my lord, to this, and hast not left a single man (inclined by gratitude) to speak thy praise.' To this he answered: 'Of what use to the Barmekides was their beneficence?'—The slave replied: 'It makes you think of them now.' Ibn az-Zaiyát acknowledged the truth of his words.

---

1. The village of ad-Daskara was situated in the province of Baghdad.
2. "Ahmad Ibn Ammár Ibn Sha'dí, a native of al-Madár (ج.د.), a town near Basra, see al-Idrisi's Geography), removed from that place to Basra, where he purchased large estates and augmented his fortune. He followed the profession of a miller. Having gone up to Baghdad, his wealth became yet more ample, and it is said that he gave away, every day, one hundred dinars (?) in alms. Having been described to al-Motasim by al-Fadl Ibn Marwán (vol. II. p. 476) as a man of strict integrity, that khalif raised him to the viceroyalty when he deposed al-Fadl. Ibn Ammár held this post for some time, but a letter having arrived to al-Motasim in which the writer spoke of the fertility of the country and mentioned that there was a great abundance of kálíd, the khalif asked his vizir what the word meant. Ibn Ammár, being totally devoid of the literary information requisite for a vizir, did not know what to say, and al-Motasim then ordered one of his followers and favorites, Muhammad Ibn Abid al-Malik az Zaiyát, to be brought in. Having proposed to him the same question, Ibn az-Zaiyát replied; 'Herbage just sprouting up is called al-bokh; when it grows a little longer, it is called al-kálíd, and, when it is dry, they give it the name of al-haših.' On this, al-Motasim said to Ibn Ammár: 'Take you the inspection of the government offices, and this man will read to me the letters which I receive.' He afterwards honorably dismissed Ibn Ammár from the place of vizir, and conferred it on Ibn az-Zaiyát."—(Ad-Dual al-Isldimíya).
4. The poet's wife or mistress reproached him for not gaining money by celebrating the praises of the great, and he replied that his honorable feelings prevented him from extolling the unworthy.
5. These verses have been already given, with some variation, in the life of Ibn Abi Duvád; see vol. I. page 69.
6. According to the author of the ad-Dual al-Isldimíya, he vowed to make a pilgrimage to Mekka, to manumit all his slaves, and bestow large sums in alms, in case he did not wreak vengeance on Ibn az-Zaiyát.
Abû ’l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Abi Abd Allah al-Husain Ibn Muhammad the kâtib, surnamed Ibn al-Amîd, was vizir to Rûkân ad-Dawlat Abû Ali al-Hasan Ibn Buwâih ad-Dâiîami, the father of Addûd ad-Dawlat (vol. I. p. 407, and vol. II. p. 481). The title of al-Amîd (the column) had been given to his father by the people of Khurasân, in attributing to this word an intensive signification, according to their custom(1). His father was a man of merit and displayed considerable abilities as an epistolary writer and a philologer. Ibn al-Amîd succeeded Abû Ali ’l-Kummi as vizir to Rûkân ad-Dawlat, in the year 328 (A. D. 939-40). He possessed great information in astronomy and the philosophical sciences, and, as he surpassed in philology and epistolary composition all his contemporaries, he was called the second Jâhiz (vol. II. p. 405). (As a vizir) he exercised unbounded authority and great influence. Ibn Abbâd (vol. I. p. 212) received the surname of as-Sâhib (the companion) from the fact of his being the constant companion and follower of Ibn al-Amîd. The abilities of Ibn al-Amîd as an epistolary writer were of the highest order, and ath-Thaâlibî (vol. II. p. 129) said, on this subject, in his Yâttma, that epistolary writing began with Abd al-Hamîd (vol. II. p. 173) and finished with Ibn al-Amîd. The Sâhib Ibn Abbâd having made a journey to Baghdad, was asked by Ibn al-Amîd, on his return, how he found that city: “Baghdad,” replied the Sâhib, “holds the same place amongst other cities as your lordship (al-ustâd) amongst other men.” It must be here observed that Ibn al-Amîd was addressed by the title of al-ustâd. This vizir was an able ruler and administered the empire with firmness and talent; the most celebrated poets repaired to his court from distant countries and recited poems of the highest beauty in his praise. Abû ’t-Taiyib al-Mutanabbi (vol. I. p. 102) went to
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see him at Arráján and eulogized him in a number of castdas, one of them beginning thus:

Be patient or impatient under suffering, thy passion will still appear; thy tears may flow or not, 'twill still be seen that thou art weeping.

In this poem he manages the transition to his subject in the following manner:

To Arráján, my rapid steeds! such is my firm resolution, which leaves the spears (of all opposers) broken behind it. Had I acted as you (my slothful steeds) desired, your troop had never cloven the clouds of dust (but staid at home in idleness). Hasten to Abú 'l-Fadl! to him whose aspect relieves me from my vow! no richer ocean in pearls (virtues) is ever visited by man (2). The human race gave their opinion (fatwa) that his aspect (would release me from the vow of visiting the ocean), and God forbid that I should be restrained or should abstain (from its fulfilment)! I have formed a bracelet for the hand which first waves to announce Ibn al-Ámid, and for the first servant who (at his sight) cries (with exultation): Allah akbar (God is great)!

The same poem contains the following passage:

Who will tell the Arabs of the desert that, on leaving them, I saw (in one man) Aristotle and Alexander? They sacrificed for my table their camels ten months pregnant, but one man gave me hospitality who used to sacrifice bags of gold for his guest. I then heard a deep student in the books of Ptolemy, who ruled with sovereign power, and who understood, equally well, the customs and the life of the desert and of the town; (united in him) I met all the men of talent (of ancient days); God seems to have restored us their persons and their times; they were first drawn up in order, like sums for calculation; then came the amount, because you (O learned vizir!) came the last (3).

This is one of the most exquisite castdas ever composed! Ibn al-Hamadáni says, in his Oyún as-Síar (4), that Ibn al-Ámid rewarded the poet with three thousand dinars. In this piece, al-Mutanabbi gives but one r to Arráján, although it should have two, according to al-Jauhari (vol. I. p. 22) in his Sahákh, al-Házími (p. 11 of this vol.) in his I'a ittaká lafszahu wa istarak musammáhu (or synonyms), and Ibn al-Jawálíki (5) in his Mughrib. We have already spoken of this castda in the life of Abú 'l-Fadl Jaafar Ibn al-Furát (vol. I. p. 319), and mentioned that it was composed in honour of that vizir when the author was in Egypt; al-Mutanabbi, however, being dissatisfied with his conduct, did not recite it to him, but, having gone to Fars, he changed it to the address of Ibn al-Ámid. Abú Nasr Abd al-Azíz Ibn Nubátá as-Sáadi
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(vol. II. p. 138) went to see Ibn al-Amid at Rai, and praised him in a poem commencing thus:

(I suffer from) the pains of desire and remembrance, from the ardour of burning sighs; deprived of sleep, tears gush from my eyes. Alas! how many anxious thoughts has my heart concealed! The intoxication of youth has passed away, but its hurtful effects still remain: I am too old to gain the love of youthful maidens, and yet I cannot behold them with indifference. How happy were the nights and mornings in which I visited the door of ar-Rusafa (6), when my youth, inebriated with delight, swept the ground with its robe of pride. I then made my pilgrimage to the stone of as-Sarat (7) and my residence (8) in its shady bowers: the abodes of pleasure were my abodes, and the dwelling of joy was mine.

In the same piece, he says:

Life has no longer any charms for me unless I spend it in passing the wine-cup around, whilst I encourage the female musicians to emulate the strains of the turtle-dove; and then, let Ibn al-Amid appear, the torrent of his beneficence shames the rain-cloud. The character of that generous prince is formed of the purest molten gold; his gifts flow copious as the ocean-waves, and his renown diffuses around the perfumes of the gilliflower and the ardr; he scatters his gifts to us like the comfits scattered at a marriage feast; he keeps so closely the secrets of a friend that his bosom is like the night in which no moon appears.

In the same poem, we remark also the following verse:

Lofty enterprises are achieved by lofty minds, and to Abū 'l-Fadl I sent on their nocturnal journey the inspirations of my heart.

The poet waited vainly (9) in expectation of a recompense for this piece, and he at length followed it up by another poem and then by a letter which, though he arrived at court in a most destitute condition, only served to confirm Ibn al-Amid in his indifference. He finally succeeded in entering into the vizir's presence on a day in which a levee was held for the reception of the grandees and the chiefs of the civil administration; posting himself then before him, he pointed at him and said: "O rats! I have followed thee as closely as thy shadow; I have abased myself before thee as humbly as thy shoe, and I have swallowed the burning food of absence (from home) in expectation of thy gift; yet, by Allah! I do not feel my disappointment; but I dread the sneers of foes, people who gave me good advice, yet I distrusted them; who spoke me truly, yet I suspected their sincerity. With what a face can I now meet them, and what pretext can I now oppose to them? I have received for eulogium after eulogium, for prose after verse, nothing else but bitter
regret and sickening misery. If success have a mark to make it known, where
is that mark and what is it? Those whom thou envious for the praises which they
received were formed of the same clay as thyself; those whom satire covered with
dishonour were like thee; forward then! and surpass the highest of them in exal-
tation, the brightest of them in lustre, the noblest in station." Astonished and
confounded at this address, Ibn al-Amid remained silent, with his eyes fixed on
the ground; but, at length, he raised up his head and replied: "Time is too short
"to permit thee to solicit favours in a lengthened discourse, or to allow me to offer
"a long apology; and were we to accord to each other what we are led to bestow,
"we should only be obliged to recommence the same acts which give us mutual
"satisfaction." On this, Ibn Nubata said: "O rats! these (words) are the utter-
"rance of a heart which hath long concealed its thoughts, and of a tongue which
"hath long been silent; and, moreover, the rich man who defers (his generation)
"is a despicable character." These words roused the anger of Ibn al-Amid, and
he exclaimed: "By Allah! I did not deserve this reproach from any of God's crea-
tures; for even less than that I quarrelled with (my father) al-Amid, so that we
"were led to mutual ill will (10) and unceasing disputes. But thou art not one
"of those to whom I owe an obligation and whose humours I must support, nei-
"ther art thou one of my dependents for whom I may have indulgence; nay, a
"part of that with which thou hast dinned my ears would provoke the spleen of
"the sage and overcome the firmest patience. And, besides, I did not invite thee
"hither by letter, I did not send for thee by a messenger, I did not ask thee to praise
"me, I did not impose on thee the task of extolling me." To this, Ibn Nubata
replied: "'Tis true, O rats! thou didst not invite me hither by letter, thou didst
"not send for me by a messenger, thou didst not ask me to praise thee, and thou
"didst not impose on me the task of extolling thee; but, in as much as thou wert
"seated in the midst of thy court, surrounded with all thy splendour (as if) to say:
"'Let no one give me any other title than that of rats (chief), let no creature dis-
"pute my sovereign orders; for I, the kadi of Rukn ad-Dawlat, am the head of
"the courtiers, the lord of the metropolis, the supporter of the welfare of the
"kingdom; that circumstance alone spoke for itself and was a sufficient invi-
"tation, although thou didst not invite me verbally." On hearing these words,
Ibn al-Amid sprang from his seat in a passion and hastened into the vestibule of
the palace, whence he gained his chamber: the assembly broke up in confusion,
and Ibn an-Nubâta was heard to say, as he was crossing the vestibule: "By Allah! it was better to eat dust and walk on burning coals than to endure this; God’s curse upon literature since patrons despise it and those who cultivate it are its dupes!"

The next morning, when Ibn al-Amid’s anger had passed over and his self-possession had returned, he caused search to be made for the poet, with the intention of offering him excuses and removing from his mind the disagreeable impressions left by what had passed; but none could discover whither he had gone.

The whole occurrence was a constant subject of regret for Ibn al-Amid, up to the time of his death. —I have since found this poem and the conversation at the vizir’s levee attributed to a different person from Ibn Nubâta, and on looking for the kastda in that poet’s diwdn, I could not find it. At a later period, on perusing Abû Haiyân at-Tahtadi’s Kitâb al-Waxtrâin (13), I found this poem attributed to Abû Muhammad Abd ar-Razzâk Ibn al-Husain, a native of Baghdad, a philologist, a logician, and a poet, generally known by the appellation of Ibn Abî ’th-Thiyâb, and that the discourse (at the levee) was held by Ibn Mamûyah, a poet and a native of al-Karkh.—The kâtib Abû ’l-Faraj Ahmad Ibn Muhammad enjoyed great favour in the sight of his sovereign Rukn ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih and held a high rank in his esteem, but he did not receive from Ibn al-Amid the respect to which he was entitled. At different times, he complained to him of his behaviour, but finding his remonstrances unsuccessful, he wrote to him these lines:

What avail your riches if they render you arrogant to the poor? How often, when you came in, have we stood up, and, when we went in, you stirred as if to rise, but did not finish (the movement). When I withdrew, you never said: "Let his horse be brought to the door;" as I said when you withdrew. If you possess science, what do you know which is not known by others. You are not mounted on the back of the empire, and we are not placed below thee, at its feet. We also held commandments like you, we deposed others as you did, but we were never haughty nor proud. We are equal in all things. Persevere in a reasonable line of conduct, or else give up your place.

The Sâhib Ibn Abbâd composed a great number of poems in praise of Ibn al-Amid, and, being in Ispahân when the latter went there on a visit, he wrote to him the following lines:

They said: "Your (long expected) spring (14) has come."—"Good news!" I exclaimed, "if true; is it spring, the brother of winter, or spring, the brother of generosity?"—"Tis that
"spring," they replied, "whose gifts secure the indigent from poverty."—"'Tis then," said I, "the rais Ibn al-Amid?"—They answered me: "Yes."

Ibn al-Amid often expressed his admiration of the following verses:

She came, fearing (discovery), to the curtain of the door which was closed between us, and at which the slave-girls already stood. She listened to my poetry, whilst her heart was touched by the inspiration of my kasidas. And whenever she heard a tender thought, she heaved a sigh sufficient to burst her necklaces.

Ibn al-Amid left some poetry, but the only piece of his which pleased me and seemed worthy of insertion, is the following, taken from Ibn as-Sabi's (15) Kitab at-Wuzarā (book of vizirs):

I remarked on my face a hair which still remained black, and my eyes took pleasure at the sight; and I said to the white hairs, when their aspect struck it with affright: "I conjure you "to pity its loneliness. Seldom does a black female remain in a place when her husband's "other wife is a white."

The emir Abū 'l-Fadl al-Mikāli (16) gives the following verses as his in the Kitāb al-Muntahil:

Choose your friends among strangers, and take not your near relations into favour; relations are like scorpions or even more noxious.

Ibn al-Amid died in the month of Safar,—some say, of Muharram,—A. H. 360 (December, A. D. 970), at Rai, or, by another account, at Baghdad; but Abū 'l-Hasan Hilāl Ibn al-Muhassim Ibn Ibrahim as-Sabi states, in his Kitab al-Wuzarā, that he died A. H. 359. God knows best! Abū 'l-Fadl Ibn al-Amid was visited alternately by attacks of gout and cholic; when of one of these disorders left him, it delivered him over to the other. Being asked which of the two was the more painful, he answered: "'When the gout attacks me, I feel as if I were between the jaws "of a lion, devouring me, mouthful by mouthful; and when the cholic visits me, "I would willingly exchange it for the gout."' It is said that, seeing one day a labourer in a garden eating bread, with onions and sour-milk, and making a hearty meal, he exclaimed: "'I wish I was like that labourer, able to eat my fill of whatever "I liked.' I may here say, in the words of Ibrahim as-Sabi, Hilāl's grandfather (vol. I. p. 31), in his Kitab at-Tāji: "Such is human life; it is seldom free from
trouble." I read, in a collection of anecdotes, that some time after the death of Ibn al-Amīd, the Ṣāḥib Ibn Abbād passed by his door, and remarking that the vestibule, which used to be crowded with people, was completely empty, he recited these lines:

Tell me, thou abode! why art thou covered with sadness? where are the ushers and the door-curtain? Where is he before whom adversity fled? He is now earth enclosed in earth.
Say without fear or shame: "My master is dead, and sadness hath overwhelmed me."

I have since observed that al-Otbi, in his Kitāb al-Yamani (17), attributes these verses to Abū ʿl-ʿAbbās ad-Dabbi (18); "but," says he, "some state that they were composed by Abū Bakr al-Khōwārezmi, on passing by the door of the Ṣāḥib Ibn Abbād." This cannot, however, be true, for al-Khōwārezmi died before the Ṣāḥib, as we have observed in his life (p. 109 of this vol.—Similar to this is an anecdote related by Ali Ibn Sulaimān: "I saw," says he, "the ruins of a large palace at Rai, of which nothing remained but the door way, and on that was written:

"Wonder at the vicissitudes of fortune, and be instructed; this dwelling is a striking example of such changes: I once saw it brilliant with a crowd of princes (19), and lights shining in every part of it: but solitude is now its only inhabitant: O how desolate the house when the master is gone!"

On the death of Ibn al-Amīd, his son Zū ʿl-Kifāytaṭain (20) Abū ʿl-Fath Ali replaced him in the vizirate by the choice of their sovereign ṭukn ad-Dawlat. Zū ʿl-Kifāytaṭain was a noble and princely-minded man, eminent for his abilities, talents, and beneficence: it was to him that al-Mutanabbi addressed the five lines rhyming in d which are to be found in that poet’s dieudn, and form part of the eulogium composed by him on Ibn al-Amīd. It is not therefore necessary to insert them. Ath-Thaṭālibi speaks of him in the Yattma, in the article on Ibn al-Amīd, and he gives there the following note in which Zū ʿl-Kifāytaṭain requests a friend to send him some wine without letting his father, Ibn al-Amīd, perceive it: "May God prolong your lordship’s existence! I have hastened to pass this night in enjoyment, as if to take advantage of the moment when the eye of adversity slumbers; I have seized on one of the opportunities which life offers, to form with my companions a part of the band of the Pleiades, and, if you do not aid us to maintain our rank in that choir by sending us some wine, we shall be (sad) like the daughters of the hearse (21). Adieu." Ath-Thaṭālibi gives also some pieces of verse composed by the author of this letter. Abū ʿl-Fath continued to fill the office
of vizir up to the death of Rukn ad-Dawlat (vol. I. p. 407), and the accession of Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat, that prince's son. He was again chosen as vizir by the new monarch, but he held this post for a very short time. A profound jealousy subsisted between him and the Sdhib Ibn Abbâd, and it is said that the latter was the person who turned Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat's heart against him. That prince began by expressing his disapproval of Zû 'l-Kifâyatain's conduct and testifying the aversion which he had conceived for him, till, at length, in the year 366, he cast him into prison. There still exist some verses composed by Zû 'l-Kifâyatain during his confinement, and in these, he describes his miserable situation. Ath-Thâlibi says that he lost all his wealth, and that they tortured him by cutting off his nose and plucking out his beard. Another writer states that one of his hands was cut off also, and perceiving that his case was hopeless and escape impossible, even were he to surrender up all he possessed, he tore open the breast of his robe, and taking out of it a paper containing a list of all the wealth and hidden treasures which he and his father had collected, he cast it into the fire. When he saw it entirely consumed, he said to the man who had him in custody: "Execute thy orders, sir, by Allah! not a single dirhem of our money shall fall into the hands of thy master." He was then put to the torture and kept in suffering till he died. His arrestation took place on Sunday, the 8th of the latter Rabi, A. H. 366 (4th December, A. D. 976). He was born in 307 (A. D. 919-20).—At the time of the expedition, in the year 355 (A. D. 966), when the Khorâsânides departed from Râfì after the grave event which occurred there, and when God had delivered (the country) from their perversity [22], the râts Abû 'l-Fadl Ibn al-Amîd commenced the construction of an immense wall around the palace of his sovereign. This induced the army inspector to observe that such an undertaking reminded him of the common saying: Post crepitum ventris stringere podicem; on which Ibn al-Amîd replied: "And that also is useful "to prevent another from escaping." This answer was considered excellent.—Ibn al-Amîd was appointed to office A. H. 337 (A. D. 948-9). In allusion to (the death of Abû 'l-Fath), one of his friends said:

Family of al-Amîd and family of Barmek! what has befallen you? your friends are few, and your assistants intimidated. Fortune took you for its favourites, but it then thought fit (to change its mind); fortune is certainly deceitful and treacherous!

Abû 'l-Fath, the son of Ibn al-Amîd, had the Sdhib Ibn Abbâd for successor; see
the life of the latter (vol. I. p. 213). He frequently repeated the following lines, some time before he lost his life:

Men entered the world before us, and they departed from it, leaving it to us; we sojourned therein as they did, but we shall leave it to our successors.

The following piece is attributed to Abû 'l-Fath, the son of Ibn al-Amid:

The delators who watched my conduct asked me how I loved her? and I answered: "With a passion neither inadequate nor excessive." Had I not mistrusted them, I should have spoken the truth and said: "My passion for her surpasses all that lovers ever felt." How often have my brethren asked me why I was so sad? And I replied: "You see my malady, yet you ask me what is the matter!"

Abû Haiyân Ali Ibn Muhammad at-Tauhîdî, a native of Baghdad, composed a work entitled: Mathâlîb al-Wazârain (the disgraceful acts of the two vizirs) in which he inserted all the circumstances which could tend to the dishonour of Ibn al-Amid and the Sâhib Ibn Abbâd; he attacked them violently in this production, enumerating their faults, stripping them of all the renown which they had acquired by their talents and generosity, displaying the utmost prejudice against them and treating them with great injustice. This book is one of those which bring ill luck (23); no person ever had it in his possession without suffering a reverse of fortune, as I myself have experienced, and as others, on whose words I can place reliance, have experienced also. This Abû Haiyân was a man of talent and an author: he composed some works of great repute, such as the Kitâb al-Imtânâ wa l-Muwânasa (aversion and attachment), in two volumes; the Kitâb al-Basâir wa d-Dakhâir (guiding marks and treasures); the Kitâb as-Sâdâk wa 's-Sâdâka (the friend and friendship), in one volume; the Kitâb al-Mâkâdisât (comparisons), in one volume; the Mathâlîb al-Wazârain, in one volume, etc. This writer was still alive in the year 400 (A. D. 1009–10), as we learn from his own words in the Kitâb as-Sâdâk wa 's-Sâdâka.

—I have not found the word Tauhîdî noticed by any of the authors who have composed treatises on patronymics, not even by as-Samâni; but it is said that Abû Haiyân's father sold tauhîd at Baghdad, and that this tauhîd is a species of date produced in Irâk. It is this signification which some commentators of al-Mutanabbî's poems assign to the following verse:

They draw from my mouth draughts which are sweeter than the profession of God's unity (at-tauhîd).
(1) It is well known that the regular diminutive form fa'ail (فَتَأَلِ) assumes, in some cases, an intensive signification; thus omaid (a little column, a pilaster) may bear the signification of a large column. This circumstance induced me to suppose that the name of this vizir should be pronounced Omaid, and M. de Sacy was so deeply impressed with the same opinion that, in translating the passage to which the present note refers, he wrote: "II avait reçu ce surnom d'après l'usage où sont les habitants de Khorasan, d’employer les "diminutifs comme un signe d'estime et de considération." (Christomathie, t. ii, p. 88.) He then adds: "Ceci prouve qu'on doit prononcer Omaid et non pas Amid." I must, however, observe that, in the Arabic text of this passage (which I have translated literally), the equivalent of the word diminutifs does not exist; and, to prove that the name should be pronounced Amid, not Omoid, I need only refer to the versified proverb: Epistolary writing commenced with Abd al-Hamid, and ended with Ibn al-Amid. I shall also refer to the diwana of al-Mutanabbi; in all the manuscripts, the poems addressed to this vizir are entitled al-Amidiyah, with the vowel points clearly marked, and in these pieces, the word Al-أمي is invariably pointed so as to be read al-Amid. M. de Sacy has therefore misunderstood the observation of Ibn Khallikan; but his error was almost inevitable, owing to the vagueness of our author's expression. I believe Ibn Khallikan meant to say that the people of Khorasan give to the form fa'il (فَتَأَلِ) an intensive signification, and this we know is an irregularity. The commentators of the Korda, and all the grammarians who explain the words Bism illah ir-rahim in the name of God, the merciful, the clement) attribute to rahim, in consequence of its form fa'il, a much less comprehensive signification than to the word rahim. It is therefore an established principle of Arabic grammar that the form fa'il expresses less than fa'il and some other forms. But it appears that in Khorasan it was considered more to be the intensive form, and this is what our author intended to say.

(2) Humidity and generosity are synonymous in Arabic poetry. To call a generous patron an ocean is the highest praise a poet can bestow.

(3) In these verses he means to say that Ibn al-Amid united in himself the talents of all the great men of former times, and that he, coming last, represented the sum total of which they were the items.

(4) The Ogyin as-Siar appears, from the short account of it given by Hajji Khalifa, to be a collection of anecdotes or poems. He places al-Hamade's death in 591 (A. D. 1197).

(5) His life will be found in this work.

(6) The poet probably means the town of Rusafa. See vol. l. p. 299.

(7) See vol. l. p. 388. The poet seems to have compared Ibn al-Amid to the sacred stone of Mekka, but the meaning of the verse is doubtful.

(8) Residende): in the original itimdr (to perform the visit to the Omra). See note (11), p. 248 of this vol.

(9) I read اَمْال instead of اَمْال.

(10) The words فَرِيق عَتْم mean: A supper of hospitality for which the guest must wait long, before he gets it. Such a supper is a proof of the ifil will of the host.

(11) I read مَكْس.

(12) Literally: But it was as if he had sunk into the earth and the sight of the earth: that is: as if he had sunk into the earth. No reasonable explanation has ever been given of this expression.

(13) Ibn Khallikan speaks of this work at the end of the present article.

(14) Spring): in Arabic ar-Rabt. The poet means to quibble on this word, which is also employed as a proper name.

(15) The life of Hilal Ibn as-Sabi will be found in this volume.
(16) Ath-Thalibī gives, in his *Yatima*, MS. No. 1870, fol. 470, a great number of passages, in prose and verse, composed by the emir Abū 'l-Fadl Obaid Allah Ibn Ahmad al-Mikālī, the most distinguished of all the members of the Mikāl family. Two other persons of the same noble house were eulogised by Ibn Duraid (see p. 38 of this vol.).

(17) The work called *al-Yamlah*, or *Tarikh al-Otbi*, is written in a very pompous style and contains the history of the Ghaznavite sultan, Yamin ad-Dawlat Mahmūd Ibn Subuktīkīn, whose life will be found in this volume. The author, whose names were Abū 'n-Nāṣr Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abdul Jabbār al-Otbi, was a contemporary of that prince and brought down his history to the year 428 (A. D. 1036-7). M. de Sacy has given an analysis of this work in the fourth volume of the *Notices et Extraits*.

(18) Abū 'l-Abbās Ahmad Ibn Ibrahim ad-Dabbi, a favorite of the Schīb Ibn Abbād, acted as his lieutenant and succeeded him on his death.—(*Yatima*, No. 1870, fol. 387, where numerous passages of his prose writings and poetical compositions are given.)

(19) I read لاللولک زاجیة with one of the manuscripts.

(20) This surname signifies: *possessor of the double capacity*. The author of the *Yatima*, MS. No. 1870, fol. 270, gives numerous extracts from his writings.

(21) The daughters of the heards (Bandī Naash) is the name given by the Arabs to the constellation of *Ursa Major*.

(22) "In the year 355, an army of more than ten thousand men marched from Khorsabad against the Greeks"—(who had penetrated into Mesopotamia and Syria, where they laid siege to Antioch; see Abū 'l-Fadl's *Annals*)—"and reached Rai. On their arrival, Rukan ad-Dawlat furnished them with provisions in abundance, but one day, those warriors mounted their horses, and proceeding to the dwellings of Rukan ad-Dawlat's captains, they slew all the Dailamites whom they met and pillaged the palace of Abū 'l-Fadl Ibn al-Amīd, the vizir of Rukan ad-Dawlat. Ibn al-Amīd succeeded, however, in defeating them and putting them to flight. They retired by the Adarbaigjan road, with the loss of fifteen hundred men, and, having subsequently reached Mosul, they entered Syria and encountered the Greeks."—(*Dahabi*’s *Tarikh al-Islām*, MS. No. 448, fol. 237.)

(23) Such is the meaning of the word حضر, in this case. It occurs also with a nearly similar signification in Abd al-Latif’s *Relation de l’Égypte*; see M. de Sacy’s translation of that work, page 259.

---

**IBN MUKLA.**

Abū Ali Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Mukla, the celebrated kātib, commenced his career as administrator and revenue collector in one of the districts of Fars. He successively occupied various situations till he was at length appointed vizir by al-Muktaḍar billah, who invested him with this office on the 16th of the first Rabi, A. H.
316 (May, A. D. 928). The same khalif arrested him on Wednesday, the 16th of the first Jumâda, A. H. 318 (June, A. D. 930), extorted from him a large sum of money and banished him into the province of Fars. The imâm al-Kâhir billah (al-Muktadir’s successor) sent a messenger to bring him back from that country, and appointed him to act as his lieutenant. On the morning of the Day of Sacrifice, A. H. 320 (December, A. D. 932), Ibn Mukla returned from Fars, and being invested with the pelisse of office, he continued to hold the post of vizir till the month of Shaabân in the following year. At that time, he withdrew into concealment on receiving information that the khalif suspected him of favorising the conspiracy got up by Ali Ibn Balik (vol. II. p. 377). Ar-Râdi Billah, who succeeded to the khalifate on the 6th of the first Jumâda, A. H. 322 (24th April, A. D. 934), chose him for vizir, three days after his accession. Al-Muzaffar Ibn Yâkût, who had acquired the absolute direction of ar-Râdi’s affairs, entertained a dislike for the vizir Abû Ali and concerted a plot with the pages of the chambers (1) for the purpose of seizing on him when he entered the palace; assuring them that such a proceeding would meet with no opposition from the khalif and that it would in all probability give him great pleasure. It happened therefore that, when the vizir entered the vestibule of the palace, Ibn Yâkût and the pages seized on him and sent him in to ar-Râdi whom they acquainted with the circumstance; enumerating, at the same time, a number of crimes which they attributed to their prisoner and which forced them to take so decided a measure. The khalif returned an answer in which he gave his approval to their conduct. This occurred on Monday, the 16th of the first Jumâda, A. H. 324 (April, A. D. 936). They then agreed that the vizirship should be confided to Abd ar-Rahmân Ibn Isa Ibn Dâwûd Ibn al-Jarrâh (2), and ar-Râdi, in consequence, invested him with that office and delivered over to him Abû Ali Ibn Mukla. Abd ar-Rahmân caused his prisoner to be scourged with whips, and having put him to the rack and inflicted on him various other tortures, he extorted his signature to a promissory note of one million of dinars (£. 460,000). Ibn Mukla then obtained his liberty, and retired to his house, where he remained unemployed. Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Râik having then revolted against the khalifate, ar-Râdi sent to the insurgent chief and propitiated his favour by entrusting him with the government of the empire and creating him amâr al-umâra (3). He gave up to him also the administration of the revenue (khardj) and of all the landed estates (belonging to the khalifate), besides which, he caused the public prayer (khotba) to be said in his name.
from all the pulpits of the empire. Ibn Râık having thus attained the height of power and influence, exerted his authority uncontrolled, and seized on the possessions and landed property of Ibn Mukla and his son Abû 'l-Husain. Ibn Mukla then waited on Ibn Râık and his secretary, and requested, in the humblest manner, the restitution of his estates. Being unable to obtain any thing from them but vague promises, he decided on employing against Ibn Râık every possible means of intrigue, and wrote to the khalif advising his arrestation; engaging, at the same time, in case his advice was followed and that he himself was appointed vizir, to force from Ibn Râık the sum of three hundred thousand dinars. The letter containing this communication was in the handwriting of Ali Ibn Hârûn al-Munajjim (vol. II. p. 313). Ar-Râdi appeared inclined to give his consent to this proposal, and having then encouraged Ibn Mukla in his expectations, he entered into a correspondence with him, and numerous letters passed between them. Ibn Mukla finally obtained from ar-Râdi the assurance of his co-operation, and it was agreed on between them both that he should proceed secretly to the khalif’s palace and remain there till their plan was put in execution. He then cast a horoscope which indicated the eve of the last day of Ramadân as a propitious moment for quitting his house and riding to the palace, because the moon is then (concealed) under the rays of the sun, and such epochs are favorable for engaging in affairs requiring secrecy. On arriving at the palace, he was detained in a chamber and refused admittance to ar-Râdi. The next morning, the khalif sent a messenger to Ibn Râık, informing him of what had occurred, and stating that this was a stratagem devised by himself for the purpose of getting Ibn Mukla into his power. Frequent communications, in writing, then passed between them both, and, on the 14th of Shawwâl, A. H. 326 (August, A. D. 938), ar-Râdi made known to the public the designs of Mukla; and, drawing him from confinement, he confronted him with Ibn Râık’s chamberlain and some of the military chiefs. As Ibn Râık bad expressed the wish that Ibn Mukla should be punished by the amputation of the hand with which he had written the horoscope (just mentioned), the confrontation was no sooner terminated, than the (executioners) cut off his right hand and took him back to prison. Ar-Râdi then repented of what had been done, and sent doctors to attend him and heal his wound. Such was the result of the imprecation which Abû 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Shanabûd, the korân-reader, pronounced against Ibn Mukla, as we have already related (p. 16 of this vol.); it was certainly an extraordinary coincidence. Abû 'l-Hasan
Thâbit Ibn Sinân Ibn Thâbit Ibn Kurra (vol. 1. p. 289), one of the physicians who attended him, relates as follows: "I went to see him when he was in that state, and he asked me news of his son Abû 'l-Husain; I informed him that he was concealed in a place of safety, and these words gave him great comfort. He then began to lament and weep for the loss of his hand. 'I laboured,' said he, 'in the service of the khalifs and twice transcribed the Korân; yet they cut it off 'as if it had been the hand of a thief!' I endeavoured to console him, saying 'that it would be the last of his afflictions and that no other mutilation would befall him. To this he replied by the following verse:

"When a part of thee perisheth, weep for the loss of another part; for one part is near unto another."

He at length recovered, and sent from his prison a message to ar-Râdi promising (to procure for) him a large sum and requesting to be appointed vizir; he added that the amputation of his hand could be no obstacle to his nomination. He had contrived, in fact, to write with a pen by fastening it to the stump of his arm. When Bekhem at-Turki (vol. I. p. 431), who had been one of Ibn Râik's partisans, approached Baghdad, Ibn Râik ordered the prisoner's tongue to be cut out. After a protracted confinement, Ibn Mukla was attacked by diarrhea, and having no person to attend him, he was forced to draw water from the well for his own use; this he effected by seizing the rope alternately with his left hand and his teeth. He composed some poems in which he described his miserable fate and deplored the loss of his hand; in these pieces, one of which we here give, he complained of the ingratitude which he had experienced in return for his fidelity:

(To act thus) I was not weary of existence, but I trusted to their good faith and lost my right hand. To obtain worldly rank, I sold to them my spiritual welfare, and they deprived me of one and of the other. I used all my efforts to preserve their lives, but mine they did not preserve. After the loss of my right hand, there is no pleasure in life; my right hand is gone! depart thou also, O my soul!

The following lines are attributed to him.

I cringe not when pinched by misfortune, neither am I haughty when it spares me. I am fire when blown upon by the deep-drawn sighs of envy; I am a gentle stream with my friends.
It was from this passage that Sibt Ibn at-Ta'wizí (p. 162 of this vol.) borrowed the thought which he has thus expressed in one of his kastdas:

Seek not to gain my love by (affected) scorn; I am stubborn when roughly used. Kindness finds me like limpid water; severity, like the hardest rock.

It was of this vizir that a poet said:

They say that dismissal from office is the infirmity (menstrua) to which noble personages are subject; may God curse it for a hateful thing! but the vizir Abú Ali is one of those who expect no longer such an infirmity (k).

According to ath-Tha'álíbi (vol. II. p. 129), in his Yatîma, the following verses were composed by Ibn Mukla:

When I see a man in an exalted station mounted on the pinnacle of power, I say within myself: "Favours must be appreciated at their just value; what a service he has rendered me in taking that place (of danger)!"

Ibn Mukla continued in this miserable state till his death, which took place on Sunday, the 10th of Shawwáli, A.H. 328 (19th July, A.D. 948). His corpse was buried in the prison where he died, but, after some time, it was disinterred and delivered up to his family. He was born in Baghdad, on the afternoon of Thursday, the 20th of Shawwáli, A.H. 272 (March, A.D. 886). We have already mentioned in the life of Ibn al-Bawwáb (vol. II. p. 282), that it was he who derived the present system (of writing) from the written characters used by the people of Kûfá and that he gave it its actual form: I mean to say, either he or his brother, because there exists a difference of opinion on this subject. I have observed also that Ibn al-Bawwáb followed the path marked out by Ibn Mukla and ameliorated his system (5). —Ibn Mukla uttered some sayings which are still preserved and employed: such, for instance, are the following: "When I love, I risk death: and when I hate, I inflict it." "When pleased, I favour; when displeased, I punish." "I like him who cultivates poetry for self-instruction, not for lucre, and him who practises music for pleasure, not for gain." He has enounced a number of fine thoughts both in prose and verse. The poet Ibn ar-Rúmi (vol. II. p. 297) eulogised Ibn Mukla, and one of the ideas which he expressed respecting him is the following:

If the pen be master of the sword (the sword) before which all necks are humbled and to
whose edge nations are obedient; (recollect) that death also, death which ought can resist, follows (from) words traced by the pen (of fate). 'Tis thus that God hath decreed, from the time in which pens were first made; (he decreed) that swords, from the moment they received their edge, should be servants to the pen.

Abû Abd Allah al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Mukla, the vizirs’s brother, was an accomplished and eminent kâtib. It was really he who invented that handsome written character. His birth took place on Wednesday, at daybreak, the 30th of Ramadân, A. H. 278 (January, A. D. 892), and his death, in the month of the latter Rabî, A. H. 338 (October, A. D. 949).—As for Ibn Râîk, the hâfiz Ibn Asâkir (vol. II. p. 252) states, in his History of Damascus, that he arrived there in the month of Zû ‘l-Hijja, A. H. 327 (Sept-Oct. A. D. 939) (6), and that he was appointed governor of that city by the imâm al-Muttaki in the place of Badr Ibn Abd Allah al-Ikshâlî, whom he had expelled. Ibn Râîk then set out for Egypt and had an encounter with Muhammad Ibn Toghi (p. 217 of this vol.), the sovereign of that country. Being defeated in this engagement, he returned to Damascus, whence he proceeded to Baghdad. He was assassinated at Mosul, A. H. 330 (A. D. 941-2). It is said that he fell by the hand of Nâsir ad-Dawlat al-Hasan Ibn Hamdân (vol. I. p. 404).

(1) The pages of the chambers (al-Ghilmân al-Hujariya) formed a numerous body of young slaves who received their education at the court of the Abbaside Khalifs and were afterwards employed in their service; see vol. II. p. 861. Under the Fatimides in Egypt, a similar institution existed, the members of which were called the youths of the chambers (Subyân al-Hujar); see vol. II. of this work, page 393; and, under the mamûlîk sultans, we perceive the existence of a seminary nearly identical, the as-Subyân al-Hujariya; see M. de Sacy’s Chrêmatomathie, t. I. p. 156. An establishment of the same kind was that of the Ith Oghîbn (the youths of the interior) at Constantinople.

(2) Speaking of this vizir, the author of the ad-Dual al-Islâmîya says: “When ar-Râdi arrested Ibn Mukla, ‘he sent for Ali Ibn Isa al-Jarrah and offered him the vizirship. All refused accepting, and recommended his brother Abd ar-Rahmân Ibn Isa to be chosen. The khâlîf followed his advice, but, in a short time, affairs got embroiled and the new vizir offered his dismission. This led to his arrestation. During his administration he did nothing worthy of remembrance.”

(3) Amîr al-umârd (emir over the emire, or commander in chief); this post, the highest in the khâlîfate, was created for Ibn Râîk.

(4) Kordn, strâct 63, verse 4.—The poet means to say that the vizir need never apprehend being deprived of his place; a very unfortunate prediction, as we have just seen.

(5) The characters introduced by Ibn Mukla are what we now call Sharki, or Oriental; they are merely a slight alteration of the so called Maghrûbi, or Occidental, which were in use before the promulgation of Islamism.

(6) According to Ibn al-Âthîr, the city of Damascus fell into the hands of Ibn Râîk in the year 338, and al-Muttaki was proclaimed khâlîf in 339.
IBN BAKIYA THE VIZIR.

Abū 't-Tāhir Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Bakiya Ibn Ali, surnamed Naṣr ad-Dawlat (assister of the empire) and vizir to Izz ad-Dawlat Bakhtyār (vol. I. p. 250) the son of Moizz ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih, was an eminent ṭālis (1), a powerful vizir and a generous patron. We have already spoken of him in our notice on Izz ad-Dawlat and mentioned that the wax-chandler, being asked what quantity of wax lights was allotted by that sovereign to his own service, replied: "The allowance of wax furnished to the vizir for that object was two thousand pounds weight every month." Now, wax-lights being an object of little necessity, it may be conceived from this single circumstance how great must have been the quantity of things more essential and more requisite with which (the khālīf) was provided. Ibn Bakiya was a native of Awāna (2), a place in the province of Baghdad. In the commencement of his career, he was appointed superintendent of the kitchen by Moizz ad-Dawlat, and then passed successively through other posts connected with the service of that sovereign. On the death of his master and the accession of Izz ad-Dawlat, his situation became still more prosperous, having merited the favour of the new monarch by the zeal which he had displayed in the service of his father. Possessing a pleasing address and a generous disposition, he advanced to more elevated situations, and, on Monday, the 7th of Zū 'l-Hijja, A. H. 362 (September, A. D. 973), he received from Izz ad-Dawlat his appointment to the place of vizir. At a later period, Izz ad-Dawlat was led to arrest him for reasons too long to be fully related: we may, however, state, in a summary manner, that Ibn Bakiya pushed him to wage war against his cousin Adud ad-Dawlat (vol. II. p. 481), that, in the battle which ensued at al-Ahwāz, the troops of Izz ad-Dawlat were defeated, and that the prince attributed this disaster to the counsels of his vizir. In allusion to this circumstance, Abū Ghassân, a physician of Basra, said:

He remained fifty days near al-Ahwāz, directing the empire to its ruin. He embarked in an affair which began by blindness, proceeded through misfortune, and ended in disgrace.

His arrest took place on Monday, the 16th of Zū 'l-Hijja, A. H. 366 (August,
A. D. 977), at Wāsit. Being then deprived of his sight by the application of a red-hot plate of metal, he confined himself thenceforward to his house. When in the exercise of the vizirship, he grievously offended Adud ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih by some sarcasms which came to that prince’s ears; and particularly, in designating him by the name of Abū Bakr al-Ghudadi. This Abū Bakr was a man with blue eyes and a face mottled with red, who sold cat’s meat (ghudad) at Baghdad and who resembled Adud ad-Dawlat very much. The vizir applied this nickname to him with the intention of gaining increased favour with his own sovereign, Izz ad-Dawlat, who bore a deep enmity to Adud ad-Dawlat, his cousin. When Adud ad-Dawlat took possession of Baghdad, on the death of Izz ad-Dawlat, he sent for Ibn Bakiya and caused him to be trampled to death by elephants, after which he gave orders that the body should be fastened on a cross and exposed to public view before the Adudian hospital (vol. II. p. 484) in that city. This happened on Friday, the 6th of Shawwāl, A. H. 367 (17th May, A. D. 978). Ibn al-Ilmaḍānī says, in his Oyûn as-Siūr: “When Izz ad-Dawlat Bakhtyār conferred the place of vizir on Ibn Bakiya, who had formerly been chief of the kitchen, the people said: min al-ghi-‘dda ila ‘l-wizāra (from the dish to the vizirship), but all his defects were thrown into the shade by his generosity. In the space of twenty days, he distributed twenty thousand robes of honour.”—“I saw him one night at a drinking party,” says Abū Ishak as-Sābī (vol. I. p. 31), “and, (during the festivity, he changed fre-‘quently his outer dress according to custom:) every time he put on a new pelisse, he bestowed it on one or other of the persons present; so that he gave away, in that sitting, upwards of two hundred pelisses. A female musician then said to him: ‘‘‘Lord of vizirs! there must be wasps in these robes to prevent you from keeping them on your body!’ He laughed at this conceit, and ordered her a present of a casket of jewels.” Ibn Bakiya was the first vizir who ever bore two titles, the īmām (khalīf) al-Muti lillah having given him that of an-Nāsīh (the sound adviser), and his son at-Tā‘ī that of Nasir ad-Dawlat. During the war which was carried on between the two cousins, Izz ad-Dawlat and Adud ad-Dawlat, the former seized on Ibn Bakiya and, having deprived him of sight, delivered him over to Adud ad-Dawlat. That prince caused him to be paraded about with a hood (burnus) over his head, and then ordered him to be cast to the elephants. Those animals killed him, and his body was exposed on a cross at the gate called Bāb at-Tā‘ī, near his own house (3). He had passed his fiftieth year. On his crucifixion, an adl (4) of Baghdad, called
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Abū 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn Yakūb al-Anbārī, deplored his fate in the following lines:

Exalted during life and after death, thou art, in truth, a prodigy! the crowd standing around thee seems like those bands of visitors who courted thy liberality in the days of thy donations. Erect as thou art among them, thou appearest like a preacher, and they stand all erect, as if to pray. Thy arms are openly extended towards them, as thou wert wont to extend them when bestowing gifts. The bosom of the earth being too narrow, after thy death, to contain such glory as thine, they gave thee the sky for a tomb and the robe of the air for a winding sheet. Thy importance was so deeply impressed on people’s minds that thou passest even now thy nights closely watched by faithful guards. By night, torches are lighted around thee, and such also was the case in the days of thy life. Thou art mounted on the steed which Zaid once rode in former years (5). Such an advantage is a consolation, as it delivers thee from the envy of thy foes. I never saw a tree, before this, enabled to sustain all that was generous. Thou wert hurtful to adversity (in warding off its strokes from others); it therefore sprang upon thee and thou hast fallen a victim to its wrath. 'Twas thy custom to heal the wounds inflicted by misfortune; it therefore turned against thee to take vengeance; and time converted thy beneficence towards us into a crime. Thou wert a cause of happiness for mankind; but, on thy departure, they were scattered by calamities. For thee my heart burneth with a hidden thirst which can only be assuaged by flowing tears. Were I able to perform my duty towards thee and acknowledge all my deep obligations, I should fill the earth with poems in thy praise and recite my lamentations alternately with the cries of the female mourners: but I am forced to restrain my feelings for thy loss, lest I should be taken for a criminal. Thou hast not a tomb on which I may implore the blessed rains to fall; but thou art set up as a target to the impetuous gushing of the showers. On thee be the salutation of the All-Merciful! may his abundant blessings descend upon thee, morning and evening!

The body of Ibn Bakiya remained on the cross till the death of Adud ad-Dawlat; it was then taken down and buried at the spot where it had been exposed. The following verses were recited on his death by Abū 'l-Hasan al-Anbārī, the author of the piece just given:

They inflicted on thee no dishonour when they fixed thee on a cross; they only committed a crime of which they afterwards repented. They then felt that they had acted wrong, in exposing to public view (one who had been) a beacon of authority. They took thee down, and, in interring thee, they buried a mountain (of noble qualities); and with that mountain they entombed noble worth and generosity. Though thou hast disappeared, thy liberality remains unforgotten; yet how many the dead who are thought of no longer! Mankind share the (duty of) repeating thy praises, as thou used, unceasingly, to share thy wealth amongst them.

The ḥāfiz Ibn Asākir (vol. II. p. 252) says, in his History of Damascus, that Abū 'l-Hasan, on composing the first of these elegies, that which rhymes in t, copied it out and threw it into one of the streets of Baghdad. It fell into the hands of the literati,
who passed it one to another, till Adud ad-Dawlāt was at length informed of its existence. He caused it to be recited in his presence, and (struck with admiration at its beauty) he exclaimed: “O that I were the person crucified, not he! let that man “be brought to me.” During a whole year strict search was made for the author, and the Sāhib Ibn Abbād (vol. I. p. 212), who was then at Rai, being informed of the circumstance, wrote out a letter of protection in favour of the poet. When Abū 'l-Hasan heard of this, he went to the court of the Sāhib and was asked by him if it was he who had composed these verses. He replied in the affirmative, on which the Sāhib expressed the desire to hear them from his own mouth. When Abū 'l-Hasan came to the verse: I never saw a tree, before this, enabled to sustain all that was generous, the Sāhib rose up and embraced him, kissing him on the lips; he then sent him to Adud ad-Dawlāt. On appearing before Adud ad-Dawlāt, that prince said to him: “What motive could have induced thee to compose an elegy “on the death of my enemy?” Abū 'l-Hasan replied: “Former obligations and “favours granted long since; my heart therefore overflowed with sorrow, and I “lamented his fate.” There were wax-lights burning, at the time, before the prince, and this led him to say to the poet: “Canst thou recollect any verses on “wax-lights?” and to this the other replied by the following lines:

The wax lights, showing their ends tipped with fire, seem like the fingers of thy trembling foes, humbly stretched forth to implore thy mercy (6).

On hearing these verses, Adud ad-Dawlāt clothed him in a pelisse of honour and bestowed on him a horse and a bag of money. — So far Ibn Asákir. — I may here observe that the person to whom allusion is made in the verse: Thou art mounted on the steed which Zaid once rode in former years, was Abū 'l-Hasan Zaid, the son of Ali Zain al-Abidin (vol. II. p. 209) Ibn al-Husain Ibn Ali Ibn Abil Talib; he came forward in A. H. 122 (A. D. 740), and summoned the people to espouse his cause. This occurred in the reign of Hishām Ibn Abd al-Malik, and Yūsuf Ibn Omar ath-Thakīfī, governor of the two Irāks, despatched al-Abbās al-Murri with an army against the insurgent chief. Zaid was struck by an arrow shot by one of al-Murri’s soldiers, and he died of his wound. His body was fastened to a cross and set up in the Ku-nass (7) of Kūfa, and his head was carried to the different cities of the empire (and there exposed). Ibn Kânt (vol. I. p. 374) says: “This took place at Kūfa, in “the month of Safar, A. H. 121 (Jan.-Feb. A. D. 739)” — some say, in Safar,
A. H. 122. — Zaid was then forty-two years of age. (Hishām) Ibn al-Kalbi mentions, in his Jamhūra tan-Nisab, that Zaid Ibn Ali was struck by an arrow in the forehead, towards the close of the day, and that his partisans carried him off. They then sent for a surgeon, but, when the arrow was extracted, the patient breathed his last. Abū Omar al-Kindi (vol. I. p. 388) states, in his Kitāb Umard Misr (history of the emirs of Egypt), that, on Sunday, the 10th of the latter Jumāda, A. H. 122 (12th May, A. D. 740), Abū 'l-Hakam Ibn Abī 'l-Abyad al-Anasi (8) arrived at Old Cairo, in the quality of khattāb (preacher), bringing with him the head of Zaid Ibn Ali, and the people assembled at the mosque to hear him. It is this Zaid to whom the mausoleum is dedicated which is situated between Old Cairo and Birka Kārūn, near the mosque of Ibn Tullūn. It is said, I know not with what certainty, that his head is interred there. His son Yahya lost his life in the year 125 (A. D. 742-3); his history is well known (9). He was slain at Jūzjān (in the neighbourhood of Balkh), by Salm Ibn Ahwar al-Māzini. Some say that he fell by the hand of Jahm Ibn Safwân, the commander of the troops employed to guard the frontier (10). — All learned men agree that the like of this kastāda, on such a subject, was never composed. — Abū Tammān (vol. I. p. 348) has inserted in the poem which he composed in honour of al-Motāsim, a passage relating to persons crucified. This piece was written by him on the crucifixion of al-Afshīn (11) Khāidar Ibn Kâûs, that khalīf's general in chief, and on that of Bābek (12) and Māzīr (13), in the year 226 (A. D. 840-1). Their history is well known. We here give the passage from Abū Tammān's kastāda:

The fever of my heart was cooled when Bābek became the neighbour of Māzīr; he now makes the second with him under the vault of heaven, but he was not like the second of two, when they were both in the case (14). They seem to stand aside that they may conceal some secret news from the curious inquirer. Their clothing is black, and the hands of the somām (15) might be supposed to have woven for them a vest of pitch. Morning and evening they ride on slender steeds, brought out for them from the stables of the carpenters. They stir not from their place, and yet the spectator might suppose them to be always on a journey.

Alluding particularly to al-Afshīn, he says:

They gaze at him on the top of his tree, as if they were watching for the new moon on the night which ends the fast (of Ramaddân).

This kastāda is remarkable for its high-sounding style. — Afshīn, or Ištīn, for so this name may be pronounced, was the surname given to Khaidar Ibn Kâûs. I have
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here fixed the orthography of Khaidar, because it is often read as if it were Haidar.
—The Abū 'l-Hasan Ibn al-Anbārī above mentioned composed the following lines on new beans:

Studs of emeralds in cases of pearl, and enclosed in pods shaped like nail-parings; spring has arrayed them in a garment of two colours, white and green.

The Khattāb (vol. I., p. 75) speaks of Ibn al-Anbārī, in his History of Baghdad, and observes that he composed but little poetry.

(1) The word rdīs [chief] was usually employed to designate a person holding a high rank in the civil administration.

(2) "Awāna is a village on the Tigris, surrounded by trees and gardens. It lies at ten parasangs above Baghdad, and is situated opposite to Akbara from which it is separated by the river."—(Marīṣid.)

(3) This account disagrees with that which has been just given.

(4) The adī is the kāhī's assistant, and acts as a public notary; see vol. I., page 53.

(5) In page 275, Ibn Khalikān informs us who this Zaid was.

(6) This simile is by no means obvious.

(7) The author of the Marīṣid mentions Kunāsa as a well known place in Kūfa. It received this name because the sweepings and rubbish of the city were deposited there.

(8) Abū 'l-Abyād al-Anasi was one of the Tābi'īs, and particularly renowned for the number of military expeditions in which he bore a share. He died A.H. 87 (A.D. 706).—(Nufūm.)—I can discover no information respecting his son.

(9) For a full history of Zaid and his son Yahya, see the Oyda al-Tawdrīkh, MS. No. 638, fol. 176, vol. III. and an-Nuwayri, MS. No. 708, fol. 73 v. et seq. Yahya, the son of Zaid, effected his escape into Khorasan on the death of his father, but was arrested there by the governor Nasr Ibn Sāliyār (vol. II., p. 104). He was subsequently liberated by order of the khail Walīd Ibn Yarīd, but was massacred, with all his companions, by a body of troops which Nasr sent after him.

(10) In Arabic: ṣāhīb al-Hāmiya (اصحابه).

(11) See vol. I., pp. 72 and 600. The true pronunciation of his name is Esfīhn.

(12) See d'Herbelot's Bibliothèque orientale, under the word Bābek.


(14) That is: He was not a holy man, favoured with the divine assistance, like Muḥammad. The poet alludes to the passage of the Korān, sūrat 9, verse 40, where it is said, speaking of the departure of Muḥammad from Mekka and of his hiding in the cavern of mount Thaur with Abū Bakr: "If ye assist not the Prophet, verily God will assist him, as he assisted him formerly, when the unbelievers drove him (out of Mekka), the second of two: when they were both in the case."

(15) The sanūm is the burning and poisonous wind which travellers generally call sīmūm. The true pronunciation of this word may be represented by sīmūm, pronouncing the diphthong in the English manner.
FAKHR AL-MULK THE VIZIR.

Abû Ghâlib Muhammed Ibn Khalaf, surnamed Fakhr al-Mulk (glory of the empire), was successively vizir to Bahâ ad-Dawlat Abû Nasr, the son of Adu'd ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih, and to his son Sultân ad-Dawlat Abû Shujâa Fannakhosrû. With the exception of Abû 'l-Fadîl Ibn al-Amîd (p. 256 of this vol.) and of the Sâhib Ibn Abbâd (vol. I. p. 212), Fakhr al-Mulk was certainly the greatest vizir ever employed in the service of the Bûide dynasty. His family belonged to Wâsit, and his father followed the profession of a money-changer. Possessing a large fortune, he gave an ample career to his generous disposition, and the accomplishments of his mind were equalled only by his beneficence. Poets of the highest reputation visited his court and extolled his merit in kastdas of exquisite beauty, and Abû Nasr Abd al-Azîz Ibn Nubâta (vol. II. p. 138) celebrated his praises in some beautiful poems, one of which, rhyming in n, contains the following passage:

Every man who aspires to eminence has rivals, but Fakhr al-Mulk remains without an equal: alight at his residence and make known to him thy wishes; I answer for their fulfilment.

I have been informed by a literary man that, after the publication of this kastda, a certain poet composed a piece of verse in honour of Fakhr al-Mulk, and not receiving a recompense equal to his expectations, he went to Ibn Nubâta and said; "It was you who encouraged me, and I should not have eulogised him, had I not trusted to the engagement which you took (that my expectations should be fulfilled). Pay me therefore the value of my kastda." Ibn Nubâta satisfied, out of his own purse, the demand of the poet, and Fakhr al-Mulk, on being informed of his generous conduct, sent him a large sum of money as a present. Another poet who sung the praises of this vizir was al-Mihyâr Ibn Marzawaih, a kâtib whose life shall be given (in this volume). He composed in his honour the kastda rhyming in r, which contains this passage:

When my heart feels a slight relief (from cares), I inquire if grief be dead and if joy have returned to life, or if misfortune fears to assault me because I fled from it to the protection of Fakhr al-Mulk.
The poems written in praise of Fakhr al-Mulk are very numerous. It was for this vizir that the accountant Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan al-Karkhi (1) composed his treatise on algebra, entitled al-Fakhri (the Fakhrian), and his arithmetical work, the Kāf (sufficient).—I read in a certain compilation that an elderly man having presented to Fakhr al-Mulk a memorial in which he accused another person of a capital crime, the vizir perused it and wrote these words on the back of the paper: "Delation is vile, even though well founded; and if you meant it as a coun-
 sel, your failure therein is greater than your success. God forbid that (the accus-
sation made by) a man dishonoured against a respectable person should be received! and were you not protected by your grey hairs, I would inflict on you the punish-
 ment which you invoke on others, and thus prevent persons like you from acting "in the same manner. Hide this disgraceful (passion of calumny) and fear Him "from whose knowledge nothing is hidden. Adieu."—Abū Mansūr ath-Thāâlibi (vol. II. p. 129) has inserted the following lines in his Yatāma as the production of al-Ashraf, Fakhr al-Mulk's son:

The splendid train passed by me, but I saw not there (him who in beauty was as) the moon among the stars. Say to the emir of the troops: "Tell me, sir! what hinders the lord "of beauty from riding out?"

Numerous anecdotes are related illustrative of Fakhr al-Mulk's noble character. He continued in the enjoyment of rank, power, and honours till he incurred the displeasure of his sovereign, Sultān ad-Dawlat; and, being imprisoned by his orders, he was executed some time after, at the foot of the hill which is near al-Ahwāz. This occurred on Saturday, the 27th of the first Rabī, A. H. 407 (3rd September, A. D. 1016). His corpse was interred on the spot, but was torn up and devoured by dogs. His bones were then restored to the tomb, and, on the following year, they were removed, through the intercession of a friend, and buried in a funeral chapel which stands there. Abū Abd Allah Ahmad Ibn al-Kādisi (vol. I. p. 290) says, in his history of the vizirs (Akhbār al-Wuzur) : "The vizir Fakhr al-Mulk was guilty "of a negligence in the discharge of his duty, and he received a speedy chastise-
ment. One of his favourites had killed a man out of malice, and the wife of the "person murdered applied to the vizir for redress. He paid no attention to her "complaint, and one night, as he went to make a devotional visit to the funeral "chapel near the gate called Bâb at-Tīn, she met him there and said: 'O Fakhr
"" " Al-Mulk! the request which I addressed to you, imploring for vengeance, and to "" " which you paid no attention, that request I have referred to Almighty God, and "" " I am now expecting the announcement of His decision!" The vizir being then "" " called into the sultan’s tent, was arrested by his orders. ’’ Now,’’ said he, ’’ there "" " is no doubt but that God’s decision has been pronounced on the woman’s com- "" " plaint.’’ When the sultan rose to retire, they led off the vizir, and conducted "" " him to another tent, after seizing on his wealth, treasures, and equipages, and "" " imprisoning his sons and companions. He was then executed on the date” — above mentioned. — ’’ His confiscated wealth amounted to six hundred and thirty "" " thousand dinars (£ 300,000), besides a vast quantity of furniture. It is even said "" " that one million two hundred thousand dinars, in specie, were found in his pos- "" " session.” The sharīf al-Murtada (vol. II. p. 256) composed an elegy on his death, but, as I neglected to make extracts from it, I am unable to quote any part of it here. May He be exalted, the Being subtle and all-knowing, who worketh what he pleaseth! — Fakhr al-Mulk was born at Wāsit on Thursday, the 22nd of the later Rabi. A. H. 354 (27th April, A. D. 965).

(1) Abū Bakr al-Karkhi bore the surname of Fakhr ad-Dīn. His Fakhrī is a highly valuable treatise.—My deceased friend, Mr. Woepcke, published an analysis of it under the title of Extrait du Fakhrī ; Paris, 1853

FAKHR AD-DAWLAT IBN JAHIR THE VIZIR.

Abū Nasr Muhammad Ibn Mohammad Ibn Jahir, surnamed Fakhr ad-Dawlat (glory of the cispire) Muwaiyadh ad-Dīn (strengthened in religion), was a member of the tribe of Thalaba and a native of Mosul. Gifted with judgment, intelligence, foresight, and aptitude for business, he left Mosul for reasons too long to be related, and obtained the place of director in chief (nāzir) in the board of public administration (diwān) at Aleppo. Having lost this situation, he proceeded to Aamid, where he remained some time unemployed, but he had at length sufficient interest to pro-
cure from the emir Nasr ad-Dawlat Ahmad Ibn Marwân al-Kurdi (vol. I. p. 157), lord of Maiyafârikîn and Diâr Bakr, his nomination to the post of vizir (1). He continued to govern with absolute authority till the death of his master Nasr ad-Dawlat and the accession of Nizâm ad-Dîn, that prince's son. Being then admitted into the favour of the new sovereign, who treated him with the highest marks of honour, he brought the affairs of the empire into order and reestablished the administration of the state on the same plan as it had been under the reign of Nasr ad-Dawlat. Having subsequently conceived the project of removing to Baghdad, he directed his measures towards that object, and, opening a correspondence with the imâm (khalîf) al-Kâim bi-amr illah, he never ceased intriguing and lavishing money till Ibn Tîrâd az-Zainabi (2), the nakib an-nukabâ (3), came to him and entered into arrangements. The preliminaries being terminated to his entire satisfaction, he left the city with the (ostensible) intention of bidding farewell to his visitor, but (instead of returning) he continued his route towards Baghdad. (Nizâm ad-Dîn) Ibn Marwân sent after him to bring him back, but his efforts were unsuccessful. On arriving at Baghdad, Fakhr ad-Dawlat replaced Abû `l-Ghanâm Ibn Dârest (p. 153 of this vol.), A. H. 454 (A.D. 1062), and continued to act as vizir to al-Kâim during the lifetime of that khalîf. Under al-Muktâdi bi-amr illah, al-Kâim's (grand-)son and successor, he remained in place two years longer, but, on the Day of Arafa (the 9th of Zû 'l-Hijja), he was deposed by the khalîf in pursuance of the counsels of the vizir Nizâm al-Mulk (vol. I. p. 413), and Ibn Dârest was reinstated in the vacant place.—Amlîd ad-Dawlat Sharaf ad-Dîn (column of the empire, nobleness of religion) Abû Mansûr Muhammad, the son of Fakhr ad-Dawlat, had acted as his father's lieutenant in the vizirship, but, on the removal of his parent from office, he went to the court of Nizâm al-Mulk, the vizir of Malak Shâh Ibn Alp Arslân the Seljûkide, and, having conciliated his favour, he continued with him in high credit, for some time, and then returned to Baghdad, where he occupied the place formerly held by his father. In the year 476 (A.D. 1083-4), Fakhr ad-Dawlat accepted the invitation of the sultan Malak Shâh and visited the court of that sovereign, where he received his nomination to the government of Diâr Bakr. He proceeded to that province accompanied by the emir Ortuk Ibn Aksab (vol. I. p. 171), lord of Hulwân, and a numerous troop of Turkomans. Kurds, and emirs. Soon after his arrival, the city of Amlîd fell into the power of his son Abû `l-Kâsim Zaîm ar-Ruwâsâ (chief of the râises), after sustaining a severe siege, and three months later, he himself took the vol. III.
city of Maiyāfārikin from Nāṣir ad-Dawlat Abū 'l-Muzaffar Mansūr, the son of Nizām ad-Dīn (Nasr ad-Dawlat), and seized on the treasures of the Merwanide dynasty. This took place in the year 479 (A. D. 1086) (4). We may here notice a prediction which chance happened to fulfil. An astrologer went to Nāṣr ad-Dawlat Ibn Marwān and foretold to him, among other things, that a man of whom he had been the benefactor would attack the kingdom and take it from his (Nasr ad-Dawlat’s) children. The prince, after some moments’ reflection, raised his head, and, looking at Fakhru ad-Dawlat, he said: “If these words be true, this shaikh is the man!” He then turned towards him and recommended his children to his care. Things fell out as was foretold; Fakhru ad-Dawlat having invaded the country and taken its cities, as we have already related, but the details would lead us too far (5). This vizir was a rāıs of the greatest influence: his family produced a number of viziers and rāıses whose praises were celebrated by eminent poets. When Fakhru ad-Dawlat (Ibn Jaḥr) was raised to the vizirship, the poet Abū Mansūr Ali Ibn al-Hasan, generally known by the appellation of Surr-Durr (vol. II. p. 321), addressed to him from Wāsīt the celebrated kastāda which begins thus:

To satisfy the longing of a heart which will never recover from the seductions (of love), and the longing of a soul whose slightest wishes remain ungratifed, we stopped in ranks at the (deserted) mansions,—dwellings which appeared like volumes cast on earth whilst we presented the aspect of their written lines. My friend then said, as the gazelle passed by: “Is that the object “of thy love?” and I replied: “One like to it; but, if its neck and eyes resemble those of “my beloved, it differs from her in the hips and in the breast.” Strange that in this desert, she with whom we are acquainted should avoid our approach, whilst the most timid of its animals foregoes its fears and approaches near us! But the gazelles of Aāmr (6) know well that lovers who visit them are the falcons (which they have to dread). Was it not sufficient for these dwellings that their suns (youths) have tormented our hearts? Why then should their moons (maidens) have assisted to afflict us? We turned away through fear of their females: why then should their males call us to combat? By Allah! I know not whether, on the morning those females looked at us, their glances were arrows or cups (of intoxication) which they passed around! If they were arrows, where was their rustling sound! If wine-(cups), where was their joy! O my two companions! I permit me to approach the wine they offer, for before this, I was permitted to approach even to them (7). Suppose that they shun the lover whom they dread, what am I but the mere shadow (of a lover) which visits them (in their dreams). You two have told me that no paradise exists on earth; but do I not here behold the large eyed maids of paradise seated upon the pillions of three camels? Think not that my heart is free; my bosom is its prison, and there it remains a captive (unable to follow my beloved). 'Tis difficult for lovers to assuage their ardent thirst (8) when the source at which they try to quench it is the lips of the fair. Acacia-tree of these reserved grounds! Tell me by what means you gained her favour so that you were kissed by her lips (9)?
BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.

In the eulogistic part of the same kastda, the poet says:

Thou hast restored to the body of the vizirship its soul (in occupying that post again), at a time when no hopes were entertained of its being ever raised to life and revived. For a season it remained in a state of impurity, with another man, but now is the time of its cleanliness and purity (10). It is but just that it should be given (yuhba) to him who deserved it, and that he who lent it should take it back again. When a handsome female is matched to a man beneath her, prudence recommends a divorce.

The same poet recited to him the following verses on his restoration to the vizirship, in the month of Safar, A. H. 461 (December, A. D. 1068), by the khalif al-Muktadi (11). This was previous to the departure of (Ibn Jahîr) for the court of the sultan Malak Shâh.

Justice has been rendered to (you who were) its source; and you, of all mankind, deserved it best. You were like the sword, drawn from its scabbard to be sheathed again. The hand of its master brandished it to try its edge, and its brightness dispensed him from putting its sharpness to the test. How noble the post of vizir! it maintains its efficacy, only when confided to competent hands. From the moment you left it, it was impelled towards you by a desire like that of the aged man for the restoration of his youth. Men like you are exposed to (the strokes of) envy, but it is impossible to strike the thunderer in his cloud. Many desire that place, but who dare expel the lion from his den? The sire of many whelps rends with teeth and claws the man who presses him too closely in his covert. Hast thou ever seen or heard of one who arrays himself in the skin cast off by the serpent? (12).

In the same piece, we remark the following passage:

On seeing the (vizirship) become his field (of action), they received the conviction that to his eagle alone belonged (the empire of) the air. The moon is expected to appear again after its disappearance, when the month is ended; and never do men despair of the sun’s rising again, although he may be enveloped in the shades of night. How sweet is home! and sweeter is it yet for him who returns from a distant land! How often has a man’s return conducted him to a perpetual sojourn ing; so that, coming back, he remains at home for ever. Were pearls to draw near the merchant, the diver would not prosper; were they to remain for ever in their shells, they had never been valued as ornaments for crowns (13). No pearl of the sea, no coral can be had, but by traversing the dangers of its waters.

This kastda being of great length, we shall confine ourselves to these extracts. In the life of Sâbîr Ibn Ardashîr (vol. 1. p. 554), we have given three verses addressed to him by Abû Ishak as-Sâbi (vol. 1. p. 31), in which he congratulates him on his restoration to the vizirship; nothing of the kind has ever been composed to equal them. Another poet who celebrated the praises of Ibn Jahîr was the general (al-
kāid) Abū ’r-Rida al-Fadl Ibn Mansūr Ibn az-Zarīf al-Fārīki (native of Māryāf darīkān), who composed on him the celebrated piece of verse rhyming in h (ق). We give it here:

O you who speak in verse! I gave you good counsel, but I am never so unfortunate as when I give advice: time has removed (from the world) all the generous men; and thereby hangs a tale long to relate. You extol for beauty and comeliness the ugliest faces to be seen, and you seek for liberality in a man whose soul was formed in the mould of avarice; hence you lose your pains, for your praises are falsehoods. Spare your verses; for, in such attempts, I never saw the hopes of any man even by accident successful. If you doubt my words, prove me a liar by citing a single patron who has acted generously; with the exception of that vizir whose rule offers a series of noble acts to charm the ear of time.

Fakhr ad-Dawlat (Ibn Jahîr) was born at Mosul in the year 398 (A. D. 1007-8); he died there in the month of Rajab—some say of Muharram—A. H. 483 (Sept. A. D. 1090), and was interred at Tall Tauba (vol. I. p. 406), a hill opposite to Mosul and separated from it by the river (Tigris). In the year 482 (A. D. 1089-90), he returned to Diār Rabla as viceroy to Malak Shâh, and, in the month of Ramâdan, he commenced his campaign by occupying Nasîbin; he subsequently took possession of Mosul, Sinjâr, ar-Rahaba, al-Khâbûr, and Diār Rabla, and prayers (the khutba) were then offered up for him from the pulpits, as lieutenant of the sultan. From that time, he continued to reside at Mosul till his death. —As for his son Amidt ad-Dawlat (see p. 281) he is spoken of in these terms by Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Hamâdâni, in his historical work: "He acquired a wide renown by his gravity, dignity, "integrity, and wisdom; he served under three khalifs, and acted as vizir to two of "them. The pensions which he enjoyed and the presents received by him were "immense. Nizâm al-Mulk always spoke of him in the highest terms, and looked "upon him as a man of the greatest ability and intelligence; he took his advice in "every affair of importance and preferred it to that of the most prudent and distin-"guished members of the council. The chief defect to be found in him was his "advanced age. His words, of which he was very sparing, were treasured up in "the memory (of his hearers), and a verbal assurance from him was equivalent to "the accomplishment of the suitor's wishes. One of his remarkable sayings "was that which he addressed to the son of the shaikh and imâm Abû Nasr Ibn "as-Sabbâgh (vol. II. p. 164): 'Study and be diligent, or you will become a "dyer (sabbâgh) without (the necessity of deriving that epithet from) a father.'"

—The vizir Nizâm al Mulk gave his daughter Zubaida in marriage to Ibn Jahîr, who
was at that time out of place, and this alliance procured his reappointment to the vizirship. In allusion to this circumstance, the *sharīf* Abū Yala Ibn al-Habbāriya (p. 150 of this vol.) composed the following lines:

Say to the vizir, without being deterred by the gravity of his aspect, though he appears grand and exalted in his station: “Were it no for the daughter of the shaikh, you had not been / appointed vizir a second time; thank then the thing (14) which created thee lord-vizir.”

I read the following anecdote in the handwriting of Usama Ibn Munkid (vol. I. p. 177), who states that the poet as-Sāhik Ibn Abī Mahzūl al-Maarri (p. 154 of this vol.), related as follows: “Having gone to Irāk, I joined Ibn al-Habbāriya and he said / to me one day: ‘Let us go and pay our respects to the vizir Ibn Jahir.’ This vizir / had been just restored to power. When we presented ourselves before him, Ibn / al-Habbāriya handed him a small piece of paper. Ibn Jahir read its contents, and / perceived his countenance change and express displeasure. We immediately / left the hall of audience, and I asked my companion what was in the paper? He / replied that we could expect nothing better than to have our heads cut off (15). / These words filled me with trouble and apprehension: ‘I am a stranger here,’ / said I; ‘I have kept your company for the last few days only, and yet you seek my / death!’ To this he merely replied: ‘What has happened has happened!’ We / then went to the door with the intention of going out, but the porter prevented us, / saying that he had received orders to stop us. On this I exclaimed: ‘I am a stran- / ger here, from Syria, and the vizir does not know me; the person whom he / wants is this man.’ The porter merely replied: ‘It is useless to talk; thou / shalt not go out.’ I then felt certain that my last hour was come. The company / had nearly all departed when a page came to the door with a paper containing fifty / dinars, and said (in his master’s name): ‘We have already given thanks; give thou / also thanks (16).’ We then went off. He (Ibn al-Habbāriya) handed me ten of / these dinars, on which I asked him what was in the paper? He replied by reciting / to me”—the two verses just mentioned—“and I swore that I would keep company / with him no longer.” Amid’ ad-Dawlat (the *son of Ibn Jahir*) left some poetry / which (Imad ad-Din) has inserted in the *Khartda*, but it is by no means satisfactory. / Ibn as-Sāmani (vol. II. p. 156) speaks of him in his *Zail*, and a great number of / contemporary poets have celebrated his praises. It was in his honour that Surr-Durr / (vol. II. p. 321) composed the celebrated *kastda* rhyming in *atn*, which begins thus:
When the caravan took their leave, (we saw the object of thy love, and) thy excuse (for loving) was evident; all the passions of thy soul were borne off in those palanquins. Wherever caravans direct their course, thither thou turnest thy eyes; dost thou see full moons (fair maids) arising in every valley? In the caravan which departed from the grounds of the tribe is a gazelle (maiden) for whom my heart is a pasturage and my eyes a watering-place. From the regions of her beauty we are debared access, and, to protect her from all eyes, a veil is her guardian. She mistook the nets (the ties of love) for huntresses and yielded to fear; therefore she broke every tie. The protector of her path knew not that, when discourse with her was forbidden, I spoke with my fingers, and that, when she sent her image to visit my couch and salute me (in my dreams), I heard with my eyes.

This is a long kāsida of great brilliancy. The verse: *She mistook the nets for huntresses, etc.* bears some resemblance to the words of Ibn al-Khammāra, a Spanish poet:

Why ask news of sleep from these eyes which, for so long a time, knew it not; it came seldom, and those nights were rare. When the bird of sleep thought my eyes a nest, it saw the eyelashes and yielded to fear, mistaking them for nets.

As I have not been able to discover the date of Ibn al-Khammāra's death, so as to determine the age in which he lived, I know not which of these poets has copied the other. It may be, however, that both fell upon the same thought, and that neither of them borrowed it from the other.—Amīd ad-Dawlat was deposed from the vizirship and imprisoned in the month of Ramadān, A. H. 492 (July-August, A. D. 1099), and he died, the same year, in the month of Shawwāl. The poet Abū 'l-Karam Ibn al-Allāf addressed to him the following lines:

Without our eulogiums, the deeds of the good would not be distinguished from those of the wicked. Thinkest thou, because thou art hidden from our eyes, that thou art sheltered from our tongues?

His wife, the daughter of Nizām al-Mulk, died in the month of Shaabān, A. H. 470 (February-March, A. D. 1078). Her marriage took place in the year 462 (1069-70). Surr-Durr composed on Zā'im ar-Ruwasa Abū 'l-Kāsim, the son of Fakhr ad-Dawlat, the poem rhyming in kāf (ك) which commences thus:

Tears visit my eyes by day, and sleeplessness by night; between them both, how can sight escape?

It is an exquisite poem, full of originality and highly celebrated, but we need
not lengthen this article by inserting it. Zaim ar-Ruwasā Abū 'l-Kāsim was appointed to the vizirship under the imām (khalīf) al-Mustazhir billah, in the month of Shaabān, A. H. 496 (May-June, A. D. 1103); he then received the surname of Nizām ad-Dīn (maintainer of religion). — The word جَهَرٌ must be pronounced Jahr; as-Samāni being mistaken when he says that it should be pronounced Juhair. They say of a man that he is jahr and that he displays the quality called jahāra when he has an agreeable countenance. They say also of a man's voice that it is jahr when it sounds clear and loud.

(1) "Fakhr ad-Dawlat Abū Nasr Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Jahlr was a native of Mosul. He entered into the service of the concubine of Kīrāwūsh (vol. I, p. 455) and then into that of Baraka, the sister of Kīr✿ wash. He was sent by the latter with presents to the king of the Greeks, and, on his return, he passed into the service of Kuraish Ibn Badrān (p. 143 of this vol.). Discovering that his master had the intention of casting him into prison, he took refuge under the protection of another member of the Okaif family and then passed to Aleppo, where he became vizir to Muizz ad-Dawlat Abū Thumāl Ibn Sālih. He afterwards removed to Malatiya, where he met Nasr (read Nasr) ad-Dawlat Ibn Marwān, who chose him for vizir." (Ibn Khaldūn, MS. No. d'entrée 2402, fol. 145.)

(2) We must read Tirād, or suppose that Ibn Tirād was the family name. 'Ali Ibn Tirād az-Zainábī (p. 154 of this vol.) did not obtain the place of nakīb an-Nakābī till A. H. 491, whereas Fakhr al-Mulk received the visit here spoken of in the year 454.

(8) See note (7), page 154 of this volume.

(4) Abū 'l-Feṣād and Ibn Khaldūn (MS. No. 2402, fol. 145 v.) place the fall of the Merwanide dynasty of Diār Bakr in the year 478.

(5) Ibn Khaldūn, loc. cit., has consecrated a chapter to the Merwanides.

(6) A mountain near Mekka. By gazelles are meant maidens.

(7) Literally: to their curtains, or chambers.

(8) Literally: It is difficult for bewildered beings, kept from water during five days, to drink at their source, etc. The epithets are here figurative; being properly applied to camels.

(9) The thorn of the acacia is used as a toothpick.

(10) This metaphorical language refers, in its primitive acceptation, to the periodical infirmity of females.

(11) There is here an anachronism: al-Muktaḍādi did not become khalīf till A. H. 467.

(12) The poet means: Behold in Ibn Jahr a man arrayed in terrors equal to those of the serpent.

(13) Literally: Crowns had never been taken into account.

(14) The Arabic word here employed designates the female sexual organ.

(15) Literally: The best moment (for us) strikes off my head and thine.

(16) This is an allusion to the words in the last verse.
ABU Shujaa Muhammad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ibrahim, surnamed Zahir ad-Din (champion of religion) ar-Rudrawari, was born at al-Ahwaz, but his family belonged to Rudrawar. Having studied jurisprudence under the shaikh Abu Ishak as Shiraizi (vol. I. p. 9) and cultivated the belles-lettres, he was appointed vizir to the imam (khalif) al-Muktadi bi-amr illah, on the deposition of Amid ad-Dawlat Ibn Jahir. We have spoken of this person in the life of his father Fakhr ad-Dawlat; see the preceding article. Ar-Rudrawari's nomination took place in the year 476 (A. D. 1083-4), and he was dismissed from office on Thursday, the 19th of Safar, A. H. 484 (April A. D. 1091). Amid ad-Dawlat was then reinstated in the vizirship. When ar-Rudrawari read the ordinance (taula) of the khalif proclaiming his deposition, he recited the following verse:

He entered into office without an enemy; he retired without a friend.

The Friday following, he proceeded on foot from his house to the mosque, and the people flocked about him, offering up prayers for his welfare and all anxious to take him by the hand. In consequence of this occurrence, he received orders to remain at home and not to appear in public. Being then exiled to Rudrawar, the ancient seat of his family, he resided there for some time and, in the year 487 (A. D. 1094), he undertook the pilgrimage to Mekka. On reaching the vicinity of ar-Rabada (1), the caravan which he accompanied was attacked by the Arabs of the desert, and not one of the travellers escaped except himself. Having performed the pilgrimage, he went to make a devotional residence in the City of the Apostle (Medina), and remained there till his death. He expired towards the middle of the latter Jumada, A. H. 488 (June, A. D. 1095), and was interred in the Bakr cemetery, near the dome which covers the tomb of Ibrahim, the Prophet's son. He was born in the year 437 (A. D. 1045-6). The kdtib Imad ad-Din mentions him in the Khdarida, and speaks of him in these terms: "The age in which he lived was the happiest of ages, and the time in which he existed the most prosperous of times. "No vizir had ever displayed such zeal as he for the service of religion and the
observance of the law. In all affairs connected with religion he was strict and severe, but, in temporal matters, easy and indulgent. Never did he incur the slightest reprehension for remissness in his duty towards God." He then adds: "Ibn al-Hamadâni has spoken of him in the Muzaiyel (appendix) (2): 'His days,' says he, 'were the most fortunate of days for the two empires (3), the most happy for the people, the most complete for the security, prosperity and welfare of the country; no misfortune came to trouble those (days), no terror to alloy them. Under his administration, the khilâfate recovered that respect and veneration which it received in former times. As a penman and an orator, he was highly accomplished.'" The hâfiz Ibn as-Samâni says of him in his Supplement: 'He drew his renown from a fund of consummate merit, vast intelligence, dignified conduct, and unerrings foresight. He left some poems remarkable for their natural elegance. Adversity having given him a moral lesson, he was deposed from the vizirship and obliged to confine himself to his house; but he subsequently removed from Baghdad and took up his abode at Medina, in the neighbourhood and under the protection of the Prophet's tomb. He remained in that city till his death. I went to visit his grave, which is near that of Ibrahîm, the son of our Prophet, in the Bakî cemetery. Farther on, he says: "I have been informed by a person on whose word I can rely, that Abu Shujâa, on the approach of death and on the point of departing from this world, was carried to the mosque of the Prophet, and being placed near the enclosure which surrounds the tomb, he wept and said: 'O Prophet of God! Almighty God has said: But if they, after they have injured their own souls, come unto thee and ask pardon of God, and the Apostle ask pardon for them, they shall surely find God easy to be reconciled and merciful (4). Now I have come unto thee, acknowledging my faults and transgressions, and hoping for thy intercession.' He here wept again and returned to his house, where he died the same day." His poetical productions have been collected into a diwân and are very fine. Here are some extracts from it:

I shall punish my eyes, heedless whether they shed tears or drop blood; and I shall forego the pleasure of sleep till it become for my eyelids a thing forbidden. My eyes cast me into the nets of temptation, and, had they not looked (on beauty), I should have remained a pious Moslem. They shed my blood (5), therefore shall I shed their tears; 'twas they which commenced (to transgress) and are therefore more culpable (than I).

Though I love thee, I seem insensible, but this heart of mine is filled with pain and anguish. Think not that I have forgotten thee; a man may appear in health and yet be unwell.

vol. iii.
Must the best part of my life and yours pass away without our meeting? That would be a severe infliction! But if deceitful fortune ever grant me to meet you, then, despite my poverty, I shall be happy.

Ar-Rūḍrāwari drew up a continuation to Abū Ali Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Miskawayh’s (vol. I. p. 464) Tajrib al-Umam, the celebrated historical work which is in everybody’s hands. Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Hamadānī says in his History: “Arrayed in piety, a supporter of religion, a patron and kind protector of pious men, a chastiser of perversity, he displayed virtues which remind me of the equity of the just. He never went out of his house without transcribing a portion of the Korān and reading part of that sacred volume; he paid the legal alms-tax on all his real property, such as goods, estates, and fiefs. He gave large charities in secret: having one day received a note mentioning that, in such a house, in the street of the Pitch-seller (darb al-Kaiydr) there was a woman with four orphan children, naked and hungry, he called for one of his followers and said: ‘Go clothe that family and give them to eat.’ He then took off his clothes and, having sworn not to put them on nor warm himself till the messenger returned and informed him that his orders had been executed, he waited, trembling with cold, till that person came back. His charities were immense.”—Rūḍrāwari means belonging to Rūḍrāw (روذروار), a village in the neighbourhood of Hamadān.

(1) See vol. II. page 201.
(2) The title of this work sufficiently implies that it was a continuation of some biographical or historical treatise. It is not noticed by Hajji Khalifa.
(3) Probably the Seljukide empire and that of the khalif.
(4) Korān, sūrat 4, verse 67.
(5) That is: My eyes exposed my heart to the wounds inflicted by beauty.

AL-AMID AL-KUNDURI.

Abū Nasr Muhammad Ibn Mansūr Ibn Muhammad, surnamed Amīd al-Mulk (column of the empire) al-Kunduri, was one of the most eminent men of the age for
beneficence, liberality, acuteness of mind, and abilities as a kātīb. Having been chosen for vizir by the Seljūk sultan Toghrulbek, he rose to the highest rank in the service of that monarch and administered the state with uncontrolled authority (1). He was the first who filled the place of vizir under this dynasty, and, had he no other merit (2) but that of his intimacy with the imām al-Haramain Abd al-Malik al-Juwaini (vol. II. p. 120), the Shafite doctor and author of the Nihāya tal-Mattab (that alone would have sufficed for his reputation). It is as-Samāni (vol. II. p. 156) who mentions the fact in the notice on the imām which he has inserted in his Supplement. After enlarging on the character of this doctor and noticing the journeys which he undertook to different countries, he says: "And, having gone to "Baghdad, he became a companion of Abū Nasr al-Amīd al-Kunduri and accom-"panied him in his (official) circuits (through the empire); he met also at his court "the most eminent juriconsults (of the country) and attained great skill in contro-"versy by the conflict (3) of his genius with theirs in learned discussions. He then "got into reputation." I must here observe that as-Samāni’s words are in contra-"diction with the statement of our shaikh Ibn al-Athīr (vol. II. p. 288), in his History. This writer says, under the year 456 (A. D. 1064) : "The vizir (al-Amīd al-Kun-"duri) displayed a violent prejudice against the Shafite sect and frequently inveighed "against (its founder) the imām as-Shāfi‘i; to such lengths was he carried by the spirit "of party, that, having obtained permission from the sultan Alp Arslan to have "curses pronounced against the Rafidites (the Shīites) from the pulpits of Khorāsān, "he caused the Asharites (vol. II. p. 227) to be included in the same malediction (4). "This proceeding gave such scandal to the imāms (doctors of law and of divinity) "of Khorāsān, that some of them, including Abū ‘l-Kāsim al-Kushairi (vol. II. "p. 152) and the Imām al-Haramain al-Juwaini left the country. The latter then "passed four years at Mekka, teaching (jurisprudence) and giving opinions, as a "mufti, on points of law. It was for this reason that he received his surname (5). "When Nizām al-Mulk (vol. I. p. 413) came into power, he recalled the emigrants "and treated them with marked honour and kindness. It is said that, at a later "period, al-Kunduri repented of his invectives against as-Shāfi‘i; if this be true, "‘tis so much the better for himself." The praises of Amīd al-Mulk al-Kunduri were celebrated by numerous poets who came to visit his court, and the greatest masters of the age in the art of verse, such as Abū ‘l-Hasan Ali ‘l-Bākharzi (vol. II. p. 323) and the rādīs Abū Mansūr Ali Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn al-Fadl Surr-Durr
(vol. II. p. 321), extolled him in their poems. The latter composed in his honour the following kasida rhyming in n:

Is (disdain) the reward which all (my) fellow-men receive for their love? or rather, is this the nature of the large-eyed gazelles (maidens)? Relate to me the history of those who fell victims to love; the afflicted live only in their sympathy for other's woes. You may conceal from me their fate through apprehension; but (every lover) knows the fate of the Ozrite and of Majnūn (6). Mounted on their camels—but let me avoid long comparisons,—yet I shall say that theirs were charms which ravished every soul and every eye. Gracefully bending their taper waists, they said in sportive mood to the zephyr: "Does the willow bear branches as pliant as "ours?" Behind those lips is a source of which the pebbles are pearls (teeth) hidden from view; is it honey which is contained between them or rather intoxicating wine (7)? (Companion of my journey?) you cast your eyes to the right and left, over these paths; but even were you gifted with the sharp sight of Zarkā tal-Yamāma (8), (you could distinguish nothing, for even) she never saw a living cloud darting its lightnings over Jirūn (9). You complain of long and weary nights, but I am deprived of sleep by the shades which the dark locks and ringlets of my mistress spread around. A censor rebuked me for my passion, and I replied: "Be not so "prompt! those tears are my own and so are my sighs. If they avail me not (to gain her "heart), what will avail me the vigour of youth and the intercession of my twenty years?" (But come, my heart!) be not cast down by the blame of thy censor; thou art not the first which, though resolute, yielded to temptation. Can I require from strangers that they conform to my wishes whilst my heart within my bosom obeys me not? My devotion to their gazelles (maidens) was not exacted from me; by what right then should they exact from me pledges (of fidelity)? For a moment I feared that my heart would fly and join them, but I forced it to give bai. I can support every affliction except dishonour; contempt is a torture for noble minds. As grains of dust pain my eyes, so also does the sight of men who, devoid (of virtue), notwithstanding their wealth and (the precepts of) religion, only resemble the human race in being formed of (yet more) fetid clay; whose looks are ill-omened and whose aspect defiles; so that, after seeing them, I must cleanse my eyes and exhaust all their waters to make them pure. If they count their treasures, there they surpass me; but if they enumerate their virtues, I am their superior. Let not the environs rejoice in the disappointment of my hopes; the moon does not round its orb till it has appeared like a palm-leaf in thinness. Yet this noisy road (of human life) speeds forward the camel (of worldly course), and this ocean impels before it the ship laden (with my hopes). And, when the abode of Amid al-Mulk is adorned by victory, we exclaim: "A happy "omen!" When the resolution of that prince spurs on his generous steeds, they hasten forward with their brilliant riders of bold and lofty bearing. Seldom did I see his shining forehead but mine compelled me to fall prostrate before him. Men's eyes perceive on his throne and on his saddle, the lion in his den, and the moon which dispels the darkness. His beneficence extends to all mankind, and he receives the thanks of the rich accompanied by the blessings of the poor. When they direct their attacks towards his (generosity), they exclaim (struck with his prompt liberality): Are these sums given from his bounty or paid to us as a debt? Had he lived in ancient times, riches would have complained of his tyranny and appealed to Karūn (10). The treasures of his wealth are free to every man; then ask him only for the treasures of his learning. To obtain favours at his court, asking is superfluous, and the reward of services is never granted with regret. I swore to meet all the virtues, knowing well that, in
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seeing him, I should fulfil my oath. He sways the state and abandons not his intentions through fear, neither does he exchange courage for weakness. Like the sword, the marks of his splendour appear on his blade (his exterior), and his sharpness in his well-protected edge (acuteness of mind). His glory bears witness that the substance of his person is musk, whilst that of other men’s is clay.

He recited this kastda to Amid al-Mulk on the arrival of the latter at Irák, where he appeared on the throne of the vizirate and in the height of his exalted rank. I have given here the whole of this excellent and exquisite poem, with the exception of three verses which did not please me. A number of poets have composed imitations of it in the same rhyme and measure, Ibn at Taâwizi (p. 162 of this vol.), for instance, whose kastda begins thus:

If thy custom, when in love, resembles mine, stop thy camels at the two sand-hills of Yabrin (11).

This poem, which displays extraordinary talent, was composed in praise of the sultan Salâh ad-Din, who was then in Syria, and the author sent it to him from Irák. Did I not wish to avoid prolixity, I should give it here. I have (since) inserted it in my notice on Salâh ad-Din Yusuf Ibn Aiyûb, and there the reader will find it. Ibn al-Muallim (p. 168 of this vol.) imitated it also in a kastda beginning thus:

Why does the camel-rider stop at Yabrin? is not his heart free from the pains inflicted by the large-eyed gazelles?

This also is a good poem, and I have given a part of it in the life of the author. Al-Ablah (p. 159 of this vol.) also composed a piece in imitation of it; but, on the whole, Ibn at-Taâwizi’s is the only one which comes near it. These remarks have led us away from our subject, but discourse naturally runs into digressions which we cannot help inserting.—Amid al-Mulk continued in high power and credit during the reign of Toghrulbek; on the death of that sovereign, his nephew and successor Alp Arslân confirmed the vizir in his post and raised him to a higher rank and additional honours. Some time afterwards, this monarch resolved on contracting an alliance with Khowârezm Shâh, and sent Amid al-Mulk to demand for him that prince’s daughter in marriage. The vizir’s enemies then spread the report that he had asked her hand for himself, and this news having reached his ears, he conceived so serious an apprehension of his master’s displeasure, that he shaved off his beard and
eradicated from his body every attribute of manhood. By this act he saved his life. Some say that he was castrated by the sultan's orders. In allusion to this, Abû 'l-Hasan Ali 'l-Bâkharzî composed the following lines:

They say that, in your absence, the sultan deprived that rampant stallion of every mark of virility. I replied: "Be silent! he is now increased in virility since the removal of his testicles. "Every male scorns that any part of him should be called female (12), and he therefore cut them away by the roots."

This idea is singularly original. In the month of Muharram, A. H. 456 (Dec.-Jan. A. D. 1063-4), Alp Arslân dismissed him from office, for motives too long to relate, and confided the vizirship to Nizâm al-Mulk Abû Ali al-Hasan at-Tûsî (vol. I. p. 413). He afterwards imprisoned Amid al-Mulk at Naisâpûr, in the palace of the governor (amîd) of Khorâsân, whence, at a later period, he was removed to Marw ar-Rûd and confined in a house, a closet of which was allotted to his only daughter and the other members of his family. On discovering that his death had been resolved on, he went into the closet and, having bid a last farewell to his relatives, he took out a shroud (which he kept ready prepared); he then locked the door of the closet, and having performed his ablutions and offered up a prayer of two rakas, he gave one hundred Naisapurian dinars to the executioner and said to him: "What I require of you is, that you shroud my corpse in this cloth, which I washed in the (holy) waters of (the well) Zemzêm, and that you say to the vizir Nizâm al-Mulk: You have acted wrong in teaching the Turks to put to death their vizirs and the chiefs of the civil administration; he that digs a pit shall fall into it; he that traces out and acts by an evil line of conduct shall bear the sin of it and the sins of all those who follow his example." He then yielded with resignation to the sealed decree of God, and was executed on Sunday, the 16th of Zû 'l-Hijja, A. H. 456 (29th November, A. D. 1064), being then aged upwards of forty years. In allusion to this event, the poet al-Bâkharzî composed the following lines in which he addresses Alp Arslân:

Thy uncle took him into favour and, raising him to honours, he gave him a spacious residence in (the edifice of) the empire. Every prince in thy family did justice to his servants; (thy uncle) therefore bestowed on him prosperity, and thou hast bestowed on him paradise.

It is worthy of remark that his testicles were buried in Khowârezm, his blood was shed at Marw ar-Rûd, his body was interred at Kundur, his native village, his skull and
brain at Naisâpûr, and his serotum was stuffed with straw and sent to Nizâm al-Mulk, at Kirmân, where it was committed to the earth. What a lesson for those who are capable of reflexion, that a man who was the first rdis of his time should meet with such a fate!—Kunduri means belonging to Kundur, a village in Turaiithth, a district in the neighbourhood of Naisâpûr which has produced a number of eminent men, some of them remarkable for learning.

(1) Literally: And to none of his colleagues (it pertained to bandy) words with him.
(2) I read with one of the MSS. The corresponding member of the phrase is كفا; it has disappeared from the text in consequence of the additional observations inserted afterwards by the author, and which made him lose sight of this word, which is indispensable.
(3) Or more literally: By the rubbing یستک.
(4) The Asharites were the scholastics of the musulman religion. It was from them that our scholastics of the middle ages learned, indirectly, the method of demonstrating the dogmas of the faith by means of principles drawn from human reason. They followed, in general, the doctrines of Aristotle. Most of them belonged to the sect, or school of divinity and law, which had been founded by the imâm as-Shâfi'î. In their belief, they were perfectly orthodox.
(5) See vol. II. page 130.
(6) By the Osrîte, he means the poet Jamal; see vol. I. page 321. For Majnûn, see d’Herbelot’s Bibliothèque Orientale, art. Megnoun, and M. de Sacy’s Anthologie grammatica, page 150.
(7) Literally: Are not the houses of the bee arranged within these lips, or else do they contain a shop for wine?
(8) See M. de Sacy’s Chrestomathie, tome II. page 446.
(9) The poet here compares to flashes of lightning the glances shot from the eyes of his mistress. Jirûn is a village outside Damascus.
(10) Kârûn, the Korah of the Bible (Num. xvi), possessed immense riches, carefully locked up, if we are to believe the legend given in the Korân, surat 28, verse 76 et seq.
(11) Yâbrûn is a sandy region in the south-east of Arabia.
(12) Unthidni, the Arabic term for testicles, is the dual of wsâha, a word which signifies female.

THE VIZIR JAMAL AD-DIN AL-JAWAD AL-ISPAHANI.

Abû Ja’far Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Ahi Mansûr al-Ispahâni, surnamed Jamâl ad-Din (beauty of religion) and generally known by the appellation of al-Jawâd (the bounti-
ful], was vizir to the sovereign of Mosul. His grandfather Abū Mansūr was one of the persons employed in the hunting establishment of the sultan Malak Shāh Ibn Alp Arslân, as keepers of the onces. His father, Ali, received a good education, and being ambitious of distinction, he rose to several high offices in the state and contracted matrimonial alliances with families of the first rank. Jamāl ad-Dīn was educated under his parent’s tuition, and having obtained a situation in the service of the sultan Mahmūd Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak Shāh, as member of the military inspection office, he gave great satisfaction by his conduct and the abilities which he displayed in that post. When the atābek Zinki Ibn Ak Sunkur (vol. I. p. 539), obtained the sovereignty of Mosul and the neighbouring countries, he took Jamāl ad-Dīn into his service and honoured him with his particular favour. Having then proceeded with him to Mosul, he conferred on him the government of Nasibīn, and, in consequence of the able manner with which he filled the duties of that office, he augmented his jurisdiction by the addition of ar-Rahaba. Here the talents and integrity of Jamāl ad-Dīn appeared conspicuous and, having been admitted into the intimacy of his sovereign and received into the number of his boon companions, he was appointed by him inspector (musharrij) of the entire principality and authorised to act with unlimited power. Diā ad-Dīn Abū Sa‘īd Bahrām Ibn al-Khīdīr al-Kafra-tūthi, whom the atābek Zinki had chosen for vizir in the year 528 (A. D. 1133–4), having died in office, on the fifth of Sha’bān, A. H. 536 (March, A. D. 1142), Abū ‘r-Rida Ibn Sadaka was appointed to succeed him, and Jamāl ad-Dīn continued to occupy his former post. The amiable disposition of Jamāl ad-Dīn, and his conversation, equally elegant and amusing, gave such pleasure to the atābek Zinki, that he admitted him into the number of his boon companions; and in the latter part of his reign he confided to him the presidency of the diwan (board of administration). Jamāl ad-Dīn thus acquired great wealth, but, during the lifetime of Zinki, he neither displayed the generosity and beneficence nor any other of the qualities (for which he was afterwards distinguished). When the atābek Zinki met with his death at the siege of Kalāt Jaabar (A. H. 541, A. D. 1146), part of the troops attempted to slay the vizir and plunder his wealth; they attacked his tent and shot arrows against it, but were repulsed by some of the emirs who took his defence. Having then led the army back to Mosul, he was confirmed in the vizirship by Saif ad-Dīn Ghāzi (vol. II. p. 440), the son of the atābek Zinki, who entrusted to him and Zain ad-Dīn Ali Ibn Baktūkīn the entire administration of the empire. Of Zain ad-Dīn we have already
spoken in the life of his son, Muzaffar ad-Din, lord of Arbela (vol. ii. p. 535). From that moment, the vizir displayed the generous disposition of his heart; he gave away with open hand, and he continued lavishing his wealth and spending immense sums, till his reputation for beneficence was so universally established, that he became known by the name of Jamâl ad-Din al-Jawâd (the bountiful). A number of poets celebrated his praises, and one of them, Muhammad Ibn Nasr Ibn Saghîr al-Kaisarâni (p. 155 of this vol.), went and recited in his presence the celebrated kastda which begins by this verse:

Blessings on those (fair) gazelles in the western borders of az-Zaurâ (1), who quenched their thirst with the life’s water of our hearts!

Amongst the numerous monuments which he left of his beneficence, we may mention the aqueduct by which water was brought from a great distance to Arafât during the days of the pilgrimage, the stairs leading from the foot to the summit of that mountain (2), the wall around Medina, and the reparations of the mosque of the Prophet. Every year he sent to Mekka and Medîna money and clothing sufficient for the wants of the poor and destitute during the next twelve months: he had a special register-office for the persons to whom he granted pensions or who applied for pecuniary assistance. So various were his deeds of beneficence that, during a famine which afflicted Mosul, he spent all he possessed in alleviating the misery of the people. His iktâd (grant from government) consisted in the tenth part of the produce of the soil; such being the usual allowance to vizirs under the Seljûk government. One of his intendants related that the vizir, whom he went to see one day, handed him his bakâdr (3) and told him to sell it and give the money to those who were in need. The intendant observed to him that he had only two bakâdrs remaining, that, and the one which was on his head, so that, if he wished to change (his head-dress), he would not then have another to put on. To this the vizir replied: “The times are hard, as you see, and perhaps I may not again find a moment so favârable as the present for doing an act of charity; as for the bakâdr, I can easily find something to supply its place.” The intendant then withdrew and, having sold the bakâdr, he distributed the money to the poor. A great number of similar anecdotes are related of Jamâl ad-Din. He continued in office till the death of his master Ghâzi (in A. H. 544, A. D. 1149) and, on the accession of that prince’s brother, Kutb ad-Din Maudûd, he acquired great influence over the new sovereign. After some
time, however, Maudûd judged his ikhtilâf too great, and, being weary of the preponderance which he had acquired, he had him arrested in the month of Rajab, A. H. 558 (June-July, A. D. 1163). In the history of Zain ad-Din, lord of Arbel, will be found a short account of al-Jawâd’s arrestation and his imprisonment in the citadel of Mosul (4). He died in confinement on one of the last ten days of Ramadân—some say, of Shaabân—A. H. 559 (August, A. D. 1164), and was interred at Mosul. When the funeral service was said over his corpse, crowds of poor persons, widows, and orphans attended the ceremony and made the air resound with their lamentations. The following year, his body was conveyed to Mekka and borne in procession around the Kaaba, after having been taken to the top of Mount Arafât on the night during which the pilgrims station there (5). Every day that they remained at Mekka, they carried his body around the Kaaba at different times. On the day of its arrival at that city, crowds assembled about it, weeping and lamenting. It is said that the like of such a day was never witnessed at Mekka. There was a man appointed to accompany the corpse and proclaim the noble deeds and virtues of the deceased at every sacred spot which the pilgrims are accustomed to visit: when they arrived at the Kaaba, that man stood forward and said:

O Kaaba of Islam! he who cometh here to visit thee was a kaaba (centre) of beneficence. Thou art visited once a year, but not a day passed without his receiving visits (from the needy).

The corpse was then borne to Medina and interred in the Bâkit cemetery, after having been taken into the city and carried, a number of times, around the enclosure of the Prophet's tomb. On this occasion the same person pronounced these lines:

His bier was borne on men's shoulders, but how often did they bear (the load) his gifts! When he passes by the valley, its sands speak his praise, and when he passes by the assembled people, the widows bewail his loss.

These verses are taken from a kastâd which shall be noticed in the life of Mukallad Ibn Nasr Ibn Munkid as-Shaizari.—Jalâl ad-Din Abû 'l-Hasan Ali, the son of Jamâl ad-Din al-Jawâd, was an accomplished scholar, a man of merit, eloquent and liberal. I have seen the diwân (collection) of his epistles, in which species of composition he displayed great talent. This collection was made by Majd ad-Din Abû 's-Sâdât al-Mubârak, surnamed Ibn al-Athîr al-Jazari (vol. II. p. 551,) the author of the Jâmît al-Orûl. He entitled it: Kitâb al-Jawâhir wa 'l-Ladli min al-
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Imlâ il-Maulawi 'l-Wazîri 'l-Jâlîlî (jewels and pearls from the dictations of the lord vizir Jalâl ad-Dîn). Majd ad-Dîn commenced life as private secretary to Jalâl ad-Dîn, being employed, not only to write down, under his dictation, the epistles and other productions of his mind, but to sign (official papers) in his name. He alludes to this circumstance towards the beginning of the book, and praises him in the highest terms, extolling him above all preceding writers for the elegance of his style. He speaks also of an epistolary correspondence carried on between Jalâl ad-Dîn and Hâis-Bais (vol. I. p. 559); some of these letters he gives, and I should insert part of them here were I not afraid of being led too far. I shall only notice one, because it is very short; it was composed by Hâis-Bais in the name of a man greatly in debt: "(Thy) generosity is flourishing, thy renown wide-spread; to succour against mis-
fortune is the noblest support (of a generous man's reputation), and to assist the
"afflicted (is his) richest treasure. Adieu." Jalâl ad-Dîn was vizir to Saif ad-Dîn
Ghâzi (vol. II. p. 441), the son of Kuth ad-Dîn. He died A. H. 564 (A. D. 1168-9)
at Dunyaser, and his body was taken to Mosul and thence to Mecca; on the dweller
therein (Muhammad), the best of blessings and salutations! where it was interred in
the funeral chapel of his father (Jamâl ad-Dîn al-Jawâd).—Dunyaser is a city in
Mesopotamia, between Nasbîn and Ras âtn; merchants resort thither from all quar-
ters, as it is situated at a point where the roads of that country meet. Hence it derives
its name; Dunyaser being a Persian compound word altered from Dunyad Ser (the
world's head); it being the custom of the Persians to place the consequent before an-
tecedent when in the relation of the genitive case. Ser means head in Persian.—
Kafratâth means belonging to Kafratâtha (6), a village in Mesopotamia, between Ras
âtn and Darâ.

(1) A number of places in Arabia bear the name of az-Zaura (inflexa, incurvo). It is also one of the names
of the river Tigris, and is poetically used to designate the city of Baghdad.
(2) These stairs are still in existence. See Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. II. page 41.
(3) Meninski gives, on the authority of Castel, the following explanation of this word, which he indicates
as Persian: Tapeti non villosi genus, nigrum, ex pilis comestinis. In the passage of Ibn Khalik{k, it evidenti
ly denotes a sort of covering for the head; perhaps a shawl. See, however M. Dozy's Vêtements des Arabes, p. 87.
(4) An account of Jamâl ad-Dîn al-Jawâd's fall will be found in Imâd ad-Dîn al-Ispahâni's History of the
Atabeks; MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, ancien fonds, No. 818, page 266.
(5) Station (wakîf); see Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. II. page 46.
(6) According to Abâ 'l-Fedâ, this name is pronounced Kafarâtha.
THE KATIB IMAD AD-DIN AL-ISPANHANI.

Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Sa'îd-Dîn Abî 'l-Faraj Muhammad Ibn Naflâ ad-Dîn Abî 'r-Rajâ Hâmid Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ali Ibn Mahmûd Ibn Hibat Allah, known by the appellation of Aluh (1), and surnamed Imâd ad-Dîn (pillar of religion) al-Kâtib al-Isphanâni (the scribe of Isphanân), was distinguished by the appellation of Ibn Akhi 'l-Azîz (the nephew of Aztâ ad-Dîn). We have already spoken of his uncle (in our first volume, p. 170), under the letter hamza. Imâd ad-Dîn al-Isphanâni was a doctor of the Shafite Sect; he studied the law, for some time, at the Nizâmiya college (vol. II. p. 164) and mastered the science of polemic divinity and the various branches of polite literature. His poems and epistles are so well known that we need not enlarge on the subject. Having passed his first years in Isphanân, he removed to Baghdad while yet a boy and took lessons in jurisprudence from the shaikh Abû Mansûr Said Ibn Muhammad Ibn ar-Razzâz (2), a professor of the Nizâmiya college. He learned Traditions in the same city from Abû 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Abd as-Salâm, Abû Mansûr Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Jîrûn, Abû 'l-Makârim al-Mubârak Ibn Ali as-Samarkandi, Abû Bakr Ahmad Ibn Ali Ibn al-Ashkar, and other masters. Having resided there till he completed his education and attained a great proficiency in erudition, he courted the patronage of the vizir Aûn ad-Dîn Yahya Ibn Hubaira (3), who was then at Baghdad, and obtained from him the inspectorship (of the administration in the province) of Basrâ. Some time after, he received his appointment to the same post in Wâsit, and thenceforward he continued removing from one place to another, during the remainder of his life. After the death of Aûn ad-Dîn (in A. H. 560, A. D. 1165), the band of his followers and of all connected with him was dissolved; some had to encounter the strokes of adversity, and Imâd ad-Dîn remained for a time in poverty and misery (4). He then proceeded to Damascus, where he arrived in the month of Sha'âbân, A. H. 562 (May-June, A. D. 1167), and obtained an introduction to the kâdi Kamâl ad-Dîn Abû 'l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn as-Shahrozûrî (vol. II. p. 646) who, at that time, acted as chief magistrate, governor of the city and minister of the empire, in the name of the sultan al-Malik al-Aadîl Nûr ad-Dîn Abû 'l-Kâsim Mahmûd (5), the son of the
atâbek Zinki. Happening, then, to discuss a question of controversy in the presence of the kâdî, on a day in which he received company, Imâd ad-Din was recognised by the grand emir Najm ad-Dîn Abû 's-Shukr Aiyûb (vol. I. p. 243), the father of the sultan Sâlah ad-Dîn, who had known his uncle al-Azîz at the castle of Tikrit (vol. I. p. 170). From that moment, Najm ad-Dîn treated him with the kindest attention and granted him such marks of honour as placed him on a rank with the men the most eminent and the most distinguished. Through his means, Imâd ad-Dîn became known to the sultan Sâlah ad-Dîn, who was then at Damascus, and obtained an opportunity of celebrating the praises of that prince. Imâd ad-Dîn mentions these particulars in his work entitled al-Bark as-Shâmi, and he there gives the kastâda which he composed in honour of Sâlah ad-Dîn. The kâdî Kamâl ad-Dîn then extolled his merit and capacity in the presence of the sultan Nûr ad-Dîn and recommended him as person perfectly well qualified to draw up the state correspondence (kitâba tâl-Inshd). "I hesitated," says Imâd ad-Dîn, "engaging in an occupation which lay completely out of my line and out of my profession, and for which I had no previous experience;" but it is nevertheless certain that he possessed all the talents requisite for this office, only he had not yet applied them. At first, he was afraid of undertaking the duties of such a place, but he had no sooner commenced than every difficulty disappeared, and the ability with which he filled it was testified by the excellence of his productions. He drew up epistles equally well in Persian and in Arabic. A close and intimate friendship was then formed between him and Sâlah ad-Dîn. Having risen into high favour with Nûr ad-Dîn, he became the depositary of that prince's secrets, and was sent by him on a mission to the court of the imâm al-Mustanjîd, at Baghdad. On his return, he was appointed by Nûr ad-Dîn to a professorship in the college now called after him al-Imâdiya. This nomination took place in the month of Rajab, A. H. 567 (Feb.-March, A. D. 1172). The following year, Nûr ad-Dîn conferred on him the presidency of the council of state (ishrâf ad-dîwan). Imâd ad-Dîn's prosperity and tranquillity of mind continued untroubled till the death of his sovereign (A. H. 569, A. D. 1174) and the accession of his son al-Malik as-Sâlih Isma'il. This prince, who was quite a boy, allowed himself to be circumvented and governed by some individuals who bore a deep enmity to Imâd ad-Dîn, and the latter was forced by their encroachments and threats to give up all his places and depart for Baghdad. On arriving at Mosul, he had a severe illness and, learning that the sultan Sâlah ad-Dîn had left Egypt with the intention
of occupying Damascus, he gave up his journey to Irâk and resolved on returning to Syria. Having left Mosul on the 4th of the first Jumâda, A. H. 570 (1st December, A. C. 1174), he took the road which leads across the desert, and arrived at Damascus on the eighth of the following month, whilst Salâh ad-Dîn was encamped outside of Aleppo. He then set out to pay his respects to that prince, who had already taken possession of Emessa since the month of Shaabân, and, being admitted into his presence, he recited to him a kastda in which he displayed great elevation of mind. From that time, he continued to follow the court, journeying when the sultan journeyed and stopping when he stopped. A considerable period elapsed before he could obtain a situation, and, during that time, he attended the levees of Salâh ad-Dîn and recited eulogiums to him on every fitting opportunity, alluding occasionally to their former acquaintance. Having at length succeeded in entering the sultan's service, he became the secretary, and obtained the confidence of his master. The high favour which he now enjoyed placed him on a level with the most eminent men at court, enabled him to assume the state of a vizir and to engage in that career. As for al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil (vol. II. p. 111), he was generally absent from court, being wholly engaged in directing the administration of Egypt, whilst Imâd ad-Dîn, whom the sultan had now chosen as the depositary of his most secret thoughts, never left the imperial presence, but accompanied his sovereign to Syria and the other provinces of the empire. It was he who composed the as-Sîr al-Makîm (6). He wrote also a number of useful works, such as the Khartda tal-Kasr wa Jartda tal-Asr (the virgin of the palace and palm branch of the age), designed by him as a continuation to Abû 'l-Mââli Saad al-Hazirî's Ztna tad-Dahr (vol. I. p. 563), which work was meant as a continuation of al-Bâkharzî's Dumya tal-Kassr (vol. II. p. 323), which was written as a continuation to ath-Thaâlibî's Yatâma tad-Dahr (vol. II. p. 130). Ath-Thaâlibî meant his work to serve as continuation to Harûn Ibn Ali 'l-Munajjîm's Kitâb al-Bdrî: we shall give the life of this author. The Khartda of Imâd ad-Dîn contains an account of the poets who flourished between the years 500 (A. D. 1106) and 572 (A. D. 1176); it includes, with the exception of a few obscure individuals, all the poets of Irâk, Syria, Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Magrib (7), and attests the great abilities of the author. It forms ten volumes (8). His work, al-Bârk as-Shâmi (the Syrian Lightning), in seven volumes, is devoted to historical subjects. The author commences with the history of his own life and gives an account of his journey from Irâk to Syria, and of what happened to him when in the service of the
sultan Nūr ad-Dīn Māḥmūd. He then relates by what means he got attached to the service of the sultan Sāḥād ad-Dīn, and notices some of the conquests achieved in Syria. He entitled this useful book the Syrian Lightning, because the hours he spent in those days resembled the lightning flash in the pleasure which they gave (9) and the rapidity with which they passed away. His al-Fāth al-Kussi fi ‘l-Fāth al-Kudsi (the Kossean (10) elucidation on the conquest of Jerusalem), forms two volumes and contains an account of the manner in which Jerusalem was taken (from the Crusaders (11). His Sā’il ala ‘z-Zail (torrent after the train, or after the rain) was designed by him as a supplement to the work which Ibn as-Samāni (vol. II. p. 156) composed as a continuation (or supplement, zal) to the Khatb's (vol. I. p. 75) History of Baghdad. So, at least, I heard said, but, having met with the work, I found it to be a continuation of the Kharida tal-Kasr. In his Nusra tal-Fitr wa Onra tal-Fetra (succour against languor and asylum for the human race (?), he relates the history of the Seljūk dynasty (12). He left also a diwān (collection) of epistles, and another of poems, in four volumes. In these kasādas, he displays a lofty mind.

Another diwān of his, a small one, is composed entirely of quatrains (dāba'il). Numerous interesting letters and conversations passed between him and al-Kādi ‘l-Fādil: it is related that, meeting him one day on horseback, he said: "Proceed, and may thy horse never stumble with thee (Sir fala kaba bik al-Paras)!” to which the kādi replied: "May the glory of Imād ad-Dīn endure (Dām ala al-Imād)!” These phrases may be equally read backwards and forwards (13).—They were one day riding in the suite of the sultan and, being struck with wonder at the clouds of dust raised by the numerous horsemen and hiding all the plain, Imād ad-Dīn recited to him extempore the following lines:

The dust is raised by the horses' hoofs (as-sandūbik); the sky is darkened by it, but it receives light from the brightness of thy presence (anāra bihi as-sandūbik). O fortune! (spare) me Ābd ar-Rahīm (24), and I shall not fear the touch of thy fangs (massa nābik).

In these three verses he has hit on a beautiful play of words.—Al-Kādi ‘l-Fādil having set out from Egypt in the year 574 (A. D. 1178-9), to perform the pilgrimage, he took shipping on his way, and Imād ad-Dīn addressed in the following letter: "Happiness to the Hijr and to al-Hajūn (15) from the possessor of caution and intelligence (16), from him whose glory reaches the stars and whose presence en-

lightens the darkness! (Happiness) to the assembly at the Kaaba from (him who is)
"the pivot (kaab) of generosity, and to the sacred offerings from one who points out
the true path! (Happiness) to the noble station (of Abraham) from that noble presence, and to the hatâm (17) from him who breaketh the back of poverty. When he appears, he seems a pyramid in the sacred territory, and a bird hovering around him who draws the Zemzem waters; on sea, he is a sea (of generosity); on land, beneficence itself. Koss has now returned to his Okâz (18), and Kais has come back with his Traditionists. Admire a kaaba visited by one who is a kaaba (centre or source) of bounty and munificence; (admire) a kibla (19) towards which advances one who is the central point of (universal) favour and regard. Farewell." This note is composed with singular art and ingenuity, but the writer is evidently mistaken when he speaks of Kais and his Traditionists; he should have said Anas with his Traditionists, in accordance with the well known saying: Anas (master) of the Traditionists (Anas al-Huffâz) (20). They were four brothers, each bearing a particular surname. Their history I should give here were I not afraid of lengthening this notice and being led away from my subject.—On the death of the vizir Aûn ad-Dîn Ibn Hubaira, the government of the khalifate (ad-dîwân al-astâz, the majestic board) arrested a number of his followers and, amongst them, Imâd ad-Dîn, because he was then acting as his deputy at Wâsit. In the month of Shaâbân, A. H. 560 (June-July, A. D. 1165), Imâd ad-Dîn addressed from his prison a kastâda, containing the following lines, to Imâd ad-Dîn Ibn Adud ad-Dîn Ibn Rais ar-Ruwasâ, who was then acting as mayor of the palace (ustâd ad-dâr) to the khalif al-Mustanjid:

Say to the imâm: "Wherefore the imprisonment of your client (wâlî)? let your kindness be shewn to one who always served you faithfully." When the cloud withheld its showers (wâlî), did not his father, by his prayers, set them free?

(On hearing these lines, the khalif) ordered him to be set at liberty. They contain an original thought and an allusion to the history of Omar Ibn al-Khattâb and al-Abbâs, the son of Abd al-Muttalib and the uncle of the Prophet. Under the khalifate of Omar, a drought prevailed which threatened the earth with sterility, and he went out accompanied by the people to pray for rain. Having taken his station, he pronounced these words: "Almighty God! when we suffered from drought we used to solicit thy assistance through thy favour for our Prophet, but, to day we implore it through thy favour for the uncle of our Prophet; grant us rain." And rain was granted. The word wâlî, in the verses just given, signifies the rain which comes
after the wasmi, or first rains of spring; it is called wali (follower) because it follows the wasmi; and the wasmi is so called because it marks (wasam) the surface of the earth with plants. It is the adjective formed from wasm (mark). Al-Mutanabbi has employed both terms in the following verse:

Will that gazelle (maiden) grant me the favour of renewed affection, the first shower (wasmi) of whose kindness was never followed by a second (wali)?

He means that her first visit was not followed by a second.—Imād ad-Dīn continued to hold the place of secretary and maintain his high rank at court till the death of the sultan Salāh ad-Dīn (A. H. 589, A. D. 1193). This event reduced him to ruin and deprived him of all his influence. Finding every door shut against him, he withdrew to his house and remained there, occupied in the composition of his works. He mentions something of this in the beginning of his al-Bark as-Shāmi.

In the life of Ibn at-Taʿwīzī (p. 162 of this vol.) we have noticed the epistle and kastīda in which he requested from Imād ad-Dīn the gift of a furred cloak, and we have spoken of the answer returned to both documents. Imād ad-Dīn was born at Iṣpahān on Monday, the 2nd of the latter Jumāda—some say of Ṣhaḥāb—A. H. 519 (6th July, A. D. 1125), and he died at Damascus, on Monday, the first of Raḍamān, A. H. 597 (5th June, A. D. 1201). He was interred in the cemetery of the Sāfīs, outside the gate called Bāb an-Nasr. A person who held an eminent rank in the administration and who remained with him during his last illness, informed me that, whenever a visitor came to see him, Imād ad-Dīn recited the following lines:

I am come as a guest to your dwelling; where, O where is the host? My acquaintances know me no longer, and those whom I knew are dead!

Aḥūd is a Persian word signifying eagle, ḥād, in Arabic. It is said that no male eagles exist, all being females which are impregnated by a bird of another species. Some say that they are impregnated by the fox. But this is merely a marvellous story. Ibn Onān (p. 176 of this vol.) the poet has the following line in a satire directed against a person called Ibn Sīdā:

Thou art a mere eagle; we know who thy mother was, but no one knows who was thy father.

This alludes to the opinion of which we have just spoken, but God alone knows whether it be true or false.
Ibn Khallikan's

(1) This appears to have been the family name. Its meaning is given by our author at the end of the article.


(3) The life of the vizir Aûn ad-Dîn Ibn Hubairâ is given by our author.

(4) Literally: A miserable life and a waking eye.

(5) His life will be found in this volume.

(6) The work entitled as-Sirr al-Maktâm (the hidden secret) treated of judicial astrology.

(7) Moghrîb (the west) here designates North Africa, Spain, and Sicily.

(8) An incomplete copy of this work, made up with volumes belonging to different sets, is preserved in the Bibliothèque impériale.—Our author is mistaken in saying that the Khârida contains notices on those poets only who lived subsequently to A. H. 500. We find in it a considerable number of articles concerning poets who flourished before that epoch. The work is merely a collection of poetical extracts to which the compiler has joined observations written in his usual pretentious style and of very little real importance. A fact or a date is seldom to be met with in these phrases which are all pomp and glitter, alliteration and affectation.


(10) See vol. II, p. 25, note (3).

(11) Several copies of this work are preserved in the Bibliothèque impériale; a very old and well written one belongs to the Supplement of the same library.

(12) This work, of which a copy exists in the Bibliothèque impériale, founded at Germain, No. 297, is written in Imâd ad-Dîn's swollen and extravagant style. Its tone has been softened down by al-Fath Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad al-Bundari al-Ispahani, who entitled his work: Zubda tal-Nusra wa Nukha tal-Osa (cream of the Nusra and extract of the Osa). See MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, No. 767 A.

(13) In transcribing them, I have put in italics the vowels which are not represented in the Arabic writing.

(14) This was al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdîl's real name.

(15) Hajjâ is a hill near Mecca. The hijr is a semicircular area on the west side of the Kaaba, enclosed by a wall called hatîm. See Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. I, p. 252.

(16) This piece derives its sole merit from the numerous quibbles and puns with which it is filled. Such futilities being of no interest to the ordinary reader, I abstain from indicating them and confine myself to the task of rendering intelligible Imâd ad-Dîn's obscurities of style.

(17) See note (15).

(18) See vol. II, p. 25, note (5).

(19) The Kaaba is the name of the temple at Mecca. For kibla, see vol. I, p. 27.

(20) The celebrated traditionist Anas Ibn Malik had for disciples four of his sons: an-Nadr, Abû Allah, Moses, and Malik. A very considerable number of Traditions are given on his authority.
ABU NASR AL-FARABI.

Abû Nasr Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Tarkhân Ibn Auzalagh al-Fârâbi the Turk, a celebrated philosopher, the greatest, indeed, that the Moslims ever had, composed a number of works on logic, music, and other sciences. No Musulman ever reached in the philosophical sciences the same rank as he, and it was by the study of his writings and the imitation of his style that Avicena (vol. I. p. 440) attained proficiency and rendered his own works so useful. Al-Fârâbi passed his youth in Fârâb, the place of his birth, and then set out to travel. After various peregrinations, he visited Baghdad, where he arrived well-acquainted with Turkish and some other languages, but ignorant of Arabic. Having then commenced learning the latter language, he mastered it completely and devoted his mind to the philosophical sciences. On arriving at Baghdad, he found the celebrated philosopher Abû Bishr Matta Ibn Yûnûs (1), who was then far advanced in age, teaching logic in that city and possessing the very highest reputation: every day crowds of pupils attended the lectures in which he explained Aristotle's treatise on that subject, and al-Fârâbi filled seventy volumes with the observations which he wrote down from the lips of that master. As a logician (Matta) stood unrivalled; in his writings, he shone by precision of style and subtlety of elucidation, and he aimed at simplifying his meaning by developments and annotations. It was therefore said by an able logician that the abilities which Abû Nasr al-Fârâbi displayed in rendering the most abstract ideas intelligible and expressing them in the simplest terms, could only be attributed to the tuition of Abû Bishr (Matta). Al-Fârâbi attended his lessons, and always took his station among the crowd of students who surrounded the professor. Having thus passed a considerable time, he removed to Harrân, where he met Yûhanna Ibn Khailân (2), a Christian and an able philosopher, from whom he learned some particular applications of the art of logic. He then returned to Baghdad and studied the philosophical sciences. Having mastered all Aristotle's treatises, he acquired a great facility in comprehending the ideas and the scope of that author's writings. It is related that the following note was found inscribed, in Abû Nasr al-Fârâbi's handwriting, on a copy of Aristotle's treatise on the soul: "I have read over this book two hundred
"times." It it related also that he said: "I read over the philosopher Aristotle's "Physics (3) forty times, and I feel that I ought to read it over again." It is stated that, having been asked whether he or Aristotle was the more learned in this branch of science, he replied: "Had I lived in his time, I should have been the chief of "his disciples." Abū 'l-Kāsim Sād Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abd ar-Rahmān Ibn Sāid al-Kortubi mentions him in his Tobakāt, or classified list of philosophers (4), and says:

"Al-Fārābī, who was really the philosopher of the Moslems, learned the art of logic "from Yūhanna Ibn Khailān, who died at Madina tas Salām (Baghdad) in the reign "of al-Muktadīr; he then excelled all the people of Islamism and surpassed them by "his real acquirements in that science; he explained its obscurities, revealed its "mysteries, facilitated its comprehension and furnished every requisite for its intel-
ligence, in works remarkable for precision of style and subtility of elucidation;
"noticing in them what al-Kindi (vol. I. p. 355) and others neglected, such as "the art of analysis (tahlīl) and the proper modes of conveying instruction (5). In "these treatises he elucidated in plain terms the five main principles (6) of logic, in- "dicating the manner of employing them with advantage and the application of the "syllogistic forms (wāra tal-kīyās) to each of them. His writings on this subject are "therefore highly satisfactory and possess the utmost merit. He afterwards com-
posed a noble work in which he enumerated the sciences and indicated the object "of each; this treatise, the like of which had never before been composed and "the plan of which had never been adopted by any other author, is an indispens-
able guide to students in the sciences." Sāid then proceeds to mention some of his works and the subjects of which they treat (7). Abū Nasr continued, at Baghdad, to labour in the acquisition of this science till he attained in it a conspicu-
cuous rank and surpassed all his contemporaries. It forms the subject of most of his works. He then set out for Damascus, but did not stop there, having turned his steps towards Egypt. He mentions in his work, entitled as-Siyāsā tal-Madaniyya (administration of the city, i.e. political economy), that he commenced it at Baghdad and finished it in Egypt. Having then returned to Damascus, he settled there and met with a kind reception from the reigning sultan Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Hamdān (vol. II. p. 334) (8). I read in a miscellany that, when Abū Nasr went to Saif ad-
Dawlat's levee, which was a point of union for all persons distinguished by their acquirements in any of the sciences, he appeared in his usual attire, which was that of the Turks (9). Saif ad-Dawlat having invited him to sit down, he said: "'(Shall I sit
'down) where I am, or where thou art?'" Saif ad-Dawlat replied: "Where thou "art;' on which Abû Nasr stepped over the shoulders of the persons (seated before him), till he reached the prince's throne and sat down so close to him that he forced him out of his place (10). Saif ad-Dawlat had some mamelûks standing behind him, with whom he was accustomed to hold private communications in a particular language known to very few persons. On this occasion, he said to them: "This shaikh "has committed an offense against politeness; I shall now propose him some ques-" tions, and, if he does not reply to them in a satisfactory manner, turn him into "ridicule." Abû Nasr immediately answered, in the same language: "Consider "of it, O emir! for every proceeding is appreciated according to its result." These words filled Saif ad-Dawlat with astonishment: "How!" said he, "you know this "language?" — "Yes," replied Abû Nasr, "I know upwards of seventy (11)." From that moment, the prince conceived a high opinion of him. Abû Nasr then began to converse with the learned men of the company on all the different sciences, and he continued to harangue till he reduced them to silence and had the whole discourse to himself. They had even commenced writing down his (learned) observations when Saif ad-Dawlat dismissed them and remained alone with the philosopher. "Would you like to eat any thing?" said he.—"No."—"Or to drink!"— "No."—"Or to hear (music)?"—"Yes." The prince then ordered some of the most eminent performers of instrumental music to be brought in, but not one of them could touch his instrument without exciting Abû Nasr's disapprobation. "Have "you any skill in this art?" said Saif ad-Dawlat.—"I have," replied the other, and drawing a case from beneath his waistband, he opened it and produced a lute. Having tuned it, he began to play and cast all the company into a fit of laughter. He then undid the strings and, having tuned it in another manner, he played again and drew tears from their eyes. Mounting it a third time, in a different key, he played and set them all asleep, even the doorkeepers, on which he took the opportunity of retiring and left them in that state. It is stated that the instrument called the ũdûn (12) was of his invention and that he was the first who mounted it in its present form. Al-Fârâbî led a solitary life and never went into company; during his residence at Damascus, he passed the greater part of his time near the borders of some rivulet or in a shady garden; there he composed his works and received the visits of his pupils. He wrote most of his works on loose leaves and very few in quires, for which reason nearly all his productions assume the form of detached
chapters and notes; some of them exist only in fragments or unfinished. He was the most indifferent of men for the things of this world; he never gave himself the least trouble to acquire a livelihood or possess a habitation. Saif ad-Dawlat settled on him: a daily pension of four dirhems (two shillings) out of the public treasury; this moderate sum being the amount to which al-Fārābī had limited his demand. He continued to live with the same frugality up to the moment of his death. He died at Damascus, A. H. 339 (A. D. 950-1), aged upwards of eighty years, and the funeral service was said over his body by Saif ad-Dawlat accompanied by four officers of the court. He was interred in the cemetery outside the gate called al-Bāb as-Saghīr (13).—Matta Ibn Yūnus died at Baghdad under the khalifate of ar-Rādi; so, at least, it is stated by Ibn Sāid al-Kurtubi, in his classified list (Tabākāt) of physicians (14). I found in a miscellany the following verses attributed to al-Fārābī, but have no proof of their authenticity:

Quit, O brother! the place of the frivolous and frequent the place of (heavenly) truths. This (earthly) dwelling is not for us a lasting abode; no human being on earth can avert (the stroke of fate). This man envies that one, even for (things which endure) less than (the time for uttering) the shortest words. What are we but a drop of sperm on which various fortunes have descended? fortunes always ready to depart! The circuit of the heavens is our fittest place; why therefore so much eagerness for its central point (the earth).

In the Kharīda I found these verses attributed to the shaiikh Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Fārīki, an inhabitant of Baghdad, whom Imād ad-Din, the author of that work, says that he met on Friday the 18th of Rajab, A. H. 561 (May, A. D. 1166), and that he died a few years later. —Tarkān and Ausalagh are Turkish names. —Fārābī means belonging to Fārāb, the modern Otrār (۱۸۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱۱
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ar-Rādi, (A. H. 322-329, A. D. 924-941). He composed a commentary on the I系统的 Porphyry and a number of other works, the titles of which are given in az-Zāzeni's Tabakht al-Hukamī.

(2) In the MS. of the Tabakht al-Hukamī, this name is written جلالة (Jalallah).

(3) The Arabic title is az-Samān al-Tabātā, a literal translation of the Greek γνωτίζω άρχοντας.

(4) Hajji Khalifa entitles this work Sowda al-Hukm fi Tabakht il-Hukamī. The author, Abū 'l-Kāsim Sālīd Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abū ar-Rahmān Ibn Muhammad Ibn Sālīd at-Ṭaghlābi was born at Almeria in the year 490 (A. D. 1099), but his family belonged to Cordova. He was appointed kādi of Toledo by al-Māmūn Yahya (Ibn Ismā'īl) Ibn Zl 'n-Nān, and he continued to fill this office till his death. This event occurred in the month of Shawwāl, A. H. 462 (July-August, A. D. 1070).—(Ibn Bashkuwd's Silat.)

(5) The original text has أخواء العلماء (mathematical processes). The same passage occurs in the life of al-Fārābī, given by az-Zāzeni in his Tabakht al-Hukamī, but there we read أخاء العلماء, which is a well known expression and is probably the right reading.

(6) The MSS. read طريقي, but the Tabakht al-Hukamī has طرية which is the usual term.

(7) Az-Zāzeni, or rather al-Kādi al-Akrām Ibn al-Kīfī, whose work he abridged, has given a life of al-Fārābī in his Tabakht al-Hukamī, which life is evidently extracted from that composed by the Addī Sālīd al-Kurtubī. The list of works alluded to by Ibn Khallikān fills more than a page in the Tabakht.

(8) Saif ad-Dawlat took possession of Damascus in the year 984 (A. D. 946).

(9) According to az-Zāzeni, he wore the sufī dress.

(10) Had Saif ad-Dawlat answered: Where I am, Abū Nasr would have sat down without quitting the place where he stood. Having designated that place by the words where I am, and Saif ad Dawlat's by the words where thou art, he pretended that these terms had the same acceptation when uttered by the prince. To be logically exact, Saif ad-Dawlat's answer should have been: Sit down on the floor where thou art now standing.

(11) I avow that I consider this narration and the following as fictions.

(12) The Kdim is a sort of dulcimer. Mr. Lane has given a figure of it in his Modern Egyptians.

(13) M. Munk's Mêlanges de philosophie juive et arabe (Paris, 1859, in-8°) contains a very good article on al-Fārābī and another on al-Kindī.

(14) Az-Zāzeni makes the same statement.

ABU BAKR AR-RAZI (RHASES).

Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Zakariyā ar-Rāzi (native of Rai) was a celebrated physician. Ibn Juljul (1) says, in his History of the Physicians: "He (ar-Rāzi) directed the hospital at Rai and afterwards, under the khilafate of al-Muktafī, the
hospital at Baghdad. In his youth, he played on the lute and cultivated vocal music, but, on reaching the age of manhood, he renounced these occupations, saying that music proceeding from between mustachios and a beard had no charms to recommenced it. Having then applied himself to the study of medicine and philosophy, he read the works on these subjects with the attention of a man who seeks to follow the author’s reasonings step by step; and he thus acquired a perfect acquaintance with the depths of these sciences and appropriated to himself whatever truths were contained in the treatises which he perused. He then commenced attending the sick and composed a great number of books on medicine. Another writer says: “He was the ablest physician of that age and the most distinguished; a perfect master of the art of medicine, skilled in its practice and thoroughly grounded in its principles and rules. Pupils travelled from distant countries to receive the benefit of his tuition. He composed a number of useful works on medicine, such as the Ḥawī (comprehensive), a large treatise in about thirty volumes, which remains a standard authority for physicians and to which they refer in every doubtful case. His Jāmi (collector) is also a large and useful work, and his Kitāb al-ʿAktāb (2) is a voluminous production.” His abridged treatise on medicine, the Kitāb al-Mansūrī, is a work of great repute, and though of small extent, is highly appreciated; in this treatise, he combines theory with practice and furnishes essential information for persons of all classes. He composed it for Abū Saliḥ Mansūr Ibn Nāḥib Ibn Nasr Ibn Ismail Ibn Ahmad Ibn Asad Ibn Sāmān, one of the Samanid kings, and for this reason, he entitled his book al-Mansūrī (the Mansurian). Besides these works, he composed many others, all of them indispensable (to physicians). One of his sayings was: “When you can cure by a regimen, avoid having recourse to medicine; and when you can effect a cure with a simple medicine, avoid employing a compound one.” He said again: “With a learned physician and an obedient patient, sickness soon disappears.” And again: “Treat an incipient malady with remedies which will not prostrate the strength.” Till the end of his life, he continued at the head of his profession. He began the study of medicine at an advanced age, being then, it is said, upwards of forty years old. Towards the close of a long life, he lost his sight, and he died A. H. 311 (A. D. 923-4). He studied medicine under the physician Abū ‘l-Ḥasan Ali Ibn Rabn at-Tabari (4), the author of the Firdaws al-ʿIlkma and other useful works. At-Tabari was at first a Christian (a Jew), but he subsequently embraced Islamism. — We have
already (vol. 1. p. 101) explained the meaning of the word Rāzi (native of Rai). — As for the Samanide kings, they were sultans of Transoxiana and Khorāsān, and one of the best dynasties which ever ruled. The reigning monarch was styled the Sultan of Sultans, and this title came to be considered as the real name of the sovereign. They were distinguished by their justice, piety and learning. This dynasty was overthrown by Mahmūd Ibn Subuktikīn, a sultan whose life we shall give (in this volume). The Samanides reigned during one hundred and two years, six months and ten days. — Abū Sālih Mansūr, the prince mentioned in this article, died in the month of Shawwāl, A. H. 365 (June, A. D. 976); he was a boy when ar-Rāzi drew up the Manṣūrī for his instruction. — Since writing the above, I have seen a copy of this work bearing on the title-page an inscription, stating that it was composed for and named after Abū Sālih al-Mansūr Ibn Išak Ibn Ahmad Ibn Nūh, prince of Kirman and Khorāsān, and a descendant of Bahram Kūš (5). God knows best which of these statements is true.—Ibn Juljul relates also, in his History, that ar-Rāzi composed for the same al-Mansūr a treatise establishing the certainty of alchemy, and set out from Baghdad to present it to him. Al-Mansūr testified great satisfaction on receiving the work and, having rewarded the author with the sum of one thousand dinars, he said to him: "I wish you to produce the thing of which you speak in this book." — "That is a task," replied ar-Rāzi, "for the execution of which ample funds are necessary, as also various implements and drugs of genuine quality; and all this must be done according to the rules of art; so, the whole operation is one of great difficulty." — "All the implements you require," said al-Mansūr, "shall be furnished to you, with every object necessary for the operation; so that you may produce (the substance) mentioned in your book." Perceiving the prince to be in earnest, ar-Rāzi hesitated to undertake the task and shewed himself unable to perform it. On this, al-Mansūr said: "I should never have thought a philosopher capable of deliberate falsehood in a work represented by him as a scientific treatise, and which will engage people's hearts in a labour from which they can draw no advantage. I have given you one thousand dinars as reward for this visit and the trouble which you have taken, but I shall assuredly punish you for committing a deliberate falsehood (6)." He then struck him on the head with a whip and sent him off to Baghdad with a stock of provisions for the journey. That stroke caused a descent of humour into ar-Rāzi's eyes, but he would not permit them to be lanced, declaring that he had seen enough of the world. —
Abū Muhammad Nūh Ibn Nasr, the father of (Mansūr), died in the month of the latter Rabi‘, A. H. 343 (August, A. D. 954). Abū ʿl-Ḥasan Nasr Ibn Ismail, his grandfather, died in the month of Rajab A. H. 331 (March-April, A. D. 943), and his great grandfather Abū Ibrahim Ismail Ibn Ahmad, on the eve of Tuesday, the 14th of Safar, A. H. 295 (24th Nov. A. D. 907), at Bukhāra: he was born, A. H. 234 (A. D. 848-9), at Farghāna. Abū Ibrahim took pleasure in writing down Traditions and honouring men of learning. Ahmad Ibn Asad Ibn Sāmān died at Farghāna in the year 250 (A. D. 864). These observations are foreign to our subject, but we were led into them by the drift of this discourse: they furnish also some necessary information (7).

(1) Abū Da‘wūd Sulaimān Ibn Hassān, surnamed Ibn Julie, was physician to Hishām al-Mu‘awiyad billah, the Omaiyade sovereign of Spain. Ibn Abi Usaibia's notice on this physician will be found in M. de Sacy's Abd Allatif, p. 498.

(2) In Arabic كتبلاً. The right pronunciation and the meaning of this title are unknown to me.

(3) An article on Abū Bakr ar-Rāzī will be found in M. Wüstenfeld's Geschichte der Arabischen Aerzte (history of the Arabian physicians).

(4) Abū ʿl-Ḥasan Ali Ibn Rabn at-Tabari, an able physician, belonged to a Jewish family and was a native of Tabaristan. Having been forced by the troubled state of his native country to take refuge in Rai, he had there Abū Bakr ar-Rāzī for disciple. He then proceeded to Sarra-man-rāa and composed his work entitled Firdūs al-Hikma (garden of wisdom). He had been secretary to Māzār (see p. 977 of this vol.), and afterwards made his profession of Islamism to the khalif al-Mutasim. He then proceeded to the court (of Baghdad and became one of al-Mutawakkil's boon companions. The words Rabn (ربن), Rabbn (ربن), and ar-Rabb (الرب) are names given by the Jews to the chief doctors of their law.—(Tārikh al-Hukamād, pp. 195, 196.) —Rabn is therefore the equivalent of Rabbi. There can be no doubt respecting the orthography of this word, as the author of the dictionary here cited, places Rabn after Rīk Allah and before the chapter of names beginning with Z. In some Arabic MSS. this word is erroneously written Za‘in (زاين).

(5) In the MSS. the word Kūsh is written كوش or كوس. Mirkhond and Abū ʿl-Fedā write this name جوبينس. Ibn Khallikān may have perhaps written جوبينس.

(6) Literally: For considering falsehood as licit.

(7) A new and much improved edition of ar-Rāzī's treatise on the small-pox and measles was published in London, 1848, with a very carefully made translation and instructive notes, by Dr. Greenhill.
Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Mūsa Ibn Shākir was one of the three brothers after whom the art of engineering was called the contrivances of the sons of Mūsa (kiāl bani Mūsa); he and his brothers, Ahmad and al-Hasan, being celebrated for their talents in that line. Animated with the noble ambition of learning the sciences of the ancients and acquiring their books, they laboured to effect this object and sent persons to bring them such books from the country of the Greeks (1). By the offer of ample rewards, they drew translators from distant countries, and thus made known the marvels of science. Geometry, engineering, the movements (of the heavenly bodies) (2), music, and the science of the stars were the principal subjects to which they turned their attention; but these were only a small number (of their acquirements). They composed on engineering an original and singular work, filled with every sort of curious information. I met with a copy of it, in one volume, and found it to be an excellent and highly instructive book. A thing which they, the first, in Islamic times, brought from theory into practice (3) (was the measurement of the earth); for, although astronomical observers in ancient times, anterior to the promulgation of Islamism, had done so, yet no statement exists to prove that it had been attempted by any person of this religion, except by themselves (4). Here is the fact: (the khalif) al-Māmūn had a strong predilection for the sciences of the ancients (the Greeks) and a great desire of putting their exactness to the test: having read in their productions, that the circumference of the globe is twenty-four thousand miles, or eight thousand parasangs,—three miles make a parasang,—and that, if one end of a cord were placed at any point on the surface of the earth and the cord passed round the earth till the two ends met, that cord would be twenty-four thousand miles long, he wished to prove the truth of this assertion and asked the sons of Mūsa what was their opinion. They replied that the fact was certain, and he then said: "'I wish you to employ the means indicated by the ancients, so that we may see whether it be correct or not." On this, they inquired in what country a level plain could be found, and, being informed that the desert of Sinjār was perfectly level, as also the country about Kūfa, they took with them a number of persons on whose veracity
and skill in this art al-Mamun placed reliance, and set out for Sinjar. On arriving in the plain just mentioned, they stopped at a spot where they took the altitude of the north pole by means of certain instruments, and drove a picket into the place where the observation was made. To this picket they fastened a long cord and walked directly towards the north; avoiding, as much as possible, any deviation to the right or to the left. When the cord was run out, they set up another picket, and tied to it a cord, after which they walked towards the north as before. They continued the same operation till they came to a place where they took the altitude of the pole and found it to surpass by one degree the altitude observed at the first station. Having measured the intermediate space by means of the cords, they found the distance to be sixty-six miles and two thirds. From this they learned that every degree of the Zodiac (5) corresponded to a space of sixty-six miles and two thirds on the surface of the earth. They then returned to the place where they had driven in the first picket, and, having fastened a cord to this picket, they went directly towards the south, operating as they had previously done when going towards the north; that is, in setting up pickets and fastening cords. When the cords employed in the operation directed towards the north were again run out, they took the altitude of the pole and found it one degree less than the altitude first observed. Their calculations was thus verified and (the result of) their undertaking confirmed. Persons acquainted with astronomy will easily understand this. It is well known that the number of degrees in the Zodiac is three hundred and sixty; for the Zodiac is divided into twelve signs, and each sign into thirty degrees. There are therefore three hundred and sixty degrees in all, and this sum being multiplied by sixty-six and two thirds, which is the number of miles in a degree, we obtain twenty-four thousand miles, or eight thousand parasangs (for the circumference of the earth). This is certain and indubitable. When the sons of Musa returned to al-Mamun and informed him that what they had done corresponded with what he had read in the books of the ancients relative to the deductions of that people, he wished to verify the fact elsewhere, and sent them to the territory of Kufa, where they operated as they had done at Sinjar. The two calculations agreeing, al-Mamun acknowledged the truth of what the ancients had written on that subject.—This is the passage to which I referred in the life of Abû Bakr Muhammad Ibn Yahya as-Suli, where I said (p. 71 of this vol.): Were I not apprehensive of extending this article to too great a length, I should render this evident.—The sons of Musa were the authors of various extraordinary inventions, some
of which I should notice, did I not wish to avoid prolixity (6). Muhammad Ibn Mūsa died in the month of the first Rābi, A. H. 259 (January, A. D. 873).

(1) Or: from Asia Minor (Bilād ar-Rūm).
(2) The term harakāt is the equivalent of harakāt an-nujūm.
(3) Literally: De potestate in actum; an Aristotelian expression.
(4) The author has here made a long phrase and forgotten to finish it. I have supplied the ellipse.
(5) The author should have said: of the meridian or of a great circle of the sphere.
(6) Our author would have done better to suppress some of his poetical citations and give us more information about the inventions of the Bani Mūsa. He had before him documents which we have not.

MUHAMMAD IBN JABIR AL-BATTANI (ALBATEGNIUS).

Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Jābir Ibn Sinān, a native of Harrān and an inhabitant of ar-Rakka, surnamed al-Battānī, was a famous calculator and astronomer, and the author of (the astronomical work entitled) the Sabean Tables (as-Zīj as-Sābī). He executed many curious (astronomical) operations and made correct observations. His observations were commenced in the year 264 (A. D. 877-8), and he continued them till the year 306 (A. D. 918-9). In his table, he marked the positions occupied by the fixed stars in the year 299 (A. D. 911-2). He was the paragon of the age in the art which he cultivated, and his operations furnish a proof of his great talents and extensive information. He died in the year 317 (A. D. 929-30), at a place called Kasr al-Hadr (the fortress of al-Hadr), on his return from Baghdad. I know not if he professed the doctrines of Islamism; his name, however, indicates that he was a Moslim (1). He made two editions of his Zīj, the second of which is better than the first. His others works are: the Marifat Mattālī 'l-Burāj (knowledge of the rising-places of the zodiacal signs) in the interval between the quarters the sphere (2); a treatise on the quantity of the conjunctions (fi Mīkhār sī-Ittisālāt); a treatise in which he described the four quarters of the sphere; a treatise on the appreciation of the quantity of the conjunctions; an explanation of Ptolemy's Quadri-
partitum (3), etc. — Battiâni, or, according to Abû Muhammad Hibat Allah Ibn al-Akhâni (4), Bittâni, means belonging to Battân or Bittân, a place in the province of Harrân. — Al-Hadr is an ancient city near Tikrit, and situated in the desert between the Tigris and the Euphrates (5). As-Sâtirun (السّاطرین), the lord of al-Hadr, was besieged by Ardashîr Ibn Bâbek, the first (Sasanide) king of Persia, who took the city and slew him. Alluding to this event, Hârîtha Ibn Hajjâj, better known by the appellation of Abû Duwâd al-Iyâdî (6), said:

I see that death has descended from al-Hadr upon the lord of its people, as-Sâtirûn. The vicissitudes of time have overthrown him, after his possessing a kingdom, prosperity, and pearls hidden (from sight).

Some attribute these verses to Hanzala Ibn Sharkî (7). Adî Ibn Zaid al-Ibâdî (8) also mentions this place in the following verse:

And the brother of al-Hadr, when he built that place, and when the Tigris and al-Khâbur (9) paid him tribute.

The name of al-Hadr frequently occurs in poems. According to a statement repeated by Ibn Hisâm (vol. II. p. 128) in his Sîra tar-Rasûl, it was Sâpûr Zu’l-Aktâf who besieged al-Hadr; but this is an error. — Sâtirûn is a Syrian word signifying king; the real name of as-Sâtirûn was Daizân (ديزآن) Ibn Moawâ. Daizân was an idol adored in the times of ignorance (anterior to the promulgation of Islamism), and its name was given to different men. As-Sâtirûn belonged to the tribe of Kuđâa and was one of the provincial kings (p. 72 of this vol.). When these princes met, with the design of waging war against the other kings, they chose as-Sâtirûn for their chief, on account of his power. Ardashîr besieged him during four years without being able to subdue him. As-Sâtirûn had a daughter of extreme beauty called Nadîra (ندرة) the same of whom a poet said:

Al-Hadr, al-Mirbâa, and the bank of ath-Tharthâr (10) are deprived of the presence of Nadîra.

The custom of the people there was, that, when a female had her periodical indisposition, they lodger her in the suburb. Nadîra, being unwell, was lodged in the suburb of al-Hadr, and, looking out one day, she saw Ardashîr, who was a very handsome man, and fell in love with him. She then sent to him, offering to open
the fortress and admit him, provided he married her. Having made her conditions, (she betrayed the city) and Ardashir fulfilled his promise. (Authors) differ as to the means which she pointed out to Ardashir, so that he was enabled to take the fortress. At-Tabari says that she directed him to a talisman which was kept there: the people knew that he could not take the place till he found a grey pigeon, which after its legs had been stained with the menstrua of a blue-eyed virgin, would alight, when let loose, on the wall of the fortress; the talisman would then fall and the fortress be taken. Ardashir did so, and devastated the fortress after giving it up to pillage, and exterminating the inhabitants. He then departed with Nadîra, and married her. It happened afterwards that, one night, as she was unable to sleep and turned from side to side in the bed, Sâbûr (11) asked her what prevented her from sleeping? She replied: "I never yet, since the first moment of my existence, slept "in a rougher bed than this; I feel something annoy me." Sâbûr ordered the bed to be changed, but she was unable to sleep, and the next morning she complained of her side. On examination, a myrtle leaf was found adhering to a fold of the skin, from which it had brought blood. Astonished at the circumstance, Sâbûr asked her if it was that which had kept her awake? She replied in the affirmative. "How then," said he, "did your father bring you up?" — "He spread me a bed "of satin, and cloathed me in silk, and fed me with marrow, and cream, and the "honey of virgin bees, and he gave me pure wine to drink." — "The same return "which you made your father for his kindness," replied Sâbûr, "would be made "much more readily to me!" He then ordered her to be tied by the hair to the tail of a horse, which galloped off with her and killed her. The ruins of al-Hadr are still in existence with the remains of various edifices, but, since that time, it has never been inhabited. — This is a long narration, and I insert it only on account of its singularity. — I read in another historical work, that al-Battâni went to Bagh
dad, whence he set out again and died on his way, at the fortress of al-Hadr, in the year already mentioned. Yâkût al-Hamawi (see vol. IV) says in his Mushtarik: "The fortress of al-Hadr is in the neighbourhood of Samarrâ, the city erected by "al-Mutasim." God knows best!

(1) The ancestors of al-Battâni were Sabeans and he was probably so himself.

(2) This is perhaps a treatise on the mode of calculating the amplitude of the signs of the Zodiac for every latitude. Such a work would be useful for the history of spherical trigonometry.
(3) The Arabic title is *Arba‘u Māḥkūlat* (four discourses). Ptolemy’s treatise on judicial astrology entitled *Tetraabiblon* was first translated into Arabic by Ibrahim Ibn as-Sūt, whose version was reviewed and corrected by Hunain Ibn Ishak.


(5) In the *Memoirs of the Geographical Society*, vols. IX and XI, will be found an account of the present state of al-Hadr. It was the capital of the celebrated az-Zabbā. See Rasmussen’s *Additamenta ad hist. ar.*, page 2.

(6) For the history of Abū Duwād, see M. Caussin de Perceval’s *Essai sur l’Histoire des Arabes*, t. II, p. 112, 413.

(7) See M. Caussin’s *Essai*, tome I, p. 330 et seq.

(8) See vol. I, p. 189, note (9).

(9) Al-Khābūr, a river of Mesopotamia, falls into the Euphrates at al-Karkhīsya.

(10) The river ath-Tharthār passes near al-Hadr and falls into the Tigris.

(11) The author meant to write Ardashīr. He commits the same fault lower down.

ABU ‘I-WAFĀ AL-BUZJĀNI.

Abū ’l-Wafā Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Ismā‘il Ibn al-Abbās al-Būzjānī, the celebrated calculator, was one of the most distinguished masters in the science of geometry, and he deduced from it certain corollaries which had till then remained undiscovered. Our shaikh, the very learned Kāmal ad-Dīn Abū ’l-Fath Mūsā Ibn Yūnus (1), (may God be merciful to him!) was deeply skilled in that branch of knowledge and he highly extolled Abū ’l-Wafā’s works, taking them as guides in most of his investigations and citing the author’s words as a conclusive authority. He possessed a number of Abū ’l-Wafā’s books. Abū ’l-Wafā composed a good and useful treatise on the manner of finding the value of the chords of arcs (fā Istikhrāj al-Ahdār) (2). He was born on Wednesday, the first of Ramadān, A. H. 328 (10th June, A. D. 940), at Būzjān, and he died A. H. 387 (A. D. 997) (3).—Būzjān is a small town of Khorāsān, between Herāt and Naisāpur. — Abū ’l-Wafā visited Irāk in the year 348 (A. D. 959-60). I found the date of his birth, as given above, in the *Kitāb al-Fihrist*, by Abū ’l-Faraj Ibn an-Nadīm (vol. I, p. 630), but that writer does not mention the year of his death. I therefore left it in blank when drawing
up this article, hoping to find it later; as it was my main object in this work, as I have already said in the preface, to mark the dates on which distinguished individuals died. I afterwards found the year of his death in the historical work (the Kāmil) of our shaikh Ibn al-Athīr (vol. II. p. 288), and I inserted it here. Upwards of twenty years elapsed from the time in which I commenced this biographical work till I discovered the date of Abū 'l-Wafā’s death.

(1) His life will be found in this volume.

(2) The Bibliothèque impériale possesses an almagest, that is, a treatise on astronomy, attributed to Abū 'l-Wafā. In the Tārīkh al-Hukamd, we find the following list of his works: the Manasīl (stations), a good arithmetical treatise; an explanation of al-Khowārezmi’s treatise on algebra; an explanation of the work of Diophantus on algebra; an explanation of Ibn Yahya’s work on algebra; the Mudkil, or introduction to arithmetic: the Kitāb al-Barādīn fi l’Kaddya fi ma stamalhu Diōfantos fi kitābī (proofs of the rules employed by Diophantus in his work), the Kitāb Istikhraṣj mubalgh il Kaab bi-māl māl wa ma yatarakka minha (the obtaining of the amount of the cube by a double multiplication, and of the other combinations effected by that operation).—can this be a treatise on the resolution of cubic equations?—an almagest, a treatise on the use of the sexagesimal table.

(3) Abū 'l-Wafā continued to reside in Baghdad till his death. He died in the month of Rajab, A. H. 388 (June-July, A. D. 998).—(Tārīkh al-Hukamd.)

JAR ALLAH AZ-ZAMAKHSHARI.

Abū 'l-Kāsim Mahmūd Ibn Omar Ibn Muhammad Ibn Omar al-Khowārezmi az-Zamakhshari, the great master (imām) in the sciences of koranic interpretation, the Traditions, grammar, philology, and rhetoric, was incontrovertibly the first imām of the age in which he lived, and he attracted students from all quarters by his lessons in various branches of knowledge (1). He learned grammar from Abū Modar Mansûr. Az-Zamakhshari was the author of those admirable works, the Kashshāf (revealer), a production the like of which had never before appeared on the interpretation of the Korān, the Muhādîṯ bal-Masdīl in-Nahawiya (grammatical discussions); the al-Mufraḍ wa 'l-Murakkab (the simple and compound [expressions]) in the Arabic language (2); the Fālik (surpassing), on the interpretation of the Traditions; the Adās
al-Balāgha (principles of eloquence), a philological work; the Rābṭ 'l-Abūr (the vernal season of the just) (3); the Fustās al-Akhbār (the signet-stones of histories) (4); the Mutashābis Aṣa'ma 'r-Ruwaṭ (names of historical traditionists which are liable to be confounded with others); the an-Nasāḥ al-Kībār (the great book of counsels); the an-Nasāḥ as-Sīghār (the lesser book of counsels); the Dīlīta tan-Nāṣīh (the stray camel of the seeker); the ar-Rāūd fī Ilm il-Fardād (the instructor in the science of inheritance-shares): the Mufassal (drawn up in sections, [fasl], a treatise on grammar) (5); the al-Mufrad wa 'l-Muwallaf (simple and compound terms), a grammatical treatise; the Anmulaj (specimen), a treatise on grammar (see de Sacy’s Anthologie grammaticale); the Ruṣūs al-Masūl (leading questions), on jurisprudence; an explanation of the verses cited in the grammar of Shbawāyī (vol. II. p. 396); the Mustaki (profound investigator), treating of the proverbs of the desert Arabs; the Samāṭ al-Arabīya (the quintessence of the Arabic language); the Sādār al-Amtree (current proverbs); the Diwān al-Tamaththul (collection of similes); the Shakāık an-Nomān fī hādāık an-Nomān (amemories, being a treatise on the merits of Abū Hanīfa] an-Nomān); the Shāfī 'l-Iyī mīn Kālām as-Shāfī (the remedy of hesitation in speech, taken from the sayings of as-Shāfiʿ); the Kīstās (balance), on prosody; the Mūj al-Hudād (lexicon of definitions (?)); the Minhāj (highway), a treatise on the fundamentals of theology (?)); the Mukaddama tal-Adāb (introduction to the philological sciences), a diwān of epistles; a diwān of poetry; the ar-Ridālta tan-Nāṣīha (epistle of good advice); Adīnā (dictations) on various branches of science, etc. He commenced the composition of his Mufassal on the first of Ramadān, A. H. 513 (December, A. D. 1119), and he finished it on the first of Muharram, A. H. 515 (March, A. D. 1121). Previously to this, he had travelled to Mekka and resided there for some time, whence he derived the title of Ījar Allah (neighbour, or client, of God), and he was designated by this appellation as by a proper name. I heard a certain shaikh say that az-Zamakhshārī had lost one of his feet, and that he walked with a wooden crutch (6). He lost it in Khowārezm, where he happened to be travelling; having encountered on his way a heavy storm of snow joined to an intense frost, his foot fell off. He carried with him a certificate attested by a great number of persons who knew the fact to be true; (this he did) lest those who were not acquainted with the real nature of the accident which had befallen him, might suppose that his foot had been cut off in punishment of some crime. The snow and frost frequently affect the extremities of the body in those regions and cause them to fall off. This is particularly the case in Kho-
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warezm, the cold being excessive in that country. I myself have seen numbers who lost the extremities of their body from that very cause; therefore the persons who have never witnessed such things should not consider them as improbable. I read in a historical work composed by a writer of later times, that, when az-Zamakhshari went to Baghdad, he had an interview with the Hanife doctor ad-Dâmaghâni (7), who asked him how he lost his foot. To this question az-Zamakhshari replied:

"Through an imprecation uttered by my mother: when a child, I caught a sparrow "

and tied a string to its leg; it escaped, however, into a hole, and, in trying to draw "

it out, I pulled its foot off with the string. My mother was so deeply grieved at "

this that she exclaimed: 'May God cut off the foot of that wretch (8) as he has "

'cut off the foot of the sparrow!'. When I reached the age at which students "

set out on their travels, I proceeded to Bokhâra in pursuit of knowledge, and "

broke my leg by a fall off the animal which I was riding. The results of this "

'accident were so grave, that amputation became necessary.' Almighty God best "

knows which of these statements is true! Az-Zamakhshari publicly professed the "

opinions of the Motazelites, and it is related that, whenever he went to see any of "

his acquaintances, he used to have himself announced by the door-keeper as Abû "

'î-Kâsim the Motazelite. When he first composed his Kashshâf, he commenced the "

introduction of it with these words: Praise be unto God who hath created the Korân "

(9), and on being told that, if he let the passage stand so, the public would "

reject his book and no one would wish to procure it, he altered the phrase thus: "

Praise be unto God who hath established (jaala) the Koran; the verb to establish "

bearing, with them (the Motazelites), the signification of to create. The examination "

of this point would lead us, however, too far. In a great number of copies I have "

read: Praise be unto God who hath sent down (anzala) the Korân, but this is a correction "

made by other persons, not by the author. The hâfiz Abû Tahir Ahmad as-Silafî (vol. I, p. 86) addressed a letter from Alexandria to as-Zamakhshari, who was then making a devotional residence at Mekka, requesting from him a licence to teach "

his works and also the information which he had gathered from as-Zamakhshari's "

own lips. The latter returned an unsatisfactory reply, and, the following year, as-Silafî wrote to him by a pilgrim, renewing his application, and requesting a licence in the most pressing manner. Towards the conclusion of his letter, he said: "

'Let "

'not (your reverence), and may God continue to favour you! place me under the "

'necessity of renewing my application; for the distance is great, and already, last
year, you answered in a manner which did not satisfy my wishes. In ace-
ning to my request, you will lay me under a deep obligation (10).” I shall here
give a part of az-Zamakhshari’s reply, and were I not unwilling to lengthen this
article, I would give both the request and the answer: “I, amongst the illustrious
learned, am like a dim star amongst the luminaries of the heavens; like a
cloud devoid of rain compared with those of morning which cover the plains
and the hills with their fertilizing showers; like the race-horse distanced by his
competitors; like the kite among the nobler birds. To entitle a man the very
learned (al’dma) is like placing the points on the al’dma (11). Learning is a city
which none can enter but by knowledge acquired from books or oral transmission:
these are its two gates, and at either I should appear with a very slight stock of
acquirements, and (in that place) my shadow (appearance) would be even less than
that of a pebble (in the plain). As for the knowledge I have acquired from oral
transmission, I derived it from a low and shallow source (12), and it cannot be
traced up to men versed in erudition or illustrious for talent; as for the know-
ledge I have acquired from books, it is the residue of a bottle and not great
enough to reach the mouth; a slight drop, insufficient to wet the lips.” Further
on he says, mentioning at the same time the pieces of verse composed in his praise
by poets and men of talent; pieces which it is unnecessary to reproduce: “Let not
the words of such a one or of such a one respecting me lead thee into delusion,
for that proceeded from their being deceived by the varnished exterior (of my re-
putation) and from their ignorance of my foul interior; and perhaps they might
have been led into error by the good services which they saw me render to the
true believers, by my extreme condescension for those who sought instruction,
by my disinterested conduct towards them, by the kindness and the favours which
I bestowed on them, by my independent spirit which scorned worldly cares, by
my attending to my own concerns and avoiding to meddle in those of others. I
may have thus appeared a great man in their eyes, and they, being mistaken as to
my real worth, attribute to me (virtues) which I have not the slightest right to
claim. In saying this, I do not mean to depreciate my real merit nor act accor-
ding to the saying of al-Hasan al-Basri (vol. I. p. 370) who observed, in allusion to
Abū Bakr’s addressing (the Moslems) in these words: I have become your chief, but
I am not the best of you (13), that it was the duty of the true believer to depre-
ciate his own merits. (This is by no means my case); I only tell the truth to one
"who asks regarding my character and my acquirements in oral and written learning, who desires to know the masters whom I met and under whom I studied, and to appreciate the extent of my learning and the limits of my talent. I have therefore acquainted him with my real character, communicated to him the secret which I kept concealed, displayed to him all my hidden defects, and told him of my origin and rise (14). The place of my birth is an obscure village in Khowârezm, called Zamakhshar; and I heard my father, to whom God be merciful! say: 'An Arab of the desert who happened to pass by, asked the name of this place and of its chief man; having received for answer, Zamakhshar and ar-Riddâ, he observed that there was no good either in sharr (evil) or in radd (repulse), and would not go near it. I was born in the month of Rajab, 467. To God all praise is due; may the divine blessing be on Muhammad, his family, and his companions (15)!"—Such was the termination of this certificate in which az-Zamakhshari expatiated widely without returning a positive answer to as-Silâsi's request (16). I do not know if he gave him a licence at a later period. In traditional information, one person only intervened between me and az-Zamakhshari: he had given a licence to Zainab, the daughter of as-Shâri, and I received one from her, as I have already mentioned (vol. I. p. 551). Amongst the verses of az-Zamakhshari which are in general circulation, we may notice the following: speaking of them, as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156), who mentions the author in his Supplement, says: "The following lines were dictated to me from memory, at Samarkand, by Ahmad Ibn Mahmûd al-Khowârezmi, who stated that they had been recited to him at Khowârezm by az-Zamakhshari as his own:"

Tell Soda that we want her not; and that she need not borrow the large eyes of the gazelles (to tempt us still). For we now bound our desires to one whose eyes are narrow (17), and God will reward those who bound their desires. She (whom I love) is fair (18) and scornful; but I have never yet found, in this world, pure enjoyment, unmixed with pain. Never shall I forget the time when I courted her near the meadow, on the bank of the lake which received the waterfall: "Bring me a rose," said I, meaning the rose of her cheeks; but she understood me not and answered: "Wait for me; in the twinkling of an eye I will bring it."—"Nay," I replied, "I cannot wait."—"There is no rose here," said she, "except these cheeks."—"Tis well," said I, "what you have there will do."

In an elegy on the death of Abû Modar Mansûr, the (grammatician) above-mentioned, he said:

She said: "What pearls (tears) are those which fall in two lines from your eyes?" I re-
plied: "These are the pearls (maxims) with which Abû Modar filled my ears and which now fall from my eyes."

This is similar to the following, by the kâdi Abû Bakr al-Arrajâni (vol. I. p. 134): as they were contemporaries, I am unable to say which of them borrowed the thought from the other:

I wept, merely on hearing the news of their departure whispered to me by one who bade me adieu. Those (tears) are the pearls which they deposited in my ears, and which I now pour forth from my eyes.

These verses are taken from a long and brilliant kasâda. The following piece, attributed to al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil (vol. II. p. 111), contains a similar idea:

Bestow not on me a second glance; the first sufficed to repay my love. I have words of yours treasured in my heart; never shall I deny the treasure which love confided to my care. Receive now in drops from my eyes those treasures which you deposited in my ears.

Amongst the passages from other poets which he has cited in the Kashshâf, he introduces the following, in his commentary on these words of the sûrat of the Cow: God is not ashamed to propose any parable whatsoever; a gnat, or an object surpassing it (lillleness) (Korân, sûrat 2, verse 24):

O thou who seest the gnat spread its wings in the darkness of the gloomy night, who observes the veins in its neck and the marrow in those slender bones,—pardon a servant who hath repented of the faults committed in his youth.

A man of talent who recited these lines to me in Aleppo, told me that az-Za-makhshari had given directions that they should be inscribed on his own tomb. The same person then recited to me the verses which follow, and informed me that the author designed them for his own epitaph:

Almighty God! here, in the bosom of the earth, I have become thy guest; and the rights of the guest are acknowledged by every generous host. As a gift of hospitality, bestow on me the pardon of my sins; the gift is great, but great is thy hospitality.

A friend of mine mentioned to me that he found the following lines inscribed, at Sawâkin, on the tomb of Aziz ad-Dawlat Rîhân, the prince of that island:

Know, O men! that death hindered me from obtaining the object of my hopes. Let that
man who hath the power of acting, before the arrival of death, fear the Lord. I am not the only person brought to this state; all shall be brought to the same state as mine.

Az-Zamakhshari was born on Wednesday, the 27th of Rajab, A. H. 467 (18th March, A. D. 1075), at Zamakhshar, and he died on the 9th of Zu’l-Hijja, A. H. 538 (13th June, A. D. 1144), at Jurjâniya, in Khawarezm, subsequently to his return from Mekka. An elegy composed on his death contained the following line:

The land of Mekka drops tears from its eyes through grief for the departure of Jâr Allah Mahmûd.

Zamakhshar is a large village in Khawarezm. Jurjâniya is the capital of Khawarezm; Yakût al-Hamawi says, in his Kitâb al-Buldan: "This city is called Korân, 'âdaj in the language of the inhabitants, but this name has been ...icized into 'Jurjâniya. It is situated on the bank of the Jaihûn (Oxus) (19)."

1. Literally: And the saddle-bags were tied (on, to go) unto him on account of his branches (of science). The tying on of saddle-bags is a very usual expression.

2. This is a very vague title; it may signify: 1st, the simple and compound propositions; 2ndly, the simple and compound numerals (see de Sacy’s grammar, second edition, t. I. p. 417); 3rdly, the simple and compound proper names.

3. Some copies of this work are in the Bibliothèque impériale. It is a large collection of anecdotes, classed according to their subjects.

4. Perhaps historical facts and anecdotes which leave a lasting impression on the mind.

5. I discovered two copies of this excellent grammatical treatise in the Bibliothèque impériale. The Arabic text has since been printed at Christiania, in 1859, by Mr. Broch.

6. Or perhaps: With a wooden leg. The word جانم has been already rendered by crutch, in the first volume of this work, page 547, but it does not occur in our dictionaries.

7. Abû Jaäfar Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad ad-Dâmaghâni, a jurisconsult of the Hanifite sect, acted for some time as khâṣṣ of al-Karakh (the suburb of Baghdad).Having resigned his office, he cast aside the taẖlîda, (doctor’s hood or scarf), and entered into the service of the khâlîf as chamberlain (haḏîbat). He was of a noble and generous character, and an able statesman. He died A. H. 518 (A. D. 1124-5).—(Nujîm.)

8. The word أبيض, the superlative of أبيض, is frequently employed with the sense of accursed wretch.

9. According to the orthodox Moslem doctrine, the Korân is the uncreated, or eternal, word of God. The Mutaṣélites taught the contrary.

10. Literally: And to him (to you) in return for that (may there be) an ample recompense.

11. To understand this, it must be recollected that certain official papers must receive the sultan's alâma before they can be considered as valid. The alâma consists in a short phrase or motto written in large characters on the document. As each prince has a particular alâma which he never changes, every person knows it and can read it at first sight, even though the diacritical points, so essential in Arabic writing, be omitted,
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as is usually the case. Az-Zamakhshari here means to say that alldama (the very learned) is as vain an addition to a man's name as the points are to an alldama; if the man be really learned, every one knows it, and the title is needless.—As-Silafl had evidently styled him the very learned in the address of the letter and this title az-Zamakhshari, with affected modesty, disclaims.

(13) Literally: It is recent in origin and inferior in authority.
(13) Abu Bakr's address to the Moslems is given in Kosegarten's Tabari, part I. p. 24.
(14) Literally: Of my seed and of my tree.
(15) M. Hamaker has given the text of Ibn Khalilikân's notice on az-Zamakhshari, with a Latin translation and learned notes, in his Specimen Catalogi MSS. Lusit. Bat. In some cases he appears to have adopted false readings, and the manner in which he has rendered this letter is by no means satisfactory.
(16) Ibn Khalilikân should have informed us what impression this singular letter left on as-Silafl's mind. Az-Zamakhshari, in a tone of the deepest modesty, affects to disclaim every title to learning and renown, whilst he very adroitly enumerates his own merits and cites all the poems composed in his honour. I suspect that this ironical production imposed equally upon the simplicity of as-Silafl and of our author.
(17) This perhaps means: one who closes her eyes as if to sleep.
(18) Here all the pronouns and adjectives which refer to the beloved are in the masculine gender. Throughout Islamism, from India to Spain, an extreme corruption of morals prevailed among the higher classes, the doctors of the law and the poets. Az-Zamakhshari himself appears to have followed the current.
(19) A complete and elegant edition of az-Zamakhshari's Kaishaf, accompanied with the kornic text, has been printed at Calcutta, in 1836, by Mr. Nassau Lees. It forms two large volumes in-4o.

ABU TALIB AL-KADI 'L-ISPAHANI.

Abû Tālib Mahmûd Ibn Ali Ibn Abî Tâlib Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Abî 'r-Rajâ al-Tamimi al-Ispahâni (a member of the tribe of Tamîm and a native of Ispâhân), generally known by the appellation of al-Kâdi and the author of a Tartka, or system of controversy, studied jurisprudence under Muhammad Ibn Yahya the martyr (vol. II. p. 628). He excelled in controversy and composed on that art a taqalqa (vol. II. p. 28) which attested his eminent talent, his skill in the investigation of truth, and his superiority over nearly all his rivals. This work, in which he combined (the principles of) jurisprudence with (their) demonstration, became the text-book of professors in their lessons on controversy, and those who did not refer to it were
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only prevented from doing so by the inability of their mind to seize on its subtle reasonings. Great numbers studied with profit under his tuition, and obtained high reputation as men of learning. He possessed the highest abilities as a preacher and was versed in many sciences. He taught for some time at Isphān, and died in the month of Shawwāl, A. H. 585 (Nov.-Dec. A. D. 1189).

MAHMUD IBN SUBUKTIKIN.

Abū 'l-Kāsim Mahmūd, the son of Nāṣir ad-Dawlat Abū Mansūr Subuktīkin, bore at first, the surname of Saif ad-Dawlat (sword of the empire), but, on being nominated to the sultanate, after the death of his father, by the imām (khalif) al-Kādir billah, he received from him the titles of Yāmin ad-Dawlat (the right hand of the empire) and Amin al-Milla (the syndic of the commonwealth). It was by these appellations that he continued to be known. His father Subuktīkin arrived at Bukhāra in the reign of Nūh Ibn Mansūr, one of those Samanide kings of whom we have spoken in the life of Abū Bakr Muhammad ar-Rāzī the physician (p. 311 of this vol.), to which city he had accompanied Abū Ishak Alptikīn (1), as grand chamberlain. He was the main director of all Alptikīn's affairs, and his intelligence and decision of character led the great officers of the empire to prognosticate his future elevation. When Alptikīn went to replace his father as governor of Ghazna, the emir Subuktīkin accompanied him as chief of his staff and grand chamberlain. Alptikīn died soon after his arrival, and, as none of his relations were capable of replacing him, the people felt the necessity of chosing a ruler. After some debates, they agreed to confer the command on the emir Subuktīkin, and, having engaged their fealty towards him, they acknowledged his authority. When his power was solidly established, he began to make hostile inroads across the frontiers of India, and he took a great number of fortresses in that country. Numerous combats, too long to relate, were fought between him and the Hindoos, and a short period sufficed to increase the extent of his empire, form a mighty army, replenish his coffers, and vol. III.
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fill every soul with the terror of his name. One of his conquests was the territory of Bust, and amongst the prisoners who then fell into his power was Abû 'l-Fath Ali Ibn Muhammad al-Busti, the poet of whom we have already spoken (vol. II. p. 314) and who was then secretary to Bâh Tûz (2), the king of that country. Al-Busti entered into the service of Subuktikîn and became his prime minister and confident; but the history of these events would lead us too far. The emir Subuktikîn at length fell sick at Balkh, to which city he had proceeded from Tûs, and, feeling a longing desire of again seeing Ghazna, he set out for that place, ill as he was, and died on the way, in the month of Shaâbân, A. H. 387 (Aug.-Sept. A. D. 997). His body was placed in a coffin and carried to Ghazna. A number of contemporary poets composed elegies on his death, and the following lines were pronounced on the same subject by his secretary Abû 'l-Fath al-Busti:

On the death of Naṣir ad-Dîn wa 'd-Dawlat (the champion of religion and of the state),
I said: "May the Lord receive him with honour! The empire which he founded totters to its fall! it is thus, thus, that the day of judgment will arrive (unforeseen)!
"

Some time after his death, a man of talent passed by the palace and, perceiving it much dilapidated, pronounced these lines:

On thee, solitary dwelling! may God bestow his benediction! thou hast unconsciously awakened in my bosom feelings of affection long dormant. A month ago, I saw thee quite new; alas! I did not think that the vicissitudes of time could ruin these abodes within a month!

The emir Subuktikîn nominated for successor his son Ismail and recommended to his protection his other sons and the rest of his family. The grand chamberlains and the principal generals of the army having embraced the cause of the new sovereign and acknowledged his authority, he took his seat on the throne of the sultanate, issued his mandates and examined the state of the public treasury. Whilst Ismail was thus exercising his power at Ghazna, his brother, the sultan Mahmûd, wrote to him from Balkh in Khorâshân, on receiving intelligence of his father's death. In this document, which was drawn up in a very conciliatory style, he said:
"My father appointed you as his successor and preferred you to myself, because you were with him and I did not happen to be near him when he died; had I been there, he would not have done so. It is therefore our interest to share his
“wealth between us as an inheritance and that you remain at Ghazna, where you 
are, whilst I govern Khorásán. In this agreement we shall find our mutual ad-
vantage and frustrate the hopes of our enemies. On the contrary, if the people 
discover that dissensions have arisen between us, their respect for us will be dimi-
nished.” Ismail refused acceding to this proposal, and, being of a weak and easy 
temper, he yielded to the turbulence of the soldiery and emptied his treasuries to sa-
tisfy their exorbitant demands. Mahmúd then set-out for Herát and wrote again to 
his brother, but his efforts only served to augment Ismail’s false security. Having 
succeeded in obtaining the support of his uncle Beghrájuk and of his brother Abú 
’l-Muzaffar Násir Ibn Subuktíkín, who was then governing the province of Bust and 
who hastened to obey his orders and follow him, he felt that with these allies he could 
holdly undertake to attack his brother Ismail in Ghazna. Having laid siege to the city 
at the head of an immense army, he carried it after a severe conflict. Ismail, being 
forced to take refuge in the citadel, appealed to the clemency of his brother Mahmúd 
and, having obtained his pardon, he surrendered to the conqueror and delivered up 
the keys of his treasures. The sultan Mahmúd then proceeded to Balkh, after leav-
ing some experienced officers as his lieutenants at Ghazna. Subsequently to his 
conquest, he had a friendly interview with his brother Ismail, and said to him: 
“What would you have done to me, had I fallen into your power?” The captive 
prince being then excited by wine, replied with his usual sincerity: “I should have 
sent you to a castle and provided you abundantly with whatever you required; with 
“a dwelling, pages, female slaves, and sufficient means for your support.” Mah-
múd immediately resolved on treating him in the same manner; and, having sent him 
off to a fortress, he ordered the governor to furnish the prisoner with whatever he de-
sired. When the sultan Mahmúd had fully established his authority, he encountered 
in battle and defeated some of the lieutenants whom the Samanide sultan of Trans-
oxiana had established in different parts of Khorásán. The province of Khowárezm 
was thus detached from the Samanide empire in the year 389 (A. D. 999), and 
passed under the domination of Mahmúd. His power being now consolidated, the 
imán (khalif) al-Kádir billah sent him the imperial robe and conferred on him the 
titles mentioned towards the beginning of this article. Seated on the throne of the 
empire, with the emirs of Khorásán drawn up in a double line before him to do 
homage and testify their respect, Mahmúd authorised them to sit down, after having 
given public audience. He then engaged with them in friendly conversation and
bestowed on all of them and on his pages, the officers of his court, his favorites and his servants, an incredible quantity of pelisses and valuable presents. The whole authority being now in his hands, and the provinces of the empire being completely united under his sway, he imposed on himself the duty of making every year an expedition into India. In the year 393 (A. D. 1002-3), he obtained possession of Sijistân, without striking a blow; the generals and governors who commanded there having consented to acknowledge his authority. He still continued to pursue his conquests in India, and he carried his arms into regions which the banner of Islamism had never yet reached, and where no sûrat nor verse of the Korân had ever been chanted before. Having purified that country from the filth of polytheism, he built in it numerous mosques and places of prayer; but the history of these proceedings would lead us too far. On achieving the conquest of India, he wrote to the court of Baghdad (ad-Dîwan al-Ârif) a letter in which he enumerated the cities of that country which God had subdued by means of his arms, and mentioned that he had broken the idol called Sûmenât: "According to the Hindoos," said he, "this idol giveth life, inflicts death, worketh what it willeth, and decideth what it pleaseth: if it feel inclined, it cureth every malady, and it sometimes happened, to their eternal misery, that sick pilgrims, on visiting it, were cured by the goodness of the air and by exercise; this increaseth their delusion, and crowds come to it on foot and on horseback from distant countries: if they obtain not the healing of their maladies, they attribute it to their sins, and say: 'He that does not serve him faithfully, meriteth not from him an answer.' They believe in transmigration, and pretend that the souls, on quitting the bodies, assemble near this idol, and are born again in whatever bodies it pleaseth. They believe also that the ebb and flow of the sea are the signs by which that element adores it. In consequence of these opinions, they go in pilgrimage to it from distant countries and from every deep valley; they offer it presents of the highest value, and there is not in the countries of India and Sind, though widely separated by distance and by religion, a king or a subject who hath not given to this idol the most precious portion of his wealth: hence, the wakfs (§) settled on it consisted in ten thousand considerable villages of those countries, and its treasury was filled with all kinds of riches. It was served by one thousand bramins; three hundred youths and five hundred females sang and danced at its gate, and each individual of these classes received a fixed sum out of the wakfs settled on the idol." The Muslim
army was separated from the fortress containing this false divinity by a desert of thirty days' journey, notorious for want of water and the difficulty of its roads, which were frequently covered by the sands. The sultan Mahmūd having selected thirty thousand horsemen out of his numerous army and spent an immense sum on their equipment, marched with them against the fortress, which they found to be strongly fortified. After a siege of three days, they carried it and entered into the house of the idol. Around its throne, they remarked a great number of idols, made of gold and ornamented with every variety of precious stones. According to the Hindoos, these were angels. The Moslems burned the idol, and found in its ears upwards of thirty rings. Mahmūd asked the people the meaning of those rings, and was informed that each of them represented one thousand years of adoration; believing, as they did, in the eternity of the world, they pretended that their idol had been worshipped during more than thirty thousand years, and that a ring was placed in its ear at the expiration of each thousand years' worship. The details on this subject would lead us however too far. Our šāikh Ibn al-Athīr (vol. II. p. 288) states in his History, under the year 414, that a king of one of the fortresses in India made him (Mahmūd) a great number of presents, one of which was a bird in the form of a dove, the eyes of which watered when poisoned food was served at table. This water, on flowing out, changed into stone, which, when rubbed and applied to the widest wounds, healed them up.—The learned Abū Nasr Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Jabbār al-Othī composed on the life of Mahmūd a celebrated work, called al-Yamṭni. Towards the commencement of this history he says: "He reigned over the East and its two extremities; over the bosom of the universe and its two arms; and that for the purpose of ranging the fourth climate, with the contiguous portions of the third and the fifth, under the rule of his empire;—of getting its ample kingdoms and extended states into the grasp of his possession;—of reducing its emirs and grandees with royal titles under his sway as tributaries;—of making them take refuge from the strokes of fortune under the shade of his empire and his government;—of humbling the monarchs of the earth before his might;—of filling them with the dread of his majesty;—of making them apprehend the suddenness of his attacks, though distant their abodes, and despite the intervention of mountains and valleys;—of forcing the Hindoos to hide in the bosom of the earth at the mention of his name, and of making them shudder before the blasts coming from his country;—for, from the time of his quitting the cradle and leaving the
"breast,—from the moment that speech undid the knot of his tongue and that he
"could express his thoughts without the aid of signs, he occupied his tongue
"with prayer and with the Korân, enflamed his soul with the love of the sword and
"the spear, extended his ambition towards the highest aims, and fixed his wishes
"on the governing of the universe. With his companions, his sports were serious,
"his toils incessant; grieving over that of which he had no knowledge till he knew
"it well, sad before difficulties till he smoothed them by main force (6)."—The
Imâm al-Haramain (vol. II. p. 120) mentions, in his work entitled Mughîth al-Khalk
fi Ikhtiîr al-Âhakk (assister of God's creatures in the selection of what is fittest), that
the sultan Mahmûd followed the rite of the imâm Abû Hanîfa, and, being zealously
devoted to the study of the Traditions, the shaitâhs used to teach them in his pre-
sence and expound to him their meaning when required. Perceiving that the greater
part of those sayings agreed (in their prescriptions) with the doctrines of the imâm
as-Shafi (vol. II. p. 569), he conceived doubts (respecting the excellence of the rite
which he professed) and convoked in Marw a meeting of Shafiîe and Hanîfi juris-
consults for the purpose of obtaining their opinion on the relative merits of the two
systems. These doctors agreed that a prayer of two rakas should be said in the
presence of the sultan, first according to the rite of as-Shafi and then according to
the rite of Abû Hanîfa, so that he might examine and reflect, and choose that which
was the better. These prayers were said by al-Kaffâl al-Marwazi (vol. II. p. 26), who
commenced by a complete purification and the fulfilment of all the conditions re-
quisible (for the validity of the prayer), such as the purification, the sutra (7), and the
turning towards the kibla: he then proceeded with the main points (arkân), the pos-
tures (hiyât), the consecrated usages (sunan), the acts prescribed by decorum (ddâb),
and those imposed as obligations (farâdîd), accomplishing them all fully and per-
fectly; this being the only manner of prayer authorised by as-Shafi. He then com-
menced a prayer of two rakas such as was allowed by Abû Hanîfa, and, having clothed
himself in the curried skin of a dog (8), and daubed one fourth of his body with
an impure matter (9), he made an ablution with date wine (10); (being in the heart
of summer and in the country, he was soon surrounded by flies and gnats;) after
performing the ablution in the contrary way (11), he turned towards the kibla and
began the prayer without having manifested the intention of doing so whilst making
the purification (12); he then pronounced the takbîr in Persian, after which he read
this verse of the Korân in Persian: Du bergek sebz (13) and stooped his head to the
ground twice, like a cock picking up corn (14), without leaving any interval between these motions and without making the prostration; he next pronounced the profession of faith (tashahhud) and finished by breaking wind backwards (15), without even marking the intention of pronouncing the salutation. "Such," said he, "O sultan! is Abū Hanīfa's mode of prayer." The prince replied: "If it be not so, I shall put you to death, for no religious man would authorise such a prayer." The Hanifite doctors denied it to be their master's, on which al-Kaffāl ordered Abū Hanīfa's books to be brought in, and the sultan directed a Christian scribe to read aloud the system of each imām. It was then found that the mode of prayer as represented by al-Kaffāl was really authorised by Abū Hanīfa; and the sultan abandoned the Hanifite rite for that of as-Shāfi'i. So far the Imām al-Haramain.—The sultan Mahmūd was distinguished for his meritorious acts and the virtue of his conduct. His birth took place on the 9th of Muharram, A. H. 361 (Nov. A. D. 971), and he died in the month of the second Rabi, or on the 11th of Safar, A. H. 421 (April, A. D. 1030), at Ghazna. Some place his death in the year 422. His son Muhammad, whom he had designated as his successor, then mounted the throne, and united in his favour the vows of all classes by a prodigal distribution of donations. When he had established his power, he received an embassy from his brother Abū Said Masūd, who happened to be absent when their father died and had then set out from Naisāpūr. The courage of Masūd and his highly dignified bearing gained him the hearts of the people, and, as he pretended that the imām al-Kādir billah had invested him with the government of Khorāsān and conferred on him the title of an-Nāsir li-Dīn illah (the champion of God's religion) with the pelisse, the collar, and the bracelets, he succeeded in forming a strong party, whilst his brother Muhammad neglected the administration of the state and plunged into a life of pleasure. The troops, having at length resolved on dethroning him and transferring the supreme authority to Masūd, arrested Muhammad and imprisoned him in a fortress. The emir Masūd then obtained possession of the kingdom, and had numerous encounters, too long to relate, with the Seljūkides. In the life of al-Motamid Ibn Abbād we have related the dream concerning Masūd (16), and to that article we refer the reader. He was slain in the year 430 (A. D. 1038-9) (17), and his empire fell into the possession of the Seljūkides. Of these events we have already given a sketch in the life of Toghrul Bek, the Seljūkide (p. 224 of this vol.), and related Masūd's conduct towards them, with the manner in which he conquered the em-
Ibn Khallikan's

pire.—Pronounce 'Subuktikân.'—The words du bergek sezb signify two (small) green leaves, and this is the meaning of the word mudhâmmatân which occurs in the Korân (18).

(1) Who was general of the armies of Khorsâdân, according to the historian al-Othî, in his Yamînî.
(2) or Pîdî Tûs, according to the MS. of al-Othî.
(3) Korân, sôrat 23, verse 28.
(4) See vol. I. p. 49.
(5) See p. 266 of this volume, note (17), where, in some copies, the title of al-Othî's work is incorrectly transcribed al-Yamani. The Bibliothèque impériale possesses two ancient and excellent MSS. of the Yamînî. It is with shreds and scraps of this work that Ibn Khallikan has composed the greater part of the present article.
(6) This is not an unfair specimen of al-Othî's inflated style. The whole book is written in the same strain.
(7) The sôtra means any object put up before a person engaged in prayer, so as to prevent others from intruding on his devotions; it may be a stone, a pillow, a spear, a sabre, a lamp, etc.
(8) According to the Hanîfite doctrine, the tanned skin of every animal, except the hog, is pure.—(See d'Ohsson's Tab. gén. de l'Emp. Oth. tome II. p. 51.)
(9) The excrements of every animal not fit for food invalidate the prayer, if they cover more than one-fourth of the body, or of the dress, or of the oratory.—(Hanîfite doctrine, in d'Ohsson tome II. p. 9.)
(10) The expressed juice of every plant and fruit is impure, except the juice of the date (nabda), says Abd Hanîfâ. A tradition on this matter is set forth in the Mishkat al-Masbîth, translation of Matthews, vol. I. p. 108.
(11) The regular mode of making the ablution will be found in d'Ohsson, tome II. p. 14.
(12) See on the niya or intention, what d'Ohsson says in his Tab. gén. tome II. p. 75.
(13) These words mean two green leaves. They are a very inadequate translation of the word مهدانثان, which alone forms the 64th verse of the 55th sôrat of the Korân. The final k of bergek I suppose to be the sign of the diminutive. In the Hanîfite law-books, it is laid down that at least three verses of the Korân should be recited during the prayer. Perhaps Abd Hanîfâ may have said that three words of it sufficed. The Sha'îfites do not admit the validity of the prayer in which the passages of the Korân are pronounced in any other language than Arabic.
(14) This is however condemned by Muhammed (see Matthew's Miskhdî, vol I. p. 186) and by the Hanîfites themselves (see d'Ohsson, tome II. p. 89).
(15) Had the prayer not been already finished, this alone would have rendered it invalid.—In the Nazm al-Jumđn, a treatise on the Hanîfite sect by Ibn Dokmâk, MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, No. 741, fol. 138, will be found a refutation of this anecdote. The author attributes to the Sha'îfites the ridiculous form of prayer which gave such scandal to the sultan, who, says he, was induced by their unfair conduct to become a Hanîfite. He mentions there that Yamîn ad-Dawiat composed a treatise on Hanîfite jurisprudence, entitled Kitâb al-Tafîrd, a work which bears a high reputation in Ghaznâ, India, and Sind. Ibn Dokmâk's refutation does not appear to me conclusive. The MS. in question is in the handwriting of the author.
(16) This anecdote is not to be found in any of our MSS.
(17) In 432, according to Abd 'l-Fedâ and Ibn al-Athîr.
(18) Mudhâmmatân signifies two gardens of a dark green colour.
MAHMUD THE SELJUKIDE.

Abû 'l-Kâsim Mahmûd Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak Shâh Ibn Alp Arslân as-Seljûki, surnamed Mughith ad-Dîn (assister of religion), was one of the most illustrious monarchs of the Seljûk dynasty. We have already spoken of his father (p. 232 of this vol.) and some of his relatives, and, in the sequel, we shall notice his grandfather and other members of the same family. In the life of al-Azîz (Azîz ad-Dîn) Abû Nasr Ahmad Ibn Hâmid al-Ispahâni (vol. I. p. 170), the uncle of the kâdhîm Imâd ad-Dîn (p. 300 of this vol.), we have mentioned some facts concerning him. Abû 'l-Kâsim Mahmûd obtained the sultanate on the death of his father, and, on Friday, the 23rd of Muharram, A. H. 512 (May, A. D. 1118), in the khilafate of al-Mustazhir billah, prayers were offered up for him in the city of Baghdad, according to the custom (of that court) with regard to the Seljûk monarchs. He had then attained the age of puberty, was full of liveliness and intelligence, and well versed in Arabic; he knew by heart a great quantity of poetry and proverbs; in history and biography he displayed considerable acquirements and he manifested a strong predilection for men of learning and virtue. The poet Hais-Bais (vol. I. p. 559) went from Irâk for the purpose of seeing him, and celebrated his praises in the well-known kastûda rhyming in d, which begins thus.

Unsaddle the camels, now emaciated and submissive to the rein, and let them feed; long has been thy nocturnal march, and the deserts complain under the heavy tread of thy caravan. O you who travel by night! fear no longer sterility or danger; (here) the shrubs are tender and the sultan is Mahmûd. By the awe which he inspires, extremes, as I am told, are united; and, in the narrow path leading to the fountain, the sheep and the wolf walk together.

For this long and brilliant poem he received from the sultan an ample recompense. Mahmûd married successively the two daughters of his uncle, the sultan Sinjâr (vol. I. p. 600), as we have already mentioned in the life of al-Azîz al-Ispahâni. Towards the end of his reign, the empire was much enfeebled and its revenues were so greatly reduced that, one day, being unable to furnish the necessary funds to the brewer (of the palace), he ordered some of the (empty) treasure-chests to be given him, that he might sell them and purchase what he required. A
short time before his death, Mahmûd went to Baghdad, and on his return, he fell sick on the way. His malady having increased in violence, he died on Thursday, the 15th of Shawwâl, A. H. 525 (10th September, A. D. 1131). Ibn al-Azрак al-Fârîki (1) states, in his History, that he died on the 15th of Shawwâl, A. H. 524, at the very gate of Ispahân. He was buried in that city and had for successor his brother Toghrul Bek. This prince died A. H. 527, and his brother Masûd succeeded to the throne. We shall give his life. Muhammad Shâh, the son of Mahmûd Ibn Muhammad, was the same who besieged Baghdad with Zain ad-Dîn Abû 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn Baktîkîn, the prince of Arbela, in the year 552 (A. D. 1157), or 553, according to the statement made by our shâikh Ibn al-Athîr (vol. II. p. 288), in his lesser historical work, entitled al-Atâbekî (2). Muhammad Shâh died in the month of Zu 'l-Hijja, A. H. 554 (Dec.-Jan. A. D. 1159-60). We have marked the date of Zain ad-Dîn's death in our article on his son Muzaffar ad-Dîn, prince of Arbela (vol. II. p. 535). Muhammad Shah died outside the walls of Hamadân; he was born in the month of the latter Rabi, A. H. 522 (April-May, A. D. 1128).

(1) See farther on, in the life of Masûd as-Saljûki.
(2) This is a history of the Atâbeks of Mosul.

AL-MALIK AL-AADIL NUR AD-DIN.

Abû 'l-Kâsim Mahmûd, surnamed al-Malik al-Aâdil (the just prince) Nûr ad-Dîn (light of religion), was the son of Imâd ad-Dîn Zînki (vol. I. p. 539), the son of Ak-Sunkur (vol. I. p. 225). On the death of his father at the siege of Kalat Jaabar, he was serving under his orders, and Salâh ad-Dîn Muhammad Ibn Aiyûb al-Yaghîsâni (vol. I. p. 540), having then passed into his service, he marched with the Syrian army to Aleppo and occupied that city the same year, whilst his brother Saif ad-Dîn Ghâzi (vol. II. p. 440) took possession of the city and province of Mosul. On the
third of Safar, A. H. 549 (April, A. D. 1154), Nur ad-Din laid siege to Damascus, which was then under the rule of Mujir ad-Din Abu Salih Abek, the son of Jamal ad-Din Muhammad, the son of Taj al-Mulk Bur, the son of Zahir ad-Din Toghtikin, the atbek of the prince Dukak (1), the son of Tutush, and, on Sunday, the 9th of the same month, he occupied the city and gave Emessa to Mujir ad-Din Abek in exchange. He subsequently deprived Abek of Emessa and bestowed on him the town of Balis. Abek removed thither, and after residing there for some time, he proceeded to Baghdad, in the reign of the idam al-Muktafi (li amr illah), and obtained from that khalif a pension for his support. The atbek Moin ad-Din (Aner) Ibn Abd Allah was an enfranchised slave of Toghtikin (vol. I. p. 274), Abek’s great-grandfather. Nur ad-Din then subdued the other cities of Syria, such as Hamat and Baalbek, of which he rebuilt the walls, and he occupied the places intervening between those two capitals and Manbej, of which he also obtained possession. He took besides a number of fortresses on the frontiers of Asia Minor, such as Marash and Bahasna, the former in the month of Zu ’l-Kaada, A. H. 568 (June-July, A. D. 1173), and the latter in Zu ’l-Hijja of the same year (July-Aug.). Towards the end of the month of Ramadân, A. H. 559 (August, A. D. 1164), he had reduced Haram, in the country (under the domination) of the Franks and taken besides upwards of fifty fortresses, amongst which were Azaz and Baniyas. He then sent the emir Asad ad-Din Shirkah (vol. I. p. 626) three times into Egypt, and in the third, the sultan Salih ad-Din, whom he established as lieutenant in that country, had Nur ad-Din’s name struck on the coinage and pronounced in the public prayer (khotba). Of this event we need not enter into further particulars, as we give a fuller account of it in our notice on the sultan Salih ad-Din. Nur ad-Din was a just monarch, pious and devout, a strict observer of the law, partial to virtuous men, a firm champion in the cause of God, and indefatigable in works of charity. He built colleges in all the great cities of Syria, such as Damascus, Aleppo, Hamat, Emessa, Baalbek, Manbej, and ar-Rahaba, as we have already stated in the life of Sharaf ad-Din Ibn Abi Ustrun (vol. II. p. 33): in Mosul he erected the mosque (called, after him) al-Jami an-Nuri; in Hamat, another, the same which stands on the bank of the Orontes; in Edessa, another; in Manbej, another; and in Damascus, an hospital and a Tradition school (dar al-Hadith). His merits, monuments, and glorious deeds surpass description. On account of the proximity of their respective states, a number of letters and conferences passed between him and Abu ’l-Hasan Sinan Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Muham-
mad, surnamed Râshid ad-Dîn, lord of the Ismailian fortresses, chief of the Bâtunites of Syria, and the person from whom the Sinânian sect took its name. At one time, Nur ad-Dîn was under the necessity of writing him a threatening letter, to which he received from Sinân the following answer, in verse and prose:

"O you who threaten us with the stroke of the sword! may my power never rise again if once overthrown by you! A pigeon dares to threaten the hawk! the hyenas of the desert are roused against the lions! You stop the mouth of the serpent with your finger; let the pain which has befallen your finger suffice you.

"We have examined your letter in sum and in detail, and have well appreciated the words and deeds with which it threatens us. Admire the fly buzzing at the ear of the elephant! and the gnat which is counted as an emblem (of littleness) (2)! Already, before you, other people have held a similar discourse, but we hurled destruction upon them, and they had none to assist them! Do you mean to oppose the truth and uphold falsehood? They who act perversely shall know the fate which awaits them! As for your words, that you will cut off my head and tear my fortresses from the firm mountains which sustain them, know that these are delusive thoughts, vain imaginations; for the substance is not destroyed by the disparition of its accidents, neither is the soul dissolved by the maladies of the body. How wide the difference between strong and weak, between noble and vile! But, to return to things external and sensible from things internal and intellectual, (we shall say that) we have an example in the blessed Prophet, by whom were pronounced these words: 'Never was a prophet afflicted as I have been;' and you well know what befel his race, his family, and followers. Circumstances have not changed; things are not altered; and praise be unto God in the beginning and the end! inasmuch as we are the oppressed, not the oppressors, the offended, not the offenders; but, when the truth cometh, falsehood disappears, for falsehood fleeteth away! You well know our external state, the character of our men, the sort of food for which they long, and for which they offer themselves to the abyss of death. Say: wish then for death if you speak true. But they will never wish for it on account of what their hands have already wrought, and God well knoweth the perverse (3). In a common and current proverb it is said: Is a goose to be threatened with (being cast into) the river? Prepare therefore a tunic against misfortune and a cloak against affliction; for evils of your..."
"own doing shall prevail against you; you shall feel convinced that they proceeded
from yourself, and that you were like the animal which scraped with his hoof
till it found its death (4), and like him who cut off his nose with his own hand.
To effect this will not be difficult for God." I transcribed this epistle from a copy
in the handwriting of al-Kádí 'l-Fâdîl (vol. II. p. 111), but, in another copy of the
same document, I found the following additional passage: "When you have
read this our letter, expect to see us and be prepared; read also the commencement
of the Bee and the end of Sâd (5)."—The truth is that this letter was addressed to
the sultan Salâh ad-Dîn Ibn Yûsuf Ibn Aiyûb.—In other copies, I found the follow-
wing verse joined to those given above:

Let men beware of an event dreadful by its terrors, an event which I never heard that any
dare await.

Another time, when a coldness arose between them, Sinân wrote him the follo-
wing lines:

By our means you obtained this empire, so that your house was rooted in it, and its columns
were exalted; yet you shoot at us an arrow fashioned by ourselves; it grew in our own plan-
tations, and with us it received its point.

Of Nûr ad-Dîn's conduct we shall only say, that it was adorned by many merito-
rious deeds. His birth took place on Sunday, the 17th of Shawwâl, A. H. 511
(11th February, A. D. 1118), at the hour of sunrise, and he died of a quinsy, on
Wednesday, the 11th of Shawwâl, A. H. 569 (15th May, A. D. 1174), in the cita-
del of Damascus. His physicians advised blood-letting, but he refused, and such
was the awe which he inspired, that none dared to expostulate with him. He was
buried in the apartment of the citadel which served him as a sitting-room and a
bed-chamber. His corpse was subsequently removed to a mausoleum erected in the
college which he had founded near the entrance of the Sûk al-Khawwâsîn (the bazar
of the workers in palm-leaves). I heard a number of the Damascus people say that
prayers offered up at his tomb received their fulfilment, and, having wished to prove
the fact, I found it to be true. Our shaikh Izz ad-Dîn Abû 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn al-Athîr
(vol. II. p. 288) says, in his great historical work, the Kâmîl, under the year 558,
that Nûr ad-Dîn having encamped, that year, in al-Bukaiya (the little plain) at the
foot of Hisn al-Akrâd (6), with the intention of besieging that fortress and then
marching against Tripoli, a great number of Franks assembled and attacked him one day, unexpectedly, without giving the Moslims sufficient time to prepare for the encounter. His troops were put to flight, but he succeeded in making his escape. This combat is generally designated as the Combat of al-Bukaiya. Having halted at the lake of Kadas, near Emessa, at the distance of about four parasangs from the Franks, he sent to Aleppo and other cities for large sums of money, which enabled him to recruit his army. He then returned against the enemy and fully avenged his defeat. One of his companions having, at that time, observed to him that he might advantageously apply to his own use, under the present circumstances, the numerous pensions, alms, and gifts allowed to the jurisconsults, the šafis, and the korān-readers, he flew into a violent passion, and said: "By Allah! I expect assistance from them and no others! It is through the feeble among you that you receive sustenance and aid." How could I possibly suspend the donations given to people who combat for me with arrows which miss not the mark, even when I am sleeping in my bed? and that for the purpose of bestowing them on persons who combat for me with arrows which sometimes strike and sometimes miss! "Those people have a right to a share out of the public treasury; how then could "I legally transfer that share to others?" Nūr ad-Dīn was of a tawny complexion, a lofty stature, and a handsome countenance; he had no hair on any part of his face except the chin. He designated as successor his son al-Malik as-Sālih Imād ad-Dīn Ismaīl, a boy eleven years old, who, in consequence, succeeded to the supreme authority on his death, and removed from Damascus to Aleppo. He entered the citadel of that place on Friday, the first of Muharram, 570 (Aug. A. D. 1174), and the sultan Salāh ad-Dīn then left Egypt and occupied Damascus and other places of Syria. Al-Malik as-Sālih retained Aleppo only, and continued to reside there till his death. This event took place on Friday, the 25th of the first Jumāda, A. H. 577 (6th October, A. D. 1181). It is said that he had not yet attained his twentieth year. His illness commenced on the 9th of Rajab, and, on the first day of the first Jumāda, he was attacked by an inflammation in the bowels. His death created a profound sensation and general regret, on account of his beneficence and his virtues. He was interred in the Station (al-Makām), within the citadel, but his body was afterwards removed to the ribāt (vol. I. p. 159) bearing his name and situated at the foot of the citadel. This ribāt has a great reputation in Aleppo.—Mujir ad-Dīn Aḥek died, A. H. 564 (A. D. 1168-9), in Baghdad, and was interred in his own house; so I
found in written among some rough notes in my own handwriting; but God knows if the indication be correct. He was born at Baalbek on Friday, the 8th of Shaabân, A. H. 534 (29th March, A. D. 1140).

(1) Such is the correct pronunciation of this name, which has been incorrectly transcribed Dokdk in the life of Tutush. See vol. 1. pp. 273 and 274.

(2) Korân, surat 2, verse 24.

(3) Korân, surat 2, verses 88 and 89. The other passages in italics are taken from the same book, surat 26, verse 288, and surat 17, verse 88.

(4) An Arab caught a gazelle and sought an instrument to kill it. The animal, in struggling, scraped up the sand with its foot and laid bare a knife; with this the Arab put it to death. See Freytag’s Maidañî, tome II. p. 359.

(5) The Bee, the 46th surat of the Korân, begins thus: “The sentence of God will surely come to be executed!” and Sdd, the 88th surat, concludes with these words: “And ye shall surely know what is deliberated therein to be true, after a season.”

(6) Hisn al-Akrîd (the Castle of the Kurds) was situated on a peak of Mount Lebanon, half way between Tripoli and Emessa.

(7) This is one of Muhammad’s sayings. D’Ohsson has quoted it in his Tab. gén. de l’Emp. Oth., tome II., page 342.

MARWAN IBN ABI HAFSA.

Abû 's-Simt, or Abû 'l-Hindâm, Marwân Ibn Abî Hafsa Sulaimân Ibn Yahya Ibn Abî Hafsa Yazid, a celebrated poet, was the grandson of Abû Hafsa, the mawla of Marwân Ibn al-Hakam Ibn Abî 'l-Aâsî the Omayyide. Abû Hafsa’s master granted him his freedom on the Day of the House (1), to recompense him for the courage which he displayed on that occasion. It is said that Abû Hafsa was a Jewish physician, and that he made his profession of Islamism to the khalîf Othmân Ibn Affân, or, by another account, to Marwân Ibn al-Hakam. The people of Medina say, however, that he was a mawla to as-Samûel Ibn Aâdiya, the Jew so famous for his good faith, and whose conduct with respect to Amro 'l-Kais Ibn Hujr, the well-known poet, acquired him such celebrity (2). They state also that Abû Hafsa was made prisoner,
when a boy, at the capture of Iṣṭakhar, and that Othmân Ibn Affân, who pur-
chased him, gave him as a present to Marwân Ibn al-Hakam.—Marwân Ibn Abi
Hafs, the poet of whom we now speak, was a native of al-Yamâma (in Arabia).
Having proceeded to Baghdad, he celebrated the praises of (the khâlifs) al-Mahdi
and Hârûn ar-Rashîd, and conciliated the favour of the latter by satirizing the de-
cendants of Ali. He was a good poet, and ranked with the first and the ablest
masters in that art. Abû '1-Abbâs Abd Allah Ibn al-Motazz (vol. II. p. 41) mentions
him in the Tabâkkât as-Shu'â'arâ and says: "The best piece uttered by Marwân is
" the brilliant kastâa rhyming in l (al-Lâmiya), composed by him in honour of Maan
" Ibn Zâida as-Shaibâni (3); by this production he surpassed all the poets of his
" time. It is said that he received from Maan, in recompense, an incalculable sum
" of money, and that none of the former poets ever gained so much by their art as
" he. On one occasion, he was presented, by a certain khalif, with three hundred
" thousand pieces of silver for a single verse." His kastâa, the Lâmiya, contains
upwards of sixty verses, and were it not so long, I should insert in here. I cannot,
however, omit the following extract from the eulogistic portion of the poem :

In the day of battle, the sons of Matar (6) are like lions (protecting) their whelps in the
valley of Khaﬀân (5). It is they who defend their clients, and their clients (live as secure
from danger) as if they were lodged among the stars. (Maan) avoids pronouncing the word
'no,' when he is asked a favour; 'no' seems to be for him a word forbidden. We confound
his conduct in the day of battle with his conduct in the day of beneficence (6), so that we know
not which is the fairer: is it the day of his overflowing liberality? is it the day of his prowess?
Nay, each of them is brilliant and glorious! Noble princes they are in Islamic times; and their
oldest progenitors had no rivals in the ancient days of paganism. They are the people who
execute when they promise, who answer when called on, and who give in abundance when
they bestow. The bravest warriors cannot achieve such deeds as theirs (7), even though they
displayed the greatest firmness under the vicissitudes of fortune. Three (chiefs they are)
whose foreheads are equal to the mountains (in majesty), and whose prudence would outweigh
them.

This is certainly lawful magic (8), exquisite both in style and thought! the author
really deserves to be ranked not only above the poets his contemporaries, but above
many others besides. His eulogiums on Maan, and the elegies which he composed
on his death, abound with striking ideas. Of these pieces we shall give specimens
in the life of Maan. Ibn al-Motazz states also that the following anecdote was rela-
ted by Shurâhil, the son of Maan: "I met Yahya Ibn Khâlid the Barmekide, on
" the road to Mekka, whither he was going to perform the pilgrimage with the kâdi
Abū Yūsuf al-Hanafi (9). He was borne in a kubba (10), being seated in one side of it, and Abū Yūsuf in the other. I was riding by the side of the kubba when a well-dressed Arab of the tribe of Asad came forward and recited to Yahya a piece of verse. One line of the poem excited Yahya's animadversion, and he exclaimed: 'Did I not forbid thee, man! to employ a verse such as that?' He then added: 'O brother of the sons of Asad! when thou utterest verses, let them be like the verses of him who said: In the day of battle, the sons of Matar, etc., repeating the Lāmiya just mentioned. The kādi Abu Yūsuf expressed great admiration on hearing the verses, and said to Yahya: 'Tell me, Abū 'l-Fadl, who was the author of that piece.' Yahya replied: 'It was composed by Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa in praise of the father of the youth now riding by the side of our kubba.' I was then mounted on a blood horse which belonged to me, and Abū Yūsuf gazed at me and said: 'Who art thou, young man? May God favour thee and prolong thy life!' I replied: 'I am Shurāhil, the son of Maan Ibn Zaida as-Shaibānī.' And I declare, by Allah! that I never felt such pleasure and satisfaction as at that moment.' — It is related that a son of Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa went to see Shurāhil, the son of Maan, and recited to him these lines:

Shurāhil, son of Maan (11), son of Zaida! most generous of men, Arabs or foreigners! Thy father gave mine wealth enough for his subsistence; give me as much as thy father gave to mine. My father never stopped in a country where thy father was, but he received from him a talent (kintār) of gold.

Shurāhil immediately bestowed on him a talent of gold.—An anecdote similar to the foregoing is related of Abū Mulaika Jarwal Ibn Aūs, generally known by the appellation of al-Hutaiya (vol. I. p. 209): this celebrated poet, having been imprisoned by (the khalīf) Omar Ibn al-Khattāb for the virulence of his tongue and his propensity to satire, addressed the following lines to Omar from the place of his confinement:

What wilt thou say to the famished nestlings in the parched and barren Zū Marakh (12)? Thou hast cast their purveyor into a dungeon; have pity! and the blessing of God be upon thee, O Omar! Thou art the īmām to whom the people, on the death of its master, confided the keys of authority (13). When they raised thee to that post, it was not for thy own advantage, but for theirs.

Omar then set him free, on condition that he would abstain from satire, and al-
Hutaiya said to him: "Commander of the faithful! give me a letter for Alkama Ibn Olâtha (14), since thou hast hindered me from gaining a livelihood by my verses."

—Alkama, a man celebrated for his beneficence, was then residing in the province of Haurân: Ibn al-Kalbi (15) says, in his Jamhara tan-Nisab: "Alkama was the son of Olâtha Ibn Aûf Ibn Rabia Ibn Jaafar Ibn Kilâb Ibn Rabia Ibn Aâmir Ibn Sâsâa Ibn Moawâa Ibn Bakr Ibn Hawâzin. His ancestor Rabia Ibn Jaafar was surnamed al-Ahwas (narrow eye) on account of the smallness of his eyes. Alkama had been appointed governor of Haurân by Omar (16), and he died there."—Omar refused to grant Al-Hutaiya's request, but a person having said to him: "Commander of the faithful! it can do you no harm to give him a letter; Alkama is not one of your provincial governors, that you should fear to incur censure (17). Consider that this is a Muslim who merely requests a recommendation from you to Alkama." Omar having then written a letter conformable to al-Hutaiya's wishes, the poet set off with it, but found, on his arrival, that Alkama was dead, and met the people returning from the funeral. Seeing Alkama's son among them, he went up to him and recited these lines:

O how excellent that man of the family of Jaafar whom, yestereven, in Haurân (death), entangled in its toils! Whilst thou livest, I shall not be weary of my life; were thou to die, life would be joyless for me; and, if I meet thee in good health, a few days only separate me from riches.

Alkama's son here said to him: How much dost thou think that (my father) Alkama would have given thee, hadst thou found him alive? "—One hundred female camels," replied the poet, "each of them followed by a young one." The other bestowed on him the expected present. I found the two last verses in the diwân of Ziâd Ibn Moawâa Ibn Jâbir, surnamed an-Nâbigha ad-Dubyâni (18); they occur in an elegy composed by him on the death of an-Nomân Ibn Abî Shamir al-Ghassâni (19).—The adventures of Ibn Abî Hafsa and the anecdotes told of him are very numerous, but it is needless to dilate upon the subject. His birth took place in the year 105 (A. D. 723-4), and his death in A. H. 184 (A. D. 797-8)—some say, 182—at Baghdad. He was interred in the cemetery of Nasr Ibn Mâlik al-Khuzaï. —His grandson, Marvân al-Asghar (the younger) Abû 's-Sîmt, the son of Abû 'l-Junûb, the son of Marwan al-Akbar (the elder), him of whom we have just spoken, was one of the most celebrated and eminent poets of his time. Al-Mubarrad (p. 31 of this
vol.), in his Kdml, gives a short notice on Abd ar-Rahmân, the son of Hassân Ibn Thâbit (20), in which he says: "It is related that Abd ar-Rahmân, having been stung by a wasp, went crying to his father, who asked what was the matter. He replied: 'I have been stung by a flying thing, dressed, as it were, in a double cloak of striped cloth.'—'By Allah!' exclaimed the father, 'thou hast there pronounced a verse (21).'

—He then adds: 'The family which had the greatest skill in poetry was that of Hassân, for it produced six persons, in succession, all of them poets; they were: Saîd, his father Abd ar-Rahmân, his father Hassân, his father Thâbit, his father al-Mundir, and his father Hizâm. After them came the family of Abû Hafsa, the members of which inherited a talent for poetry, from father to son. Yahya the son of Abû Hafsa (the elder), was surnamed Abû Jamil; his mother, Tahya (?) was the daughter of Maimun, or, according to another statement, of an-Nâbigha al-Jaadi (vol. I. p 456); and to this circumstance is attributed the transmission of a faculty for poetry into the family of Abû Hafsa. All these persons could touch the point of their nose with their tongue, and this denotes a talent for speaking with elegance and precision.' God knows how far that may be true!

(1) By the Day of the House (Yaum ad-Dâr) is meant the day in which the khâlif Othmân was murdered. He had shut himself up in his house and sustained a siege of fifty or sixty days, but the insurgents finally broke in and put him to death. Marwân Ibn al-Hakam, with al-Hasan and al-Husain, the sons of Ali, assisted by a body of slaves, fought in Othmân's defence, but their efforts were unavailing. The injudicious counsels of Marwân, who had great influence over Othmân, mainly contributed to this revolt.


(3) His life will be found in this volume.

(4) Matar was one of Maan's ancestors.

(5) Khaffân, a place near Kufa, was noted for being infested by lions.

(6) Literally: His two days are so like each other that we confound them.

(7) Literally: The doers cannot do their deeds.

(8) Fine poetry is called by the Arabs lawful magic.

(9) His life will be found in the fourth volume.

(10) The vehicle here called a Kubbah (dome, cupola, alcove) consisted apparently of two seats, one on each side of a camel, and both seats under the same canopy.

(11) In this verse we must read شرائح بن to obtain the measure.

(12) Literally: To the nestlings with red crops in the waterless and treeless Zâ Marakh.

(13) Literally: Of prohibitions.
(14) See, for the history of this Arab chieftain, M. Causin de Perceval's *Essai sur l'histoire des Arabes*.

(15) The lile of Hishâm Ibn al-Kalbi will be found in this volume.

(16) This is in direct contradiction with what follows, unless we suppose his nomination to have taken place subsequently to the anecdote here related.

(17) Rigid Moslems might have blamed him for causing Alkama to spend the public money on al-Hutaiya.

(18) For a notice on this ancient poet, see M. de Sacy's *Christomathie*, tome II. p. 419.

(19) This is the twenty-fifth person in Pococke's list of the Ghassânite kings. The poem of an-Nâbigha to which these verses belong is to be found in the *Dieua of the Six Poets*. It is there given as an elegy on the death of an-Nomân Ibn al-Harith Ibn Abi Shamir al-Ghassâni.

(20) Hassân Ibn Thâbit was one of the poets who espoused the cause of Muhammad. His son Abd ar-Rahmân lived under Moawla, and used to address complimentary poems to Ramla, the daughter of that khalif. Abd ar-Rahmân was inferior in talent to his father.

(21) The Arabic words uttered by the child do not appear to form a verse, as they cannot be scanned by any metrical scale.

**MUSLIM IBN AL-AJJAJ.**

Abû 'l-Hussin Muslim Ibn al-Hajjâj Ibn Muslim Ibn Ward Ibn Kûsâd (1) al-Kushairi, a native of Naisâpur and the author of the *Sahîh* (2), was a most eminent hâfiz and a highly distinguished traditionist. He travelled (in pursuit of learning) to Hijâz, Irak, Syria, and Egypt, and heard Traditions delivered by Yahya Ibn Yahya an-Naisâpûrî (3), Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (vol. I. p. 44), Ishak Ibn Râhawaih (vol. I. p. 180), Abd Allah Ibn Maslama al-Kaânabî (vol. II. p. 19), and other great masters. He visited Baghdad more than once, and the people of that city delivered Traditions on his authority. He went there for the last time in the year 259 (A. D. 872-3). At-Tirimdi (vol. II. p. 679) was one of those who taught Traditions on his authority; and, as a trustworthy Traditionist, he (Muslim) bore the highest character. Muhammad Ibn al-Mâsarjîsi states that he heard Muslim Ibn al-Hajjâj say (4): “I drew “up this authentic musnad (5) (al-Musnad as-Sahîh) out of three hundred thousand “Traditions (which I) heard (with my own ears).” “There is not under the ex-“panse of heaven,” said the hâfiz Abû Ali an-Naisâpûrî (6), “a more authentic “work on the science of Traditions than that of Muslim.” Al-Khatîb al-Baghdâdi
(vol. I. p. 75) mentions that Muslim defended al-Bukhārī (vol. II. p. 594), so strenuously that the intimacy between himself and Muhammad Ibn Yahya ad-Duhli (7) was broken off. The ḥāfiz Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yakūb (8) relates (this event) thus: "When al-Bukhārī was residing at Naisāpur, Muslim went frequently to see him. A misintelligence then arose between Muhammad Ibn Yahya and al-Bukhārī on the subject of the pronunciation (of the kuranic text) (9), and Muhammad caused a proclamation to be made against his adversary, forbidding the people to attend his (lessons). This persecution forced al-Bukhārī to quit Naisāpur, and every person avoided him, except Muslim, who continued his visits as before. Muhammad Ibn Yahya, being then informed that Muslim Ibn al-Hajjāj had always adhered to the opinion of al-Bukhārī and did so still, notwithstanding the censures which he had incurred on that account in Hijāz and Irāk, said, one day, at the close of his lessons: 'Whoever holds the pronunciation (of the Kurān) to be created, I forbid that person to attend my lessons.' Muslim immediately passed his cloak (ridā) over his turban, and, standing up in the midst of the assembly, left the room. Having then collected all the notes which he had taken at Muhammad Ibn Yahya's lessons, he loaded some porters with them and sent them to the latter's door. This confirmed the misunderstanding which subsisted between them, and Muslim ceased to visit him." Muslim died at Naisāpur, on Sunday evening, and was interred at Nasrābād, outside Naisāpur, on Monday, the 25th—some say the 24th—of Rajab, A. H. 264 (5th May, A. D. 875), aged fifty-five years. So I found it written in some book or other, but I never met with his age or the date of his birth specified by any of the ḥāfizes, though they all agree that he was born subsequently the year 200. Our shaikh Taki ad-Din Abū Amr Othmān, generally known by the appellation of Ibn as-Salāh (vol. II. p. 188), mentioned the date of his birth, which, tho' the best of my recollection, was in the year 202. I have since examined Ibn as-Salāh's statement and find the date to be 206 (A. D. 821-2), he gives it after the Kitāb Ulāmā il-AMSār (history of the doctors of the great cities), a work composed by the hākim Ibn al-Bāfi an-Naisāpūri (vol. II. p. 681). I met with the book from which he took this indication, the very copy which he made use of; it had belonged to him, and was sold, with his other property, after his death. It then fell into my possession. Here is what the author says: "Muslim Ibn al-Hajjāj an-Naisāpūri died on the 25th of Rajab, A. H. 261, aged fifty-five years." His birth must have therefore taken place in 206.—We have already explained the
word *Kushairi* in our article on Abū 'l- Kasım al-Kushairi (vol. II. p. 155), the author of the *Epistle*, and need not, therefore, repeat our words. — As for the Muhammad Ibn Yahya mentioned above, his names were Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Khâlid Ibn Fâris Ibn Duwaib ad-Duhli (الذلقي) an-Nâsâpûrî (belonging to the tribe of Duhl, and a native of Naisâpûr). He was highly distinguished as a *hâfîz*, and Traditions were given on his authority by al-Bukhârî, Muslim, Abû Dâwûd (vol. I. p. 589) at Tirmîrdî (vol. II. p. 679), an-Nasâî (vol. I. p. 58), and Ibn Mâja al-Kazwînî (vol. II. p. 680). He was a sure and trustworthy Traditionist. The coolness which subsisted between him and al-Bukhârî originated from the following circumstance: when the latter arrived at Naisâpûr, Muhammad Ibn Yahya quarrelled with him about the *creation of the pronunciation*. As al-Bukhârî had already learned Traditions from him, he could not avoid giving them on his authority; thus he does in about thirty places of his book, in the chapters on fasting, medicine, burials, and enfranchisement, but without giving his name in full; he merely says: *I was told by Muhammad*, or by Muhammad the son of Abd Allah, thus naming him after his grandfather, or by Muhammad the son of Khâlid, after his great-grandfather. Muhammad Ibn Yahya died, A. H. 252 (A. D. 866), some say, 257 or 258.

(1) One of the MSS. reads Kâshd and another Kâshîd.

(2) The *Sahîh* (true, authentic) is a title by which is designated each of the six great collections of Traditions. To distinguish them, the name of the author is added after the word *Sahîh*.

(3) Abû Zakariya' Yahya Ibn Yahya Ibn Bakr al-Hanâsâli at Tâmtînî, a native of Naisâpûr, distinguished for his piety and mortified life, was considered as the first traditionist and *hâfîz* of that age in Khorâsân. He died A. H. 256 (A. D. 870-1).—(An-Nujjâm as-Zâhirî; Mirdât az-Zanâd.)

(4) There seems to be some mistake here; Muhammad al-Mâsarjîsî (see vol. II. p. 667) was born forty-seven years after Muslim’s death.

(5) The meaning of the word *mumad* is explained in vol. I. p. 182.


(7) A notice on this person is given by our author at the end of the present article.

(8) The *hâfîz* Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Yakûb as-Shaiba’î, a native of Naisâpûr and an able traditionist, died A. H. 344 (A. D. 955-6), aged ninety-four years.—(Huffâz.)

(9) The orthodox Moslems consider the Korân to be uncreated, and the eternal word of God. This opinion has been expressed by their doctors in the following manner: “The Korân is one of the eternal attributes of His essence; it is uncreated, and consists neither of letters nor of vocal sounds.” These last words are
evidently directed against an opinion held by certain theologians, such as Muhammad ibn Yahya, who declared that whoever pretends the Koran to be created is an infidel, and whoever pretends that the pronunciation of the Koran is created, is also an infidel. Al-Bukhari taught that the pronunciation of the Koran (meaning its utterance by the organs of speech) is created, because, said he, it is an act of God’s creature, and such acts are created (not eternal). In a work advocating the Asharite principle of giving a figurative interpretation to such passages of the Koran as would lead to anthropomorphism if taken literally, the author, Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn al-Muallim, has a long dissertation on the foregoing question. His work is entitled *Najm al-Mubtadi wa Rejm al-Mutadi*. See MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, Supplement, No. 200. It may be here observed that this MS. has been corrected by the author. The question of the pronunciation of the Koran is technically called *masla tal-lafs*.

---

**KUTB AD-DIN AN-NAISAPURI.**

Abū 'l-Maâli Masûd Ibn Muhammad Ibn Tâhir an-Naisâpûri at-Turai ithithi, a doctor of the Shâfite sect and surnamed Kutb ad-Dîn (‘axis of religion), studied jurisprudence at Naisâpûr and at Marw, under the first masters in these cities. He learned Traditions from a number of teachers and met with the *ustâd* (master) Abû Nasr al-Kushairi (vol. II. p. 154). He gave lessons in the *Nizâmiya* college of Naisâpûr as the substitute of Abû 'l-Maâli 'l-Jûwaini (vol. II. p. 120); he had studied the Koran and polite literature under his (own) father. Having visited Baghdad, he delivered pious exhortations there, and discussed, with great ability, various questions (of jurisprudence). In the year 540 (A.D. 1145-6), he went to Damascus and preached there with great effect; he taught also in the *Mujâhidîya* college, and afterwards, in the western corner (1) of the great mosque, on the death of the doctor Abû 'l-Fath Nasr Allah al-Missisi (2). The *hâfiz* Ibn Asâkir (vol. II. p. 252) mentions him in the History of Damascus. Having then proceeded to Aleppo, Kutb ad-Dîn professed for some time in the two colleges founded there by Nûr ad-Dîn Mahmûd (p. 338 of this vol.) and Asâd ad-Dîn Shîrkûh (vol. I. p. 626). He subsequently went to profess at Hamadân, whence he returned to Damascus and resumed his lessons in the Western Corner. He delivered Traditions also and became president of the Shafite community. He was conspicuous for learning, virtue, and
piety. His summary of jurisprudence, the *Haddi* (director) is a useful treatise, every maxim which it contains having already served as the basis of a legal decision. He drew up for the sultan Salâh ad-Din an *akhtâda* (exposition of the Muslim creed) containing every necessary information on religious matters, and this work (the sultan) taught his children, so that it was impressed on their youthful minds. Bâhâ ad-Din (Yûsuf) Ibn Shaddâd (3) says in his life of that prince (4): "I saw him"—meaning the sultan—"holding the book whilst his children repeated to him the contents "from memory." Kutb ad-Din was a man of great humility, careless in his dress, and a despiser of ceremony. His birth took place on the 13th of Rajab, A. H. 505 (January, A. D. 1112), and he died at Damascus on the 30th of Ramadân, A. H. 578 (27th. January, A. D. 1183). The funeral prayer was said over him on the Day of the festival (the 1st of the following mouth), which fell on a Friday. He was interred in the cemetery established by himself at the west end of Damascus, near that of the Sâfis. I visited his tomb more than once. His father belonged to Turaîthith. Of this place we have already spoken in the life of Amîd al-Mulk al-Kunduri (p. 295 of this vol.) ; it is situated in the district of Naisâpûr. One of his disciples mentioned that he heard the shaikh Kutb ad-Din recite these verses as the composition of some other person:

They say that love is a fire in the bosom; they lie! fire blazes, and then dies out. Love is a firebrand touched by moisture; it dieth not, neither doth it blaze up.

(1) In Arabic, *az-Zawiya tal-Gharbiya*. These words should perhaps be rendered by the western cloister.
(2) Abû 'l-Fath Naar Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abû al-Kawi al-Missâli (native of Missâla), a descendant of al-Ashâri (vol. II. p. 297) and a follower of his doctrines, was born A. H. 448 (A. D. 1056). "He was a jurisconsult of the highest authority," says Ibn as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156), "versed in dogmatic and scholastic theology, pious, virtuous, intelligent, and condescending. He studied under the great shaikhs of Syria." Amongst his masters was al-Khatib al-Baghdâdi (vol. I. p. 75). He travelled to Baghdad, Isfahân, and al-Anbâr, after which he settled at Damascus and professed in the Ghazzâliya college. Some *wakfs* (vol. I. p. 49) were founded by him for pious uses, and he carefully avoided frequenting men in power. He died at Damascus, in the month of the first Rabî, A. H. 542 (August, A. D. 1147), and was interred at the Lesser gate (al-Bâb as-Saghtâr).—(Tabbâdh as-Shâfi'iy,)
(3) His life will be found in the fourth volume of this work.
(4) See Schulten's *Vita et res gestae Salâdîni*, p. 4.
THE SHARIF AL-BAYADI.

The *sharif* Abû Jaafar Masûd al-Bayâdi was the son of Abd Al-Azîz Ibn al-Muhassin Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Abd ar-Razzâk; so I found the genealogy of this celebrated poet written out in the handwriting of a very accurate *hâfiz*; but, at the head of his collected poetical works, I perceive it set forth as follows: Abû Jaafar Masûd Ibn al-Muhassin Ibn Abd al-Wahhâb Ibn Abd al-Azîz Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn al-Abbâs Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbâs (*vol. I.* p. 89) Ibn Abd al-Muttalib Ibn Hâshim, member of the tribe of Kuraish and of the family of Hâshim. This *sharif* was one of the good poets of later times, and his poetical works, which form a small volume, overflow with tenderness. His *diwân* contains but very few eulogistic pieces. One of the best poems in it is the *kastîda* rhyming in *k* (ṣ) which begins thus:

If thy tears flowed not on the departure of the caravan, notwithstanding the passion which filled thy heart, such conduct in thee was sheer dissimulation. Retain not the water of thy eyelids, O thou who hast been smitten with love! that water is for thy wounds a "balm, Avoid the company of the censorious; their intentions are not pure, although they reprieve with seeming compassion. Blessings on the days which are past; those days of which the branches flourished in a foliage (of pleasure), when eyes were our narcissus-flowers (1), cheeks our blowing roses, and lips the cup from which we sipped intoxication. At the Zaurâ of al-Irâk (2) we then held frequent marts, and there love's delights found a rapid sale. If my eyes weep blood through my longing for that time, (wonder not!) a time such as that may well be longed for. Those youths by whose aspect alone the taste of such love (3) is rendered sweet, bear in their hands lances (slender as) their bodies and tipped with points (of steel blue as) their eyes. They spread ravage through all hearts with their glances, and their captives can never hope for freedom. For them, the tears of others are sweet; so they torment their captive till his eyes overflow. 'Tis said that they have vowed to shed my blood, as the fittest libation for the day on which we separate.

The following piece of his used to be sung to music:

How has the herbage of love been parched up (in my heart), although watered by my eyes? If men can be freed from the bondage of love, behold me its captive! If beauty be bound to do charity, let it behold in me a beggar.

*vol. III.*
By the same author:

O happy night when the full moon (the beloved) embraced me without fear or apprehension, till the morning dawned! her words were pearls, and their brilliancy replaced the light of the stars; her face replaced the moon. Whilst I allowed my ears and eyes to revel in her charms, behold! I received warning that daybreak had come. The only fault of that (night) was its shortness; but what fault could it have more hateful? To render it longer I would have furnished it with darkness even out of the dark spot of my heart and the pupil of my eye.

In this last verse the poet had in view the following, by Abû 'l-Alâ al-Maarri (vol. I. p. 94):

He would wish that the darkness of night was prolonged for himself, by the addition of the black of his heart and of his eye.

The rest of his poetry is in the same style. We have quoted two verses of al-Bayâdi's in the life of Surr-Durr (vol. II. p. 322). He died at Baghdad on Tuesday, the 16th of Zu' 'l-Kaada, A. H. 468 (21st June, A. D. 1076), and was buried in the cemetery at the Abrez Gate.—He was called al-Bayâdi (the man in white), because one of his ancestors appeared in a white dress at the levee of a khalif, where the rest of the company, who were all Abbasides, were dressed in (the family colour) black. The khalif asked who was the man in white? and the name stuck to him so closely, that by it he (and his descendants) became generally known. Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96) says, in his Kitâb al-Alkâb (book of surnames) that the person to whom this happened was Muhammad Ibn Isa Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Abd al-Muttalib (a member of the Abbaside family); and I read in the handwriting of Osâma Ibn Munkid (vol. I. p. 177) that the khalif who asked the question was ar-Râdi billah. God best knows who is in the right!

(2) The poet means Baghdad.
(3) Of such love; literally: amoris pulchrorum. From verses such as these we may appreciate the corruption which pervaded Muslim civilisation; and a kddi, a custos morum, to quote them with approbation!
MASUD AS-SALJUKI.

Abû 'l-Fath Masûd Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak Shâh Ibn Alp Arslân as-Saljûki, surnamed Ghiâth ad-Dîn (defence of the faith), was one of the most illustrious of the Seljûk kings. We have already spoken of his father (p. 232 of this vol.), of his brother Mahmûd (p. 337 of this vol.), and of other persons belonging to the same family. In the year 505 (A. D. 1111-2), Masûd was entrusted by his father to the care of the emir Maudûd Ibn Altûtikîn, whom he appointed lord of Mosul on condition of bringing up the young prince. Maudûd being slain, two years later, at Damascus, Masûd was confided by his father to the emir Ak-Sunkur al-Bursoki (vol. I. p. 227), and subsequently, to Jûsh Bek, atâbek of Mosul. His brother Mahmûd having succeeded to the throne on the death of their father, Jûsh Bek encouraged his ward to revolt against the new monarch and aspire to the sultanship; nor did he remit his efforts till he induced Masûd to levy a large body of troops and march against his brother. The two armies encountered near Hamadân, in the month of the first Rabi, A. H. 514 (May-June, A. D. 1120), and Mahmûd gained the victory. In this engagement, the ustâd Abû Ismat al-Toghrâî (vol. I. p. 462) lost his life. After some vicissitudes, fortune at length declared for Masûd, and he obtained the sultanship in the year 528 (A. D. 1133-4). On arriving in Baghdad, he chose for vizir Sharaf ad-Dîn Anûshrewân Ibn Khâlid al-Kâshâni,—see the life of al-Harîrî (vol. II. p. 490),—who had served the khalif al-Mustarshid in the same capacity. Masûd was just, affable, and highminded; he shared his empire among his partisans, and retained nothing for himself but the mere title of sultan; yet, with all his coudescension, none ever dared to resist his power without incurring a defeat. He put to death not only a great number of the most powerful emirs, but also the khalifs al-Mutarshid and ar-Râshid. Previously to his accession, Masûd had been on ill terms with al-Mustarshid, and he had no sooner mounted the throne, than the lieutenants whom he established in Irâk commenced encroachments on the possessions of that khalif. The breach was thus widened between them, and al-Mustarshid at length equipped an army and took the field. Masûd, who was then at Hamadân, assembled a large body of troops and marched against him. The two armies met
near Hamadân, but that of the khalif was defeated, and he himself with the principal officers of his court were taken prisoners. The sultan led his captive in triumph through the cities of Adarbajân, and al-Mustarshid finally lost his life, near Marâgha, in the manner we have related; see our notice on Dubais Ibn Sadaka (vol. I. p. 506). Masûd deposed also the khalif ar-Râshid and appointed al-Muktasî (li-amr illah) to succeed him. This event is well known (1). He then gave himself up to pleasure and to every sort of enjoyment, being confident that the fortune which had hitherto attended him would always be subservient to his will; but, being attacked by vomiting fits and mental derangement, he expired at Hamadân, on the 11th of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 547 (13th Sept. A. D. 1152): or, according to some, on Wednesday, the 29th day of that month. He was interred in the college built by the eunuch (al-khâdîm) Jamâl ad-Din Ikbân. Ibn al-Azrak al-Fârîki says, in his History, that he saw the sultan Masûd in Baghdad, A. H. 547 (2), and that he then set out for Hamadân and died outside the walls of that city. His corpse was borne to Ispahân. We have spoken of this sultan in the life of Dubais Ibn Sadaka, lord of al-Hilla. He was born on Friday, the third of Zu 'l-Kaada, A. H. 502 (4th June, A. D. 1109). On his accession to the sultanship, he had to sustain a conflict with his uncle Sinjar, and, on Friday, the 12th of Safar, A. H. 527 (23rd Dec. A. D. 1132) he obtained that his name should be inserted, after that of his uncle, in the public prayer (khotba) offered up at Baghdad.

(1) See Abû ‘l-Fedâ’s Annals, year 580. This historian’s name should be pronounced Abî ‘l-Fedd.
(2) From this we learn that Ibn al-Azrak al-Fârîki, the author of the history of Maqûtâfârîkî, was living in A. H. 547 (A. D. 1152).

MASUD IBN MAUDUD.

Abû ‘l-Fath, surnamed also Abû ‘l-Muzaffar, Masûd, the atâbek and lord of Mosul, was the son of Kuth ad-Din Maudûd, the son of Imâm ad-Din Zinki, the son of Ak Sunkur. He bore the title of Izz ad-Din (glory of religion). We have already
spoken of his grandfather (col. I. p. 539), his great-grandfather (vol. I. p. 225), his
son Nūr ad-Dīn Arslān Shāh (vol. I. p. 174), and other members of the family.
Farther on, we shall give an article on his father (Maudūd). When his father died,
Saïf ad-Dīn Ghâzi (vol. II. p. 441), the eldest son, succeeded to the throne. His
brothers were Masūd and Imād ad-Dīn Zinki, lord of Sinjār (vol. I. p. 541). Izz
ad-Dīn Masūd held the post of commander in chief of the troops, in the lifetime of
his brother Ghâzi. When the sultan Salāh ad-Dīn left Egypt, subsequently to the
death of al-Malik al-Aādil Nūr ad-Dīn Mahmūd (p. 338 of this vol.), and laid siege to
Aleppo after occupying Damascus, Ghâzi was filled with apprehension: he felt that
the power of the sultan had now become immense and that he would acquire the
sovereign authority, were he allowed to take possession of Syria. He therefore
equipped a large army, and, having placed it under the orders of his brother Izz ad-
Dīn Masūd, he sent it to combat Salāh ad-Dīn and expel him from the country.
When this intelligence reached Salāh ad-Dīn, he decamped from Aleppo on the
first of Rajab, A. H. 570 (Jan. A. D. 1175), and proceeded to Emessa. He then
took the citadel of Emessa, having already occupied the city itself, on the first of the
first Jumāda of that year (Nov.), when marching from Damascus to Aleppo. Izz ad-
Dīn Masūd then arrived at Aleppo for the ostensible purpose of giving assistance to
his cousin al-Malik as-Sâlih Ismaïl, the son of Nūr ad-Dīn, who was then lord of that
city, but their real intention was to prevent Salāh ad-Dīn from extending his domi-
nation over the whole country. Having been joined by the troops of Aleppo, Izz ad-
Dīn continued his march, at the head of a numerous army, and reached Kurūn,
(near) Hamât, whither Salāh ad-Dīn had already advanced to meet them. As the latter
wished to come to an amicable arrangement, he opened a correspondence with his
adversaries, but all his efforts were useless. The two princes imagined that they
might attain, by risking a battle, the principal object which they had in view, but
fate leads to things which none can foresee. Both parties having come to an enga-
gement, the army of Izz ad-Dīn was defeated, and a number of his principal officers
were taken prisoners, but afterwards received their liberty from the sultan. This
celebrated encounter took place on Sunday, the 19th of Ramadān (April, A. D. 1175).
Having routed his enemies, the sultan marched against Aleppo and encamped, for
the second time, under its walls. Al-Malik as-Sâlih Ismaïl then obtained peace, on
condition of leaving to Salāh ad-Dīn the towns of al-Maaërâ, Kafratâh, and Bārîn.
Salāh ad-Dīn then raised the siege. The history of these events would lead us too
far, but the remainder of Izz ad-Din's proceedings will be found related in the life of his brother Saif ad-Din Ghâzi. On the death of the prince just named, Izz ad-Din succeeded to the throne. (In the year 577 [A. D. 1181]) al-Malik as-Sâlih Ismâil, who was then on the point of death, bequeathed the kingdom of Aleppo to his cousin Izz ad-Din Masûd, and caused the emirs and soldiers to swear allegiance to that prince. When this intelligence reached Izz ad-Din, he hastened to Aleppo, lest Salâh ad-Din should occupy it before him. Having arrived there on the 20th of Shaabân, A. H. 577 (end of December, A. D. 1181), he went up to the castle and took possession of all the treasures and valuable objects deposited in that edifice. On the fifth of Shawwâl, the same year, he married the mother of al-Malik as-Sâlih, and remained in the city till the 16th of that month. Finding then his inability to retain Syria and Mosul under his sway, apprehensive also of the dangers to which he was exposed by the vicinity of Salâh ad-Din, and fatigued by the obsessions of the emirs whose exorbitant demands for additional pay he was unable to satisfy, he departed from Aleppo, leaving there his son Muzaffar ad-Din to act as his lieutenant, and with him Muzaffar ad-Din, the son of Zain ad-Din, lord of Arbelâ (vol. II. p. 535). Izz ad-Din, who was then entirely controlled by Mujâhid ad-Din Kâimâz az-Zaini (vol. II. p. 510), proceeded to ar-Rakka, where he was received by his brother Imâd ad-Din Zinki, lord of Sinjâr. Having agreed with him on exchanging the government of Aleppo for that of Sinjâr, a mutual oath was taken to that effect, and each sent agents to receive possession of their new acquisitions. On the 13th of Muharram, A. H. 578 (May, A. D. 1182), Imâd ad-Din entered the castle of Aleppo. Previously to this, a treaty of peace had been concluded between Izz ad-Din, his cousin (al-Malik) as-Sâlih and (the sultan) Salâh ad-Din, by the intervention of Kîlj Arslân, the sovereign of ar-Rûm (Asia Minor). The sultan Salâh ad-Din then set out for Egypt, after leaving his nephew Izz ad-Din Farrûkh-Shâh, the son of Shâhanshâh, to govern Damascus in his absence; but, on learning the death of al-Malik as-Sâlih and the arrangements which had subsequently taken place, he returned to Syria and entered Damascus on the 17th of Safar, A. H. 578 (June A. D. 1182). Being then informed that Izz ad-Din Masûd had sent an ambassador to the Franks, and that the object of this mission was to induce them to march against himself (Salâh ad-Din), he broke the treaty, and, indignant at the treason which he had thus discovered, he resolved on preparing for war and marching against Aleppo and Mosul. Imâd ad-Din, the lord of Aleppo, had no sooner received intelligence
of the preparations made by Salâh ad-Dîn, than he sent to warn his brother, the governor of Mosul, and request from him a reinforcement. The sultan (Salâh ad-Dîn) having left Damascus, halted under the walls of Aleppo on the 12th of the first Jumâda, A. H. 578 (September, A. D. 1182), occupied this position during three days and (finally) departed on the 21st of the same month. Soon after this, it happened that the lord of Harrân, Muzaffar ad-Dîn (the son of Zâin ad-Dîn, lord of Arbela), who was then in the service of Izz ad-Dîn Masûd, the sovereign of Mosul, and apprehended violence from his master and from Mujâhid ad-Dîn Kâimâz az-Zaini, crossed the Euphrates and placed himself under the protection of Salâh ad-Dîn. The sultan, to whom he represented the facility with which he might subdue Mesopotamia, resolved on invading that country, and having passed the Euphrates, he took the cities of Edessa, ar-Rakka, Nasibin, and Sarûj. He then appointed a resident agent in the province of al-Khabûr and conceded it in fief; after which, he set out with the intention of laying siege to Mosul, and encamped under its walls, on Thursday, the 11th of Rajab, 578 (November, A. D. 1182). After some days, he perceived that no result could be obtained from besieging so large a city, and that the only means of taking it was to reduce the fortresses in its environs and in the neighbouring districts, and thus weaken the garrison in lapse of time. He in consequence departed, and having taken position against Sinjâr on the 16th of Shaâbân (December), the same year, he occupied the city on the 2nd of Ramadân (30 December) and gave it to his nephew al-Malik al-Muzaffar Taki ad-Dîn Omar (vol. II. p. 391). Not to enter into long details, we shall merely state that he returned to Syria, and reached Harrân in the commencement of Zu 'l-Kaada (end of February, 1184), the same year. Towards the beginning of the first Rabi, A. H. 581 (June, A. D. 1185), he appeared again before Mosul and laid siege to the city. The mother of Izz ad-Dîn Masûd, accompanied by the daughter of Nûr ad-Dîn Arslân Shâh and a number of females belonging to the Atâbek family, then went forth and requested him to enter into a treaty and consent to a peace. The sultan, imagining that Izz ad-Dîn had given this mission to the princess because he had not the means of defending the city, refused compliance and sent her back disappointed, offering at the same time pretexts to excuse his conduct. But of this he had afterwards reason to repent, for the people of Mosul, being indignant at his rejecting the prayer of Izz ad-Dîn's mother and of the females who accompanied her, strained every nerve to make a vigorous defence. He continued to besiege the city till he learned the death
of Shâh Armen Nâsir ad-Dîn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Sokmân al-Kutbi, lord of Khalât, and the accession of that prince's мамлûk, Bektîmor, to the supreme authority. This officer, finding himself exposed to the ambition of the neighbouring princes, and discovering that they had resolved to attack him, sent to Salâh ad-Dîn, offering to deliver the city into his hands on condition of receiving a suitable return. The death of Shâh Armen took place on Thursday, the 9th of the latter Rabî, A. H. 581 (July, A. D. 1185), and, on the 20th of the same month, the sultan departed from Mosul and directed his march towards Khalât. Muzaffar ad-Dîn, afterwards lord of Arbela, but then lord of Harrân, accompanied the vanguard with Nâsir ad-Dîn Muhammad, the son of Asad ad-Dîn Shîrkûh and cousin of Salâh ad-Dîn. Having halted at a village called at-Tawâna, and situated in the neighbourhood of Khalât, they sent envoys to Bektîmor for the purpose of settling the conditions of the treaty. When the envoys arrived, Shems ad-Dîn Pehlevân Ibn Ildukuz (1), lord of Adarbaijân, Arrân, and Persian Irâk, had already approached, with the design of besieging the city, but Bektîmor having caused him to be informed that he would deliver up Khalât to the sultan if he (Pehlevân) did not withdraw his troops, the latter complied, and made peace on receiving Bektîmor's daughter in marriage. Bektîmor then sent to the sultan, retracting his promise of delivering up Khalât and offering some excuses. The sultan was then laying siege to Mâiyâfârikîn and had attacked it with great vigour. Kutb ad-Dîn Il Ghâzi Ibn Albi Ibn Kertâsh Ibn Ghâzi Ibn Ortok, the lord of this city, had left it, on dying, to his son Husâm ad-Dîn Bûlûk Arslân, a mere boy; and this circumstance had encouraged Salâh ad-Dîn to undertake its siege. On the 29th of the first Jumâda (August, A. H. 1185), he succeeded, by means of a stratagem, in deciding the garrison to capitulate and surrender the place. Having then given up the hope of getting Khalât into his possession, he returned to Mosul for the third time, and encamped at some distance from it, at a place called Kafr Zammâr. He remained there a considerable time, and the weather being intensely hot, he was attacked by a malady which brought him to the verge of death, and, on the first of Shawwâl (December), he decamped for Harrân. When Izz ad-Dîn Masûd heard of the sultan's illness and learned that his heart was inclined to clement measures, he profited by so favorable an opportunity and despatched to Harrân the kddî Bahâ ad-Dîn Ibn Shaddâd, a person whose life we shall give, accompanied by Bahâ ad-Dîn ar-Rahîb. On their arrival, they asked for and obtained peace; the sultan himself, who had now recovered, ratifying the treaty by
an oath. This took place on the 9th of Zû 'l-Hijja (March, A. D. 1186), and Salâh ad-Din, who was then recovering, never swerved from that engagement. Izz ad-Din Masûd being delivered from his apprehensions by the departure of the sultan for Syria, continued to enjoy tranquillity till his death. He died of diarrheea on the 27th of Shaabân, A. H. 589 (28th August, A. D. 1193). A large college was founded and endowed by him at Mosul for doctors of the Shafite and Hanifite sects. He was interred in a mausoleum erected within the walls of that establishment.

I have seen the college and mausoleum, and was greatly struck with their beauty. Opposite to this college, and separated from it by a large open space, stands the college founded by his son Nûr ad-Din Arslân Shâh. On the death of Izz ad-Din Masûd, his son Nûr ad-Din Arslân Shâh (vol. I. p. 174) succeeded to the throne. Nûr ad-Din had two sons, al-Malik al-Kâhir Izz ad-Din Abû 'l-Fath Masûd and al-Malik al-Mansûr Imâd ad-Din Zinki. When on the point of death, he divided his states between them and gave to al-Malik al-Kâhir, who was the elder, the city and province of Mosul; the younger, Imâd ad-Din, received Shûsh, al-Akr, and the neighbouring districts. Al-Malik al-Kâhir was born at Mosul in the year 590 (A. D. 1194), and he died there, suddenly, on the eve of Monday the 26th of the latter Rabi, A. H. 615 (22nd July, A. D. 1218). He also had erected a college and was interred within its precincts. As for Imâd ad-Din, he occupied Kâla tal-Imâdiya, on the death of his brother al-Malik al-Kâhir, but it was subsequently taken from him. It is one of the finest fortresses in Jabal al-Hakkâriya, a mountain in the territory of Mosul. He took also and lost a number of other castles in that vicinity. Having married the daughter of Muzaffar ad-Din, lord of Arbela, he removed to that city and resided there for some time. As we dwelt in his neighbourhood, we remarked that he was an extremely handsome man. Muzaffar ad-Din then arrested him for a motive too long to explain here, and sent him to al-Malik al-Ashraf, the son of al-Malik al-Aâdil, at Sinjâr. We shall again speak of al-Ashraf. Having received his liberty from this prince, he returned to Arbela and obtained from Muzaffar ad-Din the city and district of Shahrozûr in exchange for al-Akr. He removed thither and made it his residence during the rest of his life. He died on or about A. H. 630 (A. D. 1232-3); his son and successor died soon after. — Pehlewân Ibn Ildukuz died towards the end of Zû 'l-Hijja, A. H. 581 (March, A. D. 1186). His father, Shams ad-Din Ildukuz, the atabek, died, at Nakjawân, towards the end of the latter Rabi, 570 (Nov. A. D. 1174), and was interred.
in that city. He had been *atabêk* (guardian) to the Seljûk sultan Arslân Shâh Ibn Toghrulbek Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak Shâh. About a month after the death of Ildukuz, Arslân Shâh died at Hamadân and was interred there. Gûzul, (another) son of Ildukuz, lost his life in the beginning of Shaabân, A. H. 587 (Aug. A. D. 1191); he was a powerful prince.

(1) I follow the orthography of the autographic MS. of Abû 'î-Fedâ's *Annals*.

---

**MUTARRIF AS-SANANI.**

Abû Aiyûb Mutarrif Ibn-Mâzin, a member, by adoption, of the tribe of Kinânà, or of the tribe of Kais, according to another statement, was a native of Sanâa in Yemen and held the post of *kâdi* in that city. He delivered Traditions on the authority of Abd al-Malik Ibn Abd al-Aziz Ibn Juraij (*vol. II. p. 116*) and a great number of other masters. The imâm as-Shâfi (*vol. II. p. 569*) and many other doctors cited Traditions on his authority. His exactitude as a Traditionist has been contested, and it is related that Yahya Ibn Main (1) having been asked respecting his character, replied: "He is a liar." An-Nasâî (*vol. I. p. 58*) declares positively that Mutarrif Ibn Mâzin was not trustworthy, and as-Saâdi (2) said: "Mutarrif Ibn Mâzin as-Sanâni's Traditions should be received with caution till his authorities be put to the test." Abû Hâtim Muhammad Ibn Habbân al-Bustî (3) says: "Mutarrif Ibn Mâzin al-Kinânî, *kâdi* of Yemen, delivered Traditions on the authority of Mâmar (*vol. I. p. xxiv*) and Ibn Juraij; as-Shâfi and the people of Irâk cited Traditions on his authority. He used to relate Traditions which he never heard delivered, and repeat (as being *consigned to paper*) information which had never been written down, and that information he gave on the authority of persons whom he never saw. It is not therefore allowable to relate Traditions on his authority except to men of special merit, and then only for their examination." — "Mutarrif
"Ibn Māzin," says Hājib Ibn Sulaimān, "was kādi of Sanā'a and a man of holy life." He then relates that Mutarrif declared a man justified who, having been constrained to swear that he would commit a scandalous deed, had acted according to his oath. Abū Ahmad Abd Allah Ibn Adi 'l-Jurjāni (§) quotes some Traditions as given by Mutarrif Ibn Māzin, and adds: "He possessed also some Traditions, 'known only to himself, and never communicated to the persons who handed down Traditions on his authority; and I never remarked a suspicious text in any of his relations." Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn al-Husain al-Baihaki (vol. I. p. 57) says: "Abū Said informed us that Abū'l-Abbās (5) told him that he had heard ar-Rabī‘ (vol. I. p. 519) mention that as-Shāfi‘i said: 'Amongst the judges established in different regions, there were some who made witnesses swear by the Koran; and that, in my opinion, is approvable. Mutarrif Ibn Māzin told me, on an authority which I do not recollect, that Ibn az-Zubair (6) ordered witnesses to be sworn on the Koran." Another doctor relates as follows: "As-Shāfi‘i said: 'I saw Mutarrif at Sanā‘a, and he swore witnesses on the Koran;" and a third doctor says: "As-Shāfi‘i declared that he saw Ibn Māzin, who was kādi of Sanā‘a, swear witnesses on the Koran in order to corroborate their oath." Mutarrif died at ar-Rakka, or at Manbeh, by another account, towards the close of the khilafate of Hārūn ar-Rashid. That sovereign died on the eve of Saturday, the 3rd of the latter Jumāda, A. H. 193 (24th March, A. D. 809), at Tūs; he commenced his reign on Friday, the 16th of the first Rabī‘, A. H. 170 (15th Sept. A. D. 786). Though this Mutarrif does not rank with those celebrated individuals whom it was necessary for me to notice, I have been induced to do so because the shāikh Abū Ishāk as-Shirāzi (vol. I. p. 9) says, in the Muhaddab, chapter on oaths, section on claims, paragraph on corroborating the oath: "And, if he make the person swear by the sacred volume and its contents, we know that as-Shāfi‘i related, on the authority of Mutarrif, that Ibn az-Zubair swore persons on the Koran, 'and', said as-Shāfi‘i, 'I saw Mutarrif at Sanā‘a swearing persons on the Koran, which is approvable.'"

Now, I remarked that jurisconsults inquired who this Mutarrif could be, and so little was known of him, that our master Imād ad-Dīn Abū 'l-Majd Ismail Ibn Abi 'l-Barakāt Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Abi 'r-Rida Ibn Bāṭish al-Mausili (vol. I. p. 187), the Shafite doctor, made the following gross mistake concerning him in the work which he composed on the names of the Traditionists mentioned in the Muhaddab and on the unusual terms which occur in that work: "Mutarrif Ibn Abd Allah Ibn
"as-Shikhkhîr," says he, "died subsequently to the year 87," meaning of the Hijra. There, by Allah! is a wonder: a person who died at that period, how could he possibly have been seen by as-Shâfi, who was born A.H. 150, sixty-three years after Mutarrif Ibn as-Shikhkhîr's death? I know not what could have led him into this mistake, and had he not mentioned the date, people might have said: "He thought that as-Shâfi met with him."—I had brought down my article thus far when I found, in the Annals of Abu 'l-Husain Abd al-Bâki Ibn Kâni (vol. 1. p. 374), that Mutarrif Ibn Mâzin died in the year 191 (A.D. 806-7), which agrees with our statement that his death took place towards the end of the kalifate of Harûn-ar-Rashid. — For the first part of this article, as here given, I was indebted to the kindness of the shaikh and hâfiz Zaki ad-Din Abû Muhammad Abd al-Azîm al-Mundiri (vol. 1 p. 89); may God prolong his days for our advantage! — The Mutarrif mentioned by Imâd ad-Din Ibn Bâtish, bore the surname of Abû Abd Allah; he was a jurisconsult and the son of Abd Allah Ibn as-Shikhkhîr Ibn Aûf Ibn Kaab Ibn Wâdân Ibn al-Harîsh Ibn Kaab Ibn Rabía Ibn Aâmîr Ibn Sâsâa Ibn Moawla Ibn Bakr Ibn Mansûr Ibn Ikrîma Ibn Khasafa Ibn Kais Ibn Ghailân (leg. Kais Aïldân) Ibn Modar Ibn Nizâr Ibn Maadd Ibn Adnân al-Harîsh. His father Abd Allah was one of the Prophet's companions. Mutarrif (Ibn Abd Allah) was one of the most devout and pious of men; it is related that, in a dispute with an adversary, in the mosque of Basra, he raised up his hands and exclaimed: "Almighty God! I beg of thee that thou deliver me from this man before he rise from his place!" He had not finished speaking when the man fell dead to the ground. Mutarrif was taken before the kādi, but that officer said: "He did not kill him; he only prayed against him, and God answered his prayer." From that time, people stood in awe of his intercessions. He died A.H. 87 (A.D. 706), but other dates are given, and Ibn Kânt says, 95 (A.D. 713-4). God best knows the truth!

(1) His life will be found in this work.

(2) Abû Abd ar-Rahmân Abd Allah Ibn Mahmûd as-Saadi, the ablest doctor in the science of the Traditions; whom the city of Marw ever produced, was considered as most competent judge in these matters and looked on as a veracious and trustworthy traditionist. Ad-Dahabi states, in his Tabakht al-Fukahd, that as-Saadi died A.H. 802 (A.D. 914-5).

(3) Abû Hâtim Muhammad Ibn Habit, a native of the town of Bust, in Sûjistân, studied under an-Nasâî and other eminent masters. He was profoundly learned in jurisprudence, the Traditions, medicine, astronomy, and other branches of science. He filled the post of aâdî at Samarkand and composed a critical work...
in which he estimated the character and trustworthiness of those persons by whom Traditions were handed down. He died A. H. 354 (A. D. 965), aged upwards of eighty years.

(4) Abd Allah Ibn Adi al-Jurjâni, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-Kattân (اِبْنِ الْكَطَّانَ), composed a work on the character of the traditionists, and entitled it the Kâmil (complete). His authority as a doctor in Traditions stood very high. He died A. H. 365 (A. D. 975-6).

(5) By Abd Sa'd is meant al-Istakhri (see vol. I. p. 374) and, by 'Abd al-'Abba'd, Ibn Surâj (vol. I. p. 46)—(Ms. anciens fonds, no. 785, f. 63, verso).

(6) Perhaps Allah Ibn az-Zubîr, the anti-khalif, is meant.

KUTB AD-DIN AL-ABBâDI.

Abû Mansûr al-Muzaffar Ibn 'l-Husain Ardashîr Ibn Abû Mansûr al-Abbâdi, surnamed Kûtb ad-Dîn (axis of religion), and distinguished by the title of al-Amr was a pupil-orator and a native of Marw (Marwâzî). As preacher and an exhorter to piety, he displayed great abilities and expressed his thoughts in elegant terms. This talent he continued to exercise from his early youth till an advanced age, and he excelled in it to such a degree that his name became proverbial. He thus came to be considered as the paragon of the age, and his surpassing merit was universally acknowledged. Having gone to Baghdad, he resided there nearly three years, and, during that time, regular sittings were held to hear him preach. His character gained him the friendship of all classes, and the imâm (khalîf) al-Muktafi li-amr illâh took him into particular favour. Being then sent from Baghdad on a mission to the court of the sultan Sinjar Ibn Malak Shâh the Seljûkide (vol. I. p. 600), he proceeded to Khorâsân, and, on his return, he was despatched on another mission to Khûzîstân. He died at Askar Mukram on Monday, the 29th of the latter Rabî, A. H. 547 (3rd August, A. D. 1152). His corpse was carried to Baghdad and buried within the enclosure which surrounds the grave of the holy shaikh al-Junaid Ibn Muhammad (vol. I. p. 338), in the Shûnizi cemetery. He was born in Ramâdân, A. H. 491 (August, A. D. 1098). He learned a great quantity of Traditions at Naisâpûr from Abû Ali Nasr Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Othmân al-Khushnâmi, Abû Abd Allah Ismail,
the son of the ḥāfiz Abd al-Ghāfir al-Fārisī (vol. II. p. 170), and other masters. Some Traditions were given on his authority by the ḥāfiz Abū Saad as-Samānī (vol. II. p. 156), who speaks of him in these terms: "The Traditions which he heard are genuine, but his religious principles were mistrusted. I saw something of that in his conduct, and I met with a treatise, in his own handwriting, wherein he essays to prove that it is lawful to drink wine; God pardon him and forgive us all!" His father Abū 'l-Husain was also known by the appellation of al-Amīr; he preached with elegance and led an exemplary life. His death occurred between the years 490 and 500 (A.D. 1097-1107).—Abbādí means belonging to Sinj Abbād, a large village in the vicinity of Marw. In the province of Marw also is another large village called Sinj, the native place of the jurist Abū Ali as-Sinjī (vol. I. p. 419). These two villages are quite distinct and must not be confounded, a number of masters in this branch of knowledge (the derivation of patronymies) have already given a similar caution.

MUWAFFAK AD-DIN MUZAFFAR.

Abū 'l-Izz Muzaffar Ibn Ibrāhīm Ibn Jamāa Ibn Ali Ibn Shāmi Ibn Ahmad Ibn Nāhid Ibn Abd ar-Rażzak al-Allānī, surnamed Muwaffak ad-Din (favoured in his religion), was a member of the Hanbalite sect, a native of Egypt, an able philologer, prosodian, and poet. He composed a short treatise on prosody, which testifies, by its excellence, the acute intelligence of the author, and he left a diwān of charming poetry. He was a blind man, and in one of his pieces, he says:

"You are in love," said they, "and yet you are blind! You love a dark-eyed nymph with rosy lips, yet you never saw the charms of her person; you cannot then say that they captivated your imagination. Her image never fleeted round you in your dreams; it never approached your couch; whence then has it sent, invisible to you, an arrow into your heart? By what means have you been enabled to describe her beauty in prose and verse?" I replied: "In love I am like Moses: I feel and am silent (1); I love through the medium of my ears, through I never saw the figure of her whom you name."
BIографICAL DICTIONARY.

As one thing brings on another, these verses remind me of the following piece, composed also by a blind man:

A maiden said to her companions: "How strange a being is that blind man! can he love an object which he never saw?" With tears gushing from my eyes, I replied: "Though my eyes never saw her person, yet her image exists in my imagination."

This thought is similar to that which Muhaddad ab-Dîn Omar Ibn Muhammad, generally known by the appellation of Ibn as-Shihna, a philologer and poet of some celebrity, who was a native of Mosul, inserted in a long kasfda composed by him in praise of the sultan Salâh ad-Dîn (Salâdîn) Yûsuf Ibn Aiyûb. The verse to which we allude is the following:

I am a man who loved you on hearing of your virtues; the ear, like the eye, is sensible to love.

The author took this thought from a verse of the poet Bashshâr Ibn Burd (vol. I. p. 254), who said:

O my friends! my ear is in love with a person of that tribe; the ear is sometimes enamoured previously to the eye.

The vizir Saﬁ ad-Dîn Abû Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Ali, who was generally known by the surname of Ibn Shukr (vol. I. p. 196), had set out from Syria with the intention of returning to Egypt, and his friends went forth to meet him as far as the station of Khashabi (2), neard al-Abbâsâ (3); and Muzaffar, the subject of this article, wrote to him the following lines to excuse himself for not having gone forth like the others:

They said: "We are hastening to al-Khashabi (4), that we who are his pensioners, may meet the vizir; yet you, blind man! do not set out." I replied: "I stay behind not through fear of fatigue, but because my heart burns, in desolation for his absence, and I dread lest that fire and al-Khashabi may come together (5)."

This is a trite idea, but the manner in which it is here employed renews its beauty. One of his friends told me that a person said to Muzaffar: "I saw in one of Abû 'l-Alâ al-Maarri's (vol. I. p. 94) compositions the following passage (6), and I wish to know what is the measure and whether it be one verse only or more than
one; I should also like to be informed if the verses terminate in the same rhyme or not." Muzaffar reflected for some time and returned a satisfactory answer. On hearing these words, I said to the relator of the anecdote: "Wait a moment till I examine the passage and don't tell me Muzaffar's answer." I then perceived that it was a majzû (7) branch of the rajaz measure, that the passage consisted of four verses rhyming in l, and that it was versified in a manner which prosodians admit of. Persons unacquainted with the science of prosody would not perceive that the words form verses, because the separation between them falls on letters which are united to those that follow. To render this evident, it is necessary to give the verses here in their proper form:

"May God favour thee and preserve thee! thou must come to-day to our solitary abode, so that we may renew our acquaintance with thee, O ornament of friends! for it is not a man like thee that would change or neglect an old friendship."

Prosodians quote these verses as a puzzle, not as a form of verification usually employed. Having discovered the solution of the difficulty, I submitted it to that person, and he replied: "Such was also the answer given by Muzaffar the blind."

The following anecdote was related by the shâikh Zakî ad-Dîn Abû Muhammad Abd al-Azîm Ibn Abd al-Kawî al-Mundiri, the Egyptian Traditionist (vol. I. p. 89):

"The learned Muwaffak ad-Dîn Muzaffar, the blind poet of Egypt, told me that, having gone to visit al-Kâdî 's-Sâid Ibn Sanâ al-Mulk"—I shall give the life of this person; his real name was Hibat-Allah, —"the latter said to him: 'Learned scholar! I have composed the first hemistich of a verse, but cannot finish it, although it has occupied my mind for some days.' Muzaffar asked to hear what he had composed, and the other recited as follows:

"(Bayâdu īzârî min sawâdî īzârîhi.) The whiteness of my beard proceeds from the blackness of her ringlets.

"On hearing these words, Muzaffar replied that he had found their completion, and recited as follows:

"(Kamâ jallâ nārî fîhi min jullânārīhi) even as the flame with which I burn for her acquired its intensity from her pomegranate-flower (her rosy cheeks).

"As-Sâid approved of the addition and commenced another verse on the same
model, but Muzaffar said to himself: 'I must rise and be off, or else he will make
the entire piece at the expense of my wits.'" Those anecdotes have drawn us
from our subject, but one word brings on another.—Muzaffar was born at Old Cairo,
on the 24th of the latter Jumâda, A. H. 544 (29th Oct. A. D. 1149), and he died
on Saturday morning, the 9th of Muharram, A. H. 623 (10th Jan. A. D. 1226). He
was interred the next day, at the foot of mount Mukattam.—Ailân means belonging
to Kais Ailân, or Kais the son of Ailân (8), Ibn Modar Ibn Nizâr Ibn Maadd Ibn
Adnân. Those who call him Kais Ailân do not agree as to the signification of the
latter word; some say that it was the name of a horse belonging to Kais, who was
therefore called the Kais of Ailân: others says that it was the name of his dog, whilst
others again tell us that Ailân was a man who brought up Kais in his childhood.
According to the authors of these statements, Kais was named Kais Ailân because
there was a person contemporary with him who bore the name of Kais Kubba (the
Kais of Kubba), which Kubba was a horse that he possessed: therefore each of them
was called after an object belonging to him, in order to distinguish him from the
other. God knows best! Some state that Kais Ailân's real name was an-Nâs, and
that he was the brother of al-Yâs, one of the Prophet's ancestors.

(1) Literally: I am Mosaic in love, by silence and comprehension.—I find nothing in the Korân to which
this can allude: it may perhaps refer to some anecdote respecting Mûsa al-Kâzîm, an imâm whose life will be
found in this volume.

(2) Al-Khashabi was situated on the road leading from Cairo to Syria, at the distance of three stations
from Fontâ.—(Mardsid.)

(3) The town of Abbâsâ (see vol. I. p. 500) lay at 13 parasangs from Cairo, on the road to Syria.—(Mardsid.)

(4) Here in the original Arabic is a fault against prosody. The poet pronounced al-Khashabi, whereas
the true pronunciation, according to the Mardsid, is al-Khashabîyi.

(5) Khashabi, in Arabic, signifies any thing made of wood.

(6) I omit the Arabic text of the passage, as it is to be found in the two printed editions; its meaning is
given lower down.

(7) In prosody, a distich is called majid when a foot is suppressed in each hemistich.

(8) I may add that some authors write Ghâlidn in place of Ailân.
MOAD IBN MUSLIM AL-HARRA.

Abû Muslim Moâd Ibn Muslim al-Harrâ, a grammarian of Kûfa, was mawla to Muhammad Ibn Kaab al-Karazi (1). Al-Kisâi (vol. II. p. 237) studied koran-reading under him and delivered some Traditions on his authority. Numerous anecdotes are told of his (al-Harra's) koran-readings. He composed a number of grammatical treatises, but none of his works were ever published. He professed Shiite doctrines, and left some poetry, such as grammarians may compose. The advanced age to which he lived fixed the attention of his contemporaries; he had great-grandchildren, but all his descendants died before him. A secretary of his relates as follows: "When I was in the service of Moâd Ibn Muslim, a man one day asked him his age. He replied: sixty-three years. Two years later, the same person repeated his question and received the same answer. On this, I said to Moâd: 'I have been 'with thee for the last one and twenty years, and every time thou hast been asked 'thy age, thou repliest, sixty-three years.' To this observation he merely 'answered: 'Wert thou to be with me one and twenty years more, thou wouldst 'never hear from me any other answer (2)." It is related by Othmân Ibn Abi Shaiba (3) that he saw Moâd Ibn Muslim and remarked that his teeth had been secured with gold fastenings, on account of his advanced age. Speaking of him, the celebrated poet Abû 's-Sari Sahl Ibn Abi Ghalib al-Khazraji (4) said:

Moâd Ibn Muslim is a man to whose existence no limit has been fixed. Time has grown hoary with age, yet the raiment of Moâd's life is still new. Tell Moâd, when you meet him, that eternity is vexed to see him live so long. O first-born of Eve! how long will thou live? how long, O Lobad! wilt thou proudly sweep along in the robe of life (5)? The tent of Adam has fallen to ruin, but thou remainest like one of its pickets. When thou hearest that the ravens are dead (of old age), thou mayest then inquire what headache and weakness of sight may be; full of health, thou stalkest about like an ostrich in thy double cloak, and art as active as fire. Thou wert a companion of Noah's; and, when grown an aged man whose sons had children, you broke in the mule of Zâ 'I-Karnain. Go on then and leave us; death shall be thy end, though eternity sustain the column of thy existence.

As for the words, How long, O Lobad, etc., we may state that Lobad was the last of the eagles of Lokmân Ibn Aâd. This Lokmân, of whom God hath spoken in his
Holy Book (6), was sent by his people, the Aâdites, to the sacred territory of Mekka, that he might pray for rain. When the Aâdites perished, Lokmân was given the choice of living as long as seven dun heifers (7) or as long as seven eagles (8), each of which, when it died, was to be succeeded by another. He chose the eagles, and, having taken a young one as it came out of the shell, he reared it and it lived for eighty years. On the death of the sixth eagle, he took a seventh, and called it Lobad. When Lobad grew old and unable to fly, Lokmân used to say to him: "Rise (and depart), O Lobad!". On the death of Lobad, Lokmân died also. The Arabs (of the desert) make frequent allusions to Lobad in their poems: it is thus that an-Nâbigha ad-Dubyâni (9) says:

That abode has become desolate and its inhabitants have removed: it was destroyed by that agent (time) which destroyed Lobad.

Let us return to our subject. Moâd pronounced the following lines on the death of his sons and grandchildren:

What can be hope for in life who has consumed, of his fleeting existence, ninety years? The ties which bound him to them (his children) are dissolved, and time has forced him to swallow the bitterest of woes. Yet he must drink of the same pond (death) as they have done, even were his life prolonged still more.

An intimate friendship subsisted between Moâd and al-Kumait Ibn Zaid (10), the celebrated poet: Muhammad Ibn Sahl, the person who published by oral transmission the poems of al-Kumait, relates as follows: At-Tirimmâh (11) the poet went to Khâlid Ibn Abd Allah al-Kasri (vol. I. p. 484), the emir of the two Irâks, who was then at Wâsit, and recited to him a poem which he had composed in his praise. Khâlid ordered him a present of thirty thousand dirhems, and arrayed him in two mantles of figured silk and of inestimable value. When al-Kumait heard of the circumstance, he resolved on going to Khâlid with a poem of a similar kind, but Moâd Ibn Muslim al-Harrâ said to him: "Do not: you are by no means like at-Tirimmâh; "he is the son of Khâlid's uncle, and other differences exist between you: you are "a Modarite, and Khâlid is a Yemenite strongly prejudiced against the descendants "of Modar; you are a Shiite and he is a partisan of the Omâlides; you are a native "of Irâk and he is a Syrian." Al-Kumait refused to take his advice and persisted in the intention of visiting Khâlid. When he arrived, the Yemenites said to
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Khâlid: "Al-Kumait has come, he who attacked us in his kastda which rhymes in "n, and in it glorified his people at our expense." Khâlid, in consequence, cast him into prison, observing that it was right to do so with a man who molested people by satirical attacks. Al-Moâd learned with regret what had happened, and pronounced the following lines:

I gave you good advice, but counsels which thwart the inclinations of him to whom they are addressed, are seldom well received. You acted against an advice in which you would have found your welfare, and of a sudden, between you and your hopes, misfortune intervened. The contrary of your expectations occurred to cross you, and brought with it a long share of affliction.

When Al-Kumait heard these lines, he wrote the following verse to Moâd:

You appear to me like one who adds water to the ocean and who makes a trade of bearing sand to the desert of Yabrin.

To this he added: "The judgment has fallen upon me; what resource is now left?" Moâd advised him to try and escape from prison, because Khâlid would assuredly put him to death; he in consequence disguised himself in the clothes of his wife, who came to him regularly with food, and, passing himself off for her, he left the prison and took refuge with Maslama Ibn Abd al-Malik (12), whose protection he implored and to whom he addressed the following lines:

I passed through (the gate) to reach you, as the arrow of Ibn Mukbil passed through (the target) (13); (escaping thus) from turmoil and misery. I wore the dress of a female, but underneath I bore a determined heart, (prompt to act,) like the sword drawn from the scabbard (14).

It was thus that he escaped from Khâlid. Moâd being asked the date of his birth, replied that he was born in the reign of Yazid Ibn Abd al-Malik, or in that of Abd al-Malik. Now, Yazid succeeded to the khilafate on the death of Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz, in the month of Rajab, A. H. 101 (Jan.-Feb. A. D. 720), and he died in the month of Shabân, A. H. 105 (January, A. D. 724): his father Abd al-Malik succeeded to the khilafate on the death of his father Marwân, in the month of Ramadân, A. H. 65 (April-May, A. D. 685), and he died in the month of Shawwâl, A. H. 86 (Sept.-Oct. A. D. 705). Moâd's birth lies therefore between these limits: he died A. H. 190 (A. D. 805-6), or, according to some, the year in which the Barmekides were overthrown,
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namely, A. H. 187 (A. D. 803), and this statement is the more correct. He was
surnamed Abû Muslim, but, having got a son whom he called Ali, he obtained the
surname of Abû Ali.—Harrá, with a long final ḍ, means a dealer in the cloth of
Herdt and such was the trade of Moâd.—The poet Abû 's'Sari, author of the piece
of verse quoted in this article, was brought up in Sijistân; he pretended to have been
suckled by the genii (Jinn) and to have been incorporated into that class of beings.
He composed a work on the genii, their wisdom, genealogy, and poetry, and he
pretended that he had made them take the oath of fidelity to al-Âmin, the son of
Hârûn ar-Rashid, as successor the throne. This obtained for him the favour of Hârûn
ar-Rashid, al-Âmin, and Zubaîda, al-Âmin's mother, and, by his interest with them,
he gained considerable wealth. He left some good poetry which he gave as having
been uttered by genii, demons (shayâtîn), and sadî ('female demons'). Ar-Rashid
once said to him: "If thou sawest what thou hast described, thou hast seen wonders;
"if not, thou hast composed a nice piece of literature." His whole history is a
series of marvellous and strange anecdotes.

(1) Al-Karâzî (الكراثي) means a dealer in karaz; karaz is the name given to the leaves of the salum tree,
a material used in tanning. According to the Nujum, Muhammad Ibn Kaab al-Karâzî died A. H. 117
(A. D. 735) or A. H. 120. He was a traditionist.

(2) Muhammad commenced his pretended mission at forty and died at sixty-three, the age after which,
according to the Muslims, the mental faculties begin to decline: Ibn Muslim had therefore a motive for not
making himself older.

(3) The hâfsa Othmân Ibn Abî Shaîba, a native of Kûfâ, died A. H. 239 (A. D. 858-9). He composed a
commentary on the Kurân, and a mamâl, or collection of Traditions. Thirty thousand persons are stated to
have attended his lessons.—(Mârd as-Zaman.)

(4) Our author speaks of this poet at the end of the present article.

(5) A little lower down, the author tells us who, or rather what, Lobad was.

(6) Kurân, surat 31.

(7) The right reading appears to be (pellets of gazelle's dung). See the Kâmûs under the word
Lîd, and de Sacy's Chrestomathie Ar. tome II. p. 432.

(8) The word nasr signifies eagle and vulture.

(9) M. de Sacy has given a notice on an-Nâbigha ad-Dubyâni in his Chrestomathie, tome II. p. 419.

(10) Coureit, fils de Zayd, issu d'Adnân par Àçad Ibn Khosayma, poétes-distingué dont le prénom était
Abû l-Moustahill, florissait sous les Omeyyades et mourut avant l'avènement des Abbassides,
auxquels il était très-attaché. Ses poésies composées en l'honneur de la famille de Hâchem, et nommées pour
cette raison Hâchemiygd, sont comptées parmi ses œuvres les plus remarquables. Pendant toute sa vie, il ne
cessa de célébrer la gloire des poètes issus d'Adnân et de faire la guerre aux poètes de la raîce de Cahtân, ex-
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(13) This proverbial expression is not noticed by Al-Maidani.

(14) Literally : Resembling the drawing of the blade.

AL-MOAFA IBN ZAKARIYA.

The kâdi Abu 'l-Faraj al-Moafa Ibn Zakariyyâ Ibn Yahya Ibn Humaid Ibn Hammâd Ibn Dâwûd an-Nahrawâni, surnamed Ibn Tarâra al-Jariri, was a jurisconsult, a philologist, a poet, a scholar learned (in the law) and versed in every branch of science. He held the post of kâdi in that quarter of Baghdad called Bab at-Tâk, exercising the functions of that place as deputy to the kâdi Ibn Sabr. Traditions were delivered by him on the authority of some eminent masters, such as Abû 'l-Kâsim al-Baghawi (vol. I. p. 323), Abû Bakr Ibn Abi Dâwûd (vol. I. p. 590), Yahya Ibn Sâid (vol. II. p. 597), Abû Saïd al-Adawi, and Abû Hâmîd Muhammad Ibn Hârûn al-Hadrâmi (1). One of the teachers from whom he received his philological information was Abû Abd Allah Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad Ibn Arafâ Ibn Ništâwî (vol. II. p. 26), and (traditional information) was transmitted from him to later students by Abû 'l-Kâsim al-Azhârî, the kâdi Abû 'l-Tâyiyyîb at-Tabari (vol. I. p. 644) doctor of the Shafite sect, Ahmad Ibn Ali ath-Thauri, Ahmad Ibn Omar Ibn Raouh, and others. Ahmad Ibn Omar Ibn Raouh relates as follows : Abû 'l-Faraj al-Moafa went to the house of a certain râfs (2), and found a number of the literati and philologists assembled there.
They asked him what branch of science he felt inclined to discuss with them, and he addressed the rats in these terms: "Your library contains treatises on all the branches of knowledge and of literature; will you be pleased to send your boy there and let him open the door and bring us the first book he lays his hand on; you will then examine the subject of which it treats, and that subject we shall discuss." "This," says Ibn Rauh, "proves that Abū 'l-Faraj was acquainted with all the sciences."—Abū Muḥammad al-Bāfi (3) used to say: "When the kādi Abū 'l-Faraj is present, we have with us all the sciences." He said also: "Were a man to devise one third of his property to the most learned of men, it should be delivered over to Abū 'l-Faraj al-Moā'fa." Al-Moā'fa was a sure and trustworthy transmitter of traditional information. He composed some good poetry, and the following piece is given as his by Abū 't-Taiyib at-Tabari:

Say to him who envies me: "Do you know whom you offend by your conduct? You offend God in finding fault with what he did; for you are not pleased at what God hath bestowed upon me. May God therefore punish you in giving me an increase of knowledge and exclude you from every path by which knowledge may be reached.

The shaikh Abū Ishak as-Shirāzi (vol. I. p. 9) mentions him with commendation in the Tabakat al-Fukāhā, and then adds these words: "Abū Alī 'd-Dāwūdī, the kādi of our city, states that the following verses were recited to him by Abū 'l-Faraj as his own:

"Shall I seek to obtain light from the cloud, or water from the mirage? I ask of vile foliage to lavish on me its favours, and I am sated with the fruit of bitterness. And yet I hope, with longing desire, to meet the best of men in the worst of ages.""

The following piece is by al-Moā'fa:

The Lord of the universe is bound to provide for me; why then should I submit myself as a slave to the world? Before I was created, he who formed me, may his name be glorified! fixed my share of adversity and prosperity. When rich, liberality and beneficence are my companions; when poor, my companion is meekness. As I am unable to repel the favours of God, so is all my intelligence unable to attract them.

It is stated that he composed these lines in imitation of the following by Ali Ibn al-Jahm (vol. II. p. 294):

Be assured that idleness is not always hurtful, and that application is not always useful. Since
the provision God has allotted you will reach you equally soon, be you at home or abroad, enjoy the pleasure of repose.

A singular coincidence (of names) is thus related by Abu Abd Allah al-Humaidi (p. 1 of his volume), in his al-Jami‘ bain as-Sahthain: he there says: I read the following anecdote in the handwriting of Abu 'l-Faraj al-Moāfa Ibn Zakariyā an-Nahrawāni: "I made the pilgrimage one year, and being at Mina on one of the three days which follow the Day of the Sacrifice, I heard a person call out: 'Ho! Abu 'l-Faraj!' I said to myself: He perhaps means me; but then I reflected that many persons bore the surname of Abu 'l-Faraj, and that some other individual might be meant. When the man found that no one answered him, he called out again: 'Ho! Abu 'l-Faraj al-Moāfa!' I was on the point of answering when I reflected that there might exist another man named al-Moāfa and surnamed Abu Faraj; so I said nothing, and the same person shouted out a third time: 'Ho! Abu 'l-Faraj al-Moāfa Ibn Zakariyā an-Nahrawāni!' Oh! said I to myself, there can be no doubt but that he calls me; he mentions my name, my surname, the name of my father, and the name of the town to which I belong; I therefore answered: 'Here I am; what do you want?' He replied: 'You are perhaps from an-Nahrawān in the East?' I answered that I was, on which he observed that the Nahrawān which he meant lay in the West. I was much struck with all these coincidences and I learned that there was a place in Maghrib called an-Nahrawān, quite different from the Nahrawān which is in Irak." Abu 'l-Faraj al-Moāfa composed a number of instructive works on literary and other subjects. He is the author of the book intitled Al-Jālīs wa'l-Anis (the companion and friend). His birth took place on Thursday the 8th of the month of Rajab, 303 (January, A. D. 916), or 305, according to another statement. He died on Monday, the 18th of Zū 'l-Lījja, 390 (19th November, A. D. 1000), at Nahrawān. —Tarāra is written with a final d (l), but some persons replace this letter by a (s). —al-Jartrī means related to Muhammad Ibn Jartr at-Tabari, the imām of whom we have already spoken. Abu 'l-Faraj received this surname because he had accepted and followed implicitly the religious opinions taught by at-Tabari who, as we have already stated (vol. II. p. 597), was a mujtahid imām and the founder of a particular sect. He had a great number of disciples, many of whom adopted his system of doctrine, and one of these was Abu 'l-Faraj.—As we have already spoken of Nahrawān (vol. I, p. 401), we need not repeat our observations here.
AL-MOIZZ LI-DIN ILLAH.

Abū Tamīm Maaddir, surnamed al-Moizz li-dīn Illah (the exalter of God's religion), was the son of al-Mansūr, the son of al-Kāim, the son of al-Mahdi Obaid Allah. We have already spoken of his father (vol. I. p. 218), of his grandfather p. 181 (of this vol.) and of his great grandfather (vol. II. p. 77), and given a sketch of their history. Al-Moizz received from the people, in the lifetime of his father, the oath of fealty as heir to the throne. The oath was renewed to him after his father's death and on the date mentioned in our article on that prince. Having then taken into his hands the direction of affairs, he governed the state remarkably well. On Sunday, the 7th of Zū 'l-Hijja 341 (25th April, A. D. 953), he took his seat on the throne of the empire, so that the grandees and a great number of the people might do him homage. They saluted him with the title of khalif, on which he assumed the surname of al-Moizz, without shewing any sorrow for the death of his father. Having then set out to visit the provinces of Ifrikiya and provide for their welfare and tranquillity, he subdued the rebels in these countries, chose from among his pages and followers those whose ability and intelligence he had appreciated and confided to them the government of his (towns and) districts. To each of them he furnished a numerous troop of militia and men at arms. He then placed a large army under the orders of Abū 'l-Hasan Jawhar, the kādī of whom we have spoken under the latter (vol. I. p. 340)
and sent him to subdue all the countries of Magrib which had refused obedience. Jawhar went to Fez and from that to Sijilmassa. Having taken these cities, he marched towards the ocean which environs the world, caught some fish therein, put them into jars filled with water and sent them to al-Moizz. He then returned to his master, bringing with him as prisoners, in an iron cage, the sovereigns of Fez and Sijilmassa. A full account of that expedition would be too long to relate; let it suffice to say that the kâid did not return to El-Moizz until he had solidly established that prince’s authority in those countries and chastised the disobedient and the refractory. (He vainquished them every where he met them,) from the door (or capital) of Ifritkiya to the ocean, in the West, and from the same capital as far as the provinces of Egypt, in the East. There remained not a spot in all those regions wherein the sovereignty of al-Moizz had not been proclaimed; in every one of them, the Friday prayer was offered up in his name by the congregation, with the sole exception of Sibta (Ceuta), which city remained in the possession of the Omayyide sovereigns who ruled in Spain. When al-Moizz was informed of the death of Kâfar al-Ikhshidi (vol. II. p. 524), who was governor of Egypt, as we have already stated, al-Moizz ordered Jawhar to make preparations for marching into that country. Jawhar, before going, made an expedition towards the West, in order to settle matters there. He took with him an immense army, assembled all the Arab tribes that were to accompany him to Egypt, and collected from the Berbers five hundred thousand dinars of taxes which they owed for territories granted to them by government. When the winter season arrived, al-Moizz set out for al-Mahdiya and caused five hundred camel-loads of dinars to be transported from the palaces of his forefathers to his own. On Sunday, the 27th of Muharram, A. H. 358 (21st Dec. A. D. 968), Jawhar came back, bringing to al-Moizz troops and money, and then received the order to set out for Egypt. He took with him a great number of tribes (both Arabic and Berber). In our article on Jawhar we have given the date of his departure and that of his arrival in Egypt, so we need not repeat them here. Al-Moizz spent on the army which accompanied Jawhar so great a sum of money that the donatives (in some cases) amounted to one thousand dinars (a man) and were never less than twenty. The soldiers being thus enriched by his gifts, laid out their money at Kairawan and Sabra (1), in purchasing whatever they stood in need of. Jawhar departed with the army and took with him one thousand camels loaded with money and arms. The quantity of cavalry and ammunitions was immense. Dearth and
pestilence had prevailed in Egypt that year and carried off, it is said, six hundred thousand persons in the capital and the provinces. On the 15th of Ramadân, A. H. 358 (2nd of August, A. D. 969), al-Moizz received intelligence of the conquest of Egypt by his troops. Some time after, the dromedary express arrived with a dispatch containing an account of the conquest. Djawhar wrote repeatedly to al-Moizz, requesting him in the most pressing terms to come to Egypt, and soon after, he informed him by a courier that Egypt, Syria and Hijâz were brought into perfect order and that the prayer was offered up in his name throughout all those countries. This news gave al-Moizz the utmost satisfaction and, as soon as his authority was consolidated in Egypt, he set out, after naming Bulukkîn Ibn Ziri Ibn Menâd (vol. I. p. 267) as his lieutenant governor in Ifrikîya. He took with him an immense sum of money and a number of very influential and powerful chiefs. He started from al-Mansûriya (2), the seat of his empire, on Monday, the 21st of Shawwâl, A. H. 361 (5th August, A. D. 972) and proceeded to Sardâniya (3) where he stopped in order to rally his officers, followers and all those who were to accompany him. Whilst at that station he ratified Bulukkîn’s nomination, the date of which has been already given in his biographical notice. He departed thence on Thursday, the 5th of Safar 362 (15th Nov. A. D. 972) and continued his march, halting at certain places for a few days and, at other times, proceeding with great speed. On his way, he passed through Barka and entered Alexandria on Saturday, the 23rd Shabân of the same year (29th May, A. D. 973). He went in on horseback and proceeded to the bath. Abû Tâhir Mohammad Ibn Ahmad, kâddî of Mîsr (Old Cairo), accompanied by the chief men of the country, waited on him (in Alexandria) and offered him their salutations. He held a sitting near the light-house, in order to receive them and, addressing to them a long speech, he said that he had come to Egypt, not for the purpose of augmenting his dominions and his wealth but of maintaining the true faith, protecting pilgrims and making war against the infidels. He declared his resolution to close his life in the exercise of good works and to act in conformity with the orders he had received from his ancestor, the Prophet (Muhammad). He then preached to them and made a long exhortation which drew tears from some of those who were present; after which, he arrayed the kâddî and other persons of the assembly in robes of honour, made each of them a present of a horse (or mule), ready harnessed, and dismissed them. Towards the end of the month of Shabân, he left Alexandria and, on Saturday, the 2nd of Ramadân (6th June, A. D. 973) he stopped
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at Mina, which is the wharf of Misr, opposite Guiza. The kâid Jawhar went forth to meet him and, on drawing near, dismounted (from his horse) and kissed the ground before him. The vizir Abû 'l-Fadl Ja'far Ibn al-Furât, of whom we have given some account under the letter J (vol. I. p. 319), had also an interview, at al-Djiza, with al-Moizz, who remained there three days. The army prepared for crossing the river to the wharf of Misr, with their baggage, and, on Tuesday, the 5th of Ramadân,—or, by another account, on the 7th of that month,—El-Moizz passed the Nile and proceeded to al-Cahira (Cairo), without entering Misr (Old Cairo), although the inhabitants had adorned the streets of the city, thinking he would visit it. On the other hand, the people of Cairo had made no preparations for his reception, as they supposed that he would, first of all, go to Misr. On arriving at Cairo, he went to the Castle and entered a hall of audience where he fell prostrate in adoration of almighty God. He then said a prayer of two rakâs (4) and dismissed the company. It was after al-Moizz that Cairo received the surname of al-Moizziya (the Moizzian), this city having been built for him by the kâid Jawhar. On Friday, the 17th of Muharram 364 (7th Oct. A. D. 974), al-Moizz took away from Jawhar the superintendence of the government offices, the collectorship of the revenue and the direction of all other public affairs. In our article on the shârîf Abd Allah Ibn Tabâtabâ (vol. II. p. 47) we stated that, in a conversation with al-Moizz, he questioned him about his genealogy, and we gave that sovereign's answer; we mentioned also what he was bold enough to do on his return to the Castle. El-Moizz was highly intelligent, resolute and lofty-minded, an accomplished scholar, and a good astronomer (or astrologer). The following piece of verse is said to be his:

See what those eyes have wrought upon us from beneath those hoods! They are more cutting and more piercing to the soul than daggers to the throat. Between them all I am as much fatigued as a proscribed flying under a mid-day sun.

These lines also are said to be his:

Beauty, rising in your forehead like a sun, looked down on the roses of your cheeks, and thy loveliness, fearing that these roses might fade in that parching heat, spread over them thy hair as a shade.

This is a fine and original idea.—We have already given an article on his sonTamim (vol. I. p. 279) and some specimens of his poetry. We shall speak of his
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(other) son, al-Aziz Nizâr, under the letter N.—Al-Moizz was born at al-Mahdiya, on Monday, the 11th of Ramadân 319 (27th Sept. A. D. 931); he died at Cairo on Friday, the 15th, or as some say, the 13th of the second Rabî 365 (20th Dec. A. D. 975), or, by another account, the 7th of that month (5).

(1) Sabra was one of the suburbs of Kairawân.
(2) The name of al-Mansûriya was given to Sabra by Ismail al-Mansûr, the third Fatimide khalïf.—(Al-Bakri’s Description de l’Afrique septentrionale, p. 64.)
(3) Al-Bakri places Sardâniya near Jâhla, which place is about 24 miles from Kairawân. Sardâniya was so called because a number of Christians, whom the Muslims had carried off from the isle of Sardinia, were permitted to settle there. Another colony of the same people existed in the neighbourhood of Tûzer.—(Al-Bakri, p. 78; Ibn Khalîd’s Histoire des Berbère, vol. III. p. 156 of my translation.)
(5) For a fuller account of the life of this sovereign consult the Vie d’el-Moizz by Quatremère (Journal asiatique de 1887), and the Histoire des Berbère, tom. II., passim.

AL-MUSTANSIR BILLAH.

Abû Tamîm Maâdd, surnamed al-Mustansir Billah (the invoker of God’s assistance), was the son of az-Zâhir li-Izâz Din-llah, the son of al-Hâkim, the son of al-Aziz, the son of al-Moizz li-Din Illah, him whose biography we have just given. The rest of his ancestors we have already mentioned. He was proclaimed sovereign on Sunday, the 15th of Shabân 427 (14th June, A. D. 1036), after the death of his father. During his reign a number of events took place the like of which never occurred in the reign of any other prince of that family, either before or after him. Such, for instance, was the affair of Abû ’l-Hârith Arslân al-Basâshî (vol. I. p. 172) who, having acquired great power and influence in Baghdad, substituted in the public prayer (khotba) (1) the name of al-Mustansir for that of the imam (and Abbaside khalîf) al-Kâm. This took place in the year 450 (A. D. 1058). During twelve months the khotba was recited, in the name of al-Mustansir, from all the pulpits of Baghdad. Another remarkable occurrence was the revolt of Ali Ibn Muhammad as-Sulaihi who,
having become master of Yemen in the manner we have already related (vol. II. p. 345), had prayers offered up for al-Mustansir from all the pulpits of that country, immediately after the khotba. This event is so well known that details are unnecessary. Another extraordinary fact was that he reigned sixty years, which was more than any member of the Abbaside family or of his own ever did. Another strange thing was his being raised to the sovereignty at the age of seven years. Another was that, from the time his ancestor al-Mahdi obtained the supreme power till the days of al-Moizz,—see the preceding article,—the prayer had been always offered up in Maghrib for the Fatimides; when al-Moizz set out for Egypt, he appointed Bolukkin Ibn Ziri as his lieutenant in that country, and the khotba continued to be said there as usual (for the Fatimid dynasty); but al-Moizz Ibn Bâdis, of whom we shall give some account (see page 368 of this vol.), put a stop to the practice. This happened in the year 443 (A. D. 1051-2), during the reign of al-Mustansir. The author of the History of Kairawân (2) gives the year 435 as the date of this event; (3) but God knows best. In the year 439 (A. D. 1047) the names of al-Mustansir and of his ancestors were replaced in the khotba, at Mekka and at Medina, by that of al-Muktadi (4), the khalif of Baghdad; but an account of this would lead us too far. Another extraordinary thing happened during al-Mustansir's reign: a great famine, the like of which had never been known since the days of (the patriarch) Joseph the faithful, desolated Egypt during seven years; men ate the flesh of their fellow-men and, it is said, a single cake of bread was sold for fifty pieces of gold (dinars). As long as this calamity lasted, al-Mustansir alone possessed a horse, and, when he rode out, the courtiers followed on foot, not having a beast to carry them. Individuals walking in the streets fell dead of hunger. Al-Mustansir was obliged to borrow a mule for his parasol-bearer, from Ibn Hibat Allah, president of the board of official correspondence (5). The famine rose at length to such a height that, in the years 462 (A. D. 1069-70), al-Mustansir's mother and daughters removed to Bagdad. The inhabitants of Egypt dispersed into various countries and were scattered abroad. It continued to rage with unabated violence till Badr al-Jamâli Amir al-Jûyiûsh, the father of al-ʻAfdal Shâhanshâh, set sail from Acre, as we have related in the life of his son (vol. I. p. 612) and proceeded to Egypt where he took in hands the direction of affairs and re-established the prosperity of the country. The details of his proceedings would lead us too far.—Al-Mustansir was born on the morning of Tuesday, the 16th of the second Jumâda 420 (2nd July. A. D. 1029); he died on
the eve of Thursday, the 18th of Zù 'l-Hijja 487 (6th Jan. A.D. 1095).—I may here observe that the 18th of Zù 'l-Hijja is the anniversary of the Festival of Ghadr (Aid al-Ghadr) which is the same as that of Ghadr Khumm (the pond of Khumm). I mention this, having heard many persons ask on what day of the month that festival took place. —Khumm, situated between Mekka and Medina, is a place where there is a pond of water, or, by another account, a morass. When the Prophet returned from Mekka, the year of the farewell (6), he halted at Khumm and adopted Ali Ibn Abi Tâlib as his brother, saying: "Ali is to me what Aaron was to Moses. Almighty God! be a friend to his friends and a foe to his foes; help those who help him and frustrate the hopes of those who betray him." The Shiites attach great importance to this (tradition). According to Al-Îâzîmi (page 11 of this vol.), Khumm is the name of a valley lying between Mekka and Medina, and in the neighbourhood of al-Jufla (7). It contains a pond near which the Prophet pronounced his invocation. This valley is notorious for the insalubrity of its air and the malignity of its fevers. —We have already noticed some members of Mustansir's family and shall speak of others in their proper places (8).

(1) See vol. I. p. 174, note (2).

(2) The history of Kairawan has been written by the following authors: 1st, Ibn ar-Râkî, who was still living in the year 341 (A.D. 952); 2nd, Ibn al-Jazzâr, who, according to the author of the Baiyda al-Maghribî, died in 369 (A.D. 979), or, according to Ibn Abi Osaibîa, in 395 (A.D. 1004-5); 3rd, Ibn Rashîk, who died in Sicily the year 468 (A.D. 1070-1); 4th, Ibn Shaddâd the Sanhaijân, who died in 501 (A.D. 1107-8); 5th, Ibn Hammâd, whose work is cited by Ibn Khaldûn; 6th, Ibn Sharaf, whose history is quoted in the Baiyda; and 7th, Abu Bakr Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad al-Mâliki, author of a biographical work, arranged in chronological order, and treating of the most remarkable jurisconsults and devotees who had appeared at Kairawân, up to the year 556 of the Hijra inclusively. It furnishes occasionally some good historical information. The MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale is dated 24th Rajab 727 (June, A.D. 1227), and one of those from which it was copied bore the date of 344 (A.D. 1149-50).

(3) Ibn Khâldûn, who gives a full account of this event, (see Histoire des Berbars, tome I, page 31 et suiv. ...) states that it took place in the year 437 (A.D. 1045-6); but, in the second volume of the same work, page 29, he says it happened in the year 440, and this is also the date given by the author of the Baiyda.

(4) The author has here fallen into a mistake; the khâlid al-Muktadi commenced his reign A.H. 607. It was the khâlid al-Kâim whose supremacy was acknowledged in Magribi after the revolt of al-Moizz the Ziride. Ibn Khâldûn, in his Histoire des Berbars, tome II. p. 21, says so positively, and the date suffices to prove that he is in the right. Ibn Khallîkân has avoided this error in his life of al-Moizz Ibn Bâdîs, page 306 of this volume.

(5) See, for the board of correspondence or chancery office, vol. I. p. 85, note (4).
(6) The tenth year of the Hijra was called the year of the farewell, because it was that in which Muhammad made his last pilgrimage and bid adieu to Mekka.

(7) See vol. I. p. 365, note (33).

(8) A long notice on al-Mustansir, compiled from the works of various Arabic authors, was published by Quatremère in the second volume of his Mémoires sur l'Égypte.

MARUF AL-KARKHI.

Abû Mahfûz Mârûf al-Karkhi, the celebrated saint, was the son of Fîrûz, or Fîrûzân, or Ali, and one of the clients of Ali Ibn Mûsa ar-Rida, a person of whom we have already spoken (vol. II. p. 212). His parents, who were Christians, delivered him over to a school-master of that persuasion, and when this man told him to say: "(God is) the third of three," he replied: "Not so! he is the Only One (1)". Having once received a severe beating from his master for making such an answer, he ran away and left him. His parents then said: "O! were he to come back to us, we should conform to whatever religion he may have chosen." Some time after, he made his profession of Islamism in the hands of Ali Ibn Mûsa er-Rida and, having returned to his parents' house, he knocked at the door. A voice (from within) said: "Who is there?" He answered: Mârûf."—"What religion does he follow?"—"Islamism". His parents then because Moslems. Mârûf had the reputation of always obtaining from God the fulfilment of his prayers; so, in times of drought, the inhabitants of Baghdad offer up the prayer for rain at his tomb. They have also a saying that the tomb of Mârûf is an approved remedy for every ill. He said, one day, to his disciple Sari as-Sakati (vol. I. p. 555): "When thou standest in need of God's assistance, invoke him to grant it for my sake."—"I saw, in a dream, Mârûf al-Karkhi;"—so relates as-Sakati,—"he seemed to be under the throne (of God), and the Creator, may his power be glorified! said to the angels: 'Who is that?'. To which they answered: 'Thou knowest, O Lord! better than we do.' (God) replied: 'It is Mârûf al-Karkhi; he was intoxicated with love for me and did not recover till he met me.'"—Mârûf once related as
follows: "One of the disciples of Dâwûd at-Tai (2) said to me: 'Take care not to discontinue the act, for by it, thou art brought near unto the favour of thy Lord. What is that act?' said I. He answered: 'Continual obedience to thy Lord, and respect, with good counsel, for the Moslims.'" — Muhammad Ibn al-Husain relates that he heard his father say: "I saw, in a dream, Mârûf al-Karkhi, after his death, and I said to him: 'How did God treat thee?' and he answered: 'He hath shewn mercy unto me.' — 'Was it for thy self-mortification and thy devotion?' said I. 'No,' said he, 'but because I had hearkened to the exhortation of Ibn as-Sammâk (p. 18 of this vol.) and because I clung to poverty and consorted with the poor.'" Mârûf himself gave the following account of Ibn as-Sammâk's exhortation: "As I was passing through Kûfa, I stopped to hear a man called Ibn as-Sammâk, who was preaching to the people. In the course of his sermon he said: 'Whosoever turneth altogether from God, God will turn totally away from him; whosoever turneth his heart towards God, God will turn towards him with mercy and a look of consent to his wishes, and he who has been devout' from time to time, God will shew him mercy on a time.' His words sunk into my heart, so I turned towards God and left every occupation except the service of my patron Ali Ibn Mûsa ar-Rida. I related this discourse to ar-Rida and he said: 'That exhortation is quite sufficient, if thou art capable of being touched by an exhortation.'" — We have already spoken of Ibn as-Sammâk among the Muhammads. When Mârûf was on his death-bed, they asked him for his last injunctions and he answered: "After my death, give away my shirt in alms; naked I came into the world and naked I wish to leave it." — He passed, one day, by a water-carrier who was crying out: 'God have mercy on him who drinketh!' On this, he went up to him and took a drink, thought he was at that time keeping a strict fast. Some one then said to him: 'Art thou not keeping a fast?' and he replied: 'Yes, I am, but I hoped for the fulfilment of that man's prayer.' — The merits of Mârûf and the anecdotes respecting him are too numerous to be related. He died at Baghdâd in the year 200 (A.D. 815-6) or, by other accounts, in 201 or 204. His tomb is in that city; it is a well-known monument, much frequented by pious visitors. — Karkhi means belonging to Karkh. Nine places bearing this name are mentioned in Yâkût al-Hamawi's geographical dictionary, but the best known of them is that which is (the suburb) of Baghdad. Mârûf most certainly belonged to that place, though some say he was a native of the Khârkh of Ju'dân, which is a village in vol. iii.
Irāk, situated on the line which separates the government of Khānēkān from that of Shahrozūr.

(1) That means: God is the third person of the Trinity. It is a koranic expression (see sūrat 5, verse 77), but could never have been made use of by a christian teacher. This shews that the story here related is a Moslem fabrication.


AL-MOIZZ IBN BADIS, THE ZIRIDE.

Al-Moizz al-Himyari as-Sanhāji (the sanhajian Himyarite) (1), sovereign of Ifrikiya and its maghribine dependancies, was the son of Bāḏis, the son of Mansūr, the son of Bolukkīn, the son of Zīrī, the son of Manādh. In our article on his son, the emir Tamīm (vol. I. page 281), we have given the rest of the genealogy. Al-Hākim the (Fatimide) sovereign of Egypt, conferred on him the title of Sharaf ad-Daula (nobleness of the empire) and sent him a robe of honour with a diploma authorising him to take that title. This happened in the month of Zu‘l-Hijja 407 (May, A. D. 1017). Al-Moizz was a powerful and high-minded prince, a friend to the learned, and prodigal of gifts. In the series of sovereigns belonging to that family, he held the central place (2). We have already mentioned his father and his grandfather (vol. I. p. 248) and also his great grandfather (vol. I. p. 267). Poets were loud in his praise, literary men courted his patronage, and all who hoped for gain made his court their halting-place. The rite of Abū Hanīfa was (at that time) more prevalent in Ifrikiya than any other, but al-Moizz obliged all the people of Mauritania to adopt that of Mālik Ibn Anas (vol. II. p. 545), and thus put a stop to all contestations arising from the diversity of legal and ritual observances. Things have continued in the same state up to the present time (3). In our article on Mustansir billah the Obaidide (4), we mentioned that al-Moizz repudiated the authority of that sovereign, suppressed his name in the khotba and replaced it by that of al-Kāīm bi-Amr Īllah, the khalif of Baghdad. On this, al-Mustansir wrote
him a long and threatening letter, in which was this passage: "Why hast thou not
trod in the steps of thy forefathers, showing us obedience and fidelity?" To
which al-Moizz replied: "My father and my forefathers were kings of Maghrib
before thy predecessors obtained possession of that country. Our family render-
ed them services not to be retributed by any rank which thou canst give. When
people attempted to degrade them, they exalted themselves by means of their
swords." He persisted in suppressing al-Mustansir's name and, from that
time up to the present day, the *khotha* has never been said in Ifrikiya for any
Egyptian sovereign. Many anecdotes are told of al-Moizz, but his history is so well
known that we need not expatiate on the subject (5). He composed a few pieces of
verse, but none of them have fallen into my hands. — He was sitting, one day, in
his saloon with a number of literary men about him, and before him lay a lemon
shaped like a hand and fingers (6). He asked them to extemporize some verses on
that subject, and Abû Ali al-Hasan Ibn Rashik al-Kairawâni (*see vol. I. p. 384*),
recited the following lines:

A lemon, with its extremities gracefully spread out, appears before all eyes without being
injured (7). It seems to hold out a hand towards the Creator, invoking long life to the son
of Bâdis.

Al-Moizz declared the verses excellent and shewed more favour to the author than
to any other literary man in the assembly. — He was born at al-Mansûriya, a place
called also Sabra, and forming one of the governments of Ifrikiya (8). His birth
took place on Thursday, the 7th of the first Jumâda 398 (19th January, A. D. 1008).
He obtained the supreme command after the death of his father Bâdis and on the
day specified in our account of that prince's life (9). He was solemnly inaugurated
at al-Muhammadîya (10), another of the governments of Ifrikiya. This event took
place on Saturday, the 3rd of Zû 'l-Hijja 406 (13th May, A. D. 1016). He died at
Kairawân on the 4th of Shabân 454 (13th August, A. D. 1062) of a malady he had
contracted, a weakness of the liver. None of the princes of his family reigned so
long as he. Abû Ali al-Hasan Ibn Rashik lamented his death in an elegy of which
all the verses rhymed in *k*; we abstain from inserting this piece, in order to avoid
prolivity. This prince had no other name but al-Moizz (*which is however a simple
title or surname*). To clear up this point, I made every possible search; consulting
books, learned men, natives of Mauritania and writers of annals, but could only find
that he was called al-Moizz and that his surname was unknown. It would therefore appear that al-Moizz was really his name; besides, we are not authorised to suppose that (in his case) it was a surname, for none of his family ever bore one. I give it therefore for his name, as I found it.

(1) Ibn al-Kalbi, Tabari, Nuwairi, and other historians assert that the Sanhadja, a people who form one of the oldest and purest berber tribes, that of Zenag (Senegal), descended from the arabic tribe of Himyar. This opinion, though deserving of attention, was not admitted by the native genealogists of the berber race. — (See Histoire des Berbères, tome II, p. 2 et suiv.)

(2) Literally: He was the central (and finest) pearl of their necklace.

(3) The rite of Mālik is still the only one prevalent in the states of northern Africa. It is followed also in the Negro countries.

(4) See p. 388 of this volume. The Fatimides were called Obaidides by those who did not look upon them as descendants of Fatima, the daughter of Muhammad. This designation was given to them because their ancestor was named Obaid Allah.


(6) Lemons of this form are not uncommon in Algeria.

(7) The effects of the evil eye may be averted by holding up the hand, with the fingers spread open. It is to this circumstance that the poet alludes.

(8) Sabra was quite contiguous to Kairawân.

(9) The inauguration of al-Moizz had been deferred because he was only eight years old on his father's death.

(10) The town and canton of al-Muhammadiya lie nine miles south of Tunis.

ABU OBAIDA.

Abū Obaida Māmar Ibn al-Muthanna, an adoptive member of the Koraishide family of Ta‘m and a native of Basra, was an able grammarian and an accomplished scholar. He is spoken of by al-Jāhiz (vol. II. p. 405) in these terms: "There was never on earth a Khārijite (dissenter) or an orthodox believer more learned in all the sciences than he." — Ibn Kutaiba (vol. II. p. 22) speaks of him thus in the Kitāb al-Madrif: "The unusual expressions (of the Arabic language), the history
of the (ancient) Arabs and their conflicts, were his predominant study; yet, with all his learning, he was not always able to recite a verse without mangling it; even in reading the Korân, with the book before his eyes, he made mistakes. He detested the Arabs (of the desert) and composed a number of treatises in their dispraise. His opinions were those of the Khârijites."—Another author relates as follows: "In the year 188 (A. D. 804) he proceeded from Basra to Baghdad, whither he had been called by Hârûn ar-Rashid, and explained some of his works to that prince. He taught Traditions on the authority of Hishâm Ibn Orwa (1) and others; Traditions were given on his authority by Ali Ibn al-Mughîra al-ATHRAM (2), Abû Obâid al-Kâsim Ibn Sallâm (vol. II. p. 486), Abû Othmân al-Mâzînî (vol. I. p. 264), Abû Hâtim as-Sijistânî (vol. I. p. 603), Omar Ibn Shabba an-Numairî (vol. II. p. 375) and others."—Abû Obâid related the following anecdote: "Al-Fadl Ibn ar-Rabi (vol. II. p. 468) sent to me, at Basra, the order to go and see him. So, I set out, though I had been informed of his haughtiness. Being admitted into his presence, I found him in a very long and broad saloon, the floor of which was covered with a carpet of one single piece. At the upper end of the room was a pile of matrasses, so lofty that it could not be got upon without a foot-stool, and on those matrasses al-Fadl was seated. I said to him: 'Hail to the vizir!' He returned my greeting, smiled on me and, bidding me draw near, he placed me on the same seat with himself. He then asked me sundry questions and showed me such affability as set me quite at ease. At his request, I recited to him the finest anteislamite poems I could recollect. 'I know most of these,' said he, 'what I want is (to hear) gay verses!' I recited some to him, and, as I proceeded, he shook his sides, laughed and got into an excellent humour. A well-looking man, in the dress of a kâtîb (3), then came in, and al-Fadl made him sit down beside me and asked him if he knew me. On his reply that he did not, he said to him: 'This is Abû Obâid, the most learned man of Basra; we sent for him that we might derive some benefit from his learning.'—'May God bless you!' exclaimed the man, 'you did well!' Turning then towards me, he said: 'I have been longing to see you, as I have been asked a question which I wished to submit to you.' I replied: 'Let us hear it.'—'The (Korân, which is the) word of God,,' said he, 'contains this passage: the buds of which are like heads of demons (4). Now, we are all aware that, in promises and threats, the comparisons which are made should refer to things already known;
yet no one knows what a demon's head is like.' — To this I replied: 'God spoke to the Arabs in their own style; have you not heard the verse of Amro Kais:

'Will he kill me? me whose bel-fellows are a sword and (arrows) pointed with azure steel, like unto the fangs of ogres.

Now, the Arabs never saw an ogre, but, as they stood in awe of such beings, they were often threatened with them.' Al-Fadl and the man who questioned me approved this answer, and, on that very day, I took the resolution of composing a treatise on the Koran, in explanation of this and similar difficulties, with every necessary elucidation. On my return to Basra, I drew up the work and entitled it al-Majaz (metaphors). On enquiry respecting that man, I learned that he was one of the vizir's kadibs and boon companions.' — Abû Obaida, having been informed that (Abû Said) al-Asmâi (vol. II. p. 123) blamed him for composing the Kitâb al-Majaz, and that he had said: 'He speaks of God's book after his own private judgement (5), enquired when and where he gave lessons, and, on the day mentioned, he mounted his ass, rode up to the circle of scholars, dismounted and, after saluting al-Asmâi, sat down and conversed with him. On finishing, he said: 'Tell me, Abû Said! what sort of a thing is bread?' The other answered: 'It is that which you bake and eat.' — 'There,' said Abû Obaida, 'you have explained the book of God after your own private judgment (6), for God, may his name be exalted! has said (in repeating the words of Pharaoh's chief-baker): 'I was bearing on my head (a load of) bread (7).' Al-Asmâi replied: 'I said what appeared to me true and did not (mean to) explain the Koran after my private judgement.' On which Abû Obaida replied: 'And all that I said and which you blamed me for appeared to me true, and I did not (mean to) explain the Koran after my private judgment.' He then rose from his place, mounted his ass and went off. — Al-Bâhili, the author of the Kitâb al-Madni (8) declared that students who went to al-Asmâi's lessons were purchasing pellets of dung in the pearl-market, and that, when they went to those of Abû Obaida, they purchased pearls in the dung-market. He said so because al-Asmâi recited with much elegance and could set off anecdotes and verses, even of the poorest kind, so as to make the very worst appear good, but that little real information was to be obtained from him; whereas, Abû Obaida expressed himself badly but furnished a mass of useful knowledge. — Abû
Obaida never explained the verses (which he recited). Al-Mubarrad (p. 31 of this vol.) said: "Abū Zaid al-Ansāri (vol. I. p. 570) was an abler grammarian than al-Asmā'ī and Abū Obaida, but these two came next to him and were near to each other; "Abū Obaida was the most accomplished scholar of the day."—Ali Ibn al-Madīnī (vol. II. p. 242, note 6) spoke of him in the highest terms, and declared that he was a most correct transmitter of traditional literature. "Never," said he, "did he "give as a genuine production of the desert Arabs a piece which was not authentic."

—Abū Obaida and al-Asmā'ī were taken before Harūn ar-Rashīd in order that he might choose one of them for a member of his private society, and the preference was given to al-Asmā'ī, as being better qualified for a table-companion. —Abū Nūwāṣ (vol. I. p. 391) took lessons from Abū Obaida; he praised him highly and decried al-Asmā'ī, whom he detested. When asked what he thought of al-Asmā'ī, he replied: "A nightingale in a cage" (9). Of Khalāf al-Ahmar (10) he said: "In him are "combined all human knowledge and intelligence;" and of Abū Obaida: "A "bundle of science packed up in a skin." —A poem addressed by Ishāk Ibn an-Nādīm al-Maṣūli (vol. I. p. 183) to al-Fadl Ibn ar-Rābī contains the following passage in praise of Abū Obaida and in dispraise of al-Asmā'ī:

Take Abū Obaida and treat him with favour, for in him you will find all science. Honour him therefore, prefer him, and reject the she-monkey's cub.

When Abū Obaida recited verses, he did not mark the measure and, in repeating passages of the Korān or relating Traditions, he made mistakes designedly: "For," said he, "grammar brings ill luck (11)." He continued to compose works until he died and left nearly two hundred treatises (12), of which we may name the following: Kitāb majāz al-Korān (figurative expressions occurring in the Korān), the Gharīb al-Korān (unusual expressions employed in the Korān), the Madīnī 'l-Korān (rhetorical figures made use of in the Korān), the Gharīb al-Hadīth (rare expressions occurring in the Traditions), the Kitāb ad-Dībāj (silken robe), the Tāj (diadem), the Kitāb al-Hudūd (book of definitions), the Kitāb Khārsān (treatise concerning Khosrāw), the Kitāb Khudārīj al-Bahrain wa' l-Yamāma (on the Khārijites of Bahrain and Yemen), the Kitāb al-Mawdūl (on mawāls), the Kitāb al-Bulh (on simpletons), the Kitāb ad-Dīfān (on guests), the Kitāb Marj Rāḥit (on the battle of Marj Rāḥit), the Kitāb al-Mundūfardt (contestations between individuals concerning the illustriousness of their respective families), the Kitāb al-Kabdīl (on the Arabian tribes), the Kitāb
Khabar il-Barrad (history of al-Barrad) (13), the Kitab al-Karain (book of female companions, or of concomitant circumstances), the Kitab al-Bazi (on the falcon), the Kitab al-Hamdam (on turtle-doves) the Kitab al-Haiyat (on serpents), the Kitab al-Akariib (on scorpions), the Kitab an-Nawdikh (on concubines), the Kitab an-Nawdshir (on the muscles of the arm), the Kitab Hudr il-Khail (on the galloping of horses), the Kitab al-Aiyd (on great men?), the Kitab Bunydn bi-Ahlihi (on setting up house), the Kitab Ayadi 'l-Azd (on the generous deeds of the tribe of Asd), the Kitab al-Khail (on horses), the Kitab al-Ibl (on camels), the Kitab al-Insan (on man), the Kitab az-Zarédl (on corn-fields), the Kitab ar-Rahl (on the camel’s saddle), the Kitab ad-Dilui (on the leathern bucket for drawing water), the Kitab al-Bakra (on the pulley of draw-wells), the Kitab as-Sarj (on the saddle), the Kitab al-Lijam (on the bridle), the Kitab al-Faras (on the horse), the Kitab as-Shawrd (on animals gone astray, or on verses current through the Arab tribes), the Kitab al-Ihtilam (on puberty, or on dreaming), the Kitab nakàtil il-Fursân (on combats where celebrated horsemen met their death), the Kitab nakàtil il-Ashraf (on the violent deaths of the Sharifs or descendants of Ali), the Kitab as-Shir wa as-Shuward (on poetry and poets), the Kitab faala wa asfala (on verbs which, in the fourth form, have a privative signification), the Kitab al-Mathalib (the vices of the Arabs reprehended), the Kitab Khulk al-Insan (on the human frame), the Kitab al-Fark (on the difference between the names given to the members of the human body and these given to the same members in animals), the Kitab al-Khuff (on the feet of camels, or on boots), the Kitab Makka wa 'l-Haram (on Mekka and its sacred territory), the Kitab dh Jamaal wa 's-Siffin (on the battles of the Camel and Siffin), the Kitab Buyutat il-Arab (on the tents of the Arabs), the Kitab al-Mudawmat (on mutual blame), the Kitab al-Ghurt (on predatory excursions), the Kitab al-Mud patriotic (on mutual reproaches), the Kitab al-Adhdd (on words which have each two opposite significations), the Kitab madthir il-Arab (the memorable deeds of the Arabs), the Kitab Madthir Ghatafsân (the noble recollections left by the tribe of Ghatafsân), the Kitab Adhdd il-Arab (on the high pretensions of the Arabs), the Kitab maktab Othman (on the murder of the khalif Othman), the Kitab Asma 'l-Khail (on the names given to horses), the Kitab al-Akaka (on ungrateful children), the Kitab kudat il-Basra (on the kadi of Basra), the Kitab Futat Irmitiya (on the conquest of Armenia), the Kitab Futat il-Ahwaz (on the conquest of al-Ahwaz), the Kitab Losus il-Arab (on celebrated Arab robbers), the Kitab Akhdar il-Hajjaj (the history of al-Hajjaj), the Kitab Kissat il-Kaaba (the history of the Kaaba), the Kitab al-Hums min Aal Kuraish (on the Kuraishide families
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called the Hums) (14), the Kitâb Faddâl il-'Arsh (on the excellencies of the throne of God) the Kitâb ma talhano fihâ l-'Aamma (on the faults of language committed by the vulgar), the Kitâb as-Sawdâ wa Fatkhi (on Babylonia and its conquest), the Kitâb man shukira min al-Ommâl wa humida (on governors who have been thanked and praised), the Kitâb al-Jamâd wa 't-Tathniya (on the plural and the dual), the Kitâb al-Aus wa 'l-Kharraj (on the Aus and Khazraj, the two great Arab tribes of Medina), the Kitâb Muhammad wa Ibrâhim (history of Muhammad and Ibrâhim), the sons of Abd Allah, the son of al-Hasan, the son of al-Hasan, the son of Ali, the son of Abû Tâlib (15), the Kitâb al-Aiyâm as-Saghîr (the shorter work on celebrated battle-days), containing an account of seventy-five conflicts, the Kitâb al-Aiyâm al-Kabîr (the greater work on battle-days), containing an account of one thousand two hundred conflicts, the Kitâb Aiyâm Bani Mâzin wa Akhbârihim (the battle-days and history of the tribe of Mâzin). He left besides other instructive works, all of which I should mention, were I not afraid of lengthening this article too much. — Abû Obaida relates as follows: "When I appeared before al-Fadl Ibn ar-Rabî, he asked me who, of all men, "was the best poet? and I answered: 'Ar-Râf (16)'. 'Why,' said he, 'do you give "' him the preference?' — I replied: 'Because he went to see Said Ibn Abd ar-"' "Rahmân the Omayyade who, the very day he received him, made him a present "' and allowed him to depart; this circumstance ar-Râf described in the following "' verses:

"At midnight, our camels, emaciated (by a long journey), arrived panting at Said's door.
"The next morning, they hastened off again, praising the court-yard where he had allowed "them to repose; for they had obtained (for me) not a dilatory promise but a solid gift.'

"On hearing this, al-Fadl exclaimed: 'Abû Obaida! you have presented to us "' your request with much address.' " The next morning, Abû Obaida went to the court of Hârûn ar-Rashîd: "He gave me a present," said he, "ordered me "something out of his own private treasury and dismissed me." — Abû Obaida was a mauula of the tribe of Obaid Allah Ibn Mâmar at-Taîmi. A man of high rank said to him: "You, who insult every one, who was your father?" to which he replied: "My father informed me that his father told him that he was a jew of (the "" town of) Bâjarwân;" the questioner went off immediately and left him (17). — Abû Obaida was of so sarcastic a humour that every one in Basra who had a reputation to maintain was obliged to flatter him. He once set out for Fars with the
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intention of visiting Mūsa Ibn Abd ar-Rahmān al-Hilāli who, being informed of his approach, said to his pages: "Be on your guard against Abū Obaida, for every word of his is (sharp and) cutting." A repast was served and one of the pages spilled some gravy on the skirt of Abū Obaida's cloak. "Some gravy has fallen on your cloak," said Mūsa, "but I shall give you ten others in place of it."—"Nay!" replied Abū Obaida, "do not mind! your gravy can do no harm." By that he meant that there was no strength (18) in it. Mūsa understood the sarcasm, but held his peace.—It is related that, when Abū Obaida composed his Kitāb al-Mathālib, an Arab said to him: "You have insulted the whole of the Arabs;" on which he replied; "That can do you no harm, for it does not concern you;" meaning by these words that the man was not an Arab. When al-Asmā'i went to the mosque, he always said (to his disciples), before he entered: "Look in and see if that fellow be there;" meaning Abū Obaida; so much he dreaded the sharpness of his tongue.—When Abū Obaida died, no one attended his funeral because he had not spared, in his acrimony, either gentle or simple. He was filthy in his habits and lisped; his genealogy was unsound and his orthodoxy suspected, for he had a leaning towards the doctrines of the Khārijites. Abū Hātim as-Sijistāni (vol. I. p. 603), related that Abū Obaida treated him with respect because he thought him to be one of the Khārijites of Sijistān. Ath-Thauri (vol. I. p. 576) relates the following anecdote: "I went to the mosque and found Abū Obaida sitting alone and writing with his finger on the floor. He asked me who was the author of this verse:

"I said to my soul, when it shook and trembled: Back to thy wonted mood! Strive to merit praise or else repose (in death)."

"I replied that is was Katari Ibn al-Fujāa (see vol. II. p. 522), on which he exclaimed: 'God smash your mouth! why not say: the Commander of the faithful, Abū Naāma (19)? He then requested me to sit down and never to repeat what he had just uttered. So I kept it a secret till the day of his death."—This anecdote appears to me contestable, for the verse just mentioned belongs to a poem composed by A DIR Ibn al-Itnāba al-Ansāri al-Khazrajī. Itnāba was his mother's name and Zaid Mandt the name of his father. No literary scholar can deny the verse to be his, the poem from which it is taken being acknowledged to be of that author's
composition. Al-Mubarrad (vol. III. p. 31) relates in his Kāmil that Moawia Ibn Abi Sofyān the Omaiyeide said: “Let poetry be one of your chief occupations and principal studies. The noble deeds of your forefathers are mentioned in poems, and there also you can find counsels to direct you. At the battle of Al-Ḥarīr (20), I was on the point of running away, when these words of Ibn al-İtnâba (came to my mind and) changed my intention:

“I was hindered by my self-denial, by my fortitude, by the hope of purchasing glory at an easy rate (in facing dangers) (21), by the pleasure of encountering perils, of striking off the heads of many a valiant hero, and of saying (to my soul), every time she shook and trembled: ‘Back to thy wonted mood! strive to merit praise or else repose (in death). Let me thus defend my pure renown and ward off hereafter imputations which I had well deserve (ved (22)).’

Let us return to our account of Abū Obaida: no magistrate would receive his evidence because he was suspected of an unnatural vice. Al-Asmāi relates this anecdote: “I and Abū Obaida entered one day into the mosque and, behold! on the pillar at the foot of which he usually sat and at the height of nearly seven cubits, was inscribed this verse:

“God’s blessing on Lot and on his people! come, Abū Obaida! say amen.

“He said to me: “Asmāi! rub that out.” So I got on his shoulders and faced the writing, but not before my weight made him cry out: ‘You are too heavy; you are breaking my back!’—I answered: ‘Nothing remains (to rub out) but the t (of the word Lot.)’—That, said he, is the worst letter of the whole verse.” According to another account, Abū Obaida, finding al-Asmāi so heavy, told him to make haste. “Nothing remains now,” said the other, “except the word Lot.” On this, Abū Obaida exclaimed: “From him let us fly (23)” — The person who wrote the verse was Abū Nuwās al-Ḥasan Ibn Ḥāni, he of whom we have already spoken (vol. I. p. 391). It is related that, near the place where Abū Obaida held his sittings, were found scraps of paper containing the above mentioned verse and the following:

For thou, I am sure, art one of their survivors (and hast been always so) since the age of puberty, though thou art now in thy ninetieth year.
The anecdotes related of Abû Obaida are very numerous. He was born in the month of Rajab, 110 (Oct.-Nov. A.D. 729), on the same night in which Al-Hasan al-Basri (vol. I. p. 370) died. Other accounts place his birth in the years 111, 114, 118 and 119, but the date here given is the true one. The proof is that the emir Jaafar Ibn Sulaimân Ibn Abd al-Mottalib (24) having asked him when he was born, he replied: "Omar Ibn Abî Rabîa al-Makhzûmi (vol. II. p. 372) has already shaped "out my answer: being asked the date of his birth, he replied: 'The night on "' which (the khalîf) Omar Ibn al-Khattâb died; what excellence was then removed "' from the world and what worthlessness brought into it!' Now I was born the "night of al-Hasan al-Basri's death, and (the rest of) my answer shall be the same "as Omar Ibn Abî Rabîa's." In the life of this Omar we mentioned that these words have been attributed to Al-Hasan al-Basri. Abû Obaida died at Basra in the year 209 (A. D. 824-5), or, according to other statements, in 211, or 210, or 213.

— A banana, which (Abû Jaafar) Muhammad Ibn al-Kâsim Ibn Sahl an Nushjâni gave him to eat, was the cause of his death. Some time afterwards, Abû 'l-Atâhiya (vol. I. p. 202) went to see An-Nushjâni, who offered him a banana, on which he exclaimed: "What do you mean? Abû Jaafar! you took away Abû Obaida's life by "means of a banana and you intend to kill me in the same manner! do you con-" sider as lawful the murdering of learned men?" — Abû Obaida must not be con-" founded with Abû Obaid, whose names were Al-Kâsim Ibn Sallâm (See vol. II. p. 486).

— Mamar.— Al-Muthanna (25).— Bâjarwân, the native place of Abû Obai-"da's father, is a village in the district of al-Balikh, which constitutes a government in the province of Ar-Rakka. It is also the name of a town situated in Sherwân, a province of Armenia and near which, it is said, lies the fountain of immortality which was dis-"covered by Al-Khidr (26). I am inclined to believe that Abû Obaida belonged to this place. Some say that Bâjarwân is the name of the town from the inhabitants of which Moses and Al-Khidr asked hospitality (27). — Nushjâni means belonging to Nushjân, which is a village in one of the districts of Fars.

(1) The life of Hishâm Ibn Orwa will be found in this volume.
(2) See vol. II. p. 568, note (3), and read Mughira in place of Moghaira.
(3) See vol. I. page xxxi.
(4) See Korân, surat 87, verse 83. There is, say the commentators, a thorny tree which grows in Tehâma and bears a fruit like an almond, but extremely bitter. Its name, zakkâm, is given, in the Korân, to a tree growing in hell, the fruit of which will be the food of the damned.
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(6) Private judgment was at first allowed in explaining certain obscure passages of the Kordān and of the Traditions; but, after the establishment of the four orthodox rites, it was formally disapproved of by the Muslim doctors.

(7) Kordān, surah 13, verse 36.

(8) Abū 'l-Husain Muhammad Ibn Muhammad al-Bāhili composed a commentary on a work in which At-Tahāwī (see vol. I, p. 51), explained the obscure terms and passages which occur in the Kordān and the Traditions. He died A. H. 321 (A. D. 933). His treatise and that of At-Tahāwī bore the same title.

(9) A nightingale in a cage is pleasing to hear, but there is nothing else good about it. Such seems to be the meaning of the remark made by Abū Nawās.

(10) See vol. I, p. 572, note (4).—The father of Khalaf was enfranchised by Abū Burda, the son of Abū Mūsa (see vol. II, p. 13) and married a woman of the tribe of Māsin. According to Mr. de Hammer, in his Literaturgeschichte der Araber, vol. III, p. 156, Khalaf died A. H. 180 (A. D. 796-7). Mr. Ahlwardt published at Grieswald, in 1859, one of Khalaf's poems with critical notes. The title of his work is Chalif elahmar's Qasida.

(11) This signification of the word ّحذود has been already noticed in this volume, p. 386, note (25).

(12) The purely philological character of most of the treatises mentioned in the following list has been indicated in the introduction to the first vol. p. xxvii. They were composed of extracts made from the poems and sententious discourses of the desert Arabs.

(13) About twenty years before the promulgation of Islamism, the tribe of Kuraish was embroiled in a war with that of Hawāzin, because Al-Barrād Ibn Kals had slain Orwa Ibn Oba. At-Tābrizī, in his commentary on the Ḥamāda, page 400, alludes to this event. Mr. Cauvin de Perceval gives a full account of it in his Essai sur l'histoire des Arabes, tome I, p. 301 et seq.

(14) The word huns signifies heroes. It was a title assumed by the principal Kraishides and granted by them to some of the Kinānian and Khozānian families which resided in their neighbourhood. (Hamāda, page 1; Essai sur l'histoire des Arabes, t. I. p. 280.)

(15) For information respecting these two imāms of the Zaidiyya sect, see de Sacy's Chrestomathie arab, tome I, page 3, of the second edition, and my translation of Ibn Khalūn's History of the Berbers, tome II, page 499.

(16) Obaid Ibn al-Husain, a member of the tribe of Numair, which was a branch of that of Amīr Ibn Sāsārah, was an emminent Arabian chief and an excellent poet. He received the surname of Ar-Rāh (the pastor), or Rād al-ibl (the camels' herdsman), because he excelled in the description of these animals. He composed poems in praise of the Omayyade Khalīf Abū al-Malik Ibn Marwān and died at an advanced age. (As-Suyūtī's Shāsh Shawthid il-Mughni; Mardik al-Abād.)

(17) The wit of Abū Obaid's answer is, for the translator, quite imperceptible.

(18) The word rendered here by strength means grease.

(19) Our author has already mentioned, in the life of Katari, that this chief of the Kharijite sect was surnamed Abū Naḥma and had taken the title of Commander of the faithful.

(20) The battle of Kādissiya was fought A. H. 15 and lasted three days. The first journées was afterwards called Yaum Armatāth; the second Yaum Aghwāth; and the third Yaum Aghmās of Ams, or Ghimās. On the night preceding the third day and which was called Lailat al-Harir (The night of growling, or marling), the battle was renewed and victory finally
declared in favour of the Moslims. Arabic historians and geographers are uncertain whether the names given to these trois journées designated places or not. For a full account of this celebrated battle see Mr. Causin de Perceval’s Essai, etc., t. III, p. 481 et suiv., professor Kosegarten’s Taberistanensis Annales, t. III, and Price’s Retrospect of Mahommedan History, vol. I, p. 804.

(21) As we do not possess the traditional explication of this piece, we can indicate its meaning by conjecture only.

(22) This verse may perhaps signify: that I may defend the honour of virtuous women and maintain, henceforward, an unspotted reputation.

(23) I suspect that this dialogue, in Arabic, offers a series of equivocal significations, such as were comprehensible to Moslem debauchees, in Eastern countries. In that case, the insertion of the anecdote does no honour to the author nor to the generation for whom he compiled his work.

(24) Abū Abd Allah Jaafar Ibn Sulaimān Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Abd al-Muttalib held, at one time, the government of Medina. He was removed from his post in the year 159 (A. D. 767), by the khalif Al-Mansūr. He died at Basra, but on what date is not ascertained.

(25) The author marks the orthography of these proper names, letter by letter. Such indications I suppress, as usual, but give the results.

(26) Al-Khādir is the name by which the Moslims seem to designate the prophet Elias. According to them, he discovered the fountain of life and, having drank of it, became immortal.

(27) See Kōrā, surat 18, verse 76.

MAAN, THE SON OF ZĀIDA.

Abū ’l-Walid Maan ash-Shaibānī was the son of Zāida, the son of Abd Allah, the son of Zāida, the son of Matar, the son of Sharik, the son of Amr, surnamed As-Sulb, the son of Kais, the son of Shurāhil, the son of Hammām, the son of Murra, the son of Duhl, the son of Shaibān. The rest of genealogy is well known (1). Ibn al-Kalbi (2) says, in his Jamharat an-Nisab: “Maan was the son of Zāida, the son of Matar, the son Sharik, the son of Amr, the son of Kais, the son of Shurāhil, the son of Murra, the son of Hammām, the son of Murra, the son of Duhl, the son of Shaibān, the son of Thalaba, the son of Okāba, the son of Saab, the son of Ali, the son of Bakr, the son of Wāil, the son of Kāsit, the son of Ibnb, the son of Afsa, the son of Domi, the son of Jadila, the son of Asad, the son of Rabia, the son
"of Nizâr, the son of Maedd, the son of Adnân. Maan was generous, brave, liberal and beneficent, highly extolled (by poets) and much visited (by the needy)." Al-Asmâî related as follows: "An Arab of the desert went to see Maan Ibn Zâïda and recited to him a poem in his praise. He then waited so long at the (palace) door that he was about to depart, when he saw Maan on the point of riding out. He immediately rose, went up to him and, seizing the bridle of the steed, he said:

"O Maan! thy hands are all beneficence; (they pour) favours on the people and (open new) ways to thy (generosity). The daughters of my uncle will know what I have obtained, when, on my return, the saddle-bags shall be examined.

"Maan ordered five female camels, chosen from the best of his flock, to be brought out, and, having loaded with gifts, presents and clothes, he gave them to him and said: 'Son of my brother! return, and may God protect thee! to the daughters of thy uncle; when they examine the saddle-bags, they will surely find something to rejoice at.' The Arab answered: 'By the House of God! thou hast spoken truly.'" — In the life of the poet Marwân Ibn Abi Hâfsa (p. 343 of this vol.), will be found other anecdotes concerning him. Marwân was particularly devoted to him and most of his poems were in praise of this chief. Under the dynasty of the Omaiyides, Maan rose successively from one post of authority to another, and remained attached to the service of Yazid Ibn Omar Ibn Hubaira al-Fazârî, governor of the two Irâks. When the sovereignty passed into the hands of the Abbâsides, Abû Jaafar al-Mansûr besieged Yazid Ibn Omar in the city of Wâsit. What occurred between them on this occasion is well known, and some account of it will be found in our article on Yazid. Maan had displayed great bravery in support of Yazid and, when this chief was put to death, he lay hid for some time, though fear of Al-Mansûr. During the period of his concealment he had a number of extraordinary adventures, one of which we here give in the words of Marwân Ibn Abi Hâfsa, the celebrated poet: "When Maan Ibn Zâïda was governor of Yemen (3), he made me the following narration: "(Abû Jaafar) al-Mansûr caused the strictest search to be made for me and offered a reward in money to whoever would bring me to him. Perquisitions were made so closely that I was obliged to alter my complexion by exposing myself to the rays of the sun; I cut off my whiskers, put on a woollen frock and, having mounted on a camel, I proceeded towards the desert, with the intention of staying there. I had just gone out by
the Báb Harb, which is one of the gates of Baghdad, when a negro, with a
sword suspended in a belt from his shoulder, followed me until I had got out of
the sight of the guards. He then seized my camel by the halter and, making it
kneel down, he grasped me by the hand: 'What is the matter?' said I. He
answered: 'Thou art he whom the Commander of the faithful is searching for.'
'I replied: 'And who am I, that search should be made for me?' - 'Thou
art Maan, the son of Záida,' said he. - 'My good fellow!' said I, 'have the
fear of the Almighty before thy eyes! where is the likeness between me and
Maan?' — 'Cease denying,' said he, 'for, by Allah! I know thee better than
thou knowest thyself.'—Perceiving that he was in earnest, I said to him: 'Here
is a jewel worth many times the sum offered by Al-Mansûr to the person who
may bring me to him, take it and be not the cause of shedding my blood.' —
'Hand it out,' said he. On my producing it to him, he looked at it for some
time and then said: 'As for its value, thou hast told the truth, but I will not
accept it before asking thee a question; if thou givest me a true answer, I shall
let thee go.' — 'Ask,' said I. — 'All people,' said he, 'declare that thou art
noted for thy generosity; tell me if thou didst ever give away at once the whole of
thy fortune?' — 'No.' — 'Or the half?' — 'No.' — 'Or the third?' — 'No.' — He
proceeded thus till he said: 'Or the tenth?' on which I blushed and replied:
'I think I have sometimes done so.' — 'Well!' said he, 'that was no great
matter (for such as thee); now I, by Allah! am a simple foot-soldier, living on
the pay I get from Abû Ja’far al-Mansûr; every month, he gives me twenty dir-
hems (4), and this jewel is worth many thousand dinars; here, I give it to thee
back, as a present for thy own sake, and on account of the generosity for which
thou art noted, and in order to make thee know that there is, in the world, a
man more generous than thou art, So, for the future, be not proud of thyself,
but consider henceforward the gifts thou makest as trifling, and stop not in thy
career of generosity'. He then threw the necklace into my lap and let go the
halter of my camel. As he was turning to depart, I said to him: 'By Allah!
thou hast disgraced me, man! I would suffer less from the shedding of my life's
blood than from what thou hast done to me. Take back what I offered thee,
for I am rich enough to do without it.'—He laughed and said: 'Thou intendest
to make me belie my words; now, by Allah! I shall not receive it nor ever take
a reward for doing a good action.' He then went his way and, when I had no
"longer any danger to apprehend, I had search made for him and promised
"to whoever would bring him to me whatever reward he might ask; but I never
"heard of him again; it was as if the earth had swallowed him up."—Maan re-
mained in concealment till the affray of Al-Hâshimiya (5). On that memorable day,
a band of Khorasanides revolted against Al-Mansûr and proceeded to attack him. A
combat took place between them and the partisans he had in Al-Hâshimiya, a town
which (the khalif) As-Saffâh had built in the neighbourhood of Kûfa. Ghars an-Nîma
Ibn as-Sâbi (see vol. I. p. 290) says, as follows, in his work intitled Kitâb al-Hafawât
(book of faults): "In the month of Zûl-Kaada, 134 (May-June, A. D. 752), as-
"Saffâh finished the building of the town which he had founded for himself near
"al-Anbâr."—Maan, who was lying concealed in the neighbourhood (at the time of
this revolt), set out at night disguised in a turban, with a veil over his face, and, hav-
ing attacked the insurgents, in the sight of al-Mansûr, he displayed great bravery
and resolution, and put them to flight. Al-Mansûr was no sooner delivered from
danger than he said to him: "Deuce take thee! who art thou?" The other re-
moved the veil from his face and answered: "Commander of the faithful! I am he
"whom thou hast been making search for; I am Maan, the son of Zâida." Al-
Mansûr immediately granted him a free pardon, heaped upon him gifts and honours,
arrayed him in a fine dress, with splendid ornaments, and received him into the
number of his favorites. Some days after, Maan entered into the presence of Al-
Mansûr who, on seeing him, said: "Tell me, Maan! did you not give to Marwân
"Ibn Abi Hafsa a reward of one hundred thousand dirhems for this verse?

"'Tis Maan, the son of Zaida, by whose prowess the tribe of Shaibân had fresh glory added
"to its glory."

"Not so! Commander of the faithful! but I gave it to him for this passage of the
"same poem:

"On the day of Al-Hâshimiya, you stood boldly forth with your sword in defense of God's
"vicar (upon earth). You protected the spot where he stood and warded off from him the
"strokes of the sword and spear."

"Well answered, Maan!" exclaimed the khalif.—Another day, he said to him:
"Maan! people often speak ill of your tribe;" to which Maan replied:

"You will always find the illustrious exposed to envy, but never will you find detractors of
"the vile."

vol. III.
He went, one day, when advanced in age, to visit (Al-Mansūr) and (this prince) said to him: "Maan! you are growing old."—"Yes, Commander of the faithful! in your service," replied Maan.—"And yet you are still vigourous," added the khalif.—"Yes, Commander of the faithful! in attacking your enemies."—"And you have still some strength remaining?"—"Yes," answered Maan, "and it shall be used for you." When Abd ar-Rahmān Ibn Zaid, a pious ascetic of Basra, heard of this conversation, he exclaimed: "Unfortunate man! he reserves nothing for (the service of) the Lord." The best known of Marwān's kasādas were composed in honour of Maan, and the finest of them is that which rhymes in l and of which I inserted a passage in the life of the former. It is rather long, as it consists of more than fifty verses; so, not to lengthen this article, I shall abstain from giving it. In another poem, he said of him:

God has secured against fear and want him who has Maan for a protector in adversity. Maan, the son of Zāida! he keeps his promises and gives the highest price to purchase fame. He considers what he bestows as so much gained, if it obtains for him lasting praise; yet he who receives his gifts thinks them cheaply earned. He has erected for (the tribe of) of Shaibān a (monument of) glory never to fall till the solid basis of Hadan shall pass away.

Hadan (حصن) is the name of a great mountain, situated between Najd and Tihamâ, and at a day's journey from the latter country. There is proverb which says: He is in Najd who sees Hadan. It is frequently mentioned in poems and historical anecdotes.—A person noted for the elegance of his language visited Maan, one day, and addressed him in these (choice) terms: "It would have been easy for me to get my self recommended to you by one whom you might find irksome; but I preferred choosing for intercessor your own merit and making an appeal to your own generosity. If you think to place me as high in your noble favour as I have placed my hopes in your beneficence, do so. I have not been too proud to solicit your bounty; spare therefore my honorable feelings the shame of a disappointment."

—Maan composed some good poetry, most of which is on bravery. Abū Abd Allah (Hārūn) Ibn al Munajjim (see his life in this vol.) speaks of him in the Kitāb al-Bāri, and gives a number of passages taken from his poems. Such is the following, addressed to Khattāb, a nephew of Abd al-Jabbār Ibn Abd or-Rahmān (6), on seeing him strut about at court after having been defeated and fled to flight by the Khārijites:

Why didst thou not walk so, O Khattāb! on the morning you encountered the foe? Why
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didst thou not stand firm when death was near? Thou wert saved by a steed, obedient to the rein and which, spurred on by thee through a cloud of dust, flew like an eagle. Thou didst leave thy companions when the spears came to their encounter, and so doth every man who is lost to honour.

The grammarian Abū Othmān al-Māzīnī (vol. I. p. 264) relates as follows: "The commander of Maan’s police-guard (7) said to me: 'I was standing behind Maan (who was seated in his chair of state), when he perceived a man riding (on a camel) and coming up at full speed.' 'I do not think, said Maan, that he wants to see any one else but me. Door-keeper! let him enter.' (The stranger) came in, saluted Maan and said:

'God preserve thee! little is what I have; my family are numerous and I am not able to support them. Stubborn fortune hath borne me down; so, they sent me to thee and await the result.

'Maan, being then in one of his generous moods, made answer: All will be right; by Allah! I shall hasten thy return! He then told one of his pages to bring out such and such a female camel and a thousand pieces of gold (8), and all this he gave to the man, without knowing who he was.'" It is in these terms that the occurrence is related by the Khatīb (vol. I. p. 75), in his history (of Baghdad). Numerous other anecdotes are told of Maan and of his generous deeds. Towards the end of his life, he was appointed governor of Sijistān. Having proceeded to that province, he did there many memorable acts, had numerous adventures and received frequent visits from poets.—In the year 151 (A. D. 768), or 152, or 158, according to other accounts, being then in Sijistān, he had workmen occupied in his palace, when some Khārijites slipped in amongst them and murdered him. He was at that moment undergoing the operation of cupping (9). His nephew, Yazid Ibn Mazyad Ibn Zāida, whose life we shall give, went in pursuit of the assassins and slew them all in the town of Al-Bust. The poets composed admirable elegies on the death of Maan. One of the finest and noblest of those pieces we shall here give; it is a Kastāda composed by his own poet, Marwān Ibn Abī Hafsa, and begins thus:

Maan has gone his way, leaving a glorious reputation, never to perish and never to be equalled. When Maan received the fatal stroke, the sun seemed to have shrouded himself in darkness. Maan was the mountain with which (the tribe of) Nizār demolished the mountains of the foe (10). Since Maan is gone, the frontiers, where the lances used to quench their thirst, remain without defense. Irāk is overspread with gloom; his misfortune, so afflicting for us all, has left to it an
inheritance of disorder (and ruin). Syria trembled from side to side, when that pillar of might leant over and gave way. On the morning of his departure (from life), all the lands of Tihâma and of Najd had nearly been removed from their places. The countries which so long flourished proudly (in his lifetime) are now humbled by his death. When death struck Maan, on that day, it struck the noblest in deeds among those who were the best of men. Till Maan was borne to his grave (11), all mankind were his children; and never did a man who sought a favour think of going to any other (patron) than Maan, the son of Zâida. He is gone who lightened all (our) burdens, and the flow of whose beneficence anticipated (our) demands. Never did bands of visitors go to see (another chief) like Maan; never did they discharge their baggage in another court like his. All the hands of the freest givers never equaled the right hand or the left of Maan. The ponds of his generosity never went dry; the buckets always ascended from them full; (ponds belonging) to a man of fair renown who considered wealth as nothing unless bestowed on all who sought for aid. O, that those who rejoiced at his death had been sacrificed to save him! O, that his existence could be lengthened and prolonged! His treasures consisted, not in gold but in swords of Indian steel, and ample coats of mail, a lance from Al-Khatt (12) yellow and pliant, exhibiting flexibility and just proportion, and a store of lasting renown, and superabundant piety, by which he attained excellence.

Here is another passage from the same elegy:

He has gone his way by whose aid you hoped to see repaired the errors of fortune. I cannot stop the tears of those eyes; they will not be controlled but flow in torrents. For thee (O Maan!) my entrails are parched with sadness, ardent as a brightly-flaming fire. She who perceived both my body and complexion altered and changed since she saw me last (exclaimed): “Lo! ‘‘Marwân is like a sword worn thin and requiring to be brightened.” She saw a man extenuated and injured by grief, whol left to him an inheritance of misery; and I said to her: “That which seems to you so strange in me was caused by a stroke of misfortune grievous and unforeseen. The days of time are full of changes and transport a man from one state in another.”

The same poem contains this passage:

After the death of Maan, each night (of my sadness) seems lengthened by the addition of many others. I grieve for him as for a father! now that my hopes have proved false and delusive; I grieve for him as for a father! now that the orphans are famishing and seem as if consumed by sickness; I grieve for him as for a father! now that our verses and he who was praised in them are lost (to us) for ever; I grieve for him as for a father! where are now those numerous battles which caused mothers to abort (with terror)? Plunged in despair, we have fixed our abode in Yemâma; we never intend to quit it and we say: “Whither should we go since Maan is dead? presents have ceased, and are not to be replaced.” Never did battles witness a bolder warrior than thee (O Maan!) one more nobly-daring and more firm of heart. The khâlif will call you to remembrance, but with no hostile feeling, when he is engaged in serious matters and men (of action) are wanting; neither will he forget those combats so fatal to his foes, nor that encounter in which you proved yourself (his sole) protector, when other horsemen feared to charge. The brother of Omâiyya now offers you elegies, after having bestowed on you
his praises. He is now settled (in a fixed abode) who, every year before, used to remain so long without quitting the saddle (13). He has now discharged his baggage, through sorrow, and sworn a solemn oath never again to bind it up with a cord.

This is one of the finest elegies of its class. — Abd Allah Ibn al-Motazz (vol. II. p. 41) relates as follows, in his *Tabakát as-Shuward*: "Jaafer the Barmekide (vol. I. p. 301), having received a visit from Marwân Ibn Abi Hafs, said to him: "'Come now! recite part of you elegy on the death of Maan Ibn Zâida.'—'Nay!'

replied the poet, 'I would rather recite to you an elogium composed by me on

yourself.'—'No;' said Jaafer, 'recite to me part of the elegy.' Marwân then

commenced to recite:

"'Till Maan was borne to his grave, all mankind were as his children.

"And he continued to the end of the poem. Jaafer, whose cheeks were now

bedewed with tears, asked him if any of Maan's children or family had given him

a recompense for that elegy? Marwân replied that they had not. 'And,' said

'Jaafer, 'if Maan were alive and heard you recite it, how much, do you think,

'would he have given you for it?'—'May God favour the vizir! (he would have gi-

given) four hundred pieces of gold.'—'But I,' said Jaafer, do not think he would

'have considered that sum enough for you; so, in Maan's name, I shall order

'you the double and, in my own, I shall give you as much more. Go to my

'treasurer and receive from him one thousand six hundred pieces of gold, before

'you return to (mount) your camel.'" In the following lines, Marwân men-

tioned how generously Jaafer acted in Maan's name:

You gave me, as a recompense coming from Maan's tomb, an ample portion of the wealth which you so generously bestow. That gift, you made it immediately, O son of Yahya! to one who lamented his death, and you did not delay the payment. A generous (patron) has re-

placed, for us, the spirit of Maan, and bestowed a recompense with the most liberal hand that ever lavished gifts. Khâlid and your father Yahya have erected for you, in the regions of be-

nificence, an edifice never to be equalled. When the hands of the Barmekide dispense wealth around, he thinks it so much gained for himself.

He then took the money and departed.—Abû 'l-Faraj al-Ispahâni (vol. II. p. 249) relates, in his *Kitâb al-Aghâni*, that Muhammad al-Baidak an-Nadîm (the boon com-

panion) went to see Hârûn ar-Rashid and was asked by him to recite the elegy com-
posed by Marwân on the death of Maan Ibn Zâida. He began, and had only repeated a part of it, when tears flowed from Ar-Rashid’s eyes, ‘‘ and so copiously’’ said Al-Baidak, ‘‘ that they filled a plate which was before him.’’—It is said that Marwân, after composing this elegy, could never gain any thing by his verses, for, as often as he celebrated the praises of a khalif or of any other person less elevated in rang, he to whom the poem was addressed would say to him: ‘‘ Did you not say, in your famous elegy:

‘‘ Whither should we go, since Maan is dead? presents have ceased and are not to be replaced?”

So the person he meant to praise would not give him anything nor even listen to his poem.—Al-Fadl Ibn ar-Rabi’ (vol. II. p. 468) related the following anecdote: ‘‘ I saw Marwân Ibn Abî Hafsa after the death of Maan; he entered into the presence of (the khalif) Al-Mahdi with a number of other poets, amongst whom was Salm al-Khâisir (vol. I. p. 22), and recited to him a panegyric. ‘‘ Who art thou?’’ said the khalif.—‘‘ Thy (humble) poet, Marwân, the son of Abû Hafsa.’’—‘‘ Art thou not he who said: Whither should we go since Maan is death? and yet thou hast come to ask gifts from us! presents have ceased; we have nothing for thee. Trail him out by the leg!’’ They dragged him out in that manner, but, on the following year, he contrived to gain admittance with the other poets. At that time, they were allowed to enter into the khalif’s presence once a year. He then stood before him and recited the kâshâda which begins thus:

‘‘ A female visitor came to thee by night; salute her fleeting image.’’

— We have already given part of this poem in the life of Marwân (14).—‘‘ Al-Mahdi listened in silence and, as the poet proceeded, he became gradually more and more agitated, till at length he rolled on the carpet with delight. He then asked how many verses were in the poem and, on being answered: ‘‘ One hundred,’ he ordered to the author a present of one hundred thousand pieces of silver.’’—This does not tally with what we have related in the life of Marwân, but anecdotes vary according to the different channels by which they are handed down. People say that it was the first time, under the Abbaside government, that a poet received so large a sum.—‘‘ Very soon after,,” continued Al-Fadl, “the
khalifate devolved to Hârûn ar-Rashid, and I saw Marwân appear in his presence with the other poets and recite to him a poem. 'Who art thou?' said the khalif. 'I am thy poet, Marwân.'—'Was it not thou who said of Maan so and so?' (repeating the verse above given). Take him by the hand and lead him out; we have nothing for him.' Marwân again managed to be introduced and then recited a poem for which he was amply rewarded.'—One of the finest elegies which exists was that which Al-Husain Ibn Mutair Ibn al-Asyam al-Asadi (15) composed on the death of Maan, and which is to be found in the *Hamāsa* (16). We give it here:

Draw near, my two friends! unto (the tomb of) Maan and say: 'May vernal showers water thee every morning!' Grave of Maan! how art thou able to contain such beneficence as filled both land and sea? Grave of Maan! thou art the first cavity ever formed in the earth, to serve as a couch for every virtue. Tis too true! thou containest beneficence itself, for beneficence is dead; were it living, it would have rent thee asunder. He is the man on whose bounty people live after his death; thus the bed of the torrent (when dry) becomes a pasturage. With Maan, beneficence has ended and disappeared, and the pinnacle of generous deeds has been overturned (17).

In our article on the Sâhib Ibn Abbâd (vol. I. p. 214) we have related an amusing anecdote concerning Maan, so, we need not repeat it here. Did I not fear being led too far, I should give a number of highly interesting stories respecting Maan's noble deeds.—Al-Haufazân Ibn Sharik as-Shaibâni, who was much renowned for generosity and bravery, was the brother of Matar Ibn Sharik, one of Maan's ancestors. He received the name of Haufazân because Kais Ibn Aâsim al-Minkari (see vol. I. p. 166) gave him a hafz, that is, a stroke in the back, with his spear, to prevent him making his escape (18). His real name was Al-Hârith Ibn Sharik. According to another account, the person who struck him in that manner was Bistâm Ibn Kais as-Shaibâni (19), but the first statement is truer.

(1) The genealogy of Shaibân will be found in Eichhorn's *Monumenta antiquissima historia Arabum*, and in Caussin de Perceval's *Essai sur l'histoire des Arabes*.

(2) The life of Hisâm Ibn al-Kaibi the genealogist will be found in this volume.

(3) When Maan obtained his pardon from al-Mansûr, he was appointed by that khalif to the government of Yemen. He was afterwards removed to the government of Adharbaigân (al-Makln's *Hist. Sarac.* p. 106), and then transferred to the government of Sijsîstân.

(4) About ten shillings.
MUKATIL, THE COMMENTATOR OF THE KORAN.

Abû 'l-Hasan Mukâtîl Ibn Sulaimân Ibn Bashîr, a member, by enfranchisement, of the tribe of Azd, and a native of Marw in Khorasân, drew his origin from a family
of Balkh. Having removed to Basra, he proceeded from thence to Baghdad and taught Traditions in that city. He is known as an interpreter of God’s noble book (the Korān) and as the author of a celebrated commentary. Traditions were taught to him by Mujāhid Ibn Jubair (see vol. I. p. 568, n. 8), Atā Ibn Abī Rabāḥ (vol. II. p. 203), Abū Ishāk as-Sabtī (vol. II. p. 392), Ad-Dahhāk Ibn Muzāhim (vol. I. p. 580, n. 2), Muhammad Ibn Muslim az-Zuhri (vol. II. p. 581) and others. Bakiya Ibn al-Walid al-Himsi (1), Abd ar-Razzāk Ibn Hammām as-Sanānī (vol. I. p. 581), Harami Ibn Omār (2), Ali Ibn al-Ja’ad (3) and others delivered Traditions on his authority. He held a high rank among the learned. The imām As-Shāfi‘i (vol. II. p. 569) was heard to say: “All the people derived their nourishment (in knowledge) from three men: they had Mukāṭil Ibn Sulaimān for the interpretation of the Ko- rān, Zuhair Ibn Abī Sulma (4) for poetry, and Abū Hanifa (5) for dogmatic theology.” — It is related that (the khalīf) Abū Ja‘far al-Mansūr was sitting (in his palace) when a fly came and settled on him. He drove it away, but it returned to him again and again, most pertinaciously; striking him on the face and continuing to tease him. He at length lost patience and called out: “See who is (waiting) at the door;” and, being informed that Mukāṭil Ibn Sulaimān was there, he had him brought in and said to him: “Canst thou tell me why almighty God created flies?” Mukāṭil replied: “I can; it was to humble the mighty by their means.” Al-Mansūr did not say another word. Ibrahim al-Harbi (vol. I. p. 46) related the following anecdote: “Mukāṭil Ibn Sulaimān took his seat (in order to teach) and said: ‘You may question me con- cerning whatever is beneath the throne of God (7).’ On which a man said to him: “‘When Adam performed the pilgrimage, who shaved his head (8)?’—‘Nay!’ replied ‘Mukāṭil, such (a question) does not proceed from your own mind (9), but God meant ‘to humble me for my presumption.’” — Sofyān Ibn Oyaina (vol. I. p. 578) relates (the same anecdote) as follows: “Mukāṭil Ibn Sulaimān said, one day: ‘You may ask me respecting whatever is beneath the throne of God; and a man addressed him in these terms: ‘Tell me, Abū’l-Hasan! are the intestines of ants and pismires ‘in the fore part of the body or the back part?’ The shaiikh remained silent and knew ‘not what to answer. It seemed to me a just punishment inflicted on him.’ — The doctors (in traditions) differ in opinion respecting Mukāṭil: some declare that, as a traditionist, he was worthy of confidence, and others accuse him of falsehood. Bakiya Ibn al-Walid said: “I heard Shoba Ibn al-Hajjāj (vol. I. p. 493) questioned concerning Mukāṭil, and he never spoke of him but in a favorable manner.” Abd Allah Ibn
al-Mubarak (vol. II. p. 12), being asked what he thought of him, replied: "We have been told that he was apt to make mistakes." — It is related that the same Ibn al-Mubarak renounced (making use of) the Traditions delivered by Mukâtîl. Ibrâhim al-Harbi, being asked if Mukâtîl had received Traditions orally from Ad-Dahhâk Ibn Muzâhim, replied: "No; Ad-Dahhâk died four years before Mukâtîl was born, and Mukâtîl himself said: 'A gate of four years was closed between me and Ad-
Dahhâk.' By this, he meant to designate the gate of the city which opens on the burying-ground." He said also that Mukâtîl never received Traditions orally from Muhâhid nor ever met the man. Ahmad Ibn Saiyâr (10) says: "Mukâtîl Ibn Sulaimân, a native of Balkh, went to Marw, whence he proceeded to Irâk. His veracity is suspected; his Traditions should be left aside and his declarations should be rejected. Speaking of the divine attributes, he said things which it would be sinful to repeat." Ibrâhim Ibn Yakûb al-Jûzjâni (11) called Mukâtîl an audacious liar. Abû Abd ar-Rahmân an Nasâi (vol. I. p. 58) said: "Liars notorious for forging Traditions ard passing them off as coming from the Prophet were four in number: Ibn Abî Yahya (12) at Medina, Al-Wâkidî (page 61 of this vol.) at Baghdad, Mukâtîl Ibn Sulaimân in Khorâsân, and Muhammâd Ibn Said, surnamed Al-Maslâb, in Syria." Wâki Ibn al-Jarrâh (vol. I. p. 374) said of Mukâtîl that he was a confirmed liar. Abû Bakr al-Ajurri (page 9 of this vol.) said: "I asked Abû Dâwûd Sulaimân Ibn al-Ashâth (vol. I. p. 589) concerning Mukâtîl, and he answered: 'All Traditions given by him should be rejected.' According to Omar Ibn al-Ghallâs (13), Mukâtîl Ibn Sulaimân was a liar and his Traditions were to be rejected. "As for Mukâtîl Ibn Sulaimân," said Al-Bukhârî (vol. II. p. 594), pass him over in silence " In another place, he says of him: "He is just nothing at all." Yahya Ibn Main (14) declared that Mukâtîl's Traditions were of no value, and Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said: "As for Mukâtîl Ibn Sulaimân, the author of the Commentary, I should not like to cite anything on his authority." His Traditions are to be rejected;" said Abû Hâtîm ar-Râzi (15). According to Zakariya Ibn Yahya as-Sâji (16), people said of Mukâtîl Ibn Sulaimân, the native of Khorâsân, that he was a liar and that his traditions should be rejected. Abû Hâtîm Muhammad Ibn Habbân al-Busti (17) said; "Mukâtîl Ibn Sulaimân received from the Jews and the Christians such information on coranic matters as tallied with the contents of their own (sacred) books. He was an assimilator (18), declaring a likeness to exist between the Lord and his creatures; besides which, he lied in
"his Traditions." On the whole, a great number of opinions have been emitted concerning him, but what we have just mentioned will suffice; it has even led me away from my subject, but I wished to make known what the learned said of his character. He died at Basra in the year 150 (A.D. 767-8).

(4) Abū Mohammad Bakiya Ibn al-Walid, a member of the Himyarite tribe called al-Kalā', and surnamed al-Himsi (belonging to Emessa), was esteemed a good traditionist. Born A.H. 110 (A.D. 728-9); died A.H. 197 (A.D. 813-4).—(Nujum).

(8) According to the author of the Kâmâl, Harami Ibn Oma'r belonged to the tribe of Atîk (آل الكئي), a branch of that of Azd, and was esteemed a sure traditionist. I can find no other information respecting him.


(10) This Zuhair is the author of the Moalîka. For his life see Rosenmüller's Analecta Arabica, pars secunda, and Cassius de Persevel's Essai sur l'histoire des Arabes, tom. II, p. 527, etc.

(11) The life of Abû Hanîfa Nomân will be found in this volume.

(12) According to an old tradition, God punished Nimrod by sending a gnat which penetrated into his brain and gave him intolerable pain, till he died.

(13) That is: everything in the universe.

(14) Shaving of the head is one of the obligatory rites of pilgrimage.

(15) Literally: from your own knowledge.

(16) Abû'l-Hasan Ahmad Ibn Sâyi'r al-Marwazi, the greatest traditionist who ever taught in the city of Marw, was distinguished also for his knowledge of the law, his piety and his self-mortification. Al-Bukhâri and An-Nasî have given traditions on his authority. He died A.H. 268 (A.D. 881-2).—(Nujum).


(18) Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abî Yahya, one of the masters under whom the celebrated doctor As-Shâfi'i made his studies, is considered as a traditionist on whom no reliance can be placed. He died A.H. 184 (A.D. 800-1).—(Nujum, the Tahâd Abî-Azm of An-Nawawî).

(19) Abû Hafs Omar Ibn Ali as-Sa'i'a, surnamed al-Ghallâs, or, according to another reading, al-Kalâs, was a traditionist of great authority. He died A.H. 249 (A.D. 863-4) at Sarr-man-râs.—(Huffâds, Nujum).

(20) The life of Yahya Ibn Malât will be found in the next volume.

(21) Abû Hâtim Muhammad Ibn Idrîs al-Hanzali ar-Râ'i, a traditionist of great learning and noted for his veracity, died at Râî, his native place, A.H. 277 (A.D. 890-1).—(Huffâds, Nujum).

(22) Abû Yahya Zakariya Ibn Yahya as-Sâ'âj composed an important work on the Traditions. He died A.H. 327 (A.D. 941-2), at a very advanced age.—(Huffâds).

(23) See page 354 of this volume. — In the page 353 is a note, the n° 5, which does not give sufficient information respecting certain names and surnames by which some doctors are designated in works on jurisprudence. I shall complete it here. Abû 'l-Abâda is Ibn Suraj (vol. I, p. 46); Abû Isâk, al-Marwazi (vol. I, p. 7); Abû Sahl, al-Istakhri (vol. I, p. 374); Abû Hamîd, al-Isfahâni (vol. I, p. 53); Abû 'l-Kâsim, al-Azmâti (vol. II, p. 186) and ad-Dârâki (vol. II, p. 187); Abû 'l-Tayyib, al-Tabari (vol. I, p. 644) and Ibn
ABU 'L-HAIJA SHIBL AD-DAWLA.

Abū 'l-Haijā Mukātīl Ibn Atiya Ibn Mukātīl al-Bakri al-Hijāzi (member of the tribe of Bakr Ibn Wādī and native of Hijāz), surnamed Shibl ad-Dawlá (the young lion of the empire), was the son of an Arab chief. Being obliged to quit his brothers in consequence of a quarrel, he proceeded to Baghdad and then set out for Khorāsān, whence he went to Ghazna. Having returned to Khorāsān, he devoted his services to the vizir Nizām al-Mulk (vol. I. p. 413) and married into his family. When Nizām al-Mulk was assassinated, he composed an elegy of which we have inserted two verses in the life of that vizir (vol. I. p. 415). He then went back to Baghdad and, after remaining there some time, he formed the intention of going to Kermān and soliciting the bounty of Nāsir ad-Dīn Mukram Ibn al-Alā (1), the vizir of that country and a man renowned for beneficence. He therefore addressed a petition to the imām (khalif) al-Mustazhir Billah, requesting to be favoured with a letter of recommendation for that person. Al-Mustazhir wrote the following words at the top of the petition (and sent it back); "Abū 'l-Haijā! you go very far in search of a pasture-ground; mais God speed you back! from Ibn al-Alā can be obtained satisfaction (for every wish); his path in beneficence is wide and, what he may bestow on you will make you savour with pleasure the fruit of gratitude and find sweetness in the waters of his beneficence. (Receive my) salutation."

Abū 'l-Haijā considered these lines quite sufficient, and resolved on setting out for Kermān without any other letter of recommendation. When he arrived there, he went to the vizir's audience-chamber and, having obtained permission to enter, he placed before his eyes the petition (with the khalif's note inscribed on it). The vizir, on seeing it, descended from his throne in order to show his respect for the note and for him who had written it; he then returned to his seat, after ordering a sum of one thousand dinars
to be given to Abû 'l-Haijâ. The poet then informed him that he had composed a poem in his praise and brought it with him. The vizir told to recite it, and he began thus:

Let your camels measure the breadth of the desert (if you mean) to go to Ibn al-Alâ ; if (you mean it) not, then (let them) not.

The vizir, on hearing this verse, ordered the poet another thousand dinars and, when the recitation of the kastda was finished, he gave him one thousand more and had him arrayed in a robe of honour. An excellent horse being then brought out, saddled and bridled, the vizir said: "The wish of the Commander of the faithful shall be heard and fulfilled (2); he prayed God to speed you back." He then provided him with every thing necessary (for the journey), and sent him off again to Baghdad. Abû 'l-Haijâ remained but a short time in that city and then proceeded to Transoxiana, whence he returned to Khorâsân. Having stopped at Herât, he fell in love with a woman of that place and composed a great number of poems in her praise. From thence he removed to Marw, where he settled. Towards the close of his life, he fell into a melancholy madness (3) and was transported to the hospital, where he died. This event took place on or about the year 505 (A. D. 1111-2). He ranked among the most accomplished literary scholars of the age. His poems are full of originality and sweetness. An epistolary correspondence, in a sportive style, was carried on between him and the learned doctor Abû 'l-Kâsim az-Zamakhshari (page 321 of this vol.). Before their first meeting, he wrote to him these lines:

He (Zamakhshari) is a perfect scholar; the flow (of his style) is (brilliant) as the radiance of the stars. Zamakhshari has every merit; he is the noblest production of (his birth-place) Zamakhshar. (For me) he is like the sea; though I have not seen it, I have heard of it.

Zamakhshari wrote to him (in reply):

Your verses outshine so much my own, that I have arrayed myself in a robe of envy. But why should not the (humblest) plant become a lion (i. e., flourish) when the sons of the lion (4), water it every night?  

Abû 'l-Haijâ's detached pieces are very numerous and elegant. —The vizir above mentioned is the same we have spoken of in our article on Abû Ishâk Ibrâhim al-
Ghazzi (vol. I. p. 38), a celebrated poet who went to Kermôn and recited to him a kazda made in his honour. This is the high-sounding poem which rhymes in ba and of which two very fine and original verses have been inserted in that article. The piece begins thus:

To drink from the wells of (my) tears will suffice for the camels which we ride on; to smell the odour of the soil where (my beloved) had her vernal residence, will relieve their bosoms (from the pangs of thirst). When you see the lightning flash over (the valley of) Al-Aktik, count on no other rain but that which our eyes afford.

In the transition to the encomium the poet says:

With camels whose proof (of excellence) is (like) that of Isa Ibn Maryam (Jesus, the son of Mary), when the deep and rugged defile disables the pursuer (5). They seem to dance through the mirage, now floating on waves, now sinking. They look like swimming castles, as if I had transformed them thus in traversing the deserts. They perceive a well-known odor breathing from Kermôn and, in their ardour, they sport about and play. They saw (i.e. they have left) behind the horizon of Mina (many) sun-risings and settings which they now think of no more. (For they hasten) towards a glorious (prince) who received not his honours by inheritance, but who toiled to acquire them as a gain; (towards) a prince on whom fortune looks always with smiles as on one who, in serious undertakings, has no companion but a firm resolution.

The same poem contains this passage:

When he speaks, all ears are attentive; when he writes, all eyes are fixed on him. Never, till I met with Mokram, did I see a lion in his den aspiring to high renown and bestowing precious gifts. Were he not a lion, with all his generosity, he should at least be one when the finger-nails (or pen) with which he attacks have become claws.

Here is another passage of the same poem:

Let others be honoured by poets who describe their noble qualities; we have mentioned such excellence of his as gives fresh lustre to his virtues. To him belongs exalted merit such that, if it took a material form, it would become as the eye and the eye-brow of the face of time. He cast a look towards the vizirate, then hoary (with age), and that slight glance rendered it young again. He obtained it at first without stretching forth his arm; and he held it, at last, without springing forth (to seize it).

The rest of this splendid kazda may be appreciated after the specimens here given.

(1) See vol. I, page 39, where this vizir is surnamed Naar ad-Dln.
HUSAM AD-DAWLA AL-MUKALLAD.

Abū Hassān al-Mukallad Ibn al-Musaiyab Ibn Rāfī Ibn al-Mukallad Ibn Jaafar Ibn Amr Ibn al-Mohanna Abd ar-Rahmān Ibn Buraid Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Zaid Ibn Kais Ibn Jūtha (1) Ibn Tahfa Ibn Hazn Ibn Okāl Ibn Kaab Ibn Rabīa Ibn Aāmir Ibn Sāsā Ibn Moawia Ibn Bakr Ibn Hawāzin; such is the genealogy of the Okailide chief who was lord of Mosul and bore the title of Husam ad-Daula (the glave of the empire). His brother, Abū l-Dauwād Muhammad, the son of Al-Musaiyab, was the first of the family who established his domination in Mosul. That event took place in the year 380 (A. D. 990-1). His daughter married the Dailemite (sovereign) Abū Nasr Bahā ad-Dawla, the son of Adud ad-Dawla, the son of Buwaih (2). Abū'd-Dauwād died in the year 387 (A. D. 997), and his brother Mukallad succeeded him in the government (of Mosul). He had a cast in one of his eyes. Our professor Ibn al-Athir (vol. II. p. 228) mentions, in his Annals, that Al-Mukallad's accession to power took place in the year 386; that he aspired to the throne on the death of his brother; that the Okailides refused him their support and conferred the supreme authority on his brother Ali, because the latter was advanced in age; that Al-Mukallad has recourse to treacherous means and continued to employ them till he obtained the command. We here present a summary of the long account which Ibn al-Athir gives of these events. According to another author, Al-Mukallad was
highly intelligent, well skilled in the arts of government and an able politician.
Having augmented his kingdom by the conquest of Sakê il-Furât (3), he obtained
from the imâm (khalîf) Al-Kâdîr Billah the title of Husâm ad-Dawla, the standard
(of commandment) and the pelisse of honour. This he put on at Al-Anbâr, and took
into his service three thousand soldiers, part of them Dailemites, and the rest Turks.
(The tribe of) Khafâja then yielded him obedience (4). Being himself a man of
talent, he was fond of literary men and composed verses. Abû 'l-Hajjâ Ibn Imrân
Ibn Shâhîn relates as follows: "I once travelled on the road between Sinjâr and
"Nasî bin in company with Motamid ad-Dawla Abû 'l-Manîa Kirwâsh, the son of Al-
"Mukallad. We came to a halting-place and, some time after we had dismounted,
"he sent for me. I found him lodged in a neighbouring castle, which was called after
"Al-Abbâs Ibn Amr al-Ghanawi. This building commanded a fine view over
"numerous gardens and streams of water. On going in, I found him standing
"and looking at something which was written on the wall. I read the inscription,
"which ran as follows:

"Castle of Al-Abbâs Ibn Amr! why did thy Ibn Amr quit thee? Long didst thou defy the
"strokes of fortune; how then did (ill-) fortune take thee by surprise? Alas! where is thy
"magnificence? or rather, where is thy hospitality? or rather, where is thy renown? or
"rather, where is thy glory?

"Underneath were inscribed these words: "Written by Ali, the son of Abd Allah,
"the son of Hamdân, with his own hand; in the year 331 (A. D. 942-3)." I may here observe that the writer of these lines was Saif ad-Dawla Ibn Hamdân
(vol. II. p. 334), he whose praises are celebrated in the poems of Al-Mutanabbi
(vol. I. p. 102). "Underneath was written:

"O castle! time hath shaken thee and abased thy glory. It hath defaced the beauty of these
"lines which ennable thy solid wall. Alas! where is their illustrious writer? where is all
"his might which so well befitted thine?

"Below this were inscribed the following words: "Written by Al-Ghadansîr,
"the son of Al-Hasan, the son of Ali, the son of Hamdân, with his own hand; in
"the year 363 (A. D. 973-4)."—The writer of this was Oddat ad-Dawla (Fadl-
Allah, see vol. I. p. 405), the son of Nâsîr ad-Dawla al-Hasan who was the brother
of Saif ad-Dawla. — Lower down was written:

"O castle! what has become of those who pitched their tents in thy court? Time has des-
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"troyed and removed them whilst thou remainedst widely extended (5). Alas! how short was the existence of those who walked in thee so proudly, and how long has been thine!

"Under these verses were inscribed the following words: 'Written by Al-
"Mukallad Ibn al-Musayyab Ibn Râfî, with his own hand; in the year 388 (A. D.
"998).'-The writer of this note was the person whose life we are giving.—
"then followed these lines:

"O castle! what has become of the noble ones who dwelt here in former times? Thou wert coeval with them and, in long duration, hast outlived them all. The lines traced upon thy walls renew my grief for the son of Al-Musayyab. Know that I shall soon join him and that I am hastening on in his footsteps!

"These verses were subscribed: 'Written by Kirwâsh, the son of Al-Mukallad Ibn al-Musayyab, with his own hand; in the year 401 (A. D. 1010-1011).' I was surprised at what I saw and said to Kirwâsh: 'Was it you wrote that?' He replied: 'It was; and I am thinking of having this castle thrown down, for it is an unlucky place and has sent many to their graves.' I wished him long life and, three days after, we set out again on our journey, but the castle has not yet been demolished.'—Al-Abbâs Ibn Amr al-Ghanawi, the person above mentioned, was a native of Tell Bani Saiyâr, a place situated between Ar-Rakka and Ras-Âin, in the neighbourhood of Hisn Maslama, a fort which bears the name of Maslama the Hakamide, who was the son of (the Omaiyide khali) Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwân (Ibn al-Hakam). (Al-Abbâs) was governor of Yemâma and Bahrain when the (khali) Al-Motadid billah sent him to fight the Karmats, who were then making their first appearance. He gave them battle, but was defeated and taken prisoner. Some time afterwards, he obtained his liberty and returned to join Al-Motadid, at Baghdad. He arrived there on the eve of Sunday, the 12th of the month of Ramadân, 287 (10th sept. A. D. 900). Abû Abd Allah al-Azîmi, of Aleppo, states in his lesser historical work (6), that Al-Abbâs Ibn Amr al-Ghanawi died in the year 305 (A. D. 917-8). It is a singular fact that the ten thousand men he lead against the Karmats were all slain and that he alone escaped with his life. (An occurrence equally strange befel) Amr Ibn al-Laith the Saffâride: he marched with an army of fifty thousand men against Ismail Ibn Ahmad (the Sâmânide who afterwards became), lord of Khorâsân, and was taken prisoner, but all his soldiers escaped.—Seventy years elapsed from the time Saif ad-Dawla wrote the above mentioned lines till Kirwâsh wrote his. In the vol. III.
life of Abd al-Malik Ibn Omair (vol. II. p. 117), we have inserted an anecdote similar to the foregoing and taken from a conversation which passed between him and Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwân; to it we refer the reader.—One day, as Al-Mukallad was in the sitting-room (of his palace) at Al-Anbâr, with some familiar acquaintances, a young turkish page sprung upon him and slew him. This occurred in the month of Safar, 391 (January, A. D. 1001). It is stated that he was buried on the border of the Euphrates, at a place called Shifya (7) and situated between Al-Anbâr and Hit. Some relate that the Turk murdered him (through fanaticism), because he heard him say to a person that was taking leave of him with the intention of going on a pilgrimage (to Mekka): "When you arrive at the tomb of God's apostle, draw near to it and say to him in my name: 'Were it not for your two companions, I should pay you a visit (8)."—The shahīf Ar-Rida (page 118 of this vol.) composed two elegies on his death, and a number of poets wrote verses on the same subject. His son, Motamid ad-Dawla Abû 'l-Manía Kirwâsh, who was absent at the time, succeeded him in the supreme command, but had to maintain a struggle for its possession against two of his uncles, one of them named Abû 'l-Hasan Ibn al-Musaiyab and the other Abu 'l-Murrakh Mosab Ibn al-Musaiyab. The former died in the year 392 (A. D., 1001-2), and the latter in 397. Kirwâsh then remained sole master of the principality and was delivered from the anxiety which they had given him. His possessions consisted of Mosul, Kûfa, al-Madâin and Saki 'l-Furât. In the year 401 (A. D. 1010-1011) he had the khotha offered up throughout all his states for the prosperity of Al-Hâkim, the sovereign of Egypt, whose life we shall give, but he afterwards discontinued the practise. The Ghozz (9), having penetrated into Mosul, pillaged the palace of Kirwâsh and carried off from it more than two hundred thousand dinars. On this, he called to his assistance Nur ad-Dawla Abû 'l-Aazz Dubais Ibn Sadaka, a chief of whom we have already spoken (vol. I. p. 504), and their united forces attacked the Ghozz, slew a great number of them and obtained the victory. Abû Ali Ibn (Abî 's-) Shibl al-Baghdâdi (page 102 of this vol.), a celebrated poet, composed a kasîda in his praise and spoke in it of this battle. He says:

You spared your native soil the disgrace of entombing their corpses; the only tomb they got was the vulture's maw. Yet they had overrun the land and obtained all that was possible of worldly wealth. They had broken open the gate (ritâj) of the barrier which kept Gog confined, but they found, in your prowess, the might of Alexander (10).

Kirwâsh bore the surname of Majd ad-Din (glory of religion). His mother
was sister to the emir Abù 'l-Hajjâ al-Hadbâni, lord of Irbel (Arbela). He was a
good scholar and an elegant poet. Some of his pieces have got into general circula-
tion; such, for instance, as that which Abû 'l-Hasan al-Bâkharzi (vol. II. p. 323) has
given in his Dumya tal-Kasr and which we reproduce here:

Praised be adversity! it tarnishes the vile but gives polish to the noble. I was a mere mass
of iron when adversity forged me into a sword, and the vicissitudes of fortune gave to my edge
a free career.

The same author cites the following piece as a production of Kirwash:

Let those who have inherited paternal wealth be praised or reviled (I care not). As for me,
I give abundant thanks to the only God, so as to draw down (upon me) an increase of favour.
Mine is a bay horse, impatient when reined in, and who, in our incursions, procures for us,
by his efforts, all we can hope for. Mine is the sharp sword which seems to flash undulating
lightnings when drawn from the scabbard; mine, the sharp andpliant spear, the point of which
seems to be tipped with death itself (11). By these I acquired wealth, but I granted to the li-
berality of my hand full power to spend it.

These verses are really fine and well turned. The following lines are said to be
his:

(That girl) habitually perfumed, using odours, not every second day (but always), delicately
limbed, whose skin is smooth to the touch. When the vapour of the aloes-wood ascends
through the bosom of her (robe) and covers her face, it seems to me a cloud shadowing the
sun.

Al-Bâkharzi, in his Dumya tal-Kasr, attributes the following lines to Abû 'l-Jû-
tha (12), a cousin of the emir Kirwash:

When they dash through the dust of the battle-field, they seem like suns (in brilliancy) and
like moons (in beauty). Let fortune treat them justly or unkindly, they never withhold their
gifts from those who ask. When their help is called for, in impending danger, they risk their
existence and care not for their lives. When the fire of war is dying out, they light it up again
with the points of their spears (13).

Among the pieces of verse contained in the Dumya tal-Kasr, we find an elogium
on Kirwash composed by Az-Zâhir al-Jazari, and offering this very good specimen of the
(rhetorical figure called) istiqrâd (14):

On a night gloomy as the visage of Al-Barkaldi, cold as his ditties and long as his horns,
I travelled forth. My sleep, that of a fugitive, was troubled like the reason of Sulaimān Ibn Fadh and like his religious belief. The camel which bore me was headstrong, and dashed forward with the giddiness and folly of Ibn Jābir; till the light of morning appeared, bright as the face of Kirwāsh, and brilliant as his forehead (15).

Sharaf ad-Dīn Ibn Onain, a poet of whom we have already spoken (page 176 of this vol.), is the author of a piece composed in the same style and directed against two jurisconsults of Damascus, one of whom was nicknamed the mule and the other the buffalo. We give it here:

The mule and the buffalo had a dispute which made them a show for every spectator. They went forth one evening and contended, one with his horns, the other with his hoofs. They did nothing well but vociferate, as if they had learned to argue from Al-Murtada Ibn Asākir. ’Twas all long talk with meaning slender as the wis of Abd al-Latif, the speculative philosopher. These two I warrant you, have not a third to match them in stupidity, except the poet Madlawā'ī (16).

A friend of mine told me that he spoke to Ibn Onain respecting the verses composed by Az-Zāhir al-Jazari, and praised him at the same time for having imitated them so well, but the poet assured him that he had never heard them before. God knows best!—Madlawā'ī: the person who bore this surname was Ar-Rashid Abdar-Rahmān Ibn Muhammad Ibn Badr an-Nāblosi (native of Nablus), a well-known poet who resided at Damascus and on whom Ibn Onain composed a number of satirical pieces. He died on the 15th of the month of Safar, 619 (31st March, A.D. 1222), at Damascus, and was interred near the gate called Bāb as-Saghir.—The Dumya tal-Kasr contains another piece of verse composed by Az-Zāhir al-Jazari. It is so witty that I cannot refrain from giving it here:

See what a ample share of love fell to the lot of Ibn Shibl! he never ceased lighting desires in every bosom. For him, the women neglected their husbands, et in juventute sua, immemoria uxorum ipsos reddidit maritos. Illum impuberem amaverunt mares; puberem feminæ; gloria Deo! nunquam amatoribus carebit.

Of these three verses, I have since met with the two last in an article on Abû Nasr Ibn an-Nahlās al-Halabi (17), which is contained in the Khartda (18). The author of that work says that Abû ‘s-Salt (19) gives them in his Ḥadītha as the production of that person, meaning Ibn an-Nahlās. God knows best! His (az-Zāhir’s) poetry abounds in fine ideas.—Let us return to our account of the emir Kirwāsh. He
was very generous, a great plunderer and a free giver, following thus the custom of the desert Arabs. It is related that they reproached him for having two sisters for wives at the same time, and that he made this reply: ‘Tell me what thing we ever did which was permitted by law.’ He said also: ‘I have nothing on my conscience except the death of five or six inhabitants of the desert whom I slew; as for the town’s people, God makes no account of them.’ He had governed fifty years when a quarrel arose between him and his brother, Baraka Ibn Mukallad, who resided outside the city: he fell into his hands, in the year 441 (A.D. 1049-1050), was bound in chains and cast into prison. Baraka took his place in the supreme command, assumed the title of Zām ad-Daula (the guardian of the empire) and governed for two years. He died in the month of Zū’l-Hijja, 443 (April-May, A.D. 1052). His nephew and successor, Abū ‘l-Māli Kuraish, was the son of Abū ‘l-Fadl Badrān and the grandson of Al-Mukallad. Badrān was lord of Nasibin; he died in the month of Rajab, 425 (May-June, A.D. 1034). The first thing Kuraish did was, to hold an audience and have his uncle Kirwāsh put to death in his presence. This took place in the beginning of Rajab 444. Kirwāsh was buried at Tell Tauba, a place situated to the east of Mosul. He was generous and brave, an elegant speaker and a poet. His name Kirwāsh is a derivative noun of the form *kirdāl* (20); it comes from the root Karāch, which signifies, in Arabic, to gain and to collect. (The tribe of) Kuraish drew its name from the same root, because the people which composed it was engaged in commerce.—(The emir) Kuraish joined with Arslān al-Basāširi (vol. I. p. 172) in plundering the seat of the khilafate (Baghdad). Some time after, the imām (khālid) Al-Kāim bi-amr Illah, being again enabled to govern after his own will, wrote to the sultan Toghrulbek (see page 224 of this vol.), requesting him to treat Kuraish with indulgence. After these events, news was brought (to Baghdad) of his death; that is, of the death of Kuraish Ibn Badrān, who was carried off by the plague, in the town of Nasibin, towards the beginning of the year 453 (Jan., A.D.; 1061). He died at the age of fifty-one years. The command of the tribe of Okail devolved on his son, Abū ‘l-Mukārīm Muslim Ibn Kuraish, who was surnamed Sharaf ad-Daula (the nobleness of the empire). After the death of the Seljūkide sultan Toghrulbek, he aspiréd to the possession of Baghdad, but then gave up his project. He extended his rule over Diār Rabīa, Diār Modar and Aleppo; he even received tribute from the country of the Greeks (Asia Minor). Having laid siege to Damascus, he was on the point of taking it when he was informed that the people of
Harrán had ceased to acknowledge his authority. He immediately marched against that city, attacked and took it, and massacred a great number of the inhabitants. This occurred in the year 476 (A. D. 1083-4). None of his family ever possessed so extensive a kingdom as he. Under his administration, which was remarkably good and equitable, all the roads throughout his states were perfectly safe. Among the numerous anecdotes related of him, we may indicate the following: Ibn Haiyûs, the poet of whom we have already given a notice (page 138 of this vol.), died in the house where Muslim resided and left a fortune of more than ten thousand dinars. This was taken to the treasury of Muslim who, however, ordered the sum to be remitted (to the heirs). “No,” said he, “never shall it be said of me that I gave money to a poet and then, through covetousness, took it back. The cash which enters into my treasury is taken from the vilest of mankind.” The whole amount of the poll-tax (22) was distributed by him to the descendants of Abû Tâlib; none of it being reserved for his own use. It was he who repaired the walls of Mosul: the work began on Sunday, the 3rd of Shawâl, 474 (6th March, A. D. 1082) and was finished in six months. The anecdotes told of him are very numerous. He lost his life in a battle fought, at the gates of Antioch, between him and the Seljûkide sultan Kutlumish, sovereign of Ar-Rûm (Asia Minor). This occurred on the 15th of Safar (23), 478 (12th June, A. D. 1085). “He was then aged forty five years and some months;” so says Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Hamâni in the work entitled Al-Maârif al-Mutaakhkhira (information respecting later times) (24). Ibn as-Sâbi (25) says, in his chronicle, that Muslim, the son of Kuraich, was born on Friday, the 23rd of Rajab 432 (28th of March, A. D. 1041). Al-Mâmûni (vol. II. p. 334) states, in his historical work, that one of his favorite slaves attacked and strangled him in the bath; he places this event in the year 474 (A. D. 1081-2).

The Seljûkide sultan Malakshâh established Abû Abd Allah Muhammad, the son of Muslim, in the government of Rahaba, Harrân, Sarûj and the territory of Al-Khâbûr, and gave to him in marriage his sister Zulaikha, the daughter of the sultan Alp Arslân. Muslim, the son of Kuraish and the father of Abû Abd Allah, had imprisoned his brother, Abû Muslim Ibrâhîm Ibn Kuraish, in the castle of Sinjâr and kept him there fourteen years. On the death of Muslim, his son, Muhammad, was established in the command (of the tribe), but his family rallied round Ibrâhîm, delivered him from confinement and placed him at their head. Some time afterwards, he was shut up again, with his nephew Muhammad, by the order of Malakshâh. On the death of
that sultan, they obtained their liberty.  Ibrahim then assembled the Arabs and attacked Taj ad-Dawla Tutush, the Seljukide (see vol. I. p. 273), at a place called Al-Mudaiya (26). Tutush took him prisoner and afterwards put him to death. This happened in the year 486 (A. D. 1093). —Another chief of the Okailides was Abû 'l-Hârith Mahârish, the son of Al-Mujallli, the son of Okaib (27), the son of Kiân (28), the son of Shoâib, the son of Al-Mukallad the elder, the son of Jaafer, the son of Amr, the son of Al-Muhanna. He was sovereign of (the town of) Al-Haditha. When the inâm Al-Kâim left Baghdaed, in consequence of the affair of Al-Basâsiri, he was hospitably received by Mahârîsh and treated, during a whole year, with the highest honour and attention. This is an event so well known that we need not give a more particular account of it (29). Mahârîsh was constant in almsgiving and prayer, and a regular attendant at the mosque and at (religious) assemblies. He died in the month of Safar, 499 (Oct.-Nov. A. D. 1105), at the age of eighty years. May God have mercy on them all!

(1) In one manuscript, this name is written Hautho.

(2) Bahâ ad-Dawla succeeded his brother Sharaf ad-Dawla in the government of Irâk, A. D. 960. Eleven years later, he deposed the Abbâside khalife At-Tâdîl lillah. He died at Arajân, A. H. 408 (A. D. 1012-3).

(3) Saki 'l-Furât signifies the country irrigated by the Euphrates. The author of the Mardasid says, under the word Furât, that the territory of the Saki extended from Aâna to Sîb. This shows it to have been situated towards the south-eastern extremity of Arabian Irâk.

(4) The Banu Khaäfta descended from Khaäfta, the son of Amr, the son of Okail, and belonged therefore to the same family as Al-Mukallad. In Ibn Khaldûn’s time, a little after the middle of the fourteenth century, this numerous and powerful tribe occupied a great part of the country situated between the Euphrates and the Tigris (see the Hist. des Berbers, tome I, page 26). The Khaäfta were noted for their turbulence and love of plunder. — (Abû-l-Fedâ Annales, t. III, p. 26).

(5) Literally: and folded them up in consequence of thy being long spread out.


(7) According to the author of the Mardasid, the village of Shîfya was situated at seven parasangs from Wâsit.

(8) Abû Bakr and Omar, whose memory the Shíites detested, were buried in the mosque of Mecca, by the side of Mohammad’s grave.

(9) By the Ghooz is here meant that race of Turks which founded the Seljuk dynasties. Our author has already (pages 225, 226 of this volume), given a sketch of their early history and noticed the departure of a fraction of that people from Ispahan to Adarbhajân. Ibn Khaldûn, in his Universal History, chapter on the Okailides, enables us to trace the path followed by this detachment. In the year 429 (A. D. 1037-8), they took and plundered Marâgha, defeated the Hedâbâniya Kurds and then stormed the city of Rai, which was occupied at that time by Ibn Kâkuyah. They marched from thence to Kazwîn, ravaged Armenia, and devas-
tated Dinawar in the year 480 (A. D. 1088-9). From Armenia they passed into the country of the Hakkari Kurds and, in 483, they entered Dîr Bakr and took possession of Jazrat Ibn Omar. Having then defeated Kirwâsh, they laid siege to Mosul, took it and commenced there again the work of plunder and massacre. The inhabitants at length took up arms and slew all the invaders whom they found in the city. The rest of the Ghazz penetrated into Mosul, the year 485 (A. D. 1048-4) and put the inhabitants to the sword. During twelve days, the city was given up to plunder. Kirwâsh then united his forces to those of Dubais and proceeded to Mosul. The enemy retreated to Tell Afar and, in the month of Ramadân 485 (April, A. D. 1044) they encountered the Arabs. A desperate struggle ensued, in which the latter were victorious. They seized on the camp and baggage of the Ghazz, who fled to Nashîbân. Kirwâsh pursued them as far as that town. They then entered Dîr Bakr which they ravaged and passed from that province into Armenia and Asia Minor, where they acted in a similar manner. From thence they returned to Adarbâijân.

(10) The musulman fables concerning Gog and Magog (Yajûj and Mâjûj) are well known. According these legends, Alexander the Great chastised this people and built the barrier of Derbend, in order to prevent them from invading Syria and Mesopotamia.

(11) Literally: as if the mother of the fates was fixed on the wood of it.

(12) Or Hauhte, according to another reading.

(13) The author employs here the term sindd, which signifies the flint and steel, or the two pieces of wood made use of for producing fire.

(14) This technical term signifies, in rhetoric, the bringing about of the transition. In the Arabic literary schools it is defined thus: Isitttdd signifies giving to the discourse such a turn as leads necessarily to a subject which was not, at first, that of the discourse.

(15) The name of Sulaimân Ibn Fahd occurs in the second volume, page 191. According to Abd 'l-Feda (Annales, tome III, p. 50), he entered into the service of Al-Mukallad, the father of Kirwâsh, and was appointed intendant of the latter's demesnes. As he acted most tyrannically towards the farmers, Kirwâsh had him imprisoned and subsequently put to death, A. H. 411 (A. D. 1020-21). The same historian cites the verses of Al-Jazari, whom he designates by the surname of Ibn ar-Ramkarem, and informs us that Barkalldi was a singer attached to the service of Kirwâsh and that Ibn Jâbir was the door-keeper or chamberlain of that emir. They were all present when the poet recited these verses.

(16) A few lines farther on, the author gives some account of this poet.

(17) Abd Nasr Ibn an-Nahhâs, a native of Aleppo, and a good poet, lived in the fifth century of the Hqhra, for we know that his contemporary, Ibn Sinân al-Khalâfî (see vol. II, p. 479), died A. H. 466 (A.D.1073-4).

(18) See page 309 of this volume.

(19) Oamaïa Ibn Abd al-Azîz Abî 's-Salt, a Spanish moslem, is the compiler of a poetical anthology intitled Al-Hadhka (the shabby bower), and containing extracts from the works of his countrymen. He passed the first twenty years of his life in Seville, his native place; twenty more in Ifrikiya (the kingdom of Tunis), at the court of the Sâhinjân kings (the Zîrides who succeeded the Fātimidès and whose dynasty furnished to Ibn Khaldûn the matter of a long chapter in his Histoire des Berbères, tome II, p. 9 et seq); he passed twenty years more as a prisoner in the (sultan's) library at Cairo. He had been sent to that city on a mission by (Al-Hasan Ibn Ali), the Zîride sovereign who held his court at Al-Mahdîya, but the Egyptian sultan had him arrested and confined in that establishment. On leaving it, he had acquired an intimate acquaintance with the philosophical sciences and the arts of medicine and musical composition. It was he who set to music the
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verses contained in the book of songs composed by African authors. He died at Al-Mahdiya in the year 560 (A. D. 1164-5), or in 568, according to another account.—(Mokkari, vol. I, p. 019.).

(20) That is: the first of the three radical letters in this word must have after it the vowel i, and the second must be separated from the third by the letters udw, atif. Fudl is derived from the root fdl (to do); the divers forms of which verb are employed by Arabic grammarians as types serving to represent the forms of all other verbs.

(21) That is, from the inhabitants of towns, merchants and farmers, three classes of men whom the Arabs of the desert heartily despised.

(22) This tax was imposed by the law of Muhammad on all Christians, Jews and Sabeans.

(23) One manuscript has: the 23rd of Safar.


(25) The life of Hilal Ibn as-Sabi will be found in this volume.

(26) In arabic characters المصح. This is the reading offered by the autograph manuscript of Abu 'l-Fedla's Annals. The place which bore this name was a district in the neighbourhood of Mosul.

(27) According to another reading Okaith.

(28) According to another manuscript Kidr.

(29) In the Annals of Abu 'l-Fedla, year 456, will be found an account of al-Ka'im's expulsion from Baghdad and of his reception by Mahdrish.

MUKHLIS AD-DAWLA MUKALLAD.

Abu 'l-Mutawaj Mukallad Ibn Nasr Ibn Munkid al-Kinani, surnamed Mukhlis ad-Dawla (saviour of the empire), was the father of the emir Sadid ad-Dawla (1) Abu'l-Hasan Ali, lord of the castle of Shaizar, him of whom we have already spoken (vol II. p. 342). He was a man of great influence and wide renown, singularly fortunate in his sons and grandsons. In the article on is son we have related succinctly how the power of this family took its origin and how they obtained possession of the above-named fortress. Mukallad dwelt, with a numerous band of retainers, in the vicinity of Shaizar, near the bridge called after them Jisr Beni Munkid, and from thence they went to reside alternately at Aleppo, Hamat and other places, in the vicinity of which they possessed magnificent houses and valuable estates. This vol. III.
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was before the family got possession of the castle of Shaizan. The princes who
reigned in Syria treated them with great honour and showed them the highest res-
pect. The poets of the time used to visit them and celebrate their praises: for
many illustrious chieftains, noble, high-spirited and learned, belonged to the family
of Munkid. We have already spoken of one of his (Mukallad's) great-grandsons,
Osama Ibn Murshid (vol. I. p. 177). Mukhlis ad-Dawla remained in the command
of his people and in the enjoyment of exalted rank till the day of his death. That
event took place in the month of Zu' l-Hijja, 450 (Jan.-Feb., A. D. 1059). His
corpse was born to Kafr-Tab (and there buried). I find, in the collected works of
the poet Ibn Sinan al-Khafaji (vol. II. p. 179), a passage to this effect: "And he (Ibn
'Isa) recited the following elegy on his (Al-Mukallad's) death, which happened in
the month of Zu' l-Hijja, 435." God knows which is the true date. I give here
an elegy which is really a very fine production and which was composed on his death
by the kadi Abu Yala Hamza Ibn Abd ar-Razzak Ibn Abi Husain, who recited it to
Abu'l-Hasan Ali, him whom we have mentioned above. Though it is very long, I shall
insert it in full, because copies of it are rarely to be found. I never met any
person who knew by heart more than a few verses of it; so, for that reason, I am
induced to give it:

How well death aims its strokes against all living beings! the moment most to be feared speeds
on more quickly than the rest. The man (hitherto) safe and unharmed, how can he be gay when
the cavalry of death and its ambushes are always before him? To human existence safety is
granted but for a time, yet he who is most deceived by life's illusions confides in them the most.
He to whom the robe of life has been lent must strip it off; he who defers paying his debt (to
nature) is forced to acquit it. The Caesars have disappeared, and their palaces availed them
not; the Closrees have been prostrated to the earth, and their citadels could not protect them.
The kingdom of Solomon could not save him from death, neither did his father find protection
in his coats of mail (2). Nought is in the world but travellers, arriving and departing; they
journey towards a place far distant from their home. The breath of man is the bridle by which
fate leads him on; and the nights (of his existence) are the stages of his journey. Why did
death begin by assaulting Mukhlis ad-Dawla? why were its sudden strokes turned away from
others? Death is a watering-place towards which man hastens after man, and others follow in
rapid succession. The people have buried a noble chief, but never shall disappear (the memory
of) his virtues. May the dew and the cloud-drops water the tomb of him upon whom has been
poured the earth of the grave; for it contains a cloud whose (beneficent) showers used to dispel
the parching droughts, a sea of generosity, whose waves flowed over all the land. The son of
Nasr, borne upon his bier, seems like a dark vernal cloud whose (expected) rains were dissipated
by the winds. He (now) passes the river, and its sands extol him (3); he passes by assem-
bled people, and the widows burst into tears. His bier is borne forthon (men's) shoulders (rigab),

but often were his gifts and presents borne away by travellers (rikāb). O, thou poet, who meanest to lament his death! see what thou hast to say; for the souls of all men will be suspended in attention to thy words. Earth in thy mouth (4); thou knewest not what hath been committed to the earth; thou art ignorant (of it), and he who is ignorant of a thing, underrates its importance. He was a lord (whose glory seemed) like the moon hastening towards its full; whose hands were always ready to bestow, and whose spear, to strike. He now draws floods of tears from all; so that their eyes are like his hands from the torrents which they pour forth (5). Eyes! spare not your tears, but let them flow in streams for the loss of a glorious chief whose flow of gifts never knew what stinting was. When asked for money, his hands showered it around; when asked to punish oppression, his lances showered streams of blood. How often did the self-sufficient depart humbled from his presence; how often did the modest obtain from him their wishes. His were victories which destroyed each warrior who dared to face him and every rival who had courage to resist him. His guests (reposed) in a garden the shade of which was his beneficence; those who tried to rival him in glory lost their lives in the attempt. O, how short was his life! short his stay (here below), short (the days of) his generosity! short (the time he went) sword in belt (6). Noble ambition was the steed (7) that bore him to a goal which others could never reach. He died not before obtaining his utmost wishes; he disappeared like the moon when she has passed through all her stations. How long was he accustomed to receive with hospitality the troops which came to ask it; and to march against them if they came as enemies. Indulgent for offenders, his sword’s blade spared them and his clemency sufficed to chastise them. (In battle) he ensanguined the bushy tail of his steed, and used to make the shoulders of his (horse) throw out drops of blood (8). Generous steed! how long did thy back sustain the pain inflicted by thy intrepid (rider); O, that it sustained it now (9)!

Confusion and trouble abound since the death of that sagacious man whose genius cleared up every perplexity. His conjectures never deceived him, but guided always to results from which other men were misled. May the showers of divine mercy never depart from him! may they always descend upon him, morning and evening. May the source of mercy water every morning the grave of him who shed, every evening, upon the needy, the torrents of his gifts. God decided that the emir’s might should be no longer feared, yet numerous still are his horses and his spears. Here are his young warriors whose swords, now in their scabbards, gleamed like the lightning-flash to obey his orders, and whose lances shone like lamps. O, that his arrows were to-day rustling before him, and that the bellies of his horses rumbled still, but not from fasting (10)!

Sons of Munkid! be patient under your misfortune; in him whom you have lost, both rich and poor (11) have received a fatal stroke. Every man is overwhelmed with grief, and, if their sorrow persists, none will be found to blame them. Whilst the hands of other men are parched up (by avarice), you, sons of Munkid! are meadows and groves of generosity. When a man escapes from the burden of adversity, you are his support and his refuge. Aid me to bear our loss with patience; he who has patience for his companion is not dismayed by the departure of his friend. He (Mukallad) did not sleep (in death) till there appeared in you (his son) a man fit to succeed him, one gifted with vigilance and firm resolve (12). You and he are as two opposite constellations in the sphere of glory; one has set and the other has arisen. Your people had not charged you with the (supreme) command, did they not know that you accomplish what you undertake. Like him, you toiled to acquire honour and, had you not toiled, his superabundant merits would have sufficed for your renown. But you did not intend rising (to power) by means of what he did; you were in the right! the actions which raise a man must be his own (13). I swear by your life that, in all which has happened, I was (his) bridle-companion and bestowed
on him my sincerest love. How could my heart be devoid of that affection, whose influence has penetrated into my bosom, to remain there for ever?

We have here given the whole *kastda*. In our article on as-Sālih Talâ'ī Ibn Ruzzik (*vol. I.* p. 659), who was vizir of Egypt, we have spoken of an elegy composed on his death by the jurisconsult Omâra tal-Yamani (*vol. II.* p. 367). It is in the same measure and the same rhyme as the foregoing. I quoted only a few verses of it, because copies of Omâra's collected poetical works are in every one's hands; whereas, the poem I have inserted here is seldom found complete. For this reason, I gave the whole of it. Two of its verses have been already inserted in the article on Jamâl ad-Din Abû Jaafar Muhammad al-Ispahâni, vizir of Mosul (p. 298 of this vol.).—Abû 'l-Mughîth Munkid Ibn Nasr Ibn Munkid, the brother of Mukallad, died in the year 439 (A. D. 1047-8). An elegy was composed on his death by the learned scholar, al-Khâfâji, whose names were Abû Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Said Ibn Yahya Ibn al-Husain Ibn Muhammad Ibn ar-Rahî Ibn Sinân (14). This celebrated poet, who was a native of Aleppo, is the author of a collection of verses. The elegy of which we speak was one of his earliest productions, as he composed it when a boy. We give it here:

Thy excellent qualities have disappeared most strangely: we had them near us, but fortune hurried them away (15). Their departure was like that of spring, and to spring's abundant showers has succeeded the burning heat (of sorrow) in our bosoms.

A long *kastda* rhyming in *r*, was composed by Al-Khâfâji on the death of Makhlis ad-Dawla; another, by the same author and rhyming in *h*, was in praise of that emir. The poet displayed in both great talent.

(1) In the article on this chief, the author intitles him Sadîd al-Mu'âkin.
(3) This seems to mean that the sands of the river admired his beneficence as being more copious than the waters which flowed over them, or because his noble deeds were more numerous than they.
(4) A well known imprecation. It means: may you be dead and buried!
(5) The poet means that the tears caused by that emir's death flowed in a torrent, copious as the gifts which he used to shower from his hand.
(6) Such seems to be the meaning of this verse. Here is the literal translation: O life of him! why was thou shortened? and why were not long his stations, or rather, his hand, or rather, his shoulder-belt?
(7) The adverbial expression ملاء فروجبه is not easy to be rendered. It is applied to horses of the noblest
breed and denotes that their long and bushy tails fill up completely the space formed by the bifurcation of the hind legs. See Az-Zauzani's commentary on the fifty-eighth verse of the Moolâka composed by Amro 'l-Kais. Here it signifies at full speed.

(8) The meaning of this verse appears to be that the tail of his horse was reddened in passing through torrents of blood and that his shoulders were bleeding from the strokes of the whip. The word rendered by bushy signifies a tail of which all the hairs are equally long.

(9) The poet means evidently the pain caused by the whip.

(10) The rumbling noise produced by the belly of some horses in trotting is well known.

(11) Literally: the shod and the bare-footed.

(12) Literally: abundant and perfect in resolution.

(13) This verse contains a grammatical quibble, as the last hemistich bears two meanings, one of which is that the subject of a verb must be put in the nominative case. Trifling allusions of this kind are quite in the Muslim taste.

(14) This is the same poet of whom mention has been made in vol. II, page 179.

(15) Literally: but time darted its remoteness against their proximity.

MAKKI THE TEACHER OF THE KORAN-READINGS.

Abû Muhammad Makki Ibn Abî Talîb Ilammûsh Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mokhtâr al-Kâisi al-Mukri (a member of the tribe of Kais, a teacher of the Koran-readings and), a native of Kairawân, passed into Spain and settled in Cordova. He was deeply read in the sciences connected with the Koran and the Arabic language; his intellect was clear, his person handsome, his piety sincere and his understanding great. The numerous works composed by him on the Koranic sciences are very good. He was well acquainted with the seven readings (or editions of the Koran) and the significance of every various reading which they offer. His birth took place at Kairawân on the 22nd of Shaban, 355 (13th August, A. D. 966) at the hour of sunrise, or a little before it, according to another account; but the Koran-reader, Abû Amr ad-Dâni (1) says that he was born in the year 354. Al-Makki passed his early youth at Kairawân; at the age of thirteen years he went to Old Cairo and frequented the schools where the teachers of youth and the professors of arithmetic gave their lessons. He then returned to Kairawân and, in the year 374, he finished
learning the Koran by heart; having previously terminated his studies in arithmetic and general literature. In the year 377, he proceeded to Egypt for the second time, after acquiring a complete knowledge of the readings (as taught) at Kairawân. The same year, he made the pilgrimage which is obligatory for the followers of Islamism, and, in the beginning of the year 378, he commenced studying the readings at Old Cairo under the tuition of Abû 't-Taiyib Abd al-Munim Ibn Ghalbûn (2). During the remainder of the year and part of the next, he continued his studies under that master, and then returned to Kairawân. As some various readings of the Koran still remained for him to learn, he went to Egypt for the third time, in the year 382, and completed his task. In the following year he returned to Kairawân, where he began to teach the readings, and he continued his lessons till the year 387. Having then proceeded to Mekka, he resided there till the end of the year 390, and made the pilgrimage four years consecutively. In 391, he returned from Mekka to Old Cairo, whence he proceeded to Kairawân, the year following. From that city he set out for Spain and, having arrived there, in the month of Rajab, 393 (May-June, A.D. 1003), he commenced a course of lectures on the Koran-readings in the principal mosque of Cordova. A great number of students profited by his lessons and acquired a competent knowledge of the Koranic text; this spread his reputation through the city and obtained for him high respect. On arriving at Cordova, he stopped at the mosque of An-Nukhaila (the little palm-tree), situated in the street called Az-Zukakain (the two lanes), near the Gate of the Druggists (Bdîb al-Attârîn), and there taught the readings. He was removed from that to the principal mosque of As-Zâhiya (3), by al-Muza'far Abd al Malik Ibn Abî Aâmîr (4), and continued to give lessons till the power of the Aâmîrides was overthrown. (The Khalîf) Mohammad al-Mahdi, the son of Hishâm (Ibn al-Hakam) transferred him to the Outer Mosque (al-Masjid al-Khârij) of Cordova, and there, Makki gave lessons during the whole period of the civil war. On the death of Yûnus Ibn Abd Allah (5), he was appointed imâm and preacher of the principal mosque by Abû'l-Haran Ibn Jahwar (6). Notwithstanding his learning and intelligence, he was hardly adequate to the duties of that place, yet he continued to fill the office of preacher till his death. Makki was noted for his virtue, his merit, his humility and his piety; the readiness with which heaven granted whatever he prayed for gained him great celebrity, and some anecdotes of his (miraculous powers) are still preserved. One of them is thus related by Abû Abd Allah at-Tarâfî (7), a teacher of the readings: "We had at
"Cordova a man of some sharpness, who had the talent of annoying the shaikh Abû Muhammad (Makki): he would draw near to him when he was about to preach and nod at him and take a note of every fault he made. The shaikh had a great hesitation in his speech and often stopped short. One Friday, that man came to public prayers and kept glancing his eye at the shaikh and nodding to him. Makki and I went out together and, on reaching the place where he usually gave his lessons, he bid us say amen to the prayer he was about to make. Having then raised up his hands, he exclaimed: "Almighty God! deliver me from that man," which words he repeated three times. We said amen to the prayer; so, the man became a cripple and never again went to the mosque." — Makki composed a great number of instructive works, such as the Hidâya ila Bulugh an-Nihâya (guidance towards the attainment of one's object), treating of the rhetorical figures employed in the noble Koran, of its interpretation and of the various sciences connected with it, and forming seventy parts (8); the Muntakhib al-Hujja (selections from Abû Ali al-Fârisi's Hujja) (9), in thirty parts; the Tabsira (elucidation), on the Koran-readings, in five parts and the best known of his works; the Mujaz (abridgment), treating of the readings, in two parts; the Kitâb al-Madhâr, etc. (opinions transmitted down from Mâlik (vol. II. p. 545), relative to the maxims of law contained in the Koran and its interpretation, in four parts; the Reda ila Tajwid il-Kurân (guide to the correct recitation of the Koran) in four parts; the Ikhtisâr Ahkâm il-Kurân (abridgment of the legal decisions contained in the Koran), in four parts; the Kusuf an Wujûh il-Karaât wa Ilatâ (indication of the various channels through which the different readings have been transmitted down and of the defects remarked in these channels), in twenty parts; the Iddâh (Elucidation), on the abrogating and abrogated verses of the Koran, in three parts; the Kitâb al-Ijâz (Abridgment), on the same subject, in one part; the Kitâb az Zâhi f 'l-Lumâ ad-Iddîlat âla mustâmalât il-Irâb (the blooming, being a treatise on the lights which indicate the grammatical inflexions in general use), four parts; the Taniâh (Indication) on the principles of Naâ'si's (10) system of Koran-readings and its controverted points, two parts; the Iniśâf (vindication), being a refutation of Abû Bakr al-Adfû's (11) Kitâb al-Ibâna (12) and an indication of that author's mistakes, three parts; the Kitâb ar-Risâla (Epistle) adressed to the disciples of Al-Antâ'î (13) in order to justify the system of Warsh (14) relative to the madda, in three parts; the Ibâna (Elucidation), on the rhetorical figures of the Koran, in one part; the Kitâb al-Wâkîî, treating of the pause to be made after the words Kalla (by
no means) and bala (certainly yes) when they occur in the Korânc, two parts; the Kîtbân al-Ikhhtilâf fî Adad il Adshâr (on the diversity of opinions respecting the number of tenths) (15), one part; the greater Idghâm, treating of the organs of pronunciation, in one part; the Bayân at-Kabâir wa's-Saghâir (distinction between sins and faults); in two parts; the Ikhhtilâf fî'd-Dabâth (differences of opinion relative to the Victim) (16); a treatise on the substitution of one preposiiton for another, one part; the Tanzîh al-Malâika ân is-Zunâb (on the impeccability of the Angels) and their pre-eminence over the sons of Adam, in one part; a treatise on the letter i as it occurs redoubled in the Koran and in ordinary discourse, in one part; a work on the opinions of the learned concerning what is meant by the terms nafs (soul) and râh (spirit), in one part; another on the necessity of exacting a fine from him who kills game unintentionally in the sacred territory round Mekka, being a maxim of Malikite jurisprudence, with the proofs in its favour, one part; the Mushkil Gharîb il-Kurânc (coranical expressions of rare occurrence and doubtful signification), three parts; the Baiyân al-Aml fî 'l-Hajj (indication of what is to be done during the pilgrimage), from the moment of putting on the pilgrim-dress till the visiting of the Prophet's tomb, one part; a treatise on the obligation of making the pilgrimage for him who has means to perform that duty, one part; the Tazkîrâ (remembrancer), treating of the points on which the Koran-readers disagree, one part; the Tasmiiya tal-Ahzâb (indication of the names given to the sixty equal sections of the Koran), one part; selections from Ibn Wâki's (17) Ikhüsân, in two parts; a treatise on the letters which coalesce in pronunciation, two parts; the Sharh at-Tamâm wa 'l-Wahf (explication of the difference between the full stop and the pause), in four parts; the Mushkil al-Ma'dîn wa 'l-Tafîsr (obscure passages and figurative expressions) found in the Koran, fifteen parts; the Hijâd 'l-Masâhif (on the number of letters contained in the different editions of the Koran), two parts; a miscellany entitled Ar-Rîdâ (meadows), in five parts; the Muntaki fî 'l-Akhbâr (historical selections), in four parts; and many other treatises on the readings, on the points wherein the readers disagree, and on the sciences connected with the Koran. The titles of these works I suppress, so as to avoid prolixity.—Makki died at Cordova on Saturday, the 1st of Muharram, at the hour of the dawn-prayer, in the year 437 (19th of July, A. D. 1045); he was interred, the next day, in the suburb, and the funeral service was said over him by his son, Abû Tâlib Muhammad.—Abû 't-Taiyib Abd al-Munim Ibn Ghalîbûn, the teacher of the Koran-readings of whom we have spoken, was a native of Egypt. Ath-Thaâlibî (vol. II. p. 129) mentions him in the
Yattma and says: "To his piety, his talent and his profound acquaintance with "the rhetorical figures and the grammatical analysis of the Koran, he joined the "knowledge of other branches of science and of literature. I heard a kastda of his "recited in which was the following passage:

"Let your visits be rare; if frequent, they lead to mutual dislike. See you not that rain, "falling without intermission, is an affliction; and that, if it be withheld, it is prayed for with "uplifted arms."

Another author says that Abû Taiyib Ibn Ghalbûn was born in the month of Rajab, 309 (Nov.-Dec. A. D. 921), and that he died in Old Cairo on Thursday, the 7th of the first Jumâda, 389 (26th April, A. D. 999).

(1) Abû Amr Othmân Ibn Sâld, a mawla to the Omâiyid family and surnamed ad-Dâni, was born at Cordova in the year 371 (A. D. 981-2). He began his studies in the year 887, set out for the East in 897, spent four months at Cairo, one year in old Cairo, and made the pilgrimage. He returned to Spain in the year 899, after acquiring much traditional learning from the lips of Ibn Ghalbûn and other great masters. The number of works composed by him is stated to be one hundred and thirty. He died in the month of Shauwâl, 444 (Jan-Feb. A. D. 1055). Ad-Dâni (Dénya) was his usual place of residence and, for that reason, he received the surname of ad-Dâni.—(Al-Makkari).

(2) See at the end of this article.


(4) Al-Muzaffar was the son and successor of the celebrated al-Mansûr, prime minister of Hishâm al-Muwayyid, the Omâiyid sovereign of Spain.

(5) Abû 'l-Walid Yûnus Ibn Abî Allah, surnamed Ibn as-Saffâr (the son of the brazier) was kâdi of the community (kâdi 'l-Jumda), or chief kâdi, of the kingdom of Cordova. He was distinguished for his piety and learning. Some treatises were composed by him on Sufism, for which doctrine he had a great inclination. One of his works bore the title of Kitâb al-Munkataân ilâ Allah (book of those who renounced the world for God), from which may be concluded that it was a history of pious ascetics. He died in the year 489 (A. D. 1037-8), aged upwards of ninety years.—(Casiri's Bib. Arab., t. II, p. 148; Bughya al-Muthamis).

(6) Abû 'l-Hazm (not Abû 'l-Hasan, as Ibn Khallikân writes it), Ibn Jahwar, one of the vizirs in the service of Hishâm III, took into his hands the government of Cordova in the year 499 (A. D. 1031), on the deposition of that sovereign. He retained the supreme authority till his death, which event took place in 425 (A. D. 1043-4).

(7) Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Mutarrît al-Kinânî, a native of Cordova, celebrated as a teacher of the Koran readings and generally known by the surname of at-Tarâfî (native of Tarâfî) was born in the year 387 (A. D. 997); he died in the month of Safar, 454 (A. D. 1062).—(Tabâkht al-Kurrafi).

(8) It is not probable that the word qâma (part) should be employed throughout this article to signify volume; it may mean quire or chapter.
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(9) See vol. I, page 381.
(10) The life of Nāfi will be found in this volume.
(11) Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ali al-Adfū (native of Edfou in Upper Egypt), was a grammarian, a commentator of the Koran and a teacher of its readings. He was considered as the great master of the age in these sciences. His commentary on the Koran filled one hundred and twenty volumes. He died in the month of the first Rabī', 388 (March, A. D. 998), at the age of eighty-eight years.—(Suyūṭī, de Interpretibus Korani.)
(12) According to another reading Kitāb al-Imāla (treatise on the inclination); that is, indication of the cases in which the pronunciation of the letter  a inclines towards that of the letter  i. The work is not mentioned by Hajji Khalیfa.
(13) This is perhaps the same person of whom mention is made in vol. I, page 337.
(14) The nickname of Warsh (milk-curd) or Warshdn (wild pidgeon) was given, by the celebrated Koran-reader Nafī, to his second disciple Abū Sādīr Othmān Ibn Saad, a native of Egypt and a copt by origin, or according to another account, a native of lfrīkia (the province of Tunis). Warsh was born A. H. 110 (A. D. 728-9) and died A. H. 167 (A. D. 782-3).—(Tabakht al-Kurra). His system consisted in softening the pronunciation of the alif-hamsa moved by a fat' ha, when it is preceded by another letter bearing a fat'ha and followed by a quiescent letter. According to him the words  قرآن (sur. 2, verse 5) and  إلَّا أنْذَرِنَّهُمْ (sur. 6, verse 40) should be pronounced andartahum and araitakum and not andartahum, araitakum. The translator is indebted to professor Fleischer for these indications.
(15) This title is too vague to indicate the subject of the work, which treated, perhaps, of the number of verses, counted by tens, which are contained in the Koran.
(16) In this work the author probably discussed the question whether it was Ismail or Isaac whom Abraham intended to offer up as a victim.
(17) Hajji Khalīfa furnishes no information respecting this author or his work.

MAKKI AD-DARIR.

Abūl-Hazm Makki Ibn Ra'yān Ibn Shabbaḫ Ibn Sāliḥ, surnamed Sāīn-ad-Din (guarding the religion) ad-Darir (the blind), a teacher of the Koran-readings and a grammarian, was born at Mākisin and resided at Mosul. His father made leather carpets at Mākisin and died poor, leaving nothing after him but a wife, a daughter and a son, this Abūl-Hazm. The widow, being unable to support them on account of her poverty, was so much afflicted that her son left her. On departing from his native place, he set out for Mosul and there applied to the study of the Koran and
general literature. Having them proceeded to Baghdad, he met there the ablest professors of literature and took lessons in Koran-reading from Abû Muhammad Ibn al-Khashshâb (vol. II. p. 66), Ibn as-Saffâr, Ibn al-Anbârî (p. 53 of this vol.) and Abû Muhammad Said Ibn ad-Dahhân (vol. I. p. 574). Having then returned to Mosul, he began to give lessons and had a great number of pupils. His reputation then spread throughout the country and his renown was borne far and wide. In Abû'l-Barakât Ibn al-Mustaufi's (vol. II. p. 556), History of Arbela he is spoken of in these terms: "To a knowledge of the philological sciences he joined (a perfect acquaintance with the passages serving as examples and) proofs of (pure) Arabic phraseology; his piety and his intelligence were universally acknowledged and all agreed respecting (the extent of) his learning and (the greatness of) his merit. He went to Baghdad and there met the ablest masters in grammar, philology and Traditions. The quantity of oral information which he transmitted down is very considerable. He set up as teacher of the Koran, and was acquainted with all the branches of literature. He recited to me the following piece of his own composition:"

—Ibn al-Mustaufi had studied under him at Mosul;

"I am weary of life and have ceased to care for it; now it treats me as a friend, and then it afflicts me (1). My foes cease not to harm me, and such also is the conduct of my friends. Al-Hadba was my earliest abode, but those whom I love are now dwelling in the desert of al-Akik (2)."

Al-Hadba (the knoll) is a word used to designate the city of Mosul. —"By the same:

"When a favour requires solicitation, receive it not, so that you may rise next morning with a tranquil mind (3). If a favour bestowed with a single reproach be disagreeable, how much more so, if bestowed with two.

"By the same:

"At thy door is a servant who desires admission; he looks for an usher (4) to announce him; being assured that thy bounty is withheld from none. If he obtain his wish, he will enter (thy door) as good fortune has done; if not, he will retire as adversity has retired."

This thought is borrowed from the following passage, composed by another poet:

One of thy servants stands at the door, overwhelmed with thy bounty and acknowledging his
gratitude. Shall he approach thee like the favours of fortune? Mayest thou never cease to enjoy them as long as time endures! or shall he retire from thee as adversity has done?

"At the age of eight or nine years," continues Ibn al-Mustausi, "he lost his sight. He had always a great partiality for Abû’l-Alâ al-Maarri (vol. I. p. 94) and took much delight in learning from him his poems. Such was the conformity which blindness and the love of literature had established between them that he took him for a model in the composition of his own poems." A person who had received lessons from Abû’l-Hazm Mâkki relates that, in his native town, his neighbours and acquaintances called him Mukâik, which is the diminutive of Makkî (5). Having subsequently gone abroad to prosecute his studies, he felt a longing to revisit the place of his birth and returned there. On learning his arrival, those of his former acquaintances who were still alive went to see him and express their happiness that so eminent a man had been born in their town. The next morning, as he was going out to take a bath, he heard a woman calling from the upper room of a house and saying to another: "Do you know who is come? Mukâik, the son of such a woman."—"By Allah!" he exclaimed, never shall I stop in a town were they call me Mukâik;" and he set out immediately although he had meant to make a residence there (6). He then returned to Mosul and, towards the close of his life, he proceeded to Syria with the intention of visiting the holy temple of Jerusalem. Having executed his project, he went to Aleppo and from that to Mosul, where he arrived in the month of Ramadân 603. He died there on the eve of Saturday, the 6th of Shauwâl, the same year (6th May, A. D. 1207), leaving one son, a little boy. He was interred in the plain outside the Bâb al-Maidân (Hippodrome gate), in the cemetery called after al-Muâfa Ibn Imrân (vol. I. p. 259). His grave is near those of Abû Bakr al-Kortubi (7) and Ibn ad-Dahbân, the grammarian. It is said that he died of poison given to him by the order of Nûr ad-Din Arslân Shâh (vol. I. p. 174), the sovereign of Mosul, who had some motive for desiring his death. The orthography of the names Raiyân and Shabbah as given above, is exact. Al-Mâkistânis a town in one of the provinces of Mesopotamia and situated on the river al-Khâbûr. Though small, it resembles a city in the beauty of its edifices and houses.

(1) The poet says: afflicts me in my saliva. This expression seems to signify: rendering the saliva bitter, making a man unhappy.
(2) A number of valleys in Arabia bore the name of al-Akk.

(3) Literally: that you may be next morning with a cool eye. The coolness of the eye indicates that it has not been inflamed by weeping. It is a very usual expression. In this verse we meet a verb which must be written 

(4) The word rendered by uher must be written and pointed thus 

(5) This proves that, in the name of Makki, the k is doubled.

(6) The correct reading is 

(7) The life of Abū Bakr Yahya al-Kortubi will be found in the fourth volume.

MAKHUL ASH-SHAMI

Abū Abd Allah Mak’hūl Ibn Abd Allah ash-Shāmi (the Syrian) was one of the captives taken at Kābul (on the first conquest of that city by the Musulmans). Ibn Mākula (vol. II. p. 248) speaks of him in the Ikmāl, under the article Shādil, and indicates his origin: “Mak’hūl,” says he, “was the son of Abū Salama Shahrāb, the son of Shādil, the son of Sind, the son of Shirwān, the son of Bardak, the son of Yākūb, the son of Kisra.” Ibn Aāisha (1) states that he had been enfranchised by a woman belonging to the tribe of Kais, that he was a native of Sind and that he spoke (Arabic) incorrectly. Al-Wākidi (vol. III. p. 61) says that he was a mawla to a woman of the tribe of Hudail; others say that he was a mawla to Saīd Ibn al-Aāsi (2), or to the tribe of Lāith, “His grandfather Shādil,” says the Khatib (vol. I. p. 75), was a native of Herāt and married a daughter of a king of Kābul. He died leaving her pregnant, and she returned to her family, where she gave birth to Shahrāb, who remained in Kābul, with his maternal uncles, till he had a son called Mak’hūl. When Mak’hūl grew up to manhood, he was carried off prisoner from that place and then passed into the possession of Saīd Ibn al-Aāsi, by whom he was given to a woman of the tribe of Hudail, from whom he received his liberty.” Mak’hūl was the preceptor of al-Auzāi (vol. II. p. 84) and of Saīd Ibn Abd al-Azīz (3). “The learned men,” says az-Zuhri (vol. II. p. 581), “are four in number: Saīd Ibn al-Musaiyab (vol. I. p. 568) at Medina, Ash-Shabi (vol. II.
"p. 4) at Kūfa, al-Hasan al-Basri (vol. I. p. 370) at Basra and Mak'hûl in Syria."
There was not in that age a more clear-sighted muftâ than he; and he never gave an opinion on a point of law without saying: "There is no power and no might but through God! this is (the result of) private judgement, and private judgement is sometimes wrong, sometimes right." He learned traditions from Anas Ibn Mâlik (vol. II. p. 587), Wâthila Ibn al-Ashka (4), Abû Hind ad-Dârî and a number of others. Damascus was the place of his residence. He spoke with a strong foreign accent, substituting some letters for others. Nûh Ibn Kais (5) relates that a certain emir, having asked him what free-will (al-kadâr) was, received this answer: Am I awake? (a-Sâhir (ساهر) ana): whereas Mak'huîl meant to say: Am I a conjurer? (a-Sâhhir (ساحر) ana). He at one time declared his belief in (the doctrine of) man's freewill, but afterwards abandoned that opinion. Mâkil Ibn Abd al-Aalâ al-Kurashi relates as follows: "I heard him address a man in these terms: ma faâlīt tilk al-hâja (حاجة), meaning to say: ma faâlīt tilk al-hâja (حاجة) (I did not do that busi- 'ness); and this fault of pronunciation is very common with the natives of Sind." It is related that Abû Atâ Marzûk as-Sindi, a poet of some reputation and a maâula of the family of Asad Ibn Khuzaima, had the same defect in his pronunciation, and that, one evening, Hammâd ar-Râwia (vol. I. p. 470), Hammâd Ajrad the poet (vol. I. p. 474), Hammâd Ibn Zibrikân (6) and Bakr Ibn Musâb al-Mazâni met together for the purpose of holding a conference. One of them then said: "We have here ready, in our assembly-room, every thing we may require; suppose that we send for Abû Atâ as-Sindi, so that the company may be comple- te?" They sent for him, and Ibn Zibrikân asked if any of them were inclined to entrap Abû Atâ and induce him to pronounce the words jardâla (locust), zujj (the but end of a spear) and shaitân (demon). He chose these words because Abû Atâ pronounced the j like a z and the sh like an s. "I shall do it," replied Hammâd ar-Râwia. Abû Atâ entered soon after and said: Haiyakum Allah (God grant you long life!), (pronouncing the first word with an ordinary h (ة) instead of the emphatic h (و)) on which they made answer: Marhaban! Marhaban! (Welcome! Welcome!), (substituting one h for the other and thus) imitating his (vicious) pronunciation. They asked him if he had dined (taâshshâtî) and he replied: "Yes I have "dined (taâshshât); but have you got any nabîd (7) here?" They answered that they had and, when it was brought, he drank till he relaxed from his gravity. Hammâd ar-Râwia then said to him: "Tell me, Abû Atâ! have you a talent for solving riddles?" He
replied: "Pretty fair" (ḥasan), meaning to say ḥasan. Ḥammād then propounded to him the following enigma of which the word is locust (jārāda):

What is the yellow thing nicknamed Umm Aūf, whose two little legs are like two reaping-books?

"Zārāda," replied Abū Āṭā. "Right!" said the other. Ḥammād then proposed this riddle, the word of which is zujj:

What is the name of the iron fastened to the spear, somewhat below the center of it, and which is not the head?

"Zuzz," said Abū Āṭā. "You have hit upon it," said Ḥammād. He then propounded the following riddle, on a mosque near Basra:

Knowest thou a mosque belonging to the Banū Tamīm, a little beyond an-Nil and on this side of Banū Abbān?

"It is Banū Sāītān," answered Abū Āṭā. "Right!" said Ḥammād. They thus passed an agreeable night, conversing and carousing till morning. This Abū Āṭā was a good poet and an akhārī slave; akhārī means: having the ears slit. Some fine pieces of his are given in the Hamāṣa (8) and, were I not afraid of being prolix and led away from my subject, I should insert here a number of them,—Mak’āhūl died in the year 118 (A. D. 736); other accounts place his death in the years 113, 116, 112 and 114.—Kabul is a well known place in the province of Sind.

(1) Abū Abī ar-Rahmān Abī Allah Ibn Muhammad at-Taimi, surnamed Ibn Aṭīsha, taught Traditions at Baghdad. He was noted for his piety, his literary information and his acquaintance with the anecdotes respecting the Arabs of the desert and their combats. His death took place in the year 228 (A. D. 842-3).—(Nujām, Kitāb al-Madīrī).

(2) Sād Ibn Abī Uhaiha Sālīd, descended from Omaīya, the progenitor of the Omaīyide family. His birth took place soon after the Ḥejira, and his death in the year 59 (A. D. 678-9). He was governor of Kūfa under the khālif Othmān.—(Nujām.)

(3) Abū Muhammad Sālīd Ibn Abī al-Ażīz of the tribe of Ṭanūkh, was one of the principal jurists and Traditionsists of Syria. He died in the year 167 (A. D. 783-4).—(Huffīdż.)

(4) Wāhīl Ibn Abī al-Asbāk Ibn Abī al-Oẓǎ emigrated from Mekka to Medina when the persecution began against the first Muslims. He died in the year 85 (A. D. 704).—(Nujām.)

(5) Nāḥ Ibn Kālī, a native of Basra, died in the year 183 (A. D. 799-800).—(Nujām.)
MALAK SHAH, THE SON OF ALP ARSLAN.

Abū 'l-Fath Malak Shāh, the son of Alp Arslān Muhammad, the son of Dāwūd, the son of Mikāyil, the son of Saljūk, the son of Dukâk, bore the surname of Jalâl ad-Dawla (the magnificence of the empire). We have already spoken of his father (page 230 of this vol.) and of some other members of the same family. At the time of Alp Arslān's death, his son Malak Shāh was with him, though he had never accompanied him in any previous expedition. When Alp Arslān was about to breathe his last, he nominated Malak Shāh as his successor and caused the emirs and the troops to swear fealty to him; he ordered, at the same time, his vizir, Nizâm al-Mulk Abū Ali al-Ḥasan (vol. I. p. 413), to distribute the provinces of the empire between his other sons, on the condition of their acknowledging the supremacy of Malak Shāh. The directions being executed, Malak Shāh crossed the Jaihūn and returned into the province (of Khorâzûn). As we have spoken of this event (the death of Alp Arslān), we need not relate it here. On arriving in that country, Malak Shāh, being informed that his uncle Kâderd, lord of Kermān, had revolted against him, hastened to attack him and gave him battle near Hamadân. Kâderd was defeated and, being closely pursued by a detachment of Malak Shāh's troops, he fell into their hands and was brought back into the presence of his nephew. Finding that all his promises of repentance were of no avail and that the declaration of his willingness to remain imprisoned for life, provided his life were spared, obtained no reply from Malak Shāh, he sent to him a casket containing the letters of those emirs who had pushed him to revolt. The sultan called for Nizâm al-Mulk and told him to examine the contents of the casket; but the vizir, instead of obeying his orders, threw it unopened into a brazier which happened to be at hand. As a great
number of Malak Shâh's officers had written to Kâderd, the discovery of the casket
gave them much alarm, but the burning of its contents allayed their apprehensions
and secured their fidelity. This proceeding, which established the authority of the
sultan, is considered as a striking example of Nizâm al-Mulk's consummate prudence.
Malak Shâh then ordered his uncle to be put to death and had him strangled with
the string of his own bow. Having settled his power on a solid basis, he increased
his empire by conquests such as had never been made by any Moslim prince, since
the time of the ancient khalifs. He reduced under his sway the country beyond the
Jaihûn, the territory of the Haiâtîla (Tokharistân), Bâb al-Abwâb (Derbend), ar-Rûm
(Asia Minor), Diâr Bakr, al-Jazîra (Mesopotamia) and Syria. The public prayer was
offered up in his name from all the pulpits of Islamism, excepting those of Maghrîb
(Africa and Spain); for his dominion extended in length from Kâshghar, a city in
the farthest extremity of the country inhabited by the Turks, to Bait al-Makdis (Jeru-
salem), and, in breadth, from (the vicinity of) Constantinople to the country of the
Khazars (1) and the Indian Ocean. He was thus enabled to entrust to his Mam-
lûks the government of the world. The justice of his conduct ranked him among
the best of kings and obtained for him the title of al-Malik al-Addîl (the just prince).
Successful in war, he laboured also with zeal in spreading (throughout his empire) the
benefits of civilisation: he dug numerous canals, walled a great number of cities,
built bridges and constructed ribâts (2) in the desert places. The mosque at Bagh-
dâd which is called Jâmâ as-Sultân, was erected by him; the building of this edifice,
which added new splendor to the seat of the empire, was commenced in the month
of Muharram, 485 (Feb.-March, A.D. 1092). He spent immense sums in con-
structing (caravanseraïs) on the road leading to Mekka, and he suppressed all (illegal)
tolls and duties (3) throughout his dominions. His fondness for the chase was
excessive; it is stated that he had an account taken of the number of animals killed
by him, with his own hand, and that it amounted to ten thousand. He therefore
gave ten thousand pieces of gold in alms; but previously to that, he had slain many
more of which no reckoning had been kept. "'I fear," said he, "offending
'Almighty God by shedding the blood of animals (for pleasure and) not for food;'" so,
ever after, when he killed a head of game, he bestowed a piece of gold in cha-

ity. Having set out from Kûfa, with the intention of accompanying the pilgrim
caravan a part of the way, he passed through al-Ozaib (4) and went with them as
far as Wâkîsa. As he had met a great number of wild animals on his way,
he erected there a tower with the hoofs of the onagers and the horns of the deer which he killed during the journey. This took place in the year 480 (A.D. 1087-8). The tower still remains standing and is called the minaret of horns (Mindra al-Kurûn). During his reign, all the roads were safe, and places of danger no longer inspired terror; caravans travelled without an escort from the country beyond the Jahlûn to the farthest extremity of Syria; even one or two persons might undertake a journey without fear or apprehension. Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Hamadâni (vol. I. p. 405) relates, in his History, that the sultan Malak Shâh marched against his brother Tukush, and, on passing by the funeral chapel erected at Tûs over Ali Ibn Musâ ar-Rida (vol. II. p. 212), he entered into it with Nizâm al-Mulk. They both remained a long time in prayer, after which the sultan asked the vizir what he had prayed for. Nizâm al-Mulk replied: "I implored God to assist you and grant you the victory over your brother."—"Well!" said Malak Shâh, that was not what I asked for; I only said: 'Almighty God! come to our assistance and give thy aid to him of the two whose reign will be the more advantageous to the Musulmans and the more profitable to the people." Farther on, al-Hamadâni says: "It is related that a preacher entered into his presence and made him an exhortation, in which he said, amongst other things: A certain Chosroes happened to go apart from his army and pass near a garden. He went up to the gate and asked for a drink of water. A young girl brought him out a cup filled with sugar-cane juice (cooled) with snow. Finding the draught very good, he asked how it was made, and she answered: The sugar-cane grows so well with us that we can squeeze it with our hands and press out of it this juice. Go then, said he, and bring me more. The girl obeyed (and went in) without knowing who he was, and Chosroes said to himself: I must remove those people elsewhere and take their garden for myself. Almost immediately after, the girl came out weeping and said: The intentions of our sultan are changed!—How do you know that? said he.—She replied: I used to take at random as much of that (sugar-cane) as I wanted; but now, notwithstanding all my efforts in pressing it, I cannot obtain from it even a small part of what I got the first time.—The sultan felt the truth of her words, gave up his intention and told her to go back again, saying that she would succeed. The girl obeyed and then came forth rejoicing, with an abundance of sugar-cane juice.—The sultan here said to the preacher: Why do you not relate to the people how Chosroes passed by a garden and asked for a bunch of grapes just ripening. The
"keeper made answer: That I cannot give, for the sultan has not yet received the "share to which he has a right, and it is not lawful for me to wrong him of his "due.—The persons present admired the talent of the sultan in matching one story "with another and adducing an anecdote favorable to his own rights in reply to one "which reminded him of his duties."—The following anecdote is related by the same historian: "This sultan met a native of as-Sawād (vol. II, p. 417) and, seeing "him weep, he asked him what was the cause of his grief. The man replied: "'I bought a water-melon for a few pence, the only money I had, but I was met "by three turkish pages who took it from me; yet that (melon) was the only "ressource I had (for making a small gain)." The sultan told him to keep silent, "and, as the season for early melons was just coming in, he called on a tent-pitcher "and said: 'I have a longing for melons; go therefore through the camp and, if "you find one, bring it here.' "The man (obeyed and) brought back a melon. "The sultan asked him in whose possession he had found it and, being informed "that it was such and such an emir who had it, he caused that officer to be brought "into his presence. 'Where did you get this melon?' said he. The emir replied: "'It was brought to me by my pages.'—'Bring them here immediately;' said the "sultan. The emir withdrew and, being aware of the sultan's intention with "respect to them, he bade them take to flight. When he came back, he "declared that he could not find them; on which the sultan turned towards the "native of as-Sawād and said: 'Take this slave of mine; I give him to you "because he has not delivered up the persons who took your property; now, by "Allah! if you let him go, I shall strike off your head.' The man laid hold of "the emir and led him out of the sultan's presence. He then sold him his liberty for "three hundred pieces of gold and, having come back, he said: 'O Sultan! "'I have sold your slave for three hundred pieces of gold.'—'Are you satisfied?' "said the sultan.—'I am.'—'Well,' go away and good luck attend you (5).' The "sultan's prosperity and good fortune never abandoned him (6): when he entered "Ispahān, Baghdād or any other city, accompanied by his followers, the number "of whom was immense, a great diminution ensued in the price of provisions and "other objects, so that the persons who sought to gain their livelihood furnished "provisions to the troops with much profit to themselves." The same al-Hama-"dāni relates that, when the sultan was at Rai, a female singer was presented to him. "Being struck with her beauty and charmed with her voice, he resolved to gratify
his passion, but she addressed him in these terms: "Sultan of the universe! I love you too well (7) this handsome face of mine to have it tormented hereafter in the fire of hell. A lawful act is easy to be done and one single word suffices to distinguish it from an unlawful one (8)." The sultan felt the truth of what she said and, having sent for the kadi, he got united to her in marriage. He died, leaving her a widow. His noble deeds were numerous beyond description. It is stated by al-Hamadani that the vizir Nizam al-Mulk gave to the boatmen who ferried the sultan and his troops across the Jaihun a bill payable by the revenue-collector of Antioch; so vast was the extent of the empire. The sum for ferriage amounted to eleven thousand pieces of gold (dirhms). The khaliif al-Muktadi billah married a daughter of this sultan. The ambassador sent to ask her in marriage was the shaikh Abu Ishak as-Shirazi (vol. I. p. 9), the author of the Muhaddab and the Tanbih. Being dispatched on this mission, he proceeded to Naisapur where he found the sultan, delivered his message and succeeded in the negociation. "In somewhat less than four months," says al-Hamadani, "Abu Ishak returned. When at Naisapur, he discussed (points of law) with the Imam al-Haramain (vol. II. p. 120) and, on his departure, the Imam came out to bid him farewell and even held his stirrup till he mounted. The utmost respect was shown to Abu Ishak in Khorasan; the people gathered up the dust in the footsteps of his mule and preserved it as a relic of great virtue." In the year 480 (A. D. 1087-8), the daughter of the sultan was conducted in state to the khalif, and, on the morning of the day in which the marriage was consummated, the khalif caused the sultan's troops to be brought to a banquet (simdi) which he had prepared for them and in which forty thousand manns (9) of sugar alone were consumed. The same year, in the month of Zu 'l-Kaada (February, A. D. 1088), the princess bore the khalif a son to whom he gave the name of Abu 'l-Fadl Jaafar. The city of Baghad was splendidly adorned on this occasion; it formed part of the sultan's states, the khalif having there only a nominal authority. This was the second time the sultan visited Baghad. He entered it for the third time in the beginning of the month of Shawwal, 485 (Nov. A. D. 1092), and set off immediately on a hunting party, in the direction of the Dujail (10). Having then killed an antelope and eaten of its flesh, he was taken ill and had to be bled; but, as enough of blood was not drawn from him, he returned to Baghad very unwell and none of his officers were admitted into his presence. He entered the city on the 15th of Shawwal, 485 (18th Nov. A. D. 1092), and died the
next day. He was born on the 9th of the first Jumâda, 447 (6th August, A. D. 1055). Some say that his death was caused by a poisoned tooth-pick. His funeral was conducted in the most private manner; no prayer was said over the grave, no sittings of condolence were held, no hair was cut off the tails of horses, though such a thing was customary in the case of persons such as he. One would have thought he had been snatched away bodily from the world. His corpse was borne to Isphâhan and interred in the great college appropriated to the Shâfites and Haneefites. We shall here relate a singular circumstance: When he entered Baghâdâd for the third time, the khalif had two sons, one of whom was \textit{subsequently} the \textit{imâm} al-Mustazhir billah; the other, who bore the name of Abu 'l-Fadl Jaâfar, was the son of the sultan's daughter. The khalif had solemnly designated as his successor the first named of these two, because he was the elder, but the sultan insisted that he should revoke the nomination, declare Abu 'l-Fadl heir to the khalifate, put him in possession of Baghâdâd and then remove himself to Basra. The khalif felt the greatest repugnance to execute what had been required of him; he used every effort to change the sultan's determination and, finding all his remonstrances fruitless, he asked and obtained a delay of ten days in order to make the necessary preparations for his departure. It is related that, during these days, he kept a rigorous fast and, when he did take food, he sat upon ashes and invoqued the assistance of the Almighty God against the sultan. That period of time had not yet elapsed when the sultan fell ill and died, and the khalif was thus delivered from his trouble.—In the year 502 (A. D. 1108-9), the \textit{imâm} al-Mustazhir billah married Kháâtûn al-Eisma, the daughter of Malak Shâh.—We have already spoken of this sultan's three sons, the princes Bârkyârûk \textit{(vol. I. p. 251)}, Sinjar \textit{(vol. I. p. 600)} and Muhammad \textit{(see this vol. p. 236)}.—Having mentioned \textit{(above)} where Kâshghar is situated, we need not repeat our observations.—\textit{Al-Wâkisa} is a well known halting-place on the road to Mekka. It is called also \textit{Wâkisa tal-Harûn} (وزمة العروين).

\textit{(1)} The Khazars inhabited the country to the north of the Caspian Sea.

\textit{(2)} See vol. I. page 159.

\textit{(3)} The word \textit{khoftâl}, here rendered by duties, signifies more exactly the sums paid by travellers for an escort or safe-conduct, when passing through a dangerous country.

\textit{(4)} Al-Osaib in the name of a source situated at the distance of four miles from al-Câdliya.—\textit{(Mardeid.)}

\textit{(5)} It is possible that the word \textit{مصمِّجا} may here signify \textit{quietly}.

\textit{(6)} Literally: Were attached to his fore-lock.
MANSUR AT-TAMIMI THE JURISCONSULT.

Abû 'l-Hasan Mansûr Ibn Ismail Ibn Omar at-Tamîmi (member of the tribe of Tamîm) ad-Darîr (the blind), was a native of Egypt and a jurisconsult of the shâfîte sect. His family belonged to Râs-AÎn, a well known town in Mesopotamia. He acquired his knowledge of the law from the immediate disciples of as-Shâft (vol. II. p. 569) and from those who had studied under them. Some good works were composed by him on the doctrines of his sect, such as the Wâjîb (necessary), the Mustâmâl (usual practice), the Musâfîr (traveller) and the Hidda (direction). He left also some fine poems which became popular. The shaikh Abû Ishâk as-Shîrâzî (vol. I. p. 9) speaks of him in the Tabakât al-Fukhâ (classified biography of the jurisconsults) and attributes to him the following piece of verse:

Foolish people depreciate the study of the law, but it suffers no harm from their contempt. It harms not the mid-day sun that his light is not perceived by the blind.

It was from this passage that Abû 'l-Alâ al-Maarri (vol. I. p. 94) borrowed the idea which he thus expressed in a well known kastda:

To our eyes the stars seem very small; but the fault of littleness belongs not to the stars but to our eyes.

In another piece he (Mansûr) says:

I can guard against the calumniator, but not against the liar. Against him who invents what he says, my resources are small indeed.
By the same:

A dog, despicable as he is, would be fitter for a companion than a man who contends for superiority before the time of his obtaining it has come.

It is related that, in a year of excessive drought, he suffered greatly from hunger; so, one night, he went up to the (flat) roof of his house and recited in his loudest voice the following verses:

Help! O ye generous! you are seas (or tanks of beneficence) and we are therivulets (which they should supply). Assistance is good in the hour of need, not when provisions are cheap.

These words were heard by his neighbours and, the next morning, he found one hundred charges of wheat deposited at his door. The anecdotes told of him are well known. He died at Old Cairo, in the month of the first Jumâda, 306 (Oct.-Nov. A. D. 918). The shaikh Ābū Ishâk (as-Shîrâzî) says, in his Tabakât, that his death took place before the year 320. The kâdî Ābû Abd Allah al-Kudâî (vol. II. p. 616) speaks of him in the khitat and says: "He drew his origin from 'Râs-Âin and inhabited Ramla, whence he removed to Old Cairo. He resided there for some time and died in the year 306. He was a jurisconsult of high authority, versed in every branch of knowledge and a good poet. The like of him was not to be found in Old Cairo. The kâdî Ābû Obaid (1) professed the utmost esteem for him up to the moment of the (discussion they had on a) point of law. Ābû Obaid held a sitting every evening in which he examined legal questions with some person learned in that science, but, on Fridays, he remained alone. One of these evenings he gave to Mansûr, another to Ābû Jaâfar at-Tahâwî (vol. I. p. 51), a third to Muhammad Ibn ar-Râbî al-Jîzi (2), a fourth to Affân Ibn Sulaimân, a fifth to as-Sijistâni, and a sixth to discussions with jurisconsults, and, sometimes, to the teaching of Traditions. One evening, during his conversation with Mansûr, mention was made of (the maxim according to which) the pregnant woman, divorced by three (declarations) (3) is intitled to alimony (4). On this, Ābû Obaid observed: 'Some persons have pretended that, after a divorce by three (declarations), she has no right to alimony, being intitled to it only after the first and the second.' Mansûr condemned that doctrine and declared that whoever held it was no Muslim (5). He then withdrew and
acquainted Abû Jaafar at-Tahâwi with the conversation, and this doctor repeated
"it again to Abû Obaid. The latter denied having said so, and al-Mansûr, being
informed of this, declared that he would give him the lie. The company having
agreed that they should be present at this scene, met again at the kâdî’s. All
being assembled, no person uttered a word till Abû Obaid said: ‘I do not want
‘any one to come into my presence! I want neither Mansûr, nor Nassâr nor
‘Muntasir (6) a set of people whose hearts are as blind as their eyes, and who
‘attribute to us things which we never mentioned.’ On this, Mansûr said to
‘him: ‘God well knows that you said so and so.’—‘You lie!’ exclaimed Abû
‘Obaid.—‘God,’ replied Mansûr, ‘well knows who is the liar!’ He then rose up,
‘but none would take him by the hand to lead him out except Abû Bakr Ibn al-
‘Haddâd (vol. II. p. 602) who did so and then helped him to mount (his mule).
‘The mutual animosity of the two doctors increased to such a degree that
‘Zakâ, the governor of the city, and a number of the soldiers (7), with other
‘individuals besides, took the part of Mansûr, whilst another set of people joined
‘in support of the kâdî. Muhammad Ibn ar-Rabî al-Jizi deposed that he had heard
‘Mansûr enounce a certain (heterodox) opinion (which he mentioned) and that
‘he gave it on the authority of an-Nazzâm (vol. I. p. 186). On this, the kâdî
‘declared that if a second witness made a similar declaration, he would have
‘Mansûr’s head struck off (8). Mansûr was thus put in fear of his life and died
’in the month of the first Jumâda of the above year (A. H. 306). Abû Obaid,
‘being afraid of the soldiers who had taken Mansûr’s part, abstained from going to
‘the funeral, but it was attended by the emir Zakâ, Ibn Bastâm the land-tax
‘collector, all the grandees, and a great crowd of people. Abû Obaid was informed
‘that Mansûr said, on his death-bed:

"I fulfilled my destiny, but silly people, heedless and plunged in lethargy, rejoice. My sleep
(of death) was a thing decreed, and short shall be the day of those who rejoice in the
misfortunes of others.

When Abû Obaid heard these verses, he held down his head for some time and
then recited as follows (9):

"Let him die even but a day before us, we shall be the (favoured) people on the day of the
resurrection. Yes! we have rejoiced and delighted in (his) misfortunes, and no blame to
those who have rejoiced therein."
BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.

(1) Abû Obaid Ali Ibn al-Husain Ibn Harbawi, a native of Baghdad and a jurisconsult of the šâfî sect, acquired his knowledge of the law from some of as-Shâfi‘i’s immediate disciples. He became deeply versed in jurisprudence, the Koran readings, the traditions and many other sciences. The number of those who studied under him was very great. He went to Egypt, and, in the year 292 (A. D. 904-5), was appointed chief kâdir. This place he filled during eighteen years and six months; he afterwards removed to Baghâdâd, where he died in the year 319 (A. D. 931).—The history of the Kâdis of Egypt by Ibn Hajar al-Asqâlânî contains a long article on Abû Obaid.

(2) This person was the son of ar-Râbi‘ al-Jizî, one of as-Shâfi‘i’s disciples and of whom our author has already spoken (vol. I. p. 590).

(3) The orthodox šâfîite doctrine is that no maintenance is due to a woman repudiated by irreversible divorce (that is, by three declarations), unless she be pregnant. See Hamilton’s Hedaya, vol. I. p. 406.

(4) The term mihân (alimony, maintenance) includes food, clothes, and lodging.

(5) Literally: Was not one of the people of the Kibla.

(6) These proper names are derived from the same root and signify respectively: aided, assistant, assisted.

(7) We learn from the Tabakât as-Sâdîfîn, that Mansûr had served in the police guards, or regular troops (jund), before he lost his sight.

(8) According to the moslim law, a fact is not proved unless two witnesses attest it. In cases of adultery, four are required.

(9) Abû Obaid’s verses are in the same rhyme and measure as those of Mansûr.

AL-HAKIM BI-AMR ILLAH.

Abû Ali al-Mansûr, surnamed al-Hâkim bi-amr-illah (the executor of God’s orders) and sovereign of Egypt, was the son of al-Azîz, the son of al-Moizz, the son of al-Mansûr, the son of al-Kâim, the son of al-Mahdi (1). We have spoken of his ancestors and some of his descendants; his father also we shall mention (2). All these princes arrogated to themselves the title of khalîf. In the month of Shâbân, 383 (Sept.–Oct. A. D. 993) al-Hâkim was solemnly designated by his father as successor to the throne, and he assumed the supreme authority on the day of his father’s death. He was prodigal of wealth and fond of shedding blood: a great number of persons holding eminent stations in the administration of the State were put to death by him in an arbitrary manner. The whole tenor of his conduct was most extraordinary, and, every moment, he promulgated new orders to which the people were obliged
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to conform. Thus, in the year 395 (A.D. 1004-5), he commanded that maledictions, directed against the Companions (of Muhammad), should be inscribed on the walls of the mosques, the bazars and the streets; he wrote also to those who governed his provinces, ordering them to do the same; then, in the year 397, he caused these inscriptions to be torn down and forbade the practise. Soon after, he gave orders that the persons who uttered curses against the Companions should be flogged and paraded ignominiously through the streets. In the year 395, he caused all the dogs to be killed, so that not one of them was to be seen in the market-places, or in the streets or in the lanes. He forbade the sale of beer, of molâkhya (3), of lupin-pellets made to be eaten with that (pot-herb), of the rocket and of fish without scales. Persons transgressing this ordinance were to be punished with the utmost severity, and some who had been convicted of selling such things were beaten with whips, paraded through the streets and then beheaded. Thus again, in the year 402, he forbade the sale of raisins, either in large or in small quantities, no matter of what kind they were; and merchants were prohibited from importing them into Egypt. A great quantity of this fruit was then collected and burned by his orders; the expense incurred in burning it amounted, it is said, to five hundred dinars. In the same year, he forbade the sale of grapes and dispatched inspectors to al-Jazira (4) (where they remained) till a great part of the vines in that place had been cut down, thrown on the ground and trod under foot by oxen. He caused all the jars of honey which were in the stores to be collected together; and these, to the number of five thousand, were carried to the border of the Nile, where they were broken and their contents poured into the river. In this year also he gave orders that the Christians and the Jews, with the exception of their doctors (5), should wear black turbans, that the Christians should place on their necks crosses one cubit in length and five rails (or ten pounds) in weight; the Jews were enjoined to wear on their necks logs of wood equal in weight to the crosses worn by the Christians. He forbade them to ride with embroidered saddles, and commanded that their stirrups should be of wood. They were forbidden to have a Moslem in their service, to ride on asses hired out by a Moslem and to embark in a vessel having a moslim crew. The Christians, when they entered into a public bath, were to bear crosses on their necks and the Jews bells, in order that they might be distinguished from the Moslems. He afterwards assigned baths to the Jews and the Christians, distinct from those of the Moslems; on these of the Christians he placed crosses and, on the Jewish baths, logs of wood. This took place in the year 408
(A. D. 1017 8). The same year, he gave orders that the church known by the name of al-Kumāma (6) should be demolished, as also all the churches in Egypt; the vases belonging to them, with all the rābds (7) and properties settled on them he granted to a muslim corporation. The result was that a number of Christians embraced Islamism. The same year, he forbade the kissing of the ground in his presence and annulled the (usual form of) prayer made for him in the khotba and in the writings addressed to him. Instead of that prayer, they were ordered to employ these words: Salutation to the Commander of the faithful. In the year 404 (A. D. 1013-4) he forbade consulting the stars and practising astrology; those who professed that art he ordered to be banished from the country. In consequence of this, all the astrologers appeared before the kādi Mālik Ibn Said, chief magistrate of Old Cairo, and bound themselves to turn (from their evil ways); the sentence of banishment was therefore revoked. The professional musicians were treated in a similar manner. The same year, in the month of Shabān, he gave orders that no woman should go out into the streets, either by night or by day; he forbade the shoemakers to make boots such as were worn by women, and he removed from the baths the emblems which indicated those reserved for the use of the female sex. The women remained confined to their houses till the accession of az-Zāhir, al-Hākim’s son (vol. II. p. 340); their captivity having lasted seven years and seven months. In the month of Shabin, 411 (Nov.-Dec. A. D. 1020), a number of those Christians who had embraced Islamism returned to their former creed, and al-Hākim gave orders that such churches of theirs as had been destroyed should be rebuilt. He restored to them also the properties settled on their churches. Upon the whole, we may say, that these were but a small portion of his strange doings and that a full account of them would lead us too far.—It was for al-Hākim that the astronomer, Abū ’l-Hasan Ali, surnamed Ibn Yūnus (vol. II. p. 365), composed the very extensive work called the Hākimite Tables.—I copied the following anecdote from a document in the handwriting of the kāfs Abū Tāhir Ahmad as-Silafi (vol. I. p. 86): al-Hākim was, one day, sitting in state when a person present recited aloud the following passage of the Koran: No, I swear by thy Lord! they will not (perfectly) believe until they make thee judge of their controversies, and they shall not afterwards find in their own minds any hardship in what thou mayest ordain, but shall acquiesce therein with submission (8). Whilst pronouncing these words, the man kept pointing at al-Hākim, but he had no sooner finished than a person named Ibn al-Mushajjar, who was a man of holy life,
recited aloud these words from the same book: *O men! a parable has been propounded, wherefore hearken unto it: those whom ye invoke besides God will never be able to create a fly although they joined together for that (purpose), and, if the fly snatch any thing away from them, they cannot recover the same from it. Weak is the petitioner and (weak) the petitioned! they have not esteemed God at his just value. Verily God is powerful and mighty.* (9) When he had finished, al-Hākim changed countenance, but then ordered him one hundred dinars and granted nothing to the other. One of Ibn al-Mushajjar's friends then said to him: "You know " al-Hākim's character and are aware of his frequent prevarications; take heed lest " he conceive a hatred for you and punish you later. You would then have much " te suffer from him. My advice is that you get out of his sight." In consequence of this warning, Ibn al-Mushajjar prepared for making the pilgrimage, and went off by sea, but the vessel sunk. His friend saw him afterwards in a dream and asked him in what state he was? To this Ibn al-Mushajjar replied: "Our captain did not " stop short on the voyage; he anchored with us at the gate of Paradise." Such was the recompense of Ibn al-Mushajjar's pure intentions and good design.—It was al-Hākim who erected and completed the great mosque (*jâmi*) at Cairo, which had been commenced by his father al-Aziz. He built also the *Jāmi* Rashida outside of Old Cairo. It was on Monday, the seventeenth of the first Rābi, 393 (24th Jan. A.D. 1003), that the construction of the edifice was commenced. The person charged with the direction of the work was the *hāfiz* Abū Muhammad Abd al-Ghani Ibn Said (vol. II. p. 169), and the astronomer who fixed the position of the *mihrab* (vol. I. p. 37) was Ali Ibn Yūnus. Al-Hākim founded a number of other mosques in the Karâfa and elsewhere. He sent to the *jâmi*s a quantity of Korans, objects in silver, curtains and Sâmânieh mats (10) to an immense amount. He was constantly doing and undoing. In the year 395 (A. D. 1004-5), Abū Rakwa al-Walid Ibn Hishám al-Othmâni (11), a native of Spain, revolted against him and stirred up a rebellion in the neighbourhood of Barka (in Cyrenaica). A great multitude of people embraced his cause, and he defeated a large body of troops which al-Hākim had sent against him; but, being at length overwhelmed by numbers, he was taken prisoner, in the year 397 (A. D. 1006-7), after having lost, it is said, about seventy thousand of his partisans on the field of battle. Being carried before al-Hākim, he was paraded contumeliously (*through the streets*) and put to death by that sovereign's order. This happened on Sunday, the 27th of the latter Jumâda of that year (19th of March,
A. D. 1007). A full account of Abū Rakwa's proceedings is given by Ibn as-Sābi (12).—Al-Hākim was born at Cairo on the eve of Thursday, the 23rd of the first Rabī', 375 (13th August, A. D. 985). He was fond of solitude and liked to ride out unaccompanied. It therefore happened that, on the eve of Monday, the 27th of Shawwāl, 411 (13th February, A. D. 1021), he went into the country outside of Old Cairo and passed the whole of the night in rambling about. The next morning he was at the tomb of al-Fokkāi (13), and from that he proceeded with two of his footmen towards the east of Hulwaṭ. One of the footmen returned back, accompanied by nine Suwaidian Arabs (14); the other arrived afterwards and stated that he had left his master in the neighbourhood of that tomb and of al-Maksaba (15). The people (in his service) continued, as usual, to go out and await his return, taking with them the horses used when the prince rode in state. On Thursday, the last day of the month just mentioned, they ceased going out and, on Sunday, the 2nd of Zū 'l-Kaada, Muzaffar, the bearer of the imperial parasol, went out with Hatti, the Slavonian, Nāsim the guardian of the (door-) curtain (or chamberlain), Ibn Bashtikin the Turk who was al-Hākim's lance-bearer, and a number of Ketamian and Turkish officers. After reaching Dair al-Cosair and the place called Hulwaṭ, they went up into the mountain (Mukattam) and discovered, on the very summit, the grey ass, called al-Kamr (the moon), which al-Hākim was accustomed to ride. It still had on the saddle and bridle which he always made use of, and its fore legs had been hacked by the strokes of a sword. They retraced (backwards) the footsteps of the animal and perceived by the tracks, that one man had been walking before it and another after it. They continued following the footsteps till they came to the cistern which lies to the east of Hulwaṭ. One of the officers having gone down into it, found there al-Hākim's clothes, which consisted in seven jubbās (long vests). They were still buttoned and bore marks shewing they had been pierced by daggers (16). These jubbās they carried to the Castle, at Cairo, and no doubt then remained of his having been assassinated. Some foolish people, who were extravagantly attached to al-Hākim, continued to believe that he was still living and would certainly reappear; they would swear by the absence of al-Hākim! and hold very absurd discourses. Some say that it was his sister who caused him to be murdered; the particulars of their recital are, however, too long for insertion (17).—The orthography of the name Mushajjar is certain.—Hulwaṭ is the name of a pretty and most agreeable village, situated about five miles above Old Cairo. It was formerly the residence of Abd al-
Aziz Ibn Marwân Ibn al-Hakam the Omayyide, when acting as governor of Egypt in the name and under the khilafate of his brother, Abd al-Malik. He died there, and his son, Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz, was born in that place.

(1) For fuller information respecting al-Hâkim, see the extract from al-Makrizi’s Khitat in the first volume of M. de Sacy’s Chronomathie arabe, and the Vie du khilafe Hâkem, in the first volume of the same author’s Exposé de l’histoire des Druzes.

(2) The name of al-Hâkim’s father was Nizâr; al-Azîz was only his title or surname.

(3) The molîkhya is a species of mallows. The botanical name is corchorus olitorius.

(4) If al-Jazira (الجزيرة), the reading of my MSS. be correct, the island of ar-Rauda must be meant. In the extract from the Khitat given by M. de Sacy we read al-Djtsa (الجزيرة).

(5) The orthography of the word here rendered by doctors, is uncertain. I read حجارة, a plural form of حجر, which word is the diminutive of حجر.

(6) Al-Kumdama (ألقمامة) means sweepings, dirt. The Musulmans apply this name contemptuously to the church of the Resurrection (al-Kidmaة) at Jerusalem. The word Kumdama, with this signification, is sometimes employed without the article.

(7) See vol. I. p. 347.

(8) Koran, surat 4, verse 68.—The object of the speaker was to have al-Hâkim put on a level with Muhammad, and even to induce his hearers to acknowledge the divine nature of that prince. It is well known that al-Hâkim founded a sect the adepts of which acknowledged him to be an incarnation of the Divinity.—See M. de Sacy’s Exposé.

(9) Koran, surat 22, verse 72.

(10) What sort of mats these were I cannot determine.

(11) For the history of Abu Bakr see the Exposé, p. cccxvii, and my translation of Ibn Khaldûn’s History of the Berbers, tome I. p. 40. It does not appear for what reason this adventurer bore the surname of al-Othmana, unless it was his being a collateral relation of the khilif Othmân. They both descended from Omaïya, the ancestor of the Omayyide khilifs.

(12) The life of Hilal Ibn as-Sabi is given in this work.

(13) Al-Makrizi states, in his Khitat, vol. II. p. 363 of the Bulak edition, that the masjid, or chapel of al-Fokhâl was erected by Kâfûr al-Ikhsâthî. The person to whom it was dedicated was the son of a brewer (fokhâdî) who inhabited Old Cairo; he bore the names of Abu L-Hasan Ali Ibn al-Hasan.

(14) The powerful tribe of Suwaid, the Souseid of the translation of Ibn Khaldûn’s Berbers, passed afterwards into north Africa.

(15) Makeaba signifies a place overgrown with reeds.

(16) When al-Hâkim was assassinated, the murderers cut off his arms; this circumstance explains how the jubbâs could have been taken off the body without being unbuttoned.

(17) See M. de Sacy’s Exposé, page cccxv.
AL-AAMIR BI-AHKAM ILLAH.

Abû Ali al-Mansûr the Obaidide, surnamed al-Aâmir bi-Ahkâm illah (the commander who executes God's decrees), was the son of al-Mustâli, the son of al-Mustansir, the son of az-Zâhir, the son of al-Hâkim (see the preceding article). In the life of his father,—see among the Ahmads, under the letter A (vol. I. p. 159),—will be found the rest of genealogy. Al-Aâmir was proclaimed successor to the throne on the day of his father's death, and al-Afdal Shâhansbâh, the son of Amir al-Juyûsh (vol. I. p. 612) and al-Mustâli's vizir, took in hand the government of the empire. In the life of al-Afdal we have related some particulars concerning al-Aâmir. When this prince grew up and was capable of judging for himself, he took al-Afdal's life and conferred the vizirship on al-Mâmûn Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abî Shujâa Fâtîk Ibn Abî 'l-Husain Mukhtâr, surnamed Ibn al-Batâihi. The new vizir excluded his sovereign from the exercise of power and acquired so foul a reputation by his tyranny, that al-Aâmir at length arrested him and confiscated all his property. This happened on the eve of Saturday, the 4th of Ramadân, 519 (4th Oct. A. D. 1125). He caused him to be put to death in the month of Rajab, 521 (July-Aug. A. D. 1127), and had his body exposed on a cross outside the walls of Cairo. He executed, at the same time, five of al-Mâmûn's brothers, one of whom bore the name of al-Mutamin. Al-Aâmir was haughty, inconsiderate, and extravagant in his conduct. The anecdotes (on this subject) are well known. Evil-minded and tyrannic, he made a show of his vices and indulged openly in sports and amusements. It was under his reign and in the month of Shaabân, 497 (May, A. D. 1104) that the Franks took the city of Akka (Acre); on Monday, the 11th of Zû 'l-Hijja, 502 (12th July, A. D. 1109), they carried Tripolis of Syria by storm, plundered the houses, made the men prisoners and reduced to slavery the women and children. The wealth and property of the inhabitants, the books belonging to the college (dâr al-ilm) and other treasures of incalculable value fell into their hands. The survivors were put to the torture and despoiled of all they possessed. The Egyptian troops sent to the relief of the city arrived when all was lost. The same
year, in the month of Ramadân (April-May, A. D. 1109), the Franks took Arka, to which they had laid siege on the 1st of Shaabân (6th March). In this year also they took Bânyâs and obtained possession of Jubail by capitulation. On Friday, the 21st of Zu 'l-Hijja, 511 (15th April, A. D. 1118), they took the castle of Tabnîn and, on Monday, the 22nd of the first Jumâda, 518 (7th July, A. D. 1124), they gained possession of Tyr (Sûr). The officer who commanded in that place held his authority under the Aidbek Zahir ad-Din Toghtikhin (see vol. I. p. 274), who then possessed Damascus and the neighbouring countries. During the three years which followed the conquest of Tyr, the Franks continued to beat money in the name of al-Âmir, but then they discontinued the practise. On Friday, the 21st of Shawwâl, 503 (13th May, A. D. 1110), they took Bairût by assault and, on the 20th of the first Jumâda, 504 (4th December, A. D. 1110), they occupied Sidon (Saida). In the year 504, during the reign of al-Âmir, or in 511, according to another account — God knows which is the true date! (1) — Bardwil (Baldwin) the Frank undertook an expedition into Egypt for the purpose of taking that country into his possession. On arriving at (the town of) al-Farama, he burned down the houses, the principal mosque and the others also. Having then set out whilst suffering under an indisposition, he died on the way, before reaching al-Arish. His companions opened his body and threw away the intestines; and, to this very day, passengers cast stones on that spot. His corpse was borne to the Kumâma (2) and there buried. It is from this Bardwil that the sibkha (or salt-marsh) of Bardwil, situated in the midst of the sands, on the road to Syria, takes its name. It is there the stones are thrown, and people call the place the tomb of Bardwil, though it contains nothing but his entrails. Bardwil was sovereign of Jerusalem, Acre, Jaffa and a number of other towns on the sea-coast of Syria, and by him it was that these places were taken from the Moslems. In the same year (that is, in 505), the Mahdi Muhammad Ibn Tumart (see page 205 of this vol.) departed from Egypt, which was then under the rule of al-Âmir. He went to Maghrib in the dress of a legist and there encountered the adventures of which we have already given the relation.—

Al-Âmir was born in Cairo on Tuesday, the 13th of Muḥarram, 490 (31st December, A. D. 1096), and came to the throne at the age of five years. When his allotted days were passed, he went forth from Cairo, early in the morning of Tuesday, the 3rd of Zu 'l-Kaada, 524 (8th Oct. A. D. 1130), and proceeded to Old Cairo, whence he crossed the bridge and entered into the island (3) opposite to that city.
Some persons who had plotted his death were lying there concealed with their arms ready; it being agreed among them that they should kill him as he was going up the lane through which he had to pass in order to reach the top of the hill. As he was going by them, they sprang out and fell upon him with their swords. He had then crossed the bridge and had no other escort than a few pages, courtiers, and attendants. They bore him in a boat across the Nile and brought him, still living, into Cairo. The same night he was taken to the Castle and there he died, leaving no posterity. Such was the end of the tenth in lineal descent from the Mahdi Obaid Allah, the same who, as we have already stated (vol. II. p. 78), made his first appearance at Sijilmassa. The supreme authority devolved on his cousin al-Hāfīz Abd al-Majīd (see vol. II. p. 179) (4). Al-Aāmir's conduct was detestable: he oppressed the people, seized on their wealth and shed their blood; he committed with pleasure every excess which should be avoided and regarded forbidden enjoyments as the sweetest. The people were delighted at his death. He was of a middle size, having a remarkably clear complexion and prominent eyes; his handwriting was good, his information and intelligence were very considerable.—Al-Māmūn al-Batāhī, the vizir of whom we have just spoken, was the same who, in the year 515 (A. D. 1121-2) built the Grey Mosque (al-jāmt al-akmar) in Cairo. During his vizirship he completed the erection of the mosque of the female Elephant (jāmt 'l-Fīla) which al-Afdal, the son of Amir al-Juyûsh, had commenced building in the year 498 (A. D. 1104-5), and which is situated outside of Old Cairo, near the Observatory that overlooks Birkat al-Habash (the pond of the Abyssinians).

(1) The true date is 541.

(2) The church of the Resurrection at Jerusalem; see page 454.

(3) This is perhaps the island of Rauda. One of the manuscripts has Ḥzna (الجزيرة), which may be the right reading.

(4) In the article on al-Hāfīz, his name is erroneously written Abd al-Handī.
KUTB AD-DIN MAUDUD.

Kutb ad-Din (the axis of the faith) Maudūd, surnamed al-Aāraj (the lame) and lord of Mosul, was the son of Imād ad-Dīn Zinki (vol. I. p. 539), the son of ak-Sunkur (vol. I. p. 225). In the life of his brother Nūr ad-Dīn Mahmūd (page 338 of this vol.), lord of Syria, we have mentioned some particulars concerning him and spoken of his three sons (1). One of them, Saif ad-Dīn Ghāzī (vol. II. p. 441) succeeded him as sultan; the others were Izz ad-Dīn Masūd (page 356 of this vol.) and Imād ad-Dīn Zinki (vol. I. p. 544), lord of Sinjār. In the article on Ghāzī we have given an account of Nūr ad-Dīn’s conduct on the death of his brother Kutb ad-Dīn and mentioned that, after having proceeded to Mosul, he confirmed Ghāzī in the possession of that city and settled matters with all his nephews. Whilst he was on this expedition, he founded the Nūrian Mosque (al-Jāmī‘ an-Nūrī) within the city of Mosul. Every Friday, the public prayer is celebrated in this mosque, which is an edifice much noted in that city. The motive which led to its construction is thus stated by the kāṭib Imād ad-Dīn (p. 300 of this vol.), in that part of his work, the al-Bark as-Shāmi, where he speaks of Nūr ad-Dīn’s arrival at Mosul: “There was at Mosul, in the center of the city, an extensive ruin respecting which such rumours were current as appalled every heart, and it was generally reported that no one ever undertook to rebuild it without losing his life and failing in the attempt. Meḥir ad-Dīn Omar al-Malā‘, a shaikh much renowned for the sanctity of his conduct and the austerity of his life, advised Nūr ad-Dīn to buy the ruin and build a mosque with the materials. The prince spent large sums on this edifice and converted it into a wakf (2) for its maintenance a landed estate situated in the vicinity of Mosul.”—Kutb ad-Dīn obtained the sultanate of Mosul and that region on the death of his elder brother al-Ghāzī. His conduct was exemplary and his administration just. It was under his reign that the vizir Jamāl ad-Dīn Muhammad al-Jawād (see this vol. p. 295) attained the highest consideration. He was imprisoned, as we have already mentioned, by that prince, who had then for prime minister and privy-counsellor the emir Zain ad-Dīn Ali Kutchek, father of Muzaffer ad-Dīn,
lord of Arbela (vol. II. p. 535). He had there a truly able minister, a sincere adviser for his welfare and prosperity, and, moreover, an undaunted warrior, a renowned horseman. We have spoken of him also in the life of his son Muzaffar ad-Din. Kutb ad-Din continued to hold the sultanate and rule with absolute sway till the hour of his death. This event took place in the month of Shawwāl, 565 (June-July, A. D. 1170) or, as some say, on the 22nd of Zū 'l-Hijja of that year (6th Sept.). Osāma Ibn Munkid (vol. I. p. 177) states, in a little work of his containing the mention of those provincial sovereigns who were his contemporaries, that Kutb ad-Din died towards the end of the latter Rabi‘, 566; but this date cannot be exact, because Nūr ad-Din, Kutb ad-Din's brother, was at Mosul that very month; he had been encamped outside the city when messengers came to him from the khalif, and did not enter it till after his brother's death. Kutb ad-Din died at Mosul, aged somewhat more than forty years. He left a number of sons, most of whom became sovereigns in different provinces. We have already spoken of his father, his grand-father and other members of the family.

(1) This reference is not exact. The author probably intended to indicate the article on Masūd, the son of Maudūd, page 256 of this volume.

(2) See vol. I. p. 49.

MUWARRIJ AS-SADUSI.

Abū Faid Muwarzīj Ibn Amr Ibn al-Hārith Ibn Thaur Ibn Harmala Ibn Alkama Ibn Amr Ibn Sadūs Ibn Shaibān Ibn Dohl Ibn Thalaba Ibn Akkāba as-Sadūsi was a grammarian of Basra. He learned Arabic grammar from al-Khalīl Ibn Ahmad (vol. I. p. 493), and delivered traditions on the authority of Shōba Ibn al-Hajjāj (1), Abū Amr Ibn al-Alā (vol. II. p. 399) and others. He used to say: "I came from the desert, unacquainted with the application of inductive reasoning to Arabic grammar; what I knew of it was merely a natural gift, and it was only at the school of Abū Zaid al-Ansārī (vol. I. p. 570), in Basra, that I learned
"the use of induction." Al-Akhfash Said Ibn Masāda (vol. I. p. 572), having gone to see Muhammad Ibn al-Muhallab (2), was asked by him whence he came? He answered: "From the residence of the kādī Yahya Ibn Aktham (3)."—"What is going on there?" said Ibn al-Muhallab. The other replied: "He asked me who, of all the disciples of al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad, was the most trustworthy, the first in rank, and the most deserving of confidence (for his information); to which I answered: 'An-Nadr Ibn Shumail (4), Sibawaih (vol. II. p. 396), and Muwarrijas-Sa'dūsi.'" The dominant studies of Muwarrij were philology and poetry. He left a number of works such as the Kitāb al-Anwa' (5), which is a good treatise on the subject, the Kitāb Ghartb al-Korān (rare expressions occurring in the Koran), the Kitāb Jamdāhir il-Kabāl (a general notice of the (Arabic) tribes), and the Kitāb al-Madni (book of rhetorical figures (employed in the Koran). He drew up also a succinct account of the genealogy of the Kuraish family; it forms a small volume and bears the title of Hāḍim Nisab Kuraish (the coraishide genealogies cleared from dross). Having accompanied al-Māmūn (the Abbaside) from Irāk to Khorāsān, he settled in the town of Mārz, but subsequently removed to Naisāpūr. During his residence there he gave lessons which were attended by even the shaikhāt (or professors) of the place. He composed some poetry, and the following verses are given as his by Hārūn Ibn Ali Ibn Yahya al-Munajjim (6) in the Kitāb al-Bār̄ī:

So oft have I suffered the pains of separation, that I heed them no longer; I feel no more the misfortunes which wound me by striking my family and friends. Fortune never left with me one whom I dearly prized, without intending to remove that person or to estrange her from me.

Ibn al-Munajjim here remarks that these verses were the finest ever composed to express such a thought. A similar idea is found in the following lines, composed by a modern poet:

So oft have I been torn from my friends, that I dread no longer the pains of separation; even though neighbours, dear to my heart, should be removed away. I have now closed my mind against despair, and my eyes can yield to sleep even on the departure of a beloved friend.

It was from (as-Sādūsi's) piece that Ibn at-Ta'wīzi (page 162 of this vol.) borrowed the idea of this verse:

Here am I, my heart no longer afflicted at the loss of friends! no longer rejoicing under the seductions of fortune!
This line is taken from a kasīda in which he expresses his grief for the loss of his sight. It contains this passage wherein he alludes to his wife:

Behold her weeping! her who had never to complain of privations and whose nearest friends were never driven (by misfortunes) into a distant land. But now the hand of time hath wounded her in the object of her affection (7), striking her with a piercing calamity, and calamities pierce (the heart). She suffers from an awful (mishap) under the like of which patience would be unbecoming and grief never disgraceful. Why blame her even if she shed tears of blood for him who supported her by his toils and by travelling into distant lands. How painful for her to see me cowering to the ground, without a spot in the wide-extended earth though which to roam. (She sees me) no longer able to direct the camel as it goes panting through the clouds of dust, nor to guide the sleek six-year-old (8) steed which prances when reigned in. I remain imprisoned in a fixed abode and pledged to suffer grief from morn to night. Here, where I dwell on earth, the sky (9) is dark and cloudy; my walking-place is narrow, yet it is a vast plain exposed to the sun (10). I am led about therein, submissive as a camel (11) to the halter; I who had never been submissive, were it not for the perfidy of fortune. I am as a corpse having no grave in which to lay its side; alas! it is not every corpse which obtains a grave. Here am I, my heart no longer afflicted at the loss of friends! no longer rejoicing under the seductions of fortune! I was once an admirable spear, but now its point (12) is blunted, and my youth (once firm) as wood, is now (shattered) and rent asunder. Blessings on the days in which I rode uncontrolled on the steed of love; one as I was then, would suffer no control in his love for gracefully moving (maidens) (13). My youth, which I enjoyed to the utmost, is now departed; it has been snatched away, yet the eyes of fortune retain their azure hue and sparkle still. O what nights I joyfully passed with the fair, whose glances were alternately directed towards me and turned away! nights in which my ardour was many-fold greater than now; I plaintively allude to them, for they will declare openly (what I have been).

This long and high-sounding kasīda was composed in praise of the i mám an-Náṣir li-din illah, the khalif of Baghdad.—Al-Marzubâni (p. 67 of this vol.) states that he met with the following passage in the handwriting of Muhammad Ibn al-Abbâs al-Yazîdi (p. 50 of this vol.): “Abû Faid Muwarrij as-Sâdûsi gave a robe as a present to my grand-father and was thanked by him in these terms:

“I shall express my thanks for what Muwarrij, the son of Amr, has bestowed, and shall offer him my best praises and my love. Illustrious is Sâdûsi! (14), a man for whom his fathers, passionately fond of (doing) honorable deeds, procured a noble reputation! We went to Abû Faid, hoping to obtain a draught from the torrent of his bounty and to strike fire from that steel which was never dull and which never refused its sparks. Having quenched our thirst, we parted with gifts and presents from a man who has always been praised by those who arrived to visit him and by those who went away (15). He clothed me gratuitously, though I asked him not for clothing; and gifts so made are the most agreeable of all. He arrayed me in that garment, ample as it was, and, the evening I put it on, I departed strutting so proudly that I mistook (16) my way. It was a robe of beauty, if made use of for ornament, and a
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"winter-dress, if one feared the severe cold. Trimmings (17) were seen on it of which the "fringes (18) (sheen) like the sword newly polished and just drawn from the scabbard. Whilst "I live, I shall thank as-Sadūsi for his generosity and recommend (in dying), those I leave "behind me (19) to be grateful to as-Sadūsi."

The anecdotes concerning Muwarrij are very numerous. Ibn an-Nadim (vol. I. p. 183) states that he found a note in the handwriting of Abd Allah Ibn al-Motazz (vol. II. p. 41) in which it was mentioned that Muwarrij as-Sadūsi was one of al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad's (vol. I. p. 493) pupils and that he died in the year 195 (A. D. 810-1) and on the same day as Abū Nuwās (vol. I. p. 391). This indication cannot be admitted unless we adopt the opinion of those who place the death of Abū Nuwās in that year. We have noticed the disagreement which exists on that point; but it is universally allowed that Muwarrij died in the year 195; Ibn Kutaiba (vol. II. p. 22) gives that date in the Kitāb al-Madīrīf and other authors (repeat it). In a copy of as-Sadūsi's Kitāb al-Anwār, I found the following passage: "Abū Ali Ismail Ibn Yahya "Ibn al-Mubārak al-Yazdī said: 'We studied this book at Jurjān under al-Muwarrij'; then, in the year 202, we went to Irāk (for the purpose of seeing) al-Māmūn, af- "ter which al-Muwarrij proceeded to Basra where he died.'" This indication disagrees with the one just given, and God knows best which of them is the truest. —

The word ʿafid, taken in its primitive signification, designates the flower of the saffron plant or, according to some, the saffron itself. — Muwarrij is the active participle of the verb arraj which signifies to excite people to quarrel. We have already explained the word Saddūsi in the life of Katāda (vol. II. p. 513). Some say that Muwarrij was a nickname and that the real name (of this grammarian) was Marthad. Al-Jauhari (vol. I. p. 22) says, in his (dictionary, the) Sahāḥ, that the verb ṭathād signifies "to "arrange wares, in placing them one over the other, or side by side;" he then adds: "In the expression: 'When I left such and such a tribe, they were murthidīn "and had not yet loaded their baggage,' the word murthidīn means arranging "their effects." Ibn as-Sikkīt (20) says: "From thence is derived marthad, which "is the name of a man and al-marthad, one of the names by which the lion is de- "signated." Al-Muwarrij himself said: "My name and my surname are of rare "occurrence; the Arabs (of the desert) employ the verbs arraj and arrash with the "meaning of the verb harrash (to excite quarrels). Fāid is the flower of the saffron- "plant. The verb fād, with the aorist yafeđ and the noun of action fād, signifies to "die, when employed in speaking of a man."
MUSA 'L-KAZIM.

Abū 'l-Hasan Mūsa 'l-Kāzim (1), the son of Jaafar as-Sādik, the son of Muhammad al-Bākir, the son of Ali Zain al-Aābidin, the son of al-Husain, the son of Ali, the son of Abū Tālib,—God bless them all!—was one of the twelve imāms. The Khatib (vol. 1. p. 75) says, in his History of Baghdad: Mūsa 'l-Kāzim was surnamed al-Abd as-Sdlih (the holy servant) on account of his piety and his efforts (to please God). It is related that he entered (one evening) into the mosque of God's apostle (at Medīna) and, just as the night was setting in, he made a prostration which lasted until morning and, during that time, he was heard to repeat, without intermission: "O
"thou who art the object of (our) fear! O thou whom it becometh to shew mercy!
"let thy pardon be kindly granted to me whose sin is so grievous!" Mūsa was
highly generous and beneficent: being informed that a man had spoken ill of him,
he sent to him a purse containing one thousand dinars. He used to tie up in pack-
quets sums of three hundred, or four hundred, or two hundred dinars and distribute
them in the city of Medina. That was his place of residence till al-Mahdi had him
brought to Baghdad and shut up in a prison. (Soon after, this khalif had a dream
in which Ali, the son of Abū Tālib, appeared to him and said: "O Muhammad! [2]
"were ye ready, therefore, if ye had been put in authority, to commit evil in the earth,
"and to violate the ties of blood?" (3). Ar-Rabı (see vol. I. p. 521) related in these
terms what resulted: "He sent for me at night, and that put me in great dread;
"I went to him and found him chanting the above mentioned verse, and no man
"had a finer voice than he. He said to me: 'Bring me Mūsa, the son of Jaafar.'
"I did so and he embraced him, seated him by his side and said to him: 'Abū
"'l-Hasan! I have just seen in a dream the Commander of the faithful, Ali Ibn
"Abī Tālib, and he has recited to me such and such a verse; give me the assurance
"that you will not revolt against me or against any of my children.' He
"answered: 'By Allah! I am incapable of revolting.'—'You say the truth,'
"replied the khalif; 'give him three thousand pieces of gold and restore him to his
"'family in Medina.' I arranged the affair of his (departure) that very night,
"lest some obstacle might turn up, and, before morning, the man was on his
"journey." Mūsa resided in that city (Medina) until the reign of Hārūn ar-Rashīd.
In the month of Ramadān, 179 (Nov.-Dec. A. D. 795), Hārūn visited the
Omra (4) and, on his departure for Baghdad, he took Mūsa with him and had him
imprisoned for life. It is related that Hārūn, in his pilgrimage, went to visit the
tomb of the Prophet, in the midst of a band of Kuraishides and some eminent
members of (Arabian) tribes, and took with him Mūsa 'l-Kāzim. Wishing to show
how much he was superior in glory to those around them, he said (in addressing the
tomb): "Salutation unto thee, O prophet of God! unto thee who art my cousin!"
On hearing this, Mūsa said (to the tomb): "Salutation unto thee, O my dear
"father!" Hārūn changed countenance at these words and said: "Abū 'l-Hasan!
"such glory as thine is truly to be vaunted of." End of the Khatīb's relation.—
Abū 'l-Hasan Āli al-Masūdī, the son of al-Husain, the son of Ali (see vol. II.
p. 618) says, in that part of his work, the Murāj ad-Dahab, which contains the
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history of Hārūn ar-Rashid: "Abd Allah Ibn Mālik al-Khuzāi, the intendant of ar-Rashid's palace and chief of the police guards (Shurta), related as follows: A messenger came to me from ar-Rashid at an hour in which I never before received his visits; he pulled me out of the place where I was and would not even allow me to change my clothes. This put me in great fear. When I arrived at the palace, a servant went in before me and informed ar-Rashid of my presence. (The khalif) ordered me to be introduced, and I found him sitting up in his bed. I saluted him, but he kept silent for some time; so, my mind was much troubled and my fears greatly augmented. He at length said: Abd Allah! do you know why I sent for you at such an hour? I answered: By Allah! I do not, Commander of the faithful!—Know, said he, that I just had a dream in which it seemed to me as if an Abyssinian came to me with a javelin in his hand and said: 'Let Mūsa, the son of Jaafar, be set at liberty this very hour, otherwise I shall slay thee with this javelin!' Do you therefore go and set him free. I replied: Commander of the faithful! shall I then liberate Mūsa, the son of Jaafar, for the third time?—'Yes, said he, go and set Mūsa, the son of Jaafar, at liberty; give him thirty thousand dirhems and say to him (in my name):

'If you would like to remain with us, you will obtain from me whatever you may desire; and if you prefer going to Medina, you have permission to do so.' I went to the prison in order to take him out and, when he saw me, he sprang up on his feet, thinking that I had received orders to treat him in a manner he should not like, but I said to him: Fear not! he (the khalif) has ordered you to be set at liberty and told me to give you thirty thousand dirhems and to deliver you this message: if you would like remaining with us, you will obtain whatever you desire; but, if you prefer going to Medina, you have free permission to do so. I then gave him the money, set him free and said to him: I see something in you extraordinary (what is it?). He replied: I shall tell you: whilst I was asleep, behold! the apostle of God came to me and said: 'O Mūsa! thou hast been imprisoned unjustly; so, recite the words I am going to repeat to thee, for assuredly, thou shalt not pass all this night in prison.' I replied: 'For thee I should give up father and mother! what must I say?'—Repeat these words, said he: 'O thou who hearest every voice! O thou who lettest no opportunity escape! 'O thou who clothest the bones with flesh and who wilt raise them up after death! I invoke thee by thy holy names and by that grand and awful name
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which is treasured up and closely hidden! by that name which no created being shall ever know! O thou who art so mild and whose patience is unequalled! O thou whose favours never cease and cannot be numbered! set me free!’ So you see what has happened.’—Numerous stories and anecdotes are related of Mūsa. His birth took place at Medina, on a Tuesday of the year 129 (A. D. 746-747), before the break of day; but the Khatib places this event in the year 128. He died at Baghdad, on the 25th of the month of Rajab, 183 (1st Sept. A. D. 799), or in 186, according to another account. Some say that his death was caused by poison (5). According to the Khatib, he died in prison and was buried in the Shāhik cemetery (6), outside the dome (7); his tomb is a well-known object of pilgrimage; over it is erected a large chapel containing an immense quantity of gold and silver lamps, with divers sorts of furniture and carpets. It is on the west side (of the river).—We have already spoken of his father, his forefathers, and some of his descendants. The person charged to guard him during his imprisonment was as-Sindi Ibn Shāhik (vol. I. p. 318), ancestor of the celebrated poet Kushājīm (vol. I. p. 301).

(1) ḫāṣim is the active participle of a verb which signifies: to restrain one’s inclinations, to suppress one’s anger. The Koran uses it in this sense. It was given to Mūsa as a surname, by the Shīites, on account of his forbearance and mildness.

(2) The real name of the khalif surnamed al-Mahdi (the well directed), was Muhammad. He was the son of Abū Jaafar Abd Allah, surnamed al-Mansūr.

(3) Koran, sūrat 47, verse 24.

(4) See page 248 of this volume. The Omra may be visited in any month of the year.

(5) He was put to death secretly by order of ar-Rashīd. See M. de Sacy’s Chrestomathie arabe, deuxième édition, tome I, p. 6.

(6) See vol. I. p. 556.

(7) This indication is not clear unless it means the dome which covered the tomb of Sari as-Sakati.

KAMAL AD-DIN IBN MANA.

Abū 'l-Fath Mūsa, the son of Abū 'l-Fadl Yūnus, the son of Muhammad, the son of Manâ, the son of Mālik, the son of Muhammad, and surnamed Kamal ad-Din (per-
section of religion), was a doctor of the Shâfîte sect. He studied the law at Mosul under his father; then, in the year 571 (A.D. 1175-6), he proceeded to Baghdad and took up his residence in the Nizâmiya college (vol. II. p. 164) where he had for tutor the motif (répétiteur) as-Sadid as-Salamâsi (vol. II. p. 643). At that time, the shaiâkh Rida 'd-Din Abû 'l-Khair Ahmad al-Kazwîni, the son of Ismâil, the son of Yûsuf, the son of Muhammad, the son of al-Abbâs, was the professor (of law) in the college. Kamâl ad-Din (there) studied the controverted points of jurisprudence and its fundamentals; he applied also to philological disquisitions under the direction of Kamâl ad-Din Abû 'l-Barakât Abî ar-Rahmân Ibn Muhammed al-Anbâri (see vol. II. p. 95). Previously to that, he had studied philology at Mosul with distinguished success, under Abû Bakr Yahya Ibn Sa'dûn al-Kortobi, a shaiâkh whose life we shall give. Having then gone up (from Baghdad) to Mosul, he resumed his studies with great assiduity and, on the death of his father, an event of which the date will be found in our article on that doctor, he replaced him as professor in the mosque which is called the Zainiya after Zain ad-Dîn, lord of Arbela. This edifice I have myself seen; it is laid out in the manner of a college and is now called the Kamâliya college, because Kamâl ad-Din, he of whom we are now speaking, resided in it for a long time. When the reputation of his merit had spread abroad, juris-consults hastened in crowds to study under him. He was profoundly versed in every branch of knowledge and knew certain sciences which are never found together in the same individual. In the mathematical sciences he was particularly distinguished. I met him at Mosul in the month of Ramadân, 626 (July-August. A. D. 1229), and went frequently to see him, on account of the close and intimate friendship which existed between him and my deceased father; but I had not an opportunity of receiving lessons from him, because I could not make any stay (in that town) and was obliged to hurry off to Syria. The doctors of the time declared that he had a solid and perfect knowledge of twenty-four different sciences, one of which was the (doctrine of the Shâfîte) sect. In this last he was the paragon of the age. A number of Hane-fites studied under his tuition the doctrines of their own sect, and received from him the most satisfactory solution of the problems contained in the al-Jâmî 'l-Kabîr (1), a work noted for its difficulties. He had a perfect acquaintance with the two systems of polemical jurisprudence, the (Shâfîte) which prevails in Irâk and the (Hane-fite) which is taught at Bukhâra; he knew also the fundamentals of jurisprudence and those of divinity. When the works of Fâkhîr ad-Dîn ar-Râzi (vol. II. p. 652) were first
brought to Mosul, there was a great number of well-informed men in that city, but
none of them, excepting Kamāl ad-Dīn, was able to understand the technical language
employed by the author. Having met with al-Amīdī’s (vol. II. p. 660) Irshād, he
solved, in a single night, all the difficulties contained in that work and then caused
his pupils to read it (whilst he explained it); such, at least, is the general report.
He knew the philosophical sciences, logic (that is, the Organum of Aristotle), physics,
metaphysics and medicine; he was acquainted with all the parts of mathematical
science explained by Euclid, astronomy, conic sections, mean proportionals (mu-
tauwassita), the Almagest, the different modes of calculation both numerical(2), and
algebraic, arithmetic, the system of double false position, music and mensuration.
In all these sciences he was without a rival; others had a superficial knowledge of them,
but none knew so well as he the abstruse doctrines and truths which they contain.
In a word, one might well apply to him the words of the poet:

In the sciences he was such that, from his knowledge of one alone, you might conclude he
knew them all.

He discovered also a mode of calculating the hours of prayer (3) which no one had
ever fallen upon before. His researches in the study of Arabic and its grammatical
inflections were so profound that he was capable of reading (without a master) the Book
of Sibawayh (vol. II. p. 396), the Idāh and the Takmila of Abū Aḥī ’l-Fārisi (vol. I.
p. 379), and the Mutassal of az-Zamakhshari (p. 321 of this vol.). In the interpreta-
tion of the Koran, in the science of traditions, in that which treats of the names of
those men (by whom traditions have been handed down), and in every matter connected
with such subjects, he was a most able hand. He knew by heart a mass of histori-
cal relations, accounts of the combats which took place between the (ancient) Arabs,
pieces of poetry and dialogues. Jews and Christians used to go and read under his
tuition the Pentateuch and the Gospels; they even declared that they could find no
one so capable as he of explaining these two books. He knew so perfectly each of
the above mentioned branches of knowledge that one would have supposed he could
not have found time to learn the others. In a word, none of his predecessors were ever
known to have been acquainted with so many sciences as he. In the year 625 (A. D.
1228) (4), the shaikh Athīr ad-Dīn al-Mufaddal al-Abheri, the author of the Tāḥīk
fi ’l-Khilāf (notes on controverted matters), the Zīj (astronomical tables) (5), and
other well-known works, left Mosul and came to Arbelā where we were then residing.
He took up his lodgings in the Dār al-Hadith (school for traditions), and I studied under his direction some controverted points of jurisprudence. I was with him one day when an eminentlegist of Baghdad, who was residing in the Dār al-Hadith, came in. Some time passed in an animated conversation (6) when mention was made of the shaikh Kamāl ad-Dīn. On this, Athir ad-Dīn said (to his visitor): “When the shaikh Kamāl ad-Dīn made the pilgrimage and went to Baghdad, were you there?” The other replied in the affirmative. “How,” said Athir ad-Dīn, “did the Grand Divan (the imperial court) receive him?” — “Not in a manner worthy of his desert,” was the reply. “That is much to be wondered at,” exclaimed Athir ad-Dīn, “for never did the like of such a shaikh enter Baghdad!” These words surprised me so much that I said to him: “Tell me, master! what makes you say so?” He answered: “My son! no one like Abū Hamid al-Ghazzāli (vol. II. p. 621) had ever before entered Baghdad, and I declare, by Allah! that even he is not to be compared with the shaikh (Kamāl ad-Dīn).” Notwithstanding his high reputation as a master of the sciences, Athir ad-Dīn used to sit down before him (Kamāl ad-Dīn) with a book in his hand and read it to him (in order to profit by his observations); and yet, on the same day, scholars would be studying works composed by himself; that I saw with my own eyes. He thus read the Almagest under his direction. The following anecdote was related to me by a jurisconsult: “I asked the shaikh Kamāl ad-Dīn what rank Athir ad-Dīn might hold as a scientific man, and he answered that he did not know. ‘How can that be, Sir!’ said I, ‘since he has been in your service for many years and still studies under you?’ He replied: ‘When ever I made an observation to him, he received it (without making any remark) and merely said: ‘Yes, sir!’ He never entered into a discussion with me; so, ‘I have not been able to appreciate his talents.’” There is no doubt that Athir ad-Dīn acted in this manner through politeness and respect. He served Kamāl ad-Dīn as under-tutor (mota) in the Badriya college and used to say: “I should not have left my native place and come to Mosul, had I not formed the intention of studying under the shaikh (Kamāl ad-Dīn).” One of my shaikhs (or professors) named Taki ad-Dīn Othmān Ibn Abd ar-Rahmān, and generally known by the surname of Ibn as-Salāḥ (see vol. II. p. 188), spoke in the highest terms of his (Kamāl ad-Dīn’s) extraordinary merit and declared him to be without a rival in scientific knowledge. One day, he commenced, as usual, to make his eulogy when a person present said to him: “Tell me, Sir! under whom did he study? who was his preceptor?” The other
answered: "That man was created by God as an imām (model) and a master in all the branches of knowledge; so, let no one ask under whom he studied and who was his preceptor. He is too eminent to ask such a question necessary." Whilst I was at Mosul, a certain jurisconsult related to me that Ibn as-Salāh obtained permission from him (Kamāl ad-Dīn) to read secretly under his direction a part of the Logic (or Organum of Aristotle). He went to him regularly for some time but was unable to understand anything of it; so at length (Kamāl ad-Dīn) said to him: "My opinion is, doctor! that you had better renounce the study of this science." The other asked him for what reason, and received this answer: "The public look upon you as a good and pious man, and consider those who apply to this branch of knowledge as holding pernicious opinions on religious matters; you risk, therefore, losing their esteem, without even acquiring any knowledge of the science." The jurisconsult took his advice and gave up the study. Readers of this biographical notice may perhaps consider me as exalting too much the merits of this shaikh, but those of his townsmen who are capable of appreciating his talents know full well that I have not attributed to him (7) a quality (which he did not really possess). God preserve us from exaggerating (8), and from carelessness in transmitting historical information. Abū 'l-Barakāt Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. II. p. 556) speaks of him in his Tārikh Irbil (History of Arbelā): "He was," says he, "a most learned man, well versed in every science and particularly distinguished by his acquaintance with those of the Ancients (the Greeks), such as geometry and logic. He got over the difficulties of Euclid and of the Almagest under the tuition of the shaikh Sharaf ad-Dīn al-Muzaffar Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Muzaffar at-Tūsī the Koran reader, the inventor of the lineal astrolabe (al-astarādāb al-khātīţī) (9) which is generally known by the designation of the staff (10)." He says, farther on: "Questions were sent to him from Baghdad on difficult points of this science and he answered them all; he treated them as mere trifles and then gave their solution. In jurisprudence and the sciences connected with the law of Islamism, he stood without a rival. He professed in a number of the colleges at Mosul, and many of his pupils attained high distinction in different branches of science." Lower down, we read this passage: "He recited to me the following verses composed by himself and in which he made an appeal to the clemency of the lord of Arbelā:

"If any land can draw lustre from him who holds it under his sway, the kingdom of the earth will derive lustre from you. May you live till the end of time and have your orders..."
I may here observe that the same verses were repeated to me at Aleppo by an acquaintance of mine.—In the year 633 (A. D. 1235-1236), whilst I was at Damascus, a man of that city who possessed some skill in the mathematical sciences, met with a number of difficult problems in arithmetic, algebra, geometry and (the treatise of) Euclid. Being unable to solve them, he wrote them all down on a scroll of paper and sent them to him (Kamāl ad-Dīn), who was then at Mosul. A month afterwards he received an answer in which all the obscurities were cleared up, all the difficulties explained and many indications given which it would be impossible to recapitulate. The letter concluded by these words: "Have the kindness to excuse the insufficiency of this answer; for my genius is frozen up and my intelligence extinguished; my mind has fallen under the sway of forgetfulness and is distracted by the events which time has brought about. The greater part of what I learned from books and of what I knew (by my own observations) is now as much forgotten by me as if I had never known it." The person who proposed the questions said to me (of this passage): "Such elegant language I never heard before; the like of it was never uttered but by those of the ancients who where perfectly well versed in these sciences; it is not the language of those who live in our time."—The following anecdote was related to me by the shaikh Alam ad-Dīn (the standard of the faith) Kaisar (Caspar), the son of Abū 'l-Kāsim, the son of Abd al-Ghani, the son of Musāfīr, and surnamed Tādīf (11). He was a native of Egypt, a jurisconsult of the hanefite sect and a mathematician (raddī). In Egypt and at Damascus he was looked upon as the great master of the age in all the mathematical sciences. Here is what he said: "I felt a great desire to meet with the shaikh Kamāl ad-Dīn, from having heard that he stood without a rival in these sciences. So, I set out for Mosul with the intention of going to see him. When I went to present him my respects, I saw that, in his looks and appearance, he resembled those ancient sages whose history I had read and of whose aspect I had formed some idea. After saluting him, I stated that I had come for the purpose of studying under him, and he asked me by what science I wished to begin. 'By (the theory of) music,' said I.—'That happens very well,' said he, 'for it is a long time since any one studied it under me and I wished to converse..."
with some person on that science so as to renew acquaintance with it.' I then commenced (the theory of) music, after which I passed successively to other sciences, and, in about the space of six months, I went over more than forty works under his tuition. I was already acquainted with music, but wished to be enabled to say that I had studied that science under him. The problems which I did not understand he explained to me; I never met with any one capable of filling his place as a teacher.'—I have entered into long details for the purpose of making known the great extent his scientific acquirements, and yet I must declare that what I have said is still too much abridged.—On the death of his brother, the shaikh Imâd ad-Dîn (vol. II. p. 656), he replaced him as professor in the Aldiya college and, when the Kâhîra college was opened, he received his nomination as director of that establishment. In the month of Zû 'l-Hijja, 620 (Dec.-Jan. A. D. 1223-1224) he became director of the Badriya college. His assiduity in professing and teaching was remarkable. One day, a number of other professors, all of them wearing the tailesdn (12), were present at his lesson and a native of Bugia (in north Africa), the grammanian Imâd ad-Dîn Abû Ali Omar Ibn Abd an-Nûr Ibn Mâkbûkh (13) Ibn Yusuf as-Sanhâdî al-Lezni, who happened to be there, recited extempore the following verses:

Kamâl ad-Dîn is really perfect (kamâl) by his learning and his high desert. Vain are the efforts of those who strive to attain the rank to which he has risen. When profound investigators meet together, their only object is to listen whilst he speaks. Think not that they put on their tailesdns to vex him; they wear them merely to veil their faces through modesty and (thus) acknowledge (their inferiority).

The same Imâd ad-Dîn composed on him other verses which I here give:

Mosul, training her robe in high disdain of all other cities, either inhabited or in ruins, is proud of her Tigris and of her Kamâl, both of them remedies for those who are athirst (for water or for knowledge), and for those whose intelligence is feeble. One is a flowing ocean, though its waters be fresh; the other is also an ocean, but one of knowledge.

The shaikh Kamâl ad-Dîn,—may God be indulgent towards him!—was suspected of holding loose opinions in matters of religion, because the study of the intellectual sciences was his ruling passion, and the preoccupation of his mind with these sciences hindered him sometimes from perceiving what was passing around him. To this, the same Imâd ad-Dîn made allusion in the following lines:

I tell you seriously that the gazelle (the young beauty whom I love and) who always used to
frown (upon me) has consented to meet me and become my companion. I gave her wine mixed with (the honey of) her lips, (wine) light as my verses, and light as the religious convictions of the son of Yûnis.

But we are here digressing from our subject and speaking of matters which we need not have mentioned.—He (Kamâl ad-Dîn) was born at Mosul on Thursday, the 5th of Safar, 551 (30th of March, A. D. 1156); he died in that city on the 14th of Shabân, 639 (17th of Feb. A. D. 1242), and was buried in the funeral-chapel which bears the name of his family (the Bani Mand) and which is situated outside the Gate of Irâk, near the mausoleum of Anâz (14). We have already spoken of his son Sharaf ad-Dîn Ahmad (vol. I. p. 90) and of his brother Imâd ad-Dîn Muhammad (vol. II. p. 656); we shall also give the life of his father (Yûnis) under the letter Y.—Whilst I was attending his lectures (15) at Mosul, the idea came into my mind that, if ever God granted me a male child, I should give it the name of this (professor). In the latter part of the year above mentioned, I went to Syria where I remained ten years and then, in 632 (A. D. 1234-5), I proceeded to Egypt where, after many vicissitudes of fortune, I entered into the bonds of matrimony. My eldest son came into the world, at Cairo, on Saturday morning, the 11th of Safar, 651 (12th of April, A. D. 1253), and I gave him the name of Mâsa. It struck me as a singular coincidence that he was born in the same mouth as Kamâl ad-Dîn and exactly one hundred years after him. The learned shaikh and traditionist, Zaki ad-Dîn Abd al-Azîm (vol. I. p. 89), to whom I mentioned the circumstance, was as much surprised as I and expressed his astonishment by frequently exclaiming: ‘‘By Allah! it is an extraordinary thing.’’—The shaikh Rida ad-Dîn al-Kazwini, the professor at the Nizâmîya college of whom we have spoken towards the beginning of this notice, died at Kazwîn on the 23rd of Muharram, 590 (18th of Jan. A. D. 1194); he was born there in the month of Ramadân, 512 (Dec.-Jan. A. D. 1118-9).—Were I not afraid of being too prolix, I should expatiate on the noble qualities and acts of Kamâl ad-Dîn.—We have already spoken of the word Sanhâja (vol. I. p. 249) (16).—Lezni means belonging to the tribe of Lezna (17), a berber people who inhabit the neighbourhood of Bugia, in the province of Ifrikiya (18).—Alam ad-Dîn Taâsîf died at Damascus on Sunday, the 13th of Rajab, 649 (1st Oct. A. D. 1251) and was interred outside the gate called Bâb Sharki (19); his body was afterwards removed to the (cemetery outside the gate named) Bâb as-Saghîr (20). His birth took place in the year 574 (A. D. 1178-9), at Asfûn, a place situated to the west of the province of Said (in upper Egypt) (21).
(1) The "Djami 'l-Kobir," or great collector, contains all the secondary points of law as deduced by the hanefite doctors from the fundamental principles of moslem jurisprudence. The author, Abū 'l-Hasan Obaid Allah Ibn al-Husain al-Karkhi, native of al-Karkh, one of the suburbs of Baghdad, was highly respected for his learning and his piety. Born A. H. 261 (A. D. 874-5), he became so illustrious by his talents and his virtues that he was nominated chief of the hanefite sect in that city. He died in the month of Shawāb, A. H. 340 (January, A. D. 952). A fuller account of him is given in the Tabakht al-Haneftya of al-Kafawi, MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, supplément, no. 699, fol. 120.

(8) In Arabic meštâh, i.e. apertæ. It appears, from the great dictionary of technical terms used in the sciences of the Muslims, published at Calcutta under the direction of Dr. Sprenger, that the science of calculation employed in the solution of problems formed three branches, geometry, algebra and meštâh, which, of course, must be numerical arithmetic.

(9) Two manuscripts read آرتان instead of الأرقان. If their reading be adopted, it must be rendered by magic squares.

(4) Two manuscripts read 686.

(5) Various readings: az-Zanj, ad-Dabh.

(6) The Arabic words may perhaps be rendered thus: We passed some time in communicating traditions one to another.

(7) Read آرته I lent him.

(8) Read آرته.

(9) I have not been able to discover any account of this astronomer, but a long technical description of the lineal astrolabe is to be found in the third part of the work in which Abū 'l-Hasan of Morocco treats of the astronomical instruments employed by the Arabs.

(10) Notwithstanding the similitude of the names, I do not think that the staff of al-Tusi is the same instrument which is called Jacob's-staff.

(11) This word signifies fatigues.

(12) The tailedan is a light scarf of crape worn over the turban and covering the shoulders. None were entitled to wear it except persons who had taken their degrees.

(13) It appears from Ibn Khaldūn's History of the Berbers, that Makhûkh was the name of an eminent Berber family.

(14) Various readings: And, Ghassdn, Ghidhth.

(15) Literally: Whilst I was going and coming in his service.

(16) Sanhajja or Sinhajja is an Arabic corruption of the Berber name Zenag, which word I often heard pronounced during my long residence in North Africa. The tribe of Zenag came from the country which is still called after it Senegal.

(17) No Berber tribe of this name is now to be found in the province of Bugis.

(18) The kingdom of Ifrīkiya was composed of the provinces of Tunis, Tripoli, Constantina, and Bugia.

(19) Bbâ Charki is a vulgar alteration of al-Bbâ as-Charki (the eastern gate).

(20) This name, in correct Arabic, should be al-Bbâ as-Saghhr (the little gate).

(21) Asfūn lies to the north of Esneh. It is built on an immense mound of rubbish, at about a mile from the river.
MUSA IBN NUSAIR (1).

Abū Abd ar-Rahmān Mūsa Ibn Nusair, the conqueror of Spain, was a member by enfranchisement of the tribe of Lakhm and one of the Tābis. Some traditions, received from Tamīm ad-Dārī (vol. II. p. 21), were taught by him in that person's name. He was noted for prudence, generosity, bravery, and piety. No army placed under his orders ever suffered a defeat. His father, Nusair, was commander of Moawīa Ibn Abī Sofyān's body-guard and occupied a high place in the esteem of that sovereign. When Moawīa marched against Ali, the son of Abū Talib, Nusair abstained from going with him. Moawīa said to him (afterwards): "What prevented you coming with me? you that are under obligations to me which you have not requited?" Nusair answered: "It was not possible for me to acknowledge your kindness by being ungrateful to one who had a better right to my gratitude than you."—"Who is that?" said Moawīa.—"Almighty God," replied Nusair.—"How so? may you be bereft of your mother!" (2). Nusair replied: "How could I inform you without being mortified and afflicted?" (3). Moawīa remained silent for some time, after which he exclaimed: "May God pardon my sins!" and forgave him.—When Abd Allah, the son of Marwān and the brother of Abd al-Malik, was governor of Egypt and North Africa (Ifrikiyya), he received from his nephew, the Khalif al-Walid Ibn Abd al-Malik, a dispatch ordering him to send Mūsa Ibn Nusair to Ifrikiya. This happened in the eighty-ninth year of the Hegira (which began on the 1st Dec. A. D. 707); but the ḥāfiz Abū Abd-Allah al-Humaidi (p. 1 of this vol.) says, in his Jādīd aṭ-Ṭul Mukt̄abīs, that Mūsa Ibn Nusair obtained the government of Ifrikiya and Maghrib in the year 77 (A. D. 696-7). Mūsa proceeded thither with a body of the Jund (vol. II. p. 132) and, being informed that a number of rebels were assembled in the extremities of the province, he sent forth his son Abd-Allah, who brought him back one hundred thousand prisoners (4). His son Marwān, whom he then sent in another direction, brought him back one hundred thousand prisoners (5). "The fifth part (of the captives, that which was reserved for the khalif) amounted," said al-Laith Ibn Saad, "to sixty thousand."—"Never," said Abū Shabib as-Sadefī, "in moslim times, was seen such a quantity of prisoners as that
made by Mûsa Ibn Nusair.” He (Mûsa) found the greater part of the cities in Ifrikiya uninhabited, because they had fallen so often into the hands of the Berbers. A great drought having prevailed in the land, he ordered the people to fast, to pray, and to forgive each other their offenses. He then went out with them into the open country, taking with him all the (domestic) animals, after having separated them from their young ones. Then arose outcry, lamentation, and clamour. This continued till the day was half spent, when he offered up the prayer and addressed a khotba (6) to the assembly. In this discourse he omitted the name of al-Walid Ibn Abd al-Malik and, on being asked why he did not pray for the Commander of the faithful, he answered: “In the present case, prayers are for God alone.” Rain then fell in such abundance that all were enabled to quench their thirst. From that place, he proceeded against the Berbers and, in this expedition, he slew them in great numbers, took many prisoners and an immense quantity of booty. Having continued his march, he arrived in (the province of) Lower Sus (7) without meeting any resistance. The rest of the Berbers, seeing what had befallen their people, asked for pardon and offered to submit. He received their proposal and, having placed a commander over them, he confided the government of the town and the province of Tangiers to his mausla Târik Ibn Ziad al-Berberi (the Berber) who, it is said, was an (adoptive) member of (the Arabic tribe of) as-Sadif, and left him in the command of nineteen thousand Berbers, well provided with stores and arms. These men had embraced the moslim religion and were sincerely attached to it. He left with them also a few Arabs who were charged to teach them the Koran and instruct them in the duties of Islamism. He then returned to Ifrikiya, and there did not remain in that country any Berbers or Romans capable of resisting him. Having laid the foundations of good order, he wrote to Târik, who was then at Tangiers, ordering him to make an expedition into Spain and to take with him a body of troops consisting of Berbers and a very small number of Arabs. Târik obeyed and crossed the sea, from Ceuta to Algesiras (8), a place situated in the Spanish territory, and went up to the hill which is called after him the mountain of Târik (Djebel Târik, Gibraltar). He ascended the hill on Monday, the 5th of Rajab, A. H. 93 (17th April, A. D. 712), taking with him twelve thousand horsemen, all of them Berbers, with the exception of twelve (Arabs). It is related that, whilst Târik was crossing the Strait in his ship, he had a dream in which he saw the Prophet and the four (first) khalifs walking upon the water until they passed him by, and the
Prophet said to him: "Be of good cheer! victory awaits you; treat the musulmans with mildness and be faithful to your engagements." It is Ibn Bashkuwāl (vol. I. p. 491) who mentions this in his History of Spain, under the letter Ḥ. The lord of Toledo and chief sovereign of Spain was a king called Lodrik (Roderic). When Tārīk ascended the mountain above-mentioned, he wrote (in these terms) to Mūsa Ibn Nusair: "I have done what you ordered and God rendered easy for me the entry (into this country)." Mūsa, on receiving this letter, regretted having staid behind, for he knew well that, whatever conquests Tārīk might make, the honour would be for that chief and not for himself. He therefore began to assemble troops and, having confided to his son Abd-Allah the government of Kairawān, he set out to overtake him (Tārīk), but did not come up with him till the conquest had been effected. Lodrik had marched against (another) adversary and left as his lieutenant in the government of the kingdom a man of the name of Todmir (Theodomir), the same after whom that part of Spain called the Province of Todmir was (subsequently) named. This province consisted of Murcia and its dependances, five places in all (9).—The Franks got possession of Murcia in the year 652 (A. D. 1254) (10).—When Tārīk descended from the mountain with the troops which accompanied him, Todmir wrote to Lodrik, saying: "A people have entered into our land, but whether they are from heaven or from earth I know not." Lodrik, on receiving this news, abandoned his expedition and returned, bringing with him seventy thousand horsemen and the waggons which contained his treasures and his baggage. He himself was borne on a throne placed between two mules and surmounted by a canopy adorned with pearls, rubies and emeralds. Tārīk, being informed of his approach, stood up to address his companions and, after thanking God and rendering him due praise, he encouraged the Moslems to engage in a holy war and aspire to the glory of dying for the true faith (11). He then said: "My men! whither can you fly? The sea is behind you and the enemy before you; nothing can save you but the help of God, your bravery and your steadiness. Be it known to you that you are here as badly off as orphans at a miser's table. The foe is coming against you with his troops, his arms and all his forces; you have nothing to rely on but your swords, no food to eat except what you may snatch from the hands of your enemies. If you remain some days longer in your present state of privation, without succeeding in any attempt, you will lose your energy; self-confidence will then replace the
fear which fills the hearts of your adversaries and embolden them against you. Defend yourselves like men who have no assistance to expect; the inevitable result of your present state is that you must contend with this tâghôt (king, tyrant) who now comes against you from his strongly fortified city. But, to triumph over him is for you quite possible, if you are willing to expose yourselves to death. In announcing this danger to you, I have not the intention of keeping out of it myself; when I engaged you in a business such as this, wherein the lives of men are the cheapest ware, I was resolved to risk my own. Be assured that, if you resist, even for a short time (the attack which may be) the rudest, you will afterwards long enjoy the sweetest and the easiest of lives. Let not your minds be turned against me for (undertaking an expedition) in which the profits falling to your share will be much greater than mine. You know what this island (12) produces; large-eyed maidens, daughters of the Greeks, graceful in their bearing, covered with pearls, coral and robes interwoven with pure gold; (maidens) carefully guarded in the palaces of crowned kings. Al-Walid Ibn Abd al-Malik has chosen you as being quite as brave as the desert Arabs (13) and has willed that you should become by marriage brothers and sons to the princes of this island; such is his confidence in your eagerness to charge with the spear and your readiness to contend, sword in hand, with the brave warriors and the horsemen. Let him obtain for his portion, by your concurrence, the recompense granted by God to those who shall exalt his word and manifest his religion in this island. All the booty is for you; none of it shall be reserved for him on for the other Moslims. May the Almighty aid such heroes as you are, so that you may gain renown in this world and in the next. Know also that I shall be the first in doing that to which I invite you: at the joining of the two armies in battle, I shall myself charge upon the tâghôt of the people of Lodrik and slay him, if God permit. Charge at the same time as I; if I die after killing him, I shall (at least) have delivered you from the harm he might do you, and you will have no difficulty in finding a brave and intelligent (chief) to be a commander over you. If I perish before reaching Lodrik, follow up what I commenced; charge you also upon him and, by taking his life, effect what is most important for the conquest of this island; your adversaries will lose all hopes in losing him.” When Târik had finished exhorting his companions to fight bravely against the people of Lodrik, and mentioned the ample recompense which awaited them, their hearts were set
at ease, their hopes revived and (they felt already) the breeze of victory blowing upon them. "We renounce," said they, "all thoughts of doing anything contrary to what you may decide; go forth against the enemy; we shall be with you and march before you." Târik then got on horseback; his companions did the same, and they all advanced towards the spot where Lodrik had halted, and which was situated in a wide plain. When the two armies were in presence, Târik and his men dismounted and passed the night in keeping good guard. The next morning, some delay occurred on both sides before the squadrons were placed in proper order. Lodrik was borne on his throne, with a canopy of gold brocade over his head, to shade him from the sun. He advanced, surrounded by a forest of pennons and standards, and before him came his warriors, all in arms. Târik and his companions advanced also; on their bodies were coats of mail, on their heads turbans and helmets, in their hands Arabian bows; their swords were suspended from their shoulders and their spears placed in the rest. "When Lodrik saw them, he exclaimed: "By God! these are the very figures we saw in the house of Wisdom which is in our city," and his heart was invaded by terror.—Let us now mention what this house of Wisdom was, and then we shall finish our account of the battle (14). The Greeks (Ydnam, Ioniens) (15), a people renowned for wisdom, inhabited the countries of the East before the time of Alexander. When the Persians appeared and took possession of that country, the Greeks, being forced by their encroachments to abandon their states, emigrated to the Spanish island, because it lay at one extremity of the inhabited earth. At that time, Spain had never been spoken of, nor had it ever a king worthy of note, nor a large population. The first who settled there and founded a colony was Andalos, the son of Japhet, the son of Noah, and from him the country drew its name. When the earth received a new population after the deluge, the inhabited part of it was, according to these philosophers, in the form of a bird: the East represented the head, the North and the South, the two feet, and the West, the tail. This last region was held in contempt because it corresponded to the vilest part of the bird. The Greeks did not think it right to destroy people by war, because warfare abounded in evil, and because it would have hindered them from cultivating the sciences, which for them, was the most important study of all. These reasons induced them to retire before the Persians and pass into Spain. On their arrival, they began to till the ground, to open canals (for irrigation), to erect castles, to plant gardens and vineyards, to build cities, to cover the land with tillage and plantations, and to pro-
pagate (domestic animals). The country then became so rich and so beautiful that the inhabitants, on observing how magnificent it was, would often say: "If the West form the tail of the bird which is represented by the inhabited portion of the earth, that bird must be a peacock; for its beauty lies in its tail." The inhabitants, being then in the enjoyment of complete welfare, took the city of Toledo for the capital of their empire and for their House of Wisdom; having chosen it because it was in the center of the land. It appeared to them a matter of the highest importance that their city should be well fortified, in order to preserve it from the attacks of those people who might hear of its prosperity. On looking round, they could discover no people inclined to envy their comfort except such as were living in misery and indigence, and those were the Arabs and the Berbers. Fearing lest their island, which they had so well cultivated, might be attacked by them, they decided on having a talisman formed, by means of which these two races of men might be kept away, and they caused astronomical observations to be made for that purpose.

But, as the Berbers were in their neighbourhood, being separated from them only by a strait of the sea, bands of those people used to pass over into Spain. The coarseness of their manners and the singularity of their aspect served to increase the aversion in which the Greeks held them, and prevented that people from forming any connexion with them, either as allies by marriage or as neighbours. This feeling took so strong a root in their minds that hatred for the Berbers seemed to be an inherent disposition of their nature. When the Berbers were aware of this hostile feeling towards them and perceived the dislike in which they were held by the people of Spain, they began to look on them with hatred and jealousy; so that you will not now find a Spaniard who does not detest the Berbers, nor a Berber who does not hate the Spaniards. The Berbers, however, stand more in need of the Spaniards than these do of them, so many things being to be found in Spain which are not to be had in the country of the Berbers. In an island called Kâdis (Cadiz), and situated in the western part of the island of Spain, was a Greek king who had an extremely handsome daughter. The renown of her beauty reached the kings of Spain, for there was a great number of them in that country; every town or every two towns had a separate king, and all these sovereigns treated each other as equals. The Spanish kings asked her in marriage, and her father, fearing that, if he gave her to one, he should offend all the others, was uncertain what to do, and sent for his daughter (in order to consult her). Wisdom was then inherent in the character
of this people, both of the males and the females; so, for that reason it was said:

"Wisdom descended from heaven upon three different members of the human
body; upon the brains of the Greeks, the hands of the Chinese and the tongues
of the Arabs." When she appeared before him, he said to her: "Daughter!
you see me in a great perplexity." — "What," said she, "is the cause of it?"
He replied: "All the kings in Spain have asked you from me in marriage and, if
I satisfy the wish of one, I shall give offense to all the others." — "Leave the
matter to me," said she, "and I shall save you from reproaches." — "How will
you do?" — "I shall myself require one thing, and whoever among them fills the
condition, him I shall marry; he that is unable to fill it will then have no right
to be displeased with you." — "What do you mean to ask for?" — "I shall
require that my suitor be not only a king but a sage." — "There indeed," said he,"you make for yourself an excellent choice." He in consequence wrote to all
the royal suitors, informing them that he had referred their demands to his
daughter and that she would take no king for her husband unless he was a sage.
When those who were not sages read this answer, they kept their peace and
spoke no more of her, but two of these princes wrote, each of them declaring
that he was a sage. When the king received their letters, he said to his daughter:
"Things are in the same state as before; here are two kings, both of them
sages, and, if I choose one, I shall offend the other." She replied: "I shall
require of each of them to do a thing, and him I shall marry who accomplishes
his task soonest." — "What will you ask of them?" — "In the island which
we inhabit, we require to have mills which turn; so I shall propose to one
of the kings that he make them turn by means of fresh water flowing to them
from that country (beyond the strait); and I shall tell the other to make a
talisman that may protect this island against the Berbers." The father approved
highly of what she intended to exact, and wrote to the two kings, informing them of
what his daughter had said. They both accepted the conditions; each of them
chose the task which he preferred and commenced the required work. He
of the mills took great blocks (16) of stone and adapted them one to the other,
through the salt sea which separates the island of Spain from the main land
(Africa). The place where he did this is known by the name of the Straits of
Ceuta. The empty spaces left between the stones he filled up according to the
dictates of his judgement and, by (this pier of) stones he united the (African)
continent to the Spanish island. The remains of this construction are still visible in the strait which separates Ceuta from Algeziras. It is generally said by the natives of Spain that these remains are the ruins of a bridge which Alexander (the Great) constructed in order that people might be enabled to pass from Ceuta to that island; God knows best which of these accounts is the true one. When the royal sage had finished arranging the stones, he directed towards them a stream of water from an elevated spot in the mountain of the (African) continent, and confined it in a channel constructed with great solidity and, in the Spanish island, he erected mills on this canal. The king who undertook to make the talisman was delayed in his work, because he had been obliged to wait till a (favourable) observation (of the stars) indicated the proper moment to begin. He succeeded, however, in accomplishing his task, and constructed a square edifice of white stone on a sandy ground, near the sea-shore and, that it might be perfectly solid, he took care that the foundations should be dug as deep as the building itself was to be elevated above the surface of the earth. When he had raised it to the requisite height, he took copper and purified iron, mixed them well together and formed with them the image of a Berber having a long beard and his head covered with locks of hair so crispy that they stood on end. Under the arm was represented a cloak, gracefully and solidly modelled, the two ends of which were held in the left hand; on the feet were sandals. This statue was placed on the summit of the edifice and stood on a narrow base, merely sufficient to receive the feet. This (base) rose in the air to the height of more than sixty or seventy cubits; it diminished gradually towards the top, where its breadth was not more than a cubit. The right arm of the statue grasped in its hand a key and was stretched out towards the sea as if to say: “No thoroughfare!” This talisman had such influence that the sea opposite to it was never seen to be calm and that, whenever a berber ship navigated therein, the key fell from the hand of the statue. The two kings who had undertaken to construct, one, the mills and, the other, the talisman, endeavoured, each of them, to finish his work before the other, because he who had soonest done would be entitled to marry (the princess). He of the mills completed his work but concealed the fact, in order that the other might not destroy the talisman; for he wished to possess it, the (young) woman and the mills. The morning of the day on which he learned that the talisman was completed, he let the water flow till it reached the island and turned the mills. The maker of the talisman was then on the
top of the statue, polishing the face of it; for it was gilded. When he learned that
the other had finished before him, a weakness came over him and he fell dead from
the summit of the edifice. He of the mills then became possessor of the princess,
the mills and the talisman (17).—The ancient Greek kings feared for Spain on ac-
count of the Berbers; so they all accorded in observing (the stars) for the purpose of
constructing talismans at propitious moments. These talismans they placed in a
marble chest which they deposited in the chamber of a house (situated) in the city
of Toledo. On this chamber they placed a door and, having locked it, they left
injunctions that every king of Spain should, on the death of his predecessor, add a
lock to that door, for the better conservation of what was in the chamber. This
custom continued till the time arrived wherein the domination of the Greeks was to
be subverted and the Arabs and Berbers were to enter into Spain. Twenty-six
Greek kings had already reigned from the time of their making the talismans
in the city of Toledo, when this (fatal hour) arrived. The above-mentioned
Lodrik was the twenty-seventh of their kings. When he was seated on the throne,
he said to his vizirs and his counsellors of state: "A thought has come into my
mind touching this chamber which is closed by twenty-six locks; I wish to open it
in order to see what it contains; for it has certainly not been made in sport." They answered: "O king! you are right in saying that it was not made in sport
nor locked without a reason; but what you had best do is, to place on it another
lock in imitation of the kings your predecessors. This custom was never
neglected by your ancestors and forefathers; so, do not give it up, but follow
their exemple." He replied: "My mind impels me to open it, and it shall be
done." To this they said: "If you think it contains a treasure, estimate what
you may suppose to be its value and we shall make up that sum out of our own
money and give it to you; so, do not open the door lest you bring upon us some-
thing the consequences of which we cannot foresee." He persisted in his project
and, as he was a man much feared, no one dared to reply to him. The locks,
each of which had its key suspended to it, were opened by his orders. When the
door was unclosed, nothing was seen in the chamber except a great table of gold and
silver, set round with jewels and bearing this inscription: "Table of Solomon, the
son of David; God's blessing upon them both!" He discovered also in the chamber
the chest of which we spoke; it had a lock on it to which was suspended a key. On
opening it, he found nothing except a piece of parchment, and he observed on the
sides of the chest figures of horsemen painted in colours and of a good design. They represented Arabs dressed in their cloaks of camel's hair and wearing turbans from under which their hair hung in ringlets. They were riding on Arabian horses; in their hands they bore Arabian bows; from their shoulders were suspended swords richly mounted, and their spears were in the rest. He ordered the parchment to be unfolded and therein he found written: "This chamber and this chest were locked through prudence; when they are opened, the people whose images are on the chest will enter into the island of Spain, the empire will escape from the hands of the Greeks and their wisdom shall be obliterated." This was the House of Wisdom above-mentioned. When Lodrik heard the contents of the parchment, he repented of what he had done and felt convinced that the empire of the Greeks had drawn to an end. Very soon after, he learned the arrival of an army sent from the East by the king of the Arabs for the purpose of conquering the provinces of Spain. Here ends the account of the House of Wisdom.—Let us now return to our subject and finish the history of Lodrik and of the army commanded by Tàrik Ibn Ziàd. When Tàrik saw Lodrik, he said to his companions: "There is the tyrant that reigns over these people; charge!" They all charged with him and dispersed the warriors who were placed before Lodrik. Tàrik then got up to him, struck him on the head with his sword and slew him upon his throne. When Lodrik's companions saw the fall of their king, the two armies attacked each other and the Moslims remained victorious. The routing of the Greeks was not confined to that spot alone, for they abandoned town after town and fortress after fortress. When Mùsa was informed of these events, he crossed over to the island with his troops and, having overtaken his mawla Tàrik, he said to him: "O Tàrik, all-Walid Ibn Abd al-Malik cannot give you a less recompense for your bravery than the government of Spain; so ask for it and may you well enjoy it!" Tàrik replied: "Emir! I declare by Allah that I shall not discontinue my march till I arrive at the sea which surrounds (the world) and enter into it with my horse." He meant the Northern ocean which lies under the Benáñ Nach (18). Tàrik continued his conquests and Mùsa accompanied him till they reached Galicia (a province situated) on the coast of the Surrounding sea; then only he turned back.—Al-Humaidi says in his Judwa tal-Muktabis: "Mùsa Ibn Nusair was much displeased with Tàrik for having made a campaign without permission and cast him into prison. He was even thinking of putting him to death when he received from
al-Walid a letter by which he was ordered to set him at liberty. He obeyed and returned with him to Syria. It was in the ninety-fourth year of the Hejira that Musa left Spain. He took with him the treasures found there and went to inform al-Walid of the conquest he had effected with the aid of the Almighty. He bore off also the table of Solomon, the son of David, which, according to some historians, had been found in Toledo." The same author says: "It was made of gold and silver, and was encircled by a collar of pearls, a collar of rubies and a collar of emeralds. Its size was so great that, when it was placed on the back of a stout mule, the animal did not go far before its legs gave way." He took with him the crowns of the kings who had formerly reigned over the Greeks; each of those crowns was set with jewels; and he carried off also thirty thousand prisoners. It is related that al-Walid had some motive for being displeased with Musa; so, when the latter arrived at Damascus, he let him remain exposed to the sun during a whole summer's day and kept him there till he fainted away (19).—We have made this article rather long, but one matter led to another and I could not interrupt the recital. I shall only state that I have given the essential, though many things are omitted.—Al-Walid Ibn Abd al-Malik died after the arrival of Musa in Syria and was succeeded by his brother Sulaiman. In the year 97 of the Hejira (A. D. 715-6), or, by another account, in the year 99, Sulaiman set out on the pilgrimage, and Musa, whom he had taken with him, died on the way, at Wadi 'I-Kura, or at Marr az-Zahrân (20), for the statements are at variance. He was born in the nineteenth year of the Hejira (A. D. 640), under the Khalifat of Omar Ibn al-Khattab (21).

(1) Ibn Asakir says, in his Biographical History of Damascus, (MS. of the Adif Library, at Constantinople), that the name of Musa's father is a diminutive and must be pronounced Nusair.

(2) Literally: No mother to you! a very common form of imprecation.

(3) He alluded evidently to Moawia's conduct towards Ali.

(4) Literally: Heads of prisoners. This is analogous to the English expression: So many head of oxen.

(5) To complete this account, the author should have added that Musa himself took also one hundred thousand prisoners. This extravagant legend is given by historians on the authority of al-Laith Ibn Saad (see vol. II. page 548), a traditionist by no means worthy of confidence, notwithstanding the favorable character given of him by our author. Indeed, most of the historical traditions for which the authority of al-Laith is adduced by Ibn Abd al-Hakam and other authors, cannot sustain a critical examination, and some of them are glaring falsehoods.

(7) The province of Sûs forms the southern extremity of Morocco.
(9) Those five places were Murcia, Lorca, Mula, Orihuela, and Alicante.
(10) This event took place in the year 658 (A. D. 1260), according to al-Makkari. The Christian historians place the occupation of Murcia in the year 1266.
(11) The discourse given here and attributed to Târik is evidently spurious.
(12) The word jazira signifies "island, peninsula." I adopt the first meaning as being more consonant to the idea which the ancient Arabs had of the Spanish peninsula; they considered it as an island detached from the African continent.
(13) The fabricator of this speech was not aware that the troops of Târik were Berbers.
(14) The Arabic historians, and particularly those who were natives of the East, had very meager and incorrect ideas respecting the conquest of Spain and the history of that country. During the first two centuries of the Hejira, all historical information was preserved by oral tradition, and, when the task of writing down these accounts was undertaken, the greater part of them had been forgotten. To repair this loss, Muslim historians admitted into their works fables and absurd legends such as those which Ibn Khallikân is about to give. The most satisfactory account of the conquest is that given by M. Dozy in his Histoire des Musulmans d’Espagne, tome II, page 81.
(15) It is a needless task to point out all the absurdities of this legend.
(16) The text has خرزة, which signifies beads and other small objects which are ranged in lines; it designates also the vertebrae of the spine. This may not, perhaps, be the true reading, but the manuscripts all agree in giving it.
(17) The want of reflection evinced by our author in relating such silly fables is unpardonable.
(18) The constellation of the Greater Bear is called by the Arabs Bendt ndah (the girls of a bier or hearse).
(19) See Dozy’s Histoire des Musulmans d’Espagne, tome I, page 314 et seq.
(20) The village of Marr az-Zahrân was situated on the border of a glen near Mekka. Wâdi ‘l-Kura (the glen of towns) lies half-way between Mekka and Bassa.
(21) Fuller and more certain information respecting Mûsa will be found in M. Dory’s work, the merit of which I gratefully acknowledge.

AL-MALIK AL-ASHRAF MUZAFFAR AD-DIN

Abû ‘l-Fath Mûsa, the son of al-Malik al-Aádil Saif ad-Din Abû Bakr (see page 235 of this vol.), the son of Aiyûb, was surnamed al-Malik al-Ashraf Muzaffar ad-Din (the most noble prince, the triumphant in religion). The first government he obtained was that of ar-Rohâ (Edessa), being sent from Egypt to that city by his father
in the year 598 (A. D. 1201-2). Some time after, he received the government of Harran in addition to what he already possessed. He was beloved by the people, fortunate (in all his proceedings) and victorious in his wars. He then encountered on the field of battle and defeated Nūr ad-Din Arslân Shâh, lord of Mosul (vol. I. p. 174), who was one of the greatest and most illustrious princes of the age. This took place on Saturday, the 19th of Shawwàl, A. H. 600 (21st of June, A. D. 1204). The battle was fought at a place called Bain an-Nahrain and situated in the province of Mosul. The history of this event is so well known that we need not enter into any details on the subject (1). After the death of his brother, al-Malik al-Auhad Nadjm ad-Din Aiyûb, lord of Khalât, Maiyâfârikîn and the neighbouring places, he took possession of his kingdom and united it to his own. Al-Malik al-Auhad died on the 8th of the first Rabi, 609 (8th of August, A. D. 1212), at Malâzgird, in the province of Khalât, and was there interred. He had obtained the sovereignty of Khalât in the month of the first Jumâda, 604 (Nov.–Dec. A. D. 1207). (Al-Ashraf), having thus enlarged his dominions, governed the people with such justice and benevolence as they had never experienced from any of his predecessors. By this conduct, he gained all hearts and acquired wide renown. In the year 606 (A. D. 1209-10), he got possession of Nasibîn in the East (2), and, on the fourth day of the first Jumâda of the following year, he occupied the (town of) Sinjâr, (the province of) al-Khâbûr and the greater part of Mesopotamia. These places he visited from time to time and generally took up his residence at ar-Râkka, because that town was situated on the Euphrates. On the death of his paternal cousin, al-Malik az-Zâhir Ghâzi, lord of Aleppo,—for the date, see Ghâzi's life (in vol. II. p. 443),—the sovereign of ar-Rûm (Asia Minor), Izz ad-Din Kaikâtâs, son of Ghâth ad-Din Kaikhosrû and grandson of Kîlj Arslân, resolved on making an expedition to Aleppo. The persons who held the command in that city sent a dispatch to al-Malik al-Ashraf, requesting him to come to them and protect the city. He accepted the invitation and, having gone to join them, he remained during three years at al-Yârûkiya (3), in the outskirts of Aleppo. There is no necessity for our entering into a detailed account of the events in which the sovereign of ar-Rûm, the prince al-Malik al-Ashraf and his cousin al-Malik al-Afdal, son of Salâh ad-Din and lord of Sumaisât, were all concerned (4). In the year 616 (A. D. 1219-10), when the Franks took Damietta, as we have related in the life of al-Malik al-Kâmîl (p. 241 of this vol.), a number of the Syrian princes went to
Egypt for the purpose of giving their assistance to al-Malik al-Kâmil, but al-
Malik al-Ashraf stood aloof, in consequence of a misunderstanding which existed
between him and the sovereign of Egypt. Al-Malik al-Muazzam Isa, the prince of
whom we have already given a notice (vol. II. p. 428), went then to see him and
spared no effort till he succeeded in gaining him over and bringing him to Egypt.
A few months after his arrival, the Moslems defeated the Franks, as we have already
mentioned in the life of his brother al-Malik al-Kâmil, and recovered the city of
Damietta. This victory was generally ascribed to the good fortune which always
attended al-Ashraf. He had joined the Egyptians in the month of Muharram,
618 (February-March, A. D. 1221). His brother, al-Malik al-Muzaffar Shihâb ad-
Din, whom he had left in Khalât as his lieutenant, revolted against him; on
which, he led his army to that city and, on Monday, the 12th of the latter
Jumâda, 621 (1st of July, A. D. 1224), he recovered it from the usurper. On
the death of al-Malik al-Muazzam (see vol. II. p. 429), al-Malik an-Nâsir Salâh
ad-Dîn Dâwûd assumed the supreme command at Damascus; but his uncle, al-
Malik al-Kâmîl, marched against him from Egypt, with the intention of taking
that city. His (other) uncle, al-Malik al-Ashraf, who was then in the East (5)
and whose assistance he had requested, joined him at Damascus, and, having
gone, some time after, to have an interview with his brother, al-Malik al-Kâmîl, it
was agreed upon between them that Damascus should be taken from al-Malik an-
Nâsir Dâwûd and given to al-Malik al-Ashraf; the former being allowed to retain al-
Karâk, as-Shaubek, Nablus, Bânyâs and the other places in that part of the country,
whilst the latter was to give up to al-Malik al-Kâmîl (the cities of) ar-Rohâ (Edessa),
Harrân, Sarûj, ar-Rakka and Râs-Ain. In consequence of this arrangement, al-
Malik al-Ashraf obtained possession of Damascus towards the beginning of the month
of Shabân (6), 626 (end of June A. D. 1229), and established in it his lieutenants.
Al-Malik an-Nâsir Dâwûd departed on Friday, the 12th of Shabân and went to the
provinces which had been left to him. Al-Malik al-Kâmîl made his entry into
Damascus on the 16th of that month and then returned to the place where he usually
stationed, outside the city. On the 18th of Shabân, he entered into the citadel
with his brother al-Malik al-Ashraf, and, towards the end of the month, he remitted
the fortress to him according to agreement. He then set out for the purpose of
inspecting the provinces in the East which had been ceded to him and of re-esta-
blishing order in these countries. I passed through Harrân at the time he was
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there. Al-Ashraf proceeded to Damascus and fixed his residence there, in preference to all the other cities in his states. In the month of the latter Djamâda, 626 (May, A. D. 1229), Jalâl ad-Dîn Khûwârezm Shâh, who had encamped before Khalât and blockaded it closely, took it from the lieutenants of al-Malik al-Ashraf, who was then residing in Damascus, and had been prevented by reasons of a particular nature from going to deliver the place. Soon after, al-Ashraf entered into Balâd ar-Rûm (Asia Minor), with the consent of Alâ ad-Dîn Kaikobâd, brother of Izz ad-Dîn Kaikâûs and sultan of that country. The two sovereigns, having contracted a mutual alliance, decided on marching against Khûwârezm Shâh and giving him battle. The fact was that the lord of ar-Rûm entertained some fears for the safety of his states as long as he should have so dangerous a neighbour. A numerous army composed of Alâ ad-Dîn’s troops and of those which al-Malik al-Ashraf had drawn from Syria and the East, advanced against the common enemy. On Saturday, the 18th of Ramadân, 627 (31st July, A. D. 1230), they encountered the army of Khûwârezm Shâh at a place called Beni Jumân (7) and situated between Khalât and Arzangân, and fought with him that famous battle in which they routed his army. Al-Mâlik al-Ashraf recovered Khalât, which had been completely ruined, and then returned to Syria, whence he proceeded to Egypt. After remaining there some time with his brother al-Kâmîl, he marched with that sovereign and under his orders, against the city of Aamid, which they took after a short siege. This was in the year 629 (A. D. 1231-2). Al-Kâmîl joined this place to the states he already possessed in the East and, having installed in it his son al-Malik as-Sâlih Najm ad-Dîn Aiyâb, the same of whom we have spoken in the life of al-Kâmîl (p. 243 of this vol.), he placed in his service the eunuch Shams ad-Dîn Sawâb, who had been formerly a slave to al-Malik al-Aâdîl. The two sovereigns then returned, each of them to his kingdom. Subsequently to these events and towards the end of the year 631 (Sept.-Oct. A. D. 1234), was fought the celebrated battle of ad-Derbendât (the Passes) (8) in the country of ar-Rûm, and (the consequence was that) al-Kâmîl and al-Ashraf were obliged to retire with their allies and abandon their project. On their departure, the sovereign of ar-Rûm’s army invaded, occupied, and devastated the provinces which al-Kâmîl possessed in the East. Al-Kâmîl then returned to that country with al-Ashraf and the princes who followed their fortune, and recovered it from the officers whom the lord of ar-Rûm had left there as his lieutenants. In the year 633 (A. D. 1235-6), al-Ashraf returned to Damascus. I was there at vol. iii. 62
the time and had opportunities of seeing him and al-Kâmil, for they rode out toge-
ther every day and played at mall in the great Green Hippodrome. This was in the
month of Ramadân, and their object was to pass away time on account of the
(irksoneness of the) fast. I remarked that each of them shewed to the other great
respect. A coolness then grew up between them, and al-Ashraf refused to ac-
knowledge the authority of al-Kâmil any longer. His resolution being approved of by
the other princes, he concerted with the lords of ar-Rûm, Aleppo, Hamât, Homs,
and the eastern countries, and they decided to take up arms against al-Kâmil.
The only one who remained faithful to al-Kâmil was his nephew Dâwûd, lord of
al-Karak, who proceeded to Egypt and placed himself under the orders of his
uncle. The other princes had concluded their alliance, sworn fidelity to each other,
and decided on taking the field, when al-Ashraf was attacked by a violent illness
which carried him off. He died at Damascus, on Thursday, the 4th of Muharram,
635 (27th August, A. D. 1237), and was buried in the citadel. His corpse was
subsequently removed to the mausoleum which he had erected for himself at al-
Kallâsa, close to the northern side of the great mosque of Damascus. He was born
in the year 578 (A. D. 1182-3), at Cairo, in Egypt, or, by another account, at
the castle of al-Karak. In the life of his brother, al-Malik al-Muazzam Isa (col. II.
p. 429), we have mentioned the dates which Sibt Ibn al-Jauzi assigned to the births
of these princes.—Shîhâb ad-Din Ghâzi, brother of al-Ashraf and lord of Maiyâfa-
rikîn, died at that place in the month of Rajab, 645 (November, A. D. 1247).—Al-
Ashraf, the principal events of whose life we have here related in a summary
manner, was a generous sultan, noted for mildness, largeness of heart, and every
noble quality. He was so profuse of his gifts that nothing was ever to be found in
his treasury, though the kingdom he ruled over was very extensive. He was con-
stantly in debt to merchants and other people. One day he reproached his secretary
and poet, al-Kamâl (9) Abû 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn Muhammad, surnamed Ibn an-Nabîh
and a native of Egypt, for having only a single pen (calam) in his inkhorn, on
which al-Kamâl recited to him extempore the following dâbait (distich):

The noble king was right in saying: "'Your pens, O Kamâl! are few in number."
I answered: "'The grants you make require such a quantity of writing that our pens get used,
"'must be mended and soon disappear."

As he was one day sitting in the room where he received his familiar society and
listening to an instrument of music, he was so much pleased with him who played on it that he said: 'Ask from me what thou wilt.' The other replied: 'I wish to obtain the government of Khalât.' Al-Ashraf granted the request and the man set off in order to take the government of the city out of the hands of the emir who held it, as lieutenant to the sultan. This officer, whose name was Husâm ad-Din Ali Ibn Hammâd, and who was generally known by the surname of al-Hâjib al-Mausili (the chamberlain of Mosul), made a compromise with the musician and paid him a large sum of money (for his relinquishment). Many anecdotes of a similar nature are related of al-Ashraf. He was favorably inclined towards men of virtue and piety, and held them in great esteem. He built at Damascus a school for traditions (dar hadîth) and confirmed the professorship to the shaikh Taki ad-Din Othmân Ibn as-Salâh, the same of whom we have already spoken (vol. II. p. 188). There was at a place called al-Akabiya and situated in the outskirts of Damascus a caravansary (khân) called the Khân of Ibn az-Zanjâri. Every sort of amusement was to be found in that establishment, and the unbounded lewdness and debauchery which prevailed there surpassed description. Al-Ashraf, being told that such doings should not be tolerated in a Muslim country, ordered the caravansary to be demolished and replaced by a mosque for the building of which he got indebted to a great amount. The people named it the Mosque of Repentance (Jâmê 't-Tauba), as if to say that the (edifice) had repented and turned to God. I feel inclined to relate here an amusing anecdote concerning the office of preacher (such as it was filled) in that mosque. An imâm called al-Jamâl as-Sibtî (10) was attached to the college of Sitt as-Shâm (vol. II. p. 189), which is situated outside the city. I knew the man when he had grown old and good; for it is said that, in his youth, he played (in public) on a sort of instrument called a Toheghîna (castanets). When he was advanced in age, he amended his life and frequented the society of the learned and the virtuous, so that he at length came to be looked on as a very holy man. A preacher being required for this mosque, a number of persons were named to al-Ashraf, and al-Jamâl, being well recommended, was chosen by him to occupy that post. When al-Jamâl died, his place was filled by al-Imâd al-Wâsîti who, though celebrated as a preacher, was suspected of drinking wine. The prince who then reigned at Damascus was (al-Malik) as-Sâlih Imâd ad-Din Ismaîl, son of al-Aâdil Ibn Aiyûb, and, to him the following verses were written by al-Jamâl Abd ar-Rahîm, surnamed Ibn Zuwaitîna ar-Rahabi:
Prince! the truth has been clearly explained to me and rendered evident by the mosque of Repentance, which has confided to me a mission. It spoke these words: "Say to al-Malik " as-Sālih, whom God exalt! O pillar of the faith! O thou whose reign is praised by all! how " long must I remain enduring evil, annoyance, and contempt? I have a preacher from al- " Wāsit whose piety consists in the love of wine; his predecessor sung to the Tcheghāna; it is " as if I had never ceased to be a khān. Restore me to my former state and let the harm it " does continue."

This is a clever piece in its way. Ibn az-Zuwaitina was sent to Egypt on a mission by the governor of Emessa, and he then repeated to me these verses and explained to me why he composed them. This occurred in one of the months of the year 647 (A. D. 1249-50).—The most distinguished poets of the age celebrated the praises of al-Ashraf and immortalised his glory by inserting these eulogies in their collected poetical works. Amongst them were: Sharaf ad-Din Muhammad Ibn Onain (page 176 of this vol.), al-Bahā Asaad as-Sinjāri (vol. I. p. 196), Rājīh al-Hilli, of whom mention has been made in the life of al-Malik az-Zāhir (vol. II. p. 443), Kamāl ad-Din Ibn an-Nabīh, who died in Nasībān of the East, A. H. 619 (A. D. 1222-3) (11), at the age of about sixty years, as I have been informed at Cairo by his son-in-law, and Muhaddab ad-Din Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan (12) Ibn Yumn Ibn Ali Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Othmān Ibn Abd al-Hamid al-Ansāri, a celebrated poet, generally known by the surname of Ibn Azdahal (13) al-Mausili. He (Azdahal) was born at Mosul in the year 577 (A. D. 1181-2) and died at Maiya-fārikin in the month of Ramadān, 628 (July, A. D. 1231).

(1) See, for these events, the annals of Abū 'l-Feda and of Ibn al-Athlr.

(2) The city of Nasībān, in Mesopotamia, was sometimes called Nasībān of the East; probably to distinguish it from a village of the same name which lay in the neighbourhood of Aleppo.

(3) The name of al-Yārūkiya was given to an extensive tract of ground in the neighbourhood of Aleppo, where Yārūk (see vol. IV, p. 1), a Turkoman chief, had fixed his residence.

(4) See Ibn al-Athlr and Abū 'l-Feda. I may here be allowed to observe that the latter name should be pronounced Abū 'l-Feda.

(5) The term East (as-Shark) is employed in this article to designate Mesopotamia.

(6) Two manuscripts read Rajab, the name of the month which precedes Shabān.

(7) The orthography of this name is doubtful: all the manuscripts differ, both those of Ibn Khallikān and those of Ibn al-Athlr. The name, without being pointed, seems to have been written ناسي حمار, but, how this group is to be pronounced, I cannot say.

(8) These are the defiles through which travellers from Syria must pass before they enter into Asia Minor.
(9) I may observe here that titles such as al-Kamāl, al-Imād, al-Bahād, etc., are the equivalents of Kamāl ad-Dīn, Imād ad-Dīn, Bahād ad-Dīn, etc.

(10) Some of the manuscripts read al-Bāstī (البستي) in place of ar-Sibṭī (السبيت). Bast is the name of a village in Adarbījān; Sibṭī means native of Sibta, or Ceuta, a town in north Africa, near the straits of Gibralter.

(11) The poet Ibn an-Nabīl died in the year 631 (A.D. 1234).—(Suyūt, in his Ḥusn al-Muhddera.)

(12) Ibn Abī 'l-Husain, according to two manuscripts.

(13) Ardaḥal, according to another reading.

MUSA IBN ABD AL-MALIK.

Abū Imrān Mūsa Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Hishām al-Iṣphānī, chief of the land-tax office (diwān al-Khārdāj), was a rātīs (rātīs) and a kāṭib (kāṭib) of superior merit. He was employed in the (civil) service under a number of Khalifs and mounted gradually to a high rank in that department. During the reign of al-Mutawwakkil he directed the office instituted for administering the province of as-Sawād (Babylonia) and held also other (eminent posts). As a writer of (official) dispatches he shewed great talent and became president of the board of correspondence. We have spoken of him in the life of Abū 'l-Ainā (p. 59 of this vol.) and mentioned the conversation which passed between them relative to the affair of Najāh Ibn Salama. He composed some fine verses in the sentimental style. One of these pieces we give here:

When we arrived at al-Kādisiya, the muster-place of the caravan, and when I smelt (a perfume) from the land of Hijāz (like) the odour of the zephyr breathing from Irāk, I felt assured that I and those I loved would soon be joined again and be united, and I thought with joy on that meeting as I had wept (in sorrow) at our separation. All I have now to do is to support the seven (days) which remain (for me to pass) before we can hold a long discourse and relate what we have suffered.

Some persons, in repeating these verses, substitute ath-Thālābiya for al-Kādisiya. Both are halting-places in the province of Hijāz and on the road leading to Irāk. ""Ath-Thālābiya was so named after Thālabā Ibn Dūdān Ibn Asad Ibn Khuzaima
"Ibn Mudrika Ibn al-Yas Ibn Modar Ibn Nizár Ibn Maad Ibn Adnân." Such are the words of Ibn al-Kalbi (3) in his Djamhara tan-Nisab.—Respecting these verses an anecdote is related, so interesting that I cannot avoid giving it here. The hâfiz Abû Abd Allah al-Humaidî (p. I. of this vol.) has inserted it in his Judwâ tal-Muktabîs, and other historians of the western nations (Africa and Spain) have given it in their works. Here it is: Abû Ali al-Hasan Ibn al-Askari, a native of Egypt, relates as follows: "I was one of those whom the emir Tamîm, the son of Abû Tamîm, admitted into his social parties and whom he treated with the utmost familiarity." This Tamîm was the son of al-Moizz Ibn Bâdis (see page 337 of this vol.) and the same of whom we have spoken under the letter T (vol. I. p. 281). "He sent me to Baghdad and I purchased for him a charming slave-girl, an excellent songstress. When I returned to him, he invited his familiars to a party, and I was one of the number. A curtain was then drawn (so as to conceal the girl), and he told her to sing. She (obeyed and) sang as follows:

"When the wounds of love were healed, a lightning-flash glistened feebly before his eyes; it seemed like the fringe of a curtain extended before rugged summits and precipitous sides (of a mountain). He went to see how it appeared, but could not; being prevented by his jailor. (The only flashes he perceived were from) the fire (of passion) contained within his bosom, and the only rain was that which fell from his eyes."

The author of the Kitâb al-Aghâni (vol. II. p. 249) attributes these verses to the chartîf Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Sâlih al-Hasanî.—"The girl sang them so well," said al-Askari, "that Tamîm and all the company gesticulated with admiration. She then sang the words:

"You will be consoled for your loss in (meeting) a bounteous prince whose reign, from the beginning to the end, shall be praised (by all men). God hath directed his steps and framed his character (4) for deeds of generosity, (and that) from the time he was first arrayed in (infants') clothes."

"The emir Tamîm and all present here gave signs of the greatest delight. She next sung these lines:

"To God's protection I confide a full moon (a person with a handsome face) whom I possess at Baghdad; it rises at al-Karkh (3) (and appears) in a sphere formed by the veils which surround it."
This verse is taken from a long kastda the author of which was Muhammad Ibn Zarik (6), a kadib of Baghdad.—The narrator continues: “The delight of the emir Tamim was now carried to the highest pitch and he said to her: ‘Ask what you will.’ She replied: ‘I desire for the emir good health and (God’s) protection.’ ‘Nay,’ said he, ‘make a wish for yourself.’ ‘Emir!’ said she, ‘do you intend that my wish shall be fulfilled?’ ‘I do,’ said he.—‘Then,’ replied the girl, ‘I wish to sing that air in Baghdad.’ (At these words) Tamim changed colour, the expression of his face altered and the minds of all the company were troubled. He stood up, so did we (and the assembly separated). One of his servants then came to me and said: ‘Go back! the emir is calling for you!’ I returned and, finding him sitting and waiting for me, I saluted and stood up before him. ‘Woe betide you!’ said he, ‘do you see into what a difficulty we are brought?’ ‘I do, emir!’ said I.—‘We cannot avoid keeping our promise,’ said he, and, in this business, I can trust to no one but you. So, get ready to take her to Baghdad and, when she has sung there, bring her back.’—‘Your orders are heard,’ said I, ‘and shall be obeyed.’ I then went out, made my preparations for departure and bade her to do the same. I assigned to her as a servant and travelling companion (7) a young negress belonging to Tamim. A female camel, bearing a palanquin, was brought by the emir’s orders. He made me get up into the palanquin and placed the girl under my direction (8). We then departed for Mekka with the caravan, and when we had accomplished the duty of pilgrimage, we joined the Irak caravan and set out with it. On arriving at al-Kadisiya, the negress came to me and said: ‘My mistress told me to ask you where we are.’ I replied: ‘We are about to halt at al-Kadisiya;’ and she returned to inform her mistress. Immediately after, I heard her raise her voice and sing these verses. From all parts of the caravan issued a general cry of: ‘Repeat it again, for the love of God!’ but she did not utter another word. Some time after, we reached al-Yasiriya, which station lies at about five miles from Baghdad, in the midst of one continuous forest of gardens. The travellers got down to pass the night in that place, with the intention of entering into Baghdad the next morning. When daylight appeared, lo and behold! the negress came to me quite dismayed. I asked her what was the matter? and she answered that her mistress had disappeared. ‘Woe betide thee!’ said I, ‘where is she gone?’ ‘By Allah!’ said the negress, ‘I know not.’
"From that moment I was unable to discover the least trace of the fugitive (9). I then proceeded to Baghdad and, after doing some business which I had there, I returned to the emir Tamîm and informed him of what had happened (10). He was much shocked at the news; his sorrow was extreme and, in his profound 'affliction, he ceased not to speak of her and to lament her loss."—*Al-Kâdisiyya* is a village situated higher up (the country) than Kûfa; near it was fought a celebrated battle, under the khilafat of Omar Ibn al-Khattâb.—*Al-Yâsirîyya*: we have just mentioned where this place is and need not repeat our observations.—Ishâk Ibn Ibrâhîm, the brother of Zaid Ibn Ibrâhîm (11), related that when he was appointed to the government of as-Sirawân, in the place of this Mûsâ Ibn Abd al-Malik, Ibrâhîm Ibn al-Abbâs as-Sûli, the poet of whom we have spoken (vol. I. p. 22), passed through that town and went to see him. He was on his way to Khorâtân where (the abbaside khalif) al-Mâmûn was staying after having solemnly designated Ali Ibn Mûsa ar-Rida (vol. II. p. 212) as his successor in the khilafat. The history of this event is well known. Ibrâhîm (as-Sûli) had just composed a poem in which he praised ar-Rida, extolled the merits of the posterity of Ali (Muhammad's son-in-law), and declared that Ali's descendants had a better right to the khilafat than any others. "I found the poem so fine", said Ishâk (Ibn-Ibrâhîm), "that I asked Ibrâhîm Ibn al-Abbâs (as-Sûli) to write me out a copy of it. He did so, and I made him a present of one thousand dirhems (12), mounted him on a (mule) and let him proceed to Khorâtân. Time passed on; al-Mutawakkil became khalif and Ibrâhîm (as-Sûli) was appointed to the place which had been filled by Mûsâ Ibn Abd al-Malik. (As-Sûli), wishing to discover the means employed by Mûsâ (to acquire wealth in defrauding the state), dismissed me from office and ordered an injunction to be served upon me (13). I appeared in order to repel the charges, and produced arguments not to be refuted, but he would not hearken to them; he did not even pay attention to the opinions enounced by the kâtibs, although he had asked their advice. During all that time, he addressed me in the most insulting language. The kâtibs decided that, on one of the points in question, I should disulpate myself by oath; but I had no sooner sworn than he exclaimed: 'An oath made to the sultan (or to his officers) must appear of no value to you who are a Râfidîte.' On this I said to him: 'Will you allow me to approach you?' Having received his permission, I went up to him and addressed him thus:
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"Your endeavours to bring about the shedding of my blood are really intolerable! I cannot be sure of my life if you write to that man, al-Mutawakkil, what I have just heard you say. I can endure all except the imputation of Rafidism: the Rafidite is he who pretends that Ali, the son of Abû Tâlib, surpassed al-Abbâs in excellence, and that his posterity have a better right to the khalifat than the descendants of al-Abbâs." On this, he said: 'Whom do you mean?' and I answered: 'You! I have the proof of what I say in your own handwriting.' I then spoke to him of the poem which he had composed on al-Mâmûn and in which he made mention of Ali Ibn Mûsa (ar-Rida); and, by Allah! as soon as I told him of it, he remained quite confounded (14). 'Bring me,' said he, 'the album in which I wrote.' 'By Allah!' said I, 'that I shall by no means do unless you give me the positive assurance that you will not prosecute me for any of my acts, that you will burn this injunction and not examine any of my accounts.' He swore to me by an oath such as I could count on, that he would do what I asked. So the list which he had drawn up (15) was burned, and I handed to him the album. He placed it in his writing-desk (16), the proceedings against me were quashed and I withdrew.'—Numerous anecdotes are told of Mûsa, the subject of this notice, but I abstain from repeating them, in order to avoid prolixity. He died in the month of Shawwâl, 246 (December-January, A. D. 860-1).—As-Srawûdûn is a dependency of al-Masabâdûn (with a point on the dal), which is a government in the province of al-Jabal. This town was the residence of al-Mahdi, the son of Abû Ja'far (al-Mansûr), and the father of Hârûn ar-Rashid; there also he died. Marwân Ibn Abi Hafsa, the poet of whom we have already spoken (page 343 of this vol.) alludes to this circumstance in the following lines:

The noblest tomb after that of Muhammad, the prophet of the true direction, is a tomb at Masabâdûn. I wonder how the hands which, in the morning, filled it with earth, did not lose their fingers (as a punishment).

—As-Srawûdûn is a name common to four places, one of which is that we speak of. The term al-Jabal (الجبل, the mountain), or al-Jibâl (الجبال, the mountains), serves to designate Persian Irâk, a country situated between Arabian Irâk and Khorâsân. Its principal cities are Ispahân, Hamadân, ar-Rai, and Zenjân.

VOL. III. 63
IBN KHALLIKAN'S

(1) The title of ṭāḥā was given to the directors of the government-offices.
(2) See vol. 1. introduction, page xxxii, and page 36.
(3) The life of Hishām Ibn al-Kalbi will be given in this work.
(4) Literally: Has inflected his sides and formed his person.
(5) Karkh is a suburb of Baghdad, from which it is separated by the Tigris.
(6) Various readings: رزق، رزقی.
(7) Literally: To be her counter-poise. The common mode of female travelling in the East is well known: two covered seats in wicker-work and more or less ornamented are tied together and suspended one on each side of a stout camel. The woman that sits in one counter-poises her that is in the other, and if there be only one woman, some baggage, or even a large stone, is put into the opposite seat to balance her.
(8) Literally: With me.
(9) She had no doubt given a rendezvous to her lover, before departing for the court of Tamlm.
(10) This does not seem probable. An Arab, in such a case, would never appear again before his master.
(11) I can discover no information respecting Zaid Ibn Ibrahim, though he appears to be indicated here as a well known person. His brother Ishāk Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Mosāb is, on the contrary, an historical personage: in the year 206 (A. D. 821-2) he was appointed governor of Baghdad; he was still holding that place in the year 217 (A. D. 839), when he marched against the partisans of Bābek al-Khurremi and defeated them. He died in the year 235 (A. D. 849-50).—(Najdīm. Oyiūn al-Tawdīkh.)
(12) About twenty-five or thirty pounds sterling.
(13) This sort of document is here called a muwādmera (مرامرة). It seems to have been a summons to pay certain sums therein specified.
(14) Literally: He fell upon his hand. This is equivalent to the French expression: Les bras lui tombèrent.
(15) The expression here made use of is عمل المعمل. The word عمل, in the language of the administration, designated a list or inventory. Ibn Khaldūn has employed it in this sense and Abū 'l-Faraj Godāmā also.
(16) The Arabic word signifies literally a small box.

---

IBN AL-JAWALIKI.

Abū Mansūr Mauhūb Ibn Abī Tāhir Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Khidr al-Jawaliki, a great literary scholar, a learned philologist, and a master of all the branches of literature, was one of the honourers of Baghdad, his native place. He learned philology from the khattāb Abū Zakariya at-Tibrizi, whose life shall be given in the letter Y, having studied under him with great assiduity till he became highly
proficient in that science. He was pious, veracious, gifted with eminent talents and a clear intellect; his handwriting was beautiful and his orthography remarkably correct. A number of instructive works were composed by him and got into wide circulation; such, for instance, as the Commentary on the Adab al-Kâtib (see vol. II. p. 22), the Muarrab (or Arabicised) (1) which is the most extensive work ever composed on the subject, and the supplement to the Durratal-Ghawds of al-Harîrî, the author of the Makamât (vol. II. p. 492). To this treatise he gave the title of at-Takmila fî ma yâlhnâ fîhi 'l-aamma (the Completion, treating of the incorrect expressions made use of by the vulgar). In resolving grammatical difficulties, he gave the preference to certain rules of a very singular character. He was better skilled in philology than in grammar. Pieces in his handwriting were much sought after, and people vied in outbidding each other to obtain them. He served as an imâm (chaplain) to the imâm (khalîf) al-Muktafi Billah, and directed the five daily prayers at which that prince attended. He composed for him a short treatise on prosody. We shall here relate a scene which he had, in the presence of al-Muktafi, with Hîbat Allah Ibn Sâdî, surnamed Ibn at-Talmîd, a Christian physician whose life shall be given in this work. The first time he appeared before the khalîf, for the purpose of directing the prayer, he said nothing more to him, on entering, than these words: "To the Commander of the faithful salutation and the mercy of "God!" On this, Ibn at-Talmîd, who was then standing before the khalîf and who, from his long services and his intimacy with the prince, was entitled to act very familiarly, said to him (Ibn al-Jawâlîkî): "Shaikh! that is not the proper "manner of saluting the Commander of the faithful." The other did not seem to mind him, but turned towards the khalîf and said: "The salutation I made is "founded on the sunna (or sacred traditions) relative to the Prophet;" he then repeated to him a tradition concerning the form of saluting which ought to be employed and finished by saying: "Commander of the faithful! if any one swears "that no sort of science can enter as it should do (2), into the heart of a "Christian or a Jew, he will not be obliged to make an expiation for the sin "of perjury; God himself having put a seal upon their hearts (3), and such a seal "cannot be broken but by faith." The khalîf answered: "You say true and you "have done rightly." Ibn at-Talmîd, with all his talent and his copious erudition in philology (remained silent), as if a stone had been forced into his month (4). Ibn al-Jawâlîki obtained (traditional) information from the lips of all the principal
shaikhs of the age, and acquired thus a vast fund of knowledge which (in his turn), he communicated to others. A few pieces of verse have been attributed to him, and the following, which I met with in a compilation (of poems), is given as his, but that is a point which I have not been able to verify:

All mankind went to quench their thirst at the sweet waters of thy liberality, but I remained behind the crowd, as a thirsty bird hovers around a source and hesitates (to alight). I waited till one of the drinkers should forget to go down to the watering-place, but the number of those who arrived increased more and more.

I since found these two verses in a collection of pieces which goes under the name of Ibn-al-Khashshâb (see vol. II. p. 66).—Abû Muhammad Ismail, who was the cleverest of his sons, related as follows: "I was in the Mosque of the Castle (Jâmi' 'l-Casr), after the prayer, and (sitting) in the circle of (students who surrounded) my father and who were reading (philological works) under his direction, when a young boy stood up before him and said: 'Sir! two verses have been recited to me and, as I do not understand them, I come to recite them to you, in order that you may explain to me their meaning.' My father told him to repeat them, and the other spoke as follows:

"When the beloved arrived, (I felt as if) I was dwelling in the garden of Paradise; her absence was (for me) the fire of Hell, and scorched me with its flames. The sun is in Sagittarius and going down when she visits me not; he is in the Twins when she comes to me.

"My father, on hearing these two verses, said to the boy: 'That, my son! is a matter belonging to astronomy and the determination of the planetary movements; it does not appertain to the art cultivated by literary men.' The lad went away without obtaining the information he sought for, and my father felt quite abashed at being unable to answer a (scientific) question when it was proposed to him. He stood up and made internally a vow that he would never hold his class again till he had looked into astronomy and become acquainted with the movements of the sun and the moon. He then turned his mind to that subject and, when he understood it, he resumed his lessons (5)." The idea contained in the verse was this: When the sun is in the last (degree) of Sagittarius, the nights have attained their greatest length, for the autumn has then come to its end, and when he is in the last (degree) of the Twins, the nights are shortened to their utmost
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point, and this takes place when the season of spring is just over. Therefore, the poet meant to say: When the beloved did not visit me, the night seemed to me very long, and when she came to see me, the night was very short. God knows best (if this explanation be right)!—The following verses were composed by a contemporary poet on Ibn al-Jawālīki and al-Maghribi, the commentator of the Mandānāt (6). In the Khartda (page 302 of this vol.), they are attributed to Hais Bais (vol. 1. p. 559) and, in the abridgment of that work, to our ḥāfaż:

I can pass over all the faults of my native place except two grievous ones which cannot be pardoned. First, al-Jawālīki is there and gives lectures on literature; then, al-Maghribi is there and explains dreams. The one is embarrassed (7) by an impediment in his speech and fatigues (us) with his detestable pronunciation (8); the other, though wide-awake, is inattentive and explains (dreams) as if he were asleep.

Numerous anecdotes are told of Ibn al-Jawālīki. He was born in the year 466 (A.D. 1073-4); he died at Baghdad on Sunday, the 15th of Muharram, 529 (5th Nov. A. D. 1134) and was interred outside the (city-gate called) Bab Harb. The funeral service was said over him previously in the Mosque of the Castle, by az-Zainabi (vol. 1. p. 661), the cadi in chief.—Jawālīki signifies a maker and seller of sacks (judlik). Relative adjectives of this form are exceptions to the general rule, being derived from the plural of the noun and not from the singular. Those exceptions, when once heard, are easily remembered. Such is the adjective Ansāri, applied to a man who was one of the Ansars (9). The form jawālīk, employed as the plural of juwālīk, is also an exception to rules, because the long ā in the plural has nothing to represent it in the singular. This word, in the singular, is judlik, with an u, and, in the plural, jawālīk, with an a, which is in conformity with the general rule. Thus huldhil (حلاحل), grave, dignified, has for plural huldhī; oddāmil (عددامل), ancient, in speaking of renown, takes addāmil in the plural; ordīr (عراس), chief, takes ardir; oldkid (ولاكد), strong, in speaking of a man, has aldkiḍ. Many similar examples might be given. Juwālīk is an arabicised word of foreign origin; (that is evident) because the letters j (ج) and k (ق) are never to be found together in the same arabic word.

(1) This work treated, probably, of some foreign words introduced into Arabic.
(2) The expression seems to be the equivalent of جل لحية or جل لحية اللائق.
(3) Koran, strut 2, verse 6.
(4) Literally: As if he had bridled (or bitted) with a stone.
(5) Literally: He sat; that is: He held his sittings.

(6) The *Mandłat* was a work in which Ali al-Kāshi as-Shādli related the edifying dreams of certain devout sūfis. Who al-Maghribi was cannot be determined with certainty.

(7) Literally: Is a prisoner of.

(8) I read ُفضلة ُبِمَل with two manuscripts.

(9) See vol. I. page 137.

---

**AL-MUWAIYAD AT-TUSI**

The Traditionist Abū 'l-Hasan al-Muwaiyad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali at-Tūsi, surnamed Rida 'd-Din (of approved religion) belonged to family which inhabited Tūs but, having fixed his residence in Naisāpūr, he was considered as a native of that city. No person in modern times possessed traditions of which the *isnads* (vol. I. p. xxii) mounted up so high as his. He met with a number of eminent doctors and received from them (traditional information). He heard the *Sahīh* of Muslim (p. 348 of this vol.) taught by the jurisconsult Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn al-Fadl al-Furāwī (see page 8 of this vol.), and was the last surviving pupil of that master; the *Sahīh* of al-Bukhārī (vol. II. p. 594) he heard taught by Abū Bakr Wajīh Ibn Tāhir Ibn Muhammad as-Shahhāmi and by Abū 'l-Fatūh Abd al-Wahhāb Ibn Shâh Ibn Ahmad as-Shādīykhī (1); he heard also the text of the *Muwatta* (vol. II. p. 549) such as had been taught orally by Abū Musāb (2), with the exception of certain passages (3); the professor who read it to him was Abū Muhammad Hibat Allah Ibn Sahī Ibn Omar al-Bastāmi, generally known by the surname of as-Suddi. The commentary on the noble Koran, composed by Abū Ishāk ath-Thalabi (vol. I. p. 60) he heard taught by Abū 'l-Abbās Muhammad Ibn Muhammad at-Tūsi, generally known by the surname of Abbāsa (4). He received lessons also from a number of the doctors who taught at Naisāpūr, and, amongst others, the jurisconsult Abū Muhammad Abd al-Jabbār Ibn Muhammad al-Khuwāri. Some (traditional) information was also obtained by him from Omm al-Khair Fātimah, the daughter of Abū
'1-Hasan Ali Ibn Muzaffar Ibn Zâbal (5). He taught a great quantity of traditions, and students came to him from all quarters. I possess an ijdza (see vol. I. p. 252) which he wrote (and sent to me) from Khorâsân, at the request of my father, who is now deceased. (It was drawn up) in the month of the latter Jumâda, 610 (Oct.-Nov. A. D. 1213). I give a notice of this doctor merely on account of his great reputation and because, in his latter days, he had none to equal him (in learning). His birth took place in the year 524 (A. D. 1130); he died at Naisâpûr on the eve of the twentieth day of Shawwâl, 617 (17th Dec. A. D. 1120), and was interred the next morning.—The preceding article, in its present form, had been drawn up for some years, when I met with an ijdza written by the shaikh al-Muwaiyad himself, in which he thus traces up his genealogy: "Written by al-Muwaiyad, the son of "Muhammad, the son of Ali, the son of al-Hasan, the son of Muhammad, the son "of Sâlih, the native of Tûs."

(1) In the first volume, page 551, this name is transcribed incorrectly.
(3) Literally: To the exclusion of what was excepted in it. The precise meaning of this expression I am unable to determine.
(4) In all the manuscripts, this name is written ��.î.î.î.î.
(5) The orthography of this name is fixed by the Kâmûs.

---

AL-MUWAIYAD AL-ULUSI.

Abû Saîd al-Muwaiyad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad al-Ulûsi was one of the great poets of his time. He composed a quantity of amatory and satirical pieces, eulogised in his verses a number of persons who held high offices in Irâk and left a diwan (or collection) of poems. Entirely devoted to the vizir Aûn ad-Dîn Yahya Ibn Hubaira (1), he extolled his merits in some very fine eulogiums.
[Muhibb ad-Din Ibn an-Najjâr (vol. I. p. 11) gives the following account of him in the History of Baghdad: "This poet, whose name was Attâf, the son of Muhammad, the son of Ali, the son of Saïd, was generally known by appellation of al-Muwaiyid (fortified by divine grace). He was born at Ulûs, a village in the neighbourhood of al-Haditha (vol. II. p. 35), was brought up at Dujail and then went to Baghdad and filled the duties of an ichârâsh (2) under the reign of the imâm (khalîf) al-Mustarshid Billaâh. He was satirized by the poet Abû 'l-Fadl (3); but afterwards began to make verses himself and composed so great a quantity of them that he became generally known as a poet. Eulogium and satire he much indulged in, after taking refuge in the service of the sultan Masûd Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malik Shâh,"—of whom mention has been already made (p. 355 of this vol.)—"Having spoken too much and in a very improper manner of the imâm al-Muktâsh and the companions of that khâlîf, he was arrested and put in prison."

The Kâtib Imâm ad-Din al-Ispahâni (p. 300 of this vol.) says of him, in the Khârtōda: "His importance was exalted, his situation opulent, his poetry in high request and obtaining great success. He acquired properties and estates, enjoyed abundant wealth and lived in the best manner. But then his good fortune stumbled under him and made a fall such as could be recovered from with difficulty. He remained in the prison of the imâm al-Muktâsh upwards of ten years and did not get out of it till the year 555 (A. D. 1160), on the accession of the imâm al-Mustanîjî to the khâlîfât. I met with him at that time and observed that his sight had been dimmed by the darkness of the dungeon in which they detained him. He usually were the military dress. He [then] travelled to Mosul. He is the author of some good poetry in the amatory style, offering charming turns of thought and admirable specimens of versification. He often hit on the rarest of those ideas which are most original. He says, for instance, in describing the pen (kalam):

"A (reed) well-straightened can enrich and can destroy, in case it makes a promise and in case of threats. A kalam suffices to diminish a numerous army, even before the swords are drawn from the scabbards. It received from the thicket in which it grew the beneficent quality that place communicated to its streamlets and the dreadfulness it gave to its lions."

I may here observe that I found these verses ascribed to another author, and God knows best by whom they were composed. Never was a finer idea uttered
on such a subject as the pen. The thought expressed in the third (and last) verse is borrowed from the following description of a tanbūr (4):

That tanbūr, handsome in shape, imitates, by its clear notes, (the song of) the nightingale. When it sounds, it utters loud tones, such as it had learned (from the birds) when it waved in the form of a branch. Thus it is that he who frequents the learned in his youth becomes, when he grows up, a well-informed doctor.

This is now a very trite idea, having been often employed by poets. It is thus that one of them has said:

She came with a lute (5) which imitated and aided her (voice); see what strange things happen to a tree! For a time, birds of various sorts sing and coo upon its branches; then, when it is dried up, human beings sing to it. For it, time has never ceased to be noisy (6): birds and strings, two classes of irrational beings, have always kept it in excitation.

The same idea is thus expressed by another poet:

The lute has enjoyed two kinds of desirable pleasure; blessings be on the man who cut it from the tree and on him by whom it was planted! Whilst it was green and flourishing, turtle-doves cooed upon it and, when dry, a female musician sang to it.

Did I not fear being led away from my subject and falling into prolixity, I should give here many other detached passages in which the same idea is expressed. Bahā ad-Dīn Zuhair, a person of whom we have already spoken (vol. I. p. 542), said, in a kastda containing an eulogy on Aksās, the son of al-Malik al-Kāmil (see page 240 of this vol.):

The boards of the pulpit thrilled with pleasure at his name; they perhaps recollected the time when they were (living) branches.

Let us now give the rest of the article drawn up by Imād ad-Dīn: "His son "Muhammad was (remarkably) intelligent and composed some good poetry. In "the year 564 (A. D. 1168-9), he fled (for protection) to al-Malik al-Aādil Nūr "ad-Dīn Mahmūd (see page 338 of this vol.), sovereign of Syria, who was then at "Sarkhad (7); but he fell sick there and, being sent off to Damascus by that sultan, "he died on the way, at a village called Raschida."—End of the extract.—We give here a specimen of al-Muwayyad's poetry:

O, how the zephyr breathing from Hājr (8) was cool to that bosom (of mine) in which the vol. iii.
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ardent heats (of love) were not to be extinguished! O, how beautiful the image (of my beloved, seen by me in a dream)! by the brightness of its face it betrayed the presence of my own image (in that dream) and then concealed me with its coal-black hair. Its double belt encircled (a waist like) a pliant branch, which had been watered by showers, so that its tender (wood) was verdant and waved (with pleasure). When morning lanced the dart of separation against our union and left no sign of our interview, except a recollection which I shall retain for ever, I stopped at Huswa (9), where the marks of the (beloved’s presence, though still existing), had nearly disappeared, whilst every sign of my body’s existence (in this world) was completely effaced. There I remained fixed (as firmly) as my fingers are fixed to my right hand, but my stopping was not like that of a miser who has lost his ring in the sand. Her disdain (wore me away and) did not leave the slightest trace of my body, not even so much ruins as might be swept away (ٌاٌب) by the torrent of my tears. She (made me weep till I lost my sight and) did not leave me a single eye to see with; yet the person who destroys a thing is bound to replace it. O, how I longed to see her caravan and its weary camels whilst they groaned during their nocturnal march (and followed each other closely), like my tears. The crescent of the night was then held forth in the hand of the Pleiades (and permitted me to see her); so, I embraced her till her necklaces burst asunder and fell to the ground.

This passage is taken from a long kasīda in which the author displayed great talent and imitated both in rhyme and measure a poem composed by al-Mutanabbi for Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Hamdān and commencing thus:

(The non-fulfilment of) your promise, my two friends! (afflicts me) as much as (the aspect of) this (abandoned) abode, no part of which is more painful (to contemplate) than its ruins; (you) both (promised to) second me (in weeping), and the readiest cure (for the pains of the heart) are tears shed in abundance.

In the kasīda above-mentioned, al-Ulūsi has inserted hemistiches taken from the poems of al-Mutanabbi, and employed them in the manner (designated by the technical term) tadmūn (10). The greater part of his poetry is good. His birth took place at Ulūs, in the year 494 (A. D. 1100-1); he passed there his early youth and died at Mosul on Thursday, the 24th of Ramadān, 557 (6th Sept. A. D. 1162). Among the numerous verses composed by him in prison, we may notice the following:

My tears were parched up by the burning (ardor which consumed my heart), when my friends departed, and I marvelled to find myself left here alone. But you know that wood, placed on the fire, lets its sap fall in drops, (weeping through sorrow) for having been separated from its leaves. I pass my nights in prison, and the pleasure I feel in thinking on you (my friends!) is equal to the joy which liberty could give me. Let the fortune which afflicts me not be shocked at the blackness of my hair; the flames which torment my heart only serve to consolidate their colour (11).

He left Baghdad in the year 456 (A. D. 1064).—The mention I made of the date
on which al-Mustanjid was raised to the throne reminds me of a curious fact which
I cannot abstain from mentioning: an eminent shaikh of Irâk informed me that
al-Mustanjid had a dream, whilst his father al-Muktafi was still alive, and in it
he saw a figure like an angel come down from heaven and write upon his sleeve
the letter kha four times. When he awoke, he sent for an interpreter of dreams,
related to him what he had seen and obtained this answer: 'You will be raised
'to the khalifat in the year 555' (12), and that was really the case. He had this
dream a good while before his father's death.—‘Ulâsi means belonging to Ulâs
'which is a place situated on the Euphrates, in the neighbourhood of the Haditha
'of Aâna.’ Such is the observation made by Izz ad-Din Ibn al-Athîr (vol. II.
p. 288), in correcting the mistakes of the kâfiz Ibn as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156). The
latter had said that Ulûs was a place on the sea-coast of Syria, near Tarsûs. Al-
Ulûsi, having gone to Baghdad in his youth and fixed his residence there, might be
considered as native of that city. Ibn an-Najîr says that we should pronounce Alûs
with a long a (instead of Ulûs.)

(1) The life of Ibn Hubaira will be found in this work.
(2) A door-keeper, a sergeant of police.
(3) Perhaps Abû 'l-Fadl Ahmad Ibn al-Khâzin (see vol. I. page 181).
(4) The tambûr is a sort of lute.
(5) The lute is named al-aqd in Arabic, and the same word signifies also a piece of wood. This double
signification is often played upon by poets.
(6) I read صخرة.
(7) Sarkhad was a strong castle in the province of Haurân.
(8) This place was situated in Najid, the Arabian Arcadia.
(9) Huswa also was situated in Najîd.
(10) By the word tadmîn is designated the introduction of a verse or a hemistich of one poet into a piece
composed by another. The passage thus quoted undergoes a change of signification which is effected by the
words that precede or follow it.
(11) The translator thinks he has here indicated clearly the idea which the poet meant to express. The
hemistich, rendered literally, signifies: 'Burning makes solid the work of the burner (al-karrâdhi).'
(12) The four khas are the initials of the words khilâfa, khamis, khamis, khamisla, which signify:
khalifat, five, fifty, five-hundred.
AL-MUHALLAB IBN ABI SUFRA.

Abû Saïd al-Muhallab was the son of Abû Sufra Zâlim Ibn Sarrâk Ibn Subh Ibn Kindi Ibn Amr Ibn Abî Ibn Wâ'il Ibn al-Hârith Ibn al-Atîk Ibn al-Azîd—or al-Azd—Ibn Imrân Ibn Amr Muzaikya Ibn Aâmîr Mâ as-Samâ Ibn Hâritha Ibn Amr al-Kais Ibn Thâlaba Ibn Mâzin Ibn al-Azîd. His surnames al-Azîdî, al-Atâki, al-Basri indicate that he descended from al-Atîk, member of the tribe of al-Azîd, and that he was a native of Basra. His father received the surname of Abû Sufra (the father of Sufra) because he had a daughter called Sufra. "His family," says al-Wâkidî (p. 61 of this vol.), "inhabited Dabâ (1). They embraced Islamism in the lifetime of God's apostle (Muhammad), but relapsed after his death and refused to pay the legal alms. (The khalîf) Abû Bakr as-Sidîk sent against them Ikrima Ibn Abî Jahl al-Makhzûmi. This (general) attacked them, put them to rout and slew a great number. The remainder shut themselves up in a castle which belonged to them and were there blockaded by the Musulmans. They at length surrendered to Hudaifa Ibn al Yamân and submitted their fate to his decision. He put to death one hundred members of their noblest families, reduced their children into captivity and sent them to Abû Bakr. Among them was Abû Sufra, who was then a mere boy and had not attained the age of puberty. Abû Bakr granted them their liberty and told them to go wherever they pleased; on which they dispersed (in various directions) and Abû Sufra was one of those who settled at Basra."—Ibn Kutaibâ notices this account in his Kitâb al-Madrîf and says (2): "That story is false and al-Wâkidî was mistaken when he related it: Abû Sufra was not one of those (captivees) and was never seen by Abû Bakr. It was Omar Ibn al-Khattâb whom he went to see, and he was then an elderly man, with a grey head and a grey beard; and Omar told him to dye them, which he did. How then could he have been a boy when Abû Bakr was reigning? moreover, al-Muhallab, the youngest of his sons, was born two years before the Prophet's death, and some of the other sons were born more than thirty years before that event."—Al-Muhallab was the bravest of men: he defended (the city of) Basra against the Kharijites and had many famous encounters with them in al-Ahwâz. Abû 'l-Abbâs
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al-Mubarrad (p. 31 of this vol.) has given an account of most of them in his Kāmil, and, if his narration had not been so long and the events so unconnected, I should have given an extract from it here (3). The defense of Basra by al-Muhallab procured for that city the name of the Basra of al-Muhallab. This chief was distinguished for his noble character and his generosity. The following anecdote is told of him: He once went to Mekka for the purpose of conversing with Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair who was then ruling over Hijāz, Irāk and the neighbouring countries under the title of khalif. Abd Allah took him apart in order to consult with him and (some time after,) came in Abd Allah Ibn Safwān, the grandson of Omayya Ibn Khalaf Ibn Wahb and a member of the Koraishide family called the Jumah. On entering he exclaimed: "Commander of the faithful! who is this man that has been taking up your time all day?"—"Do you not know him?" said Abd Allah.—"No," replied the other.—"Well!" said Abd Allah, "he is the lord of the people of Irāk."—"Can it be al-Muhallab Ibn Abi Sufra?"—"It is he." Al-Muhallab then said: "Commander of the faithful! who is this man?"—"The lord of the Koraish," said Ibn az-Zubair.—"Can it be Abd Allah Ibn Safwān?"—"Just so." Ibn Kutaiba says, in his Kitāb al-Madīr, that no reproach was ever made against al-Muhallab except for lying, and that it was he whom people designated by the words: Rah yekdeh (he set out for the purpose of lying). Ibn Kutaiba then adds these words: "As for me, I shall say that, of all men, al-Muhallab was he who feared God the most, and that he was too noble, too generous to tell lies; but he was (always) engaged in war and the Prophet has said: "War consists in (stratagems and) deceit." He used to address the Kharijites in (equivocal) terms, saying one thing and meaning another, so as to keep them in dread, and that was why they called him the liar and said that he went about telling falsehoods. When the Prophet intended to engage in a war, he concealed his real project by giving out another."—Al-Mubarrad explains, in his Kāmil, some verses in which al-Muhallab was accused of lying and what he writes is to his effect: "The poet employed the word liar, because al-Muhallab was versed in the law and acquainted with the tradition according to which the Prophet said: Every lie shall be written down as a lie (by the recording angels), with the exception of three; a lie told in order to reconcile two men, a lying promise made by a man to his wife, and a lie in which a man, when engaged in war, makes a promise or a threat." Al-Muhallab sometimes forged traditions for the purpose
of strengthening the Muslim cause and weakening that of the Kharijites. There
was an Azdite tribe called the Nadab, and the people of it used to say, when they
saw al-Muhallab coming to them: Al-Muhallab has set out for the purpose of lying.
It was of him that one of them said:

You would be a man perfect in every way, did you only speak the truth.

Al-Mubarrad says, towards the end of his Kāmil, in that chapter wherein he relates
the war with the Kharijites and gives an account of what passed between al-Muhallab
and the Azarekites (4): “In old times stirrups were made of wood and were liable to
break when the rider knocked them (against any thing); and, in that case, if he
tried to strike an adversary with the sword or with the spear, he had nothing to
bear upon or to support him. Al-Muhallab therefore gave orders that they should
be made of iron, and he was the first who caused iron stirrups to be forged.”—
The anecdotes told of al-Muhallab are very numerous. He passed through many
vicissitudes of fortune. The last post he held was the government of Khorāsān,
which province he administered in the name of al-Hajjāj Ibn Yūsuf ath-Thakefī
(vol. I. p. 356) who, at that time, ruled over the two Irāks and had moreover
received from Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwān the governments of Khorāsān and Sijistān.
Khorāsān he gave to al-Muhallab and Sijistān to Obaid Allah Ibn Abi Bakr (5).
Al-Muhallab went to Khorāsān and took possession of his government in the seventy-ninth year of the Hijra (A. D. 698-9). He had then lost one of his eyes, in conse-
cquence of a wound he received at Samarkand when Saʿīd, the son of (the khalif)
Othmān Ibn Affān, effected the conquest of that city. This happened under the
khalifat of Moawia, the son of Abū Sofyān. Al-Muhallab had accompanied Saʿīd in
that expedition. Another person who then lost his eye was Talha Ibn Abd Allah
Ibn Khalaf al-Khuzāi, surnamed the Talha of Talhas (Talhat at-Talhdt) and renowned
for his noble character and his generosity. It was in allusion to this accident that
al-Muhallab said:

Though I lost my eye, I have preserved my life, and that, thanks be to God! I will contribute to
make me forget my mishap. When the cause of God is to be defended, our cavalry must endure
fatigue; and when missiles are thrown about, some eyes must be blinded.

According to another account, his eye was knocked out of its socket at the siege
of Tālakān. Al-Muhallab held the government of Khorāsān till the day of his death.
When his last hour drew near, he chose for successor his son Yazid, whose life we shall give later, and, in his dying injunctions, he told him how he should act and indicated the measures he should employ. He said to him, amongst other things: "My son! choose your ḥājib (chamberlain, prime-minister) for his prudence, and your kāṭib (secretary) for the elegance of his style; a man's ḥājib is his face and a man's kāṭib his tongue." He died in the month of Zū 'l-Hijja, A. H. 83 (Dec.-Jan. A. D. 702-3), at Zaghūl, a village situated in the district of Marw ar-Rūd, and in the province of Khorāsān. At-Tabari (vol. II. page 597) states, in his History, that al-Muhallab died in the year 72; God knows if he be right. We shall discuss this point more fully in the life of his son Yazid, and, to that article we refer the reader. The fine sayings and elegant allusions which are attributed to him indicate the nobleness of his sentiments and show his desire to obtain an honorable reputation and merit praise. One of these sayings was: "Life is better than death, and good renown is better than life. Were I to obtain a gift (which God) never yet granted to any man, I should wish to become an ear, so that I might hear what people said of me, the day after my death." These words, according to another account, were uttered by his son Yazid; God knows best! Al-Muhallab used to say to his sons: "My dear boys! the fairest raiment you can have is that which other people (received from you and) wear." The poet Abū Tammâm at-Tāi (vol. I. p. 348) alludes to this saying in a letter written to a person from whom he wished to obtain the gift of a cloak and in which he said:

Thou art he who can well understand what al-Muhallab meant when he gave recommendations about raiment.

A great number of elegies were composed on the death of al-Muhallab. In one of these pieces, the poet Nahār Ibn Tausia (6) said:

Alas! that glory is departed which placed wealth within our reach. Generosity and beneficence have disappeared since we lost al-Muhallab. These two (virtues) resided constantly at Marw ar-Rūd, but now they are not to be found either in the East or in the West.

Al-Muhallab left a great number of sons, all of them generous, noble-minded, beneficent and illustrious. Ibn Kutaiba says, in his Kitāb al-Madrif: "It is stated that three hundred sons came upon earth from the loins of al-Muhallab." We have already mentioned (vol. I. p. 529) two of his (great-) grand-sons, Rūh (Rauh) and
Yazid, the sons of Hātim Ibn Kabisa Ibn al-Muhallab, and we shall give the life of
Yazid under the letter Y. One of his most distinguished sons, Abū Fawāris al-
Mughîra, was generally entrusted by him with the command of the troops sent
against the Kharijites and had with them several famous engagements, accounts
of which are contained in books of history. In these expeditions he displayed great
bravery, intelligence and resolution. He accompanied his father to Khorâsân, acted
as his lieutenant at Marw as-Shâhjân and there he died in the year 82 (A. D. 701-2),
whilst his father was yet alive. An elegy was composed on his death by Abû
Amâma Zîdî âl-Aajam, otherwise called Zîdî Ibn Sulaimân (7). This popular
poem, which rhymes in h and begins thus, is attributed by some to the celebrated
poet Ibn Jâbir, a member of the tribe of Abî Kâis:

Say to the caravans and to the warriors setting out for battle, (say to) those who depart in the
morning and those who, in the evening, hasten to arrive: Generosity and manliness are now shut
up in a tomb at Marw, near the high road. On passing by, sacrifice (to its inmote) a camel of
noble race and many a rapid steed. Sprinkle the blood on the sides of his tomb, for he was a
shedder of blood and a slayer of victims. After the hour of noon, draw near unto his tomb and
the flag of commandement (which waves over it) and invite (those who pass by,) as hunters
do when roasting venison (8). In pursuing (the foe) and in returning (from battle) he was a
father to his troops, but now, he lies (engaged as) a pledge, in a grave among the tombs. On
the day his bier was borne away, I saw that noble acts were disappearing with the superiority of
his merits and praise-worthy deeds. All the land was shaken by his fall, so that our very hearts
remained not unscathed. (They suffer even) now, for he was the noblest man that ever walked
(on earth); he smiled at the arrows shot (against him) by the bowmen. In him every noble
quality arrived at perfection, and to that he lent his aid by many a virtuous act. It is grief
enough for us to see the dwelling in which he is now lodged, never to quit it till the end of time.
The pulpits are empty in which he presided at the prayer; his saddles have been removed from
(the backs of) all his spirited mares and high-mettled steeds. Let it be known that, when any
man's death is to be lamented, no lamentations could equal al-Mughîra's merit. Our horses and
our lances weep for al-Mughîra, and the female mourners bewail him with cries and lamentations.
Al-Mughîra is dead, after having so often affronted swords and spears. When affairs were
embroiled for (the rest of) men and led to struggles and conflicts (9), he alone, that skilful (chief),
unravelled the cord (10) by his superior intelligence. I see the destinute weeping for al-Mughîra
the beneficent, whose hands bestowed so freely. For them he was a verdant meadow, when they
went forth to seek the pasture-ground of beneficence, when the flashes of every lightning-
cloud (but his) had ceased to gleam. Al-Muhallab, aided by al-Mughîra, was like him who
lowered buckets into a well which was thought to be nearly dry, and having found there water
in plenty, filled up the cistern with the aid of camels and machines (11). If he halted in the
midst of a desert, the place where his thirsty camels stationed would overflow, that day, with
running water. Warfare will never have an able man than al-Muhallab: he makes it produce
its effects (12) by means of chosen horses, thin in the flanks, rapid in crossing plains and deserts.
In the hour of grief, his cavalry rallies around him, and the sides of the horses are white with
BIOPGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.

This is one of the finest and most brilliant kastdas ever composed. It contains upwards of fifty verses and, were I not apprehensive of lengthening this article too much, I should insert the whole of it. Abû Ali 'l-Kâli (vol. I. p. 210) speaks of it in the work which he designed as a supplement to his Amâli and examines some of the verses: "This poem," says he, "has been attributed to as-Salûtân al-"Abdi (13), the famous poet, but, in reality, it was composed by Zîâd al-Aajam." The second verse of it is often quoted in grammatical works, to prove that feminine nouns may be considered as masculine when they do not designate beings possessing female sexual organs (14). This verse, having been cited so often, is the best known of those which form the poem. The idea expressed in the third and fourth verses was borrowed by another poet and rendered in these terms:

Bear me, both of you, to the side of his tomb and sacrifice me there, if you have no other victim. Sprinkle my blood upon his grave; for know this well, that I owe all my blood (my life) to his beneficence.

These two verses were composed by the sharif Abû Muhammad al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abî 'd-Daû, a descendant of al-Husain, the son of Ali, and the rector (nâkib) of the funeral chapel which is situated near that gate of Baghdad which is called Bâb at-Tîn. They form part of a kastda in which he lamented the death of the nâkib at-Tâhir, the father of Obaid Allah. Such is the statement made by al-Imâd al-Kâtib (p. 300 of this vol.), in his Khartda. He mentions also that the sharif Abû Muhammad died at Baghdad in the year 537 (A. D. 1142-3). After reading this passage in the Khartda, I found the same verses in the Mocham as-Shuwarâ (Dictionary of poets), a work drawn up by al-Marzubânî (p. 67 of this vol.) for Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Khaithâmi, surnamed Abû Abd Allah, or, by other accounts, Abû 'l-Abbâs, or Abû 'l-Hasan. The author had a leaning towards the Shiite doctrines and wrote satires against al-Bohtori (15).—Al-Mughîra, the son of al-Muhallab, tore a brocade cloak which Zîâd al-Aajam was wearing, and this circumstance induced the latter to compose the following verse:

I declare that, in tearing the brocade, you have torn to pieces the renown of al-Muhallab.

vol. III. 65
When al-Muhallab heard of this, he tried to propitiate the poet and succeeded in pacifying him.—Abû 'l-Husain Ali Ibn Ahmad as-Salâmi relates, in his History of the governors of Khorâsân, that a person who heard this kastâda recited by Ziâd al-Aajam, before al-Muhallab had got any knowledge of it, went to that emir and, having repeated it to him, obtained from him a gift of one hundred thousand pieces of silver. Ziâd al-Aajam came afterwards and recited to him the same poem, on which al-Muhallab said: "I have already heard it from another person."—"That "person," said the poet, "(did not compose it, he) only heard me recite it." Al-Muhallab gave him also one hundred thousand pieces of silver.—This emir left a numerous family in Khorâsân, and his posterity were designated by the name of al-Mahdîba (the Muhallabs). Al-Akhnas at-Tâî, a poet cited in the Hamâsa, speaks of them in a poem composed by him in honour of al-Muhallab. Here are his words:

In a year of scarcity, as I was far from my native country, I stopped to pass the winter with the family of al-Muhallab. Their benevolence, their kind enquiries, and their generosity towards me were unceasing; so it seemed to me as if they were members of my own family.

The vizir Abû Muhammad al-Muhallabi, of whom we have already spoken (vol. i. p. 410), was descended from al-Muhallab. At the commencement of this article, some names are mentioned which require to be explained and the orthography of which we must indicate. Muzaikiyâ, with a long final a, was the surname of the Amr whose name occurs (in the genealogy). He was a Yemenite king and received this appellation because he put on, every day, two robes of cloth interwoven with gold, and tore them to pieces when he took them off, in the evening (16). He did so because he disdained to put them on again and was unwilling that any other person should wear them. It was he who emigrated from Yemen to Syria for a motive which it would take us too long to explain (17). The Ansars, that is, the tribes of al-Aûs and al-Khazraj, were his descendants. Abû Omar Ibn Abd al-Barr (18), the author of the Kitâb al-Istâdâb, says, in the little book to which he gave the title of al-Kasd wa 'l-Amam, and which treats of Arabian and Persian genealogies: "The Kurds are descended from Amr Muzaikiyâ. They settled in the country of the Persians and there propagated their race. Their offspring was very numerous and received the name of Kurds." A certain poet mentions this (tradition) in the following verse and he expresses the same opinion as Ibn Abd al-Barr:
I assure you that the Kurds are not the children of the Persians; their ancestor was Kurd, the son of Amr, the son of Aâmir.

Aâmir, the father of Amr (Muzaikiyyâ) obtained the surname of Masâm (the water of heaven) on account of his beneficence and the great services which he rendered. For this reason, he was compared to rain. Al-Mundir al-Lakami, one of the kings of al-Hira, was the son of a Mâ as-Samâ. His father's name was Amr al-Kais, the son of Amr, the son of Adi; his mother, Mâ as-Samâ, was the daughter of Aûf, the son of Josham, the son of an-Namir, the son of Kâsit. She was called Mâ as-Samâ on account of her beauty and loveliness.—Daba, with a short final a, is the name of a place situated between Omân and al-Bahrain. A band of Azdites, having settled there, was called the Azd (of) Daba. After the dispersion of the Azdites in the manner we have related at the commencement of this article (19), each of their fractions received an additional name, in order to distinguish it from the others. So, people spoke of the Azd of Daba, the Azd of Shanûa, the Azd of Omân and the Azd of as-Sarât, though they were all sprung from the same stock. Let no one suppose that the differences indicated by these additional names implied a difference of origin. The poet surnamed an-Najâshi, and whose names were Kais Ibn Amr Ibn Mâlik Ibn Hazn Ibn al-Harith Ibn Kaab Ibn al-Harith al-Hâriti, has said:

I was like a man one of whose legs was sound whilst the other was suffering from an accident of fortune. The sound leg was (the tribe of) Azd Shanûa, and the lame one, (the tribe of) Azd Omân.

When al-Muhallab routed the troops of Katari Ibn al-Fujâa (vol. II. p. 522), he sent for Mâlik Ibn Bashir and said to him: "I am going to send you on a mission " to al-Hajjâj; so, set off, for he is a man like yourself (in turn of mind)." He then sent a present after him, but it was returned with this answer: "Presents " should not be given till they are deserved." Mâlik pursued his journey and entered into al-Hajjâj's presence. "What is your name?" said al-Hajjâj. The other answered: "Mâlik Ibn Bashir (20)." Al-Hajjâj: "Possessor and good news! " how did you leave al-Muhallab?" Mâlik: "He has obtained what he hoped for " and is safe from what he feared." Al-Hajjâj: "How is he for his troops?" Mâlik: "Like a kind father." Al-Hajjâj: "And how are they pleased with " him?" Mâlik: "He has loaded them with kindness and sated them with jus-
"Tice." Al-Hajjâj: "How do you behave when you meet the enemy?" Mâlik: "We attack with all our might, hoping to prevail over them, and they do the same with us." Al-Hajjâj: "What is Katarî Ibn al-Fujâa doing?" Mâlik: "He employs against us the same stratagems as we do against him." Al-Hajjâj: "What prevented you from pursuing him?" Mâlik: "We thought it better to take a position in his rear than to pursue him." Al-Hajjâj: "Speak to me of al-Muhallab’s sons." Mâlik: "They stay, as shepherds, in the pasture ground (nabdt?), till nothing more is to be feared there, and they protect their flock till they bring it back." Al-Hajjâj: "Which of them is the worthiest?" Mâlik: "Let their father be asked." Al-Hajjâj: "I insist on your answering." Mâlik: "They are like a solid ring the two ends of which cannot be distinguished." Al-Hajjâj: "Tell me, I adjure you, did you ever take lessons in that style of speaking?" Mâlik: "God makes no one acquainted with his secrets." Al-Hajjâj then said to those who were sitting with him: "By Allah! that is the style of pure nature, and has nothing artificial."—I may here observe that these paragraphs ought to have been placed at the beginning of the article; but I gave them as they came to my mind.

(1) See our author’s observations towards the end of the article.
(2) This passage is not to be found in Mr. Wüstenfeld’s edition of the Kitâb al-Madris.
(3) A very satisfactory account of the war with the Kharajites (dissenters or non-conformists) is given by M. Dozy in his Histoire des Musulmans d’Espagne, tome I, page 185.
(4) See Dozy’s Histoire des Musulmans d’Espagne, tome I, page 149.
(5) Abû Hâtim Obâd Allah Ibn Abî Bakra, a member of the tribe of Thakif, the same to which al-Hajjâj belonged, was appointed governor of Sijistân, A. H. 50 (A. D. 670), and removed from office three years afterwards. He was again nominated to that post by al-Hajjâj in the year 78 (A. D. 697-8). He died A. H. 80 (A. D. 699-700), whilst he was on an expedition into the enemy’s country; provisions failed; the greater part of his troops died of hunger, and he expired in that disastrous campaign. He had acted for some time as a kâdi at Basra, and was the person who introduced the custom of chanting the Koran.—[Nujâm, Madris.]
(7) See vol. I. page 634, and replace Sulaimân, the incorrect reading of Scyûtî’s Shawkhid, by Sulaimân, which is that of our MSS. and of the Kitâb al-Âghdâm.
(8) The true reading of the last words in this verse is doubtful.
(9) Literally: And were struggled for by him who wished to open and him who wished to shut.
(10) Literally: The cord was twirled by a twister.
(11) The text and the meaning of these two verses is uncertain.
(19) Literally: He milked its fore-teats.
(13) According to Ibn Dura, in his Kitāb al-Ishārāt, his name is written "al-Ishārāt", composed satires on Jarir (see vol. I. page 294). De Hammer states that he attacked the poet al-Farazdaq also and that his names were Kassām Ibn Khābiyā.- (Literaturgeschichte, vol. II. page 341.)
(14) The verb صَحِیحَة is the masculine of the duel; to make it agree with the words generosity and manliness, which, in Arabic, are of the feminine gender, it should be written صَحِیحَة.
(15) The life of the poet al-Bohtori will be found in this volume.
(16) The verb mazak, whence the name of Muzakiya is derived, signifies to tear in pieces.
(17) For the history of Muzakiya see M. Caussin de Perceval's Essai, etc., tome I, page 33 et seq.
(18) His life will be found in the fourth volume.
(19) This is an oversight of the author: he probably spoke of the dispersion of the Azdites in the rough copy of his work and suppressed that account afterwards, but forgot to strike out the present passage.
(20) These names signify, in Arabic, possessor, son of the bearer of good news.

MIHYAR AD-DAILAMI.

Abū 'l-Hasan Mihyar Ibn Mirzawaih, a native of Dailam and secretary for the Persian language, gained high reputation as a poet. He had been a fire-worshipper but afterwards adopted the Muslim faith. It is said that he made his profession of Islamism to the shartf ar-Rida, Abū 'l-Hasan Muhammad al-Musawi (1), who was his professor and under whom he made his poetical studies. He had already composed a number of kasidas on the same model and rhythm as those of his master. My professor (Izz ad-Dīn) Ibn al-Atihr al-Jazari (see vol. II, p. 288) states, in his Annals, that Mihyar's conversion to the true faith took place in the year 394 (A.D. 1003-4), and that al-Kāsim Ibn Burbān said to him: "Mihyar! by becoming a musulman you have (merely) passed from one corner of hell to another."—"How so?" said Mihyar. Al-Kāsim replied: "Because you were formerly a fire-worshipper and now you revile the companions of our blessed Prophet in your verses (2)." As a poet he surpassed all his contemporaries by the copiousness of his style. The collection of his poetical works is so ample that it fills four volumes. In his poetry he displayed great delicacy of thought and a
remarkable loftiness of mind. The hāfiz Abū Bakr al-Khatīb (vol. I. p. 75) speaks of him in his History of Baghdad and commends him highly: “I used to “see him,” says he, “go regularly, every Friday, to the great mosque called Jāmā’ ‘l-Mansūr,”—this was in Baghdad,—“and there students read his collected “poetical works under his direction; but I had no opportunity of hearing his les- “sons.”—Abū ‘l-Hasan al-Bakharzi (vol. II. page 323) mentions him in the Dūmya-tal-Kāsr and speaks of him in these terms: “As a poet he well fulfilled “the sacred rites which excellence requires; from beneath each of his words was “displayed a maiden (thought),—and there was not in any of his kāstādas a single “verse on which critics, in pronouncing judgement, might say: If it been so and “so! O, that it had been so and so! The human heart was the mould in which “his verses were cast, and time, harmful as it is, was incapable of harming them.” He then gives some pieces composed by him and some verses extracted from his kāstādas. Abū ‘l-Hasan Ali Ibn Bassām (3) speaks of him with high commendation in the Dakhētra or Treasure, (a work) treating of the noble qualities by which the people of the (Spanish) peninsula were distinguished; he gives also some specimens of his poetry and metrical compositions. One of Miḥyār’s best-known kāstādas is that which begins thus:

May a persisting rain-cloud, whose waters bear the sand even into people’s dwellings, refresh and reanimate with its contents the abode which my mistress occupied at Rakmatain (4). How can I renew my intercourse with Omm Mālik, now that the places in which we reside are separated by (the country of) Zarūd (3) and its two mountains? My heart, though far from her, sees her with the eye of desire and is happy; but who will enable my eyes to see her in reality? How pure, good God! and yet how troubled is our mutual love! how far is she from me every morning and yet how near (6)? When my eyes are saddened (by her absence), I am consoled by images and likenesses (seen in my dreams and) which augment the love I bear her. I embrace each piant branch, as if it was her waist, and I sip from the mouth of the wine-cup, as if it was her lips. (I cannot forget) the day in which that charming gazelle appeared to me; she was standing on a sand-hill and looked dismayed, like a doe which had lost its fawn in the desert, and was alarmed to the heart’s core through dread of being bereaved (for ever. In that state.) its eyes acquire more beauty and the inflections of its neck more grace. The resemblance was so great that my sight, O Omm Mālik, doubted not of your being that gazelle. If you were not like her in the cheeks and in the forehead, you resembled her in (the graceful turn of) your neck; nay more! its eyes were yours. O women! you who condemn the fondness shown for the abode of a person dearly beloved, (for a spot which is so) difficult to reach by the random efforts even of our wishes, leave the lover to (his attachment for the land of) Najd, the sole occupation of his heart. Were even Najd a valley, that heart would never go beyond it. Suppose you hinder him from seeing the beloved with his eyes, can you
hinder his heart from longing to possess her? O for the night I passed at Zat el-Athel (the tamarisk grove), when her image came (to visit me in a dream) and rendered that night so short! O, how dear that remembrance! O how dear! Fear (of discovery,) treading in the foot-steps of love, approached (7) me in all its terrors; may God not diminish the length of their road! They had nearly gone astray, in the darkness of the night, but they were directed (towards us) by the brilliant lustre of the beloved's teeth.

A well-known pieces of his is the following:

The heavy rain-cloud, driven forward by the south wind, appeared in the morning and watered thee copiously, abode of Ummâma; and my heart remained at the sand-hill, in the reserved grounds of the tribe. Turn, (my friend!) towards those grounds and say to my heart: "Farewell!" Then pursue your journey and relate a wondrous tale; say that a heart went away and left the body standing up. Say to neighbours who dwell at al-Ghada: "How sweet would be the life one leads at al-Ghada, were it to endure! A year has passed without the lover's having forgotten you; yet a lover's passion ceases, once he has passed a year. Loaden the zephyr with the sweet perfumes you exhale, before it receives its load from the shâh and the thumâma (8), and send your images to visit me in my dreams, if you mean to permit my eyes to taste of sleep."

These verses are taken from a long kastâda which contains many fine passages; but I shall confine myself to this extract for the sake of brevity. One of his pieces remarkable for the delicacy of its ideas is the kastâda in which are found the following verses:

I passed a sleepless night; does she who enjoys repose at Sala (9) possess a heart capable of pitying those who sleep not? I implore you, by our mutual affection, you whom I love as my son! for you are dearer to me than the son of my father (10); shed tears through affliction; for my eyes, when I ask them to pour forth (istabraztulâ) tears, refuse to obey. Though weeping be difficult for one who is unscathed (by sorrow), yet I have never asked you to do what was not difficult.

The same poet is the author of this fine passage on contentedness:

You blame the miser who is sparing of his wealth; why not be more parsimonious than he by sparing your self-respect? Disgrace not your hand by asking; life itself is of too little value to be asked for. I wrap myself up in the skirts of my contentedness, and pass the night thus covered and enveloped. Notwithstanding my poverty, I appear before my enemies in such attire as denotes a man of wealth and thus make them think that I am rich. When a man passes his nights in sighing, and all his hopes prove vain, let him count only on himself.

One of his kastâdas contains an original thought which is thus expressed:

When your foes see you, their souls fly from them with affright. One would think their
souls were aware of your presence sooner than their eyes. When you meet a hostile squadron and wish to disperse it, you have only to declare aloud your name and surname.

The diwān (or collected works) of this poet is so well known that we need not lengthen our article by the insertion of other fine passages. There is, however, in one of his kasidas, a verse which pleases me so much that I shall give it here:

The travellers who have just set out, and from whom you are now separated, have left behind them hearts which shall ever refuse to admit of consolation for their loss.

Mihyār died on Sunday, the 5th of the latter Jumāda, 428 (26th March, A.D. 1037), in the same year as the celebrated physician, the rāsīs Ibn Sīna (Avicena, see vol. I. p. 444). I read, however, in a book of annals, that his death took place in the year 426; but the first date is the true one. Al-Bākharzī speaks of his son, Abū l-Ha-san, in the Dumya tal-Kasr, and states him to be the author of the kasīda which rhymes in h (ح) and in which is found this verse:

O zephyr which breathest from Kāzima! (11) seldom didst thou excite weeping or affliction.

But this poem, which is of considerable length, is well known to have been composed by Mihyār himself. I know not what made al-Bākharzī fall into this mistake. مزرود and مهبار must be pronounced Mihyār and Marzawaīh. They are both persian names and their signification is unknown to me.

(1) The life of Muhammad ar-Rida is given in this volume, page 118.
(2) Mihyār had probably embraced the Shiite doctrine with the intention of pleasing his patron, who was descended from Ali.
(3) See vol. II, page 304; and the Journal Asiaticque for Feb.-March, 1861.
(4) Ar-Bakmātāis was the name of a place situated on the border of a glen in the Arabian desert, on the road leading to Basra.—(Mardsid.) In the text of this verse we must read ملئ الميل.
(5) Zardd is the name of a place on the road leading to Mekka.—(Mardsid.)
(6) The poet says she was near him because he saw her in his dreams.
(7) Read مخاطب. The text of this piece is corrupt and the translation often conjectural.
(8) The shīh is the plant called by botanists artemisia odoratisima or abrinthium. The thymbra (pamceum) is a sort of grass. Both those plants are common in the dry soils of Arabia and north Africa.
(9) Sula was the name of a place near Medina.—(Mardsid.)
(10) The son of my father, that is: myself.
(11) Kāzima, a well-known place on the road leading from Basra to Mekka.
NAFÊ, THE MAWLA OF IBN OMAR.

Abû Abd Allah Nafê (1), the mawla (or freedman) of Ibn Omar (vol. I. p. 567), was a native of Dailam. He was taken prisoner and came into the possession of Ibn Omar in one of the latter's campaigns. As a Taĥrî he held the first rank, and, as a traditionist, he had for teachers his patron (Ibn Omar), and Abû Said al-Khudri (vol. II. p. 208). Traditions were delivered on his authority (by his disciples) az-Zuhri (see page 3 of this vol.), Ayyûb as-Sakhtîâni (vol. II. p. 588) and Malik Ibn Anas (vol. II. p. 545). He had a high reputation as an exact traditionist and ranked among those trustworthy narrators whose accounts were eagerly listened to, carefully collected and taken as rules of conduct. The greater part of the Traditions delivered by Ibn Omar repose on the authority of Nafê's statements. Malik said: "When I heard Nafê deliver a Tradition on the authority of Ibn Omar, I had not the least wish of hearing the same Tradition from any one else." A saying current among the learned in the science of Traditions is: A relation made by as-Shâfî on the authority of Malik, and by him on the authority of Nafê, and by him on the authority of Ibn Omar, (such a a series) is really the golden chain; so exalted is the merit of each of these narrators. The shaikh Abû Ishak as-Shirâzi (vol. I. p. 9) relates the following anecdote in that chapter of his Muhaddab which treats of marriage feasts and scrambling for sweetmeats; he gives it in the words of Nafê himself: "I was walking with Abd Allah Ibn Omar, and he heard the sound of a shepherd's pipe. On this, he stopped his ears with his fingers and went off the high-road. Every now and then, he would say to me: 'Do you hear it still, 'Nafê?' and when I at length answered that I did not, he removed his fingers from his ears and returned to the high-road. He then said to me: "It was thus 'I saw the Prophet act (on a similar occasion)." This tradition presents a difficulty which gave rise to a discussion among the doctors of the law; it is this: 'Why did Ibn Omar stop his ears so as not to hear the sound of the pipe and yet, instead of ordering his client Nafê to do the same, he authorised him to listen, in as much as he asked him, every moment, if the sound had ceased or not?" The solution given of this difficulty was that Nafê, being at that time a mere boy,
and not responsible (for a breach of the law), it was not necessary to forbid him to listen. This answer gave rise to another question, namely: "It is perfectly certain that a declaration made by a boy is not receivable (in law); why then did Ibn Omar put his trust in Nafè's declaration touching the cessation of the sound?" This Tradition, as handed down to us, serves to strengthen the argument of those who assert that traditional information delivered by a boy is receivable. This matter formed the subject of a famous controversy, an account of which would be misplaced here. Numerous anecdotes are told concerning Nafè. He died in the year 117 (A. D. 735-6); or, according to some, in the year 120.

(1) His father's name is not well ascertained; it was either Hormuz or Ka'ta. — (An-Nawâ'î, in his Tahdîb.)

NAFÈ, THE KORAN-READER.

Abû Ruwaim Nafè, the son of Abd ar-Rahmân Ibn Abi Nuaim and a mawla of Jawana Ibn Shaûb as-Shijâ'i, was a native of Medina and one of the seven principal Koran-readers. He was the imdm (1) of the people of Medina; they conformed to his manner of reading and adopted the readings he preferred. He belonged to the third class (or generation) after the Companions (of Muhammed) and filled the office of muhtasib (vol. I. p. 375). His humour was facetious (2) and his complexion dark, extremely dark. Ibn Abi Uwais stated as follows: "Mâlik (vol. II. p. 545) told me that he read (the Koran) under Nafè's tuition." Al-Asmâ'i (vol. II. p. 123) relates that Nafè said to him: "I drew my origin from (a family of) Isphân." It is thus that al-Asmâ'i's statement is reproduced by Abû Noaim (vol. I. p. 74) in the History of Isphân. He (Nafè) had read (the Koran) under the direction of Abû Maimûna, a mawla of Omm Salama, one of the Prophet's wives. He had two pupils who transmitted to posterity his method of Koran-reading; one of them was Warsh (see page 434 of this vol.) and the other Kumbul (vol. II. p. 21). We have already
mentioned them both under the letter atn (3). Nafè died at Medina in the year 169 (A. D. 785-6). This event has been placed under the year 159 and other dates, but the first mentioned is the true one. There are doubts about his surname whether it was Abû 'l-Hasan, or Abû Abd Allah, or Abd ar-Rahmân, or Abû Noaim. — The word جعرنة (jawana) served originally to designate a little, short man; it was afterwards employed as a proper name for men, whether they were short or not. The Jawa'na here spoken of was a confederate ally of Hamza, the son of Abd al-Muttalib, or, by another account, of al-Abbâs, the son of Abd al-Muttalib. A third statement represents him as a confederate of the Hâshimide family. — The word شعب (sha'ib) was employed primitively to express the idea of death. — شجاعة (Shijâdâ) signifies belonging to the tribe of Shijâ, which is a branch of the Banû Aâmîr Ibn Laîth. As-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156) has neglected mentioning this patronymic (in his Ansâb).

(1) The word ɪмdɪn designates the person who presides at the public prayer; but, in the present case, it appears to signify oracle, a person whose opinions were of the highest authority. See the Annals of Abû 'l-Feda, vol. II, page 58.

(2) The true reading is ْفِی دعاية; see Abû 'l-Feda's Annals, vol. II, p. 58, and Tabakht al-Korrâ, MS. of the Bibliothèque impériale, ancien fonds, No. 642, fol. 25 verso. We read there ْوَكَانِ صَاحِب دعاية وطيب أجلابیم. "He (Nafè) was full of gaiety and good humour."

(3) The author is here mistaken: the article to which he alludes (vol. II. page 91) contains a short passage on Kunbul, but does not make any mention of Warsh.

AL-MUTARRIZI, THE PHILOLOGER.

Abû 'l-Fath Nâsîr Ibn Abî 'l-Makârim Abd as-Saiyid Ibn Ali al-Mutarrizi was a native of Khowârezm, a legist of the sect (or school) of Abû Hanîfa (see page 555 of this vol.), a grammarian and a philologer. He possessed a perfect knowledge of grammar, philology, poetry and all the branches of literature. He studied in his native town under his father and Abû 'l-Muwaïyad al-Muwaffâk Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Makki (, a native of Mekka and) the (ablest) preacher in Khowârezm.
He had, besides, other preceptors. Traditions were taught to him by a number of masters, one of whom was Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Saad at-Tâjir (the merchant). He gained a perfect acquaintance with that science, became a head-man among the Motazilites (1) and preached openly the doctrines of that sect. In the secondary points of Moslim law, he followed the system of Abû Hanîfâ. He expressed his thoughts with elegance and displayed great talent as a jurisconsult. We owe to him a number of instructive works such as the Commentary on the Stations (Makâmât) of al-Hârîrî, a treatise which, notwithstanding its concision, affords all the information that can be desired. In his Kitâb al-Mughrib (the furnisher of curious information) he treats of the strange and uncommon terms employed in the language of the jurisconsults. This work is for the Hanefites what the work of al-Azhari (see page 48 of this vol.) is for the Shâfites. In it the author shewed that he was not unequal to his task, having assembled there every information that could be wished for. His Mûrib (exact indicator) was intended as a commentary on the Mughrib; it is a large work, but rarely to be found. He drew up also a philological treatise entitled the Iktînâ (sufficiency), and made an abridgment of the same work. His other productions were an abridgment of the Islâm al-Mantîk (2), the Misbâh (flambeau) treating of grammar, the well-known Mukaddima (introduction) to the study of grammar, etc. Students derived great profit from his oral instruction and from his works. In the year 601 (A. D. 1204-5) he entered Baghdad, as a Mekka pilgrim and, as he held the opinions of the Motazilites, he had frequent controversies with the doctors of that city. He gave there lessons in philology and acquired a great reputation, extended fame and wide renown. He composed some poetry, such as the following verses, in which assonances are introduced with great art (3):

(He is) a fire-box of beneficence, the abundant sparks of which never fail, and a laurel of the hills possessing noble qualities which are never blighted. Precious is the pearl of his glory, copious the flow of his gifts.

In another piece he says:

I should blush to acquire fame were I only to be considered as a frequenter of damsels and an amateur of songs.

He said also:

Fortune was blind to my just rights, and that was really as bad as if az-Zârkâ simulated
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blindness (4). If you refuse to acknowledge my merit, its voice is sufficiently loud to advertise those who have ears to hear.

He composed a great deal of poetry and in it he made frequent use of assonances. His birth took place in Khowârezm, in the month of Rajab, 538 (Jan.-Feb. A. D. 1144); so he was really, as has been remarked, the successor of az-Zamakhshari, who died in that year and in the same place (see page 327 of this vol.). Al-Mutarrizi died on Tuesday, the 21st of the first Jumâda, 610 (8th Oct. A. D. 1213 ), in Khowârezm. More than three hundred elegies, some in Arabic and some in Persian, were composed on his death.— Mutarrizi means a person who embroiders stuffs and ornaments them with stripes. I do not know whether this surname was given to him because he himself was an embroiderer or because one of his ancestors had practised that art.— His professor, al-Muwaffak Ibn Ahmad, the preacher above-mentioned, died in Khowârezm on the 11th of Safar, 568 (2nd October A. D. 1172).

(1) The Motazelites endeavoured to conciliate faith with reason, religion with philosophy.
(2) The Isîdh al-Mantîk (corrector of discourse) is a philological work composed by ibn as-Sikkît, a celebrated grammarian whose life will be found among the Yâkûbî.
(3) Those assonances disappear, of course, in the translation.
(4) This must refer to Zarhâ al-Yêmâmâ (the blue-eyed maid of al-Yemâmâ), who was celebrated for her piercing sight and of whom many fables are related. See the Essai, etc., of M. Caussin de Perceval, tom. I, p. 100.

AL-AZIZ AL-OBÂIDI.

Abû 'l-Mansûr Nizâr al-Obaidi (the Fatîmide), entitled al-Aziz billah (august by the grace of God), was the son of al-Moizz, son of al-Mansûr, son of al-Kaîm, son of al-Mahdi, and sovereign of Egypt and Maghrib. We have already spoken of his father (p. 377 of this vol.), his ancestors, his son and his grandchildren. He was
publicly declared successor to the throne on Thursday, the 4th of the latter Rabi', 365 (11th Dec. A. D. 975), and he assumed the supreme authority on the death of his father, which event took place on Friday, the 11th of the same month. A different date has been given, as we have remarked in the article on al-Moizz. When al-Moizz breathed his last, his death was kept secret, till his son, al-Aziz, was proclaimed khalif. The new sovereign was generous, brave and inclined to forgiveness, even with the power of punishing. His conduct towards Itikin at-Turki (vol. II. p. 483), the mamlûk of Moizz ad-Dawla, is well known: when he got him into his power, he pardoned him and, though the war he had to wage against him cost a heavy sum, he abstained from chastising him. As we have already given a short account of Itikin's proceedings in the life of Adud ad-Dawla Ibn Buwaih, we need not repeat it here. The anecdote (as we have said) is well known and proves the mildness and clemency of al-Aziz. The emir al-Mukhtar al-Musabbihi (p. 87 of this vol.) states, in his History, that al-Aziz was he who founded the jâmil (great mosque) situated near the gate of Cairo called Bâb al-Futûh. The foundations were dug and the building was commenced in the month of Ramadân, 380 (Nov.-Dec., A. D. 990). Farther on, he says: "The Kasr al-Bahr (the palace on the river-side), an edifice the like of which had never been raised either in the East or in the West, was built at Cairo in his reign, as also the Kasr ad-Dahab (the golden palace), the great mosque in (the cemetery of) al-Karâfa and the castles (or palaces) at Ain Shams (1). He had reddish hair, his eyes were large and dark blue, his shoulders broad. Kind in disposition and condescending, he disliked to shed blood. Being a good judge of horses and falcons, he was passionately found of the chase and particularly of lion-hunting; he was, besides, a connoisseur in jewellery and furniture; to this we may add that he was a man of talent, and skilled in literature."—Abû Mansûr ath-Thâlibi (vol. II. p. 129) mentions him in the Yajtma and gives a piece of verse which he composed on a day of public festivity in which he had put all his family into mourning on account of the death of one his children. Here is the passage:

We, the descendants of al-Mustafa (the chosen one, Muhammad,) undergo afflictions which none among us can survive except those who are able to master their grief. Strange that we, of all mankind, must suffer from misfortune! the first of our family had his trials and so also has the last! The people here before us are all rejoicing at their festival; but festivals, for us, are days of mourning.
Here, the same author introduces a long paragraph after which he adds these words: "I heard the shaikh Abû 'l-Taiyib relate as follows: 'The Merwanide "" (Omaiyyide) who reigned in Spain received from Nizâr, the sovereign of Egypt, "" an insulting and satirical letter to which he replied in these terms: You satirize "" us because you have heard of us; had we ever heard of you, we should make you "" a reply.' Nizâr felt the severity of this retort and abstained from answering." Abû 'l-Hasan ar-Rauhi says, in his work entitled Tuhfa taz-Zurafa fi Tarikh il-Khalifa (gift for the ingenious, being a history of the Khalifs) (2), that this correspondence passed between al-Azîz and al-Hâkim al-Mustansir, the son of Abd ar-Rahmân an-Nâ sir and Merwanide sovereign of Spain. According to him, al-Mustansir was the author of the insulting letter and al-Azîz replied to it in the terms above mentioned; God knows best! In our article on al-Mahdi, Nizâr's grandfather (vol. II. p. 77) we have spoken of the genealogy which this family gave for theirs and of the attacks directed against it. The great majority of those who are versed in that branch of study do not consider this genealogy to be true, and we have related, in the life of Ibn Tabâtabâ (vol. II. p. 47), the conversation which passed, on the subject, between that shârif and al-Moizz, the father of al-Azîz. The belief in its falsity spread among the public and was generally adopted. Al-Azîz, in the commencement of his reign, went up into the pulpit, one friday (to pronounce the usual Khotba or invocation), and found in it a leaf of paper on which were inscribed these lines:

We have heard a doubtful genealogy proclaimed from the pulpit of the mosque; if what you say be true, name your ancestors up to the fifth degree. If you wish to prove your assertion, give us, for your genealogy, one which may be as certain as that of at-Tâl. If not, leave your pedigree in the shade and enter with us into the great family which includes all mankind. The most ambitious vainly desire to have a genealogy like that of the sons of Hâshim (the Abbâsides).

The author of these verses said: Give us, for your genealogy, etc., because the occurrence took place in the reign of at-Tâl lillah, the khalif of Baghdad. Another day, al-Azîz mounted into the pulpit and found there a piece of paper on which was written:

We have borne with oppression and with tyranny, but not with infidelity nor folly. If you have the gift of knowing what is hidden, tell us the name of him who wrote this note.
He who composed these lines was led to do so because they (the Fātimid sovereigns) pretended to possess the knowledge of every thing hidden from man; the anecdotes told of them, on this subject, are well known. Abū 'r-Rakāmak Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Antāki (vol. I. p. 116) composed, in praise of al-Azīz, a kastāda of which the eulogistic part is remarkably well turned. The kingdom of this sovereign surpassed in extent that of his father; (his generals) conquered for him Emessa, Hamāt, Aleppo, Shaizar and, in the month of Muharram, 382 (March-April, A. D. 992), the khotba was pronounced for him, at Mosul, by Abū Duwād Muhammad Ibn al-Musayyab al-Okaili, the brother of al-Mukallad Ibn al-Musayyab (p. 415 of this vol.) and the sovereign of that city and its territory. The name of al-Azīz was there inscribed on the coinage and the standards; the khotba was said for him (even) in Yemen. He continued to enjoy his greatness till the year 386; having then set out for Syria, he was taken ill at Bilbais, in one of the last ten days of the month of Rajab (August, A. D. 996). His indisposition sometimes augmented and sometimes diminished; on Sunday, the 25th of Ramadān, he got on horseback, at Bilbais, and rode to the bath, from which he proceeded to the lodgings occupied by the ustād Abū 'l-Futūh Barjawān (vol. I. p. 253), the same who was the keeper of his treasury at al-Kasr (the citadel of Cairo). He stopped there and, on the next morning, Monday, he felt his sufferings increase, and their violence continued till Tuesday morning. His disorder was the stone accompanied with pains in the bowels. He then sent for the kādī, Muhammad Ibn an-Nomān (3) and Abū Muhammad al-Hasan Ibn Ammār al Ketamīn, surnamed Amin ad-Dawla (the warden of the empire). This officer was the first native of Magrib who bore an honorary title (4). He was the shaikh and commander of the Ketamian troops. Al-Azīz, having recommended to the care of these officers the interests of his son al-Hākim (p. 449 of this vol.), sent for the latter and conversed with him on the same subject. Though his illness continued to increase, he remained in the bath and, on quitting it, he expired. This took place on Tuesday, the 28th of Ramadān, 386 (14th Oct. A. D. 996), in the interval between the two after-noon prayers. Such is the account given by al-Musabbihī. According to the author of the history of Kairawān, the physician prescribed to al-Azīz a potion, to be taken on entering into the bath, but it was wrongly made up and the prince died on drinking it. His death was not kept secret, even for single hour, and his son, al-Hākim, was immediately established in his place. On the morning of Wednesday, when the inhabitants of Cairo heard of this event, they
went forth from the city to meet the new sovereign. He made his entry with standards and banners waving before him, whilst the umbrella (of state) was borne over his head by Raidân as-Saklabi, the same who is mentioned in our article on Bar-jawân. El-Hâkim entered the Kasr a little before sunset, preceded by a litter in which was borne the body of his father and out of which the two feet of the corpse protruded. When the litter was taken into the Kasr, the body was washed by the kâdi Ibn an-Nomân and then buried in a chamber of the Kasr, near the tomb of al-Moizz, the father of the deceased. The interment took place towards nightfull. On Thursday morning, the last of the month, perfect order reigned every where and proclamations were made throughout the country to the effect that no new charges or obligations should be imposed upon the people, that their lives and fortunes were under the protection of God and that whoever attempted to deprive them of either, might be lawfully slain and his property given up to pillage. The birth of al-Azîz took place on Thursday, the 14th of Muharram, 344 (11th May, A. D. 995), at al-Mahdiya, in the province of Iffîkiya. Al-Farghâni (vol. I. p. 155) states, in his lesser historical work, that al-Azîz billah was born on the eve of Sunday, the 11th of Muharram of that year. Al-Mukhtâr al-Musabbibi relates as follows: "In a conversation which I had with al-Hâkim, we happened to speak of the death of al-Azîz, on which he said to me: 'O Mukhtâr! my father sent for me before he breathed his last, and I found him with nothing on his body but rags and bandages. I kissed him, and he pressed me to his bosom, exclaiming: 'How I grieve for thee, beloved of my heart!' and tears flowed from his eyes. He then said: 'Go, my master! and play, for I am very well.' I obeyed and began to amuse myself with such sports as are usual with boys, and soon after, God took him to himself. Barjawân then hastened to me and, seeing me on the top of a sycamore tree, he exclaimed: Come down, my boy! may God protect you and us all!' When I descended, he placed on my head the turban adorned with jewels, kissed the ground before me and said: 'Hail to the Commander of the faithful, with the mercy of God and His blessing!' He then led me out in that attire and showed me to the people, who all kissed the ground before me and saluted me with the title of khalif!'" The history of al-Azîz offers abundance of matter, but we aim at concision.

(1) The ruins of Aln Shams (Heliopolis) lie at half a day's journey N. E. of Cairo.
(2) This work is not noticed by Hajji Khalifa.

(3) Muhammad Ibn an-Nomân was born at Kairawân, A. H. 345 (A. D. 956), and was taken to Cairo by his father, who accompanied al-Moizz to Egypt. Al-Aziz appointed him chief qadi of all Egypt, of Mecca and Medina and of the military colonies (jund) in Syria. He chose him also to preside at the public prayer, and nominated him director of the mint and intendant of weights and measures. Ibn an-Nomân filled those offices during fourteen years and died on the fourth of Safar A. H. 389 (January, A. D. 999). Many members of his family occupied high judicial situations.—(Hist. of the Kādis of Cairo, MS. of the Bibli. imp., no. 691. This manuscript was written for the use of the author and bears his corrections.)

(4) This is an error: Bolukkla the Ziride received from al-Moizz, the father of al-Aziz, the title of Sall ad-Dawla (sword of the empire).

---

NASR AL-KHUBZARUZZI.

Abû 'l-Kâsim Nasr Ibn Ahmad Ibn Nasr Ibn Mâmûn, generally known by the surname of Khubzâruzzi (the rice-bread baker), was a native of Basra. This distinguished poet had never received any education and could neither read nor write. He baked rice-bread in a shop situated at the Mirbad of Basra, and he used to recite (there) verses of his own composition, all of them amatory. People crowded about him for the pleasure of hearing his poems and admiring the talent of one whose state was so humble. The poet Abû l-Husain Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Jaâfar, surnamed Ibn Lenkek al-Basri, (1) was then in the highest reputation, and yet he often visited Nasr's shop for the purpose of hearing him, and took such an interest in him that he made a collection (diwan) of his poetical works. Nasr had already been in Baghdad and resided there a long time. The Khatib (vol. I. p. 75) speaks of him in his historical work and informs us that people went to read (and study) this diwan under the author's tuition and that several pieces of verse were learned from him and given as his by al-Moâsa Ibn Zakariya al-Jariri (see p. 374 of this vol.), Ahmad Ibn Mansûr Ibn Muhammad Ibn Hâtim an-Nâshari and a number of others whose names he mentions. Ath-Phaâlibi (vol. II. p. 129) speaks of him in the Yattma and cites a number of pieces composed by him, such as the following:

My two friends! did you ever see or hear of any one more generous than a sovereign who
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wented to visit his slave! (Yet 'teas thus my beloved) came, without having promised, and said to me: I esteem you too much to let your heart remain in suspense, awaiting the fulfilment of a promise. Then, between me and her, the star of union revolved in the sphere of happy omen and felicity; now, it presided over the kissing of the narcissus of the eye (3), and then, over the biting of the apple of the cheek.

Has not the love I bear you caused me sufficient pain without your beginning to sport (with my feelings) and to laugh? Your mockery is more galling to me than what I have already suffered! I should not care being sent to hell, were it not for the taunts (طْرَى) of Mālik (the angel who guards it).

Many were those who, though absent, kept their promises towards us; but there were some who, though present, disdained (to fulfil their engagements). They turned away and then turned towards (us); they shewed an inclination for us, and then repelled us; they first acted as friends and then as foes. But blame them not for transgressing (against us); did they not transgress, they would have no reason to ask pardon.

Here is another of his pieces:

A friend begins by visiting another, either to drink wine (with him) or to hear the lute touched (عزْف) by a female musician. Then he visits his friend, either to confide to him his sorrows or to complain of the rigours of Fortune.

In another piece he says:

How much have I suffered from thy saying this and that; from thy wavering promises and long delays. A week passes over and a month, whilst I expect thee, morning and evening. If I miss obtaining kind treatment from you, I shall act with exemplary patience. Love increases by regular gradation, but thus also does it disappear. Take care! think not thyself safe from the vicissitudes of Fortune; she attacks the powerful and leaves them abased. Methinks I see the beauty of thy face receive from (approaching) wrinkles the order to depart (3), and that, in thy fickleness, thou exchangest light for darkness; a very bad exchange! (People, then, on seeing thy figure, would never) think it had once been as slender as a wand and (that thy swelling forms had been like) rounded sand-hills. When that happens, he whom thou hast not favoured will rejoice in thy misfortune, but he who obtained thy favours will still be for thee a friend.

By the same:

I looked at the moon and the face of my beloved; and, to my sight, they seemed two moons. Such was my embarrassment that I could not distinguish the human moon from the moon of night. Were it not for the two cheeks which I kissed and the blackness of the hair which charmed me, I should have taken the moon for the beloved and the beloved for the moon. But one sometimes disappears and the other remains always (with us); and what disappears cannot be compared to what remains.
Ahmad Ibn Mansûr an-Nûshari states that al-Khubbârizzi recited to him the following lines, as being of his own composition:

The beloved passed the night with me as a boon compatriot; ebriety had tinged her cheeks and, when the morning appeared, languor (âœ) began to tinge her eyes. My eyes then lent their sleep to hers and obtained, in return, the pleasure of gazing on her charms. Thanks be to fortune; how well it favours me (in my plans) against her!

The Khatib states, in his history of Baghdad, that Abû Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad al-Akîfî of Basra made the following relation: “I went out, one holyday vacation, with my uncle Abû Abd Allah al-Akîfî the poet, and we had with us Abû ’l-Husain Ibn Lenkek, Abû Abd Allah al-Mufajjâ and Abû ’l-Hasan as-Sabbâk. I, though a boy, accompanied them. They walked on till they came to the place where Nasr al-Khubbârizzi was and found him making bread for a set (of people who were waiting). We sat down in his shop, wished him a happy holyday and asked him how he was getting on. He had just lighted some dry palm-leaves under the oven and had put on so much fuel that (my companions) were inconvenienced by the smoke. As we found the smoke to augment, we all rose up (to depart), on which Nasr said to Ibn Lenkek: ‘When shall I see you again? Abû ’l-Husain!’ The other replied: ‘When my clothes are soiled.’ He had put on that day new clothes, as white and as clean as could possibly be, because he wished to appear well dressed during the festival. We then went to the street of the Bani Samura and, when we reached the house of Ahmad Ibn al-Muthanna, Ibn Lenkek sat down there and said: ‘My friends! the station we made at Nasr’s cannot fail offering him a subject on which he will have something to say; I wish to anticipate him; bring me an inkhorn.’ He then wrote these lines:

“I have in my heart so great a love for Nasr that I surpass therein all my companions. When we went to him, he fumigated us, in guise of incense, with dry leaves which tinged our clothes with smoke. I rose in haste, thinking he meant, by that, to drive us away; and he said: ‘When shall I see you again? Abû ’l-Husain!’ to which I answered: ‘When my clothes are soiled.”

These lines he sent to Nasr, who immediately dictated an answer to them.

We read his reply, which was expressed in these terms:

“On Abû ’l-Husain I bestowed my sincerest love, and he mocked me with sweet words. When he came, his clothes were as (white as) the hair of old age, but (with me,) they
"became dark like the hair of a youth. I thought that, when he sat down with me, he was "going to a wedding, and I therefore generously perfumed his garments, saying: 'When shall "I see you again? Abū 'l-Husain!' He replied: 'When my clothes are soiled.' If the "dislike of dirtiness (5) be meritorious, why did the Legatee receive the surname of dusty-
"face (6)?'"

The Khālidītes, Abū Bakr Muhammad and Abū Othmān Saīd (vol. II. p. 337), relate, in the work called al-Hadayd wa 't-Tuhaf (offerings and gifts), that al-
Khubzāruzi sent to Ibn Yazdād, the governor of Basra, a signet-stone and, with it, the following note:

Were many times the double of what I sent you laid at your feet, it would make as little appearance as the presents offered by Balkis (the queen of Sābīl) to Solomon. But I do it only to try you: if you are pleased with it, we shall know evidently that you are pleased with me.

Mentioning one thing brings on another: I found in the same work an amusing anecdote which I am induced to insert here. There was at Ispahān a man remarkable for his wealth, his munificence and the nobleness of his character. His name was Simāk Ibn an-Nomān. A female musician of that city, whose name was Omm Amr and who was distinguished for her talent and her merit, inspired him with a violent passion; and his infatuation for her became so great that he bestowed on her a number of farms and sent her a mule loaded with the deeds by which he transferred to her these estates. This gave rise to much talk among the public and excited great astonishment. There was then in Ispahān a man of heavy apprehension and remarkable for dulness, who was in love with another female musician. When he heard of what had passed, he imagined, through his ignorance and his feeble intelligence, that Simāk had merely given to Omm Amr a quantity of (parchment) skins with nothing written on them and that presents of such a kind were always well received and had a great effect on the person to whom they were sent. He therefore purchased enough of skins to load two mules, so that his gift might be doubly as great as Simāk’s, and sent them to her he loved. When she received them and learned what it meant, she was filled with anger against her admirer and wrote him a severe letter in which she declared that she would never speak to him again. In this missive she inserted the following lines which she had got a poet to compose for her:

The person who revolts against you will never submit to you again. I declare that your
wish to gain my affection shall always be vain. You have brought disgrace on the whole class of lovers by the vileness of your act. Tell me! who would be capable of sending skins to his mistress except you? I suppose that, in doing so, you meant to imitate Simâk. But he sent to Omm Amr farms with their title-deeds, and you sent me things which stunk as if you had made use of them to wipe your mouth. Why should I consent to have you near me? blockhead that you are! I have no wish to see you except I were to cut up those skins (into straps and wear them out) upon your shoulders.

I transcribe here another anecdote which I found in the same work: Al-Labbâdi the poet set out from one of the towns of Adarbâijn for another. He was mounted on an excellent colt belonging to himself. A great sterility had prevailed in the country during that year. On the road, he met with a young man, riding on an ass. Let us give the remainder of the story in Al-Labbâdi's own words: "I found that he had received a good education and could recite poems; he was, besides, light-hearted, prompt at repartee and skilled in argument. We travelled together the rest of the day and, in the evening, we arrived at a khan (caravanserai) situated on the road. I asked from the master of it if he could give us anything to eat, and he declared that he had nothing remaining in his establishment. I talked with him for some time and cajoled him so well that he at length brought me two cakes of bread, one of which I reserved for myself, and the other I gave to my fellow-traveller. The uneasiness I felt for my colt, lest it should pass the night without feeding, was greater than what I felt for myself; so I asked the master of the khan if he had any barley. He replied that he had not a single grain. I told him to go and look for some and that I should pay him for his trouble. He went out and, after remaining a long time absent, he returned and informed me that he had discovered two makkâk's (quarts) of it, but that the owner had sworn, under the penalty of divorcing his wife, that he would not let them go for less than a hundred dirhems (fifty shillings). On this I said: "Since there is an oath made to divorce, discussion is useless; here are fifty " dirhems; go and bring me one makkâk." He did so, and I gave it to my colt, after which, I resumed my conversation with the young man, whose ass was standing (in the court), with nothing to eat. My companion remained some time with downcast eyes and then said: "Listen, may God favour you! to some verses which " have just come to my mind. "Let us have them," said I, and he recited as " follows:

My verses, Sir! are much inferior to yours, for my poetic talent does not come up even to
your skill in prose. In what I have recited, I merely displayed before you what was, in reality, a single drop compared to your ocean. You conversed with me familiarly, raised my spirits and treated me kindly; you paid attention to my state before thinking of your own. I now wish to ask a favour which, if you grant it, will render me your encomiast and your grateful servant for ever: I have partaken of your hospitality; let my ass share in that of your colt."

I laughed and excused myself for having neglected the animal; so, I purchased for it the other makkāk, at the price of fifty dirhems." — But, after all, we have digressed from our subject. The anecdotes and stories related of Nasr are very numerous. He died, A. H. 317 (A. D. 929-30), but this date is suspicious, for the Khālīfah states, in his History, that Ahmad Ibn Mansūr an Nūshari, the same of whom we have already spoken, learned from him (some pieces of verse) in the year 325.

— The word āruzzi, forming the latter part of the surname Khubzādruzzzi, varies in its pronunciation, because it comes from a root which has six different forms, namely: uruzz (rice), uruzz, urz, uruz, runz, and runz. Nasr received this surname because he practised the trade of a rice-bread baker, as we have already stated towards the commencement of this notice. — Lenkek is a Persian word and the diminutive of the adjective lenk (lame). The Persians form their diminutives by adding the letter k to the end of the word. — Mirbad is the name of a well-known public place in Basra. The word itself signified any place where camels and other animals are shut up, but it became a proper name, applied to the place in Basra.

(1) Ath-Thalāibi, in his Yatīma, gives some passages from Ibn Lenkek’s poems and praises the author highly for his talent. He informs us that Ibn Lenkek was considered as the most accomplished literary scholar of Basra.

(2) See vol. i. Introduction, page xxxvi.

(3) For obvious reasons I give the signification of wrinkles to the word ٔٔٔ. The expression ar-raḥil’a! ar-raḥila! means: get ready to start!

(4) I read, with one of the MSS. أَلْجَمَّار. For the signification of this word see De Sacy’s Harbri, p. 637, l. 20.

(5) The true reading is al-taṣrīr.

(6) According to the Shi‘ites, Muhammad appointed Ali Ibn Abī Ta‘lib to be his successor; whence they gave to the latter the surname of al-Wasl (the legatee). Abū Turdā (the father of dust, dusty face) was the nickname by which Muhammad designated Ali on account of his piety and frequent prostrations.
Abū 'l-Murhaf Nasr, a celebrated blind poet, was the son of Mansūr Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Jaushan Ibn Mansūr Ibn Humaid Ibn Ithāl Ibn Wazar Ibn Attāf Ibn Bishr Ibn Jandal Ibn Obaid ar-Rāi Ibn Hussain Ibn Moawia Ibn Jandal Ibn Katan Ibn Rabi'a Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Hārith Ibn Numair Ibn Aāmir Ibn Sāsā Ibn Moawia Ibn Bakr Ibn Hawāzin Ibn Mansūr Ibn Ikrima Ibn Khasafa Ibn Kais Ailān Ibn Modar Ibn Nizār Ibn Maadd Ibn Adnān. When a boy, he went (from ar-Rakka) to Baghdad and there he continued to reside up to the day of his death. He learned the Koran by heart, studied the system of jurisprudence drawn up by Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (vol. I. p. 44) and heard traditions delivered by the kādī Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Bākı al-Ansārī, Abū 'l-Barakāt Abd al Wahhab Ibn al-Mubarak al-Anmātī (1), Abū 'l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Nāsir (2) and other masters. His literary studies were made under Abū Mansūr al-Jawālīki (p. 498 of this vol.). He composed and recited poems in which he eulogized the khilifs, the vizirs and the grandees; he taught traditions and lead a life of devotion and self-mortification. His poetry, of which there exists a collection, has all a good tendency. The kādīb Imād ad-din (p. 300 of this vol.) cites some of his verses in the Khārtā and assigns to him the genealogy which we have given above. “It was from his lips,” said he, “that I learned it.” The Obaid ar-Rāi (3) who is mentioned in that list was the celebrated poet whose diwān we possess and who waged such a war of satires against Jarir (vol. I. p. 294). Abū Murhaf (Nasr) lost his sight from the small-pox, at the age of fourteen years. Imād ad-din cites the following extract from one of his poems:

Think you that, after our union, now dissolved, we shall ever meet again, and that I shall no longer have to apprehend the fearful vicissitudes of Fortune? (Think you) that, after our mutual estrangement, (the aspect of) our camping-spots and pasture-grounds in Najd will again assuage (my grief)? I well remember the time, now past and gone, when we were all closely united at Alman al-alamain! I have been unable to suppress the flow of my tears; tears obey not the (lover’s) will when he suffers from passionate desire. My heart impels me towards (the beloved) Khansā, but, between us, a vast extent (of desert) intervenes. Of things which I dread, that which my heart fears the most is the sight of the lightning when it flashes over the land of Najd (4). Long separation from my friends has loaded me with a burden which I am unable to support.
His poetry is remarkable for delicacy of thought and elegance of style. When at Baghdad he remained exclusively attached to Aûn ad-din Yahya Ibn Hubaira, a vizir whose life we shall give, and composed poems in his praise. He was born at ar-Rakka, on Tuesday evening, the 13th of the latter Jumâda, 501 (29th Jan. A. D. 1108); he died at Baghdad on Tuesday, the 25th of the latter Rabi, 588 (13th May, A. D. 1192), and was interred (outside) the gate called Bâb Harb.—Numairi is a patronymic referring to the Numair Ibn Aâmir whose name is mentioned towards the beginning of this article. The other names are sufficiently known (to dispense us from indicating their orthography).

(1) The hâfiz Abû 'l-Barakât Abd al-Wahhâb al-Anmâti was a native of Baghdad. He died in the month of Muharram, 538 (July-August, A. D. 1143).

(2) The hâfiz Abû 'l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Nâsir as-Salâmi, an inhabitant of Baghdad and one of the greatest traditionists of Irâk, died in the month of Shaâbân, 559 (Oct. A. D. 1158).

(3) For this poet see de Sacy’s Anthologie grammaticale, pages 134, 458.

(4) This perhaps means: because it draws my attention towards that country and awakens painful recollections.

---

IBN KALAKIS.

Abû 'l-Futûh Nasr Allah Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Makhlûf Ibn Ali Ibn Abd al-Kâwi Ibn Kalâkis al-Lakhami al-Azhami al-Iskanderâni (an Arab of the tribe of Lakham, a descendant of al-Âzhar and a native of Alexandria), bore the title of al-Kâdi 'l-Aazz (the worshipful kādi) and was noted as a poet. In that art, he displayed great ability, talent and genius. He had so little beard that his face was quite bare and, for that reason, verses were composed against him, which I abstain from mentioning on account of their indelicacy. He was a constant companion of the shaikh Abû Tâhir as-Silâfi (vol. I. p. 86) and profited greatly by his intercourse with that eminent hâfiz. The collection of his poetical works contains some pieces in which he makes
brilliant eulogiums of his friend, Abū Tāhir who, on his side, spoke of him frequently in the highest terms and emulated with him in the career of mutual praise. Ibn Kalākis went to pay his court to al-Kādi 'l-Fādil Abd ar-Rahim (vol. II. p. 111), taking with him a kastda in which the name of that vizir was introduced so as to form the rhyme of one of the verses: The piece is of the highest beauty and begins thus (1):

What harm would it do that gazelle (nymph, maiden), were she not to leave (us), and were (she to hear) one wounded (lover) console with another? (What harm) to one whose society is a paradise, were she not to see him whom she rejected suffering from (torments like those of) hell? As long as I courted her, (that slender waist, like to) a pliant branch in a garden, enfeebled my body (by the passion it inspired me), so that I became (a mere breath, like) the zephyr (of that garden). She, with the beauty-spot (rakīm) on her cheek, slumbered, neglectful of (her) sleepless (lover); but sleep was always most suitable for those who had Rakīm (2). Why should a gazelle (maidens) not remain (saram) (with us)? Have I not heard (grammarians say,) as (an exemple of) relation: "The gazelle of the desert (sārim) (3). How often did a censor continue (her reproaches) as long as night endured; a being (bahīma) with whom I passed in conviviality many a gloomy (bahīm) night! I allowed her to anger me uncontrolled, for a man should be mild when angered by his fellow-creature. I said to her, when she passed all bounds and whilst my heart was in grievous torture: "Excuse a heart which, through an effect of love, wanders, like a poet, in every valley (4)." How often (did I long for) that wine of which her mouth was the cup and of which the smell could not suffice me but the taste! I tried to absorb it from her lips and said: "This is really the liquor of Paradise (5)!" She opened her mouth, in smiling, and disclosed (teeth like) the white flowers of the hill, or like pearls ranged on a necklace; or (as if) she had received with approbation the (poem now) received by al-Fādil Abd ar-Rahim.

Ibn Kalākis frequently removed from one country to another and, alluding to his fondness for travelling, he used to say:

Men are numerous (أكثر كأس), but I am destined to keep company with sailors only and with āmel-drivers.

Towards the close of his life, he went to the city of Aden, in Yemen, and sung the praises of Abū 'l-Faraj Yāsir, the son of Abū 'n-Nada Bilāl Ibn Jarīr al-Muham- madi and vizir to Muhammad and Abū 's-Saūd, the sons of Amrān Ibn Muhammad Ibn ad-Dāi Sabā Ibn Abi 's-Saūd Ibn Zuraiā Ibn al-Abbās al-Yāmī, sovereigns of that country (6). He was generously treated by Yāsir and, having obtained from him gifts sufficiently ample to make him a rich man, he took ship and departed. The vessel was wrecked on the island of an-Nāmūs, near Dahlak, and every thing he had
with him went to the bottom. This occurred on Friday, the 5th of Zu 'l-Kaada, 563 (11th August, A. D. 1168). He returned to his patron in a state of nudity and recited to him the poem which begins thus:

When we departed, generosity called us back, and we returned to thy residence; returning (from evil ways) is highly meritorious.

This is an excellent kasda, as that single verse is sufficient to prove. He then recited to him another poem in which he spoke of his shipwreck; it begins by these lines:

Travel, if you wish to acquire real worth; it is by travelling that the crescent becomes a full-moon. Water, whilst it runs, acquires good qualities; when it settles, it becomes corrupt. It is by removing (from their place) that precious pearls pass from the sea to the necks (of the fair). You who relate the history of Yásir, without knowing by experience his real merit! read, if you know how, in the nobleness of his visage, the (open) volume of expectations (fulfilled). Kiss the fingers of his right hand and say: "Hail to thee who art an ocean (of generosity)!" But I mistake, God pardon me! in comparing him to the ocean; he enriched me and it reduced me to indigence. I have found that the one always flows, and that the other (flows and) ebbs.

It is a long kasda and displays all the excellence of the author's talent. The idea in the second verse is borrowed from an expression employed by Badi'a az-Zamàn, the author of the makanda; who inserted it in the beginning of an epistle of which we have spoken in his life (vol. I. p. 113) and in which he says: "When water has long remained at rest, its noxious qualities appear." The idea of the third verse is borrowed from a piece composed by Surr Durr (vol. II. p. 321), in which the author says:

Let your stirrups rattle across the deserts, and leave to maidens the shelter of their curtains. Those who always remain at home are like the inhabitants of the tomb. Did not pearls quit their dwelling-place, they had never mounted from the sea to the necks (of the fair).

The following verses, composed by him on a black slave-girl, offer a very original idea:

I know a negro who is really (worth) a white; near her, the (white) camphor is jealous of the (black) musk. She is like the pupil of the eye: people think it black, but it is all (pure) light.

The good (pieces composed by) Ibn Kalâkis are very numerous. He was born in
the frontier-city of Alexandria, on Wednesday, the 4th of the latter Rabî', 532 (20th Dec. A. D. 1137), and died at Aidâb on the 3rd of Shawâl, 567 (29th May, A. D. 1172). In the month of Shaabân, 563 (May-June, A. D. 1168), he arrived in Sicily and, two years later, he visited Yemen. When in Sicily, he got acquainted with a chief (kâtib) named Abû 'l-Kâsim Ibn al-Hajar (7), by whom he was generously treated and for whom he composed a very good work entitled: *Az-Zâhr al-Bâsim fi âusâf Abî 'l-Kâsim* (the smiling flower, treating of the qualities of Abû 'l-Kâsim). When he left Sicily, with the intention of returning to Egypt, the winter season had set in and the winds drove his ship back to that island. He then wrote to Abû 'l-Kâsim a letter in which he said:

> The winter weather hindered me from arriving at my native place with the ambassador. The winds, which drove me back, came just as I should have wished, although I did not desire them. The ass sometimes stumbles, but that is often through the will of him who hired it out.

There was then in Sicily an ambassador sent there by the sovereign of Egypt. When he took ship to return, Ibn Kalâkis accompanied him, and they were driven back by a storm to the place they sailed from. Ibn Kalâkis then composed the verses here mentioned. The kâtib Imâd ad-Dîn mentions, in his *khârîda*, under the article entitled Ibn Kalâkis, the treatise of which we have spoken above, and gives there some good extracts from that poet's works.—*Kalâkis* is the pluriel of kolâks (colacasia), a word of which the meaning is well known.—*Aidâb* is a small town situated on the (western) shore of the sea of Jidda (the Red sea). The vessels of Egypt sail from thence for Hijâz (with the travellers who arrive at Aidâb) by the road of Kûs. The passage across the sea generally takes a (day an a) night. From Jidda (or Judda) to Mekka there is one day's journey. At Jidda is still to be seen the tomb of Eve, our first mother, which is an object of pilgrimage.—Yâsir was put to death by Shams ad-Dawlat Turân Shâh (vol. I. p. 284) when that prince invaded Yemen (8).

(1) These verses are so intricate in their construction, so full of verbal quibbles and obscure allusions, that it is hardly possible to make them perfectly intelligible in another language.

(2) According to some commentators, the Rakîm of the Koran is the name given to the dog of the Seven Sleepers. See Koran, surât 18, verse 8.

(3) It is very possible that the translator has missed the meaning of this verse.

(4) *Korân*, surât 26, verse 225.

(5) Literally: Zemzem and al-Hatîm; that is, the sacred well and the enclosure of the Temple, at Mekka.
BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.

(6) That is, of Aden and its territory.
(7) This shows that, in Sicily, under William II, the third Norman king, some Muslim chiefs still held a high position.
(8) In the year 569 (A.D. 1173-4), when Shams ad-Dawlat Tūrān Shāh took the city of Aden, the vizir Yāsir was the governor of the place. The historians who speak of this event make no mention of the two princes in whose name he governed.

DIA AD-DIN IBN AL-ATHIR.

Abū 'l-Fath Nasr Allah Ibn Abī 'l-Karam Muḥammad Ibn Muḥammad Ibn Abd al-Karīm Ibn Abd al-Wāḥid as-Shaibānī, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-Athīr al-Jazārī and the title of Diā 'd-Dīn (the light of religion), was born at Jazīrah 't-Ibn Omar (1) and passed there his early youth. In the month of Rajab, 579 (Oct.-Nov. A.D. 1183) he accompanied his father to Mosul and there he made his studies. Having then mastered the sciences (connected with law and religion), learned by heart the Koran, picked up a great quantity of traditions concerning the Prophet and acquired a fair knowledge of grammar, philology and rhetoric, he learned also such a number of poems that he said, towards the beginning of his work entitled al-Wāṣī 'l-Markūm (the flowered silken tissue): "I learned by heart an immense quantity of ancient and modern poetry, but, afterwards, I limited my studies to the poems of the two members of the tribe of Tāt, Habīb Ibn Aūs,"—he means Abū Tammām (vol. I. p. 348),—"and Abū Obāda al-Bohtori (2), as also to those composed by Abū 't-Taŷīb al-Mutanabbi (vol. I. p. 102). I committed to memory all the poetical work of these three authors and often studied them through during a number of years, till I obtained the faculty of expressing correctly my ideas and succeeded in acquiring such habits of application as became for me a (second) nature." My sole motive in giving this passage is to shew how essential it is for a scribe who is engaged to draw up epistles (official dispatches) that he should closely apply to the decomposing of poetry (into prose) and make that practise the main basis of his art. Diā ad-Dīn, having thus obtained possession of all the qualifications (requisite for a secretary of state), proceeded to the court
of Salâh ad-Din (Saladin), in the month of the first Rabî, 587 (April, A. D. 1191) and, in the month of the latter Jumâda of the same year (June-July,) he was attached to the service of that sultan by al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil (vol. II. p. 111). He continued with Salâh ad-Din till the month of Shauwâl of that year (Oct.-Nov.), when al-Malik al-Afdal Nûr ad-Din Ali (vol. II. p. 353), the son of Salâh ad-Din, asked permission from his father to take him (Dîâ ad-Dîn) into his service. The sultan gave the latter his choice of remaining where he was or of passing into the service of the prince, and told him, at the same time, that the pension (mâlûm) already granted to him should be (in each case regularly) continued. Dîâ ad-Dîn decided on going with al-Afdal, who was then a young man, and was appointed by that prince to the post of vizir. Under such a patron, his circumstances became greatly improved. Al-Malik al-Afdal, having obtained for himself the kingdom of Damascus, on the death of his father, Salâh ad-Din, chose Dîâ ad-Dîn for his grand-vizir. All public affairs were then referred to the latter's direction and, in every circumstance, the highest confidence was placed in his ability. When Damascus was taken from al-Afdal, that prince removed to Sarkhad, as we have already stated in his life, and, as Dîâ ad-Dîn had been on bad terms with the inhabitants of the former place, they now resolved on putting him to death; but the chamberlain, Mahâsin Ibn Ajam, got him out of danger by locking him up a trunk and carrying him secretly out of the city. Dîâ ad-Dîn then went to join his master and afterwards accompanied him to Egypt, whether that prince had been called in order to act as the nâib (lieutenant) of his nephew, al-Malik al-Mansûr. We have spoken of these events in our article on al-Afdal, and that dispenses us from repeating our account of them here. Al-Malik al-Aâdîl having proceeded to Egypt (see vol. II. p. 354), took that country from his nephew al-Afdal, who received in exchange the government of as-Sharkiya (Irâk and Mesopotamia) and set out for that province. Dîâ ad-Dîn did not follow in the train of attendants, because he was afraid of being assassinated by a band of fellows who were waiting for him. He afterwards succeeded in leaving the city under a disguise, and he has given an account of his evasion in a long letter the text of which may be found in the work (diwân) which contains his epistolary correspondence. He stayed away for some time from his master al-Malik al-Afdal and did not return to his service till that prince had established his authority in Sumaisât. He then remained with him till the month of Zû 'l-Kaada, 607 (April-May, A. D. 1211), when he passed into the service of al-Malik az-Zâhir Ghâzi (vol. II. p. 443), sovereign of Aleppo and al-Afdal's
brother. Soon after, he left his new master, in a moment of anger, and returned to Mosul, but, being unable to make his way there, he proceeded to Arbela, where he was equally unsuccessful. From that he went to Sinjar and then, again, to Mosul. Having decided on fixing his residence there, he got employed by the governor of that city as a writer of dispatches. This prince, whose names were Nasr ad-Din Mahmud, and who was the son of al-Malik al-Kahir Izz ad-Din Masud, the son of Nur ad-Din Arslan Shah (vol. I. p. 174), had then for atabek (guardian) the emir Abu 'l-Fadil An-Nuri. This took place in the year 618 (A.D. 1221). I went more than ten times from Arbela to Mosul, where Diya ad-Din was residing, and tried to get introduced to him; because I knew that he had been the intimate friend of my father and I wished to study something under his tuition. I did not, however, succeed in my project. I subsequently left as-Sharkiyah and went to Syria, where I resided about ten years, and then proceeded to Egypt. Diya ad-Din was still living at that time. I afterwards received at Cairo the news of his death. He composed a number of works which prove the eminence of his talent. That which bears the title of Al-Mathal as-Sair fi ddab al-Kdtib wa'sh-Shair (the Current Proverb, treating of the literary information requisite for prose-writers and poets) forms two volumes and attests the great abilities of the author. In it, he enters into full details and omits nothing which a writer of epistles should know. When he finished it, he read it in public, and allowed it to be written down under his dictation. A copy of it having reached Baghdad, the jurisconsult Izz ad-Din, who was also a man of letters, undertook to criticise it, to refute the author and to point out his errors. The names of this doctor were Abu Hamid Abd al-Hamid Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Abi 'l-Hadiid al-Madaini. He collected his strictures into a volume to which he gave the title of Al-Falak ad-Dair ala 'l-Mathal as-Sair (the Revolving Sphere, directed against the Current Proverb). When the work was finished, he sent it to his brother, Muwaffak ad-Din Abu 'l-Maali Ahmad,—called also al-Kasim,—and received from him a written answer containing these lines:

Sir! you have made on the Current Proverb (a book called) the Revolving Sphere. It is really a revolving sphere which will render your name as well known as a current proverb.

Izz ad-Din (the author of that refutation) was born at al-Madain on Saturday, the 1st of Zul-Hijja, 586 (30th December, A.D. 1190), and died at Baghdad in the year
655 (A. D. 1257). His brother, Muwaffak ad-Din, died at Baghdad in 656 (A. D. 1258), very soon after the taking of that city by the Tartars. Both of them were jurisconsults, men of letters and of talent. They left some good poetry. Muwaffak ad-Din was born in the latter Jumâda (May-June,) or, according to another statement, in the first Rabi (Feb.-March), A. H. 590 (A. D. 1194), at al-Madâin.

—(Dîâ ad-Dîn, the subject of this notice,) is the author of the book entitled Al-Washi 'l-Markâm fi hall al-Manzûm (the flowered silken tissue, treating of (the advantage resulting from) the decomposing of poetry (into prose). This treatise, though concise, is very fine and instructive. He composed also the Kitâb al-Madâni 'l-Mukhtarâ (the book of original ideas), in which he treats of the art of prose composition. This is also an excellent work. Another production of his is a selection of poems from the works of Abû Tammâm, Abû Obâda 'l-Bohtori, Dîk al-Jinn (vol. II. p. 133) and Abû 't-Taiyib al-Mutanabbi. It forms one large volume and may be learned by heart with great advantage (to the student). Abû 'l-Barakât Ibn al-Mustaufi (vol. II. p. 556) says, in his (biographical) History of Arbela: "I found the following verses inscribed, in the hand-writing of Dîâ ad-Dîn, at the end of the book which contains his selection (of poetry):

Employ this treasure really precious; for it is a selection made by a man of prudence and of judgment, to whom all elegancies of style were obedient and who took, at an early age, the right road to poetry."

He left also a diwân of epistles, filling a number of volumes, and out of which a choice of letters has been made, forming one volume. An epistle, which he addressed to his sovereign, after having made a journey in the rainy season and during an intense cold, announces to him that the writer had left his service and contains the following passage: "The rain-cloud pitched its tent over the (land) and let its skirts fall down upon it; making every halting-place detestable and changing every hill into a pond. It trenched the soil with furrows, and converted every (valley-) side into the bank of a river. Methought it wished to rival in copiousness with the bountiful hand of our sovereign and to excel it in the persistance of the torrents which it poured forth. But your humble servant prays God to pardon him for making a comparison so totally devoid of appropriateness; he well knows the difference between that (cloud) which fills the vallies with its waters and that (hand) which over-whelms the assembly with its beneficence. The plant producing
"flowers which the (ardent heats of) summer may cause to disappear, or fruit which
is consumed by autumn, must not be compared to a prince (whose hand) pro-
duces riches sufficient to second (تلغوث) his generous intentions and enables the
flocks to graze during spring and summer in a fertile pasture-ground. Then
(your servant) pursued his journey, suffering from the land and its mud, from
the sky and its rain. It (the sky) was (like thy hand) liberal to excess; it con-
tinued its donations unremittingly till it fatigued (those who received them); it
was so prodigal that its bounty became irksome; and your humble servant now
dreads the glittering of swords much less that the flashes of the lightning. Dur-
ing the fall of these showers, he continued battling (against them), and suffered
affliction from the intensity of their chillness: Receive my salutation!" When
my friend Husâm ad-Dîn Isa 'l-Hâjiri (vol. II. p. 434) heard the passage in which
the writer speaks of suffering affliction from the intensity of cold, he greatly ad-
mired the thought and expressed it again in the following terms:

How painfully cool the water of her lips! I shall complain of its poignancy (even) to those
who blame me (for loving her).

The person who casts his eyes on this verse may probably desire to know rest of the
poem, and, as the piece is short, I think there will be no harm in giving it. Here
it is:

Between the sands of al-Jaza and the river of al-Akîk dwells a person whose (charms) her
lover can never forget. He gathered the plunder of the bee (honey) off the lips of (that maiden)
whose motions are so graceful and whose teeth so bright. If her forehead were not a paradise,
it would not have produced those charming curls (3). How painfully cool the water of her
lips! I shall complain of its poignancy (even) to those who censure me. Strange that in (our
mutual) love, she who is my friend should act towards me like an enemy! Let my life be the
ransom of that gazelle whose slender waist works the same effect as the pliant lance (4).

In our article on an-Nâfis al-Kutrusi (vol. I. p. 147) we have inserted a piece
rhyming in k and containing a verse which offers a similar thought. It is this:

O mouth of the beloved! thou didst consume my heart when I tasted of thy coolness.

But the idea itself originated with Ibn at-Taâwizî (p. 162 of this vol.), who said,
in the well-known kastîda which rhymes in n:

A (liquor) cool and chill from her lips, lights up the ardour (of love), and her languishing
eyes kindle desire.

vol. III. 69
One of Dià ad-Din's dispatches, written in the name of his sovereign to the Grand Diván (ad-Diván al-Aziz, the court of the khalif of Baghdad), contains the following passage: "His (the khalif's) dynasty smiles sweetly, though it derives its name from al-Abbàs (the frowner). It is the best dynasty which was ever produced unto (the eye of) time, and thus also its subjects are the best people ever produced unto mortals. For its livery was chosen the colour of youth (5), which augured that the dynasty would never fall into decrepitude and that it would always continue to enjoy the purest gifts of Fortune, the never-fading love (of the people) and their unceasing affection. The thought here expressed for the first time has for its author the humble servant of the dynasty, one always devoted to its colours; never, till now, was it traced on paper by a pen, and never yet did it revolve with other original ideas in the human mind."—I must, however, declare that Dià ad-Din was wrong in attributing to himself the discovery of this idea, for Ibn at-Taàwizi had already expressed it in a poem rhyming in s and containing the praises of the imám (khalif) an-Násir li-Din Illah Abû 'l-Abbàs Ahmad. He recited it to that prince on the 1st of Zu 'l-Zaâda, 575 (29th March, A. D. 1180), the day of his instalment on the throne of the khalifate. It begins thus:

(The wine) was carried round the company by a cup-bearer (graceful and slender) as the pliant branch of the Aràk tree.

That part of it where the poet brings on the transition offers the passage to which we allude and which we give here:

Alas! the day has brightened up my night (i. e. hoariness has rendered white my black hair); never again shall I enjoy the gloomy night of youth! A time came which changed the tint of my hair and interposed between me and joyful sports. The young girls, on seeing my white hair, turn away and say: "Black is best of raiments; why should it not have the preference, since it is the livery of the sons of al-Abbàs?"

Dià ad-Din certainly added to the idea, but it was Ibn at-Taàwizi who opened the gate and cleared the way; so the other had no difficulty in following the road. A letter in which Dià ad-Din announces the defeat of the infidels (the crusaders?) contains the following description of those who were stripped (by the victors): "They were stripped and, in exchange for their garments, they obtained a raiment of blood. They appeared in the form of naked men, yet their attire was that of people who are dressed. How quickly was sewn for them scarlet clothing; and
"yet it made no folds upon them and had no need of buttons! (6). They received
not this dress till Islamism had put on the livery of victory always to endure.
(Their dress) was woven by the cutting blades of lances, not by the skill of the
artisan; and those who were to wear it had only to wait till the swords entered
into the heads and the necks, and till the spear, straight as the letter alif, en-
 countered the coats of mail (7)." The idea expressed in the beginning of the
passage just mentioned is borrowed from this verse of al-Bohtori:

They were stripped but the blood, shining on their bodies with a scarlet hue, made them
appear as if they were clothed.

Dià ad-Din has given a description of Egypt in a long epistle which contains a
passage on the swelling of the Nile. The idea which he there enunciates and the
terms in which he expresses it are quite novel, having never occurred to any other
person. Here is what he says: "Sweet in its waters, like the gatherings of the bee;
red in its face, so I knew it had slain sterility." I have since discovered that this
highly beautiful thought was borrowed from an Arab (of the desert) who composed a
piece of verse which I here give:

Pity a heart ever appalled by the lightnings of the cloud, as that cloud passes towards the
mountain or over the valley. When its uncovered face appeared red through the murky night,
(I knew full well) that it had murdered sleep.

Dià ad-Din was quite right in taking this idea for himself; having employed it
very skilfully in the passage before us. The same thought is found in a verse com-
posed by Abd Allah Ibn al-Motazz (vol. II. p. 41) on a maiden who had sore eyes:

People said: Her eyes complain (of what they suffer), and I replied: That ailment comes
from having slain so many (lovers); their redness is the blood of her victims, and blood on the
edge of a weapon is an excellent witness (against one who is accused).

The epistles of Dià ad-Din abound in beauties. He used to contend with al-Kàdi
'l-Fàdil in this species of composition: when the latter drew up an epistle, he
indited another on the same subject. They kept up a correspondence, one with the
other, and had frequent conferences on literary matters. He had no great talent
for poetry, and, a proof, I may cite the following verse:

Three things give joy: a cup, a bowl and a goblet. When the wine-skin is pierced for them,
it is pierced for (the dispelling of) care.
He often recited the following verses of Omâra tal-Yamani:

This heart (of mine) was sufficiently enamoured to obey the call of those (friends) who were setting out for a distant land, and not call (on me to detain it). It was certainly a false idea of mine to suppose that, after their departure, it would still remain within my ribs.

His productions abound in beauties, but we have spoken long enough on the subject. Ibn al-Mustaфи mentions him, with high commendation, in the History of Arabela. "He arrived at Arabela," says this author, "in the month of the first Rabi, 611 (July-August, A. D. 1214). He was born in al-Jazira (upper Mesopotamia) in the mouth of Shaabân, 558 (July-August, A. D. 1163), and he died in one of the two months of Jumâda, 637 (Dec.-Jan. A. D. 1239-40) at Baghdad, whither he had been sent on a mission by the sovereign of Mosul. The funeral service was said over him the next morning, in the mosque of the citadel (Jâmê 'l-Kasr) and he was buried near the mausoleum of Mûsa Ibn Jaafar (see page 463 of this vol.), which monument is situated in the Kuraish cemetery, on the west bank (of the Tigris)." Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn an-Najjâr (vol. I. p. 11) states, in his History of Baghdad, that Dîâ ad-Dîn's death took place on Monday, the 29th of the latter Rabi (28th November), of the above mentioned year (1239); and this writer must have known the fact better than any other person, because he cultivated specially this branch of knowledge (biography) and because he (Dîâ ad-Dîn) died among them (the inhabitants of Baghdad). We have already spoken of his two brothers Majd ad-Dîn Abû 's-Saâdât al-Mubârak (vol. II. p. 551), and Izz ad-Dîn Abû 'l-Hasan Ali (vol. II. p. 288). All three were men of talent, merit and eminence, and each of them composed some instructive works. — Dîâ ad-Dîn had a son of great abilities, who wrote very well both in prose and in verse, and composed a number of works, such as compilations, etc. I met with one of these treatises; the author had drawn it up for al-Malik al-Ashraf (p. 486 of this vol.), the son of al-Malik al-Aâdîl Ibn Aiyûb, and, in it, he displayed the highest talent. It contained a great quantity of pieces in prose and verse, composed by himself, and a number of his father's epistles. He was born at Mosul in the month of Ramadân, 585 (Oct.-Nov. A. D. 1189), and he died there on Monday morning, the 8th of the first Jumâda, 622 (18th May, A. D. 1225). His name was Muhammad and his title as-Sharaf (i.e. Sharaf ad-Dîn, nobleness of religion).
(1) See vol. II, pages 389, 388.
(2) His life will be found in this volume.
(3) The translator has purposely avoided giving the literal meaning of this verse. In all the piece he has substituted the feminine pronoun for the masculine.
(4) The effect which the poet means is wounding the heart.
(5) Black is the colour of youth, because, at that age, the hair is dark.
(6) The true reading is رَجْمُ. 
(7) Literally: till the stroke of the spear joined the letter alif to the ldm. The group lâm-alif (ل) is well known to Arabic students. But here the alif means a spear as straight as an alif, and the word lâm means coats of mail.

AN-NADR IBN SHUMAIL.

Abû 'l-Hasan an-Nadr, the son of Shumail, the son of Kharasha, the son of Yazid, the son of Kulthûm, the son of Abda, the son of Zuhair as-Sakb, the poet, the son of Orwa, the son of Halima, the son of Hujr, the son of Khuzâî, the son of Mâzin, the son of Mâlik, the son of Amr, the son of Tamîm, was surnamed at-Tamîmi al-Mâzeni. This grammarian, who was a native of Basra, possessed extensive information in various branches of knowledge. He was veracious and trustworthy (as a traditionist), a perfect master of Arabic jurisprudence and poetry, well acquainted with (the accounts handed down concerning) the battle-days of the (ancient) Arabs, and a relator of traditions (respecting Muhammâd). He was one of al-Khalîl Ibn Ahmad’s pupils (vol. I. p. 493). Abû Obaida (page 388 of this vol.) mentions him in the Kitâb mathâlib ahl il-Basra (treatise on the ignoble acts of the people of Basra) and relates as follows: ‘‘An-Nadr Ibn Shumail, when at Basra, fell into straitened circumstances “and left the place, with the intention of going to Khorâsân. The people of Basra, “to the number of about three thousand persons, escorted him out of the city; and “not a man of them but was either a traditionist, or a grammarian, or a philologer, “or a prosodian, or a historian. When he reached the Mirbad (see p. 535 of this “vol.), he sat down and said: ‘People of Basra! it is painful for me to quit you, “and, by Allah! if I could have found there every day a handful (1) of potherbs, “I would not have left you.’ Not one of the assembly offered to provide him
IBN KHALLIKAN'S

"with the pittance he required. Having arrived in Khorāsān, he settled at Marw "and acquired great wealth."—In our article on Abd al-Wahhāb al-Mālikī (vol. II. p. 165) will be found a similar discourse, pronounced by that kādi on leaving Baghdad.—An-Nadr heard traditions from (the lips of) Hichām Ibn Orwa (2), Ismail Ibn Abī Khālid (3), Hamid at-Tawil (vol. I. p. 176), Abd Allah Ibn Aūn (4), Hichām Ibn Hassān (5) and other Tābiʿs (disciples of Muḥammad's companions). Traditions were given on his authority by Yahyā Ibn Māin (6), Ali Ibn al-Madīnī (7) and other imāms who had an opportunity of meeting him. He visited Naisāpur more than once, resided there for some time and taught (traditions) to the inhabitants. Some curious stories and anecdotes are related of what passed between him and al-Mamūn, the son of Hārūn ar-Rashīd, to whose social parties, at Marw, he was frequently admitted. Al-Harīrī (vol. II. p. 490) has inserted one of them in his Durra tal-Ghawāds, where he says: "Some people employ the expression: (such a thing is) a plug "(saddā) to keep out poverty, but they make a mistake, because the correct pronun- "ciation is siddā. It is stated in the histories of (celebrated) grammarians, that an- "Nadr Ibn Shumail gained eighty thousand dirhems (two thousand pounds sterling) "by teaching the right pronunciation of the word."—He then gives the anecdote and "commences by an īsnād (8) which reaches up to Muḥammad Ibn Fādīh al-Ahwāzī who related as follows: "An-Nadr Ibn Shumail said to me: I used to attend al-Mā- "mūn's conversation parties and, one evening, I went there in a patched cloak. "He (remarked this and) said: 'What is the meaning of such slovenliness? how "dare you appear before the Commander of the faithful in so shabby a dress?' "I answered: 'Commander of the faithful! I am a feeble old man, and the heat "in Marw is very great; so I wear this dress to keep myself cool!'—'Not so!' replied "the khalif, 'you are really a sloven.' We then got up a conversation (9) in which "he brought on the subject of women and said: Hushaim (10) informed me that "Mujālid (11) had mentioned to him that as-Shābī (vol. II. p. 4) had told him that "he heard Ibn Abbās (vol. I. p. 89) relate as follows: The Apostle of God said:
"'When a man marries a woman for her piety and beauty, that is a stopper (sādā) "to keep out poverty.' In relating this tradition, the khalif gave to the word "saddā the pronunciation of sādā. On this I said: 'Commander of the faithful!' "Hushaim would have spoken truly, had he said: 'It was related to me by Aūf "Ibn Abī Jamīla (12), on the authority of al-Ḥasan, the son of Ali Ibn Abī Tālib, "that the Apostle of God had spoken thus: When a man marries a woman for her..."
'piety and beauty, she is a stopper (sidād) to keep out poverty. Al-Māmūn was then reclining on a sofa, but, on hearing my words, he sat up and asked me why I said sidd.' I replied: 'Because sidd, in this tradition, is a fault.—' Do you mean to say,' said he, 'that I have made the fault?' I answered: 'I do not; but Hushaim made it, for he was a very incorrect speaker (lahhdna), and the Commander of the faithful followed what he said.' He then asked me what was the difference between the two words, and I answered: Sadd means the good direction and the right road, in speaking of religion, but sidād means whatever suffices to support life, and every thing which serves as a stoppage to another. 'Do the Arabs (of the desert) know this distinction?' said he. 'They do,' said I; 'here, for instance, is a verse by al-Arji (vol. I. p. 267):'

"They allowed me to perish and what a man have they left to perish! (one who could have served them well) in a day of terror or in the defense (sidād) of a breach."

"On this al-Māmūn exclaimed: 'God's curse on fellows who have no education!' He then remained with down-cast eyes, till at length he said: 'What property (mal) do you possess?' I replied: 'I have, at Marw, a little piece of land, and its feeble drainings (produce) I drink (atasabba) and suck up.' 'Shall I add,' said he, 'to what you have.' I answered: 'Of that I stand greatly in need.' He then took a piece of paper and wrote on it I knew not what. Where he had done, he said: When you make use of the verb atraba (to cover with earth or with wealth), how do you say? I replied: Otrabhu (cover him with earth).' 'Then' said he, 'how do you designate the person so covered?' I answered: 'He is mutrab.' 'And,' continued he, 'if you made use of (the verb derived from) tin (clay) how would you say in the imperative? To this I answered: tinhu (lute or cement him).' 'And' said he, 'the person thus cemented, how would you designate him?' I should employ (the participle) matn. 'On this, he said: 'Better and better! page! earth him and cement him.' He then recited the evening prayer at the head of the assembly and, when he had finished, he said to his attendant: 'Take (this letter) and conduct him to al-Fadl Ibn Sahl (vol. II. p. 472).' When al-Fadl read the paper, he said to me: 'Tell me, Nadir! why has the Commander of the faithful ordered you fifty thousand dirhems?' I informed him of what had passed and disguised nothing. 'Then,' said he, 'you reproved the Commander of the faithful for making a fault of pro-
"'nunciation.—'Not so,' said I, 'the fault was made by Hushaim, who was noted
' for his incorrect pronunciation, and the Commander of the faithful repeated his
' saying exactly, so as is always practised with the sayings of legists and relators
' of historical facts.' Al-Fadl then ordered me thirty thousand dirhems, so that I
" gained eighty thousand by teaching the right pronunciation of a single syllable.'
—The verse given as an example in the preceding recital was composed by Abd
Allah, the son of Amr and the grand-son of (the khalif) Othmân Ibn Affân. He
was celebrated as a poet and had received the surname of al-Arji. Here is the piece
to which it belongs:

They have allowed me perish, and what a man have they left to perish! (one who could have
served them well) in a day of terror or in the defense of a breach! (one so) firm in desperate
conflicts when the lance of death was levelled at his throat! I am dragged every day through
assembled multitudes; o God! what oppression and violence I undergo! (Now I am) as if I
had never been the noblest pearl of their assemblies and as if I did not belong to the family of
Amr. Perhaps the sovereign Lord, who hearkens to the prayers of his petitioners, may deliver
me from bondage; then people shall know my gratitude; those who loved me I shall requite
with honours, and those who hated me shall feel my indignation.

The reason of his composing these verses was, that when Muhammad Ibn Hishâm
Ibn Ismail al-Makhzúmi, (the khalif) Hishâm Ibn Abd al-Malik's maternal uncle,
was governor of Mekka, he cast al-Arji into prison; (meaning thus) to avenge the
honour of his mother al-Jidâ, who belonged to the family of al-Hârith Ibn Kâb and
on whom the poet had composed some amatory verses. It was not through love
that al-Arji had done so, but merely to bring her son to shame. He remained in
prison nine years and died there, after having been beaten with whips by al-
Makhzúmi's order and paraded ignominiously through the market-places. He com-
posed these verses when in prison.—But we have digressed from our subject, so,
let us return to it, and complete our account of an-Nadr Ibn Shumail. Another
anecdote concerning him is related by al-Hariri, in the Durra tal-Ghawwa'ds,
towards the beginning of the work; he says: 'Some people, when speaking to a
'sick man, make use of the expression: May God remove (masah, ـ) your ail-
'ment! It is related that an-Nadr Ibn Shumail, being unwell, received visits of
'condolence from a number of people, and one of them, surnamed Abu Sâlih,
'addressed him in the above-mentioned terms. An-Nadr replied: 'Do not say
'masah with a sin (ـ), but say massah with a sad (ـ), which word signifies
to remove, to disperse. Have you not heard this verse of al-Aasha (vol. I. p. 267):

"As often as the wine frothed in the (cup), the froth went off and disappeared (massah)?

"The man answered: 'Sfn may be sometimes employed instead of sdd, as takes place in the words sirât (road) and sakar (hell)." To this an-Nadr replied: Then your name is Abü Sālīh (13)." Another anecdote of a similar cast is related of a literary man who maintained, in the presence of the vizir Abü 'l-Hasan Ibn al-Furât (vol. II. p. 355) that it was allowable to substitute the sfn for the sdd in every case. On this, the vizir said to him: 'In reading this verse (KorAN, sūrat 13, verse 23): The gardens of eternal abode, into which they shall enter, with those of their ancestors, wives and offspring who were virtuous (sahā); do you pronounce this word with a sdd or a sfn?' The man blushed with confusion and uttered not a word." End of al-Hariri's remarks.—I may here state that the ablest philologers allow the substitution of sdd for sfn in every word wherein the sfn is followed by one of these four letters: tā (ت), khā (خ), ghain (غ) and kāf (ق). You may therefore say sīrāt for sirât, sakkhhara lakum for sakhkhara lakum, massghaba for masghaba, ssaikal for saikal. Take these as examples of a general rule. In the philological works which I have consulted I never met with any observation to the contrary, except in the Sahih of al-Jauhari (vol. I. p. 22), under the root صد, where the author says: "Kutrub Muhammad Ibn al-Mustanir (p. 29 of this vol.) mentions that the family of Bel-Anbar (Ibn al-Anbar), a branch of the tribe of Tamim, change the sfn into sdd when it is followed by any one of these four letters: tā (ت), kāf (ك), ghain (غ) and khā (خ), no matter if one, or two, or three letters intervene. They say sīrāt for sīrât, bassta for bastā, ssai kal for saikal, ssa-

rakt for sarak, massghaba for masghaba, misdagha for misdagha, sakkhhara lakum for sakhkhara lakum, and ssakhab for sakhab." End of al-Jauhari's remarks on this subject (14). Numerous anecdotes might be related of an-Nadr, but concision is to be preferred. He left a great number of works one of which was on the subject of species (?) (al-Ajnāds) and similar to the Gharbât (15); he entitled it Kitāb as-Sifāt (book of descriptions). According to Ali Ibn al-Kūfī (16), the first volume treated of the human frame, beneficence, generosity and the qualities of women; the second volume treated of tents, dwellings, mountains and valleys; the third was wholly devoted to camels; the fourth to sheep, birds, the sun and moon, rivers, the vol. III.
various kinds of milk, truffles (of the desert), wells, cisterns, well-ropes, buckets and descriptions of wine; the fifth contained (passages of poems respecting) corn-fields, the vine, grapes, the names of potherbs and of trees, winds, clouds and rain. His other works were the Kitāb as-Sīdāf (on weapons), the Kitāb khilk al-Faras (on the frame of the horse), the Kitāb al-Anwā (on the lunar mansions), the Kitāb al-Madīnī (on rhetorical figures?), the Kitāb Gharb al-Hadīth (on unusual words occurring in the traditions), the Kitāb al-Mas'dīr (on verbal nouns?), the Kitāb al-Mulkhīl, meant as an introduction to (the study of) al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad's (vol. 1. p. 493) Kitāb al-Atn. An-Nadr died on the last day of Zū'1-Hijja, 204 (16th June, A. D. 820):—some say, on the first day of that month, and some place his death in the year 203. He died at Marw, a town of Khorāsān, which was also his birth-place. He was brought up at Basra and received, for that reason, the surname of al-Basrī.—Nadr, Shumail, Kharasha, Kulthūm, Abda and as-Sakk, are to be pronounced as here indicated. (The poet Zuhair) received the surname of as-Sakk for having composed the following verse:

Through the tent glittered a lightning-flash wide-spread ing (usktāb).

Hālīma has for vowels an a and an ạ. Ibn al-Jauzī (vol. II. p. 96) says in his Kitāb al-Alkāb (book of surnames), in the article Sakk: "That person's real name was Zuhair, the son of Orwa, the son of Julhuma." God knows best which of us is in the right! Julhuma, as here written, designated originally the side of the valley called Julhama or Jalhama, and then became a proper name for men. Huyr takes a u for its vowel. Khuḍā (as a proper name) is similar to the ethnic adjective (which signifies belonging to the tribe of Khuḍā). The remainder of the names (in the genealogy) are so well known that it is needless to fix their orthography.

(1) The arabic word is Kīṭīja. It designates a weight of nearly four pounds.
(2) The life of Hishām is given in this volume.
(3) Ismā'il Ibn Abī Khālid Hormūz, one of the Tābi'īn, or disciples of Muhammad's companions, was a traditionist of the highest authority. He died A. H. 145 (A. D. 763-4).
(5) Hishām Ibn Hassan al-Azdi al-Basrī; this traditionist died A. H. 146 (A. D. 763-4).
(6) The life of Ibn Main will be found in the fourth volume of this work.
(7) In the second volume, page 242, mention has been made of this celebrated doctor. It is said that he was a partisan of the doctrines professed by the Shī'as.
(8) See vol. i. introduction, page xxii.
(9) The text may also signify: we then began to repeat traditions.
(10) See vol. i, page 187, note (7).
(11) Muqaddid Ibn Sahl al-Hamdanî al-Kufî learned traditions from some of the Table. He taught them to other traditionists, but his authority is considered by all the doctors as feeble. He died A. H. 134 (A. D. 751-2).—(an-Nawawi’s Tahdîb.)
(12) Abu Ibn Abi Jamila, surnamed al-Arabî (the Arab of the desert), bore a fair reputation as a traditionist. He died A. H. 146 (A. D. 763-4), or 147.
(13) صلّ means holy and صلى one who discharges his excrements.
(14) The examples given here are most of them taken from the Koran, the correct reading of which is a matter of the highest importance with the Muslims. The sin is our s; the sdd, or sod, is an emphatic s with a dull sound and gives to the following vowel a shade of that pronunciation which is special to the vowel o.
(15) This is probably the philological work compiled by Abu Amr as-Shahînî (vol. i. p. 189) and entitled Gharb al-Musannaf.
(16) According to the author of the Nujum, a person named Ali Ibn Ghannâm al-Kufi died in the year 228 (A. D. 842-3).

THE IMAM ABU HANIFA.

The imâm and jurisconsult, Abu Hanifa an-Nomâne, the son of Thâbit, the son of Zûta, the son of Mâh, was a native of Kûfâ and a client, by enfranchisement, to the tribe of Taim Allah Ibn Thalaba. He belonged to the same family as Hamza az-Zaiyât (vol. i. p. 478), and was a dealer in silk thread. His grandfather, Zûta, was a native of Kâbul, or, as some say, an inhabitant of Bâbel; but, according to other accounts, he was a native of al-Andalus, or of Nasûr, or of Tirmid. It was he who was enslaved (by the Mostim conquerors), and afterwards obtained his liberty. His son, Thâbit, was born a musulman. Ismail, the son of Hammâd and the grandson of Abu Hanifa, made the following statement: ‘I am Ismail, the son of Hammâd, the son of an-Nomâne, the son of Thâbit, the son of an-Nomâne, the son of al-Marzûbân who belonged to a noble family of Persia. God never laid upon us the yoke of slavery. My grandfather was born in the year 80 (A. D. 699-700). Ali (the son-in-law of Muhammad), to whom Thâbit went when a boy, invoked upon
him and his posterity the benediction of God; and we hope that, on Ali's account,
the Almighty will continue to grant us that favour! An-Nomán, the son of al-
Marzubân and the father of Thâbit, was he who, on the day of the autuminal
'equinox (Mihrijân), presented the almond cake to Ali, who said: 'May our Mih-
rijân be every day like this (1).' So it is related by the Khatib (vol. I. p. 75),
in his History (of Baghdad), but God only knows (if the statement be true).—Abû
Hanifa was born so far back that he might have met with four of the Prophet's com-
panions,—namely: Anas Ibn Mâlik (vol. II. p. 587), Abd Allah Ibn Abi Aûfa (2),
who resided at Kûfa, Sahl Ibn Saad as-Sâidi (3) at Medina, and Abû't-Tufail Aâmîr
Ibn Wathila (4), at Mekkâ; but he never saw them nor obtained from any of them
Traditions respecting the Prophet. His disciples, however, say that he met with
a number of the Companions and delivered traditional information on their author-
ity; but, for doctors learned in the science of Traditions, this statement does not
appear well supported. The Khatib says, in his History of Baghdad, that Abû
Hanifa saw Anas Ibn Mâlik, that he took lessons in jurisprudence from Hammâd
Ibn Abi Sulaimân (5), and that he heard traditions delivered by Atâ Ibn Abi Rabâb
(vol. II. p. 203), Abû Ishâk as-Sabî (vol. II. p. 392), Muhârib Ibn Dîthâr (6), al-
Haitham Ibn Habib as-Sarrâf, Muhammad Ibn al-Munkadir (vol. II. p. 119), Nâfi'
(see page 521 of this vol.) the mawla of Abd Allah Ibn Omar, Hishâm Ibn Orwa (7)
and Sammâk Ibn Harb (8). He says also that Traditions were taught on his author-
ity by Abd Allah Ibn al-Mubarak (vol. II. p. 12), Wâkıa Ibn al-Jarrâh (vol. I. p. 374),
the kâdi Abû Yusuf (see next vol.), Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan as-Sâibânî (vol. II.
p. 590) and other doctors. He was a learned man and a practiser (of good works),
remarkable for self-denial, piety, devotion and the fear of God; humble in spirit and
constant in his acts of submission to the Almighty. (The khalif) Al-Mansûr had him
brought from Kûfa to Baghdad in order to appoint him as kâdi, but Abû
Hanifa refused to act. Al-Mansûr then swore that he should act; the other
swore that he would not; the khalif repeated his oath, and so did Abû Hanifa:
On this, the chamberlain, ar-Rabi Ibn Yûnus (vol. I. p. 521) said (to the latter):
"Do you not perceive that the Commander of the faithful has made an oath!"
Abû Hanifa replied: "The Commander of the faithful has ampler means than I for
"expiating an oath not fulfilled (9)." As he persisted in refusing, the khalif sent
him to prison. According to a popular relation, he (the khalif?) passed a number
of days as a counter of bricks in order to expiate his oath; but this story does not
repose on good authority. Here is ar-Rabi's statement: "I saw al-Mansûr enter into a discussion with Abû Hanîfa relatively to the affair of the kâdi ship; and he (Abû Hanîfa) addressed him in these terms: 'Keep the dread of the Lord before your eyes and choose no man for the service of those confided to your care except one who fears God. By Allah! I am not assured of (your) good will; how then can I be assured against (your) anger? If I happen to judge of this matter differently from you, you may perhaps threaten to have me drowned in the Euphrates, unless I accept the office of judge; (even in that case) I should prefer being drowned. You have a multitude of dependants who require to be respected on your account; and, for such a task, I am not fitted.' The khalîf answered and said: 'You lie! you are fitted for it!' Abû Hanîfa replied: 'You have now decided in my favour and against yourself; is it lawful for you to nominate a liar as a kâdi over those whom God has confided to your care?' The khalîf gives other accounts of this affair and says: 'When al-Mansûr had finished the building of his city (Baghdad), he took up his residence there, and (his son) al-Mahdi fixed his abode (in the quarter) on the east side (of the river). (Al-Mahdi), having built the mosque at ar-Rusâfâ, sent for Abû Hanîfa and asked him to act as a kâdi in that place. The other refused, and al-Mahdi said to him: 'If you do not accept, I shall have you flogged till you consent.' Abû Hanîfa accepted and sat in judgment for two days, but no one went to him. On the third day, a coppersmith appeared before him with another man and said: 'This man owes me two dirhems and four daneks (one shilling and a penny) for a brass drinking-cup (and he will not pay me).' Abû Hanîfa said to the other: 'Fear God and reflect on what the coppersmith has said.' (The defendant) replied: 'He has no claim upon me.' The plaintiff being asked what he had to say, answered: 'Let the man swear to the truth of his declaration.' Abû Hanîfa then bade the defendant repeat these words: By God! by him who is the only God! When he saw the man on the point of pronouncing them and taking the oath, he interrupted him, passed his hand into his sleeve, opened his purse and, taking out two dirhems of full weight, he said to the coppersmith: 'Take these two pieces as the price of your cup'. The man examined the money and consented to accept it. Two days later, Abû Hanîfa was taken ill and, six days after, he died.' Yazîd Ibn Omar Ibn Hubâira 'l-Fâzârî (10), when emir over the two Iraks, wished to appoint Abû Hanîfa to the place of kâdi at Kûfa, whilst Marwân Ibn
Muhammad, the last of the Omayyad sovereigns, was still reigning, and, on his refusal, he inflicted on him one hundred and ten strokes of a whip; ten every day. Finding, however, that Abu Hanifa persisted in his resolution, he set him at liberty. When Ahmad Ibn Hanbal spoke of this occurrence, he would shed tears and invoke God's mercy on Abu Hanifa. This took place subsequently to the beating which he (Ibn Hanbal) had received for refusing to declare that the Koran was created.

Isma'il Ibn Hammad (vol. I. p. 469), the grandson of Abu Hanifa, related as follows:

"I passed (one day) through the Kunâsa with my father and, seeing him begin to shed tears, I said to him: 'My dear father! what makes you weep?'. He replied:

"'My dear son! in this place Ibn Hubaira inflicted on my father ten strokes of a whip every day, for ten days, in order to force him to accept the office of kâdi; ' but he would not'."—The Kunasas is an open place at Kûfa.—Abu Hanifa was a handsome man, an agreeable companion, strictly honorable and full of kindness for his brethren. He was of a middle size, or, by another account, rather tall, and his complexion inclined to tawny. No man spoke more elegantly than he, nor with a sweeter tone of voice. The Khatib states, in his history of Baghdad, that Abu Hanifa dreamt that he was digging open the tomb of the Prophet, and sent to consult Ibn Sîrin (vol. II. p. 586), who returned this answer: "The person who had this dream will lay open a science never before discovered."

As-Ŝâфи (vol. II. p. 569) relates as follows: "Mâlik (vol. II. p. 545), being asked if he ever saw Abu Hanifa, replied: 'I did. He was a man of such talent that, if he spoke of this pillar and undertook to demonstrate that it was of gold, he would do so, and adduce good proofs.'" Harmala Ibn Yahya (vol. I. p. 369) relates that as-Ŝâфи said: "There are five men on whom people must rely for the nourishment of their minds: he who wishes to become learned in jurisprudence must have recourse to Abu Hanifa;"—Abu Hanifa was then considered as one of the highest authorities in jurisprudence;—"he who desires to become skilled in poetry must apply to Zuhair Ibn Abi Sulma (11): he who would like to become well acquainted with the history of the Moslem conquests must obtain his information from Muhammed Ibn Ishâk (vol. II. p. 677); he who wishes to become deeply learned in grammar, must have recourse to al-Kisâi (vol. II. p. 237), and he who seeks to be acquainted with the interpretation of the Koran must apply to Mukâtîl Ibn Sulaimân (see page 408 of this vol.)." This anecdote is related by the Khatib, in his History.—"In my opinion," says Yahya Ibn Main (12), "Hamza (vol. I. p. 478)
"is the only man for the Koran-readings and Abû Hanifa the only man for jurisprudence; and I find that every one agrees with me on this point."—Djaafar Ibn Rabia said: "I attended (the lessons of) Abû Hanifa during five years, and I never met a man who would remain silent as long as he; but, when he was questioned concerning (a point of) jurisprudence, he would launch out into a flux of words, copious as a torrent; and, when he discoursed, I remarked that he spoke (sometimes) in an under tone and (sometimes) in a loud one. In the art of drawing conclusions from analogies (kiyds) he was a master of the highest rank." Ali Ibn Aâsim (13) relates as follows: "I went to visit Abû Hanifa and found with him a barber (14) who was about to shorten his hair. He said to the man: 'Cut away those parts only which are turning white.' The other replied: 'Do not insist (on that).' 'Why not?' said Abû Hanifa. 'Because,' said the barber, 'that will increase their whiteness.' 'Well,' said Abû Hanifa, 'cut away those parts which are black; that may perhaps increase their blackness.' When I related this conversation to Sharik (vol. I. p. 622), he laughed and said: 'If ever Abû Hanifa gave up his system of kiyds, he did so with this barber (15)." The following relation was made by Abd Allah Ibn Raja: "Abû Hanifa had for a neighbour, in Kûfa, a shoemaker who worked the whole day and came home, at nightfall, with a piece of meat which he boiled, or a fish which he fried. He would then set to drinking and, when the liquor got into his head, he would begin to sing. The words which he sung were always those:

"They allowed me to perish, and what a man have they left to perish! (one who could have served them well) in a day of terror or in the defense of a breach!"

He would remain drinking and repeating this verse till overcome by sleep. Abû Hanifa, being accustomed to pass his nights in prayer, heard constantly the din of that man's singing. Having perceived, after some time, that the noise had discontinued, he enquired for the man and was informed that he had been taken up by the guard and put into prison. The next morning, when he had finished the prayer of day-break, he got on his mule, went to the emir's (the chief of the police?) and asked admittance. The emir gave orders to introduce him without letting him dismount till he could set his foot on the carpet (which covered the hall). He then seated him in the place of honour, shewed him every mark of attention and asked him what he required. Abû Hanifa answered: 'I have
for my neighbour a shoemaker and, some nights ago, he was taken up by
the guard. Will the emir have the kindness to order that he be set at liberty?
—I will let him out,' replied the emir, 'not only him but all the persons
arrested from that night till this day (16). He then gave orders for their
immediate liberation. Abū Hanifa rode off, and the shoemaker followed him on
foot. On dismounting, he went over to him and said: 'Well, my good fellow!
'did I allow you to perish? (17)' The other answered: 'On the contrary; you
preserved me and fulfilled the duty of a good neighbour; may God reward you!'
He then abandoned his evil ways and never returned to them again.'—Ibn al-
Mubārak related this anecdote: 'I met with Abū Hanifa on the road to Mecca. He
had caused the flesh of a fat young camel to be roasted for his companions and,
as they wished to eat it with vinegar and could find no dish into which they might
pour it oat, they were very much embarrassed. I then saw him make a shallow
hole in the sand, spread over it the sofra (or leathern hide in which the provisions
are packed up) and pour the vinegar into the concavity. Being thus enabled to
eat their roast-meat with vinegar, they said to him: 'All you do is well done.'
He replied: 'Address your thanks to God, for it was on your account that he, out
of his bounty, sent me this inspiration.' The same Ibn Mubārak related that he
once said to Sofyān ath-Thaurī (vol. I. p. 576): 'Abū Abd Allah! I never saw a
man less given to backbiting than Abū Hanifa; never did I hear him speak ill
of the absent.' Sofyān replied: 'By Allah! he is too wise to allow that his good
qualities should be overcome by another quality which would destroy them.'
—Abū Yūsuf (18) related as follows: 'Abū Jaafar al-Mansūr sent for Abū Hanifa, on
which the chamberlain ar-Rabī, who bore great ill-will towards the latter, said:
'the Commander of the faithful! this Abū Hanifa maintains an opinion contrary to
that which was held by Ibn Abbās, your ancestor, who said that when a man takes
an oath and puts restrictions to it, one or two days after, his restrictions are
valid. Now Abū Hanifa teaches that restrictions are not valid unless enounced
simultaneously with the oath.' On hearing this, Abū Hanifa said: 'Commander,
of the faithful! ar-Rabī now asserts that the oath of fidelity towards you, which
was taken by your troops, may not be binding.'—'How so!' (said the khalif).—
'Because,' answered Abū Hanifa, 'when they went back to their dwellings, they
might have made such restrictions as rendered the oath null.' Al-Mansūr laugh-
ed and said to ar-Rabī: 'I advise you to avoid hereafter attacking Abū Hanifa.'
"When the latter retired, ar-Rabi said to him: 'You meant to bring about the shedding of my blood.'—'No,' replied Abû Hanîfa, 'but you meant to bring about the shedding of mine, and I saved not only myself but you!''—Abû 'l-Abbâs at-Tûsî bore great ill-will to Abû Hanîfa, a fact of which the latter was well aware; one day, on seeing him enter into al-Mansûr's presence-chamber, where there was a numerous assembly, he said to himself: 'I shall have his life taken this very day.' He then turned towards him and said: 'Tell me, Abû Hanîfa! if a man be ordered by the Commander of the faithful to behead another man without knowing anything about his conduct, is it lawful for him to obey?' Abû Hanîfa answered: 'Tell me, Abû 'l-Abbâs! does the Commander of the faithful order what is right or what is wrong?' The other replied: 'He orders what is right.'—'Well,' said Abû Hanîfa, 'let right be done and no questions asked.' He then said to those who were near him: 'That man thought to have me cast into bonds, but I shackled him.'—Yazîd Ibn al-Kumait relates the following anecdote: 'Abû Hanîfa stood in great awe of the Lord, and, one night, the muezzin, Ali Ibn al-Hasan, recited to us the chapter of the Earthquake (Coran, sourat 99), after finishing the ashd prayer (19), and Abû Hanîfa was behind him. Where the congregation withdrew, I looked and saw Abû Hanîfa seated on the floor, in profound meditation and uttering deep sighs. So I said: 'I shall go away, for he minds me not.' On departing, I left the lamp burning, and in it was very little oil. The next morning, after daybreak, I returned back and found him standing, with his hand clutched on his beard and saying: 'O Thou who givest a reward even for an atom's weight of good-works! O Thou who punishest, even for an atom's weight of evil-deeds! protect thy servant, an-Nomân, from the fire (of Hell) and deliver him from the evil which conducts thereto! Permit him to enter into the greatness of thy mercy!'—I then pronounced the call to prayer, whilst the lamp was still burning and he standing. When I went in, he asked me if I came to take away the lamp. I answered: 'I have just made the call to morning prayer.' On this, he told me not to speak of what I had seen, and made a prayer of two rakas (20). He then remained seated, till the public prayer began, and he joined in it, that morning, without having made any ablution since the preceding evening (21).''—Asad Ibn Amr (22) states that, according to accounts handed down respecting Abû Hanîfa, he always said the morning prayer without making any other ablution than that vol. iii.
of the prayer on the previous evening; "and this, said he, continued during forty "years." He spent the night in reciting the whole of the Koran, whilst making a single raka, and his sobsings were so loud that the neighbours would pray God to have pity on him.—It has been handed down that, in the place where he died, he had recited the entire Koran seven thousand times. Ismail, the son of Hammâd and the grandson of Abû Hanîfâ, relates that he heard his father say: "When my "father died, we asked al-Hasan Ibn Omâra to take charge of washing the corpse, "which he did. When he had finished, he exclaimed: 'May God have mercy "on you and pardon your sins! you never, for thirty years back, took a morning's "meal, and never, for forty years back, did you pillow your head on your right "hand during the night! you have (outdone and) fatigued those who strived to "follow your example, and brought down disgrace upon the Koran-readers.'" The anecdotes told of Abû Hanîfâ's merit and of his decisions are very nu-
merous; the Khâtib has inserted many of them in his History (of Baghdad) but, to those, he has subjoined others which it would have been fitter for him to omit and not to notice; for no doubt can be entertained respecting the sincere religious convictions, the piety and the discretion of an imâm such as he. Never was any thing reproached to him but his insufficient acquaintance with Arabic grammar. As an example of his faults in that line, they tell us that the grammarian and Koran-reader, Abû Amr Ibn al-Âlâ (see vol. II. p. 399), asked him, one day, if the slaying of a man with a heavy object necessitated retaliation or not, and received an answer in the negative, conformably to Abû Hanîfâ's own system of jurisprudence and in opposition to the system established by as-Shâfî. Abû Amr then said to him: "What say you if a man slay another with a stone shot from a ballista?" and he replied: "Not even if he slew him with (a stroke of) Abd Kubais!" which is the name of the mountain overhanging Mekka. To palliate this fault of his (23), it was said that he spoke so conformably to the doctrine of those who teach that the six words of the language which are (usually) declined by a change of letters (24) and which are доб (his father), akhâh (his brother), hamâh (his brother-in-law), fuh (his mouth), hanûha (her matrix), and (zul in the expression) zu mâl (possessing wealth), should take the dâl (a) in the nominative, the genitive and the accusative cases. In proof of their opinion they cited this verse (of an ancient poet):

Her father and the father of her father (23) attained to the highest point of excellence.
This is one of the proverbs peculiar to the inhabitants of Kūfa and, as Abū Hanifa belonged to that city, he conformed to its dialect.——This digression has led us from our subject, but discourse is liable to deviations and one matter brings on another.——Abū Hanifa was born A. H. 80 (A. D. 699-700); other accounts give the years 70 and 61, but the first date is the surest. He died in the month of Rajab (August), or of Shābān, according to another statement, and in the year 150 (A. D. 767); some say 151 or 153, and on the 14th of the month of Rajab, but the date given first is right. He died in the prison at Baghdad, having been confined there in order that he might consent to fill the place of kāddī, and that he would not do. This is the more authentic account, for some say that he did not die in confinement. According to another relation his death took place on the day of as-Shāfī’s birth. He was buried in the Khaiyurān cemetery, and his tomb, which is a well-known monument, is much frequented by pious visitors.—Zūta is a Nabatean name.—Kābul is a place of great note, in India. It has produced a number of remarkable men, some of them distinguished for learning, and all of them bearing the surname of al-Kābulī.——As for Bābel and al-Annār, these names are so well-known that it is needless to mark their pronunciation.—Sharaf al-Mulk Abū Saad Ṭanṭūs ibn Ṭanṭūs al-Khvārezmi, who was secretary of state under the reign of the Saljuq sultan, Malak Shāh, erected a chapel and dome over the tomb of Abū Hanifa and, close to it, he built a large college for the instruction of students in hanefite law. When the work was finished, he rode out to inspect it with a numerous retinue of men high in office. Whilst he was there, the shartf Abū Ja‘far Masūd, the same who was generally known by the surname of al-Bayyādī (see page 353 of this vol.), went up to him and recited to him extempore these lines:

Saw you not how science remained disconnected, till it was embodied by him who is now hidden in this tomb. Thus also was this spot of earth: it remained sterile, till the generosity of his excellence Abū Saad gave it new life.

For this impromptu the poet received an ample reward. Abū Saad built also a college at Marw and a number of ribāts (vol. I. p. 159) and caravanserais in the deserts. He was noted for the great number of his charitable foundations. Towards the close of his life, he left the service of the state and confined himself to his house, but was then frequently applied to for advice on public affairs. He died in the month of Muharram, 494 (Nov.-Dec. A. D. 1100) at Ispahan. Abū Hanifa’s
mausoleum and the dome over it were erected by Abū Saad in the year 459 (A. D. 1066-7).—I stated (p. 231 of this vol.), in the life of Alp Arslân, the father of the sultan Malak Shāh, that it was he (Alp Arslân) who erected the mausoleum over the grave of Abū Hanifa, and so I found it recorded in a historical work; but I do not now recollect from what book I took my information. I discovered afterwards that the person who built the chapel and the dome was Abū Saad; but it is probable that he only presided over its erection as being Alp Arslân's representative, a very usual thing with sovereigns and their lieutenants. It was for this reason that the construction of the monument was attributed to Alp Arslân during that sovereign's lifetime. This is indicated by the date of the construction, which falls within the reign of that sovereign and by the fact that Abū Saad was then acting as his secretary of state. Abū Saad remained in office after the accession of Malak Shāh. Those observations I make for the purpose of reconciling the two statements.

(1) This anecdote appears to have been preserved on account of the strange manner in which Ali pronounced the Persian word Mihrjdin. It is reproduced in the Nasn al-Jumdn, a work written by Ibn Dukmâk and containing a long and most interesting notice on Abū Hanifa, with a chronological account of the doctors who professed his system of jurisprudence. See MS. of the Bib. Imp., ancien fonds, no. 741, fol. 29.

(9) Abū Allah Ibn Abī Aūfa Aīkama al-Astami, one of the musulmans who emigrated to Medîna, at the time of the persecution, took a share in the war against the Beni 'n-Nadr and the Beni-Karîza. On the death of Muhammad, he removed from that city to Kûfa, were he died, A. H. 86 (A. D. 705). Some traditions have been handed down on his authority.—(Nujwm, an-Nawawi's Tahdîb al-Asmd.)

(9) Salih Ibn Saad as-Skîdi, a native of Medîna, was about fifteen years of age when Muhammad died. He himself died at Medîna, A. H. 84 (A. D. 703).

(4) Abû Taufâl Aâmîr Ibn Wâthîma al-Laithî died A. H. 100 (A. D. 719-9).—(Nujûm.)

(5) Abû Ismâm Hammâd Ibn Abî Sulâîmân Muslim, a client of Abû Muâsa 'l-Ashârî and a native of Kûfa, possessed a good knowledge of jurisprudence. He died A. H. 120 (A. D. 738).—(Huffad.)

(6) Abû 'l-Mutarraf Muhârib Ibn Dîthâr as-Sâdûsî, a Taftî and a native of Kûfa, died A. H. 121 (A. D. 739).

(7) The life of Hishâm Ibn Orwa will be found in this volume.

(8) Sâmmâk Ibn Hârb ad-Duhîr (الدُّهْرî) died A. H. 123 (A. D. 740-1).—(Nujum.)

(9) See vol. I. p. 53.

(10) The life of Ibn Hûbara will be found in the next volume.

(11) Zuhair Ibn Abî Sulâm was the author of one of the Moallakas. For his history, see Mr Caussin de Pernecval's Essai sur l'Hist. des Arabes, tome II, p. 537.

(12) The life of Ibn Main will be found in the next volume.


(14) Literally: with a cupper (or barber-surgeon).

(15) Because he employed the word perhaps and did not draw an absolute conclusion.
THE KADIS OF THE NOMAN FAMILY.

Abū Hanîfa an-Nomân Ibn Abî Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Mansûr Ibn Ahmad Ibn Haiyân was a doctor highly distinguished for his talents. The emir al-Mukhtar al-Musabbihi mentions him in his historical work and says: "He was a man noted "for learning, for skill in jurisprudence, for piety and for talents not to be "passed. He composed a number of works, one of which was the Kitâb Ikhtildj "Usul al-Mazâhib (treatise on the differences which exist between the fundamental "principles of the various systems of jurisprudence)."—He at first followed the doctrine of Mâlik, but then passed over to the sect of the Imâmians (the Fatimides), and drew up a work entitled: Kitâb Ibtidâ ad-Dawa lîl-Obaidiyân (on the origin of the mission got up in favour of the Fatimides). He composed also two treatises on jurisprudence, the one bearing the title of Kitâb al-Ikhbâr (book of information), and the other Kitâb al-Intisâr (the vindicator). Ibn Zülâk (vol. I. p. 388) has an article, in his history of the kadîs of Egypt, on Abû 'l-Hasan Ali, the son of the Nomân we are here speaking of, and there we read a passage to this effect: "His "father, the kadî an-Nomân Ibn Muhammad, was a man of the highest abilities,
deeply versed in the Koran, fully acquainted with the meaning of the expressions contained in that book, skilled in the systems of jurisprudence, well informed respecting the conflicting opinions entertained by the legists, learned in Arabic philology, in poetry of the higher class, in the history of the battle-days of the people (the ancient Arabs), and distinguished for intelligence and equity. He composed for that family (the Fatimides) some volumes containing thousands of leaves; they were drawn up with great talent and in a style remarkable for the beauty of its cadences and rhymes. He composed also a good work on the meritorious and disgraceful acts (committed by the Arabian tribes), and wrote a number of refutations addressed to those who contested his opinions. One of these treatises was directed against Abū Hanīfah (the imām), another against Mālik and as-Shāfi', and another against Ibn Suraj (vol. I. p. 46). In his work entitled 'Ikhtilāf al-Fukāhā (differences of opinion between the doctors), he takes the defense of the People of the House (the Fatimides). To a poem of his, treating of jurisprudence, he gave the title of al-Muntakhab (choice selection). He was attached to the service of al-Moizz Abū Tamām Maadh Ibn al-Mansur,'—a sovereign whom we have already noticed (page 377 of this volume),—"and, when that prince set out from Ifribiya for Egypt, he accompanied him. He did not long survive (the journey); his death having taken place in Old Cairo, on the first of Rajab, 363 (28th March, A. D. 974)." Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah al-Farghani states, in his History of the kādid Jawhar (vol. I. p. 340), that he died on the eve of Friday, the last day of the second Jumāda, in the year just mentioned, and that the funeral prayer was said over him by al-Moizz. Ibn Zulak speaks of him after mentioning the death of al-Moizz, when he gives the names of that sovereign's children and of the kādis who acted by his appointment. He there says: "And his kādi, the one who came with him from Maghrib, was Abū Hanīfa an-Nomān, the son of Muhammad the missionary (1). On arriving at Old Cairo, he (al-Moizz) found that Jawhar had established there provisionally as kādi a native of Baghdad named Abū Tāhir ad Duhli, and this appointment he confirmed."—Abū Abd Allah Muhammad, Abū Hanīfa's father, lived to an advanced age. When four years old, he could recite many curious pieces which he had learned by heart. He died in the month of Rajab, 351 (August, A. D. 962), aged one hundred and four years, and was buried near the Bāb Salm, one of the gates of Kairawān. The funeral service was said over him by his son.—Abū Hanīfa left a number of sons
who distinguished themselves by their talents and rose to high places under government. (One of them) Abû 'I-Hasan Ali was appointed by al-Moizz to act as the associate of Abû Tâhir Muhammad in the post of kâdi and chief magistrate. This Abû Tâhir was the son of Ahmad, the son of Abd Allah, the son of Nasr, the son of Bujair, the son of Sâlih, the son of Osâma ad-Duhlî. The two continued to act with joint authority till the death of al-Moizz and the accession of al-Aziz Nizâr, that prince's son. The new sovereign confided to the kâdi Abû 'I-Hasan the administration of the two (principal) mosques and the direction of the mint, but the magisterial authority was shared by them both till the kâdi Abû Tâhir had a derangement of humours which paralyzed one of his sides and rendered him incapable of moving from one place to another without being carried. On the 1st of Safar, 366 (29th Sept.-A. D. 976), al-Aziz proceeded on horseback to the island which lies between Old Cairo and Jîza. Abû Tâhir, accompanied by his assessors, was borne to the gate of the Sanâa (2) and, being presented to the prince, requested him to take into consideration the state of weakness to which he was reduced and allow him to employ, as his substitute, his own son Abû 'I-Alâ. It is related that al-Aziz said, on seeing him so much emaciated: "Nothing remains to be done with that man but to make kaddâ of him (3)." Two days later, the prince nominated to the exclusive possession of the kadi ship Abû 'I-Hasan Ali, the son of an-Nomân. Abû 'I-Hasan then rode to the great mosque of Cairo and caused his diploma to be read there to the public; and from thence he proceeded to the Djâmt 'Âtlk (the ancient mosque) at Old Cairo and presided at the same ceremony. The person who read the diploma was his brother, Abû Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn an-Nomân. By this document he was empowered to act as (supreme) kâdi over all the provinces of Egypt, Syria, Mekka, Medina, Maghrib and the other countries belonging to al-Aziz; it authorized him, besides, to act as (chief) preacher, (chief) imâm, inspector of the gold and silver coinage and controller of weights and measures. He then returned to his house, accompanied by a crowd of people, no one thinking it proper to stay away. The kâdi Abû Tâhir, being always unwell, was obliged to keep his room, and there he taught Traditions to the numerous scholars who went to visit him. This continued till the end of the month of Zu 'l-Kaada, 367 (9th July, A. D. 978), when he died. He had then attained the age of eighty-eight years, and had held the post of kâdi for sixteen years and seventeen days. He was authorized, during that period, to revise the judgments (pronounced in the courts of law),
but he could never fill this duty in a satisfactory manner. He had acted for some time as a magistrate in that suburb of Baghdad which lies on the east bank (of the Tigris); but he subsequently removed to Egypt. The kādi Abū 'l-Hasan Ali then chose for deputy his own brother, Abū Abd Allah Muhammad, and placed under his jurisdiction (the towns of) Damietta, Tinnis, al-Farama and (the country of) al-Jifār. Abū Abd Allah proceeded to those places and, having installed deputies in them, he returned back. Soon after, in the year 367, al-Āzīz set out for Syria, and Abū 'l-Hasan, who accompanied him, left his brother Abū Abd Allah to act as judge in his place. Abū 'l-Hasan was well versed in a number of sciences: besides his knowledge of the duties incumbent on a kādi and of the grave and dignified manner in which they should be filled, he was well acquainted with jurisprudence, Arabic philology, polite literature, poetry and the stories of the battle-days (of the ancient Arabs). He was also a good poet and held a high rank in the art of verse. One of his pieces is given by ath-Thaālibī (vol. II. p. 129) in the Yattma tad-Dahr, and runs as follows:

I have such a friend that poverty never attains me, once his eyes fall upon my wants. He gives (me) wealth, satisfies (my wishes) and obliges me neither to kiss his hand or his foot. He took charge of my interests when I neglected them, and minded my affairs when I heeded them not.

Ath-Thaālibī gives also as his, the following piece in which the same idea is expressed:

I have a friend, full of courtesy; friendship like his is a title of honour. He shews me more regard than need be shown, and feels obliged to do more than is necessary. If his good qualities were appreciated at their full value, gold, compared with them, would be worthless.

The following verses are also given as his by Abū 'l-Hasan al-Bākharzi (vol. II. p. 323), in the Dumya tal-Kasr, and are also to be found in the biographical article which Ibn Zālāc has devoted to him (an-Nomdn) in the History of the kādis of Egypt; they are perfectly well turned:

At Arafāt (4) I made the acquaintance of a maid whose beauty stole from me (the merit of) my good works. When I put on the pilgrim's dress, she forbade sleep to visit my eyes, and, with her glances, she laid waste my reserved park (my heart). When she hurried along (from Arafāt) with the other pilgrims, tears hurried in emulation from my eyelids. She placed a burning coal on my heart when she walked towards the spot where they cast the pebbles. This
son of mine did not obtain its wish; so I feared, when at al-Khaif, that the hour of my death was at hand.

Abū 'l-Hasan continued to fill the duties of a kādi and to remain in high favour with al-Azīz, till he caught a fever whilst presiding, in the mosque, over the court of justice. He rose up immediately and returned to his house, where he expired after an illness of fourteen days. His death took place on Monday, the 6th of Rajab, 374 (3rd Dec., A. D. 984). The next morning, he was borne on a bier into the presence of al-Azīz who was then (with the army) encamped in the plain of al-Jubb, near the place which is now known by the name of al-Birka (the pond) (5). The bier was then deposed in the mosque called Masjid al-Bīr wa 'l-Jummaīza (the mosque of the well and the sycamore fig-tree). Al-Azīz left the camp and went to say the funeral prayer over the corpse, which was then carried back and buried in the house of the deceased, situated in the Ilmār. Three places in Old Cairo had received this name because the Europeans used to lodge there (6). Al-Azīz then dispatched to Abū Abd Allah Muhammad, Abū 'l-Hasan's brother, a message worded in these terms: "The place of kādi is yours; we shall never allow it to pass out of your family." Abū 'l-Hasan had remained in office during nine years, five months and four days. He was born in Maghrib, in the month of the first Rābi, 329 (Dec.-Jan., A. D. 940-1). Old Cairo remained for eighteen days without a kādi to arrange its affairs, and that because Abū Abd Allah was unwell. When his malady abated, he rode in a palanquin to the camp of al-Azīz. This was on Thursday, the 22nd of Rajab. The next day, Friday, he went from that to the Djāmi 'l-Atik, after having received from al-Azīz his appointment to the kadishin, with a pelisse of honour and the sword (of office) suspended from his shoulder. Being much enfeebled by sickness, he was unable to get down from the palanquin and enter into the mosque; so he proceeded to his own house, and his son, accompanied by a band of his kinsmen, went to the mosque and read the diploma as soon as the Friday prayer was ended. This document was similar to that which had been drawn up for Abū 'l-Hasan and granted to the new kādi the same powers as his brother had received before. In the month of Zū 'l-Kaada, 374 (March-April, A. D. 985), Muhammad appointed his son Abū 'l-Kāsim Abd al-Azīz to act as his deputy in Alexandria. This was done by the order of al-Azīz, who then arrayed Abū 'l-Kāsim in a robe of honour. On Friday, the 1st of the first Jumāda, 375 (19th September, A. D. 985), the kādi Muhammad Ibn an-Nomān married his son Abū 'l-Kāsim to
the daughter of the kādid Jawhar. The marriage-act was signed at the levee of al-Aziz, and none were present except the officers of the court. The dowry settled [by the bridegroom] on the bride was three thousand pieces of gold and the kīdēb (7) (consisted of) a single robe of one uniform colour.—When al-Muizz, the father of al-Aziz, was in Maghrib, he ordered the kēdī Abū Hanīfa an-Nomān to have an astrolabe made in silver and to place a trust-worthy person beside the workman [lest he should embezzle some of the metal]. He chose his son, Muhammad, for that purpose and, when the astrolabe was finished, he carried it to al-Muizz.

"Whom did you place beside the workman?" said the prince. "My son Muhammad," was the reply. "He shall be kēdī of Egypt!" exclaimed al-Muizz, and so it happened. The fact was that al-Muizz, having always entertained hopes of getting that country into his possession, was induced to utter these words, and his good fortune, seconded by destiny, effected for him what he wished.—The kēdī Muhammad related the following anecdote: "When I was a boy, in Maghrib, al-Muizz would say to his son al-Aziz, every time he saw me: "There is your (future) kēdī."—Muhammad was well acquainted with the (leading) maxims of jurisprudence and a great number of sciences; he was an accomplished scholar and could recite, with much elegance, narrations, poems and stories respecting the battle-days (of the Arabs). He composed also some poetry, and one of his pieces is as follows:

Thou who resemblest the moon, the moon of heaven, when she is seven (days old), and five (more) and two! Thou whose grace is the perfection of beauty! Thou hast preoccupied my heart and kept sleep from my eyes. Can I hope to obtain from you any favour, or must I return back with the boots of Hunain (8)? My enemies deride me for loving thee and say: "There you are still with empty hands!" Be kind to me or take my life; thou hast the power to do one or the other.

The following piece was sent to him in a letter by Abd Allah Ibn al-Hasan al-Jaafari, a native of Samarkand:

All other kādis have found their equals in renown, but Abū Abd Allah is without a rival. He is unequalled in noble qualities, admirable in honourable deeds, great and illustrious. In renown, splendid; in resolution, firm; (brilliant) like the flashing of the polished sword. In judging causes, he has right reason for a sworn companion; when he bestows, the abundant rain cloud is merely his precursor. Were we to examine the sentences pronounced by him, we should be led to declare that he was assisted by (the angel) Gabriel. When he mounts into the pulpit, he is really a Kosī (9); when he is present at assemblies, he is truly a Khalī (10).
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To this the kādī Muhammad returned, in writing, the following answer:

We have read in your poem charming things, such as a most refined genius only could produce. Its lines are as a delightful garden, diffusing around the penetrating odour of musk. When they are recited, their fragrance perfumes not only our dwellings but the very street. We long to see you, and you long to visit us. Send us, every day, verses like those; for you are capable of every generous deed.

The following passages are extracted from Ibn Zülâk’s History of the kādis of Egypt: We never saw any kādi, in Old Cairo, acquire so much influence as Muhammad Ibn an-Nomân, and, as far as we have learned, the like was never seen in Irak. He well deserved that great authority on account of his learning, his integrity, his self-command, the equity of his judgments and the awe (which he inspired). In the month of Muharram, 383 (Feb.-March, A. D. 993), he authorised his son, Abû 'l-Kâsim Abd al-Aziz, to act as his deputy in Old and New Cairo and to fulfil the duties of a judge, uninterruptedly, every day. Before that, he himself gave audiences on Mondays and Thursdays only. Abû 'l-Kâsim commenced immediately to hear causes, to judge and to enregister acts. He (Muhammad) had at first confided this place to his nephew, Abû Abd Allah al-Hussain, the son of Ali Ibn an-Nomân, but, on the 10th of the first Jumâda, 377 (7th Sept., A. D. 987), he replaced him by his own son, Abû 'l-Kâsim, whom he authorised to act on Mondays and Thursdays only. The kādi Muhammad had risen so highly in the favour of al-Aziz that, in the year 385, on the festival of the Sacrifice (5th Jan., A. D. 996), he was allowed by that sovereign to go up with him into the pulpit. When al-Aziz died, it was the kādi Muhammad who washed the corpse (previously to interment). Al-Hâkim (p. 449 of this vol.), the son and successor of al-Aziz, confirmed Muhammad in his place, raised him to higher honours and augmented his authority. From the moment that the kādi acquired such favour at court and such influence in the state, he was frequently unwell and, being a constant sufferer from gout and colic, he was often laid up. The uslād Barjawân (vol. I. p. 253), high in rank though he was, went very often to visit him. The illness of the kādi continued to increase and, on the eve of Tuesday, the 4th of Safar, 389 (25th January, A. D. 999), he expired, immediately after the last evening prayer. Al-Hâkim rode to the house of the deceased, at Cairo and, having there repeated the funeral prayer over the corpse, he presided at the interment, after which, he returned to his palace. The kādi Muhammad was born in Maghrib on Sunday, the 3rd of Safar, 340
(11th July, A. D. 951). His palace was given by al-Hākim to one of the courtiers. On Wednesday, the 9th of Ramadān (August, A. D. 999), the body was removed to the kādi's private house in Old Cairo and, on the eve of Friday, the 10th, it was borne to the Karāfa cemetery and deposited in the tomb which contained the bodies of his father and brother. After the death of Abū Abd Allah Muhammad, Cairo remained more than a month without a kādi. Al-Hākim then appointed to that office Abū Abd Allah al-Husain, the son of Ali Ibn an-Nomān, and the same whom his uncle Muhammad had authorised to act as his substitute and whom he afterwards replaced by his own son Abū 'l-Kāsim Abd al-Azīz. Al-Husain's nomination took place on the 6th of the first Rabī, 389 (25th February, A. D. 999). He remained in office till Thursday, the 16th of Ramadān, 394 (7th July, A. D. 1004), when his place was given to his cousin, Abū 'l-Kāsim Abd al-Azīz, the son of the above-mentioned Muhammad. Some time after, al-Husain, the son of Ali Ibn an-Nomān, was beheaded by al-Hākim's order, and that for reasons too long to relate (11). This occurred on Sunday, the 6th of Muharram, 395 (23rd October, A. D. 1004). He was executed in the cell where he was confined, and his body was consumed by fire. Abū 'l-Kāsim then became kādi, with undivided authority, and was chosen, besides, by al-Hākim, to preside at the court of grievances (12). He thus united in his attributions the functions of the two offices, a thing which never before happened to any member of his family. Al-Hākim then treated him with such favour that, on the day of the breaking of the Fast (the 1st of the month of Shawwād), he permitted him to go up with him into the pulpit, immediately after the general in chief of the army. The same honour was accorded to him on the festival of the Sacrifice (the 10th of Zū 'l-Hijja). In judging causes, he displayed great firmness of character and treated with extreme severity such of the grandees as dared to resist him. He even arrested many of them and did not allow them to leave the court till they had fulfilled their engagements. He continued to fill all the magisterial duties which al-Hākim had confided to him; but, on Friday, the 16th of Rajab, 398 (27th March, A. D. 1008), he was removed from office by that prince and replaced by Abū 'l-Hasan Mālik Ibn Sa'd Ibn Mālik al-Fārīki. It was thus that the office of kādi passed out of the family of an-Nomān. Some time after, al-Hākim ordered (some of) his Turkish soldiers to kill, not only Abū 'l-Kāsim Abd al-Azīz, but the general Abū Abd Allah al-Husain, the son of Jawhar, and Abū Ali Isma'il, the brother of the kādi Fadl Ibn Sālih. They were all
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sabred, at the same moment, and that for reasons too long to relate. This happened on Friday, the 22nd of the latter Jumâda, 401 (31st January, A. D. 1011); the mercy of God be upon them! Abû 'l-Kâsim Abd al-Aziz was born on Monday, the 1st of the first Rabi, 354 (7th March, A. D. 965).—Abû Mansûr Ahmad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad al-Farghâni al-Misri states, in his historical work, that he (the kâdî Abû Tâhir) was well noted for reciting from memory a great number of pieces and for the agreeableness of his society: with his elders, he behaved like an elderly man, with the middle-aged men, like one who had reached that period of life, and, with young men, he acted as a youth. His death took place on the eve of the 30th of Zû 'l-Kaada, 367 (9th July, A. D. 978).

(1) See vol. II, page 594.
(2) The naval arsenal (fidr ar-sandu) situated in the island of Roda, was called the Sanda, by abbreviation. See Makrizi's Khitat, or topographical description of Cairo, edition of Bulak, vol. II, page 178.
(3) Kadid is the name given to long stripes of flesh salted and dried in the sun. Al-Azîz's words are equivalent to the expression: he is only fit to make cat's-meat of. The prince did not like Abû Tâhir and paid no attention to his request.
(4) This piece is full of verbal quibbles and clever allusions to the ceremonies of the pilgrimage and the places near Mecca where these ceremonies are accomplished.
(6) The adjective hamrdo (rubra) served to designate such persons as had a clear complexion.
(7) The word kitâb means a book or a written document. It is evidently employed here as a law-term, but, as such, it is not to be found in the works on orthodox jurisprudence. It may perhaps belong to the system of law professed by the Shîites and signify the ihsâ (in French, trouseau) given to the bride.
(8) This proverb means: much disappointed. It has been explained in three or four different manners, one of them as follows: A desert Arab, mounted on his camel, entered into a town, went to the bazar and bargained for a pair of boots. Not being able to conclude with the maker, whose name was Hûnain, he flew into a passion, gave him foul names and then, having made his other purchases, he got upon his camel, left the town and took the road leading to his tent. The boot-maker was so highly offended at the Arab's insulting language that he resolved on being revenged. Taking up the boots, he ran to the road by which the Arab had to pass and threw one of them on the ground. A mile or two farther on, he threw down the other and hid himself. The Arab saw the first boot as he was riding along and said: "There is one of the "boots of Hûnain; if the other was with it, I should dismount and pick it up." About half an hour after, he perceived the other boot and regretted not having picked up the first; so he got off his camel, not wishing to fatigue it too much, and having fettered it with a cord, picked up the boot which was lying there and ran back to take up the other. As soon as he disappeared, Hûnain went off with the camel and the baggage. When the Arab returned, his camel was missing; so he went home on foot. Being asked what he had brought back, he replied: "The boots of Hûnain."
(9) See vol. I, p. 137.
(10) The person here meant was probably al-Khallîl Ibn Ahmad. See vol. I, p. 493.

(11) A sum of twenty thousand pieces of gold came into the possession of al-Husain Ibn Ali Ibn an-Nomân who, being a kddi, acted as guardian and depositary of all property left by persons who died. The son of the deceased claimed it from him and received part of the sum by instalments. On asking for the rest, he was told by the kddi that he was paid up and that no more remained. Al-Hâkim, to whom the heir addressed a complaint, had the kddi brought before him and the account-book (diwán) of the tribunal examined. This inquest proved that a large sum remained due. The kddi acknowledged his guilt, indemnified the heir and begged for pardon. Al Hâkim deprived him of his place and sent him to prison, where he was beheaded, about a year afterwards, in A. H. 397 (A. D. 1008). (History of the Kddis of Cairo; MS. of the Bibl. imp., ancien fonds, n° 690).


---

AS-SAIYIDA NAFISA

As-Saiyida (1) Nafisa was the daughter of Abû Muhammad al-Hasan, the son of Zâid, the son of al-Hasan, the son of Ali, the son of Abû Tâlib. She arrived in Old Cairo with her husband Ishâk, the son of Jaafar as-Sâdîk. According to another account, she went there with her father, al-Hasan, whose tomb, it is said, may be seen in Old Cairo, but is not generally known. He had been governor of Medina in the name of (the khalîf) Abû Jaafar al-Mansûr and had held that post during five years, when he incurred his sovereign’s displeasure and was dismissed from office. All his property was confiscated and he himself shut up in the prison at Baghdad and detained there till the death of al-Mansûr. Al-Mahdi having then come to the throne, gave him his liberty and restored to him all that had been taken from him. Al-Hasan afterwards remained with him and, when that prince set out to make the pilgrimage, he followed in his train, but died on reaching al-Hâjir, A. H. 168 (A. D. 784-5), at the age of eighty-five years. Al-Hâjir is at five miles from Medina. “According to another statement, he died at Baghdad and was interred in the cemetery of al-Khaizurân; but the fact is that he died at al-Hâjir.” So says the Khattâb in his History of Baghdad, but God knows best the truth. Nafisa was a woman noted for her piety and the holiness of her life. It is
related that the imām as-Shāfi‘i, when he arrived in Old Cairo, — for the date, see his life (vol. II. p. 571), — went to visit her and learned some Traditions from her. The people of Cairo had the highest esteem for her, and the veneration in which she was held subsists up to the present day. When as-Shāfi‘i died, his corpse was brought into her house, and she there said over it the funeral prayer. The spot on which that house stood is now occupied by Nafisa’s mausoleum. She continued to dwell there during the remainder of her life. Her death took place in the month of Ramadān, 208 (Jan.-Feb., A. D. 824). Where she expired, her husband, al-Mūtamin Ishāk, the son of Jaafar as-Sādik, resolved on transporting the body to Medina but, at the request of the inhabitants of Cairo, he consented to leave it with them. The place where she was buried now bears her name; it lies between Old and New Cairo, in the neighbourhood of the other mausoleums. This place was then called the Derb as-Sabā‘ (Lion street), but the street fell into ruin and nothing now remains there except her funeral chapel and her tomb. This tomb has a great reputation, experience having shown that prayers said near it are fulfilled.

(1) The word saīpīda signifies mistress and is sometimes employed, as here, to distinguish certain females remarkable for the holiness of their lives. It is now pronounced sīda, sīta or sīl, and bears the meaning of madam.

IBN AS-SHAJARI

The shartf Abū ‘s-Sādāt Hibat Allah Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Hamza, a descendant of al-Hasan, the son of Ali (Ibn Abī Tālib), was a native of Baghdad and bore the surname of Ibn as-Shajari. He held the highest rank as a grammarian and a philologer, was well acquainted with the poetry of the Arabs, the accounts of their battle-days and the occurrences which happened in these conflicts. Perfect in accomplishments, and full of literary information; he composed some works on (Arabic) philology, one of which, entitled Kitāb al-Amāli (Book of Dictations), is much
more extensive and useful than the others. He dictated its contents in eighty-four sittings. This treatise contains a mass of information and a great variety of philological observations. He concluded it by the addition of another sitting in which he treated of nothing else but some verses of al-Mutanabbi's (vol. II. p. 102), indicated the different manners in which they were explained by the commentators and added such observations as occurred to himself. It is a very instructive work. When he finished dictating it, he received the visit of Abû Muhammad Abd Allah, surnamed Ibn al-Khashshâb (vol. II. p. 66), who expressed to him the wish of hearing the work dictated and, by his refusal, he incurred the enmity of that author, who then attacked a great number of the opinions enounced in the work and declared them to be erroneous. Ibn as-Shajari, having met with this refutation, wrote a reply to it and pointed out the mistakes into which his adversary had fallen. This treatise, forming one volume, appeared under the title of al-I'tisâr (the vindication) and, though very short, contained much useful information. He dictated it to the persons who attended his lectures. Another work of his entitled the Hamâsa and drawn up on the model of the Hamâsa composed by Abû Tammâm at-Taî (vol. I. p. 348), is really original and very good; he displayed in it great talent. A number of grammatical works were composed by him and also a treatise on synonyms. He published a commentary on the Luma of Ibn Jinni (vol. II. p. 191) and another on the at-Tarîf al-Mulâki (of the same author) (1). He spoke with great elegance, in a sweet, expressive and simple style. He read over some Traditions under the direction of the great masters of that day, such as Abû 'l-Hasan al-Mubârak Ibn Abd al-Jabbâr as-Sirâûf, Abû Ali Muhammad Ibn Saïd Ibn Bîhnân the kâtib and others. The hâfiz Ibn as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156) mentions him in the Zail (supplement) and says: "I studied Traditions under him at the house of the vizir Abû 'l-Kâsim Ali Ibn Tirâd as-Zainabi (2), and I wrote down some pieces of poetry under his dictation (when he taught) at the college. I afterwards went and read over, under his tuition, a portion of the Amâlî (dictations) composed by the grammarian Abû 'l-Abbâs Thalab (vol. I. p. 83). —The grammarian Abû 'l-Barakât Ibn al-Anbâri (vol. II. p. 95) says, in his Manâkib al-Udâbâ (the merits of literary men): "The learned doctor Abû 'l-Kâsim Mahmûd az-Zamakhshari (p. 321 of this volume), having gone to Baghdad, in one of his (frequent) journeys, with the intention of making the pilgrimage, went to visit our master Ibn as-Shajari, and I accompanied him. When they met, (Ibn as-Shajari) addressed him in this verse of al-Mutanabbi's:
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"Before we met him, we thought the accounts given of him were exaggerated; but, when we met, experience shewed us that we had underrated them.

"He then recited to him the following lines:

"In questioning the (returning) caravans, I obtained the fairest accounts of Jaafar Ibn Falâh;
"and, by Allah! when we met, I found that my ears had not heard any thing to equal what I witnessed with my eyes."

--- I have already mentioned these verses in the life of Jaafar Ibn Falâh (vol. I. p. 327) and stated that they were composed by Abû 'l-Kâsim Ibn Ilânî al-Andalusî (page 123 of this vol.), but they have been attributed to other poets.--- "To this com-
pliment, az-Zamakhshâri made the following reply: 'It is related of the Prophet that, on receiving the visit of Zaid al-Khail (3), he said to him: 'O Zaid! before the promulgation of Islamism, I never heard a favorable account given of a man without perceiving, after the introduction of Islamism, that he was inferior to his reputation. Thou art the only exception.' We then withdrew," said Ibn al-Anbârî, "and we were much struck by the sharîf's quoting verses to express his feelings and by az-Zamakhshâri's quoting a tradition, him who did not belong to the Arabic race."---This anecdote is not given in Ibn al-Anbârî's words, but it contains its substance. I did not take it from the book itself, but became acquainted with it long ago and kept it in my recollection. I mention this lest such persons as may read the book should suppose that I am careless in my quotations, when they perceive the difference between the two manners in which the anecdote is related.---Abû 's-Saâdât (Ibn as-Shafârî) was the nakth (or syndic) of those Alides who resided in (the suburb of) al-Karkh. He acted there as the lieutenant of his father (Ali) at-Tâbir. He composed some good poetry, such as the kastâda in which he eulogizes the vizir Nizâm ad-Dîn Abû Nasr al-Muzaffâr Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Jahîr (4), and which begins thus:

Here is (the source of) as-Sudaira and the pond full to overflowing. (Here you formerly met the beloved; ) Tell me, lotus-tree of the valley! Thou whose fragrance widely diffused would suffice to guide towards thee the nocturnal traveller, if he lost his way: The happy days which a fond lover once passed under thy shade, will they return to him again before his death? How unjust was that fawn (maid) in refusing even a glance (of her eye) to one who was borne down by love, and in treating his prayers with disdain. Remote is the place where I might meet her; she is far away, and yet she is near, for she dwells within my bosom. (She is like) a slender twig which bends
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before the zephyr and bears on its top a moon (visage) surrounded with impending darkness (her hair). When the glances of other eyes partook in the contemplation of her charms, these eyes of (mine, who am) a benighted traveller, obtained not, from that source, a single refreshing draught. We passed near (the valley of) al-Akk and, at the sight of those meadows and pasture grounds in which the gazelles were roaming, our passion was renewed. We wept. on reaching those shady groves; yet, how often have flowing tears betrayed the secret of the lover! Years of drought have laid bare the remains of her abode, and the (projecting) ruins, now abandoned, appear like camels drawing water from the wells. Look there, my two companions! may your lives be long, and may showers protracted and lasting like the flow of the evening rain-cloud refresh your dwellings! Are those handsome statues which appear before our eyes? or are they a flock of does? or else maidens amplis natibus prædita? Are those the eyes of gazelles which look on us through the veils? are they human cheeks and noses which we see? When they turned towards us, they left not a member of our body unscathed; even the ravenous beasts had compassion on it. How can this heart (of mine) Hope for delivery from the bondage of love and from misery, if she who wounds it ever soothes and flatters? Were a draught of water from (the spring of) Dârij (near which my beloved residit) to moisten the soil (of my heart), the germs of affliction would make on it no impression.

Here the poet introduces the eulogy (of his patron). This part I abstain from inserting, lest I should be led too far, and, besides, my object, in admitting the extract which precedes, was to give the reader an idea of Ibn as-Shajari's poetical style.

Here is another piece by the same author:

Can love remain concealed when our tears bear witness to its existence? can the lover who gainsays the reports of jealous spies persist in denying (the truth)? How long will you continue to wear out your eyes with weeping, you who know that Labîd fixed a term to the shedding of tears? Though my (stature, formerly as strait as a) wand is now bent by old age, I still possess fortitude and energy sufficient to bear up under afflictions.

This passage contains an allusion to a thought expressed in the following lines by Labîd Ibn Rabîa al-Aâmîrî (5):

My two daughters wished their father to live for ever; is he then of another race than Rabîa and Modar? Arise (my girls!), and proclaim all you know (of my merits), but do not tear your faces nor cut off your hair. Say he was a man who never abandoned his friend, who never broke a promise and who never deceived. Continue thus for a year, then the salutation of peace be upon you! The person who weeps a whole year is justified (in not continuing).

It was to these verses that Abû Tammâm at-Taî alluded when he said:

My friends departed and I wept for their loss during a year; then I ceased, according to the precept of Labîd.
A certain degree of jealousy, such as usually reigns between men of talent, existed between Abû 's-Saâdât (Ibn as-Shajari) and Abû Muhammad al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Hakîna al-Harîmi (6), a native of Baghdad and a celebrated poet. This is the same person whose name is mentioned in our life of al-Harîrî, the author of the makâmât (vol. II. page 492). When he (Ibn Hâkîna) read the poems of his rival, he addressed to him the following lines:

I declare, sir! in the name of Him who should prevent you from composing verses which stu- pify the understanding! that you have nothing in common with your ancestor (Muhammad) except your incapacity for poetry.

The anecdotes related of Ibn as-Shajari are very numerous, but we prefer being concise. He was born in the month of Ramadân, 450 (Oct.-Nov., A. D. 1058), and died on Thursday, the 26th of Ramadân, 542 (18th February, A. D. 1148). The next morning, he was buried in his house situated in al-Karkh (the suburb) of Baghdad.—Shajari is an adjective derived from Shajara, which is the name of a village in the dependencies of Medina. The word Shajara is also employed as the name of a man; the Arabs of the desert gave it this application and their example was followed by others. A great number of persons, some of them men of learning, bore the surname of as-Shajari. I do not know whether our poet derived his from the name of the village or from that of one of his ancestors who might have borne the name of Shajara.—We have spoken of al-Karkh in the life of Marûf al-Karkhi (page 384 of this volume).

(1) This title appears to signify the imperial treatise on grammatical inflections.

(2) The shâhîf Abû 'l-Kâsim Ali Ibn Tirâd az-Zainabi, vizir to the Abbasid khalîf al-Mustarshîd and al-Muktafî, was noted for his talents and his generosity. Having been removed from office, he passed the remainder of his days in poverty and died in the reign of the last mentioned khalîf. (El-Fakhri.)

(3) For an account of this celebrated chieftain, see M. Caussin de Perceval's Essai sur l'histoire des Arabes.

(4) Nizâm ad-Dîn Abû Nasr al-Muzaffar Ibn Jahir acted as vizir to the khalîf al-Muktafî li-amr Illah. Two other vizirs bore the surname of Ibn Jahîr; see pages 280, 284 of this volume.

(5) This Labîd is the author of the Muallaqa; see M. Caussin de Perceval's Essai, etc., tome II, page 427. His life, by the author of the Kitâb al-Aghâdî, has been given by M. de Sacy in the same volume which contains the arabic text of kalila and dimna.

(6) See page 582, note (4) of this volume.
AL-.BAD'I AL-ASTORLABI

Abû 'l-Kâsim Hibat Allah, the son of al-Hussain, the son of Yûsuf, or of Ahmad, according to another statement, and surnamed al-Baddi al-Astorialbi (the admirable, the maker of astrolabes), was a celebrated poet and an accomplished scholar. As a maker of astronomical instruments, he was considered to be the ablest man of the age. In that art, he possessed consummate skill, and by it he gained a large fortune, under the khalifate of al-Mustarshid. When he died, he left no one capable of replacing him in his profession. Abû 'l-Maâli 'l-Haziri (vol. I. p. 563) speaks of him in the Ztna-tad-Dahr, and Imâd ad-Din al-Ispahâni (page 300 of this vol.) mentions him in the Kharîda. Both authors praise him highly and (the latter) gives some pieces of verse composed by him, one of which is the following:

I offer presents to (my patron at) his noble levee, but what I offer I received from his beneficence. The clouds, in shedding their rains upon the sea, place it under no obligation: from it they received their waters.

None of his verses has obtained such currency as these two, but they have been attributed to another author. The following piece is given as his:

When (his cheeks) acquired the redness of blood (1) and put on the sable hue of the izâr (2), darkness settled upon them and my heap was still measuring (3).

In the Ztna tad-Dahr these two lines are given as his, but I read elsewhere that they were composed by Abû Mohammad Ibn Hakûna (4), the same of whom we have spoken in the life of Ibn as-Shajari (page 579 of this vol.).—The expression my heap was still measuring is particular to the inhabitants of Baghdad and signifies, with them, to struggle without being able to escape. The word kâra (heap) is employed by them in speaking of flour and is equivalent to the word jumla (mass, heap), made use of in Egypt. Here is another piece of his composition:

Dixerunt: Amavisti (rhebum) levi gena praeditum, sed fama est illum barbatum (nthrish) fieri. I replied: The young peacock is never so handsome as when he is fully fledged.
Biographical Dictionary.

Ntkrtsh is a foreign (a Persian) word, formed of ntk rsth, which signify a handsome beard. It is an established practice with the Persians to invert the order of words which are in annexation (5). He was extremely licentious, and admitted into his poetry such indecent ideas as led him to employ the most obscene terms. It is for this reason that I insert here so few of his verses, though they are very numerous and were collected by himself into a diwdn. He took also the poems of Ibn Hajjâj (Vol. 1. p. 448) and arranged them under one hundred and forty-one heads, according to their different subjects. This collection, to which he joined an appendix, received from him the title of Durra tat-Tâj fi shâr Ibn Hajjâj (the pearl of the diadem, treating of the poems of Ibn Hajjâj). He was full of grace in every thing he did. He died of a hemiplegia in the year 534 (A. D. 1139-40), and was interred in the cemetery called the Wardiya (the rose-garden), which lies on the eastern side of (the river at) Baghdad.—Astorlabi is derived from astorlab, the name of a well known instrument (the astrolabe). Kûshyår Ibn Labbân Ibn Bâshahri of Jîlân (6), the author of the Kitâb az-Zâj (a set of astronomical tables) says, in his treatise on the use of the astrolabe, that astorlab is a Greek word and signifies the balance of the sun. I heard a learned doctor say that tâb is the name of the sun in the language of the Greeks, so that the word astorlab is composed of (the Arabic word) astor (lines), joined to tâb, and signifies the lines of the sun; indicating thus the lines traced upon the instrument. It is said that the inventor was Ptolemy, the author of the Almagest, who was led to that discovery in the following manner: as he was taking a ride with an armillary sphere in his hand, he let it fall, and the animal on which he was riding trod upon it and broke (or flattened) it, so that it received the shape of an astrolabe. The great masters in the mathematical sciences thought, till then, that the image (or representation) of the sphere could only be traced on a mass of a globular form, but Ptolemy then perceived that it could be reproduced upon a surface forming the half of a circumference, and that such an instrument would furnish the same results as were given by the armillary sphere. No one ever preceded him in this discovery; yet (neither he) nor any of the ancients supposed that it was possible to represent the image of the sphere upon a line (a flat rule). So they continued to employ the armillary sphere and the astrolabe till the shaikh Sharaf ad-Din at-Tûsi, the same of whom we have spoken in the life of Kamâl ad-Din Ibn Yûnus (7) and who was that person's preceptor in mathematics,—conceived the idea of a line (or rule) which would furnish all the results that the armillary sphere and thea strolabe could give. He called
it the staff and wrote an elegant treatise on the subject. In some points, he committed mistakes which were rectified by the above mentioned Kamāl ad-Dīn. At-Tūsī was the first who produced this instrument; none of the ancients having ever known it. The result was that the form (or configuration of the sphere), which had been at first represented by means of a globe, that is, a solid having length, breadth and thickness, and which had then been delineated on a surface, which has only length and breadth, without thickness, was now marked on a line (a rule) having length only and neither breadth nor thickness. There remains only to reduce this representation to a point; but it is impossible to conceive how that can be done, since a point is neither a solid, nor a surface, nor a line, but only the extremity (or limit) of a line, in the same manner as the line is the extremity of the surface, and the surface of the solid. The point being indivisible, it is impossible to conceive how any thing can be delineated upon it.—These observations are foreign to our subject, but they furnish some information which it is better to know than not [8]. Besides, we were led into them by the turn which our discourse had taken.

(1) Literally: of death.
(2) See page xxxvi of the introduction to the first volume.
(3) This proverbial expression is explained, a few lines farther on.
(4) Here and elsewhere all the manuscripts and the editions read Hākīna. This appears to be the right reading and is that given in the Kharīda.
(5) They place the adjective before the substantive, which is contrary to the Arabic system.
(6) Abū ’l-Hasan Kūshyar Ibn Labban Ibn Bāshahri, a native of Jīlān, in Persia, composed astronomical and astrological works, of which the most important were evidently the tables in which he gave the mean positions of the planets, conformably to the era of the Persians, that of Yezdegird. According to Hajji Khalīfa, in his Bibliographical Dictionary, article یزدگرده، the observations on which these tables were founded were made by Kūshyar in the year 459 (A. D. 1066-7); but, under title of مختصر الفلك، he states that this latter work was drawn up in the year 857 (A. D. 968). M. Reinaud, in his introduction to the French translation of Abū ’l-Fedā’s Geography, says that Kūshyar lived in the latter half of the eleventh century (from A. H. 442 to 494).
(7) In the life of Ibn Yūnus (vol. II, p. 365), the name of Shāraf ad-Dīn at-Tūsī does not occur, neither is the title of Kamāl ad-Dīn given to Ibn Yūnus. These indications, written, probably, by the author, on the margin of his own copy, are not to be found in our manuscripts. It is hardly necessary to observe that Shāraf ad-Dīn at-Tūsī must not be confounded with the celebrated astronomer, Nasr ad-Dīn at-Tūsī, who died in the latter half of the seventh century of the Hijra.
(8) Our author, like all Muslims of that epoch, knew nothing of Greek and not much of astronomy. Here, he evidently speaks of matters which he did not well understand.
IBN AL-KATTAN THE POET

Abū 'l-Kāsim Hibat Allah Ibn al-Fadl Ibn Abd al-Azīz Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Ali Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Fadl Ibn Yakūb Ibn Yūsuf Ibn Śālim, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-Kattān (the son of the cotton-spinner), was a poet of great celebrity and a native of Baghdad. We have already spoken of him and given some of his verses in our articles on Hais Bāis (?) (vol. I. p. 559) and Ibn as-Sawādī (vol. II. p. 415). He learned Traditions from a number of masters and taught them to some disciples. He was excessively licentious and dissolute, full of humour and pleasantry, pertinacious in flattering and in satirizing the proud and haughty. The witty sayings attributed to this poet and the anecdotes related of him are very numerous and amusing. His poetry has been collected into a diwān. Abū Saad as-Samānī (vol. II. p. 156) mentions him in the Kitāb az-Zail and adds: “As a poet, he merited praise, his verses being fine and delicately turned; but, with him, satire pre-dominated so much that he was dreaded for the virulence of his tongue and feared as a detractor (thallāb).” Farther on, he says: “I wrote down two Traditions under his dictation, and no more; I also committed to paper some pieces of verse composed by him and which he recited to me.”—The ḥāfiz as-Silāfī (vol. I. p. 86) speaks, in these terms, of Abū Abd Allah al-Fadlī, the father of Ibn al-Kattān: “He belonged to a family of traditionists. I asked him the date of his birth and he told me that he was born on the eve of Friday, the 14th Rabī‘, 418 (20th August, A. D. 1027).” According to Abū Ghālib Shujā‘a Ibn Fāris ad-Dulī, he died on Wednesday, the 23rd of the latter Rabī‘, 498 (12th January, A. D. 1105), and was buried in the cemetery called al-Karkhī. Imād ad-Dīn al-Iṣpahānī (page 300 of this vol.) speaks of him (Ibn al-Kattān) in the Khartīda: “His wit,” says this writer, “and the graces of his style were universally acknowledged. There exists a diwān of his poetry, the greater part of which is good. In his verses, he bantered a number of eminent men and exposed their faults. No one escaped from his attacks, neither the khalif, at Baghdad, nor any other person. A learned doctor spoke to me of him in these terms: I was a boy and too young to learn any thing from his
lips, but I saw him sitting in a place apart from others. He was then a druggist at Baghdad, and I heard people say: 'That is Ibn al-Fadl, the satirist.' He learned Traditions from his own father and some other teachers, amongst whom were Abû Tâhir Ahmad Ibn al-Hasan al-Bakilânî, Abû 'l-Fadl Ahmad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Jirûn al-Amin, Abû Abd Allah al-Husain Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Talha Ibn Muhammad Ibn Othmân al-Bighâli al-Karkhi. He had frequent skirmishes with Hais Bais, one of which is thus related: Hais Bais went out, one night, from the palace of the vizir Sharaf ad-Din Abû 'l-Hasan (read al-Kâsim) Ali Ibn Tirâd az-Zainabi (see p. 579 of this vol.), and a young dog barked at him. As he had a sword suspended from his shoulder, he struck it with the point (1) of the blade and killed it. Ibn al-Fadl (Ibn al-Kattân) being told of this, drew up a piece of verse in which he inserted two lines composed by an Arab of the desert, who, being informed that his son had been slain by his (the Arab's) brother, went to take vengeance of the murderer, but then threw away his sword and uttered the verses of which we speak."—They are to be found in the first section of the Hamdasa (2).—'Ibn al-Fadl inscribed his poem on a piece of paper which he then tied to the neck of a bitch having a number of puppies, and charged a man to drive her and her young ones up to the vizir's door. She appeared there like a supplicant; the paper was taken off her neck and presented to the vizir, who found in it these lines:

"People of Baghdad! Know that Hais Bais has done a deed which now covers him with shame, throughout the town. It was he, the coward, who, to shew off his bravery, assailed a young whelp which had neither strength to attack nor force to resist. He has no money, so he cannot pay the price of blood; he is not equal in value to his victim, so he cannot suffice to undergo the law of retaliation. Therefore (l) curly-hair, recited these lines, after referring the vengeance of little-gray's blood to Him who is the sole, the eternal. Then, to give my heart relief and consolation, I said: One of my hands struck me without intending it; each of them could supply the place of the other; one is truly my brother when I call him by his name; the other is my son."

The idea expressed in the third verse (beginning with: He has no money) is borrowed from this verse of another poet:

They are a people who esteem themselves so vilely that, when one of their party commits a crime, they think that, by the law of retaliation (not one of them but), all must suffer the penalty of death.

This is one of the verses given in the Hamdasa (3); it will be found in the quire
which begins by the words لقي بقدر (4), and to that work we refer the reader. The insertion (of the two verses) is cleverly done; I never heard any thing so good, notwithstanding the great number of pieces into which poets have introduced verses composed by others. The only exception I shall make concerns a piece which was recited to me by the shaikh Muhaddab ad-Din Abû Tâlib Muhammad, better known by the surname of Ibn al-Khaimi; the same of whom we have spoken in the life of Tâj ad-Din al-Kindi (vol. I. p. 548). He informed me that, when he was at Damascus, the sultan ordered the beard of a person in his service to be shaved off before the eyes of the public. A part of it was already retrenched when some one interceded for the man and obtained for him the permission to retain the rest. He (Ibn al-Khaimi) composed on this subject the following piece, in which he designated the person indirectly, without mentioning his name:

I went to visit a son of Adam who, as I was informed, had all his beard shaved off, after receiving a bastinade. Finding that only the half had been removed, I congratulated him on his being allowed to retain the rest. He rose up, half-choked with weeping, and recited to me two verses which had not been composed in (a spirit of) lying and falsity: When a band of fellows come to shave off your beard, throw away your clothes so that they may not impede your flight. When (friends) come to you, saying: You have still the half; answer: The best of the halves is that which is gone!

The two last verses are given in that section of the Hamâsa which contains the satires on women (5), but (Ibn al-Khaimi) altered the first of them; in its original form it ran thus:

Marry not an old woman, though they bring her to you; but throw off your clothes so that they may not impede your flight.

(One year), in the month of Ramadân, the poet Hais Bais and Ibn al-Fadl were at a grand supper given by the vizir. Ibn al-Fadl took up a roasted kata (6) and offered it to his companion, who immediately turned towards the vizir and exclaimed: "My lord! this man has insulted me."—"How so?" said the vizir.—"Because he has made an allusion to the (well-known) verse:

"(The tribe of) Tamâm follows the path of viliness, and therein is better directed than the kata (towards its nest). If they trod in the path of honour, they would surely go astray."

We have already observed (vol. I. p. 559), that Hais Bais belonged to the tribe
of Tamīm.—This verse is taken from a piece composed by al-Tirimmān Ib'n Hakīm, the poet (7), and is followed by these lines:

Night is dispelled by day, but the ignominy of Tamīm will never be dispelled. If they saw a flea riding on a louse and galloping down to charge their line of battle, they would turn their backs (and run away).

Ibn al-Fadl entered, one day, into the palace of the vizir az-Zainabi and, finding Hais Bais with him, he said: "I have just composed two verses which could not possibly be augmented by a third, so completely do they indicate the idea I meant to express."—"Let us hear them," said the vizir. The poet recited as follows:

An image came (in a dream) to visit (me) which was as sparing (of visits) as she who sent it (was sparing of her favours); neither did it embrace me nor kiss me, so as to alleviate my pain. Its visits are only to aid me in abstaining from sleep, for it drives it away and then departs.

The vizir turned towards Hais Bais and said: "What think you of that pretension?" and received this answer: "Let the author repeat them, and the vizir shall hear the third verse." Ibn al-Fadl recited the verses again by the vizir's order; Hais Bais remained silent for a moment and then came out with this line:

(The beloved) knew not that I employed sleep as a snare to catch (a sight of) her image, when I found that all other snares (remained without effect and) fatigued my waking hours.

The vizir acknowledged that Hais Bais had well fulfilled his promise.—I was told that a modern whom I cannot now designate, being unable to discover who he was, took this very idea and versified it remarkably well; he expressed it thus:

You who (by your beauty) render jealous the sun and the moon! (tell me) who will console the enslaved lover whom you treated so cruelly, whilst you said that (not you, but) fate alone was to be blamed. I declare by the vitality of my love, that, if I sleep, it is not because I have forgotten you, but for the purpose of catching (a glimpse of) your image (in my dreams). Regret not the visits which your image made me whilst I slumbered: it was really as coy (and as disdainful) as yourself.

I have since discovered that the author of this piece was Abū 'l-Alā Ib'n Abī 'n-Nada al-Marūf.—When he (Ibn al-Fadl) directed against the kādī 'l-kādī Jalāl ad-Dīn az-Zainabi that satirical poem of which we have spoken in the life of Ib'n as-Sawādi
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(vol. II. p. 416) and which we should give here, were it not so long, the kādi ordered one of his servants to bring the poet before him, and, when he was led in, he boxed his ears and sent him to prison. The poet remained in confinement so long that he wrote to Majd ad-Dīn Ibn as-Sāhib, the khalif’s major-domo, a letter containing the following verses:

Majd ad-Dīn! I ask for shelter under your protection and complain to you of such ill treatment as I am unable to support. Some people have brought against me an absurd accusation and transmitted it to the worshipful kādi. A brutal prosecutor dragged me by the sleeve and by the collar before the seat of justice. Every stroke of the (kādi’s) slipper made me bend my head, till my heart was ready to faint away. Even before the accuser had produced his proofs, I received such slaps on the face as prevented me from knowing where I was. Suppose that false accusation to be true, and tell me, master! if the prisoner should remain in confinement after having paid the full penalty of his fault?

When he got out of prison, he composed these lines:

He who struck me on the face thought he dis honoured me and did me harm; but his prison has not altered my sentiments, neither have his buffets injured (8) my ears.

Some verses rhyming in m and directed against Hais Bais have been already given in his life with the answer to them. When az-Zainabi, he of whom we have spoken, was raised to the vizirate, Ibn al-Fadl went to see him and entered into the hall of audience, which was crowded with men of high rank who had come to congratulate the vizir on his nomination. Having gone up to him, he wished him every happiness and, to show his joy and delight, he began to dance about. The vizir, on seeing this, said to one of his confidants: “God confound that old fellow! his ‘‘ dancing reminds me of the common proverb: Skip for the ape when the time of ‘‘ his (prosperity) is arrived.” The poet himself put this idea into verse and transmitted to one of the grandees a written copy of the piece (9). He composed also a kasdā rhyming in r, in which he diffamed, one way or other, a great number of the grandees. In this poem he said:

Tikrit is out of our reach and, in our ignorance, we go to take Tirmid from Sinjar (10).

The same poem contained the well known verse:

Genealogies traced up to al-Abbās are now so frail (and so ill-supported) that they may be compared to pot-herbs.
A literary man of my friends recited to me the following verses as having been composed by Ibn al-Fadl:

His generosity put an end to the war between me and Fortune; for one verse of encomium, he bestowed on me gifts enough to fill my house.

He went, one day, to the house of the vizir Ibn Hubaira (11) and found with him the syndic of the Shartfs, who was generally looked on as a great miser. This was in Ramadân, (the month of fasting), and the weather was very hot. The vizir said to him: "Where have you been?"—He replied: "In the kitchen of his worship the shartfs."—"Wretch that you are!" exclaimed the vizir, "what were you doing in a kitchen, now that we are in the month of Ramadân?" He answered: "By the life of your Lordship! I was breaking the heat." The vizir smiled, all the persons present laughed out and the syndic remained quite confounded. The expression to break the heat in such a place is particular to the people of that city (Baghdad) and signifies to chose a cool place for taking one's afternoon nap. Another day, he went to the dwelling of a great man and, being refused admittance, was much offended. He then saw servants bring out meat and give it to their master's hounds, on which he observed that his lordship wished not to incur the common imprecation: God's curse on the tree which shelters not its own people.—Another day, as he was sitting down to dinner with his wife, he told her to uncover her head. When she did so, he repeated these words of the Koran: Say, God is one. She asked him what was the matter and received this answer: "When a woman uncovers her head, the angels do not remain present and, when that verse of the Koran is pronounced, the demons take to flight. Now, I do not like being at table with a crowd (zahma) about me." The anecdotes told of him are very numerous. He was born in the year 477 (A. D. 1084-5), but as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156) says as follows: "I asked him the date of his birth and he replied that he was born on the morning of Friday, the 7th of Zâ 'l-Hijja, 478 (26th March, A. D. 1086)." He died at Baghdad, on Saturday, the 28th of Ramadân, 558 (30th August, A. D. 1163) and was buried in the cemetery called al-Karkhi. According to as-Samâni, he died on the festival day of the breaking of the Fast, (the 1st Shawwâl—2nd September). Did I not prefer being concise, I should relate a great number of the laughable anecdotes which are told of him, for, in the chapter (of jokes and pleasantry), he held a noted place.—One of the verses above mentioned and which rhyme in d, contains
the word ۡبا (ba'aud), which signifies the equivalent. Thus, the say: "The blood of this man shall the equivalent of (i.e., shall answer for) the blood of that man." The word جد (Jada), which (signifies curly-haired and which) occurs in the same piece, is the proper name of a bitch; so I was informed, but I have found nothing of the kind in philological works. Persons versed in philology say only this of it: "Abū Jada (the father of Jada) is a name given to the wolf; jada serves to designate the sheep. The wolf was so called because he likes sheep so much."

(1) Literally: with the heel.
(2) See Freytag’s Hamasa, page 111.
(3) See Hamasa, page 111.
(4) Here, the author, by a singular inadvertence, refers to a page or a quire of his own manuscript.
(7) This poet lived in the first century of Islamism.
(8) Literally: softened.
(9) Here Ibn Khallikân inserts the piece. It contains eleven verses, some of which offer expressions and allusions belonging, apparently, to the corrupt popular dialect of Baghdad. The third of these verses is incorrectly given in the manuscripts and the two printed editions, so that its meaning is not evident. The other verses, taken separately, are sufficiently intelligible, but when they are all taken together, the general thought which should pervade the piece cannot be perceived. I therefore do not attempt translating them.
(10) The allusion to these cities I cannot understand.
(11) The life of Ibn Hubaira will be found in this work.

AL-KADI 'S-SAID IBN-SANA 'L-MULK

Al-Kâdi 's-Said (the fortunate kâdi), Abû 'l-Kâsim Hibat Allah, the son of al Kâdi ar-Rashid (the well-directed kâdi) Abû 'l-Fadl Jaafar, the son of al-Motamid Sana 'l-Mulk (the lustre of the empire) Abû Abd Allah Muhammad, the son of Hibat Allah, the son of Muhammad as-Saadi, was a celebrated Egyptian poet and the author of that didâd which contains such elegant pieces of verse and such exquisite mor-
nels of poetry. He was one of those men high in office who obtained general notice by their merit and their talent. He learned Traditions from the ḥāfiz Abū Tāhir as-Silafi (vol. I. p. 86). To the eminent rank and the ease which he enjoyed were joined the abundant favours of fortune and an ample share of worldly prosperity. The Book of animals, composed by al-Jāhiz (vol. II. p. 405), was abridged by him and published under the quaint title of Rouh al-Haiwān (the spirit of animals). He left also a diwan (filled with poems of that species which goes under the name) of al-muwashshahāt (roundelays), and entitled Dār at-Tīrāz (the house or store of embroidery), and another consisting of extracts from the epistolary correspondence which passed between him and al-Kādi 'l-Fādīl (vol. II. p. 111) and containing elegant ideas of all sorts. Some of the great poets of that age formed a society at Old Cairo and held sittings during which they conversed and discoursed in a manner which was highly pleasing to hear. Sharaf ad-Dīn Ibn Onain (page 176 of this vol.), having then visited Cairo, was received by them with great honour and invited to their parties. As they all agreed in leading a pleasant life, they exclaimed, on learning his arrival: "Here is the poet of Syria!" and, on that occasion, they held assemblies during which their discourses were taken down in writing. Were I not apprehensive of being led away too far, I should give some of them here. A kasīda, composed by him (al-Kādi 'l-Sād) in honour of al-Kādi 'l-Fādīl, contains two elegant verses which I give here:

Were the jeweller to see the pearls of her mouth, he would take them for gems of the rarest kind. If any one say that her figure is like a willow-wand, tell him to take care lest her figure should overbear your words (and chastise you).

Here is another piece of his:

No branch can represent the slightness of thy figure; no gazelle (is so graceful as thee). Let others unite in their form every charm; their beauty is surpassed by thine. O thou whose smiling lips always display to us a row of beads, each of them a real pearl! my censor asked me if I had no ears (for good advice), and I asked him if he had no eyes (to see thee).

The following amorous ditty was composed by him on a blind girl:

My sun (is in her face;) it was never hidden but by her hair and has never suffered an eclipse but in its eyes. The sword (of her glances) is sheathed, but she wounds without it by means of her eyelids. In looking on her, I see a (blind) mole in (the body of) a gazelle, and the eyes of (the blind) Jacob in (the head of the handsome) Joseph.
The verses which follow were composed by him on a lad who had been whipped and then sent to prison:

I should give my life to redeem him who was scourged, not for being in fault but for the purpose of making that slender branch open its rose-buds (1). They put him into prison only to save his beauty from the stroke of the evil eye, and they said to him: "You resemble Joseph in beauty; resemble him again by entering into prison."

The next verses are taken from another of his pieces:

I ceased to love her, not through lassitude, but for a motive which forced me to say: I leave you. She wished a third to be associated in our intimacy, but in my heart is still that article of belief which forbids me (the sin of) association (2).

By the same:

O thou whose neck is bared of every ornament except its beauty! On thy account I bared my heart (of every sentiment) except affliction (for thy cruelty). On the thread of my eyelids are strung the pearls of my tears; wilt thou have for thy neck a collar which will cost thee nothing? Fear me not! for I am as feeble and as languid as the zephyr; and the zephyr need not be feared by the willow-branch (of thy figure).

The idea expressed in this last verse is borrowed from the following line composed by Ibn Kalâkis and already given in his biographical notice (see page 538 of this vol.):

As long as I courted her, (she) that pliant branch in a garden, enfeebled my body, so that I am become the zephyr.

A sa specimen of his style in prose we may cite a passage of a letter written by him, it is said, to al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil, relatively to the Nile which, in that year, had not attained its usual height and did not produce an inundation. Here is the passage: "As for the water (of the Nile), the places where it might draw from are gone dry; its fingers are cut off (the digits of the nilometer are useless); the pillar (in that edifice) must make its ablution with dust, if it intend to offer up a prayer for rain, and the scale is so feeble (and thirsty) that it thinks it has got the dropsy." This is one of the finest turns of expression which were ever employed to indicate the Nile's inability (to overflow its banks). There was in Old Cairo a poet called Abû Makârim Hibat Allah Ibn Wazir Ibn Mukallad the kâtib. Al-Kâdi 's-Saîd, being informed that a satire had been composed on him by this person, had him brought into his presence.
and, after inflicting on him a corporal chastisement, addressed him in abusive language. A well known poet, named Nashū al-Mulk Abū 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn Mufarraj and surnamed Ibn al-Munajjim al-Maarri (whose family belonged to Maarra tan-Nomān, but) who was born and who died in Egypt, was induced by this circumstance to indite the following lines and send then to the kādi:

Say to as-Sāid, whose prosperity may God maintain! 'Why did you treat so unjustly our worthy friend, Ibn Wazīr? You avenged yourself sufficiently by striking him on the face; why then did you insult him after? In doing so, you returned insult for insult, but you paid him moreover, with blows for interest; yet the law does not allow usury. If you say that your insults did him no hurt; then, by Allah! your blows did not hurt him either.'

Al-Kādi 's-Sāid composed a kastda in praise of Shams ad-Dawlat Tūrān Shāh (vol. I. p. 284), the brother of the sultan Salāh ad-Din (Saladin) and began it thus:

I am indifferent for none except for my turbaned friend (3); I have renounced nothing except a blameworthy life.

When this piece appeared, a number of the Cairo poets leagued against him and, having declared that such a manner of opening a poem was detestable, they attacked him in satires. On this occasion, Ibn az-Zarawi (or ad-Darawi), the same person of whom we have spoken in the life of Saif ad-Dawlat al-Mubārak Ibn Munkid (vol. II. p. 555), wrote to him the following lines:

Relate to as-Sāid these words of one who admires his productions so full of charms: 'How admirable is your clever and perspicuous poem! yet our poets cannot taste its novelties. They blame the idea of being indifferent for a friend; yet, if at-Tāl (vol. I. p. 348) saw such a tissue of verses as yours, he would become (your ardent) partisan.'

Numerous anecdotes are told of this kādi. He died at Cairo, on one of the first ten days of the month of Ramadān, 608 (between the 6th and the 16th of February, A. D. 1212). The Kādī (Imdād ad-Din, see p. 300 of this vol.) speaks of him in the Khartda and says: 'On the 18th of Zu 'l-Kaada, in the year 70,'—that is, in the year 570,—' (10th June, A. D. 1175), I was with al-Kādi 'l-Fādil in his tent at Marj ad-Dalhamiya (4), when he shewed me a kastda which as-Sāid had sent to him from Cairo, and he informed me that the author had not yet attained his twentieth year. I was much struck with the elegance of its versification.' He (Imdād ad-Din) then gives the poem; it begins thus:
Separation (from thee) has condemned my heart to be the constant companion of sorrow; thy departure has effected a firm accord between my eyes and tears.

If we admit the above mentioned indication, al-Kâdi 's-Sa'id was born towards the year 550 (A. D. 1115-6). Imâd ad-Dîn then says, after inserting the kastda: "He"—meaning as-Sa'id,—"came to Syria in the month of Ramadân, 571, being then in the service of al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil; and I found him to be a marvel for intelligence. He has reached the goal in the career of prose and of verse; the exquisite (genius) of the Arabic language has delivered to him a standard with its right hand, and he obtained from the affability of al-Kâdi 'l-Fâdil a most favorable reception. The clay of his intelligence has been moulded by nature on (the wheel of) sagacity, and I have every hope that his rank in the (literary) art will be exalted highly; that, if his days be prolonged, he will obtain science enough to satisfy his utmost wishes, and that, when his merit will be disengaged from (the admixture of) puerility, reflection will, with him, be watered by the fountain of knowledge, so that it may render abundant fruits and produce for him collars such as all would wish to possess."—I may here add that Jaafar, the father of al-Kâdi 's-Sa'id, died towards the middle of Ramadân, 580 (December, A. D. 1184).—I have since found in the handwriting of a friend who took interest in these matters that his death occurred on Tuesday, the 5th of Zû 'l-Hijja, 592 (30th Oct., A. D. 1196), and that he was born towards the middle of Shauwâl, 525 (Sept., A. D. 1131).

—The poet and kâtib Abû 'l-Makârim Hibat Allah Ibn Wâriz Ibn Mukallad, he whose name occurs in this article, is spoken of by Imâd ad-Dîn, who says, in his Khârida: "I went to Old Cairo in the year 576 (A. D. 1180-1) and having enquired after him, was told that he was dead."

(1) That seems to mean: making his body red.
(2) In Moslem theology, association signifies admitting the doctrine of polytheism or that of the trinity.
(3) I suppose that, by these words, the poet designated his mistress.
(4) The sultan Saladin invaded Syria, A. H. 570, took Damascus and other cities and blockaded Aleppo. The Kâdi 'l-Fâdil accompanied him. The place called Marj ad-Dalhamsiya was probably in the neighbourhood of Aleppo.
HIBAT ALLAH AL-BUSIRI

Abū 'l-Kāsim, surnamed also Abū 'l-Karam Hibat Allah Ibn Ali Ibn Masūd Ibn Thābit Ibn Ḥāshim Ibn Ghālib Ibn Thābit al-Ansāri al-Khazrajī, came of a family which inhabited al-Monastir, but was born in Egypt and there he resided. Al-Bāṣfī is the appellation by which he is generally known (1). This adāb was well versed in (Arabic) literature; he knew also by heart a number of pieces which had been transmitted down from the ancients and taught some Traditions known only to himself. He thus formed an intermediate link in the chain by which the doctors who came after him were connected with those of ancient times, and, in the latter part of his life, he held (as a traditionist) a rank in which he had no equal. The system of koran-reading followed by the ḥāfiz as-Silafi (vol. I. p. 86) and Ibrāhīm Ibn Ḥātim al-Asadi was taught to him by Abū Sādik Murshid Ibn Yahya Ibn al-Kāsim al-Madīnī (a native of Medina and) imām of the Jāmē 'l-Atik (the ancient mosque) in Old Cairo. Al-Bāṣfī was the last person who ever taught Traditions received orally from the above mentioned Abū Sādik, from Abū 'l-Husain Ali Ibn al-Husain Ibn Omar, the koran-reader of Musul, and from Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Barakāt Ibn Hilāl as-Saidi, the grammarian. He delivered also some Traditions on the authority of Abū 'l-Fath Sultān Ibn Ibrāhīm Ibn al-Musallam al-Makdisi, and was the last survivor of all those who taught Traditions which they had learned from the lips of that doctor. People came from (distant) countries to hear him, and obtained from him a great quantity of information. His grandfather, Masūd, had removed from al-Monastir to Būṣir, where he took up his residence, but, when his great abilities became known to the Egyptian government, he was called down to Old Cairo and appointed to draw up the official papers in the Correspondence office. His son Ali, the father of the Abū 'l-Kāsim whom is the subject of this article, was born in Old Cairo, in which city the family resided and had got into notice. Abū 'l-Kāsim bore the surname of Saiyid al-Ahl (the chief of the family), but he is better known as Hibat Allah. He was born in Old Cairo, A. H. 506 (A. D. 1112-3), or, according to another statement, on Thursday, the 5th of Zūr-ʿl-Kaāda, 500 (28th June, A. D. 1107). He died in that city on the eve of the 2nd of Safar, 508 (1st Nov., A. D. 1201) and
was buried at the foot of Mount Mokattam. Yākūṭ al-Hamawi (2) says, in his dictionary of places bearing similar names, that he died in the month of Shauwāl.—Khazraj means descended from al-Khazraj, the brother of al-Aūs. These two were the sons of Hāritha Ibn Thalaba Ibn Amr Muzaikiyha Ibn Aāmir Ma as-Samā. The remainder of this genealogical list is well known. Their mother's name was Kaila (كَيْلَة). It was among the descendants of these two that the Prophet found at Medina his Ansārs (or first assistants).—Al-Monastir, a town in Ifrikiya (the kingdom of Tunis), was founded by Harthama Ibn Aīn al-Hāshimi (3), in the year 180 (A. D. 796-7). He had been appointed governor of that province by Hārūn ar-Rashīd, and he arrived there on Thursday, the 3rd of the latter Rabi, 179 (26th June, A. D. 795). In the life of the emir Tamīm Ibn al-Moizz Ibn Bādis (vol. I. p. 283), reference is made to the present article.—Būsīr (بَوْصِير), called also Būstr Kūrtdos, which last name is written utter with a k (ك) or a q (ق), is a town in the province of al-Bahnasa, which is one of the countries included in the Saiy (Upper Egypt). In the life of the kātib Abd al-Hamīd (vol. II. p. 175), we have spoken of another Būsīr situated in the province of al-Faiyūm. There is also a village near al-Jiza which is called Būstr as-Sīdr, and another in the canton of as-Samannūdiya. We have thus four places of the same name and all of them situated in Egypt.—Al-Monastir lies between al-Mahdiya and Sūsa. It is a place of devotion to which pious men retire when they abandon the world for the service of God. It contains a number of castles resembling convents, all of which are surrounded by one wall (4). These indications are taken from the work of Yākūṭ al-Hamawi.

(1) The author of the Borda, a celebrated poem in praise of Muhammad, bore also the surname of al-Būstrī. His names and surnames were Sharaf ad-Dīn Abū Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Saad Ibn Hammūd as-Sanājī ad-Dūlabi al-Būstrī. He was a native of Egypt, born, A. H. 608 (A. D. 1211), in one of the dependencies of al-Bahnasa. According to Abū l-Mahāsin, in the 5th volume of the al-Menhal as-Sūfī, ms. of the Bib. Imp. ancien fonds, n° 751, fol. 128 et seq., he died, A. H. 696 or 697, or, according to Hajji Khalīfa, in the year 694 (1294-5). He descended from the berber tribe of Sanhāja and belonged probably to the Hammūd family which reigned over a part of North Africa from A. H. 598 (A. D. 1008) to A. H. 547 (A. H. 1152-3). The Menhal as-Sūfī gives some account of this poet.

(2) The life of Yākūṭ is given in this work.


(4) It is, or was, a Molaim rībūt, on a very extensive scale.
HIBAT ALLAH IBN AT-TALMID

Abû '1-Hasan Hibat Allah Ibn Abi Ghanâim Sâcîd Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Ibrâîhim Ibn Ali, generally known by the surname of Ibn at-Talâmid and the title of Amin ad-Dawla (the trusty servant of the empire), was a Christian physician and a native of Baghdad. The kâtìb Imâd ad-Dîn (page 300 of this vol.) designates him, in the Khârîda, as the sultan of doctors, and praises him in the highest terms. Here are his words: "In the science of medicine, he was for the whole world the point to which they had recourse; he was the Hippocrates of the age, the Galen of the epoch; his talents carried the medical science to the acme of perfection, none of the ancient doctors having reached the height to which he attained. His life was long and his days prosperous. When I saw him, he was an old man of a pleasing aspect, and the sweetness of character indicated by his looks was, on trial, found to be real. His mind was quick, his body graceful, his sentiments exalted, his thoughts aspiring, his sagacity felicitous and his judgement solid. He was the elder of the Christians, their priest, their head and their chief. His verses shine by their charming style, by the sweetness of the fruits gathered from them and by the admirable abundance of their thoughts. Here is one of his pieces containing an enigmatical description of a balance:

"Tell me what is the thing which bears various names and gives a just measure for things on earth and for the heavens. It decides with equity and never uses deception. Though blind, it sets the spectator in the right; it is dumb, but not from an accident or a malady; it enounces by a sign its decisions, and answers, by rising and falling, the appeal of him who is in doubt. When suspended in air, it returns a clear reply."

One of the various names to which the author alludes is the balance of the sun, by which is meant the astrolabe and other astronomical instruments, and which is also indicated by the words giving a just measure for the heavens; the other names are the balance of discourse, that is to say, grammar, the balance of poetry, which means prosody and the balance of ideas, or logic. These are the things are designated by the names of balance, measure, cubit and other terms besides. Imâd ad-Dîn then gives a number of passages taken from this author's poems, and some
of them we shall notice. The article in which he speaks of the Christian physician Motamid al-Mulk Abū 'l-Faraj Yahya Ibn at-Talmid (1), contains these words: "When Abū 'l-Faraj died, he was replaced by his sister's son,"—the person of whom we are treating,—"who, for that reason, became known by the surname of his predecessor." He (Imād ad-Dīn) says, in the work entitled Anmūdāj al-Aāiyān min chuward az-Zamān, etc. (List of those eminent contemporary poets whom I have known or heard of): "Ibn at-Talmid was versed in many sciences; he possessed a solid judgement and a powerful intellect. For a long time, he was in the service of the khalifs and the kings; his conversation was more brilliant than molten gold or strings of pearls. I met with him at different times, towards the close of his life, and marvelled greatly that he, with his excellent judgment and extraordinary intelligence, should let himself be deprived of (the blessings of) Islam; but God, in his bounty, directeth whom he pleaseth and, through his resolve, he leadeth astray whom he pleaseth. In his epistolary compositions, his style was copious and exalted; by his verses, he placed himself among the great masters in poetry and took the place of honour." He then gives some passages from his poems. Abū 'l-Ma'allī 'l-Hazīrī (vol. I. p. 563) mentions him in the Ztna tad-Dahr and gives some of his pieces, such as the following:

O thou who hast launched against me, from the bow of departure, the arrow of separation (whose wounds are so) difficult to cure! pardon the absence of him who is far from thee; that absence is a fault which bears in itself its punishment.

Imād ad-Dīn cites the last of these verses in the Khartda, as being the production of Abū Muhammad Ibn Hakīna (2), and joins to it another which I here give:

If he suffered no other punishment than thy departure from him, that alone would be sufficient.

Al-Hazīrī attributes to him the following lines:

I complained because thy image did not visit (my slumbers), and yet I was prevented from sleeping by my love (for thee). It at length paid me a visit of kindness and complained of my (not sleeping to receive it). Thus was fulfilled the proverb: Dreams go by contraries.

Imād ad-Dīn says, in his Khartda, amongst other things: "Abū 'l-Ma'allī Hibat Allah Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Muttalib told me that Abū 'l-Hasan
Ibn at-Talmid recited to him the following lines, declaring them to be of his own composing:

"The happy days of my youth were a (prolonged) intoxication; but I then recovered and commenced to act as a virtuous man. I stopped to await (the hour of) death, like the traveller who, knowing the place (to which he is going), stops to pass the night at a distance from the (regular) halting-place."

The second of these verses is given by Ibn al-Munajjim (3) in the Kitâb al-Bâri, where it is attributed to Muslim Ibn al-Walid (vol. I. p. 25). Ibn at-Talmid must have therefore borrowed and inserted it among his own. Abû Muhammad Ibn Hakîna having fallen ill, was treated by Ibn at-Talmid; on recovering, he gave him some money and composed these lines:

Being unwell, I went to be treated by him; for maladies must be cured. He tended me and consoled me, till I was able to thank him as every man would do when delivered from his cares; and I said: "Since this doctor has treated me kindly and cured me, let theriac (4) be administered to him."

He composed on the same person another piece expressing the same idea and which I give here:

He was kind to his patient and saved him from death; yet (the sick man) was so ill that they were on the point of swathing his legs together, (for burial) (5). The person who keeps death away from another, merits to share in that man's wealth.

He, one time, requested the same doctor to cross the Tigris for the purpose of treating him, and, in this written application, he said:

Amro 'l-Kais, when enamoured with her who rode in the palanquin, was cured by an abra (by shedding a flood of tears) (6). An abra (or crossing of the river) would do me also good.

Ibn Hakîna lost his sight towards the close of his life. He had then a quarrel with Ibn at-Talmid and, when (the latter) wished to make up with him, he addressed to him this line:

If you wish to pacify Bashshâr, the son of Burd (vol. I. p. 254), throw upon him his father (i.e. a cloak, burd).

On this, Ibn at-Talmid sent him what he asked for and regained his friendship.
Many stories are related of what passed between them. Ibn Hakina mentioned the name of Bashshâr Ibn Burd in this verse because Bashshâr had not the use of his sight and he, being blind also, compared himself to that poet. The expression *throw upon him such a one* is in general use with the people of Baghdad: when a man wishes to make up with his adversary and the latter refuses, they say: "Throw such a one upon him;" that is, let such a one visit the adversary and intercede with him. In the verse is a *taurtâ*, one thing being said and another meant.—Here follows a well known piece of which he (*Ibn at-Talîmîd*) is said to be the author, but I have found it attributed to an-Nâsîh Ibn ad-Dâhhân, a grammarian of Mosul:

Away with (7) reasoning! (see *you not how*) the passion of love leads to judgments (so wild that they) cannot be brought into the road of good sense. Thus, people say of love, which is eternal, that it is a (transitory) accident, yet our bodies are annihilated under its influence.

The two following verses are by the same author, but Imâd ad-Dîn, in his *Khartda*, attributes them to Abû Ali 'l-Muhandis, a native of Egypt:

My heart shares its love between a troop of beauties, to each of whom I am fondly attached. It is thus a center of which they are the circumference, and each of my desires is a radius.

By the same:

His liberality is a physician which cures our indispositions by a kind treatment. He is like mummy for a broken bone, and theeriac for the bite of a serpent.

I have since found these two verses in the *divân* of the poet Ibn Hajjâj (*vol. I. p. 448*). The following lines were composed by him on his son Saîd:

My love for Saîd is an etduring substance; his love for me a transitory accident. The six dimensions of my substance are occupied by him; but he, though enclosed therein, is inclined to leave me for another.

Abû 'l-Kâsim Ibn Aflah, a poet of whom we have already spoken (*vol. II. p. 324*), was cured of a disease under Ibn at-Talîmîd's treatment; and, as the latter forbade him to take any other food than that which was prescribed to him, he addressed to him the following lines, complaining of hunger:

I am hungry; deliver me from starvation. A piece of bread, even a small morcel, would be my deliverance. Say not to me: "Just now! take patience!" I cannot have patience, even for an hour. Today, my empty stomach will hearken to no remonstrance against bread.
Ibn at-Talmid, having read these verses, answered them by the following:

It is thus that guests (when famished) like me complain to each other of hunger; yet I will not give you what is hurtful, remonstrate as you may! Try and humour your appetite with panado; that is better than a piece of bread. Answer, I beg of you, to what I prescribe by the words: I hear and obey.

When Ibn Aflah received these lines, he wrote back the following answer:

I shall endeavour to follow your prescription, but I cannot say with perfect sincerity: I hear and obey. By Allah! I have struggled against hunger, but am unable to repel it. Preserve me from its consequences by delivering me from the headache which it gives.

Ibn at-Talmid replied by these lines:

In poetry my talent is feeble and my abilities limited, whilst you have a genius naturally disposed for it and are skilled in that art. As long as you cannot bear with the pains of hunger, so long you will not be delivered from your headache. Therefore, let your Bismillah (or grace before meat) be preceded by the taking of (food) an hour later (8).

Ibn at-Talmid and the celebrated physician Auhad az-Zamān (the pearl of the age) Abū 'l-Barakāt Hibat Allah Ibn Malkān (9), the author of the philosophical treatise entitled al-Motabir (the worthy of notice), looked on each other with feelings of jealousy and rivalry such as usually prevail between men who are eminent in the same profession. The anecdotes concerning their conferences and disputes are well known. Auhad az-Zamān was a Jew, but became a Muslim in his latter days. To cure himself of an elephantiasis, he let himself be bitten by vipers which he had kept, for some time, without food; and, after receiving a great number of bites, he was cured, but lost his sight. The history of this affair is well known. Ibn at-Talmid composed on his rival the following epigram:

Our friend, the Jew, is so filled (fihi) with folly that it is manifested by his mouth (fihi) every time he speaks. He talks at random (yatīh); not a dog but ranks higher than he! one would think he had not yet got out of the Wilderness (Tih).

Ibn at-Talmid was very modest, and Auhad az-Zamān very presumptuous. This induced al-Bādī al-Asturlābi (page 580 of this vol.) to compose the following lines:

The doctor Abū 'l-Hasan and his imitator, Abū 'l-Barakāt, stand at opposite extremes: one,
by his modesty, has reached the Pleiades, and the other, by his presumption, is in the lowest abyss.

Ibn at-Talmit composed some good works on medicine, one of which, the Akrābdātn (Antidotarium) is a very useful treatise and serves as a practical guide to the physicians of our days. Another of his works, that which he composed on the Kādlīydt (10) of Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna), bears the title of Kunndsh wa Haurīsh (compilation and glosses). The master under whom he made his medical studies was Abū ‘l-Hasan Sa‘īd Ibn Hibat Allah (11), the author of some well known medical works, such as the Talkhīts (compendium), the Mughni (sufficient), in one volume, and the Iknda (satisfactory), in four volumes. Some persons found fault with these (two last) titles and said that they should have exchanged places, because mughni signifies what enables to dispense with any thing and would have been an appropriate title for the larger work, whilst the term iknda, signifying what furnishes a sufficiency, was more suitable for a compendium. All the medical and literary works (composed by Ibn at-Talmit) are very good. His conduct was most regular and his gravity so remarkable that, it is said, in the frequent visits made by him to the palace of the khalifs, he was never heard to utter a jest, except on one occasion. That was in the presence of the khalif al-Muktasib (li-amr illah). Here is what passed: A pension which had been assigned to him on the glass-bottle manufactory at Baghdad was stopped without the khalif’s knowledge, and, one day that he was with that prince, and intended to withdraw, he had great difficulty in getting up, by reason of his advanced age. On this, the khalif said: “Doctor! you are getting old.” To which he replied: “It is true, my lord! my bottles are broken.” This expression is employed by the people of Baghdad to indicate that a man is old. When the khalif heard these words from the doctor’s lips, he said: “During all the time he has been in our service I never heard him utter a pleasantry.” Enquiries being then made into the affair, led to the discovery that his pension on the bottle manufactory had been suppressed. The khalif, being informed of the circumstance, gave orders that the pension should be restored to him and granted him another besides. It had been suppressed by the vizir Aūn ad-Dīn Ibn Hubaira. The anecdotes related of this doctor are very numerous. He died at Baghdad in the month of Safar, 560 (Dec.-Jan., A. D. 1164-5), aged nearly one hundred years. In the historical work of Ibn Zulak al-Fārīki it is stated that Ibn at-Talmit died on Christmas day and that he was acquainted with more sciences.
than any other man. All those who inhabited Baghdad, either on one side
(of the river) or on the other, went with his corpse to the church and attended
the funeral; not one of them staid away.—This article contains only one name
the orthography of which requires to be marked; it is Malkán, that which was
borne by the grandfather of Auhad az-Zamán. — In the life of Ibn al-Jawálikí
(page 499 of this vol.) we have related a scene which passed between him and Ibn
at-Talmíd in the presence of the khalif al-Muktafi. My article on Amin ad-Dawlat
Ibn at-Talmíd was finished when I met with a book in the handwriting of my
professor, Muwaffak ad-Din Abú Muhammad Abd al-Latif Ibn Yusuf, and drawn up
by him in the form of an autobiography (12). Towards the commencement of this
work, he describes Ibn at-Talmíd as being possessed of great learning and skill in
medicine. He then says (13): "One of his (remarkable cures) was this: A woman
"was carried to him in such a state that her family did not know whether she was
"living or dead. Though it was then in the depth of winter, he had her
"stripped and submitted to a prolonged affusion of cold water. He then ordered
"her to be carried into a warm room, which had been fumigated with aloes-wood
"and other perfumes. They covered her with a quantity of furred cloaks and,
"some time after, she sneezed and began to move; then she sat up and was able
"to go home on foot with her people. Another time, they brought to him a man
"who sweated blood in the summer season. He asked his pupils, who were about
"fifty in number, if they knew what that malady was, but none of them could
"tell. He ordered the patient to eat barley bread with roasted love-apples. The
"sick man did so for three days and recovered. The pupils asked their master
"what the malady was and he replied: 'The man's blood had got thin and the
"pores of his body were much opened; now, the virtue of this regimen is, to
"thicken the blood and to close the pores.' To give an idea of his disinte-
"restedness, we may mention that the rear of his house was contiguous to the
"Nizámiya college and, when any of the law students was taken ill, he had him
"brought to his house and took care of him, till he was cured and able to return.'
—Before this, our professor, Muwaffak ad-Din (Abd al-Latif) says: "I profited
"greatly under the tuition of this Amin ad-Dawla's son. He lived nearly eighty
"years. His great experience and his profound acquaintance with the secrets of
"the human constitution were such that he could discern every malady as clearly
"as if he saw it through a pane of glass; and he had never the least hesitation in
"deciding on its nature and mode of treatment. He usually prescribed simple remedies or such as were but slightly compounded; and he thought no one worthy of practising medicine but himself. He used to say: 'A prudent man should wear such clothes as may not draw upon him the envy of the lower order or the contempt of the higher.' So he wore white clothes of a fine quality." — He (Abd al-Latif) then adds: "This (doctor) was strangled in the court of his house, in the first third of the night (14); he became a Moslim before his death. I have often regretted his loss."

(1) This doctor practised in Baghdad, with great reputation, towards the close of the fifth century of the Hijra. This century ended A. H. 1106.

(2) This is the same poet whose name is written Jakina, vol. I, p. 171, and vol. II, p. 492. I am inclined to think that Hakina is the right name. See page 582 of this volume, note (4).

(3) His life will found page 604 of this volume.

(4) Various readings: دَرَيْأَيْ, زَرَيْأَيْ, زِرَيْأَيْ. These words appear to be alterations of ثَرِيْأَيْ.

(5) This translation is merely conjectural.

(6) Amr 'l-Kais says, in the fourth verse of his Muallaka: "a flood of tears is my cure."

(7) I read تَرَيْأَيْ with the edition of Badi'k.

(8) The absurdity of this recommendation and the impossibility of fulfilling it imply that the patient should not take anything. I do not see any other way of explaining the passage.

(9) Auhad ar-Zamān was the khalif al-Mustanjid's physician. He composed a number of medical treatises. For a notice on this doctor see Wüstenfeld's Arabische Aerste, n° 177.

(10) Kulliydt signifies generalities and, when employed as the title of a medical work, means general principles of therapeutics. Avicena and Averroes composed each of them a Kulliydt. In the old Latin translations, this word is rendered or rather transcribed by colliget.

(11) The text reads Hibat Allah Ibn Sall which is a fault. See Arabische Aerste, n° 143 and Hajji Kha-llfa's bibliographical Dictionary, tom. V, p. 658.


(13) Ibn Abi Osaibia gives some long extracts from Abd al-Latif's autobiography, but has purposely omitted what concerned Ibn at-Talmid. See de Sacy's Abdallatif, p. 464. I may here observe that Ibn Khal-likān was about twenty-one years of age when, his professor, Abd al-Latif died.

(14) Here the text appears to be corrupt.
Abū Abd Allah Hārūn, the son of Ali, the son of Yahya, the son of Abū Mansūr al-Munajjim (the astrologer), was an accomplished scholar and a native of Baghdad. We have already spoken of his son Ali (vol. II. p. 313). Hārūn was a ḫāṣi, knowing by heart and able to repeat a great quantity of poems. His conversation was agreeable and his social talents highly pleasing. The Kitāb al-Bāri (the book of surpassing excellence), a work composed by him on the muqallid (or Moslim) (1) poets, contains one hundred and sixty-one articles. It begins with a notice on Bashshār Ibn Burd al-Okaili (vol. I. p. 254), ends with a account of Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Sālih (2) and offers the finest passages composed by these poets. The author says, towards the beginning of the work: "In writing this book on the history of the muqallid poets, I inserted such pieces of their poetry as I myself had chosen, and, in making that selection, I proceeded with the utmost care and after the best of my knowledge. The learned say that a man's intelligence is indicated by what he chooseth, and that the faculty of choosing well proceedeth from the abundance of the understanding. Some of them also have said: A man's poetry is a part of his discourse, the opinion he professes is a part of his understanding, and his faculty of choosing is a part of his acquired knowledge." In this strain, he goes on to a considerable length and then informs us that this work was abridged from another which he had compiled on the same subject and which he reduced to its present dimensions by making suppressions. It is really a very useful work because it does away with the necessity of procuring the diwāns (or collected works) of all the poets which it mentions. The fact is that the author, in making his abridgment, retained the cream of their verses and rejected the froth. In the life of the kātib Imād ad-Dīn (page 300 of this vol.), we have indicated this work as the main stem of several branches, namely the Kharṣa, the treatise of al-Haziri (vol. I. p. 563), that of al-Bākharzi (vol. II. p. 323) and that of ath-Thaālibi (vol. II. p. 129). It was the model after which they all composed theirs. Another of Ibn al-Munajjim's works is the Kitāb an-Nisā (book of women). It contains the anecdotes related of them and the elegant passages in prose and verse of which women were the subject.
I am unable to give here any of his own verses, having never met with any of them. In the Kitab al-Badr, he inserted an article on his father Abû '1-Hasan Ali Ibn Yahya, with extracts from his poems and, immediately after, he gives a notice on his brother Yahya Ibn Ali with a series of extracts. These we need not insert here, as they will be found in our article on Yahya Ibn Ali.—Abû Abd Allah Hârûn Ibn al-Munajjim died in the year 288 (A. D. 901), at an early age. His great-grandfather, Abû Mansûr, was astrologer to the khalif Abû Jaafar al-Mansûr and, in religion, a fire-worshipper. His son Yahya was attached to the service of Zûr-Riâsatain al-Fadl Ibn Sahl (vol. II. p. 472), and his astrological indications always regulated the actions of that vizir. After al-Fadl's catastrophe, an event of which we have already spoken (vol. II. p. 475), Yahya became al-Mâmûn's astrologer and boon companion. The pressing instances of that khalif, who had chosen him for his favorite and friend, induced him to turn Moslim, and his profession of the Mohammedan faith, made to al-Mâmûn, rendered him the mawla (3) of that prince. The Munajjim family produced a number of men who rose to eminence by their abilities, their literary acquirements and their talent for poetry. All of them were admitted into the intimacy of the (reigning) khalifs and became their boon companions. Ath-Thâalibi has devoted a whole section of his Yâfi'na to the members of this family and notices a great number of them. The above mentioned Yahya died at Aleppo when al-Mâmûn was going on his expedition to Tarsûs. He was buried in the Kuraish cemetery of that city, and his tomb, with his name inscribed on it, is there still to be seen.

(1) See vol. 1st, p. 209.
(2) In the year 196 of the Hijra (A. D. 814-5), Muhammad, the son of Abd al-Malik Ibn Sâlih the Abbaside, was named governor of Mesopotamia and Syria by the khalif al-Amin.—(Nujûm.)
HISHAM IBN ORWA

Abû 'l-Mundir Hishâm al-Asadi was the son of Orwa, the son of az-Zubair Ibn al-Awwâm. We have already spoken of his father (vol. II. p. 199). Hishâm was one of the most distinguished Tâbis of Medina, and transmitted down a great quantity of Traditions. He ranked among the most eminent of the learned (in the law) and was considered as one of the principal Tâbis. He belonged to the fourth generation of those who inhabited Medina. Traditions were taught to him orally by his uncle Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair (the antikhalif) and by Ibn Omar (vol. I. p. 567). He saw Jâbir Ibn Abd Allah al-Ansâri (vol. II. p. 204), Anas Ibn Mâlik (vol. II. p. 587) and Sahl Ibn Saad (1). According to another statement, he saw Ibn Omar but did not hear any Traditions from him. Traditions were taught on his authority by Yahya Ibn Said al-Ansâri (vol. II. p. 549), Sofyân ath-Thauri (vol. I. p. 576), Mâlik Ibn Anas (vol. II. p. 545), Aiyûb as-Sikhtiâni (2), Ibn Juraij (vol. II. p. 116), Obaid Allah Ibn Omar (3), al-Laith Ibn Saad (vol. II. p. 543), Sofyân Ibn Oyaina (vol. I. p. 578), Yahya Ibn Said al-Kattân (vol. II. p. 679), Wâqi (vol. I. p. 374) and others. He went to Kûfa, in the reign of Abû Jaafar al-Mansûr and delivered Traditions to the people of that city. His birth took place A. H. 61 (A. D. 680-1). Abû Ishâk Ibrâhîm Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad ad-Duhli (4) states that (the khalif) Omar Ibn Abd al-Azîz, Hishâm Ibn Orwa, az-Zuhri (vol. II. p. 581), Katâda (vol. II. p. 513) and al-Aamash (vol. I. p. 587) were born on or about the day in which al-Husain, the son of Ali, was slain. This occurred on the (festival) day of Ashûrâ, A. H. 61 (10th Oct., A. D. 680). He went to visit al-Mansûr, at Baghdad, and died there in the year 146 (A. D. 763-4), or in 145 or 147, according to other statements. The funeral service was said over him by al-Mansûr, and he was buried in the Khaizurân cemetery, on the eastern side (of the Tigris). Some say, however, that he was interred on the western side, without the wall (of the city), near the gate of Kutrubbul, beyond the ditch, and higher up than the cemetery of the Harb gate. His tomb (they say) is still to be seen there and is well known. It is covered with a flat stone on which is inscribed: This is the tomb of Hishâm Ibn Orwa. The persons who state that he was buried on the eastern side say that the tomb on the western is that of Hishâm Ibn Orwa.
al-Marwazi, a disciple of Abd Allah Ibn al-Mubārak (vol. II. p. 12). God knows best! He left posterity at Medina and Basra. The Khatib (vol. I. p. 75) relates as follows, in his History of Baghdad: "'Al-Mansūr said to him one day: 'Abū 'l-Mun-'
' 'dirl do you remember when I and my brothers, the legitimate heirs to the
' 'khalifate, went to visit you, and we found you drinking ptisan through a hollow
' 'reed? When we left you, our father said to us: 'Appreciate well the merit of this
' 'old man; he will never cease to be of your party, come what may!' Hishām
"' replied: 'Commander of the faithful! I do not remember that.' When he
"' withdrew, some one said to him: '(How simple you are) to acknowledge that you
"' do not remember a thing which the khalif mentioned to you and which would
"' ensure you his favour!' He answered: "'I did not recollect it, and my vera-
"'ciousness cannot but obtain a recompense from God.'" It is related that he
went to visit Al-Mansūr and said to him: "'Commander of the faithful! deliver me
"'from my debts' Al-Mansūr asked him how much he owed and, being told one
hundred thousand (dirhems) (5), he exclaimed: "'How could you, with all your
"'learning in the law and all your merit, contract a debt of one hundred thousand
"'(dirhems) without having the means of paying it?' He replied: "'Commander of
"'the faithful! some of my boys were grown up and, being afraid of incurring the
"'disagreeable necessity of answering for their conduct, I constructed for them sep-
"'rate dwellings and made marriage feasts to get rid of them; being assured that
"'God and the Commander of the faithful would come to my assistance.'" The khalif
continued to repeat the words: "'One hundred thousand!' (6)," as if he found the
sum enormous, and at length said: "'I shall give you ten thousand.'—"Com-
"'mander of the faithful!'" said Hishām, "'give me whatever sum you can bestow
"'with good will; I heard my father relate that our blessed Prophet said: 'When a
"'gift is bestowed and leaves the mind satisfied, the donor and the receiver obtain
"'equally the blessing of God.'" The khalif replied: "'I shall then bestow what
"'will leave my mind satisfied.'" Hishām sprung forward to kiss his hand, but the
other prevented him and said: "'Son of Orwa! we esteem you so highly that we
"'will not let you kiss it, and we esteem it so highly that we do not allow it to be
"'kissed by others.'"—The anecdotes related of Hishām Ibn Orwa are very nume-
rous.

(1) Sahih Ibn Saad as-Sādi, one of Muhammad's companions and a native of Medina, delivered upwards
of one hundred and eighty traditions relating to his master. He died at Medina, A. H. 88 (A. D. 707).—Nawawi’s *Tahdīb al-Asma*.) The note (3), page 564, ought to be suppressed.

(2) Abu Bakr Aiyub Ibn Khān as-Sikhtānī, a native of Basra and a traditionist of good authority, died A. H. 114 (A. D. 732-3), aged seventy three years.—(Dahabi’s *Tabakht al-Huffaz*.)

(3) Obaid Allah, the son of the khalif Omar, was slain A. H. 37 (A. D. 657), at the battle of Siffin.—(*Tabdīb, Huffaz*.)

(4) Ibrahim Ibn Ali ad-Duhli died A. H. 293 (A. D. 906-7).—(*Nujum*.)

(5) About two thousand five hundred pounds sterling.

(6) Al-Mansūr was notorious for his avarice.

### HISAM IBN AL-KALBI

The genealogist Abū 'l-Mundir Hisam Ibn Abi 'n-Nadr Muhammad Ibn as-Saib Ibn Bishr Ibn Amr al-Kalbi was a native of Kūfa. We have already spoken of his father (p. 27 of this vol.) and related what passed between him and the poet al-Farazdaq. Traditional information, learned from his father, was handed down by his son al-Abbās and some others, amongst whom were Khalifa Ibn Khāiyāt (vol. I. p. 492), Muhammad Ibn Saad Kāīb al-Wākidi (vol. III. p. 64), Muhammad Ibn Abī Sāri al-Baghdadi (1) and Abū 'l-Ashāth Ahmad Ibn al-Mikdām (2). In the science of genealogy he was the most learned of men, and his *Jamhara tan-Nisab* (or collection of genealogies) is one of the best works ever composed on the subject. As a ḥāfiz (vol. I. xx, 64), he bore a high reputation. The Khatib (vol. I. p. 75) says, in his History of Baghdad, that Hisam went to that city and taught Traditions there. He states also that he said: “I have learned by heart more that any man ever did, and forgotten more than any other man. Being reproached by my uncle for not knowing the Koran by heart, I went into a room and swore not to leave the place till I had committed that book to memory, and I accomplished the task in three days. I looked at myself, one day, in a mirror, and grasped my beard with the intention of cutting it off from below my clenched hand, and I cut it off from above it (3).” A great number of treatises were composed by him, such as the *Hilf (or pact)* made by Abd al-Muttalib with the tribe
of Khuzâa, the *Hilf al-Fudâl* (confederation made between the *Fâdîls*) (4), the *Hilf* (or *confederation* formed between (the tribes of) Tamîm and Kalb, the *Kitâb al-Mundardât* (contestations between rivals who vaunt the glory of their respective families), the *Kitâb Buyûtât Kuraish* (on the illustrious families of the tribe of Kuraish), the *Kitâb Faddâl Kais Ailân* (on the eminent merit of the families descended from Kais Ailân), the *Kitâb al-Mawûtât* (on the girls buried alive) (5), on the illustrious houses (*buyûtât*) of the tribe of Rabia, the *Kitâb al-Kuna* (on by-names), a work on the noble deeds of Kusai and his descendants in the times of ignorance and of islamism; the *Kitâb alkâb Kuraish* (the usual surnames among the Kuraishides), the *Kitâb alkâb al-Yaman* (the usual surnames among the Yemenites), the *Kitâb al-Mathdâlib* (book of upbraidings), the *Kitâb an-Nawâfil* (on gifts), the *Kitâb iddâi Ziâd Moawûtâ* (on Ziâd's claim of relationship to Moawûtâ) (6), the History of Ziâd Ibn Abihi, the *Kitâb sandâa Kuraish* (the generous deeds of the Kuraishides), the *Kitâb al-Mushâjardât* (book of contestations), the *Kitâb al-Mudtabât* (the book of reproaches), the *Kitâb mulâk at-Tawâfir* (on the provincial kings) (7), the *Kitâb mulâk Kinda* (on the kings of the tribe of Kinda), the *Kitâb Istârdâk wâlad Nizâr* (the dispersion of the posterity of Nizâr), the *Kitâb tafrîk Azd* (the dispersion of the sons of Azd), the *Kitâb Tasm wa Jads* (on the ancient tribes of Tasm and Jads). His works are upwards of one hundred and fifty in number. The best and the most instructive is that which is generally known by the title of *al-Jumhara* (the collection) of genealogical information; the like of it was never composed on the subject. He drew up a genealogical work entitled *al-Manzil* (the station), which was more extensive than the *Jumhara*. His *Mujâz* (abridgment) (8) treats also of genealogies. The *Fartâd* (precious pearl), on the same subject, was composed by him for al-Mâmûn, and the *Mulâkî* (or imperial), another genealogical work, was drawn up by him for Jaafar Ibn Yahya the Barmekide. The quantity of his narrations concerning the battle-days and the history of the (Arabian) people is very considerable. Here is one of these pieces: The sons of Omaiya assembled at the house of Moawîa Ibn Abî Sofyân, and reproached him for the preference he gave to Amr Ibn Aâsi and for acknowledging (as his brother) Ziâd Ibn Abihi. Moawîa replied to them and then pushed Amr on to speak. In this discourse, Amr said (9): "I am he who pronounced these lines at the battle of Siffin:

""When others looked askance, I blinked not; then I partially closed my eyes, but not in
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"winking (at the sight of danger). You saw me return (to the charge) and continue to dash forward. I support (equally well) good and evil, and am inexorable, like the serpent at the foot of the tree."

"By Allah! I am neither languid nor feeble. I am the deaf snake from whose bite none can recover, and whose sting renders a man sleepless. I am one who shatters when he strikes; who cooks well whatever he heats. Let him who pleases consult (me); let him who wishes ask (my) advice (he will find it good). O! if they saw what I witnessed on the battle-day of al-Harir (10); if they faced what I faced, they would have found the outlet too narrow (for their escape). The road would have appalled them when (Ali) the father of al-Hasan dashed down upon us, having on his right and on his left men of action and of prudence, noble companions; there, by Allah! the eyes were staring, the mischief (of war) was exalted, and se subreddit unt Colei usque ad renes. There were drawn the lots which rendered mothers childless and made them forget what they were bearing (in the womb); the pupils of the eye were turned red, the horizon was clouded with dust, the (ocean of) sweat came up to the month, blood flowed in torrents, the dust flew aloft, the brave stood firm, the cowards drew back, the voices were extinguished, the lips were foaming, and numerous were the struggles hand to neck. War was thus set on its legs; the time of departure (from life) arrived; the combatants struck each other with the scabbards of their swords, after using all their arrows and splintering their lances. On that day, nothing was heard but the shouts of the men and the neighing of the horses. Swords fell upon heads as the bat of washer-man falls on the trestle. That lasted (14) for a day, till night came on with its darkness, and till morning was enlightened by the dawn. Then nothing remained of the conflict but groans and cries; for the enemy had learned that I was the first of you all in bravery, the ablest in efforts and the steadiest in defending the standard. To me, when compared with you, may well be applied these words of the poet:

"I shut my eyes on certain acts, and if I choose to mention them, I should leave no room for peace-making. If the tree of my (honor) be of gold, should I not respect it more than to place it in competition with common weeds?"

We still possess much of the traditional information which came down from
him. He died in the year 204 (A. D. 819-820), or, by another account, in 206. The first is most probably the correct date.

(1) Muhammad Ibn Abi Sarl al-Mutawakkil al-Askalani (a native of Ascalon) and designated by Ibn Khalilkan as a native of Baghdad, was considered by the ablest critics in the history of the Traditions as a sure authority. He died A. H. 228 (A. D. 842-83), at Ascalon. — (Huffaz, Nujum.)

(2) Ahmad Ibn al-Mikdam, belonged to the tribe of Ijl. This traditionist died A. H. 253 (A. D. 867). — (Nujum.)

(3) Hisham meant to indicate by this that his sight was weakened by excessive study. It was customary with men of learning not to let their beards grow longer than the breadth of the hand.

(4) The confederation of the Fadis was formed at Mekka, A. D. 595, for the purpose of protecting strangers who came to that city. This association maintained its influence till the middle of the first century of the Hijra. Muhammad entered into it at the age of twenty-five years. — (Essai, etc., de M. C. de Perceval, tom. I, p. 330 et seq.)

(5) Female infanticide was common with the Arabs till abolished by Muhammad. He alludes to the practice in the Koran, sūrat LXXI, verse 8.

(6) Zidd, a bastard son of Abū Sofyān, was legitimated by his half-brother, the khalif Moawia, in the forty-fourth year of the Hijra. Till that time, he was generally called Zidd Ibn Abīth, i. e. Zidd, the son of his (unknown) father.

(7) This term usually designates the successors of Alexander the Great and the Arsacides. After the fall of the Omayyad dynasty in Spain, the governors of the cities and provinces became independant and were also designated as the kings of peoples or provincial kings.

(8) According to another reading: al-Muakkhar (the final) in place of the mojzir.

(9) We possess very few specimens of discourses in prose, pronounced in the first century of the Hijra. This piece is remarkable for that reason, and is highly characteristic of its author. The grammarians and philologers of later times must have prized it as literary curiosity, for it offers a fair sample of the quaint, pretentious and rhythmical style which was so common during and before the time of Muhammad. The Arabs could then express their ideas very well in verse, but were singularly awkward and affected in their prose compositions. As a prose-writer, Muhammad excelled them all.

(10) The Persian army was defeated at al-Kadisiya after a battle which lasted three days. One of those conflicts was called the night of growling (laila tal-Harb).

(11) The true pronunciation of the word دارب is uncertain, the diacritical points varying in the manuscripts and the printed editions. The meaning here given to it is quite conjectural.
HISHAM AD-DARIR, THE GRAMMARIAN

Abū Abd Allah Hishām ad-Darir (the blind) grammarian, was a native of Kūfa and a disciple of Abū ’l-Hasan Ali Ibn Hamza al-Kisāi (vol. II. p. 237), from whom he received a great quantity of grammatical information. One of his treatises on this subject is even attributed to al-Kisāi. He composed many grammatical works, such as the Kitāb al-Hudūd (on definitions), which is a short treatise, the Mukhtasir (or abridgment) and the Kitāb al-Kiyds (on analogies). Ishāk Ibn Ibrāhīm Ibn Musāb (1) had, one day, with (the khalif) al-Mamūn, a conversation in which he committed a fault of grammar. Perceiving that the khalif stared at him, he knew what that meant and, on retiring, he went to study grammar under the tuition of Hishām. According to Abū Mālik al-Kindi, this grammarian died in the year 209 (A. D. 824-5).

(1) Ishāk Ibn Ibrāhīm Ibn Musāb, a nephew of the celebrated Tāhir Ibn al-Husain, governor of Khurāsān, was governor of Baghdad under al-Mamūn and other khilīfs. He died A. H. 205 (A. D. 849-50).—(Nujum.)

AL-FARAZDAK, THE POET

Abū Firās Hammām, or Humāīm, in the diminutive form, according to Ibn Kutaiba (vol. II. p. 22), in his Tabakāt ash-Shuward, was the son of Ghālib surnamed Abū ’l-Akhtal, the son of Sāsā, the son of Nājīa, the son of Ikāl, the son of Muhammad, the son of Sofyān, the son of Mujāshīa, the son of Dārīm, whose true name was Bahr, the son of Mālik, surnamed Aūf (host) for his generosity, the son of Hanzala, the son of Mālik, the son of Zād Manāt, the son of Tamīm, the son of Murr. This celebrated poet of the tribe of Tamīm was generally known by the appellation of al-Farazdak
and by his fellowship with Jarir (vol. 1. p. 294). His father, Ghâlib, was one of the most eminent chiefs of the tribe. His mother, Laila, was the daughter of Hâbis and the sister of al-Akrâ Ibn Hâbis (1). He (Ghâlib) was famous for noble acts and renowned for praise-worthy deeds. Here is an example of his generosity: The inhabitants of Kûfa were afflicted by a famine whilst he was there, and most of them retired into the country (among the nomadic tribes). Ghâlib was the chief of one tribe and Suhaim Ibn Wathil ar-Riâhi was at the head of another (the Banû Riâh). The refugees (of Kûfa) assembled at a place called Sau'dr situated in the outskirts of (the desert of) as-Samâwa, in the territory of (the) Kalb (tribe) and at a day's journey from Kûfa.—The first syllable of Sau'dr is to be pronounced with an a and the second begins with an â.—Ghâlib slew a female camel for his people and prepared a repast with the flesh. To the persons of consequence belonging to the tribe of Tamîm he presented large dishes filled with thartâ (bread steeped in broth), but Suhaim, to whom he sent one dish, upset it and beat him who brought it, saying: "Do I stand in need of a repast from Ghâlib? as often as he slays a female camel, I shall slay another." A contest of rivalry then ensued, and Suhaim slew a female camel for his people. The next morning, Ghâlib killed two, and Suhaim killed also two for his people. The next day, each of them killed three. On the fourth day, Ghâlib slew one hundred, and Suhaim, not having so many at hand, slew none and concealed in his mind (the jealousy which he felt). When the famine was over, the people of Kûfa returned to the city and the Banû Riâh said to Suhaim: "You have brought down upon us everlasting disgrace! why did you not kill as many as he? For every camel you slew, we should have given you two." He excused himself by saying that his camels were absent, and (soon after) he killed three hundred and said to the people: "Here is for you; eat!" This passed in the khilafate of Ali Ibn Abi Tâlib, and he (Ali) being consulted on the lawfulness of eating that flesh, made answer: "To eat it is contrary to law, because the animals were not killed for eating but through another motive, namely, vain glory and ostentation." So the flesh was cast into the place (kunûsa) where the sweepings and dirt of Kûfa were deposited, and it remained there till eaten by dogs, eagles and vultures. The history of this occurrence is well known, as it gave rise to a number of poems. One of them was composed by Jarir, in the form of a satire on Farazdak and contains a verse often quoted by grammarians in their treatises, to exemplify a rule, and which we here give:
Sons of Dautara! you count as your best title to glory the slaying of old camels, since you cannot (boast of slaying warriors) equipped in helm and mail (3).

This idea was borrowed by al-Mahel (3), a member of the tribe called the Bani Katan Ibn Nahshal, and expressed by him in the following terms:

I was rejoiced that (the tribe of) Mujashia could put forward no other claim to honour than the slaying of old camels at Saur.

The Ghālib here spoken of was blind of an eye. The Suhaim above-mentioned was the son of Wathil Ibn Amr Ibn Juwain Ibn Wuhaib Ibn Himyar, and the author this (well-known) verse:

I am the son of Jald, the climber of mountains; when I take off my turban (and veil), you shall know me (4).

This verse is part of a poem (5). The poetical works (of Suhaim) have been collected and form a small diwan. Wathil (as a common noun) means a weak rope, or, according to some, the fibres of the date-tree (6).—Al-Farazdak had so great a respect for the tomb of his father that, when any person invoked its protection, he would go to his assistance and help him to obtain what he wanted. As an instance of this, we shall here give an anecdote inserted by al-Mubarrad (page 31 of this vol.) in his Kāmil: Tamīm Ibn Zaid al-Kaini, having been appointed to the government of Sind by al-Hajjāj Ibn Yūsuf at-Thakafi (vol. I. p. 356), entered into Basra (for the purpose of levying troops) and took off with him as many of the inhabitants as he pleased. An old woman then went to al-Farazdak and said: "I have invoked the protection of your father's tomb; here are some of the pebbles (which cover it)." He asked her what she wanted and she replied: "Tamīm, the son of Zaid, has carried off my son, the sole delight of my eyes, the only one who procures me subsistence."—"What is his name?" said he. She answered: "His name is Khunais." He immediately wrote to Tamīm the following lines and sent then off by a person who was going (to join him):

Tamīm, son of Zaid! let not this request be neglected and let not its answer be delayed. Restore me Khunais; I shall consider it as a great favour; such is the interest I take in a (poor) mother who can no longer enjoy her food. She came to me, o Tamīm! and invoked the tomb of Ghālib, that grave over which the winds sweep the dust. All people know that you are truly generous and, when the fire of war is lighted, brave as a lion.
When Tamim received this letter, he had doubts whether the name was Khunaish or Hubaish, and gave orders to see if it was inscribed on the roll of the army. Six names were found; some of them Khunaish and the others Hubaish; so, he sent all those men to the poet.—Al-Farazdak and Nusaib (7), a well known poet, were one day in the presence-chamber of Sulaimân Ibn Abd al-Malik, the Omaiyide khalif, who said to the former: “Recite me something;” expecting to hear an eulogium on himself. Al-Farazdak pronounced the following lines in praise of his own father:

How often (was seen) a band of travellers on whom the wind, (fatigued) with bearing along the (heavy) clouds, seemed to be wreaking its vengeance. In their nocturnal journey, they struggled against the blast which enveloped them, (and tried to get) at the water-skins attached to the saddles on which their baggage was tied (8). When they saw the light of a fire, they would exclaim: “May it be the one (see hope for)!” and already, the (hospitable) fire of Ghâlib was close at hand.

Sulaimân turned away from him, as if displeased, and Nusaib then said: “Commander of the faithful! permit me to recite to you a piece in the same rhyme as that which you have heard and, perhaps, not inferior to it in merit.”—“Let us have it,” said the khalif, and the poet recited as follows:

I said to the caravan which I met coming from the watering-place, (situated) behind Zât Aushâl: “May the Lord provide for you (9)! Stop and give me news of Sulaimân; for he (always) seeks inhabitants of Waddân on whom he may bestow his gifts (10).” They turned (towards me) and praised him as he deserved; had they even remained silent, their (well filled) saddle-bags had sufficed for his eulogium.

Sulaimân then said to al-Farazdak: “What think you of that?” The other replied: «He is the best poet of his race,” and, on rising up, repeated this line:

The best poetry comes from men of noble race; the worst proceeds from slaves.

Nusaib was a black slave, belonging to a man who was an inhabitant of Wâdi 'l-Kura (11). He bound himself by a written contract (to purchase his liberty) (12), and (the Omaiyide prince) Abd al-Aziz Ibn Marwân, in whose honour he composed some verses, bought (of the former master) the right of patronage. Nusaib was surnamed Abû 'l-Hajnâ, or, according to some, Abû 'l-Mibjan (13).—Al-Farazdak composed a great number of pieces in which he extolled his father. Sasâa Ibn Nâjîa, the grandfather of al-Farazdak, was a powerful chief in the time of paganism.
He purchased (and brought up) thirty female children whom their parents intended to bury alive (14), and one of them was a daughter of Kais Ibn Aâsim al-Mînkari (vol. I. p. 166). Al-Farazdak expressed in the following lines the pride he felt in having such an ancestor:

My grandfather was he who hindered fathers from burying their daughters; he saved the life of the child, so that it was not buried.

Sûsû was the first of our poet's forefathers who embraced Islamism; and the author of the Istiyyâb (15) ranks him among the Companions of the Prophet. Such of the (literary) men as were acquainted with poetry differed in opinion respecting the relative merits of al-Farazdak and Jarîr, but the majority considered Jarîr as the better poet. It is well known that these two composed satires on each other and lived in mutual enmity. The pieces (in which they attacked each other) have been collected into a volume, which bears the title of an-Nâkîdî (detractory pieces), and is a well known work. Djarîr composed on his rival a poem the rhymes of which were formed by the syllable ra and which contained this verse:

When you were a guest at any one's house, you departed with ignominy and left behind disgrace.

It happened, some time after, that al-Farazdak stopped at the house of a woman who inhabited Medina, and he had there an adventure too long to relate. The sum of it was that she received him as a guest and treated him with kindness; on which he asked her to yield her person up to him, but she refused. Omar Ibn Abd al-Azîz, who was then wâlî (chief magistrate) of Medina, was informed of what had passed and gave orders that al-Farazdak should be turned out of the city. He was sent away, mounted on a female camel, and a spectator said: 'The devil take Ibn al-

"Marâghah (16) one would think he had witnessed what is now passing, when he

"said: When you were a guest at any one's house, etc."—A certain kâ'î, having one day heard a deposition made by al-Farazdak, said to him: 'We accept your

"testimony," and then told the parties concerned to furnish additional evidence. Al-Farazdak, being told, after leaving the court, that the kâ'î had rejected his testimony, said (only this): 'What should prevent him from doing so? have I not (done

"like him and) compromised a thousand respectable women?' Here is one of the pieces which he composed during his residence at Medina:
These two females lowered me down from a height of eighty fathoms. I descended like a falcon, stooping down its dark head. When my legs took solid footing on the ground, these girls said: "Is he alive, so that he may give hopes (of being seen again), or is he killed, so that we must fear (the consequence)?" I said: "Draw up the cords lest we be discovered," and I went away more promptly than the last shades of night. I feared two door-keepers who had been set to watch us and I dreaded a black thing of teak-wood (a door), with creaking nails (17).

When Jarir heard these verses, he composed a long kastda in which he said:

The mother of al-Farazdak brought into the world a reprobate, a short-winged buzzard. When night spreads her shades around, he forms his two ropes into a ladder, by which he may mount to the chambers of his female neighbours. Adulterer! you were lowered down from a height of eighty fathoms, but you could never attain to any height in glory and in honour. People of Medina! that man is impurity itself; be on your guard and shut all entrances by which may pass (a scorch so) foul, so versed in all lewdness. The expulsion of al-Farazdak from your town was the purifying of the quarter which lies between the Musalla and Wākim (18).

When al-Farazdak heard the contents of this poem, he answered it by another, which was also of considerable length and which contained this passage:

It would be wrong in me to revile persons resembling my high-minded ancestors, so generous, so noble! But it would be right for me to return insult for insult, if I was attacked by the descendants of Abd Shams or of Hashim, the two branches of Abd Manaf. Such people are my equals in worth; let me then have one like them (if I must attack). I disdain satirizing Kulaib (Jarir's ancestor) in opposing to him (my ancestor) Duraim.

The inhabitants of Medina, having heard the first of these (three) pieces, met together and went to Marwan Ibn al-Hakam the Omayyad, who then governed the city in the name of his relative, Moawiya Ibn Abi Sofyan. "It is not fit," said they, "that a poem such as this should be recited in a place where the widows of the Prophet are residing. Besides, the author has incurred the penalty of corporal correction." Marwan replied that he would not inflict that punishment, but would write to a person who would do so. He then ordered al-Farazdak to quit the city within three days. In allusion to this circumstance, the poet said:

He threatened me and fixed a term of three days; the same term assigned to the Thamudites, when threatened with destruction (19).

Marwan then wrote to one of his officers, commanding him to chastise al-Farazdak and cast him into prison. (He gave this letter to the poet), making him believe that
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it contained an order for a present. He afterwards regretted what he had done, and dispatched after the poet a messenger, to whom he (merely) said: "I have just pronounced a piece of verse; here it is; go and repeat it to al-Farazdak:

"Say to al-Farazdak,—and folly is like its name (20) If you obey not the order I have given you, go to Najd (ijlis). Leave Medina; it is a place to be feared. Go to Mekka or to Bait al-Makdis (Jerusalem). If you have committed a grave fault, take now consummate prudence for your guide."

The word ijlis means go to al-Jalsa, that is, to Najd. This country was called al-Jalsa on account of its elevation; for the root jilds signifies to sit up (after reclining).

—When al-Farazdak heard these verses, he understood what Marwân meant, and threw away the letter. He then said:

O Marwân (21) my camel was stopped, in expocation of a gift which was not totally dispared of; and you gave me a sealed letter; but I feared it would procure me the gift of death. Throw away the letter, Farazdak! lest it should be dangerous, like the letter of al-Mutalammis.

As we have now mentioned the letter of al-Mutalammis, we shall relate what is told of it, as the reader of this work may perhaps be desirous of knowing what it was. Jarîr Ibn Abd al-Masih Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Zaid Ibn Daufan Ibn Harb Ibn Wahb Ibn Julaf Ibn Ahmas Ibn Dubaia Ibn Rabia Ibn Nizâr Ibn Maadd Ibn Adnân received the surname of al-Mutalammis for having said, in a kastâda:

This (happened) at the time (we were dwelling in the valley) of al-Irât, the flies of which, that is, the wasps, lived in abundance, as also the blue fly, so pertinacious (mutalammis) (22).

Al-Mutalammis and Tarafa Ibn al-Abd al-Bakri, his sister's son, composed, both of them, satires on Amr Ibn al-Hind al-Lakhmi, the king of Hira (23). These poems were communicated to Amr, but he did not manifest any dissatisfaction on hearing them. The two poets, having afterwards praised him in their verses, he handed to each of them a letter, addressed to his lieutenant at Hira (24), and gave them to understand that these papers contained an order to bestow on them a handsome present. The truth was that, in them, he enjoined his lieutenant to put the bearers to death. When they arrived near Hira, al-Mutalammis said to Tarafa: "Both of us have satirized the king and, if he had the intention of bestowing on us a gift, he would have done so, without writing in our favour to Hira. Come! let us shew the letters to some one who can read; if they be dangerous for us, we
"can take to flight before any one knows that we are here." Tarafa replied:

"I cannot permit myself to open the king's letter."—"By Allah!" exclaimed
"al-Mutalammis, "I shall open the one which he gave me; I must know
"what it contains, for I do not wish to resemble the man who bore in his hand the
"instrument which served to kill him." He then looked about and, seeing a
"young boy come out of the town, he said to him: "Tell me, my boy! can you
"read?"—"I can," said the lad. "Well," said al-Mutalammis, "read me this
"letter." The boy cast his eyes over it and said: "Let the mother of al-Muta-
"lammis be rendered childless." On hearing this, al-Mutalammis said to Tarafa:
"Open your letter and see if it contains the same order as mine." Tarafa replied:
"Amr may be bold enough to have you put to death, but he dare not do so to me,
"lest he should give a mortal offence to my tribe." Al-Mutalammis threw his letter
into the river of Hira and fled to Syria. Tarafa entered into the city and was put to
death. The history of this is well known.—The letter of al-Mutalammis is an expres-
sion employed proverbially in speaking of persons who read letters in which their
death is ordered. It is to this al-Hariri alludes, in his tenth Makâma (25), where he
says: "And I unsealed it as one would do who wished to escape from (a danger)
"such as (that contained in) the letter of al-Mutalammis." The poet al-Ablah, of
whom we have already spoken (page 159 of this vol.), said in one of his kastdas:

The passionate lover reads expressions of disdain on the page of her cheek; (a page as clear)
as the letter of al-Mutalammis.

Let us resume our notice on al-Farazdak.—He then set out and fled for refuge
to Said Ibn al-Aasi (26), whom he found in company with al-Hasan and al-Husain
(the sons of Ali Ibn Abi Tâlib), and Abd Allah Ibn Jaafar (27). When he told them
what had happened, each of them ordered him a present of one hundred dinars and
a good travelling camel. He then proceeded to Basra. Marwân, being told
(by his friends) that he had acted wrong in exposing himself to be attacked by the
ablest poet of (the tribe of) Modar, sent after him a messenger with one hundred
dinars and a camel; so much he dreaded being satirized by the poet.—It is related
that al-Farazdak, in one of his journals, halted in (the midst of) a desert and lighted
a fire. A wolf, seeing the flame, drew near, and he gave it some of his provisions
to eat whilst he recited these lines:
In the middle of the night, I called near me, by lighting a fire, a dark-gray, swift-trotting (wolf), which had never been a companion (to any one). When he arrived, I said: ‘‘Ap—‘‘proach! take this! you and I shall have equal parts in the provisions.” I passed the night in cutting the meat and sharing it between us; — now, lighted by the fire, and then surrounded by smoke. When he shewed his teeth, as if in laughter, the hilt of my sword was firm in my grasp, and I said: “Sup, o wolf! and, if you engage to use no treachery towards me, we shall ‘‘be inseparable companions. But you are (as bad as) a man; you and treachery are bro—‘‘thers, nourished with the same milk. Had you aroused any other but me in demanding hos—‘‘pitality, he would have shot you with an arrow or pierced you with the point of his spear.”

He one day recited to the Omaiyyide (khalif), Sulaimân Ibn Abd al-Malik, a poem rhyming in m and containing the following passage:

Three (girls) and two make five; the sixth was (of a colour which) inclined to black (28). They passed the night lying at my sides, and I passed it in breaking open the seals. It seemed as if..... were in it and as if they were sitting on burning coals (29).

When he pronounced these lines, Sulaimân said to him: ‘‘I am an imân (khalif) ‘‘and yet you acknowledge in my presence that you committed fornication; you ‘‘must therefore undergo the corporal punishment fixed by law.’’—‘‘Commander ‘‘of the faithful!’’ said al-Farazdak, ‘‘how can I have incurred such a chastise—‘‘ment?’’—Sulaimân answered: ‘‘The Almighty has said (Corân, sur. xxiv, ‘‘vers. 2): He and she who commit fornication, scourge each of them with one hundred ‘‘stripes.’’ Al-Farazdak replied: ‘‘The book of God averts that punishment from ‘‘me, by virtue of these words: ‘‘And the poets; none follow them but the misguided. ‘‘Seeest thou not how they roam through every valley (of the imagination), and that ‘‘they say things which they do not perform. I said also what I did not perform.’’ Sulaimân said to him, in smiling: ‘‘Go away, you reprobate!’’—Al-Farazdak did a noble act for which we may hope that he gained admission into Paradise and which we shall relate here. Hishâm Ibn Abd al-Malik went on a pilgrimage to Mekka during the lifetime of his father (the khalif). He made the circuits (about the Kaaba) and endeavoured to approach the (black) stone, so that he might kiss it, but was unable to do so, on account of the crowd. A platform was set up for him and, whilst he was sitting on it, with a number of the (principal) Arabs of Syria, and looking at the people, Zain al-Aâbidin (col. II. p. 209), the son of Ali, the son of Abû Tâlib approached. He was the handsomest of men and no one smelted so sweetly. Having made the circuits about the (holy) house, he advanced towards the stone, and the people made way for him, so that he was able to kiss it. One of
the Syrians asked who that person was to whom so much respect was shown, and
Hishâm, fearing that the Syrians might take a fancy to him (30), answered that he
did not know. Al-Farazdak, who was present, said: "I know him." The Syrian
said to him: "Who is he? Abû Firâs!" and the poet replied in these terms:—

This is he whose footsteps are well known to al-Bat'ha (31); he is known to this temple, to
the sacred territory and to that which is profane. This is the son of the best of the servants of
God; this is the pious, the pure, the unsullied, the learned. When the Kuraishites look at
him, they say: "Virtues such as his are what the virtuous should strive to imitate." He has
reached a pinnacle of glory to which the Arabs of Islamic times and men of foreign race have
been unable to attain. The corner of al-Hatim (32) recognises the touch of his hand, and
strives to detain it, when he goes to kiss (the black stone). The rod which he wields owes its
sweet odour to (the contact of) a hand belonging to a man of comely aspect and exalted rank.
His eyes are cast down, through modesty, and those of other men are cast down in his pre-

cense; none dare to speak to him unless they see him smile. The light of true guidance shines
forth from his forehead like the radiance of the sun dispersing the dark clouds. The source
from which he springs is derived from the apostle of God; pure are the elements of which he is
composed; pure his nature and his disposition. That is the son of Fâtima, in case you know
him not; with his grandfather terminated the series of the prophets of God. Long since, God
ennobled and exalted him; this was traced on the tablet of his life by the pen (of fate). Your
asking who he is can be for him no disparagement: the Arabs know him whom you know not,
and so do the foreigners. Each of his hands (furnishes) a shower (of gifts) which all enjoy;
the flow of their beneficence is constantly invoked and never ceases. From him, so mild in

disposition, no bursts of passion are to be feared; he possesses the double beauty of body and
of mind. He alleviates the distressed and takes their burden on himself; so sweet is his temper
that the word yes is sweet for him to say. His, the promises which are never broken; his, the
generous inspirations, the large (and hospitable) court and the resolution which appals (the foe).
He extends his beneficence to all mankind, and delivers them from gloom (33), from poverty
and from want. He belongs to a family which religion obliges us to love and towards which
hatred, if shewn, is an act of infidelity. Their neighbourhood is an asylum and a protection.
If pious men were counted, they would hold the first rang; if it were asked who are the best on
earth, the answer would be: "They." The most bountiful of men cannot keep pace with
them in the career of beneficence; generous though he be, he cannot come up with them.
They are (fertilising) rains when drought afflicts the land; they are lions, lions of as-Shara', when
the ardor of war has arisen. Stratified circumstances cannot diminish the abundance of their
gifts; their conduct is the same, whether they be rich or poor. When the name of God is pro-
nounced at the beginning or at the close of an invocation, their names are mentioned before
those of others. Their generous nature and their hands overflowing with beneficence will not
permit blame to settle near them: (Shall we ask) what are the noble qualities which have not
adorned their necks, from the commencement of their existence? or must we not rather affirm
(that they possess them all) (34). They who know God know the exalted rank of that man; from
his family religion was received by every nation.

Hishâm was so much displeased on hearing this kasida that he had al-Farazdak
taken to prison. Zain al-Åâbidin sent twelve thousand dirhems to the poet, who refused to accept them, saying that he had praised him, not for the hopes of obtaining a gift but with the intention of pleasing Almighty God. To this Zain al-Åâbidin answered: "We others, the people of the house (35), never take back what we bestow". Al-Farazdak then accepted the present. Muhammad Ibn Habib, a person of whom we have already spoken (36), relates as follows: "Al-Walid, the son of 'Abd al-Malik, got into the pulpit (to pronounce the khotba), and he heard the sound of a nakkâs (37). "What is that?" said he. "The monastery," was the reply. He immediately ordered it to be levelled to the ground and did part of the work with his own hands. The people followed his example and destroyed the building. Al-Ahzam, the king of the Greeks (38), then wrote a letter in which he said: 'This monastery was authorised by your predecessors; and, if they were right in doing so, you are now in the wrong; if you are in the right, they were wrong.' Al-Walid said: 'Can any one answer that?' Al-Farazdak replied: 'Write to him these words: And (remember) David and Solomon, when they pronounced judgment concerning a field, in which the sheep of certain people had fed by night having no shepherd; we were witnesses of their judgment, and we gave the understanding of the cause to Solomon (39), and to all we gave wisdom and knowledge.'

The anecdotes told of al-Farazdak are very numerous, but concision is to be preferred here. He died at Basra, in the year 110 (A.D. 728-9), forty days before the death of Jarir; some say, eighty. Abû'l-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96) says, in his Shudur al-Okhd (40), that they both died in the year 111. As-Sukkari (41) states that al-Farazdak saw Ali Ibn Abi Tâlib, and that he died in the year 110. Other accounts say, 112 or 114. Ibn Kutaiba mentions, in his Tabakdt as-Shuward that al-Farazdak, being suffering from a vomica, was taken to Basra in that state. The doctor who was called in prescribed to him a draught of naphtha, on which the patient exclaimed: "Do you mean to make me drink naphtha (before I am gone to hell)? I am still in the world." When he died, he was nearly one hundred years of age. Al-Mubarrad (page 31 of this vol.) relates as follows, in his Kâmîl: "Al-Hasan al-Basri (vol. I. p. 370), and al-Farazdak met together at a funeral, and al-Farazdak said to al-Hasan: 'Abû-Sâdât do you know what the people are saying? they declare that the best and the worst of men have met at this funeral.' "'Nay,' said al-Hasan, 'I am not the best of men, neither are you the worst. But,
"tell me what good work you can adduce in your favour (before the tribunal of God), when this day arrives (for yourself)." Al-Farazdak answered: "I shall adduce the testimony I have borne, for the last sixty years, that there is only one God." A female belonging to the tribe of Tamim declared that al-Farazdak was seen in a dream and, being asked how the Lord had treated him, he answered: "He pardoned me." Being then asked for what reason, he replied: "For a word which I said in a conversation with al-Hasan al-Basri." — The words همام and عقل must be pronounced Hammām and Ikāl.—Muhammad Ibn Sofyān was one of the three individuals who bore the name of Muhammad in ante-islamic times. Ibn Kutaiba mentions them in the Kitāb al-Madīrī, and as-Suhailī (vol. II. p. 99) says, in his ar-Raud al-Onuf: "Amongst the Arabs, no one is known to have borne this name except three persons. Their fathers, having heard that a Muhammad was soon to appear, who would be sent on a (divine) mission to Hijāz, gave this name to their sons, hoping that one of them might be that person. According to Ibn Fūrak (vol. II. p. 673), in his Kitāb al-Fusūl (book of chapters), their names were, 1° Muhammad Ibn Sofyān Ibn Mujāshīa, the grandfather of al-Farazdak, 2° Muhammad Ibn Uhaiha, the grandson of al-Julāh, the same who was a (uterine) brother of Abd al-Muttalib, the grandfather of the apostle of God, 3° Muhammad Ibn Humrān Ibn Rabia. The fathers of these three went to a certain king who was acquainted with the primitive scriptures, and he informed them of the coming of God's apostle and mentioned his name. Each of them had left his wife at home in a state of pregnancy, and then vowed that, if his child was a male, he would name it Muhammad; and so they did."

must be pronounced Mujāshīa; دارم is pronounced Dārīm with an i in the second syllable; the other names in al-Farazdak's genealogy are too well known to require observation. al-Farazdak, pronounced al-Farazdak, was a nickname given to the poet. Ibn Kutaiba explains it in two different manners, stating, in his Adab al-Kātib, that it signifies a lump of dough, and that its form, as a noun of unity, is farazdaka. "The poet," says he, "received this name on account of his ugly face (42)." He then states, in his Tabakāt as-Shuward, that he was so called on account of his short and dumpy stature, which made him be compared to the crust (farazdaka)(43) with which women polish their teeth. The first explanation is the best, because the poet caught the small-pox and, when he recovered, his face remained deformed and wrinkled. It is related that a person said to him: ""Abū
Firâs! vultus tuus est sicut congeries pudendorum muliebrium (أحراخ dhrâh)." To this he answered: "Inspice! forsan in illa videbis pudendum matris tuae."—The word dhrâh, with two k, is the plural of hîrh, a word employed to designate the female sexual organ. In the singular, the second k is suppressed, but reappears in the plural; for it is a general rule that words irregular in the singular become regular in the plural.—Nawâr, the cousin and wife of al-Farazdak, was the daughter of Aayan Ibn Dube'a Ibn Ikâl, of the family of Mujâshia. It was her grandfather, Dube'a, who hamstrung the camel on which Aâisha, the mother of the faithful (44), was mounted, at the battle of the Camel. A Kuräishide having asked Nawâr to marry him, she sent to al-Farazdak and requested him to act as her legal guardian, because he was the son of her uncle. He replied: "In Syria, you have nearer relations than me, and I cannot but apprehend that one of them may arrive and blame me for interfering. You must therefore declare before witnesses that you leave what concerns you to my decision." She consented and (when the formality was executed), al-Farazdak went out with the witnesses and said to them: "She has taken you to witness that she leaves what concerns her to my decision; now I take you to witness, that I have decided on marrying her myself, and that I assign to her a dowry of one hundred she-camels of a bay colour with black eyes." An-Nawâr was much incensed at this proceeding and, wishing to obtain justice, she went to Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair, who was at that time sovereign of Hijâz and Irak. Al-Farazdak set out also. An-Nawâr took up her abode with al-Khauila, the daughter of Manzûr Ibn Rabbân al-Fazâri and the wife of Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair. Being kindly received by her, she implored her intervention (with Ibn az-Zubair). Al-Farazdak stopped at the house of Hamza, the son of Ibn az-Zubair and of al-Khauila, and, having recited some verses in his praise, he obtained from him the promise to interfere. Al-Khauila then spoke in favour of an-Nawâr and Hamza in favour of al-Farazdak. The influence of al-Khauila prevailed, and Ibn az-Zubair ordered the poet to proceed to Basra with an-Nawâr, and to avoid every familiarity with her till the governor of that place had decided between them. It was on this occasion that al-Farazdak composed these lines (on Ibn az-Zubair):

The intervention of your sons was of no avail, but that of Manzûr Ibn Rabbân's daughter succeeded. An intercessor who goes to you clothed is not like one who goes to you naked.
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Some time after, they were reconciled together, but a considerable period elapsed before they had any children. An-Nawâr then had a number of sons, whose names were Labata, Sabata, Khabata, Rakada, and Zamâa (45), but they all died childless. The daughters only left posterity. Ibn Khâlawâih (vol. I. p. 56) says that among the sons of al-Farazdak were Kalata and Khalata. God knows best! Al-Farazdak afterwards divorced an-Nawâr for motives the indication of which would lead us too far. He then repented of what he had done and composed on the subject a number of pieces, one of which was the following:

My regret was like that of al-Kusî (46), when Nawâr was divorced and left me. She was my paradise and I abandoned it; 'twas thus that a maleficent demon expelled Adam from his paradise.

The stories and anecdotes told of what he did under these circumstances are too numerous to be related here, and this is not a fit place for them. A male child of al-Farazdak’s died, and the father said over it the funeral service; he then turned to the people who were present, and pronounced this verse:

Between us and those who lie here there is but little difference: we remain here after them for a short time, and then we depart (to join them).

He died a few days after.

(1) Al-Akhr Ibn Hâbis, a brave cavalier of the tribe of Tamâm, was one of Muhammad’s companions, and one of the chiefs who revolted against Abû Bakr, on Muhammad’s death. He afterwards made his submission and commanded the van of the army with which Khâlid Ibn al-Wallâ attacked the Persian empire. — (Caussin de Perceval’s Essai, etc., tome III; Ibn Duraid’s Istikâkh.)

(2) The grammarians notice this verse because it offers an example of the particle lâdîd followed immediately by a noun in the accusative. They get over the difficulty by saying that a verb is to be understood. See de Sacy’s edition of the Alîya of Ibn Mâlik, page 178, and Ibn Akkâ’s Commentary on the Alîya, page 230 of the Bûkhâr edition. The word dautara signifies a heavy, good for nothing man.

(3) The orthography of this name is doubtful.

(4) This verse is cited by al-Jauhari, in the Sa’dî and by Ibn Hîshâm in the Mughni ‘l-Labîd. The celebrated general, al-Hajjâj Ibn Yûsûf, applied it to himself in his harangue to the people of Khîf. See Dozy’s Histoire des Musulmans d’Espagne, tome I, page 201.

(5) The rest of this poem is given by as-Suyûti in his Shahr Shauhdhî il-Mughni, ms. of the Bibli. imp., no. 1388, fol. 105.

(6) According to as-Suyûti, this name is of the diminutive form and should be pronounced Wuthail.

(7) See note (18).
(8) This translation of two very obscure verses is merely conjectural.
(9) The meaning of the second hemistich is very doubtful.
(10) The observation in the preceding note applies equally to this hemistich.
(11) A fertile and well-inhabited valley, on the road leading from Medina to Syria.
(12) For the nature of the bond called kitaba, see d’Ohsson’s Tableau général de l’Empire ottoman, tome VI, page 35.
(13) The poet Nusaib Ibn Rıah, generally known by the surname of Abū Mihjan (the man with the crook), was a black slave. He was present at the battle of al-Kadiya and, according to the author of the Nujum, was enfranchised by the khalif Abū al-Aziz Ibn Marwân. He went to see that prince and, being asked by him what he wanted, replied: “I am a slave.” Abū al-Aziz ordered appraisers to estimate his value. They answered: “He is a black slave, hardly worth one hundred dinars (forty pounds sterling).” “Yes,” said Abū Mihjan, speaking of himself, “but he is a shepherd and well understands the management of a flock.” On this, they said: “Two hundred dinars.” “Yes,” said the other, “but he can shape arrows and fledge them.” “Three hundred dinars.” “Yes, but he shoots well and hits the mark.” “Four hundred dinars.” “Yes, but he is a reciter of poems.” “Five hundred dinars.” He then addressed the khalif in these terms: “May God favour the commander of the faithful! where is my handsel?” The prince gave him one thousand dinars, purchased his mother and all the family, and granted them their liberty. According to the Nujum, in which this anecdote is given, Abū Mihjan died A. H. 108 (A. D. 726-7). Some account of him is given in the Journal asiatique for February, 1841.
(14) Respecting this barbarous custom, see Sale’s note on the eighth verse of the eighty-first sura of the Koran.
(15) The Isiyd, a work treating of the companions of Muhammad, was composed by Yūsuf Ibn Abî Barr, a doctor whose life will be given in this work.
(16) Literally: God’s curse on Ibn al-Mardjug! This was a nickname given to Jarir. For its origin, see vol. I, page 697. Maledictions of this kind were often employed by the Arabs to express approbation.
(17) Ibn Khalikān has cited the last words of this verse incorrectly; the right reading is: ناح مسامره “the (broad-headed) nails of which shine brightly.”
(18) Wālīm is the name of a castle at Medina. For Musalla, see v. I, p. 605.
(19) Koran, sura xi, verse 68.
(20) This proverbial expression is not noticed by al-Ma’addî. It appears to signify: “It is as bad to be stupid, as to be called so,” and was probably used in speaking to persons whom is was necessary to put on their guard.
(21) The right reading is ی ناواون with the apocopated vocative. See Hamds, page 19.
(22) This verse is given incorrectly in the editions, the manuscripts and the Ishtidik of Ibn Duraid, p. 192. The Hamds, p. 19, gives it as it should be and explains its meaning and grammatical construction.
(23) For an account of this adventure by al-Mutalammis himself, see Reiske’s edition of Tarafa’s Mutallaka, Prolegomena, p. 119 et seq.
(24) This is evidently a mistake; the king of Ilra could not have had a regular lieutenant in his own capital. The true reading is al-Hajar which place was the capital of Bahrain. The recital made by al-Mutalammis gives the latter reading.
(26) Said Ibn al-Asâ, a member of the Omayyide family, governed Kūf under the khalifate of Othman.
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In A. H. 39 (A. D. 649-50), he re-established the authority of the Arabs in Adarbaijan; in 49 (A. D. 659) he was appointed governor of Medina by Moawla and died A. H. 59 (A. D. 678-9). — (Nujum.)

(37) Abd Allah, the son of Ja'far and the nephew of Ali Ibn Abi Talib, was born in Abyssinia during the first Muslim emigration. He was a devoted partisan of his uncle. His death occurred A. H. 80 (A. D. 699-700). — (Nujum.)

(38) I suppose the right reading to be مَسْتَمِلَّ.

(39) The breaking open of seals and the pronoun it (in the third line), without an antecedent, indicate evidently obscure ideas. The translator is unable to explain the word مَفَاغِيَة.

(40) It was to the Arabs established in Syria that the Omayyides were indebted for their elevation and the maintenance of their power. Hisham was apprehensive that they might fix their affection on this Aide prince.

(41) Al-Bat'ha is the name of the valley in which Mekka is built.

(42) The corner of the Kaaba near which is inserted the black stone, is called the Hatim.

(43) The true reading is doubtful, but the meaning is clear. I read الغابة (darkness).

(44) Literally: or to that, yes; i. e.: or to that (question must we not say) yes?

(45) The term people of the house served to designate the descendants of Muhammad, the posterity of his daughter Fatima, and of Ali.


(47) In Muhammedan countries, the use of bells was forbidden in Christian churches. To call the people to prayer, they strike with a mallet on a short board which is suspended by cords. This is the nakbas.

(48) The Arabic word أخْرَم (akhram) signifies circumpect and corpulent. I suspect we must read أخْرَم (akhram), an adjective which means slit-nosed, and that the person meant was Justinian II. This prince was deposed and his nose was amputated, A. D. 695; but, a few years afterwards he was restored the throne, and reigned till A. D. 711, when he was put to death. Al-Walid reigned from A. D. 705 to 714.

(49) Kord, surat xxix, verse 78. On this verse Sale has a note, borrowed from the Muslim commentator, and informing us that David ordered the owner of the land to take the sheep in compensation for his loss; but Solomon, who was then only eleven years of age, was of opinion that it would be more just for the owner to take the produce of the sheep, namely their milk, lambs and wool, till the shepherd put the field in as good condition as before the trespass.

(50) This title signifies Fragments of golden collars. The work itself was a historical compilation.

(51) Abu Sald al Ha'an Ibn al-Husain as-Sukkari, a learned philologer, genealogist and historian, studied at the schools of Kufa and Basra, and composed some works, one of which was a collection of ancient Arabic poetry. He died A. H. 275 (A. D. 888-9), aged sixty-three years. For fuller information see professor Flügel's work entitled Die grammatischen Schulen der Araber, p. 89.

(52) Ibn Kutaibah should have added, to complete his explanation, that the poet's face was wrinkled and spotted like a burnt cake of bread.

(53) Here the text is faulty; I read الفتية التي تنشر بها.

(54) The title of Mother of the faithful was given to all the widows of Muhammad.
The *kātib* (scribe) Abū 'l-Hasan Hilāl Ibn al-Muhassan Ibn Abī Ishāk Ibrāhīm Ibn Hilāl Ibn Ibrāhīm Ibn Zahrūn Ibn Habbūn(1) as-Sābi al-Harrānī (*the Sabean and native of Harrān*), was the grandson of Abū Ishāk as-Sābi, the author of the celebrated (*collection of* epistles (2) and the same of whom we have already spoken (*vol. I. p. 31*). He studied under the grammarians Abū Ali 'l-Fārisi (*vol. I. p. 379*), Ali Ibn Isa ar-Rummâni (*vol. II. p. 242*), Abū Bakr Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Jarrāh al-Kharrāz (3) and other masters. The Khatib (*vol. I. p. 75*) mentions him in the History of Baghdad and says: "We wrote down (*pieces*) under his dictation; he was veracious (*as a transmitter of literary information*). Al-Muhassan, Hilāl's father, was a Sabean in religion, as his own father, Ibrāhīm, was before him; but Hilāl became a Muslim towards the close of his life (4). Whilst he was an infidel, he took lessons from learned (*musulmans*), so ardent was he in the pursuit of literary knowledge (5)." I met with a work of his, consisting of amusing stories and curious anecdotes. It was entitled by him *Kitāb al-Amāthil wa-l-Aīyān, wa musdi'l-Awātīf wa 'l-Ihsān* (*book of eminent and distinguished men, procurer of favours and of kindness*). It forms one volume, and I do not know whether he composed anything else or not.—His son, Ghars an-Nīma Abū 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Hilāl (6), was possessed of every merit and composed some useful works, such as the famous (*compilation entitled* the) great history and a book to which he gave the title of *Al-Hafawāt an-nādira min al-Muakkallān al-malhouzīn wa's-Sakātāt al-bādira min al-Mughaffālān al-Mahzūzīn* (*strange blunders committed by persons respectable for their intelligence and mistakes into which people favoured by fortune have been led by their
In this volume he assembled a great quantity of stories relative to the subject of which he treated. Here is one of the anecdotes which I extracted from it:

"Abd Allah Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbâs, who was uncle to (the abbâside khalîfs) as-Saffâh and Abû Ja'afar al-Mansûr, sent to the former, who had then commenced his reign, a deputation of shaikhs (chiefs) belonging to the Arabic tribes established in Syria. He thought that their (singular) cast of mind and their declarations of fidelity would afford him some amusement. 'They swear,' said he, 'that, of all the Prophet's parents they know none, excepting the 'Omaiyides, who had a right to inherit of him, till you obtained the supreme authority (7).'" Here is another anecdote which I extracted from the same book; though not very delicate, it is amusing, and in compilations (such as mine), a little pungency is necessary, as the gay should always be mixed with the serious.

Abû Said Mâhek Ibn Bendâr, a fire-worshipper and a native of Rai, was one of the most eminent kâtîbs among the Dailamites, a people of whose (singular) reserve (and modesty, strange) stories got into currency. When he acted as secretary to Ali Ibn Sâmân, one of the Dailamite chiefs, the vizir Abû Muhammad al-Muhallabi (vol. I. p. 410) resolved to send him out on a mission and, seeing him rise from his place with the intention of withdrawing, he said to him: 'Abû Said! do not leave the palace till I make you acquainted with an affair which I wish you to arrange for me.' Mâhek replied: 'I hear and shall obey.' He then stood up and left the presence chamber. On this, the vizir said:

'The man is surely possessed, or else he has worked so much with me that his heart is oppressed and he requires to withdraw. Let them tell the door-keeper to prevent him from going out.' Mâhak had been a long time seated and was wanting to go to the privy, and that was the reason of his retiring. (On leaving the room), he found all the privies locked; the vizir having ordered that to be done 'because,' said he, 'there was always a bad smell in the palace of Abû Ja'afar as-Saimari, where there was a privy for the use of the public.' Mâhak discovered at length one closet which was not locked, but which was reserved for the vizir. He lifted up the curtain which hung at the entrance and was about to go in, when the fûrûsh (8) came up and pushed him away. 'Is not this a privy?' said Mâhek. The other answered that it was. 'Well!' said the kâtîb, 'I want to do something there, and why do you hinder me?' The fûrûsh replied: 'This is a reserved closet into which none enter except the vizir.' 'The others are locked,'
“exclaimed Mâhek, ‘how then shall I do? I was going out, but the door-keeper prevented me; so I risk doing all in my clothes.’ The farrâsh said: ‘Get an authorisation to enter into one of them; it shall then be opened to you, and you may do your business.’ Though the case was pressing, he wrote to the vizir a petition in which he said: ‘Mâhek, the humble servant of our lord the vizir, wants to do what all men must, and which is a thing not fit to mention. Now, the farrâsh says: ‘You shall not go in,’ and the door-keeper says: ‘You shall not go out;’ and your servant is thus placed in a dilemma; the thing, moreover, is becoming very pressing. If our lord the vizir be disposed to oblige his servant, he will authorise him to do his need in the reserved closet, provided that such be the will of God. Salutation!’ A chamberlain, to whom he remitted this paper, presented it to the vizir who, not knowing what the writer wanted, asked what was the matter. Being informed of the circumstance, he laughed heartily and wrote on the back of the petition: ‘Let Abû Sâîd, whom God exalt! do his need (9) where he pleaseth, if such be the will of God.’ The chamberlain carried out the paper to Mâhek who handed it to the farrâsh, saying: ‘Here is what you asked for, a taukid (decision) emanating from our lord the vizir.’ The farrâsh replied: ‘All taukîds must be perused by Abû ’l-Ala Ibn Abrînâ, the kâtib charged with the administration of the palace; as for me, I can neither read nor write.’ On this Mâhek exclaimed: ‘Bring some one of the palace who can do so; for the matter is very pressing (10).’ Another farrâsh who was present burst into laughter, took him by the hand and led him to a closet, where he might do what he wanted.”—I extracted also the following anecdote from the same work: “(The poet) Artâ Ibn Subaiya (11) lived partly in the time of Paganism and partly in that of Islamism. He entered into the presence of (the Omaiyide khalif) Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwân who, seeing that he was a very old man, asked him to repeat some of the verses in which he alluded to the length of his life. Artâ recited these lines:

“I saw that time consumed (the life of) man, even as the earth consumes bits of iron cast away. When death comes to a son of Adam, she requires his soul and nothing more. Know that she will attack again, till she fulfils her vow by (seizing) Abû ’l-Walîd.

(The khalif) shuddered on hearing these words, thinking that they applied to himself, for his surname was Abû ’l-Walîd. Artâ perceived the fault into which
his inadvertence had led him and said: 'Commander of the faithful! I am sur-
"' named Abū 'l-Walid.' The persons present declared that he had said the truth,
"' and thus relieved, in some degree, the apprehensions of Abd al-Malik.'—Here is
another anecdote which I derived from the same source: "' Abū 'l-Alā Sāid Ibn
Makhlad (p. 60 of this vol.) who was secretary (kātib) to (the regent) al-Muwaffak,
' read to his master a letter, but did not understand it. Al-Muwaffak then read it
' and comprehended its meaning. This induced Isa Ibn al-Kāhi to compose the
' following lines:

"' I see that Fortune refuses her favours to him who courts her and grants them to him who
' neglects her. How many have sought the means of gaining (her good will), but their efforts
' procured them only useless fatigue. One of her strange freaks is, to shew us an emir who is
' a better scholar than his secretary.'"

The Muwaffak just mentioned bore the names of Abū Ahmad Talha; he was the
son of (the khalif) al-Mutawakkil and the father of the Abbaside khalif, al-Motadid.
—The same work furnished me with the following anecdote: "' An Arab of the
"' desert was at the station (of Arafat) with (the khalif) Omar Ibn al-Khattāb (whilst
"' the ceremonies of the pilgrimage were going on). ' A person behind us,' said
"' he, called out to Omar, in these terms: O successor (khalif) of the Apostle of
"' God! and then: O Commander of the faithful! A voice from behind me then
"' exclaimed: ' That fellow calls him (Omar) by the name of a person who is dead;
"' by Allah! the commander of the faithful is dead.' I turned round and recognised
"' the speaker; he was a member of the tribe of Lihb, a people descended from Nadr
"' Ibn Azd, and who, in taking omens, were the most skilful in the world.'”—
To this al-Kuthaiyir, the lover of al-Azza (vol. II. p. 529) alludes in the following verse:

I asked a man (of the tribe) of Lihb to take an augury; for that talent is now entirely devolved
to Lihb.

—(The Arab continued his recital and said): "' When we stopped (at Mina)
"' to throw the stones, a pebble struck Omar on the side and made him bleed. On
"' this, some one said: 'By Allah! the Commander of the faithful is marked for
"' sacrifice (12) ! by Allah! he never again will visit this station!' I turned round
"' and discovered that it was this very Lihbide who had spoken. Omar was mur-
"' dered before a year passed away.'" This anecdote is given also in the Kāmil
(of al-Mubarrad). The expression the person who is dead referred to (the khalif) Abû Bakr as-Siddik, who was called the successor of the Apostle of God. Omar, having obtained the supreme authority, on the death of Abû Bakr, was at first designated by the title of the successor of the successor of the Apostle of God, and he therefore said to the companions: "This is a title which will be lengthened (in-" definitely), if every one who comes to the supreme power is called the successor of " his predecessor, and so on, up to the Apostle of God. You are the faithful, and " I am your commander." They then called him the Commander of the faithful (amir al-Muminin). He was the first who bore this title. The word successor (khalif) was the title usually given to Abû Bakr, and, for that reason, the man (at the pilgrimage) said: "He has called him by the name of a dead man." Omar Ibn Shabba (vol. II. p. 375) relates, in his History of Basra, on the authority of as-Shâbi (vol. II. p. 4), that the first person who offered up a prayer from the pulpit for Omar Ibn al-Khattâb was Abû Mūsa 'l-Ashârî (13), (who did so) at Basra. He was also the first who (in writing to Omar), inscribed on the letter: To the servant of God (Abd Allah), the commander of the faithful. This made Omar say: "I am truly a servant of " God and the commander of the faithful." According to Auwâna, the first who designated him by this title was Adî, the son of Ḥātim at-Tâi, and the first who saluted him by it was al-Mughira Ibn Shoba (14). According to another statement, Omar was one day (holding a public) sitting when he said: "By Allah! I do not " know what we must say! Abû Bakr was the successor of the Apostle of God and I " am the successor of the successor of God's apostle. Is there any title that can answer?" Those who were present said: "Commander (amir) will do."—"Nay," " said he, you are all commanders." On this, al-Mughira said: "We are the " faithful and you are our commander."—"Then," said Omar, "I am the comman-" der of the faithful."(15). There observations have led us away from our subject. —Hilâl was born in the month of Shauwâl, 359 (Aug.-Sept., A. D. 970), and died on the eve of Thursday, the 17th of Ramadân, 448 (28th November, A. D. 1056).

(1) The orthography of this name is fixed by the author of the Tarikh al-Âmil. See Chwolson's Seabier, vol. I, p. 583.

(2) A single volume of this great collection of epistles and dispatches is preserved in the Leyden library, and the list of its contents has been given by M. Dozy in the catalogue of that establishment, vol. I, p. 144 et seq. The documents are on various subjects and were really sent to their address. Some of them were drawn up by Abû lâhâk himself and the rest by other men of rank and talent. They were once highly admired as
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specimens of elegant style, but, for an European reader, their principal interest must consist in the historical indications which they sometimes offer.

(8) The orthography of this name varies in the manuscripts.

(4) The unusual expression بآخر عمره, which is much clearer.

(5) It is difficult to determine where this extract finishes.


(7) Their mentioning the Omairides, whose authority A-Saffah had just overturned and whom he detested, was a sufficient proof of their simplicity.

(8) The duty of the farrdah was to take care of the furniture, and to pitch the vizir's tents when he was on an expedition.

(9) The vizir here employs the plainest and coarsest word; as if he meant to scandalise the modesty of his decorous petitioner.

(10) Here Mâhek forgets himself and speaks in the crudest terms.

(11) This poet belonged to the tribe of Murra. According to the author of the Masâlik al-Abôdâr, ms. of the Bbl. imp. n° 1371, fol. 95 verso, he lived to the age of one hundred and thirty years. Subhayya was the name of his mother. Mr. de Hamer mentions him in the Literaturgeschichte der Araber, vol. II, p. 519. Some verses of Artâ's are given in the Hamda.

(12) The camels intended to be sacrificed were slightly wounded on the back or on the shoulder, so that they might be known.


(14) See vol. II, p. 488, where the name of this chief is incorrectly transcribed: for Moghâira read Muâghira.


AL-HAITHAM IBN ADI

Abû Abd ar-Rahmân al-Haitham Ibn Adi Ibn Abb ar-Rahmân Ibn Zaid Ibn Usâiyid Ibn Jâbir Ibn Adî Ibn Khâlid Ibn Khuthaim Ibn Abî Hâiritha Ibn Judâi Ibn Tâdûl Ibn Bohôtîr Ibn Atûd Ibn Onâin Ibn Salâmân Ibn Thoall Ibn Amr Ibn al-Ghauth Ibn Julhuma, was surnamed at-Tâî after his ancestor Julhuma, who was denominated at-Tâî after his ancestor Julhuma, who bore also the name of Tai. His other surnames were âth-Thoali (descended from Thoal), al-Bohotîrî (descended from Bohôtîr) and al-Kûfî (native of Kûfâ). He was a relator of vol. III.
poems (composed by the Arabs of the desert) and of historical anecdotes (concerning them). The specimens which he handed down of the language spoken by these Arabs, of their scientific knowledge, of their poetry and of their idioms, are very numerous. His father had settled at Wāsit and was a virtuous man. Al-Haitham (Ibn Adî), having undertaken to investigate the origin of (noted) people, discovered and published many things to their disadvantage which, till then, had been carefully concealed, and, by this, he incurred their reprobation. It is related that he mentioned something (disgraceful) of al-Abbâs, the son of Abd al-Muttalib (and the ancestor of the Abbaside khâliṣ); and the consequence was that he was imprisoned for some years. It is stated however, that he had been falsely accused and that words were attributed to him which he never uttered; some time before, he had got married and, as the family of his wife did not like him, they purposely altered what he had said (of al-Abbâs) and then declared him to be the author (of the calumny which they had invented. We may here observe that) he held the opinions of the Khârijites. A number of works were composed by him (1), such as the Kitâb al-Mathdlib (book of vituperative pieces), the Kitâb al-Muammarin (on those who lived to an advanced age), the Buyûtât Kuraish (on the principal families of the Kuraish tribe), the Buyûtât al-Arab (on the principal families of the Arabs), the Kitâb hûbût Adam etc. (on the fall of Adam, the dispersion of the Arabs and the places where they settled), a work on the settlements made by the Arabs in Khorâsân and Sawâd (2), a treatise on the genealogy of the tribe of Tâi, the Madhâ al-îsh-Shâm (eulogies composed on the Arabs established in Syria), a history of the Persians (ajam) and the Omaiyides, a work treating of the enfranchised slaves who married into Arabian families, the Kitâb al-Wuďûd (on the deputations sent by the Arabic tribes to Muhammad), the Kitâb Khitat al-Kûfâ (description of the territorial allotments made to the first settlers in Kûfâ), the Kitâb Úldât al-Kûfâ (on the governors of Kûfâ), the greater history of the Sharîfs, the lesser history of the Sharîfs, a classified list (tabakât) of jurisconsults and traditionists, the Kuna’l-Ashraf (on the surnames borne by the Sharîfs), the Khawâsit al-Khulafâ (on the signet-rings used by the khâliṣ), a work on the kâdis of Kûfâ and Basra, the Mawwasâm (periodical meeting-places), a work on the khâliṣ, the Kitâb an-Nawâdir (curious anecdotes), a book of annals, a history of al-Hasan, the son of Ali, and observations on his death, a history of the Persians (Fares), a work treating of the officers who commanded the police guards in the service of the emirs of Irâk. He left also some other treatises. As he had the honour of being admitted into the
society (3) of (the khalifs) al-Mansür, al-Mahdi, al-Hâdi and ar-Rashid, he transmitted
down a number of their sayings: “Al-Mahdi,” said he, “addressed me (one even-
ing) in these terms: ‘Attention, HaiLham! numerous anecdotes are told of the
‘Arabs who dwell in the desert; some speak of their avarice and meanness, others
‘of their generosity and beneficence, and these accounts all disagree. What do
‘you know on the subject?’ I replied: ‘You have fallen on the knowing one!
‘I once left my family, with the intention of visiting some of my kindred, and
‘took with me a female camel on which I rode. And behold! she went off and
‘ran away (4). I followed her till the evening set in, and then I caught her. On
‘looking round, I saw a beduin tent and went to it. The mistress of it called to
‘me and said: ‘Who are you?’ I answered: ‘A guest.’ She replied: ‘What has
‘a guest to do with us? The desert is surely wide enough (5).’ She then stood
‘up to take some wheat and, having ground it, she kneaded the flour, made it
‘into bread and sat down to eat. Very soon after, her husband arrived with milk
‘and saluted (us). He then said: ‘Who is this man?’ She answered: ‘A guest;
‘and he said to me: ‘God grant you a long life!’ Speaking then to her, he
‘said: ‘Tell me, such a one! did you give your guest anything to eat?’ She
‘answered: ‘Yes.’ He entered into the tent, filled a wooden bowl with milk,
‘brought it out to me and said: ‘Drink.’ It was the sweetest draught I ever
’drank. ‘I do not see you eating?’ said he; ‘did she give you anything?’ I
‘answered: ‘No, by Allah!’ He went into her, full of anger, and said: ‘Woe
‘be to you! you eat and left your guest (without food)! ‘What could I do for him?’
‘said she; ‘ought I to give him my own supper to eat?’ He had then a discus-
sion with her and ended by giving her a violent stroke on the head, after which,
‘he took a leather provision bag, went to my camel and cut its throat. ‘God
‘forgive you!’ I exclaimed: ‘What are you doing?’ He replied: ‘By Allah! my
‘guest must not pass the night hungry.’ He then gathered some sticks, lighted
‘a fire and began to cook bits of meat arranged on skewers. He then eat
‘with me, and threw (some morsels) (6) over to her saying: ‘Eat, and may
‘God never give you food!’ At day-break, he left me and went away;
‘so, I remained sitting and troubled in mind. When the day was advanced,
‘he returned with a female camel whose beauty the eye would never tire
‘in admiring, and said: ‘Take this in place of yours.’ He then gave me
‘provisions out of the flesh which remained and of the store which he had in his
dwellings. I set out, and the night brought me to another tent. I saluted, and the mistress of the tent answered my salutation and said: 'What man are you?' I answered: 'A guest.' 'Welcome!' said she, 'God grant you long life and preserve you!' I dismounted; she took wheat, ground it, kneaded the flour and made it into a cake on which she poured cream and milk. She then placed it before me, saying: 'Eat, and excuse (this modest repast). ' Soon after, a surly-looking bedwin Arab came in and saluted. She rendered the salutation. 'What man are you?' said he. I answered: 'A guest!' He replied: 'What has a guest to do here?' He then went in to his family and asked for his supper. She answered: 'I gave it to the guest.' 'How dare you give my supper to a guest?' said he. Many words passed between them, till, at length, he raised his stick and struck her on the head so as to wound her. I began to laugh, on which he came out of the tent and asked me why I did so. I replied: 'All right! (do not mind)!' He insisted on knowing and I related to him what had passed between the woman and the man with whom I had stopped the night before. He drew near me and said: 'This woman here is the sister of that man and the woman who lives with him is my sister!' I passed the night wondering (at these things) and then went away.' — Here is an anecdote somewhat similar: A man, in former times, was eating (his dinner outside the door of his house) and had before him a roast fowl. A beggar went up to him, but was sent away disappointed. Now this man was rich. He afterwards divorced his wife, lost his fortune, and the wife got another husband. The second husband was one day at dinner, with a roast fowl before him, when a beggar came up. He said to his wife: 'Give him the fowl.' She did so and, on looking at the stranger, she recognised him her former husband. She went to her second husband and told him the circumstance, on which he said: 'And I, by Allah! was that very beggar whom he sent away disappointed. So his prosperity was turned over to me, by reason of his ingratitude towards God.' — The following anecdote was related by al-Haitham: Amr az-Zubaidi, the son of Mâdi Karib (7), had a sword called as-Samsâma; and it came into the possession of (the khalif) Mûsa 'l-Hâdi, the son of al-Mahdi. Amr had given it to Said Ibn al-Aâsi the Omaiyide, from whom it passed to his descendants. On the death of al-Mahdi (who afterwards got it), it was purchased by al-Hâdi, who paid a large sum for it to the heirs. Al-Hâdi was the most liberal of the Abbaseide princes and the most beneficent. He drew the sword from
the scabbard, laid it before him and gave orders to admit the poets. When they entered, he had a measure brought in, containing a badra (8), and told them to extemporize verses on that sword. Ben Yamin (Benjamin) al-Basri (9) immediately hastened to recite these lines:

Of all men, Mūsa 'l-ʿAmmī is he who possesses the Samsāma of the Zubaidite, the sword of Amr which, as we have heard, is the best that a scabbard ever sheathed. Dark in colour, it encloses within its sides a hemlock (dhubāḥ) chilliness, and, with it, death cares not what she does. The thunderbolt lighted a fire over it and the smiths mingled poison with its metal. When bared, it outshines the sun, so that he is scarcely visible. He that draws it for striking need not mind whether his left hand wield it or his right. It dazzles the sight and, like a fire-brand (whirled round), the eye cannot fix on it. The lustre and the temper which pervade its sides are of the purest water. It is an excellent glove to strike with (yusa) for him who, in the tumult of battle, fights to maintain his honour; it is an excellent companion.

Al-Hādi exclaimed (on hearing these verses): "By Allah! you have hit on my very thoughts," and, excited by joy, he ordered the sword and the measure of money to be given to the author. Ben Yamin, on withdrawing, said to the other poets: "Your hopes have been frustrated on my account; so, here! take the measure; the sword is enough for me." Al-Hādi then repurchased it for a large sum. Al-Masūdi states, in his Murūj ad-Dahab, that he bought it from the poet for fifty thousand (dirhems) (10). The same author gives only a part of these verses.—The word dhubāḥ is the name of a poisonous plant which is often mentioned in poems. Yusa (percutitur) derives from the verb which is pronounced asā in the preterit and yasi in the aorist; it must not be confounded with the verb asa, yasa, which means to commit a sin.—Al-Masūdi has inserted the following relation in that chapter of the Murūj ad-Dahab which treats of the reign of Hishām Ibn Abd al-Malik: "Al-Haitham Ibn Adi states that Omar (11) Ibn Hāni related to him as follows: "I went forth with Abd Allah Ibn Ali, the uncle of [the Abbaside khalifs] as-Saffah and al-Mansūr. When we came to the tomb of [the Omaiyyide khalif] Hishām Ibn Abd al-Malik, we dug out the body. It was in good preservation and nothing was missing but the cartilage of the nose. Abd Allah gave it eighty strokes of a whip and then had it burnt. We then went to the territory of Dābik (near Allepp̣o) and opened the grave of Sulaimān Ibn Abd al-Malik. There we found nothing more than the back-bone, the skull and the ribs. These we burned, and did the same with the other bodies of the Omaiyyides who were interred at Kinnisrin. We then went to Damascus and opened the grave of al-Walid Ibn Abd al-Malik, but found in it no remains,
either great or small. We dug open the grave of Abd al-Malik and found only
some bones of the skull. Having then opened the grave of Yazid Ibn Moawia, we
found in it only one bone and remarked, in the place where the body had been
deposited, a dark line of a matter like ashes which extended from one end of the
cavity to the other. We then visited successively the other (Omaiyyide) tombs
situated in different countries and burned whatever remains we found in them."

The motive which induced Abd Allah to treat thus the bodies of the Omaiyyides was
this: Zaid, the son of Ali Zain al-Aabidin (vol. II. p. 209) and the grandson of al-
Husain, the son of Ali Ibn Ali Talib,—the same Zaid of whom we have spoken in
the life of the vizir Ibn Bakiya (page 275 of this vol.),—took up arms against
Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik and aspired to the khalifat. A number of shartis and
Koran-readers followed his standard. He was attacked by Yusuf Ibn Omar ath-
Thakafi, a chief whose life we shall give, and his partisans were put to rout. He re-
mained (on the field of battle) with a few friends and, whilst fighting with the utmost
bravery, he recited the following lines, as applicable to his own case:

'Tis vile to live and hard to die; a bitter draught each of them is for me. But, since I must
submit to one or to the other, I shall honorably march towards my death.

The night separated the two armies and Zaid returned (to his tent) covered with
wounds. An arrow had struck him on the forehead, and a barber-surgeon, who
was brought from a (neighbouring) town to extract the iron point, drew it out without
knowing who the wounded man was; for this they concealed from him. Zaid
expired immediately after and was buried by his partisans in the bed of a running
stream. They covered his grave with earth and weeds, and let the water (resume its
course and) flow over it. The barber was present at the interment and, wishing to
gain the favour of Yusuf, he went, the next morning, and informed him of the
place where the grave was. Yusuf had the body taken out, and sent the head to
Hisham who, in return, wrote to him the order to strip the body naked and fasten
it to a cross. This was done. A poet in the service of the Omaiyyides composed a
verse on this occasion and, in it he said, addressing the descendants of Abû Talib:

We have crucified that Zaid of yours on the trunk of a date-tree; and I never yet saw a
man who was well-guided attached to the trunk of a tree.

The lower part of this cross was then encased in masonry (12). At a later period,
Hishâm wrote to Yūsuf, ordering him to burn the body and scatter the ashes to the winds. This took place in the year 121 (A. D. 739) or 122. According to Abû Bakr Ibn Aiyāsh (vol. I, p. 553) and a number of the persons who related historical anecdotes, Zaid's naked body remained on the cross for five years, and no one, during that period, ever saw the privy parts of it; God, in his favour to Zaid, having veiled them from sight. It was in the Kūfiya (13) of Kūfa that the body was crucified. When Yahya, the son of Zaid, made his appearance in Khorassān, — this event is well known (14), — al-Walid Ibn Yazīd, who was then reigning, wrote to the governor of Kūfa the order to burn the body of Zaid with the wood to which it was attached. This he did and then scattered the ashes to the wind, on the bank of the Euphrates. God best knows which is the true account. It was to avenge his cousins that Abd Allah treated the Omtaiyides in the same manner as they had treated the descendants of Ali. — The following anecdote was related by al-Haitham: "I was appointed to collect the cattle-tax due by the Banu Fazāra, and a man of that tribe came to me and said: 'Shall I shew you something extr-ordinary?' I answered: 'Yes,' and he lead me to a high mountain in which there was an opening. He bid me enter, but I replied that the guide should always go first. He went in, I followed and a number of people came after us. The mountain sometimes got narrow and sometimes widened, till we at length saw a light. We went up to it, and behold a crevice stretched across the ground and javelins were sticking in the sides of the cavern (15). We drew them out and found them to be the arrows made use of by [an extinct giant race, that of] Aaad. Oh the rock was engraved an inscription, the letters of which were of two fingers' length, or perhaps more. The writing was Arabic, and the inscription ran thus:

« Shall we ever return (16) to the dwellings at the foot of Zū 'l-Liwa, the Liwa of the sands, and thus be assured that our hearts spoke us true. That country was ours and we loved it; for men are men, and a home is always a home. »

It is related that Abû Nuwās Ibn Hâni, the poet of whom we have spoken (vol. I, p. 391), went to one of the (literary) sittings which al-Haitham had began to hold. The latter, not recognizing him, did not invite him to approach nor offer him a nearer place. So, the other rose up in a passion (and went away). Al-Haitham asked who he was and, having heard his name, he exclaimed: "God
"preserve me! this is a calamity which I did not mean to draw upon myself. Rise
up and let us go after him, that we may offer him our excuses." On reaching
the poet's door, he knocked and mentioned who he was. Being told by the other to
enter, he went in and found him sitting (on the floor), and straining nabird (17).
The house itself was arranged in a manner befitting a (debauche) like him.
Al-Haitham then said: "The granting of pardon belongs to God and afterwards to
you. By Allah! I did not recognize you; but the fault was yours, because you
neglected mentioning your name. You thus prevented us from showing you
fitting respect and treating you with due regard." Seeing that Abū Nuwäis
appeared to accept his excuses, he added: "I beg of you to spare me (and suppress)
whatever verses you may have just composed on me." The poet replied: "There
is no means of recalling the past, but you have the assurance (that) for the future
(I shall not attack you)!" On this al-Haitham said: "Tell me what is the past,
and my life shall be the ransom of yours!" He answered: "It is a verse
which I uttered during the state (of irritation) in which you may perceive me
still to be." Al-Haitham requested him to repeat it and, on his refusal, he
insisted so much that he obtained his wish. The poet recited as follows:

HaithAm, the son of Adl! you are not of the Arabian stock and it is only indirectly (18) that
you belong to the tribe of Tal. When you make (of your father) Adl a descendant of Thoal,
place the d of his name before the a, in tracing up his genealogy (19).

Al-Haitham rose up and left him, but, some time after, the remaining verses of
the piece came to his knowledge. Here they are:

HaithAm, the son of Adl, is so changeable in mind that, every day, he sets his foot in the
stirrup. He is always saddling and unsaddling (his camel) for a journey to visit a (rich) enfran-
chased slave or an Arab. He has a tongue excited (to eloquence) by his natural genius (20);
one would think he had always travelled (like an Arab of the desert) upon a camel's pillion. I
should like to see him set up on the bridge and mounted on a steed (a cross) nearly as worthless
as himself. O that I saw him covering that steed with a raiment of blood, to replace the fila-
ments and leaves (which covered it before). God help thee! (simpleton!) you need not be so
proud of your parentage; (to support your pretensions) you borrowed a genealogy from books.

On this, Al-Haitham returned to Abū Nuwäis and said: "Good God! did you not give
me the assurance and the promise that you would not satirize me?" The other
answered (in these words of the Kordn, sur. xxvi, verse 226): "They (the poets) say
that which they do not."—The anecdotes concerning al-Haitham are very
numerous, but we have already given sufficient details. He was born before the year 130 (A. D. 747), and he died on the 1st of Muharram, 206 (6th June, A. D. 821), or 207, according to another statement. Ibn Kutaiba’s Madīnī places his death in the year 209. He left posterity at Baghdad. As-Samání (vol. II. p. 156) says, in his Anṣāb, under the word al-Bohtarī, that he died A. H. 209 at Fam as-Silh, aged ninety-three years. Another author adds that he died at the house of al-Hasan Ibn Sahl (vol. I. p. 408). We have already mentioned, in the life of Būrān (vol. I. p. 269), that her marriage with al-Māmun took place at Fam as-Silh, in that year. From this it appears that al-Haitham was one of the company which he had with him.—We have already spoken of Tāt (vol. I. p. 354), and (shall speak) of Bohtori. Thoalī means descended from Thoal, the son of Amr, the son of al-Ghauth, the son of Tai. The rest of the genealogy will be found in our article on al-Bohtori, under the letter W. A number of families descended from Tai bore the surname of Thoali; such were the Bohtori, the Salmān and others. To the tribe of Thoal belonged Amr Ibn al-Masih ath-Thoalī, (the chief) who accompanied one of the deputations sent by the Arab tribes to the Prophet. He became a Muslim at Medina, being then one hundred and fifty years of age. He was the best archer of all the Arabs. It is to him that the poet Amr al-Kais Hondoj al Kindi, the son of Hojr, alludes in this verse:

Sometimes an archer of the tribe of Thoal, thrusting out his hands from his hiding-place (21).

This is one of the arguments adduced by Ibn Kutaiba, in his Tabakat ash-Shuward, to prove that Amr al-Kais lived about forty years before the Prophet; for such is the conclusion announced by that author.

(1) In the Arabic text the term employed is kūtub musammasfa. In the introduction to the first volume of this translation, page xxv, and in a note of the second volume, page 490, I offered conjectural explanations of this term. I am now inclined to think that it means works in which the divers matters are classed and arranged under separate heads, each chapter being appropriated to a particular subject. Al-Jauhari says, in his dictionary, that the verb sannaf signifies to dispose a thing in classes.

(2) The term sawdūd signifies darkness, verdure, a crowd, and was employed to designate the territory in which Basra and Kufa were situated. It thus included the ancient Chaldæa and Babylonia. See vol. II, p. 417.

(3) Literally: to the sittings.

(4) In this narration al-Haitham imitates the idiom spoken by the nomadic Arabs.

(5) This seems to mean: you may easily find another halting-place.
(6) The civilised Arabs, those who inhabited towns, handed the meat to their guests; those of the desert threw it to them. See a remarkable instance in Amr al-Kais’s Mualaha, 10th verse.

(7) For the history of this Amr, see the third volume of M. Caussin de Perceval’s Essai sur l’histoire des Arabes.

(8) A badra was ten thousand dirhems; about two hundred pounds sterling. Some say that any sum, from one thousand dirhems to ten thousand formed a badra.

(9) I can find no information respecting this poet who, to judge from his names, was a Jew and a native of Basra.

(10) About one thousand pounds sterling.

(11) The edition of Bahlak reads Muammar.

(12) The text has: and he built a column underneath the wood, or beam.

(13) The word kundas signifies a place where the dirt and sweepings of a town are deposited.


(15) Literally: in the mountain.

(16) Literally: shall there ever be a return.

(17) See vol. 1, p. 316.

(18) The Arabic words are علي شغب, which I render by conjecture.

(19) The word dat signifies: counterfeit, spurious, bastard.

(20) Here, and in some other passages of the same piece, I translate by conjecture.

(21) See my Divan d’Amro’lkais, page 58.

---

**WASIL IBN ATA**

Abū Hudaifa Wāsil Ibn Atā, the Motazilite, known also by the name of al-Ghazzāl, was a mawla to the tribe of Dubba or, by another statement, to the tribe of Makhzūm. He was one of those great masters of the Arabic language (1) who discoursed on scholastic theology (kaldm) and other sciences. He lisped in pronouncing the letter r (rd) and thus made of it a gh (ghain). Abū ’l-Abbās al-Mubarrad (page 31 of this vol.) mentions him in the Kāmil and speaks of him in these terms: “Wāsil Ibn Atā was really a wonderful man. He had a horrid lisp in pronouncing the letter ‘‘ r and, for that reason, he never, in speaking, made use of words wherein it occurred. No one perceived the (difficulty he had to surmount), such was his
"mastery over the language and the fluency of his pronunciation." Alluding to this, a Motazilite poet named Abû 't-Turûk ad-Dubbi, said, in praise of the talent with which Wâsil made speeches without employing the r, a letter which presents itself very frequently in discourse and which was (for him) as if it did not exist:

Skilled (alim) in replacing one letter by another, and surpassing every preacher, whose vain (doctrines) were (thus) overcome by the truth (2).

And another poet said, on the same subject:

When speaking of wheat (burr) he employs (the word) kamh, and, in his enmity to the r, he manages adroitly to express (in other letters the word) shiar (poetry). He never says matar (rain), even in the haste of speech, but comes out with (the word) ghaith; so greatly he fears the rain (matar).

It is related that he said, in speaking of Bashshâr Ibn Burd (vol. I. p. 254): "Is there no one who will kill that blind fellow surnamed Abû Muàd? By Allah! If treachery were not a characteristic of the Shiites, I should send a person to cut open his belly whilst he is on his couch. Then he would (no longer) be a Sadûside or an Okailide." He said this blind fellow (aamâ) to avoid saying Bashshâr and Darîr; instead of Mughairiya or Mansâriya (the names of Shi'ite sects), he employed the word Ghâliya (i.e. extravagants, the names of another Shi'ite sect); being unwilling to say arsâl (which means I should send), he chose the word beath, and instead of marked (sleeping-place) or of fardsh (bed), he made use of the word madjd (couch); to avoid saying yabkar (split open), he employed the term yabaadj (burst); he brought in the Okailides and the Sadûsides because Bashshâr was a masola to the first mentioned of these tribes and had dwelt for some time with the second.—As-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156) states, in his Ansâb, under the title Mutazili, that Wâsil Ibn Atâ used to go and sit with (3) al-Hasan al-Basri (vol. I. p. 370), but disputes having arisen (concerning the dogmas of the faith), the Khârijites taught that whoever committed a great sin was an infidel (and deserved to be put to death); whilst the general opinion of the Moslems was that such a man was a true believer, though guilty of a heinous sin. On this Wâsil Ibn Atâ left both parties, declaring that a wicked man of the Muslim community was neither a believer nor an infidel, but held a middle station between the two. This made al-Hasan expel him from his school (4). Wâsil, having seceded (motazel) from him, got for a pupil (5) Amr Ibn
Obaid (vol. II. p. 393). These two and their followers received the nickname of Motazilites (seceders). This is the passage to which I referred in my article on Amr Ibn Obaid, in case the reader wished to know the signification and origin of the term Motazilite. In my notice on Katâda Ibn Diâma as-Sadûsi (vol. II. p. 513) I mentioned that it was he who gave them this name. Wâsil’s skill in avoiding the letter r became proverbial, and poets have often alluded to it in their verses. It is thus that Abû Muhammad al-Khâzin (6) said, in a high-sounding kastâda composed in praise of the Sâhib Ibn Abbâd (vol. I. p. 212):

True, on the day of gifts (âtâ), he avoids saying the word no, and that with as much care as Ibn Atâ avoids the letter r.

Another poet said of a person whom he loved and who lisped:

Lisp (to me) that r again; (it sounds to sweetly) that, if Wâsil was present and heard it, he would never again suppress the r.

By another:

Do you treat my love as you treat the letter r, which you (avoid and) never utter; you have rejected me as if you were Wâsil.

How admirably said! how beautiful the expression: you have rejected me as if you were Wâsit (7). Another poet has said:

Treat me not like the alif of union (hamza wâsit) (8); I should then (like it), be rejected! treat me not as Wâsil did the r.

The celebrated Spanish poet, Abû Omar Yûsûf Ibn Hârûn al-Kindi ar-Ramâdi (9), who died A. H. 403 (A. D. 1013), is the author of the following lines, in which, however, he makes no allusion to Wâsil:

Neither the r nor I can hope to obtain your favour; being rejected (by you), the same misfortune unites us both, and (in that) we are equal. When I was alone, I wrote it on the palm of my hand, and remained sighing, both I and it (10).

This is a subject so vast that we cannot go on with it any farther; and the examples which we have given are quite sufficient.—A great number of verses have been composed by poets on the defect of pronunciation by which the letter s is con-
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verted into th (or ts). Here, for instance, is a piece attributed to Abū Nuwās (vol. 1. p. 391); though it is not to be found in his collected poetical works. It may probably have been transmitted down orally by Ali Ibn Hamza al-Ispahāni (11), who knew by heart and taught to others a great number of poems. The verses are remarkable for their elegance and sweetness:

I asked that tender fawn (maiden) what was her name, and she answered: "Mirdās."
When the night came on, she handed me a cup of wine and said: ""(Fear not!) the people are ""asleep. See how beautiful the garlands which crown us! the jasmine and the myrtle con-"" ""tribute to adorn them." On hearing her lisp, I also became a lisper and said: ""Where is the ""pitcher and the wine-cup (12)."

If I undertook to give here every piece of this kind, I should be led very far. There are, however, but few which allude to the lisping of the letter r, and therefore shall insert the following:

I swear by the whiteness of my beloved’s teeth! by the beauty-spot like the point on the kha (ख) which is seen on her cheek when the ringlet is turned aside! that her Mosulian lisp has fascinated me. The love it inspires has cast me into a swollen sea (of passion). The cheeks of that fair one who speaks with a foreign accent are shaded by scorpions (ringlets) empowered to sting me alone. When she speaks, the deafest of the deaf hearken to the tenebrous lisping of her words. She says to me, when I kiss her shining mouth, — for it is she whom I love and who grants me all I wish for, — (she says) when the cup of ebriety is emptied and the tint of the wine displays its fairest colours on her cheeks: ""Go on gently! for the inebriating liquor which ""you sip from the vine of my lips will only add intoxication to intoxication (13)."

This poet has well expressed the thought. In the last verse are a great number of rs which have been replaced by ghs.—Al-Khubzaryuza, a poet of whom we have already spoken (page 530 of this vol.), composed the following piece on a girl who lisped the r, but he does not indicate this lisp except in the last word of the last verse:

At al-Karkh is a fawn who speaks with a lisp; and lisping is a quality which I require (in a mistress). How like is her waist to that of the wasp! it is even as thin as the scorpion (ringlet pendent) on her cheek. Her lips enclose a theriac which heals the sting, when its violence burns my heart. If I say, when embracing her: ""May my life be the ransom of thine! Oic ""mihii; ubi est (mentula)?"" she replies ""I do not know"" (14).

One word has brought on another and diverted us from our subject, namely, the history of Wāsīl Ibn Atā. His neck was so long that people reproached him for it as a fault, and Bashshār Ibn Burd composed on it the following verses:
IBN KHALLIKAN'S

Why should I be plagued with a ghazzdl (a cotton-spinner) whose neck is like that of an ostrich in the desert, whether he stays or goes away? That cameleopard's neck of yours, what do you mean with it? I mind it not. You call those men infidels who declared a certain man (i.e., you) to be so (15).

Those two persons had a great dislike for each other and proofs of their mutual jealousy are very numerous; we have already heard what Wâsîl said of Bashshâr. Al-Mubarrad informs us, in his Kâmîl, that Wâsîl was not a spinner (ghazzâl), but that he received this surname because he frequented the cotton-spinners for the purpose of discovering poor and virtuous females to whom he might distribute alms. He then adds: "Wâsîl had a very long neck, and it is related that Amr Ibn Obaid 'said, before making his acquaintance: 'No good can come of that man as long as he has such a neck.'" Wâsîl composed a number of works, such as a treatise on the different sects of the Morjians (16), another on the repenting of one's sins, another entitled the Intermediate station, another containing pious discourses in which the letter r was not to be found, another on the Madini or rhetorical figures of the Korân, another consisting of discourses on the unity of God and on justice (free-will), a recital of what passed between him and Amr Ibn Obaid, a guide to the knowledge of the truth (as Sabîl ila mârija tal-hakk), a treatise on the Dawa (or doctrine professed by him), a classified list (tabakât) of the learned and the ignorant, etc. The anecdotes related of him are very numerous. He was born in Medina, A. H. 80 (A. D. 699-700), and he died in the year 131 (A. D. 748-9) (17).

(1) Literally: He was one of the eloquent imdama.
(2) The meaning of the last hemistich may perhaps have escaped the translator.
(3) The expression خِلَّل ا لِّي "to go and sit near" a person, signifies, probably, to attend his lessons.
(4) Literally: from the place where he held his sittings (majîta).

(6) Abû Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad, surnamed al-Khâzin (the treasurer, or librarian), was one of the most distinguished poets of Isphâân. The Sâhib Ibn Abbâd treated him with great favour, chose him for his librarian and admitted him into his parties of pleasure. After some time, Abû Muhammad left him in a moment of anger and continued, during a few years, to lead a straggling life in Irâk, in Syria and in Hijâz. He afterwards rejoined the Sâhib at Jûrjân. Ath-Tha'labî, who furnishes these indications, gives, in his Yâtma, several pieces of verse composed by al-Khâzin; but does not indicate the year of his death, which probably occurred before the beginning of the fifth century of the hijra (A. D. 1010).

(7) Our author admires this hemistich because it bears another meaning, namely: as if you meant to take me into favour.
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(8) The letter called the *alif of union* is elided in the pronunciation.

(9) The next vol. contains an article on the poet ar-Ramādī. He entered into a conspiracy against the vizir Abū Aʿâmīr al-Mansūrī, who was then all-powerful in Cordova. For his adventures, see M. Dozy's *Histoire des Musulmans d'Espagne*, tome III, p. 173 et seq.

(10) I do not know what the poet means by this verse, which I may, perhaps, have misunderstood.

(11) Abū 'l-Faraj Ali Ibn Hamza of Isphahān, composed a work on eminent Persians and published editions of the poetical works left by Abū Tammām, Abū Nuwās and al-Bohtori. Hajji Khalīfa places his death in the year 356 (A. D. 966-7). This was also the year in which took place the death of Abū 'l-Faraj Ali Ibn al-Husain of Isphahān, the author of the Kitāb al-Aghānī, vol. II, p. 249. Professor Flügel considers them to be one and the same person.

(12) In the text of this piece, every s of the dialogue is replaced by th.

(13) The last verse, if correctly written, should run thus:

\[\text{تَوْقِيقُ فَرْعَوْنَ الْخَمْرِ مَرْتَمُتُ يَزْدَكَ عندَ الْعَرْضِ سَكَراً عَلَيْ سَكَرْ}

(14) She said *ma adhī* instead of *ma adhī*.

(15) This is an allusion to the doctrine professed by Wāsī and already indicated by our author.

(16) See Sale's Preliminary discourse to his translation of the Korān, section VIII.

(17) The edition of Bīlāk and one of my manuscripts offer the date 181 as that of Wāsī's death. It does not appear to be acceptable; that given in the other manuscripts and in the *Nyāda* is probably the true one, and, as such, is adopted here.

WATHIMA IBN MUSA

Abū Yazīd Wathîma, the son of Mūsâ, the son of al-Furât, bore the surnames of al-Washshâ, al-Fârisi al-Fasawi (*the silk-mercer, native of the town of Fasa in Persia*). Having proceeded from his native place to Basra, he went from that to Egypt, whence he travelled as a merchant to Spain. He dealt in silk brocades. In a work composed by him on the history of the great apostasy (*ridḍa*), he mentions the (Arabian) tribes which apostatized on the death of the Prophet, and gives an account of the expeditions sent against them by (the khāli̇f) Abū Bakr as-Siddîk. He relates also the manner in which the war was carried on, and gives an account of what passed between these insurgents and the Musulmans. He mentions in it also the tribes which returned to the true faith, the attacks directed against those who refused to pay the (*zakāt* or *tythe on cattle*), and relates all that
took place between Khālid Ibn al-Walīd al-Makhzūmi and Mālik Ibn Nuwaira al-Yarbūi, on whose death some well-known elegies were composed by his brother Mutammim. In this work he relates the manner in which Mālik was killed, and gives the text of the poems composed by Mutammim and others on that event. It is a good work and contains much useful information. We have already mentioned, in the life of Abū Abd Allah al-Wākidi (page 61 of this vol.), that he also composed a good work on the apostasy. I do not know if Wathîma wrote any other work than the one I have spoken of; but he acquired a great reputation: Abū 'l-Walīd Ibn al-Farâdî (vol. II. p. 68) speaks of him in his (biographical) history of Spain; the Ḥāfiz Abū Abd Allah al-Humaidi (page 1 of this vol.) mentions him in the Judwân tal-Muktâbis, Abū Saïd Ibn Yûnus (vol. II. p. 93) in his History of Egypt, and Abū Saâd as-Samâni (vol. II. p. 156), in his Ansâb, under the word Washshā. He there says: "He dealt in washi, which is a stuff made of silk." A number of persons have borne this surname, one of whom was the Wathîma here mentioned. Wathîma returned from Spain to Egypt, and died in Old Cairo on Monday, the 10th of the first Jumâda, 237 (9th November, A. D. 851). Abû Saïd Ibn Yûnus says, in his History, that Wathîma left a son whose names were Abû Rifâa Omâra Ibn Wathîma, and who taught traditions on the authority of Abû Sâlih, al-Laith Ibn Saâd's secretary (1), on that of his own father and on that of other Traditionists. A history in the form of annals was composed by him. He was born in Old Cairo, and he died on the eve of Thursday, the 23rd of the latter Jumâda, 289 (4th June, A. D. 902). Wathîma means a heap of herbs or of provisions; it signifies also a rock, and is employed as a proper name for men. It means also the stone made use of to strike fire. The Arabs say, in one of their oaths: "By him who brought forth the adk from the jartma and fire from the wathâma!" Adk عدي means a date-tree, and jartma a date-kernel. We have spoken of the word Fasawi in the life of Abû Ali al-Fârisi (vol. I. p. 381), and in that of Arslân al-Basástri (vol. I. p. 173), so we need not repeat our observations here. Having mentioned the names of Mālik and of his brother Mutammim, I feel obliged to give here a sketch of their history, which is very interesting. Mālik Ibn Nuwaira was one of those princely-minded and eminent men who acted as radifs (lieutenants) to kings (2). Radifs were of two sorts: one rode behind the prince and on the same camel, when they went out to hunt, or to any place of amusement. The office of the second was much more eminent: when the prince held a court of justice,
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and happened to quit his seat, the radif took his place and judged between the contending parties. This Mâlik is the same whose name occurs in the proverbial expression: A pasture-ground, but not like that of as-Saaddûn; a source, but not like that of Suddâ, and a hero, but not like Mâlik. He was a gallant cavalier, a poet, a chief devotedly obeyed by his tribe; full of audacity and bravery, so remarkable for his thick head of hair that he was designated by the epithet of Jafâl (hairy-head). When the Arabian tribes sent deputations to the Prophet, he was one of those who went and, having embraced the Moslim religion, he was nominated by the Prophet collector of the alms-tax (sadaka) payable by his tribe. When the Arabs apostatized, after the death of the Prophet, by their refusing to pay the tax, Mâlik did as the others. On the appointment of Abû Bakr to the khâlifat, Khâlid Ibn al-Walid marched against the rebels and halted at the place where Mâlik was (3). This chief had already gathered in the tax imposed on his tribe, the Banû Yarbûs, and appropriated it to his own use. Khâlid spoke to him on the subject and received this answer: "I fulfill the duty of prayer but shall not pay the tax."—"Do you not know," said Khâlid, "that prayer and the payment of this tax go together? one will not be accepted without the other."—Mâlik answered: "Was it your master who said that?"—Khâlid replied: "Do you not consider him to be your master also? by Allah! I have a great mind to strike off your head." Then, after a long altercation, Khâlid said: "I shall take your life."—"Is that also the order which your master gave you?" said Mâlik. —"Do you say that after what you have already said?" exclaimed Khâlid; "by Allah! I shall take your life!" Abd Allah Ibn Omar (vol. I. p. 567), and Abû Katâda the Ansâr (4) were present at this scene and remonstrated with Khâlid, but he would not hearken to them. Mâlik then said: "O Khâlid! send us to Abû Bakr and let him judge between us; you have already done so for others who were more culpable than we." Khâlid answered: "May God never forgive me my sins, if I do not kill you!" He then ordered Dirâr Ibn al-Azwar al-Asadi to strike off his head. On this, Mâlik turned towards his wife, Omm Mutammim, and said to Khâlid: "There is the person who costs me my life." She was, indeed, extremely beautiful. Khâlid replied: "Not at all! It is God who slays you for abandoning Islamism." Mâlik declared that he was a Moslim. "Dirâr!" said Khâlid, "strike off his head." This was done, and the head was put in the place of one of the three stones which supported the flesh-pot. Mâlik, as we have said, surpassed most men by the abundance
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of his hair, which was so thick, that the meat was cooked in the pot before the fire had reached the skull. Ibn al-Kalbi (page 608 of this vol.) states, in his Jamhara, that Mālik was put to death on the day of al-Bitaḥ (5). His brother Mutammim escaped and composed elegies on his death. Khālid seized on the wife of Mālik,—or by another account he purchased her out of the booty,—and married her. It is said that he allowed her to wait till she had thrice her periodical infirmity, and then obtained her consent to marry him. He invited Ibn Omar and Abū Katāda to the wedding, but they refused, and the former said to him: "I shall write to Abū Bakr and relate to him what has passed." Khālid was inflexible and married her. This induced Abū Nuhair (6) as-Saadi to compose the following lines:

Say to the tribe whom the horsemen trampled under foot: How long this night appears after the death of Mālik! He was treated with iniquity on account of his wife, and Khālid, who committed the crime, was in love with her long before. He executed his purpose without endeavouring to rein in his passion and control it. He thus became a married man, and Mālik, who perished as all things must, was reduced to nothing. Who now remains after him to protect the widows and the orphans? Who is there now to aid the poor and the destitute? The Tamimides (7), from the highest to the lowest (8), have received a fatal stroke in the person of their cavalier, him on whom they fixed their hopes, him with the slender shoulders (9).

When intelligence of this event reached Abū Bakr and Omar, the latter said to the former: "Khālid has committed adultery; order him to be lapsed." Abū Bakr replied: "I cannot allow him to be lapsed; he only interpreted wrong (his orders)."—"But," said Omar, "he has killed a Moslim."—"I cannot put him to death for that," said the other; "he only interpreted wrong (his orders)."—"Then deprive him of his commandment," said Omar.—"No," replied Abū Bakr, "I shall never sheath a sword which God drew against the wicked."—Such is the relation given of this affair in the book composed by Wathima and in that of al-Wākidī, and let them be answerable for its truth. —Mutammim Ibn Nuwaira, the brother of Mālik, bore the surname of Abū Nahshal, and was celebrated as a poet. He seldom stirred out of his house (or tent), and troubled himself little about his own affairs, because he relied on his brother. He was deformed in body and had lost an eye. When he was informed of Mālik's death, he went to the mosque of the Prophet (at Medina) and, having taken his place behind Abū Bakr, he said (with him) the morning prayer. When the khālid, who was in the mihrab turned
round (to the congregation), Mutammim stood up and, leaning on the extremity of his bow, recited these lines:

He was truly admirable when the winds howled about the tents, he who was slain by you, Ibn al-Azwar! You invited him in God's name and you betrayed him; had he invited you, under the safeguard of his honour, he would not have betrayed.

(On pronouncing these last words,) he pointed to Abû Bakr who exclaimed: "By Allah! I never invited him nor ever betrayed him." The poet continued thus:

Admirable he was, either sheathed in mail or unarmed! How excellent a retreat was his dwelling for the benighted traveller who perceived the light of his fire! Under his dress he concealed no turpitude; he was, in disposition, mild, and in conduct, chaste.

He then wept and, ceasing to lean upon his bow, he sat down and lamented so bitterly that tears flowed from his blind eye. Omar Ibn al-Khattâb went up to him and said: "I wish you had composed such an elegy as that on the death of my brother Zaid." Mutammim answered: "O Abû Hafs! if I thought that my brother had gone to the place where yours is now, I should not lament his death." On this, Omar said: "Never, since I lost Zaid, did any man give me sweeter consolation than Mutammim."—Zaid, the son of al-Khattâb, fell a martyr in the battle of al-Yamâma (10). Omar used to say: "I enjoy the breath of the zephyr because it blows from the spot where Zaid reposes." It is stated that Omar said to Mutammim: "If I could make verses on the death of my brother, they should be like what you made on the death of yours."—It is stated that Mutammim had composed an elegy on Zaid, but did not well succeed; so, Omar said to him: "Why was your elegy on the death of Zaid so different from that which you composed on Mâlik?" The poet answered: "By Allah! I was moved to lament Mâlik for motives which did not lead me to lament Zaid." Omar said to him one day: "You are really a man of judgment; how was your brother, compared with you?" He replied: "My brother would mount a thalf (slow-paced) camel, in a thundering (džaz) and cloudy (surrâd) night, leading by the bridle a restive horse (jarâr), and carrying in his hand a heavy spear. On his shoulders was a small cloak (falât) and, on each side of him, a provision bag (maẓâda); and he would ride on till morning with a smile on his face." The word džaz (ازن) signifies the sound of thunder; surrâd (سعرد) means a thin cloud in which there is no water;—
thaḍīl (ثقال) is a slow-paced camel, so heavy that it can hardly walk; jdrūr (جرور) is a horse which disobeys the rein; a falsīt (فسلت) cloak is one which scarcely holds on the person who wears it; mazāda (مزادة) is the water-bag, as is well known.—Another day, Omar said to him: "Tell me something concerning your brother;" and he answered thus: "Commander of the faithful! I was once taken prisoner by a tribe of Arabs, and my brother, being informed of what had happened, came to them. When they saw him appear, every one stood up, and every woman of the tribe peeped out through the openings of the tents. He had not time to get off his camel when they lead me up to him, cord and all, (literally: with my rumma), and it was he who untied me."—There," said Omar, "was true nobility!"

A rumma is a worn out cord; from it is derived the expression: to give a man a thing with its rumma. It originated in a man's giving to another a camel with a halter on its neck, and was then employed to denote the gift of a thing with all belonging to it.—Mutammim said, another day, to Omar: "A tribe of Arabs at-tacked the tribe of my brother whilst he was absent. When the alarm reached him, he sallied forth and followed their foot-steps. He had with him a camel which he rode or drove before him alternately, and he overtook them after travelling three nights. At the moment they thought themselves out of danger, he appeared unexpectedly. When they saw him, they fled away, abandoning their prisoners and booty. My brother overtook them, and they all surrendered, so that he had only to tie their hands behind their backs and lead them to his own country." On this, Omar said: "We heard of his beneficence and his bravery, but we knew nothing of what you have just related."—One of the elegies composed by him on Mālik is of singular beauty; it rhymes in k and is to be found in that section of the Hamāsā (11) which contains the elegiac poems. Here it is:

My companion blamed me for weeping over every tomb and shedding floods of tears. "Why weep you over every tomb you see? Is it for (the recollection) of that tomb which lies between al-Liwa and ad-Dakādik?" I answered: "Sighs beget sighs; so, let me weep! for all these are (for me) as the tomb of Mālik."

In a kashta of considerable length and beauty, the rhyme of which is formed by the letter ṣṭn, the same poet says:

For a long time we were like the two boon companions of Jādīma; so that it was said of us: "They will never be separated!" We led a life of happiness, but, before us, death attained the
families of Chosroes and of Tobbâ. When we separated, the long time which I passed with Malik seemed to me as short as a single night.

As the reader of this book may desire some information respecting Jadîma and his two boon companions, I shall speak of them here. Jadîma, for so his name must be pronounced, belonged to the family of al-Azd, and bore the surnom of Abû Malik. He was the son of Malik, the son of Fahm, the son of Daus, the son of al-Azd. Hira and the neighbouring country acknowledged his authority. People called him the speckled (al-Abrâch) or the spotted with white (al-Waddâh), because he was a leper. The Arabs abstained from giving him the surname of the leper, through fear of offending him, and therefore designated him by one or the other of the former terms. He was one of the provincial kings, and lived about thirty years after Jesus (12). So great was his pride that he would have no other boon companions than the two stars called al-Farkaddûn (13). His sister had a son named Amr, the son of Adi the Lakhmide, who was the son of Nasr, the son of Rabîa, the son of al-Hârith, the son of Malik, the son of Adi, surnamed Amam, because he was the first who wore a turban (imâmâ), the son of Numâra, the son of Lakhm. The rest of the genealogy is well known (14). The name of Jadîma's sister was Rikâsh. Her son, for whom Jadîma had a great affection, was spirited away by the genii, and his uncle searched for him a long time without finding him. There were two brothers of the tribe of al-Kain, one of whom was named Malik and the other Akîl. Their father's name was Fârih, the son of Malik, the son of Kaab, the son of al-Kain, whose true name was an-Nomân, the son of Jâsr, the son of Shâi Allah. These two found Amr in the desert, with his hair dishevelled, his nails grown to a great length and his appearance miserable. They knew him and brought him to his uncle, after arranging his hair and attiring him decently. Jadîma was so overjoyed at seeing him that he told them to ask whatever reward they pleased, and they said: "Let us be your boon companions as long as you and we live." He answered: "That I grant to you."—These were the two boon companions whose reputation became proverbial. It is said that they were Jadîma's constant guests during forty years and that they never, in all that period, repeated to him a story which they had already told him. It is to them that Abû Khirāsh the Hudâlit (15) alludes in these verses, taken from an elegy composed by him on his brother Orwa:

(The calumniator) says: "I see that he disports himself since the death of Orwa; and that,
"as you must know, is highly detrimental (to myself)." (I answered.) "Think not that "I have ceased to remember the days I passed with him; know, Ummâma! that I support (my "sorrow) with becoming patience. Hast thou heard that, before our time, two sincere boon "companions were separated, Mâlik and Akil?"

This summary account of their history is rather long, and yet I aimed at being concise.—Abû Ali al-Kâli (vol. I. p. 210) says, in the treatise which he designed as supplement to his Amdî, that Mutammim went up to Omar, who admired him greatly, and that Omar said: "Tell me, Mutammim! what hinders you from "marrying? God may perhaps raise children from that alliance, for you belong to a family which is on the point of becoming extinct." The poet, in consequence, married a woman of Medina, but he was not happy with her, nor she with him, so he divorced her and then said:

I say to Hind, when dispersed with her discernment (16): "Does your conduct proceed from "the coquetry of love, or do you hate me? Do you wish for a separation? and certainly, to "separate from any (whom I love) is now, for me, but slightly painful, since Mâlik has departed "(from the world)."

Omar said to him: "You will never cease thinking of Mâlik!" and, soon after, he received his mortal wound. Mutammim, who was then in Medina, composed an elegy on his death. In a word, it has never been handed down that an Arab or any other person ever wept for the loss of a friend as much as Mutammim did for that of his brother.—Al-Wâdiki relates, in his Kitâb ar-Ridda, that Omar Ibn al-Khattâb said to Mutammim: "To what degree did you carry your grief for Mâlik?" and that the poet answered: "I wept during a year, without ever enjoying a mo-"ment's sleep, from evening to morning; and I never saw a fire (of hospitality) "lighted during the night without thinking to myself that I ought to go out to it, "so that I might recall to my recollection the fires lighted by my brother. Mâlik "ordered a fire to be always kept burning till morning lest travellers might pass the "night in his neighbourhood (without discovering his tent), and so that, when they "saw the fire, they might draw near to it. Certainly, in his eagerness to have guests "he felt more joy than other people do when one of their friends returns to them "from a distant land." On hearing this, Omar observed that such conduct was highly honourable. The same author relates that Mutammim, being asked what effect grief and the shedding of tears had produced on him, answered in these terms: "This
"eye," pointing to his blind one, "was already gone, and I wept with the good "one so abundantly that the lost eye came to its assistance and shed tears."— "Such sorrow," said Omar, "is really excessive; no one should grieve like that "for the death of a relative." — The poets make frequent allusions to Mālik and his brother Mutammim. Ibn Haiyūs, (page 138 of this vol.) said, in one of his kastdas:

It was a manifest calamity, like the death of Mālik; and it would be disgraceful for me not to be a Mutammim.

Abū Bakr Muhammad Ibn Isa ad-Dāni, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-Labbāna (p. 192 of this vol.), said, in a kastda containing a lament on the fall of al-Mutamid Ibn Abbād, the sovereign of Seville, who was arrested (and cast into prison) by Yūsuf Ibn Tāchīfīn, as we have related in our article on al-Mutamid (page 191 of this vol.):

On quitting your kingdom, you resembled Mālik, and I, in my affliction, resembled Mu-
tammim.

Another poet, probably the Ibn Munīr of whom I have spoken under the letter A (vol. 1. page 138), composed a piece containing an allusion of the same kind as that which we are mentioning. — I have since verified the name of the author and found it to be Najm ad-Dīn Abū ’l-Fath Yūsuf Ibn al-Husain Ibn Muhammed, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-Mujāwir of Damascus. Here is the verse:

O, my dear Mālik! thou hast left in my heart a nuwaira (a little fire) and, through love for thee, the pupil of my eye is become a Mutammim.

Abū ’l-Ghanāīm Ibn al-Muallīm, the poet of whom we have spoken (page 168 of this vol.) said also, in a piece of verse containing the description of a (deserted) dwelling and praying the rains of heaven to water it:

The rains watered it before my arrival, and I came to complete their work. Had a Mālik been there, I might have been called a Mutammim (a completer).

Al-Ḫādi as-Said Ibn Sanāʾ l-Mulk (page 589 of this vol.) made also a similar allu-
sion in the following verse:
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I wept with both my eyes, as if I tried to complete the task which Mutammim had left unfinished.

To expose this subject fully would require a long dissertation, and we have already passed all bounds in this digression. — Pronounce Mutammim. — The word مُتَامم م (ṣadd), in the expression: a source, but not like Sadda, is pronounced in three different manners: Sadda, with a double d and a short final a; Sadda, with the vowel a after the s and a long final a; so that, being pronounced with an u, it takes a short final, and, with an a, a long one. The third form is Sadda, with a single d followed by two hamzas, one coming immediately after the other. This is the name of a famous well the water of which is sweet and limpid.

(1) Our author (vol. ii, p. 543) declares al-Laith Ibn Saad to have been an exact and trustworthy traditionist; but I must say that many of the historical traditions given on his authority by Ibn Abd al-Hakam, in his history of the conquest of Egypt, are evidently false.

(2) These kings were probably the phylarchs of Irak and of Syria.

(3) The history of Mâlik is given in a much more satisfactory manner by M. Causain de Perceval in his Essai sur l'histoire des Arabes.

(4) Al-Hârith Ibn Ribî, surnamed Abd Katâda and one of the bravest horsemen in the service of Muhammad, was a native of Medina. He died, A. H. 54 (A. D. 673-4). — (Nujûm.)

(5) See M. Causain’s Essai, etc., tome iii, p. 368.

(6) I follow the reading offered by the manuscript 798 and the autograph of the Annals of Abd ’l-Fedâ.

(7) Mâlik’s tribe, the Yarboa, was a branch of the great tribe of Tamim.

(8) Literally: their fat and their lean.

(9) The two last words vary in the printed editions and the manuscripts. I read شِنَفُت السُّلَكَارَك.

(10) See Causain’s Essai, tome iii, p. 371.

(11) See Freytag’s Hamda, page 370.

(12) According to M. Causain de Perceval, this prince lived in the third century of our era (Essai, tome ii, p. 10).

(13) The Farkadân are the stars β and γ of Ursa minor. We read in the Essai of M. Causain de Perceval: « Il avait choisi pour ses convives deux étoiles appelées El-farcondam ; et, chaque fois qu’il prenait la coupe, on en remplissait en même temps deux autres, dont il faisait des libations à ces étoiles. — (Tome ii, p. 18.)

(14) It is given by M. Causain in his Essai.

(15) The Hudallite poet Khuwailid Ibn Murra, surnamed Abu Khîrâsh, died in the khalifat of Omar. Some verses of his are given in the Hamâsa.

(16) Literally: with her intelligence.
AL-BOHTORI THE POET

Abū Obâda al-Walîd Ibn Obaid Ibn Yahya Ibn Obaid Ibn Shimlâl Ibn Jâbir Ibn Salama Ibn Mus'hîr Ibn al-Hârîth Ibn Khuthaim Ibn Abî Hârîthah Ibn Judai Ibn Tâdûl Ibn Bohtor Ibn Atûd Ibn Onain Ibn Salâmân Ibn Thoal Ibn Amr Ibn al-Ghauth Ibn Julhuma-Tâi Ibn Adûd Ibn Zaid Ibn Kahlân Ibn Sabî Ibn Yashjub Ibn Yarab Ibn Kahtân, was a member of the tribe of Tâi and bore the surname of al-Bohtori. This celebrated poet was born at Manbij, or, by another account, at Zardafna, a village near that place; there he passed his youth and made his studies. He then went to Irâk where he recited poems in praise of several khalifs, beginning by al-Mutawakkil al'Allah; he eulogized also in his verses a number of grandees and râîses (persons high placed in the civil administration). He remained at Baghdad a long time, and then returned to Syria. In many of his poems he speaks of Aleppo and the open country which surrounds it; for he had taken a great fancy to that city. Some of his poems were transmitted down orally by Abû 'l-Abbâs al-Mubarrad (page 31 of this vol.) Muhammad Ibn Khalaf Ibn al-Marzuûbân (1), the kâdî Abû Abd Allah al-Mahâmili (2), Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Hâkîmi (3), and Abû Bakras-Sûli (p. 68 of this vol.). Sâlih Ibn al-Asbagh at-Tanûkhi, a native of Manbij, related as follows: "I saw al-Bohtori here, at our town, before he went to Irak. He would enter by that door of the mosque and pass by us (to the other),"—here he pointed to the two sides of the edifice,—"and, in going and coming, he would recite verses in praise of dealers in onions and love-apples; yet he afterwards became what we see." The Alwa, whose charms al-Bohtori celebrates in a great number of his pieces, was the daughter of a woman called Zariâ and a native of Aleppo. Abû Bakr as-Sûli says, in his History of Abû Tammâm at-Tâî (vol. I. p.348) that al-Bohtori related as follows: "The first time I gained distinction as a poet was (on a certain day,) when I went to see Abû Tammâm, who was then at Hims (or Homs, Emessa), and presented to him a poem of my composition. He used to hold sittings, and not a poet but went to visit him and submit their productions to his judgment. On hearing mine, he turned towards me, without noticing the other per-
"sons who were present, and, when they retired, he said: 'You are the best poet of all
who recited verses to me. In what circumstances are you?' I complained of
poverty, on which he wrote to the inhabitants of Maarra tan-Nomân a letter in
which he bore testimony to my talent and recommended me to their generosity.
'Go,' said he, 'and recite verses in their praise.' I went to them, and they, in
consideration of his letter, treated me with great honour and made me a pen-
sion of four thousand dirhems (4). This was the first money I ever earned.'
Abu Obàda (al-Bohtori) related, in the following terms, his first interview with Abû
Tammâm: 'I went to visit Abû Said Muhammad Ibn Yusuf (5) and spoke his
praises in a kasîda which began thus:

'Was a captivated lover ever delivered from his passion; so that I also may hope for
delirvance? Was it by breaking his engagements (that he got free), or by hearkening to the
advice of a compassionate friend?'

'When I finished, he expressed his satisfaction and said to me: 'God bless you,
my boy!' A man who was in the saloon then said: 'God exalt you (emîr)! these
verses are by me, but that young man has got them by heart and recited
them to you before I had time to do so.' Abû Said looked at me with an al-
tered countenance and said: 'My boy! you have in your family and relatives
a sufficient title to my favour; so, do not have recourse to such means as these.'
I replied: 'God exalt you! the verses are mine.' On this, the stranger
exclaimed: 'Good God, my boy! do not say such a thing.' He then began to
repeat some verses of my kasîda. On this, Abû Said turned to me and said:
'We shall furnish you with whatever you desire, but do not again have recourse
to proceedings such as these.' I was astounded and left the saloon, not
knowing what to say and meaning to ask who that man might be. I had not
gone far when Abû Said called me back and said: 'We are merely jesting with
you; so take things patiently. Do you know that man?' I replied that I did
not. 'It is your cousin,' said he; 'it is Habib Ibn Aûs at-Tâî Abû Tammâm!
go up to him.' I went over and embraced him. He turned towards me,
praised me highly, and spoke favourably of my verses. 'I was only jesting
with you,' said he. From that moment I got attached to him and admired
greatly his promptitude in learning passages by heart.' As-Sûli relates also in
the same work: Abû Tammâm made to the mother of al-Bohtori a proposal of mar-
riage, to which she consented, saying: "Convoke the people to the ceremony." On this, he answered: "The grandeur of God is such that his name ought not to be mentioned (in an affair which is to pass) between us two. Let us give each other the hand and act with mutual indulgence (6)." —Al-Bohtori, being asked whether he or Abû Tammâm was the better poet, replied: "His best pieces surpass the best of mine, and my worst are better than the worst of his." It has been said of al-Bohtori's poems that they were chains of gold. He held (in reality) the highest rank (as a poet). — It is related that Abû ʾl-ʾAlâ al-Maʿrî (vol. I. page 94), being asked which was the best poet of these three: Abû Tammâm, al-Bohtori and al-Mutanabbi (vol. I. page 102), replied that two of them were moralists and that al-Bohtori was the poet. I must declare that Ibn ar-Rûmi (vol. II. page 297) was not equitable towards him when he said:

The boy, al-Bohtori, steals from the son of ʾAlâ (Abû Tammâm) the praises of the great and of the fair. In each of his verses, the thought is well expressed, but that thought belongs to Habîb, the son of ʾAlâ.

Al-Bohtori related that he recited a poem of his composition to Abû Tammâm, and that the latter recited to him (in return) this verse of ʾAlâ Ibn Hajar (7):

When our force is diminished by the death of one of our lions, another appears amongst us, ready to show his teeth (8).

"There," exclaimed Abû Tammâm, "I have announced to myself that my death is near!" I replied: "God forbid!" "Nay," said he, "my life will not be long; and another poet like you is now growing up in the tribe of Taği (who will replace you also). Know you not the anecdote told of Khâlid Ibn Safwân al-Mâinâkî (9)? he heard Shabîb Ibn ʾAbî Shabba (vol. II. p. 4), who was of the same family as he, make a discourse and he said to him: 'My son! the talent displayed by you in speaking announces to me that my death is near; we belong to a family in which, when an orator is produced, his predecessor soon dies.'" Al-Bohtori here observed that Abû Tammâm died a year after. He related also the following anecdote: "I recited to Abû Tammâm a poem which I had composed in honour of one of the Humaid family and by which I gained a large sum of money. When I finished, he exclaimed: "Very good! you shall be the prince of poets when I am no more." These words gave me more pleasure than all the wealth which
I had collected."—Maimūn Ibn Hārūn related as follows: 'I met with the historian Abū Ja'far Ahmad Ibn Yahya Ibn Jābir Ibn Dāwūd al-Balādorī (10) and he appeared absorbed thought (11). I asked him what had occurred, and he said:

'I was one of those persons whom (the khalīf) al-Mustāin admitted into his intimate society. Some poets having come to celebrate his praise, he said:

'I will receive eulogiums from no man, unless he produce a verse like that which al-Bohtorī composed on (the khalīf) al-Mutawakkil and which runs thus:

'If a passionate lover could be forced to do what is beyond his power, the pulpit would certainly hasten forward to salute you.'

'I returned home and, the next time I went to see him, I told him that I had composed some verses which were better than those of al-Bohtorī. 'Let us hear them,' said he; and I recited as follows:

'If the mantle of the Chosen one (Mūḥammad) possessed the faculty of thought, it would think that you were its former master; and, when you received it and put it on, it would have said: 'These are his shoulders and his arms!'

'He told me to return to my dwelling and execute the order which I should receive from him. He then sent me seven thousand dinars (12), with this message: 'Treasure them up for what may befall you after my death, for, as long as I live, you shall receive from me a pension sufficient for your support.'" Al-Mutanabbi expressed, in the following terms, the thought announced by al-Bohtorī:

If the tree towards which you look had the use of reason, it would stretch its branches towards you, in salutation.

Abū Tammâm expressed the same idea before them both, when he said:

If a piece of ground could advance forward to receive the bones of Noma, the soil which is parched up would have moved towards her (13).

Al-Bohtorī's verse is taken from a long kastāda (14) in which the author has attained the height of excellence. He praises in it (the khalīf) Abu 'l-Fadl Ja'far al-Mutawakkil al-'Allāh and describes his going forth to preside at the public prayer on the day of the Breaking of the fast. It begins thus:
I conceal within my bosom the love I bear you, and I (sometimes) disclose it; grieving under your cruelty, I am blamed and then excused.

The verses with which the one above mentioned is connected are the following:

You fasted in righteousness; you are the most meritorious of fasters; and you now break the fast in conformity to the prescriptions of God. Let your eyes be rejoiced by the day of the Fast-breaking; it is the most brilliant in the year, the most renowned. On it, you showed off the grandeur of the empire in (sending forth) the loud-sounding phalanx which guards the faith and which maintains it. On hearing it approach, we thought that the mountains were in march; it advanced, that morning, in such numbers as surpassed the most numerous army. The horses neighed, the riders shouted, the swords glanced and the spears glittered. The earth, submissive, trembled under their weight; the sky was obscured and the horizon shrouded in dust. The sun, in rising, lighted up the day, but his brightness was soon extinguished in a turbid cloud of dust. (So it remained) till your face, appearing in all its splendor, dispelled the darkness and cleared away the dust. The spectators are fascinated by your presence; towards you are directed every finger and every eye. They feel that your aspect, which they now enjoy, is one of God's blessings for which none should be ungrateful. By your looks you remind them of the Prophet, and, when you appear exalted above your escort, they cry out: "God is the only god! God is almighty!" (This continued) till you reached the mosalla (15), arrayed (as you were) in the robe of true direction, visible to every eye. You advanced as one who is humble and submissive to the will of God, without ostentation and without pride. If a passionate lover could be forced to do what is beyond his power, the pulpit would certainly hasten forward to salute you. Eloquence came to assist you with such wisdom as announced and displayed the evidence of truth. Clothed in the Prophet's mantle, you gave warnings and good tidings (to the congregation).

This extract is sufficient for our purpose. The poem itself is really a piece of lawful magic and is composed with a facility not to be imitated. What an admirable flow (of language)! how light the bridle (with which he directs his steed)! how beautifully he has moulded his ideas! how elegant his thoughts! in the poem there is nothing superfluous; every part of it is exquisite! — The collection of his poetical works exists (16) and his verses are currently known; it is therefore needless to insert here many specimens of his poetry. I shall, however, relate some anecdotes concerning him which may be considered as interesting. He had a young slave-girl (17) called Nasm (zephyr) and sold her to the kdtib Abū ʾl-Fadl al-Hasan Ibn Wahb, the brother of the Sulaimān Ibn Wahb whom I have already given an account of (vol. I. p 596). He then regretted deeply what he had done, longed to get her back and composed verses in her praise, declaring that he had been deceived and that the sale was effected against his will. Here is one of these pieces:

O Nasm! are the promises of Fortune ever true when she encourages the hopes of a passio-
nate lover? Why do I miss thee in my dreams? Why hast thou ceased to console the lover who is scorned by his mistress? You abstain from coming to visit me through fear of those (who are about you); but what can hinder your image from visiting my nocturnal slumbers? To day, love has passed all bounds in (the treatment of) its victims, and I, as you well know, am a lover. Let al-Hasan Ibn Wahb enjoy (his triumph); he meets with his beloved and I am separated from mine.

He composed many pieces on the same person. — There was at Aleppo a man called Tâhir Ibn Muhammad al-Hâshimi, who, on the death of his father, inherited a fortune of about one hundred thousand dinars (18). This sum he spent in deeds of charity, bestowing gifts on poets and (needy) visitors. Al-Bohtori went from Irâk to see him and, on arriving at Aleppo, he heard that the man was overwhelmed with debts and obliged to stay in his house. This intelligence grieved him excessively, and he sent to Tâhir, by one of his mawlas, a poem which he had composed in his praise. When Tâhir received and read the piece, he shed tears, called in his servant and said: “Sell this house of mine.” The other exclaimed: “If you sell your house, you will be reduced to beggary (19).” — “Sell it you must!” replied the other. The sale produced three hundred dinars, one hundred of which Tâhir tied up in the corner of a handkerchief and sent to al-Bohtori with a letter containing these lines:

If there was a gift adequate to the esteem in which I hold your merit, I would heap upon you silver, pearls and rubies, rare though they were. But the elegant scholar, the man of intelligence, will condescend to pardon a friend who, possessing but little, offers an insufficient gift.

When al-Bohtori received this letter, he sent back the money and wrote to the donor the following verses:

Blessings on you! you are worthy of being beneficent! In the race of generosity, you preceede and your rival can only follow (20). A small gift may appear great and a great one small; that depends on the feelings of him who counts on your generosity. But I return this mark of your bounty, because, if taken from you, it would be money ill acquired, and as such, is unlawful. If you repay verses with verses, the obligation is fulfilled and the dinars are superfluous.

When the sum was brought back, Tâhir opened the knot of the handkerchief and put in fifty dinars more, declaring, at the same, by a solemn oath, that he would not allow al-Bohtori to return them. When the latter received this gift, he recited these lines:
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I give you thanks; your humble servant feels a real pleasure in being grateful. God increases the store of him who is thankful. In every age there is but one model of perfection, and, in this age, you are certainly the one.

Al-Bohtori often recited with admiration the following lines, composed by a poet whose name I have forgotten:

Turtle-dove of (the groves of) al-Ārāk! for whom do you wail? for whom do you lament? By your complaints, you have excited (to sorrow) those hearts of ours and, by your weeping, drawn tears from those eyes. Come! let us, in our affliction, get up a scene of sorrow, and sigh for the absence of our brethren who have journeyed to a distant land. We shall assist you, and you shall aid us; those that are in sorrow can console the sorrowful.

I have since discovered that the author of these verses was an Arab called Nabhān al-Fakāsi. — Al-Bohtori was passing through Mosul, or, according to another statement, through Rās-Aln, when he was taken seriously ill. The physician who attended and treated him, prescribed, one day, a muzzauwara (21). The poet having no one with him except a servant boy, told him to prepare it. One of the chief men (rādis) of the town used to visit him during his illness, and, being then present, said: “That boy cannot prepare such a thing well; but I have a cook;”—here he enumerated all the good qualities of this cook and extolled his talents to the highest. Al-Bohtori’s boy abstained from preparing the muzzauwara, fully relying on the promise of the rādis. The poet remained sitting, in expectation of receiving it, but the rādis had so many affairs to occupy his mind, that he quite forgot to have it made. Al-Bohtori, seeing that it was not forthcoming and that the time had passed in which he should have received it, wrote these lines to the rādis:

I find that your promise respecting the muzzauwara is a deception (zaur), though you positively declared that you would direct a person to prepare it. May God not cure him who hopes to be cured by it! and may his fortune (22) not be exalted who puts to it his hand! Forbid your messenger to bring it to me; as I have forbidden mine to receive it.

The anecdotes and honorable acts related of him are very numerous; so we need not expatiate on them further.—His poems were not arranged in order till Abū Bakr as-Sūli collected them and classed them alphabetically (by their rhymes); Ali Ibn Hamza (23) collected them also and arranged them according to their subjects, as he did for the poems of Abū Tammâm. — Al-Bohtori drew up a Hamāsa in imitation of that which was compiled by Abū Tammâm. There exists also a work of his on the ideas which usually occur in poetry (Madnī ’sh-Shi‘ar). He was born in
the year 206 (A. D. 821-2), — other accounts say, in 205, 202, 201 and 200; — he
died in the year 284 (A. D. 897-8); others say, in 285 or 283, but the first date is
the true one. Ibn al-Jauzi (vol. II. p. 96) says, in his Amdr al-Atydn (lives of
eminent men), that al-Bohtori died at the age of eighty years. His death took place
at Manbij; — some say, but inexacty, at Aleppo. The Khatib (vol. I. p. 75) men-
tions, in his History of Baghdad, that al-Bohtori received the surnames of Abû 'l-
Hasan and Abû Obâda, but, being advised, in the reign of al-Mu'tawakkil, to adopt
the latter exclusively, as being the more remarkable, he did so. Literary scholars
often ask to whom Abû 'l-Alâ al-Maarrî (vol. I. p. 94) alludes in this verse:

Al-Walîd said that the nabd-tree (24) produces no fruit; and the flock of gazelles missed
obtaining fruit from the nabd-tree.

These persons say: Who is this Walîd and in what (piece of verse) did he say that
the nabd-tree produces no fruit? This question has been addressed to me by many.
The al-Walîd mentioned in the verse was the al-Bohtori of whom we are now speak-
ing; he said, in a long kastdâ of his composition:

She reproached me with my struggles against poverty; but that was foolish in her: the
nabd-tree is bare and has no fruit upon its branches.

This is the verse to which Abû 'l-Alâ made allusion. I mention this as a piece
of information which may be useful. — Obaid Allah and Abû Obâda, the sons of
Yahya the son of al-Walîd al-Bohtori, were persons in whose praise al-Mutanabbi
composed a number of kastdas. They were al-Bohtori's grandsons and eminent
râisâs at that time. — Bohtori means descended from Bohtor, who, as may be seen in
the genealogical list given at the head of this article, was one of our poet's ancestors.—
Zardafna is a village in the dependencies of Manbij. — Manbij is a town of Syria,
situated between Aleppo and the Euphrates. It was built (anev) by Chosroes when he
effected the conquest of Syria (25). He called it Manbeh, which name the Arabs
changed into Manbij. As it was the birth-place of al-Bohtori, it is frequently men-
tioned in his poems. We find it, for instance, in the following passage, terminating
a long kastdâ and in which he addresses Abû Jaafar Muhammad Ibn Hamid Ibn Abd
al-Hamid at-Tûsi, the person in whose honour he composed it:

I shall never forget the tranquil moments I passed with you; enjoying, at your house, the
temperate shade of a happy life. I dwelt there in comfort and, reposing under the shelter of its
trees (afydti), I thought myself at Manbij.
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Al-Bohtori's usual residence was in Irak, as he was employed in the service of al-Mutawakkil and of al-Fath Ibn Khakán (26). There he lived highly respected. When these two lost their lives in the manner which all know (27) he returned to Manbij. Being obliged, in the interest of his estates, to have frequent interviews with the governor of the place, he used to address him by the title of emir, because he stood in need of his good-will. As he did this against his inclination, he inserted the following lines in one of his poems:

Jaafar (al-Mutawakkil) and al-Fath are gone, partly soiled with dust (murammal) and partly stained with gore (mudarraj). Can I ever hope again for aids (ansa'ran) against Fortune, now that they, my Aus and Khazraj (28), have their dwelling(thawa) in the grave? They were my masters by whose kindness I drained off (halabtu), to the last drops, the favours poured upon me by their copiously-flowing (mutajjij) rains (their beneficence) (29). They were taken off designedly and for an evil purpose; and I am left here, obliged to give the title of emir to the governor of Manbij!

Al-Masudi says, in his Muruj ad-Dahab: "Hârûn ar-Rashid passed near Manbij with Abd al-Malik Ibn Sâlih, who was the most elegant speaker of all the surviving descendants of al-Abbâs. Seeing a well-built castle (country-seat) and a garden full of trees covered with fruit, he asked to whom that property belonged.

"Abd al-Malik replied: 'To you, Commander of the faithful! and then to me.' "On what scale," said ar-Rashid, 'is that castle built?' The other made answer: "It is inferior to that of the dwellings (in which members) of our family (reside), and it surpasses that of dwellings inhabited by other men." "Describe to me your town," said ar-Rashid. "Its water is sweet," replied Abd al-Malik, 'its air cool, its plains are solid (under foot), its maladies rare.' "How are its nights?" said ar-Rashid. "The whole night," answered Abd al-Malik, 'is as (pleasant as) the morning's dawn.'" End of al-Masudi's relation. This Abd al-Malik bore the surname of Abu Abd ar-Rahman; he was the son of Sâlih, the son of Ali, the son of Abd Allah, the son of al-Abbâs, the son of Abd al-Muttalib. The town of Manbij, which he held as appanage was his place of residence. He died at ar-Rakka in the year 199 (30). He expressed his thoughts with great precision and elegance; but I must abstain from entering into this subject, lest I should be led too far. — Yâkût al-Hamawi (31) says, in his Mushtarak, under the word as-Sukya (the irrigated grounds), that five places bear this name. He concludes the article with these words: "The fifth is a village with gardens, near the gates of Manbij; it is set-
"tied in perpetuity (tawaf) (32) on the descendants of al-Bohtori the poet."—Abū Firās (33) al-Hamdānī mentions it in his poems.

(1) This is the Muhammad Ibn Khalaf (not Khaif) of whom our author has already spoken, vol. I, p. 397. He was a native of Al-Muwanal, a village situated to the west of Baghdad. As a transmitter of oral traditions, he was looked upon as a good authority. According to the author of the Nuğüm, he was distinguished for his learning and composed some fine works one of which was entitled Tafṣil al-Kitāb etc. (the pre-eminence of dogs over many of those who wear clothes, fully established). He died A.H. 309 (A.D. 921-2). The manuscripts of Ibn Khallikan’s work read جم (seven) in place of جم (seven); a very common mistake. The true date is given in the Nuğüm.

(2) Abū Abd Allah al-Husain Ibn Ismail al-Mahāmili acted as kāf at Kūfa during two years, and held the highest rank at Baghdad as a traditionist and a professor. He died A.H. 808 (A.D. 915-6), at the age of sixty-eight years. — (Dahabi’s Tabākhat al-Huffaz.)


(4) About ninety pounds sterling.

(5) The emir Abū Said Muhammad Ibn Yūsuf was the first of the Mūsām generals who gained a victory over the troops of the famous Bābek al-Khurrami. Being sent to Ardebil, in the year 290 (A.D. 855), by the Khalif al-Mutasim, with orders to repair all the forts which Bābek had destroyed and to establish fortified posts along the road by which provisions were to be conveyed to the Mūsām army, he accomplished his task and routed the insurgents in a sanguinary battle. — (Ibn al-Athīr’s Kāmiṣ; Nuğüm.)

(6) This appears to mean that Abū Tammām desired the alliance without going through the legal forms.


(8) This is merely an attempt to express the idea enunciated in the Arabic verse, which, if literally translated, would run thus: when we lose the sharpness (of our teeth) in (losing) one of our chieftains, the tooth of another chief flourishes up among us.

(9) Khalīl, the son of Safwān, and chief of the tribe of Tamlān, spoke his language with great elegance. His father was also remarkable for his talent as a fine speaker. An amusing anecdote is related by Ibn Basdān (Dey’s edition, p. 216) of what passed between him and Abū ’l-Abbās as-Saffāh, the first Abbaside khalīf. Ibn Kutaiba mentions him in the Kitāb al-Madarif.

(10) See vol. I, page 438, note (11). The Arabic text of al-Baladī’s celebrated work on the conquests effected by the first Musulmans has been published at Leyden by M. Goeje.

(11) The meaning of the words رجول محتاجة is doubtful.

(12) Somewhat more than three thousand five hundred pounds sterling.

(13) The word لام (li-za’dm) here rendered by: “To receive the bones,” signifies ‘to exalt,’ if pronounced ṻi-i-za’dm. I know not which is the right reading.

(14) This kastha is not very long; it contains only thirty seven verses.


(16) The copy of al-Bohtori’s Diwān belonging to the Bibliothèque impériale, ancien fonds, no 1399, was written A.H. 610 (A.D. 1213) and is in excellent preservation. It contains 432 leaves, or 864 pages. The poems are arranged in alphabetical order, according to the letters which form the rhymes. Most of these pieces are eulogiums addressed to khalīfs, vizirs, emirs and other great men; the rest consists in satires,
addresses to friends and *ghasdale* or amatory pieces. The text of this manuscript has not been collated and offers, in consequence, some false readings.

(17) The Arabic word is *ghuldâm* 

(18) About fifty thousand pounds sterling.

(19) Literally: you will remain (standing) over the heads of the people. That is: you will go up to those who are sitting at their meals and stand before them in expectation of receiving from them a morsel of bread.

(20) Literally: the concurrent later, and you before.

(21) The word *mutawwâr* or *mutawwara* occurs in the *Canon of Avicena*. From the comparison of three passages in which it is found, I am led to think that it means *sorrel-soup*. It was certainly a culinary preparation in which bread was sopped and which, it appears, had an acid taste. In north Africa this word designates *semoule*, or granulated flour, of the finest sort.

(22) Literally: the hand.

(23) See page 647 of this volume.

(24) The *nâdâd* was of no good but for making bows and arrows.

(25) Choerœs II conquered *Syria* A. D. 611. It was in this expedition that he took Hieropolis (Manbij).

(26) It is hardly necessary to warn the reader that this Fath Ibn Khâkân, one of al-Mutawakkil's vizirs, must not be confounded with Fath Ibn Khâkân of Seville, the author of the *Kâlid al-Isâyda* and other well known works. The first was murdered in the palace of al-Jaafari, near Sarra-man-raa, A. H. 247, and the other at Morocco, A. H. 839.

(27) They were murdered by some of the Turkish guards at the instigation of Muhammad al-Muntasir, the son of al-Mutawakkil.

(28) The tribes of al-Ahs and Khazzaj took Muhammad under their protection at Medina and were therefore called his *Amsâr* (helpers).

(29) The text of this piece is inexact in the manuscripts and the printed editions. The corrections, furnished by al-Bohtori's *Diwân*, are indicated in the translation.

(30) In the note (12) of the page 316 of the first volume, it is stated, on other authorities, that Abd al-Malik Ibn Sâlih died A. H. 193. The date given here by Ibn Khalilikân is certainly wrong, for the *Nujum* informs us (vol. I, p. 358) that, previously to the month of Rajab, A. H. 196, he was already dead.

(31) The life of this Yâkht will be found in the fourth volume.

(32) A property settled on a religious establishment is called a *woâf*. It may be stipulated by the donor that his descendants are to receive the whole or part of the revenues which it produces. On the death of the last descendant, the property is fully acquired to that establishment and must remain with it in perpetuity.

(33) This name is incorrectly transcribed *Fards*, in vol. I, p. 366, where the life of the poet is given.

*
AL-WALID IBN TARIF

Al-Walid Ibn Tarif Ibn as-Salt Ibn Tārik Ibn Sihān Ibn Amr Ibn Mālik as-Shaibāni as-Shārī; such is the genealogy given by Abū Saad as-Samānī (vol. II. p. 156) in two passages of his Anṣāb: one under the title of al-Arkan and the other under that of as-Sihānī, a name in which the s is followed by an ī. —Al-Walid was one of those men who acquired a great reputation for courage, audacity and bravery. He was chief of the Khārijītes (1), and usually stationed in Nasībīn, al-Khābūr and that neighbourhood. He revolted under the khilīfate of Ḥarūn ar-Rashīd, committed acts of violence and gathered about him a great multitude (of rebels) (2). Abū Khalīd Yazīd Ibn Mazyad Ibn Zāida as-Shaibānī, a chief whose life we shall give, was sent against him by ar-Rashīd, at the head of a numerous army, and tried, at first, to circumvent and wheedle his adversary. The Barmakides, not liking Yazīd, incensed ar-Rashīd against him: "He spares the rebel," said they, "in consideration of the relationship which exists between them (3)." Though Al- Walid has very few troops, Yazīd does nothing but amuse him with false promises "till he sees how things may turn out." This induced ar-Rashīd to write an angry letter to Yazīd, in which he said: "Had I dispatched on this business one of my slaves, he would have done things better than you. You are trying to deceive "(me) and spare your own relatives, but the Commander of the faithful swears that, "if you defer giving battle to al-Walid, he will send a person with orders to bring "to him your head." In consequence of this letter, Yazīd attacked al-Walid, defeated and slew him. This took place on the eve of a thursday in the month of Ramadān, 179 (Nov.—Dec. A.D. 795). The battle was so remarkable that it is mentioned in the books of annals. Al-Walid had a sister named al-Fārēa, or, as some say, Fātima. She possessed a talent for poetry and, as al-Khansā made elegies on the death of her brother Sakhr (4), she followed the same path and composed, on the death of hers, an excellent kastīda. It is very scarce and not to be found complete in any of the literary anthologies (5); Abū Ali 'l-Kāli (vol. I. p. 210) himself gives only four verses of it in his Amdī. I happened to discover a complete copy of the poem and, as it is not only rare but good, I shall insert it here:
At Tell Nohâka are the remains of a tomb (which appears) like a hill overtopping all other hills. In it are enclosed hereditary glory, chieftainship, courage and sound judgment. Trees of al-Khâbîr! why are you covered with leaves? you appear not to grieve for the death of the son of Tarîf; of that hero who cared for no other provision but that of piety; who acquired no wealth but by means of lances and swords. The only treasures he valued were (steeds) sleek and vigorous, accustomed to charge upon the ranks (of the foe). You (who regret him not) you cannot have witnessed that (battle), nor stood firm before the enemy when he attacked, and that not feebly. You must never have put on a coat of mail, with the intention of entering into an abyss of terror, into the crowd of warriors with brilliant arms. You must never have charged in a day of battle, when war, pregnant (with dangers), was goaded on by the points of the yellow-shafted spears (6). He and generosity were inseparable companions; whilst he lived, generosity was pleased with him; now, that he is dead, she finds no companion that can please her. (Walîd) you are lost for us (irreparably), as the days of our youth are lost; of that we could redeem you (from death) by the sacrifice of thousands of our youths! till Walîd's life was extinguished, he never ceased to be a curb for his foes and a refuge for the feeble. Alert, my people! death and ruin are at hand, and the earth is inclined to tremble for his loss. Alert, my people! calamity and destruction are near; here comes adversity, the obstinate foe of the generous. Behold! the moon is ready to fall from its place among the stars, and the sun has resolved to eclipse his light. Behold the lion who was in all things lion; they now bear him to a cavity hollowed in the earth and covered over. May God punish that spot of ground which hides from our sight a hero who was never sated in doing acts of kindness. He perished by the hands of Yazîd Ibn Mazyad; but what of that! how often did he engage his bands against hostile troops! May the benediction of God rest upon him for ever! I see that death lets fall her strokes on all that is noble.

She composed a great number of other elegies on his death, and, in one of them, she says:

I think of al-Walîd and his glorious deeds, now that I see the land deprived of his presence. I am gone to look for him in heaven, in that place to which aspired his noble pride, now levelled to the dust (7). His people lost him by their fault; let them now search for as good a protector as him whom they lost! O! if the swords which struck him with their edge, had known what they did, they would have recoiled off him, when wielded to strike, through respect and through dread of his bravery.

Al-Walîd used to recite the following lines every time he was engaged in battle:

I am Walîd Ibn Tarîf as-Shûrî! the lion-chief whose ardour none can withstand! It was your tyranny which drew me forth from my abode.

It is related that, when the army of al-Walîd was routed, Yazîd himself pursued his adversary to a great distance and succeeded in killing him and cutting off his head. When al-Walîd's sister was informed of his death, she put on the armour in which she used to fight, and charged upon the troops of Yazîd. When he saw her, he
cried out: "Let her alone!" and then, sallying forth, he struck her horse with his lance and said to her: "Go away, and God's curse (8) be upon you! you will bring disgrace upon the tribe (9)." On hearing these words, she felt ashamed and went away.—Tell Nohdka, the place where this celebrated battle was fought, is, I believe, in the territory of Nasbin.—Al-Khabur is the well-known river which has its source at Ras-Ain and falls into the Euphrates, near Karksiya. On its banks are a great number of villages which resemble large towns, the country around them being perfectly cultivated and the markets abundantly stocked with the produce of the soil. The name is so well-known that I need not indicate its orthography.—Sharî (a seller) has for its plural Shwardt and serves to designate the Kharijites. This name was applied to them because they had the custom of saying: "We have sold our souls through obedience to God;" that is to say: "We have given them to purchase paradise, in abandoning the cause of the imams (khalifs) who transgress the law."—The true name of al-Khansâ was Tumâdir. Her father, Amr Ibn as-Sharid, belonged to the tribe of Sulaim. The word khans signifies to have a flat nose and prominent nostrils: she received this nickname because that was her case. The history of her brother Sakhr and the elegies which she composed on his death are well known. We have said a word of him in the life of Abû Ahmad al-Askari (vol. I. p. 383). Opinions are at variance respecting the place where his tomb is situated. Some say that he was buried near Astb, a well-known mountain in the country of the Greeks (10), and that the tomb which is to be seen there and is considered as the tomb of Amr al-Kais Ibn Hujr al-Kindi, the celebrated poet, is in reality that of Sakhr. According to another statement, both were buried there. The hâfiz Abû Bakr al-Hâzimi (see page 11 of this volume) says, in his Dictionary of homonyms, that Asib is a mountain in the land of Hijaz, and that Sakhr, the brother of al-Khansâ, was buried near it. From these indications it would appear that there are two mountains which bear this name; one of them, which is the best known, lies in the country of the Greeks and the other in Hijaz. Yakût al-Hamawi (11) should have noticed Asib in his geographical Dictionary, but I do not find it mentioned in that work.

(1) The term Kharijî denoted those who revolted against the established authority for religious motives.
(2) Abû 'l-Feda does not speak of Khatîd in his Annals, but Ibn al-Athîr gives us an account of him in the Kamil, under the year 178 of the hejira. This chief revolted at Nasbin, penetrated into Armenia, besieged
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the city of Khalât till he obtained from the inhabitants a gift of thirty thousand pieces of gold. He then invaded Adarbaljân, Hulwân, the Sawâd of trak, the countries on the west bank of the Tigris and Mesopotamia; devastating these provinces and ransoming the cities. The khalif Hârûn ar-Rashdî sent against him Yazîd Ibn Mazâyad, and that chief vanquished and slew the rebel in the following year.

(8) Al-Walîd and Khâlid were relatives; they belonged to the tribe of Shaibân and drew their descent from the same ancestor, Wâll.


(5) In Ibn al-Athîr's Kâmîl it is given with some omissions, transpositions and new readings.

(6) I read یزدزینه with the Bîlûk edition.

(7) Literally: "As was desired by his nose now cut off." The word یزدزینه signifies figuratively honourable pride.

(8) Literally: "And the vehemence of God be upon you!"

(9) She, who was a relation of Yazîd's, might have been taken prisoner and ill treated.

(10) The mountain named Asîb is situated in the neighbourhood of Angora. See my Diwân d'Amrolkais, page 28.

(11) The life of this geographer will be found in the next volume.

WAHB IBN MUNABBÎH

Abû Abd Allah, Wahb Ibn Munabbih Ibn Kâmîl Ibn Saîj (†) Ibn Zî-Kibâr al-Yamânî (a native of Yemen) was the great transmitter of narrations and legends. He possessed information concerning the origin of things, the formation of the world, the history of the prophets and of (ancient) kings (2). According to Ibn Kutaiba (vol. II. p. 22), he declared that, of all God's books, he had read seventy-two. The same author says: "I saw a treatise of his entitled: An account of the crowned kings belonging to the race of Himyar, with their history, the anecdotes related of them, the indication of their tombs and specimens of their poetry. It forms one volume and is an instructive work. He had several brothers; one of them, who was older than himself and named Hammâm Ibn Munabbih, related some traditions which he had learned from Abû Hurairâ (vol. I. p. 570)." Wahb was counted as one of the Abdâ. We shall here explain what is meant by this denomination: Abû Murra Saîf Ibn Zî-Yazan the Himyari, held the sovereignty of Yemen. When the Abyssinians took possession of his empire, he went to implore the assis-
tance of Chosroes Anûshrewân, against the invaders. The history of his proceedings on this occasion are well known and a full account of them would lead us too far (3). The result was that Chosroes sent off with him seven thousand five hundred Persian horsemen under the command of Wahraz. So says Ibn Kutaiba, but, according to Muhammad Ibn Ishâk (vol. II. p. 677), the king sent with him only eight hundred horsemen, of whom two hundred were drowned in the sea, and six hundred escaped. Abû al-Kâsim as-Suhaili (vol. II. p. 99) declares that the first statement is more likely to be true, because it is difficult to suppose that six hundred horsemen could have resisted all the Abyssinians. When these troops arrived in Yemen, they fought a battle with the Abyssinians, gained a victory over them and expelled them from the country. Saif Ibn Zi-Yazan and Wahraz took upon themselves the supreme command and held it for four years. Saif, having admitted some of the Abyssinians into his service, went out to one of his hunting-grounds and took those people with him. When they found him alone, they threw their javelins at him and killed him, after which, they fled to the tops of the mountains; but the companions of Saif pursed them there and slew them all. From that moment, the monarchy of Yemen was dissolved; the people of that country not placing themselves under the command of another sovereign, but the inhabitants of each district choosing a member of the tribe of Himyar for their king. The government of these provincial kings subsisted till God gave the Muslim religion to the world. According to another récit, the country remained in the hands of the Persians and was governed by the lieutenants of Chosroes till the mission of God's prophet. At that time, there were in Yemen two young men who acted as generals for Bârwiz (Perviz); one of them was a Dailamite and bore the name of Firûz; the other was called Dâduwaih. They became Moslems and were the same persons who penetrated with Kais Ibn al-Makshûh (4), into the house of al-Aswad al-Ansi, who had set up for a prophet in Yemen, and slew him. The history of this event is so well known that we need not relate it (5). Our object in mentioning all this is to indicate the origin of the word Abnâ (sons). This title was given to the sons and grandsons of such Persian soldiers as settled in Yemen, got married and had children. Tâwûs, the learned doctor of whom we have already spoken (vol. I. p. 642), was one of the Abnà. I indicated that fact in his biographical notice, but did not explain the word as I have done here.—The history of Wahb is sufficiently known; so, we need not mention any thing more concerning him (6). He died at Sanâa in Yemen, in the
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month of Muharram, 110 (April-May, A. D. 728); or, by other accounts, in 114 or 116. He had then attained the age of ninety years.—We have spoken of Sanâa in the life of Abd ar-Razzâk as-Sanââni (vol. II. p. 163).—Some foreign names are mentioned above, but, as they are well known, we abstain from indicating their orthography and thus avoid lengthening the present article.

(1) See Wüstenfeld’s edition of Nawawi’s biographical dictionary, page 137.

(2) A great part of the information which the Musulman historians give us respecting the anteislamic history of Persia, Greece, Yemen, Egypt and other countries, comes from Wahb Ibn Munabbîh. He was an audacious liar, as Moslem critics of a later period at length discovered.


(4) Some copies read Mokshîh. Tabari and other historians replace this name by Abd Yaghûb.

(5) The full history of al-Asî will be found in Kosegarten’s edition of the Annales of Tabari and in M. Causin’s Essai.

(6) Ouâhh, a Jew converted to Islamism, was highly esteemed in his day as a transmitter of historical information and even as a relator of traditions. Part of the latter information he delivered on the authority of some of the Tâbis, or disciples of Muhammad’s companions; and in that, he is considered as trustworthy.

THE KADI ABU L’-BAKHTARI

Abû ’l-Bakhtari Wahb Ibn Wahb Ibn Wahb Ibn Kathîr Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Zamaâ Ibn al-Aswad Ibn al-Muttalib Ibn Asad Ibn Abd al-Ozza Ibn Kusai Ibn Kilâb, a member of the tribe of Kuraish, a descendant of Asad and a native of Medina, taught traditions on the authority of Obaid Allah Ibn Omar al-Omari, Ushâm Ibn Orwa (page 606 of this vol.), Jaafar as-Sâdik Ibn Muhammad (vol. I. v. 300) and others; traditions were delivered on his authority by Rajâ Ibn Sahl as-Saghâni, Abû ’l-Kâsim Ibn Said Ibn al-Musaiyab and others. He was considered as one whose traditions ought to be rejected and was notorious as a fabricator of such pieces. Having removed from Medina to Baghdad, under the khalifate of Hârûn
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ar-Rashid, he was appointed by that sovereign to the kādīship of Askar al-Mahdi, (a place situated) to the east of Baghdad. We have already spoken of this town in our article on al-Wākidi (page 64 of this vol.). Some time after, the khalif removed him from that post and nominated him to the kādīship of Medina, in the place of Bakkār Ibn Abd Allah az-Zubairi (vol. I. p. 531). He gave him, at the same time, the direction of military affairs in that (province). Al-Bakhtari, being afterwards deprived of these offices by the khalif, proceeded to Baghdad and there he continued to reside till his death. The Khātib (vol. I. p. 75) says, in that article of the history of Baghdad which contains the life of the Hanifite kādī Abū Yūsuf Yakūb Ibn Ibrahim (1): “This doctor was chief kādī at Baghdad. On his death, ar-Rashid gave his place to Abū ‘l-Bakhtari Wahb Ibn Wahb the Kuraishide, who was a jurisconsult, a historian and a genealogist; generous, noble-minded and bountiful; fond of praise and rewarding amply those who eulogized him. Whether he gave little or much, he always requested the receiver to forgive his parsimony. He rejoiced so loudly when an applicant came to solicit his benevolence, that any person who did not know who he was would say: There is a man who has obtained a great favour ‘which he asked for.” Jaafar as-Sādik married Ibn al-Bakhtari’s mother at Medina, and some of his traditions with their isndds (2), were handed down by his stepson. Her name was Obda; her father Ali, descended from Abd Manaf by the following line: Yazid, Rakama, Abd Yazid, Hashim, al-Muttalib, Abd Menaf. Her mother was the daughter of Akil, the son of Abū Talib. The Khātib, in his History of Baghdad, praises Abū ‘l-Bakhtari in the highest terms and relates that a poet went to him one day and recited these lines:

When Wahb opens his lips to smile, you would take (the brightness of his teeth) for the lightnings of a cloud which rejoices in pouring out its waters over many lands. Words of blame uttered by those who are hostile to great men cannot injure Wahb; the star is not hurted when barked at by a dog. Many men inherit treasures from their fathers, and the treasure of the Sons of Führ (the Kuraishides) consists in that conception of beneficence (whose name is) Wahb.

“Abū ‘l-Bakhtari,” says the historian “gave way to an excess of joy and laughed outright. He then called forward one of his adns (3) and whispered something in his ear. The man brought to him a purse containing five hundred dinars (4), and he (Abū ‘l-Bakhtari) gave it to the poet.” Abū ‘l-Faraj al-Isphahāni (vol. II. p. 249) relates as follows, in the article of the Kitāb al-Aghāni which contains the life of Abū Dulaf al-Ijli (vol. II. p. 502): “Ahmad Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn Ammār spoke to
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"me and said: 'We were one day at the house of Abû 'l-Abbâs al-Mubarrad (page 31 of this vol.) and found with him a young boy who was the grandson of the kâddâ Abû 'l-Bakhtari Wahb Ibn Wahb. His face was smooth and handsome. With him was another boy who resembled him in beauty and who was the grandson of Abû Dulaf al-Ijli. Al-Mubarrad said to the grandson of Abû 'l-Bakhtari: 'I know a charming anecdote of your grandfather; how he performed an act of generosity, the like of which no man ever did before.' He (the boy) asked to hear it and Al-Mubarrad spoke as follows: A literary man received an invitation to some place (or other), and there they gave him to drink a different sort of nabdâ (5) from that which was served to the rest of the company. This made him compose the following verses:

'Two sorts of nabdâ were in the same room; one for the rich men, and one for their guest! Had you done the same with your catables, you would have followed the rule you observed with respect to your intoxicating liquor. But, if you wished to reach the goal towards which all generous men aspire, you would have imitated the conduct of Abû 'l-Bakhtari: He sought for his brethren throughout the land and enabled the poor man to do without the help of the rich.'

'When these verses came to the knowledge of Abû 'l-Bakhtari, he sent to the author three hundred dinars. I told him, said Ibn Ammâr, that (Abû Dulaf,) the grandfather of the other boy, did something of the same kind and even finer. (Al-Muburrad) asked to hear what it was, and I related as follows: He was informed that a man, formerly rich, had fallen into poverty and that his wife told him to go and enlist in the army (jund); on which he said:

Let me alone; you require of me a thing exorbitant: to bear arms and to hear people in armour cry: Halt! Do you take me for one of those men of death who, night and day, seek their own destruction? When death approaches others, it appals me; how then could I rush towards it, head foremost (6)? Do you think that to go forward and fight with an adversary in single combat is in my nature, or that my bosom contains the heart of Abu Dulaf?

'Abû Dulaf (having heard of this,) sent for the man and said: 'How much pay (risk) did your wife count on your receiving?' He answered: 'One hundred dinars (7).'—'And how long,' said Abû Dulaf, 'do you expect to live?' The man answered: 'Twenty years.'—'Then' said Abû Dulaf, 'I owe you the amount of what you (both) hoped for, and shall pay it out of my pocket, not out of the sultan's treasury.' He then gave orders that the sum should be paid imme-
"diately." I saw, said the narrator, that the face of Abû Dulaf's grandson brightened up and remarked that Abû 'l-Bakhtari's grandson was put quite out of countenance." End of the recital furnished by the author of the Kūdāb al-Aghānī.—We have given these verses in the life of Abû Dulaf (vol. II. p. 503) and mentioned the name of him who made them, with the manner in which they were brought about. They differ, in some degree, from those which are inserted here. The first piece of verse (cited in the foregoing extract and) referring to Abû 'l-Bakhtari, was composed by Abû Abd ar-Rahmān Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-Rahmān Ibn Aṭiya al-Atawi, a celebrated poet (see vol. I., p. 186, note). He drew his surname of al-Atawi from the name of his grandfather, who was a native of Basra and a mawla of the family of Laith Ibn Bakr Ibn Abd Manât Ibn Kinâna. He (al-Atawi) was a Mozafelite and left a diwan of poetry. The Khâtib, in his History of Baghdad, attributes to Abû 'l-Bakhtari the following saying: "I prefer being with people better informed than myself to being with people who are not so well informed as I am. For, if I know more than they do, I can learn nothing from them; whereas, with the others, I can gain information." The Khâtib relates also in the same work, that Hârûn ar-Rashîd, on arriving at Medîna, declared that it would be a profanation if he were to go up into the Prophet's pulpit whilst he had still on him his travelling-jacket (kabā) and sword-belt. Abû 'l-Bakhtari, on hearing these words, said to him: "Jaafar, the son of Muhammad"—meaning Jaafar as-Sâdik,—"re-lated to me that he heard his father speak in these terms: "Gabriel, on whom be the blessing of God! descended (from heaven) to the Prophet, and he had upon him a kabâ and a belt furnished with its sword." This induced al-Moâfa at-Tamîmi to compose the following lines:

Evil and woe betide Abû'l-Bakhtari when all men shall appear together at the resurrection! for he has said and published a falsehood respecting Jaafar. By Allah! he never had one hour's conversation with Jaafar, either in town or in country; never whilst he lived, was he seen to pass between the (prophet's) tomb and the pulpit (8). May God chastise the son of Wahb for publishing a scandalous falsehood: he pretends that, when the Mustafa Ahmad (the chosen one, Muhammad) received the visits of Gabriel, that angel, holy and pure, appeared to him in boots, and in a black kabâ, with a sword girt around his loins!

Jaafar at-Taiyâlîsi relates that Yahya Ibn Main (9) stopped one day behind the cérce of students who were taking lessons from Abû 'l-Bakhtari. The professor was then repeating to them the tradition which came from Jaafar as-Sâdik.
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On hearing it, Ibn Mālīn exclaimed: "Enemy of God! you there tell a lie of the "Prophet!"—"On that," said Ibn Mālīn, "the police-guards arrested me (10), but "I said to them; 'This man pretends that the messenger of the Lord of all creatures "came down to the Prophet with a kābdū on his shoulders.' They replied to me: "'By Allah! that man is a lying story-teller,' and they let me go."—Ibn Kūtaitā

says, in his Kitāb al-Madīrī, that Abū 'l-Bakhtārī's authority as a traditionist was feeble. The Khatīb says, in his History, that Ibrāhīm al-Harbi (vol. I. p. 46, note) related what here follows: "Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (vol. I. p. 44) was asked if he knew "by whom was published the tradition which runs thus: No speed (can be made) "except with cloven hoofs, or with solid hoofs or with wings? and he replied: 'No "one can have related such a thing except that liar,' meaning Abū 'l-Bakhtārī. —This kādī composed a number of works, such as the Kitāb ar-Radyyāt (on standards), the history of Tāsm and Jādīs, the Kitāb sīfāt Nābi (a description of the Prophet's person and character), the Faddāl al-Ansār (the meritorious qualities and doings of the Ansārs), the Kitāb al-Faddāl al-Kabīr (the larger work on meritorious qualities), and a genealogy of the descendants of Ismā'īl, containing also a quantity of traditions and narratives. The anecdotes told of him and of his merits are very numerous. He died at Baghdad, A.H. 200 (A.D. 815-6), under the khilāfate of al-Māmūn. Ibn Kūtaitā mentions him twice in the Kitāb al-Madīrī; the first time, in a special article wherein is given an account of what he was; the second time, in the paragraph headed: The names which occur thrice successively, where he gives as exemples: "Abū 'l-Bakhtārī Wāhīb, the son of Wāhīb, the son of Wāhīb, and, "among the Persian kings: Bahrām, the son of Bahrām, the son of Bahrām, "and, among the descendants of Abū Ṭalīb, Ḥasan, the son of Ḥasan, the son of "Ḥasan, and, among the Ghassānīdes, al-Harīth the younger, son of al-Harīth the "lame, son of al-Harīth the elder." These are all the cases which Ibn Kūtaitā mentions, the others appeared in later times; thus, Abū ʿIlmīd al-Ghazzālī (vol. II. p. 621) was named Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Muhammad (11).— Bakhtārī is derived from the verb bakhtāra, which signifies to strut proudly. This surname is often confounded with that of Bohtori.—Zamāda, in its primitive signification, means the exorcism which grows behind the cloven feet of animals. It was afterwards employed as a proper name.—We have already spoken of al-Asadī. —This article was finished when I met with an anecdote which I must add to it: Abū 'l-Bakhtārī related as follows: "I used to go into the presence of ʿHārūn ar-
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"Rashid, and I found him, one day, with his son al-Kāsim, surnamed al-Mutamin, standing before him. I kept my eyes fixed on the boy, from the time I went in till I was going out. One of the khaliṣ's boon companions then said: 'Abū 'l-Bakhtari must, I think, like lambs' heads.' The khaliṣ understood his meaning and, when I went again to see him, he addressed me thus: 'I see that you cannot take your eyes off my son al-Kāsim; do you wish that he should be given up to you completely?'—I replied: 'God protect the Commander of the faithful! why cast up to me a thing (a vice) which is not in me? I looked on him fixedly because Jaafar as-Sādik, on whom be God's blessing! related, on the authority of his forefathers, up to the Prophet of God, that the Prophet said: 'Three things fortify the sight: looking at verdure, at running water and at a handsome face.' I copied this from the handwriting of the kddi Kamāl ad-Dīn Ibn al-Adīm (vol. i. p. 246); it was his rough draught of the History (of Aleppo).

(1) The life of Abū Yāsuf the hanefite will be found in the next volume.
(2) See Introduction to vol. i, p. xxii.
(3) The adn (aid, helper) is a sort of a constable and messenger attached to the tribunal of a kddi.
(4) Somewhat more than two hundred and fifty pounds sterling.
(5) See vol. i, p. 246.
(6) Literally: in thrusting forward the shoulder.
(7) About fifty pounds sterling.
(8) This was perhaps the passage leading to that part of the mosque where Jaafar as-Sādik usually stationed.
(9) The article on Ibn Maln is given in the next volume.
(10) The true reading is فاحذني الشِرط.
(11) Examples of this last case became very numerous.
ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

PAGE 3, line 31. For : first, read : first.

P. 11, line 36. For : Shurti, read : Shurti.

P. 15, line 5. Defect is the true meaning of the Arabic word.

Ind., line 19. Nakkah signifies also sculptor.

P. 21, line 18. For : designated, read : designed.


P. 27, line 30. Read : if those art a genealogist.

P. 39. The note (9) should be suppressed.

P. 85, line 2. For : Muaddal, read : Muaddil.

P. 48, note (14). Add : In the verses quoted by Mr. Causin de Perceval, page 106 of the same volume, the poet's name occurs and must be pronounced Abd, as Ibn Khallikan says. Suyuti, in his Sharh Shauhid il-Mugni, makes the same statement.

P. 55, line 3. For : the final a, read : the a and its different kinds.


P. 79, line 16. For : Goutiya, read : Goutiya.

P. 83, line 4. This Tdrki is the same historian who is generally known by the surname of ar-Razi; professor Dory has given a very satisfactory account of him in the Introduction to the al Bayahn al-Mogrilib, p. 22 et seq.

P. 98, line 17. For : Jew, read : Jewess.

P. 95, line 19. After the words Great vision insert (al-Mandm al-Kabir).

P. 117, line 19. For : has perished, read : shall perish.

P. 133, line 1. For : khutt, read : khatt.

P. 133, line 14. The two inverted commas ought to have been placed at the beginning of the line.

Ind., note (8), lines 4 and 5. Read : the emir of that place.

P. 133, note (14). Add : Mr. Munk has published a good article on Ibn Bajja in his : Mélanges de philosophe arabe et juive, p. 385 et seq.

P. 139, line ult. For : merchandize, read : merchandise.

P. 149, line 32. For : Asahir, read : Asakir.

P. 151, line 4. For : Ahu, read : Ahu.

P. 159, lines 4 and 5. For : Kisdan and Kisdn, read : Kisdan and Kisdn.

P. 162, line 16. For : Diwdm at, read : Diwdm al.
ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Page 178, note (8). Add: The Arabic expression is as follows:

P. 188, line 8. For: with, he, read: with the.


P. 193, line 16. For the (great) men, read: the men (who are really so).

P. 498, line 4. For: Mubashshar, read: Mubashshir.

P. 207, line 6. For: the latter's, read: Tamlm's.

P. 239, note (3). Add: Ibn al-Abhr also has left us a history of the Seljukides.

P. 233, line 5 ab imo. For: Kubba, read: Kubba.

P. 238, line 6 ab imo. A note should have been added here to indicate that this invasion of the Franks is what is generally denominated the sixth Crusade.

P. 244, line 6 ab imo. For: Djanab, read: Janab.

P. 247, line 8. For: gratification of wishes, read: rose of the gardens.

P. 261, line 15. For: Faid, read: Fadl.


P. 266, line 5. For: Yamani, read: Yamini.


P. 271, note (4), line 1. After: chambers, insert: or cells.

P. 272, line 11. For: (the khaliif), read: (the prince).

P. 275, line 8. For: he who, read: he who.

P. 296, line 8. This name should probably be pronounced Zenghi, not Zinki.

P. 301, line 10. For: al-arbi Bas, read: al-Bark as.

P. 303, line 19. For: bix, read: bix.

P. 316, lines 11 and 20. For: Zodiac, read: sphere, and suppress the notes (4) and (8) of the following page.

P. 308, line 5. For: Sald, read: Sâd.

P. 317, line 17. For: kriys, read: kiys.

P. 320, line 18. For: Buzjâni, read Bokhâni.

P. 322, line 15. For: on the merits, read: on the merits of.

P. 333, line 6. For: Zamasghshari, read: Zamasghshari.

P. 335, line 6 ab imo. For: meaning, read: meaning.


P. 337, note (5). For: Christiana, read: Christiana.

P. 336, note (8). For: al, read: of al.


P. 344, note (1). Add: see page 239 of this volume.

P. 374, note (9). For: this volume, read: the fourth volume.

P. 360, line 20. In that manuscript copy of Abû 'l-Fadl's Annals which bears the corrections of the author, we find the name Albi (البي) pointed so as to be read: Alba.

P. 369, line 19. For: statement, read: statements.

P. 373. The notes (7) and (8) should change numbers and places.

P. 374, note (13). If the word قدح be pronounced kadh, it means a cup; if it be pronounced kidh, it means an arrow. In the Arabic verse here translated, the rules of prosody obliged us to read kidh. Here is the first hemistich: خرجت خروج الفذين قدح أدنى قبل. The measure is tawt.
ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

P. 389, line 1. After: Guiza, insert: (or Jisa).

P. 394, antepenult. Amr Ibn al-Itnab was the principal chief of Yathrib (or Medina), towards the end of the sixth century of our era. See Mr. Caussin de Perceval's Etats, t. II, pages 491, 492, 675.


P. 414, note (3). For: Djad, read: Jad.

P. 417, ult. For: Kirwâch, read: Kirwâsh.

P. 418, line 24. For: Kirwâch, read: Kirwâsh.

P. 421, line 7. Insert the article al before Mukallad.


P. 426, addition to note (7). This expression signifies at full speed; see Mr Dory's Ibn Bidrân, page 113.

P. 429, line 17. For: Coran, read: Koran, which is the form adopted in this translation; but the true pronunciation would be much better represented by Kur-àw.n.

P. 432, line 6. For: preposition, read: letter.

P. 434, note (14). Place a comma after Warshdn. Two lines farther on, replace: Warsch, by: Warsh, and, line 5, for: fath'a, read fath'a.

P. 454, note (10). For: Samanide mats, read: mats made of the sort of grass called âdâmâ. See Jaubert's translation of Idrîsi's Geography, vol. I, p. 339. Ibn al-Baithâr mentions this plant in his Dictionary of simples, under the word أذخ, and states it to be the same as the dâr (arundo festucoides or arundo tenax), a species of reed very common in Algeria.

P. 456, line 8 ab imo. For: Tumart, read: Tûmart.

P. 463, note (6). For: the fourth volume, read: this volume.

P. 471, line 23. This Taâtaif was one of Saladin's military engineers. Abû 'l-Fâdâ mentions him in his An- nals, year 649, and al-Makrizi, in his History of the Mamlûk Sultans, year 649.

P. 476, line 30. For: Djebel, read: Jabal.


P. 484, line 8 ab imo. For: Nâch, read: Nâsh.


Ibid., note (4), line 3. Read: Abû 'l-Fâdâ.

P. 505, line 3 ab imo. For: Raschlda, read: Rashida.

P. 508, line 9. For: Dabâ, read: Daba.

P. 517, line 7 ab imo. The name (بهران) should perhaps be pronounced Barhâdn.

P. 531, line 19. For: feasts, read: feasts.

P. 535, note (9). For: Yakubs, read: Yakûbs.

Ibid., note (4). For: Zarka, read: Zarkâ.

P. 539, note (3). Add: A fuller account of this kâdi will be found in this volume, p. 565 et seq.

P. 537, note (3). Add: See also page 397 of this volume, note (16).

P. 541, line 8 ab imo. For: work sof, read: works of.

Ibid., antepenult. Decomposing of poetry into prose in expressed in Arabic by the words حل المنظم.

P. 546, line 5 ab imo. The note of interrogation after the word Crusaders should be suppressed.

P. 559, line 20. For: conversation parties, read: evening parties.

P. 553, line 15. After: the words: is followed, insert, as an observation made by the translator: (either immediately or otherwise).
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.


P. 559. The verse given in this page belongs to a piece which has been already inserted, p. 558 of this volume.

P. 564, note (9). For: Sādī, read: Sādī, and see note (1), p. 607 of this volume.

P. 584, line 1 ab imo. For: Zalāc, read: Zalāk.

P. 584, line 9. For: see page 579, read: pages 153, 154, 579.

P. 585, note (7). The three first lines of this note must be suppressed, the author having given the life of Kamāl ad-Dīn ibn Manā in this volume, p. 466.

P. 589, note (10). It must be observed that Sinjur (سنجور) is the name of a Seljukide prince and ought not to be confounded with Sinjdr (سنجر), the name of a town.

P. 590, line penult. For: her eyelids, read: the scabbard (i.e., her eyelids).

P. 591, line 29. For: A sa, read: As a.

P. 593, note (9). For: mistress, read: mistress.

P. 599, line 11. For: good sense, read: common sense.

P. 604, line 6. For: Muwallid, read: Muwallad.

P. 605, line 8. For: above, read: above.

P. 606, line 12. Read: Sakhtānī, and make the same correction in the note (3), page 608.

P. 611, line 14. For: me, read: we.

P. 620, line 4 ab imo. After: 399, insert: the son of al-Husain.

P. 624, line 2. For: in illa, read: inter illa.


P. 638, line 3 ab imo. For: malhouse, read: malhūṣa.

P. 639, line 4 ab imo. For: came, read: came.

P. 643, line 22. For: Dubba, read: Dabba.

P. 643, line 2. For: Dubbi, read: Dabbi.

P. 665, line 6 ab imo. For: as appanage, read: as an appanage.
INDEX TO THE THIRD VOLUME

PART I. — PROPER NAMES

N. B. The names preceded by an asterisk are those of persons or places particularly noticed in this volume. In consulting this list, search for the name or surname by which the person was usually known, and neglect all prefixes, such as Abd, Ibn, etc.

A

"Ibn Abi Aiaha, 439.
"Adami, 45.
"Abilj, 50, 126.
"Abilkin, 238.
Abid, 489.
Abi Mir, the father of Amr Muzakiya, 515.
"Abi-Abi Mir bi-Abkam Illah, 455.
"Ibn Abi Abdur-Ab-Rahman, 43.
"Abdibi, 24.
"Ibn Abi al-Abi, 33.
Abi al-Abi, 3.
"Ibn Abdar, 24.
Aayan Ibn Daba, 294.
"Abdward, 24.
Abi Abd Ibn Muhammad; see al-Motadi Bilah.
"Ibn Abd; see as-Sabih.
"Abdadi, 24.
"Abd al-Abd al-Kub al-Din, 365.
Abi Abd al-Walid, 271.
"Ibn Abd, 24.
Abd al-'Abbas at-Tusi, 261.
"Abdasa (town), 269.
Abdasa at-Tusi, 269.
Abi Abd as-Sabih, 256.
"Abd Allah Ibn Abd al-Jurjani, 256.
Abd Allah Ibn Ali, the Abaside, 656, 657.
Abd Allah Ibn Abi, 256.
Abd Allah Ibn Abi, 256.
Abd Allah Ibnbolggin, 250.

"Abd Allah Ibn Janfar, the Alide, 456, 457.
Abd Allah Ibn Malik, 456.
Abd Allah Ibn Mansur, 57.
Abd Allah Ibn Marwan, 475.
Abd Allah Ibn Musa Ibn Nusair, 475, 477.
Abd Allah Ibn Omair, 521, 649, 650.
Abd Allah Ibn Sa'dwan, 509.
Abd Allah Ibn az-Zuhair, 509, 624.
"Ibn Abd Allah, the kadi, 121.
Abd al-Azim; see al-Mundir.
Abd al-Aziz Ibn Marwan, 454.
Abd al-Aziz Ibn Yusuf, the kadi, 219.
"Ibn Abd al-Baki, 256.
"Abd al-Ghani Ibn Abi Bakr, 103.
"Ibn Abd al-Ghani; see Alam ad-Din Tahaf.
Abd al-Hakim, Abi 'l-Husain, 11.
Abd al-Hakim Ibn Ibrahim, 201.
Abd al-Hamid al-Madani, 543.
"Ibn Abd al-Hamid at-Tusi, 264.
Abd al-Jabbar Ibn Abd ar-Rahman, 468.
Abd al-Jabbar Ibn Muhammad, 503.
"Ibn Abd al-Jabbar, Abd 'l-Fath Ibn Abd Allah, 141.
"Ibn Abd al-Jabbar as-Sirafi, 256.
"Abd al-Kaaba, 2.
Abd al-Khalik Ibn Ahmad, 41.
"Ibn Abd al-Khalik, 41.
Abd al-Latif Muwaffak ad-Din, the physician and philosopher, 429, 628.
"Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan, 375, 630.
Abd al-Mu'tam; see Ibn Ghalibun.
Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Abd al-Jabbar, 483, 484.
"Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Abd, 3.
Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Hassun Ibn Thabit, 447.
Abd ar-Rahman an-Nasir, 188.
Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Zaid, 402.
"Ibn Abd ar-Razzak, 416.
Abd as-Salam Ibn al-Muaddil, 24.
"Ibn Abd as-Salman, Ali, 209.
Abd as-Samad Abi Bakr, 196.
"Ibn Abd al-Wahhab, 79.
"Abd Yali, 7.
"Abbu, the daughter of Ali Ibn Yaazid, 673.
"Ibn Abd Allah, 4.
"Ibn Abdus Muhammad, 98.
Abek Muxir ad-Din, 39.
"Al-Abbar al-Mu'adda, 468, 469.
Abi al-'Abid al-Kaani, 276.
"Ibn Abd al-Abras, 42, 48, 679.
Abd Ibn Sharya, 151.
"Abiward, 47, 147.
"Abiwardi, 144.
"Al-Abi, 155, 161.
INDEX.

Aabatgeniusa, 17.
Aab Qi, 566.
Aab, 196.
Aai Ibn Aatim, 564.
Aai Ibn Abd Manaf, 50.
Aai Ibn Hamad al-Ispahani, 645, 645, 673.
Aai Ibn al-Husain, the 'muwaddin, 561.
Aai Ibn Ibrahim al-Awaji, 412.
Aai Ibn Hammad, Husam ad-Din, 491.
Aai Ibn al-Jaad, 411.
Aai Ibn al-Madini, 391.
Aai Ibn Masud al-Andari, 594.
Aai Ibn Masud al-Bustari, 594.
Aai Ibn al-Musa'iyab, the Okailide, 415.
Aai Ibn an-Nomani, 567, 568.
Aai Ibn Sama', 230.
Aai Ibn Sulaiman, 282.
Aai Ibn Tirid; see az-Zainabi.
Aai Ibn Abi Talib, 171.
Ali, the son of Yusuf Ibn Tashfin, 209.
Abu Ali 'l-'Askari, 494.
Abd Ali ad-Darir, 60.
Abd Ali 'l-Muhandis, 599.
Abd Ali n-Naisaburi, 539.
Aikama Ibn Ola, 546.
Abd Allah al-Aslami, 564.
Abd al-Ala, Abû Bakr, 54.
Abd al-Ala' Abu 'l-Karam, 286.
Alp Arusan, the 'Seljukide, 330.
Alphonse Vi, 189.
Aptikin, 309.
Abd al-Wahhab, 204.
Abn al-Shaar, 12.
Abd al-Miza, 189.
Abd as-Sawad, 243, 246.
Abd al-Sharif Ibn Bakeb, 69, 78, 319.
Abd al-Sharif 'Abdu-'l-Husain, 365, 366.
Abn Abd al-Sharif al-'Abbad, 365.
Abn al-Arj, 66.
Abn Aljri, the poet, 66, 511 et seq.
Abn Tan Shank Ibn Toghrilbek Ibn Muhammad, 363.
Abn Tan Shank, Nadr ad-Din, 436.
Abn Arslan, grammairian, 117.
Abita, 81.
Aibat Ibn Suhayla, 690, 633.
Abn al-Ashraf, son of the vizir Fakhr al-Mulk, 279.
Abn al-Gharnam, 407, 408.
Adl, 670.
Asfar al-Mahdi, 64.
Abn al-Askari, 494.
Abn al-Aslami, Ibn al-Shair, 564.
Abn al-Afs, 599, 599.
INDEX

BADR AL-JAMALI, 389.
*BADRAN ABU 'L-FAYD, THE OKALIDE, 421.
*ABU KHALID, ABDU MUHAMMAD, 377.
BAGHRJUK (BAGHRJUK), 331.
BAHA AD-DIN; SEE IBN SHADDAD.
BAHA AD-DIN AR-RABIB, 360.
BAHASNA, 339.
*ABU UTHAMAH, ABU 'L-HUSAIN, 397.
*ABU BAHAR, 213, 217.
*ABU BAHARIM IBN AL-KHIDR, 296.
*ABU BAKR KASIM, 315.
Bahrani, 174.
*Bahrani, 172, 174.
BAYADUZ, 336.
*BAYADUZ AL-BAJADUKHUMAN ABDUL NADIM, 405.
BAIN AN-NABRAIN, 487.
*BAIYATI, ABU MUHAMMAD, 85.
*BAIYATI, 198.
*BAYADUZ, 386.
*BAJJA, 152, 153.
*BAJJA, 150.
*BAYADUZ AL-BAKHTARI, THE KHADIJ, 673.
*BAYADUZ AL-BAKHTARI, THE KADOI, 673.
BAYADUZ, IL AZD DAWLA, 273.
*BAYADUZ, 150.
*BAYADUZ AL-BAIIDUK, ABU TAUFIQ, 584.
*BAYADUZ AL-BAIIDUK, ABU WALID AL-WALID, 411.
*BAI ADUZ, 673.
*BAYADUZ AL-BAKHTARI, THE KADOI, 673.
*BAYADUZ, 438.
*BAIADUK, ABU AKHADIB, 137.
*BAIADUK IBN MUSAJID, 16.
*BAIADUK, 22.
*BAIADUK, SEE AD-DIIN.
*BAIADUK IBN KHOWARIZMI, 108.
*BAIADUK IBN AS 'SIDI, 68.
*BAYADUZ IBN TOSI, 229.
*BAYADUZ AL-BAKHTARI, 516.
*BAIADUK, 294, 331.
*BAIADUK IBN BALADI, 163, 146, 167.
*BAYADUZ AL-BAKHTARI, ABU 'L-JAFAR AHMAD, 660.
*BAYADUZ AL-BALADI, 610.
BAYADUZ AL-BALADI, 91, 90, 100.
BAYADUZ, 339.
*BARAKAH IBN AL-MUKALLAD, 421.
*BAYADUZ AL-BARAKAH AL-HASIMI, 100.
*BAYADUZ AL-BARAKAH IBN MALLAH, 600.
*BAYADUZ AL-BARAKAH AS-SALDI, 594.
BAYADUZ, 456.
*BAYADUZ IBN ASADI, 46.
*BAYADUZ AL-BAYADUZ, 134.
BAYADUZ, 588, 592, 571.
*BAYADUZ, 234.
*BAYADUZ AL-BARKULDI, 419, 421.
*BAIADUK IBN AS-SIDR, 585.
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an-NAft az-Zakya, 36.
a-Nahjur Ibn Tausia, 511, 516.
a-Nahjur, 494.
a-Nahrawan, 576.
an-an-Nahrawani al-Mo'da, 374.
Abdul Nabi, 560; see Mutammim.
a-Najaf Ibn Silama, 59, 61, 493.
a-Najarki, the poet, 548.
Abd u-Najib al-Maraghi, 143.
Abd al-Najiya, 41.
Najm ad-Din Aiyub, 591.
an-Nakhibi Shakh Ibn Muhammad, 106.
an-Nakhiba, Ibn Warka, 28.
Nakajwain, 501.
an-an-Nakkash al-Baghdadi, 44.
an-Namari Abu Abd Allah, 37.
an-Nanmur, island, 538.
Nashir 1-Mulk, Ibn al-Munajjim, 592.
Nasib of the East, 492.
an-Nasib; title of the vizier Ibn Ba-
kiya, 278.
an-an-Nasir Salih Ibn al-Mubarak Ibn
ad-Dahhan, 175, 599.
Nasir, chamberlain of the Fatimide
khalif al-Hakim, 453.
Nasir, a slave-girl, 651.
Nasir ad-Din Muhammad, the son of
Shirkhah, 360.
Nasir Ibn Abdul az-Sa'id, 523.
Ibn Nasir as-Salami, 537.
Nasir Ibn Ismail, the sharif, 297.
Nasir ad-Din Mansur, the Mer-
wanide, 283.
Nasir Ibn Ismail, the Sanadine, 814.
Nasr Ibn Mahmud, the Mirdasid, 139, 140.
Nasr an-Numairi, 536, 537.
Nasr Ibn Suya, 277.
Nasr Ibn Subkhtikin, 331.
Nasir Ibn Allah Abdul Arab, 597.
Nasr ad-Din, the Morwanide, 281, 282.
Nasr ad-Din Mahmud, son of Izz ad-
Din Masdur, 543.
Abd Nour Ibn Abdul al-Khalik, 11.
Navazir, Farazdak's wife, 624, 685.
Ibn Nema; see Abu 'th-Thena.
Nitzhawaib, 374.
Nizam ad-Din Ibn Mariwan, 28a.
Nizam al-Hadramain, 151, 154.
Nizam al-Muluk, the vizier, 150, 151,
231, 449, 641, 442.
Nizak al-Aziz Ibn al-Moliz, 593.
an-an-Nomani; the 'advis of that fa-
mily, 595.
an-an-Nomani; Abu Abd Allah al-
Hasan Ibn Ali, 571, 572, 574.
an-an-Nomani, Abu Abd Allah Muhammad,
566 et seq., 576.
an-an-Nomani, Abu 'I-Hasan Ali, 565,
567, 568, 569.
an-an-Nomani, Abu Hanifa, the 'imam,
555.
an-an-Nomani, Abu Hanifa, the 'addi,
565.
an-an-Nomani, Abu 'I-Kasim Abdul
Aziz, 569, 571, 572.
an-Nomani Ibn al-Marsuban, 556.
an-Nomani Ibn Muhammad, 569.
Ibn an-Nomani; see Muhammad.
Nomani al-'Arikh, 148, 148.
Ibn Nubata as-Saadi, 257, 258, 259,
260, 276.
Nuh Ibn Kais, 499.
Nuh Ibn Nasr, the Sanadine, 514.
Abd Nuhair as-Saadi, 560.
Ibn Nukaib, 219, 294.
an-an-Nukhasia, mosque, 459.
Ibn Nukta, 194.
an-an-Numairi, Nasr, 536, 537.
Nun; see Ibn Zal'n-Nun.
Nur ad-Din Arslan Shah, 361, 467.
Nur ad-Din, Mahmud Ibn-Zinkah,
530, 531, 456.
an-an-Nuri, Abu 'I-Fadhil, 543.
Ibn Nusair Ibn Riah, the poet, 615.
Nusair, 475, 485.
an-an-Nushari, Ahmad Ibn Mansur,
530, 531, 532.
an-an-Nojahiani, 396.
Noshtikhtin, 167.
Abd Nuward, 83, 689, 640.
O
Abd Obada, Abu-Bohtori, 587.
Abd Obada Ibn Yahya, 664.
Obaid Ibn al-Husain; see ar-Ral.
Abd Obaid, the 'addi, 447, 449.
Obaid Allah Ibn 'Umar, 606.
Obaid Allah Ibn Omar al-Omari, 673.
Obaidah Ibn Sulaeman Ibn Wahh, 192.
Obaid Allah Ibn Toghi, 218.
Obaid Allah Ibn Yahya, 61, 664.
Abd Obaida, 868.
The Obaidides, 858.
Obba, 61.
Odda ad-Din, Ibn al-Kaisari, 158.
Odda ad-Dawla, the Hamdanide,
416.
The Okair Arab, 143.
The Okair family, 415 et seq.
Okairi, Abu Dourdah, 588.
Omayya Ibn Abu 'I-Salt, 494.
Banu Omayya, 144.
Omar Ibn Abdul al-Aziz, 616.
Omar Ibn Hani, 637.
Omar Ibn al-Khattab, 304, 348,
631, 651, 684.
Omar Ibn Muhammad, the 'addi,
16
Omar Ibn Abu Rabia, 896.
Ibn Omar, Abu Abd Allah, 591, 649, 650,
Abd Omar az-Za'id, 48.
Omm Amr, 538.
Omm al-Khair Fatima, 502.
Omm Auda, 159.
Omm Mutammin, 649.
Ibn Oza'an, the poet, 176, 287, 305,
599.
Osama Ibn Munkid, 459.
Ibn Abi Osa'ma, 65.
al-Ohridi, Ibn Abu al-Jabbar, 66.
al-Ohri, 'Abd 'I-Sa'id Ibn Obad Allah,
the 'addi, 93.
Othabi, 107.
al-Obi, 56.
al-Othibi, Abu Nasr, the historian,
266, 593.
al-Othibi, the poet, 169.
'Othman Ibn Said, 483.
'Otman, 319, 320.
al-Ozaib, 479, 445.
al-Ozaib, Ibn as-Sijistani, 27.
al-Ozaib, 25.
al-Ozi, 191.
The Ozrite, 595.

P
Peiblawan Ibn Ildukuz, 869, 61.

R
ar-Rabada, 888.
ar-Rabl Ibn Yunas, 464, 586, 557,
560.
Ibn ar-Rabbi al-Jizzi, 447, 448.
Rabbi Ibn Jastar, 846.
Raba Ibn Sa'id, 36.
Ibn Rabab at-Tabari, 319, 314.
ar-Radi Yazid, the Abbadide, 188,
191.
Ibn ar-Rafl, the poet, 138.
ar-Ral, Obaid Ibn al-Husain, 397,
536.
Rakdain as-Saklahi, 529.
Ibn Rakd, 267, 268, 269, 271.
The Ralsar-Ruwa'a, 48.
Ibn Rais ar-Ruwa'a, 304.
Ibn Raiya, Abu 'I-Hazin Makki,
484.
Raja Ibn Sa'id al-Safghani, 363.
Ibn Raja, Abu Abd Allah, 559.
Ibn Abu 'r-Raja, 938.
Ibn -ar-Rashid Ibn as-Zubair, vol. I,
p. 143.
Abd ar-Rakkama, 588.
INDEX.

*Zaid ibn al-Khattab*, 654.
Zakar, the emir, 448.
Zalm ad-Dawla Baraka, 421.
*Zalm cz-Ruzawat, Abu l'-Kasims*, 381 et seq., 387.
Zain ad-Din Ali ibn Baktikin, 296, 385, 485.
*Ibn az-Zayyat, the vizir*, 49.
*Zakariya ibn Yahya as-Sajji*, 411. Zaki ad-Din; see al-Mundirli.
*Zaizalka*, 190.
Zamak Ibn al-Aswad, 673, 677.
Zamakhshar, 395, 374.
*az-Zamakhshari*, 374, 413, 476.
*Abd Zar al-Makdisi, 6, 11.*
*Ibn az-Zarawi*, 593.

*Zardan*, 657, 664.
Zaran, 657.
*Ibn Zarqa*, 44.
*Zarak*, 520.
Zart Asial, 615.
*Az-Zaour*, 399, 383.
*Ibn Zeqji, the kadi*, 52.
*Ibn Zl 'n-Nun*, 189.
*Zia al-'Ajam, Abul Amama*, 501, 514.
*Zia ibn Abil*, 609, 611.
*Zia ibn Moawiya*, 346.
*Zia ibn Sulaiman; see Zia al-'Ajam*.
*Ibn Zibijir*, 98.
*Ibn Zibrikkan*, 438.
Zinkin Ibn Mandoud, 657, 658.
*Zubeida*, 8, 39.
*Zubaid, daughter of the vizir*, 364, 366.
*Zubaidi*, 83.
*az-Zubeidi, Muhammad*, 83.

*az-Zubeidi, Hasan Ibn Abd Allah*, 83.
*az-Zubeir Ibn al-Auwam*, 64.
*Zuhair Ibn Abul Salama*, 564.
Zuh 'l-Kifaya, Ali, 368, 366.
Zuh Marakib, 348.
Zuh 'l-Sharafain, 154.
*Zuh 'l-Widra*, 497, 498.
Zubair Ibn Abul Salama, 553.
Zubair Baba ad-Din, 201.
*Zuhur, Abu l'-Ala*, 197.
*Ibn Zuhur, Abu Zaid*, 137.
*Ibn Zuhur, Muhammad*, 134.
Zulaike, daughter of Alp Arslan*, 428.
*Ibn Zulak al-Fariki*, 601.
*Ibn Zuta Thabit*, 555.
*Ibn Zubaitina, 491, 492.
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Aqajam, 419.
Aqjam, adzemi (Adzemi), 42.
Aqjam (Aqjem), 419.
Aqm al-Bahra, 213, 217.
The Abdals, 98.
The Abdal, 674, 672.
Adk (ad-Dak), 648.
Adl, 677.
*Ibn an-Nash*, 122.
Adhrab, 492.
An'ar, 684.
The Akhyar, 98.
Abd al-Dhalin, 601.
Al. A noun commencing by the article and forming an honorary title is equivalent to the same noun without the article and followed by the word ad-Din, 493.
Alama (al-Leema), 337.
Alidad (Alidad), 688.
Amir al-Muminin, 639.
Amir al-Unnad, 574.
عمل (lif, account), 498.
Anbar, 92.
The Asfar, 514, 667.
Aoud, 26.
Array, 492.

Arras, 662.
Ashdo al-Sheera, 3.
The Acharites, 295.
Astoribd, 381.
Astoribd al-khatti, 470.
Astrolabes, 584, 582.
Association (polytheism), 590.
الماف (index), 5.
Ahn (Ahun), 678.
The Autus, 98.
Aeini, 651.
Badir, 642.
Baddinjava, 133.
Balbi, 335.
Bakr, 397.
Bandi Navaz, 266.
Beards; their proper length, 641.
The Borda (the author of), 396.
Black dirhems, 339.
The Budala, 98.
Butana, 26.

براء equivalent, 589.

Camphor, signifies whiteness, 161.
Chambcrs (or cella); Youth of the, 271.
Chanting of the Koran, introduced by Abi Bakra, 516.

Colliget, 603.
Commander of the faithful; origin of this title, 682.
Coolness of the eye (Qurra al-amin), 437.
Crusaders; dates of their first conquests in Syria, 455, 456.
Cupping, 485.
Dast (drap), 138.
The day of the House, 847.
Ddr as-Sanda, 572.
ad-Dinad al-Asif, 144, 293, 304, 333, 546.
This term designated the government of the khaliif of Baghdad, and, in the time of Saladin, it was applied to the khalif himself.
Dinad al-Khardj, 493.
Dinad al-Mukridid, 491.
Dinad al-Tahtib, 90.
Dinad al-Taurka, 61.
Dinad al-Zinmdin, 13.
Dudak (Dudak), 687.

The Earth oppressing by its narrowness, 499.
The Earth; its circumference determined, 318, 316.
Earth in thy mouth! 127, 438.
Enme (police magistrate?), 499.
INDEX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fadl</td>
<td>Confederation of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faid</td>
<td>463.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fakhr</td>
<td>279, 382.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farewell</td>
<td>(Year of the)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fard</td>
<td>633.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firaun</td>
<td>244.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franks</td>
<td>Their conquests in Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghado</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghaidr</td>
<td>533.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ghauith</td>
<td>93.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gat</td>
<td>Nimrod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habya</td>
<td>50.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayda (حسن)</td>
<td>and Habbàn (حسن)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huguas (حسن)</td>
<td>these names are often mistaken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habb</td>
<td>159.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hâl-al-Jard, etc.</td>
<td>43.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamiya (Sâhib al-)</td>
<td>377.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatham</td>
<td>205.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harraap</td>
<td>463.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harun</td>
<td>(حرومن)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dhadshmiydt</td>
<td>373.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haath</td>
<td>255.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herac</td>
<td>219.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidya wa ikhdir</td>
<td>219.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilf al-Fadd</td>
<td>609, 611.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hikma</td>
<td>جامع</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horns (A tower built with)</td>
<td>449.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House of wisdom</td>
<td>479, 480, 484.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hums (العذج)</td>
<td>397.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunain (The boots of)</td>
<td>573.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hul</td>
<td>(جيت)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikhla</td>
<td>533.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikhlas</td>
<td>533.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immân (the bass chord of the lute)</td>
<td>418.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immân (oracle)</td>
<td>528.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>إعجاز الشتائي</td>
<td>511.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infanticida</td>
<td>641, 644.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireda</td>
<td>79.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izabเห</td>
<td>624.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ititrad</td>
<td>495.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithya</td>
<td>282.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaa</td>
<td>36.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jada (جد)</td>
<td>589.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jafar</td>
<td>(The)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jâliyi</td>
<td>36, 56.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Jâliyi</td>
<td>41.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جلیس</td>
<td>646.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jâli</td>
<td>610.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jârma</td>
<td>648.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarûr (چرود)</td>
<td>654.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khadh</td>
<td>387.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جامع</td>
<td>438.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurub</td>
<td>281.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaf</td>
<td>(the seven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kâdi</td>
<td>433.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kâdi</td>
<td>(قدم)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kâsir</td>
<td>219.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kâs</td>
<td>449.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kâsh</td>
<td>(ذلک)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kâsh</td>
<td>(ذلک)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kâsh</td>
<td>(ذلک)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kâshiy of Jûff</td>
<td>218.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kifrim</td>
<td>646.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kha</td>
<td>(لا)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khad</td>
<td>(معلوم)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaid</td>
<td>441.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khâdir</td>
<td>219.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khâdir</td>
<td>99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khâm</td>
<td>679.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khâdirji</td>
<td>670.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khâwaj</td>
<td>45.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kill</td>
<td>634.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qaeri</td>
<td>385.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quray</td>
<td>عتم</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kura</td>
<td>419.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kida</td>
<td>(طاق)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kida</td>
<td>(ترس)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kida</td>
<td>(ترس)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kida</td>
<td>(ترس)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kida</td>
<td>(ترس)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kida</td>
<td>(ترس)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kula</td>
<td>608.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurrda</td>
<td>68.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kubl</td>
<td>28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kutub</td>
<td>musannafa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laff wa Naar</td>
<td>161.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library of Aleppo pilgrim by an amateur</td>
<td>100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library (Ashraf)</td>
<td>at Damascus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lies (when authorised)</td>
<td>609.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lihâm</td>
<td>280.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mafath</td>
<td>474.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic that is lawful</td>
<td>344.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahdà</td>
<td>(رضاق)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majd</td>
<td>94.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majd</td>
<td>586.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann</td>
<td>448.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marty</td>
<td>51.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makki</td>
<td>644.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makk</td>
<td>824.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mawd</td>
<td>(معلم)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazd</td>
<td>561.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazd</td>
<td>267, 557.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mawmaa</td>
<td>438.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat; manners of passing it to a guest</td>
<td>642.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mird</td>
<td>138.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirdalb</td>
<td>tal-Khalef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musli</td>
<td>216.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu'el</td>
<td>454.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murs</td>
<td>656.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muri</td>
<td>(الرشيد)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murtazis</td>
<td>origin of their name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>مود</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustafa</td>
<td>27, 28, 29.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musal</td>
<td>546, 548.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-Matribz</td>
<td>(مصدر)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musal</td>
<td>546, 548.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mufaddl</td>
<td>26, 56.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muh</td>
<td>623.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibn Mula</td>
<td>the written character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulai</td>
<td>Khâk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulai</td>
<td>Khâk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulai</td>
<td>Khâk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulai</td>
<td>(الرشيد)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musah</td>
<td>545.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musal</td>
<td>546, 548.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musal</td>
<td>546, 548.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musal</td>
<td>546, 548.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musaa</td>
<td>663, 667.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>667.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na'</td>
<td>557.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nak</td>
<td>657.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>449.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naqi</td>
<td>(الرشيد)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nau</td>
<td>219.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nak</td>
<td>(الرشيد)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nak</td>
<td>657, 657.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names</td>
<td>There exist numerous examples of the same name being borne by grandfathers, father and son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerd</td>
<td>69.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerd</td>
<td>69.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurb</td>
<td>581.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niy</td>
<td>386.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nyob</td>
<td>586.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyob</td>
<td>586.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nyob</td>
<td>586.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nyob</td>
<td>586.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nyob</td>
<td>586.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nyob</td>
<td>586.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaiy</td>
<td>(violation of their tomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omariyad; violation of their tomb</td>
<td>687, 688.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX.

Sth (شعب), 580.
Sitt (سيط), 187.
Sidra, 10.
Sixty-three years; superstition of the Moslems respecting that number, 573.
ar-Siyda al-Madaniya, 208.
Solomon (the table of), 428, 485.
The staff (الخصا) of as-Tha‘l, sort of astrolabe, 470, 474, 488.
Cuprums made of iron for the first time, 810.
Stone (being bridled or gagged with s), 501.
Sof, 294.
Sultan of sultans, 313.
Surnames, such as Abu Fuld, List of those which are employed to designate certain doctors of the law, 411.
Subha, 586.
Tashm, 507.
Taghita (Christian king, despot), 478.
Tahhi, 208.
Ta’leedn, 327, 474.
Tui (Kubba tal’), 382.
Tanbak, 587.
Tanm, 296.
Tdrith Obbi, 366.
Tauli, 21, 284.
Tawfaq, 599.
Tcheghada 491.
Tents of a red colour, 186.

Ternaria, 80.
Tessaouen (توزون), 445.
Tehed, 216.
Thard, 613.
Talkim diminutives, 42.
Thundima, 530.
Tobba, 219.
Tora, 48.
Tha‘l’s Staff, 470, 474, 589.
Unth dni, 295.
Vizirs; their stipend under the Seljuk government, 297.
Wakf, 667.
Watha, 70.
Walt, 304, 308.
Walid al-Raghe, 504.
Wahti, 648.
al-Wast, 585.
Wasm, 305.
Water of the face, 147.
Wathth, 614.
Wathima, 648.
White dinars, 339.
Wifh, Wafik, 474.
Wild ass (the flesh of), 399.

al-Yamni (a historical work), 266, 338.
Yaun al-Tamyz, 317.
Zainiya college, 407.
Zakkum, 396.
Zir, the treble chord of the lute, 415.
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